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l^TEODUCTION

I'iiis IS tke second report oi the Famine Incjuiiy Commission

appointed under Ordinance No. XXVIII of 1944. We shall begin

by repeating our terms of reference.

To investigate and report to tke Central Government upon

tke causes of tke food skortage and subsequent epidemics in India,

and in paiticular in Bengal, in tke year 1943, and to make recom-

mendations as to tke prevention of tkeir recurrence, witk special

leference to

—

() tke possibility of improving tke diet of tke people and

tke quality and yield of food crops, and

() tke possibility of improving tke system of administra-

tion in respect of tke supply and distribution of food, tke provision

of emerigent medical relief and tke emergent arrangements for

tke control of epidemics in famine conditions in tkose areas and in

tkose aspects in wkick tke present system may be found to kave

been unsatisfactory.

Our first report, entitled Eeport on Bengal ” was publisked

in May 1945. Tkis was concerned mainly witk tke kistory and

causes of tke great famine of 1943, but we dealt also witk problems

of food supply and distribution in Bengal in tke immediate future,

and witk medical relief and tke control of epidemics m famine.

In analysing tke causes of tke famine we kad to give considerable

attention to tke all-India food situation and food policy during tke

critical war years, and in tke ckapter on food administration in

Bengal in tke immediate future we referred freely to administra-

tive metkods followed in otker provinces, but Bengal itself was

tki'ougkout tke mam theme of tke report.

2. In tke present report^^ wkick is divided into four parts, we

have attempted to cover tke remaining items in our terms of refer-

ence. Part I is in general concerned with tke emergency food

situation in India as a whole and tke steps wkick kave been taken

to relieve it. As a starting point, the position m 1943—^tke year

of tke famine—is described in detail. Next, we consider tke

results of tke Grow More Food campaign which, was initiated in

19'42. Other chapters in Part I deal with food administration in

India during the war, statistics of acreage and yield of crops, jfche

need for imports, and food administration in India during the

immediate post-war period. This part of our report relates, in fact,

to what may be described as short-term food policy and the imme-

diate practical measures which should be taken to avoid any repeti-

tion in the near future of the grave situation from which India

is now emerging.

The remaining three parts, which form the bulk of our report,

are concerned with the tremendous item “ (a) the possibility of

improving tke diet of the people and the quality and yield of food
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eiops/' which., as is at once apparent, is foi practical purposes

co-extensive with the whole future development oi the country. In

approaching these lai-ieaching (^[uestions we hist attempt (Part il)

lo dehne the pioblem in chapters on Population and ‘‘ Nutri-

tion '' showing in the latter that the present diet ol the bulk ol the

population IS dehcient in quality and olten in quantity, that the

supply ol piotective loods is giossiy inadequate, and that the econo-

mic condition ol the masses is such that they could not ahord to

purchase a good diet even if sulhcient supplies ol protective foods

weie available. The last chapter in Pait II deals with food policy

in its long-term aspects and may be regarded as the key chapter in

our leport In it we dehne in broad outline suitable objectives

ol lood policy and the measures necessary to attain them. Most of

the measures are discussed and elaborated in greater detail in later

chapters of the report.

Part III entitled ‘‘ The Improvement of Pood Production and
Nutrition is in general concerned with the possibilities of deve-

loping agi’icultuial production by the application of scienhihc

knowledge and technical resources. We discuss under various heads

—irrigation, manure, improved varieties, pests and diseases, agri-

cultural implements and mechanization—methods by which agri-

cultural production in general can be increased. A separate

chaptei IS devoted to the problems of animal husbandry including

milk production. The need for improving the health of the culti-

vator IS emphasized, with particular reference to the prevention of

malaria, which is also of importance in connection with land

reclamation. The important questions of agricultural research

and the organization of agricultural departments are discussed.

We consider sepaiately at some length the production of various

supplementary and piotective foods, including milk, fish^ vegeta-

bles, fruits, tubers and other high-yielding crops The last chapter

of Part III deals with specific measures for improving nutrition,

apart from the general approach to this objective by increasing

food supplies and raising purchasing power.

Finally, we attempt to deal, in Part IV, with the thorny pro-

blem of the reorganization of agncultuie, to the end that the culti-

vator, the producer of food, may be in a position to make use of

improved agricultui*al methods and increase his outturn. The
questions discussed are the subdivision and fragmentation of hold-

ings, the occupancy-nght-holder and the non-occupancy tenant,

the permanent settlement, agricultural prices, rural credit and
employment, multi-purpose co-operation, organization of large land-

holders, and rural administration and co-ordination.

A summary of our conclusions and recommendations forms an
annesure to the Beport.

3. In our first report, dealing with the famine in Bengal, we
remarked that our responsibilities differed from those of earlier

Famine Commissions in India in that we had to report, not on

[Yiii]
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famine due to the oLvious cause of drougkt, but on a calamity

resulting fiom a complicated senes of events for which, both natu-

ral causes and human eiroi weie lesponsible. We had, m fact, a

inoie difficult task to peiform than that undertaken by our prede-

cessors. As regards our second report, we venture to make the same
claim. In 1902, when the last Indian Famine Commission reported

the held to be coveied in considering the prevention and relief

ol famine and the development of food production was a limited

one, and the Commission, it may be said^ had that field to itself, oi

almost to itself. To-day things aie dilfeient. A great deal of

knowleclge has accumulated, and many ol the subjects with which
we aie concerned are noimally dealt with by specialists who have
devoted a lifetime to their study Further, numerous reports on
1 econstruction and development, which oveilap to some extent with
our leport, have been prepared, or are under preparation, by com-
mittees of the Central and Provincial Governments, non-official

bodies and individual experts The position is such that many of

the questions to which we have devoted a single chapter in our
report would in themselves almost provide scope for the enquiries
of a commission In the circumstances w^e may perhaps be excused
for any technical errors which may occur m sections of the report,

and for oui inability to deal adequately with so wide a range of

subject-matter.

It is fully apparent that piogiess in the spheres of community
life with which we are most directlj^ concerned—nutrition and agrr-
cultuie—and progiebb in many other spheres are interdependent
There are, however, various important questions relevant to the
main theme of our report which have either not been discussed at
all, or referred to very briefly Thus, the illiteracy of the masses is

a seiious obstacle to all forms of progress^ including those with
which we are most directly concerned, and ’the need for the vigo-
rous development of education in all its aspects is obvious. We
have not, however, dealt with this question, which has been fully
considered in the Eeport of the Central Advisory Board of Educa-
tion (1943), in any detail We have made little reference to agri-
cultural marketing and ruial transport, both of which were dealt
with at length by the Royal Commission on Agriculture. As
regards some of the subjects discussed in our report—the improve-
ment of agricultural economy, for example—^we have in general
attempted to state the problem rather than to solve it, suggesting
general lines of approach and investigation rather than dear-cut
schemes for immediate action

4. Our main responsibility, as we have conceived it, has been to
survey the problem as a whole and to define the broad lines of a
food policy designed to prevent any future threat of famine and
to improve the diet of the people In attempting to do this, and
to view in true perspective the far-reaching measures necessary for
the attainment of the objective, we have left many gaps to be
filled in by others. Much hard work and hard thinking will be
needed to further the reconstruction and development of the country
along sound lines The Commission of which we are members is

[ix]
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tile latest of four Indian Eanime Commissions. We liope that it

will be the last Famine Commission and at the same time the first

of a senes of Food Commissions concerned not with the preyention
of famine, but with the leplacement of bnnger and malnutrition
by plenty.
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PART i

Short-term aspects of the food probleha

CHAPTEE I.—EOOD SHOETAGES IN INDIA IN 1943

We have dealt -witli the food shortage in Bengal in 1943 in

oiir report on that province. Our terms of reference include the
study of the food situation in the same year in other parts of

India. A review of that situation will make a suitable starting

point for the present report. While in certain respects 3943 ^as
an exceptional ye^^ the supply situation in general during the
next few years is not likely to be very materially different. Hence
an account of the position in 1943 will be of value in clarifying

questions to be discussed in later chapters of this report. We shall

consider here only cereals, which form the great bulk of the food

of the population, the most important being rice, wheat, millets,

barley and maize. It is to be observed that before the war India

was not s'elf-sufficient in cereals, a small exportable surplus of

wheat being offset by large imports of rice.

Imports and snnports of Hce and wheats

(In millions of tons),

exports 4*

imports —

.

Five years endmg
1937-38 (average)

Bice.

— 1*72

Wheat.

+ 0*20

1938-39 .

.

— 125 4- 0-19

1939-40 «

*

.

.

— 2*14 — 0 02

1940-41 .

.

•

.

— 1*09 4- 0*12

1941-42 .

.

— 0*71 4“ 0*26

1942-43 *. .

.

4* 0 26 4* 0*03

On the fall of Burma in the early part of 1942, imports of rice

ceased. The areas most affected were parts of the provinces of

Bombay and Madras, and the States of Cochin and Travancore.

2. Certain provinces in India are net exporters of cereals in

normal times. They are, the Punjab, the Central Provinces and

Berar, Sind, Orissa and As^am:—
(i) The Pu7V]ah is normally a large exporter of cerea]^*

These exports consist in the main of wheat but also include rice,

millets and barley The wheat crop harvested in 1943 was a
bumper one and the rice, millet, maize and barley crops were

good. In 1943 the province had an unusually large exportable

surplus.

(ii) The Central Provinces and Berar also normally have an
exportable ^rplus. This area had an excellent rice crop in

1942-43, while the millet crop was slightly above, and the wheat

crop below, the normal. There was no shortage in this province

in 1943; it had in fact a considerable exportable surplus of rice.
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(ill) S^nd IS another surplus proYince. In 1942-43 the

exportable surplus amounted to about 30 per cent of the provincial

yield of foodgrains.

(iv) Orma normally has a surplus of rice and during the

period, 1st December 1942 to 31st October 1943, exported about

100.000 tons. This was accomplished in spite ot a pooi harvest.

Although the province as a whole had a surplus in 1942-43, there

was serious distress accompanied by some deaths from starvation

in the four coastal districts of Balasore, Cuttack, Pun and

Ganjam. This was due, first, to the damage caused by cyclones

in October and JNoveinber 1942, secondly, to floods in August 1943,

and finally, to the steep rise in prices during the free trade period

which had the efiect ot placing rice beyond the reach of the poor

In our report on Bengal we have described health conditions in

Orissa during the famine yeai.

(v) Assam has an exportable Surplus of nee and imports a

small quantity of wheat. The volume of the rice surplus cannot

be determined accurately because the exports by country boat are

not recorded. The rice crop of 1942-43 was a good one and there

was no shortage in 1943.

3. The deficit provinces, apart from Bengal, are the North-
West Frontier Province, Bihar

^
the Dnited Provinces, Madras and

Bombay.

(i) The Nofth’-West FrontxeT FromrifCe is normally slightly

in deficit. It imports about 25,000 ton^ of wheat and y,000 tons

of rice, and exports approximately 15,000 tons of barley. There
was no shortage in 1943; this was largely due to a bumper wheat
crop.

(ii) B^hary in normal times, is deficit in rice as well as in

wheat. During the four years 1937-38 to 1940-41, the average

annual imports were approximately 200,000 tons of rice and
71.000 tons of wheat and wheat products. In addition^ the Bihar
Government estimate that 74,000 tons of rice, in the form of

paddy, were received yearly from Nepal. The following table

shows the estimated yield of the rice, wheat, maize and barley

crops dn Bihar for the four years ending 1942-43 :
—

(*000 tons.)J

Year. Bice. Wheat. Maize* Barley,

1939-40J • • 3,178 54424 441 405

1940*41 .

.

2,134 405 393 446

1941-42 B.. 2,747 485 456 445

1942-43 3,256 581 558 416

It will be noticed that the yield of the rice, wheat and maii^
crops in 1942-43 was very good. During the free trade period,

May to July 1943, prices rose steeply and the Government, in order
to assist the poorer classes, opened numerous poor shops at

which foodgrains were sold at cheap rates. On the abandonment
of free trade, Government were able to regain control and prices
fell rapidly. The only supply which Bihar received under the

[ 4 ]
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Basic Plan in 1943 was about 20,000 tons of wheat. Apart from
the rise in prices, consequent on the introduction of free trade,

the supply position in Bihar during 1943 wa^ not unsatisfactory,

and in the latter part of the year 50,000 tons of rice were supplied

to Bengal.

(lii) The United Provinces, taking all cereals together^ nor-

mally has a small deficit of about 50,000 tons. The province is,

however, heavily deficit in rice, the average imports amounting to

about 174,000 tons. The production of the main cereals in

1942-43 was satisfactory A procurement organization was set up
in March 1943 and the Provincial Government were able to ensure

stipplies to the urban centres, and in addition, to provide over

160.000 tons of cereals for deficit provinces and the defence

services.

(iv) (a) Madras is normally deficit in rice, wheat, and
millets During the four years ending 1940-41 and the five years

ending 1941-42, the average yearly imports of rice were about

350.000 tons and 260,000 tons respectively as against an average

production of approximately 47 million tons. The imports came
chiefly from Burma. During the same period the average yearly

imports of wheat from other parts of India were about 65,000 tons,

as compared with an annual production of only 2,000 tons. The
recorded net imports of jowar and bajra were small, about 10,000

tons, but in addition, there were unrecorded imports of ragi and
other millets from the States of Mysore and Hyderabad into the

adjoining districts of the province. The shortage in the supply

position created by the stoppage of imports of rice from Burma in

the Spring of 1942 was aggravated by two factors Eirst, Ceylon,

the States of Travancore and Cochin, and the province of Bombay,
in normal times, depend largely on imports from Burma and on

their cessation purchases for export to these areas began to be

made in the main rice producing areas of Madras. Secondly,

parts of the Ceded Districts of Bellary, Anantapur and Kurnool

suffered during 1942 and 1943 from a serious famine consequent on

the failure of the south-we^ and the north-east monsoons in 1942.

(6) In May-June 1942 purhases of rice for export led to a

steep rise in prices and the Provincial Government endeavoured to

bring the situation under control by allocating export quotas to

the buying areas, and prohibiting exports from the province except

under permit. These steps did not, however, prove entirely

successful and in September 1942 an official purchasing organiza-

tion was set up in the main Orpins rice areas for the purpose of

undertaking all buying for export outside the province and for

the defence services Later
^
in Eebruary 1943, the work of this

agency was extended to the purchase of supplies of rice for deficit

areas in the province The surplus rice areas are situated in the

north and south deltas. They are well provided with irrigation

canals, and in consequence, are protected against crop failures.

Procurement operations in these areas were very successful and

enabled the Provincial Government to obtain control of large
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supplies of rice. During the period December 1942 to October

1943, more than 700,000 tons of rice were purchased on Govern-

ment account The rice purchased was largely used for meeting

the needs, as far as pos.^ible, of the deficit areas in the province,

partly for the defence services, and pailly for assisting the

neighbouring provinces and states.

. (o) The rainfall in the three districts of Bellary, Ananta-

pur, and Kurnool is uncertain and, in the absence of protective

irrigation works, these areas are very liable to famine. Both the

north-east and the south-west monsoons of 1942 failed and famine

conditions prevailed in laige areas of these districts during the

greater part of 1942 and 1943 The population of the affected

areas was nearly 1 2 millions and it has been estimated that about

400,0(30 persons were in receipt of relief during the famine.

Numerous famine relief works were started and arrangements

made for the import of foodgrains into the affected areas

from other parts of the province as well as from outside the

supply of grain to famine camps. This was necessary as workers

found it difficult to buy grain in the markets. Over 20,000 tons

of millets were supplied to the famine camps. The expenditure

on relief operations was heavy, amounting to Rs. 2,18,00,000,

Although there was great distress among the poorer sections of

the people, the famine did not cause exceptional mortality.

(d) The supply position in Madras in 1943 was, therefore,

one of considerable difficulty. The quantities of foodgrains

received from other provinces and states under the Basic Plan
during 1943 were not large, being as follows:—

Tons.

Rice ^ 33,000
Baddy 9,700
Millets 72,400
Wheat and wheat pro-

ducts 47,600

The situation was' kept under control very largely owing to the

success of the procurement operations in the surplus rice areas of

the north and south deltas. Another factor, which also assisted,

was the existence of reserves in the hands of the cultivators in the

millet producing and consuming areas. Rainfall is uncertain in

the dry areas of the province, and the cultivators in ibese
areas are accustomed to keep reserve stocks of millets as an insur-

ance against poor harvests in years of deficit rainfall. The
existence of these reserves was a factor of some importance in 1943.
The higher prices then prevailing induced the cultivator to sell

part of his reserve, and this additional supply was useful not only
in assisting the famine-stricken areas but also in increasing the
flow of supplies to markets in other parts of the province.

(v) (a) Bombay normally is deficit in rice, wheat and
millets. This is largely due to the demands of the urban areas,
Bombay city, Sholapur, Ahmedabad, Poona, and other towns.

agam^ fekesB receipts Madras supplied IW,000 tons of rice to Ceylon
and provinces and states.
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The following table shows the average annual imports and produc-

tion of cereals during the five years ending 1941-42 as well as

production in 1942-43:—
Average of thefive years ending 1941-42.

Imports.
(’000 tons).

Production.
(’000 tons).

Bice 295 756
Wheat 147 303
Millets (jowar and

hajra) .

.

54 1,795

496 2,864

Yields during 1942-43.

(’000 tons).

Bice 928
Wheat .

.

215
Millets (jowar and

bajra) .

.

1,682

2,825

(6) As in the case of Madras, imports of rice came chiefly

from Burma, and those of wheat from other parts of India. Again,
as in Madras, the supply position in 1943 was complicated by
scarcity and famine in certain districts in which, owing to uncer-

tain rainfall and the absence of irrigation, crops are liable to

periodic failure. On the other hand, the supply position in

Bombay was eased by the fact that as against a normal deficit of

about 496,000 tons, the province received during the hharif year

1942-

43 (December 1942 to ISTovember 1943) and the rah^ year,

1943-

44 (April 1943 to March 1944) a total quantity of 431,000

tons of foodgrains.

Tons.

B1O0 €md paddy .

.

. * 84,000

Wheat . • 230,000

Millets • 117.000

431.000

The supply problems with which the Gove^mment of Bombay
were faced in 1943, were, first, the feeding of Bombay city and
other industrial areas, and secondly, the provision of supplies to

certain areas in which scarcity and famine prevailed owing to the

failure of the crops.

(c) When prices rose in 1942 the Provincial Government
began to acquire stocks for distribution in Bombay city. By the

end of the year the only supplies which were not distributed under
Government control were about 4,000 maunds (147 tons) of rice

a day. In December 1942, the conclusion was reached that

rationing would have to be introduced, in January 1943 prelimi-

nary administrative arrangements were made, and on l~st May
1943 rationing was introduced in the city. The necessary supplies,
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wheat, millets and rice, were obtained largely from outside the

province, and partly from the surplus rice areas of Colaba and

Thana.

(d) In 1943 the activity of the monsoon declined towards

the end of August and there was practically no rain after the

middle of September, except for scattered showers in the south of

the province late in December. The early cessation of the mon-

soon seriously affected the cultivation of mhi crops, particularly

in the eastern parts of the South Deccan and the Karnatak. These

areas had experienced scarcity conditions in the previous year

and the failure of the rahi crops in 1942-43 resulted in a serious

shortage of food and fodder. The area which suffered most was
the Bijapur district where famine conditions prevailed from Nov-
ember 1943 to December 1943. There was also scarcity, not

amounting to famine, in parts of the districts of Dharwar, Bel-

gaum, Satara, and Sholapux during 1943. The total population

affected by scarcity and famine was 1,500,000—950,000 in the

Bijapur district and 560,000 in other districts.

Great difficulty was experienced in supplying grain to the

affected areas. This was specially so towards the end of 1942
and during the early months of 1943 when foodgrains were very

scarce in Bombay city and only small supplies were received

from outside the province. The supply position in the Bijapur

district was particularly acute and it was found necessary first, to

supply millets at subsidized rates from November 1943, and
secondly, to ration the whole district from 1st July 1943 on the

basis of I lb. of cereals per adult per day. These supplies were

provided in bulk to villages and "distributed either by reliable

local merchants or by village revenue officers under the super-

vision of local non-official committees. In other areas, fair price

shops were opened for the sale of grain to the poor on the basis of

one rupee worth of grain per family per week. The usual mea-
mires, including relief works, prescribed by the Famine Code were
also undertaken. By the end of 1943 agricultural conditions had
greatly improved and the declarations of famine and scarcity

were withdrawn. The relief measures undertaken were successful

in preventing any exceptional mortality.

(vi) Bengal is normally deficit in rice and wheat. The
average annual net imports of rice according to the recorded
statistics for the five years ending 1941-43 were approximately
132,000 tons. In addition, there were unrecorded imports by
country boat from Assam and from Arakan in Burma

;
the amount

of these imports is not known with accuracy. The average annual
net imports of wheat for th^e same period were 349,000 tons. The
imports of rice were chiefly from Burma and those of wheat mainly
from other parts of India. We have dealt with the supply posi-

tion in Bengal in 1943 in our report on that province.^ It will
suffice to say that the aman rice crop reaped in November and
December 19^ was a very poor one.

® Report on BefngaJ, Part I, Chapter IK, section C.
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4. {a) Tlie States of Travancore and OoclLin in normal times

are dependent largely upon imports of rice from overseas, cliiefly

from Burma. Tlie exact amount of these imports is not known
and various estimates have been made. The State of Travancore

estimates that on the basis of an average yearly consumption of

275 lb of rice for 75 per cent of the population, that is, adults,

and 68f lb. for the remainder, the annual requirements are 617,000

tons. The annual production is estimated at 250,000 tons and
on these figures the deficit becomes 367,000 tons On the same
basis annual consumption in Cochin would be about 150,000 tons.

Production is estimated at about; 86,000 tons, thus giving a yearly

deficit of 64,000 tons. Calculated in this manner, the annual
deficit for both the States works out at about 430,000 tons. It is,

however, doubtful whether the pre-war imports were as large as

this; they were probably less But whatever the actual figure

was, it is clear that in these States, the deficit was very large

(b) On the loss of imports from Burma the supply position

in both States became extremely difiScult. At first, supplies wore
received from Madras, 95,000 tons of rice being despatched by
that Province between July 1942 and January 1943. Later in

1943, the Basic Plan came into operation and during 1943-44 the

two States received supplies as follows :
—

Between December 1942 and November 1943—
Rice 141,000 tons.

Millets 24,000 tons

Between April 1943 and March 1944—
Wheat 138,000 tons.

(c) Both the States took drastic action to conserve a'^id control

internal supplies. Early in 1943 private trade in rice and paddy
was prohibited and measures were introduced which gave the

Governments not only a monopoly of purchase of the surplus paddy
of all producers, but also required producers to sell the whole of

their surplus grain to Government at the prescribed price. The
Travancore Government have gone a step further and every pro-

ducer, whether he has a surplus or not, is required to sell to

Government, for general distribution, a prescribed proportion of

his produce. Eurther, the distribution of foodgrains was brought

entirely under Government control and during 1943 rationing was
introduced throughout the two States, in rural as well as in urban

areas. In Travancore, in October 1944, the ration for adults was
roughly 14 oz. of foodgrains, per day, of which about 8 ok. was
rice, 5 ok. wheat at 1 ok. other grains. In Cochin the ration was
somewhat smaller, being about 12 ok. of foodgrains per day. As
in Travancore. this was composed partly of rice, and partly of other

foodgrains.

(d) Tapioca is produced in large quantities in both the States.

Its cultivation has been greatly extended during the last three

years, that is, since the shortage in the rice supply became acute.

It is cheap and is therefore within reach of the poorer classes who,

in spite of its inferior nutritive qualities, prefer it to wheat and
millets. The Governments of the two States recognized the
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importance of tapioca as a substitute for rice and its export was
proJiibited in 1942. There is no doubt that the presence of this

alternative food and its increasing supply have been important

factors in ameliorating the position created by the serious shortage

in the supply position of rice.

5. The Deccan States are adjacent to and interspersed with the

districts of Bijapur, Dharwar, Sholapur and Satara in the Province
of Bombay. In 1943 the rabi crops in these States, like those in

the ad]acent areas of the Province of Bombay, were seriously

affected by the early cessation of the monsoon and there was a

serious shortage of food and fodder. Under^the Basic Plan they
were given supplies amounting to 61,000 tons of foodgrains in 1943
and 109,000 tons in 1944.

6. In conclusion reference should be made to imports from
overseas and the supplies for the defence services in 1943.

Imports during 1943.

Tons

Supplies to defence services.

Tons.

Wheat 273,000 Rice .

.

176,000

Barley 98,000 Wheat 600,000

Barley, miUets and
maize 46,000

371,000 722,000

1:10 j



CHAPTER II.—TEE GROW MORE POOD CAMPAIGN

Early in 1942 ike Indian Central Cotton Committee and tlie

Advisory Board of tlie Imperial Council of Agriculture Eesearcli

made recommendations for growing more food. Tlie Government
of India in April 1942 called a Pood Production Conference

with the object of concerting measures for the increased produc-
tion of foodgrains in India. The conference 'was“~"attended by
representatives^ of the provinces and the states and was presided

over by the Member in charge of the Department of Education,
Health and Lands of the Government of India. The conference

viewed with grave concern the shortage of food which was likely

to face the country largely because of the loss of imports of rice

from Burma, and recommended that a planned drive for the

increased production of food and fodder crops should be immedi-
ately initiated. The measures recommended by the conference

may be tabulated as follows:—
(i) An increase in the area under food and fodder crops by

—

(a) bringing new land, including fallow land, under culti-

vation
;

(b) double cropping; and

(g) diverting land from non-food crops to food crops.

(ii) An increase in the supply of water for^irrigation by the

improvement and extension of existing irrigation canals, the con-

struction of additional wells, etc.

(iii) The extended use of manures and fertilizers.

(iv) An increase in the supply of improved seeds.

Since 1942 the Grow More Pood campaign has been conducted
on these lines by the Central Provincial and State Administra-
tions. We propose to review the measures taken and the results

achieved, not with the object of pointing out what should have
been done or not done, but with the object of drawing lessons for

the future.

2, The following grants and loans have been sanctioned by the

Central Government to the provinces and states in ^id of Grow
More Pood schemes :

—
{In lakhs of rupees.)

Year. Loans.
Grants from

Central
revenues.

Grants from the
Cotton fund.

1943-44 164*4 69*S 14*8

1944-45 129*1 162*0 23*3

Total 293*5 231*8 ssT

Figures showing the expenditure incurred by Provincial and State

Governments are not available, but as grants are generally not
made on a basis moie favourable than 50:50, the figure for grants
may be taken as involving an equal expenditure from Provincial
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txnd State revenues. Tlie details of the grants and loans made by

the Central Government are given in the statement at the end of

this chapter.

Extensioi^ of Cultivation

3. In the absence of statistics, the majority of the provinces

have, not been able to supply information as regards the area of

waste land brought under cultivation since the launching of the

campaign. According, however, to information supplied by
the Governments of Bombay, the United Provinces and Orissa,

the area of new land brought under cultivation in these provinces

is approximately 163,000 acres, 140,000 acres, and 100,000 acres

respectively.

The chief reasons why culturable waste land is not cultivated

are as follows:—
(i) lack of water

;

(ii) lack of drainage;

(iii) unhealthy conditions, chiefly due to malaria;

(iv) deep-rooted grasses and weeds;

(v) low fertility of the soil;

(vi) salinity and alkalinity; and

(vii) liability to damage by wild animals.

The pressure of population on the land in India is very great

and the area of culturable but uncultivated land which can be
brought under cultivation without the application of special, and

in the majority of cases, expensive measures, is small. Irrigation

canals involve heavy capital outlay and cannot be built in a day.

There is also a limit to the rate at which wells, tube or open, can

be constructed, particularly in conditions created by the war
Protection against wild animals presents difficulties and the

restriction on the supply of cartridges imposed by war conditions

has resulted in an increase in the numbers of wild pig an'fl deer.

Land covered with jungle cannot be brought under cultivation

without labour and capital. Deep-rooted srrasses cannot be eradi-

cated without the assistance of tractors. The draining of marshy
lands is frequently an expensive and technical matter. And
finally, unhealthy tracts present problems of peculiar difficulty'.

It is, therefore, unlikely that the area of new land brought under
cultivation within a short period of two or three years has been
larger* It would be surprising if it were so.

The measures taken to encourage the bringing of new land
under the plough have been various, such as, interest-free loans,

rent-free leases for a term of years, rebates on assessment of land
revenue, the supply of water foir irrigation free or at concessional
rates, the supply of seed at cheap rates, and the amendment of
tenancy laws in some areas so as to enable zamindars to settle

dwJchast lands without affecting their rights thereto.

Considerable areas are also classed as fallows.’* These are
usually of such low fertility that they cannot he cultivated every
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year and must be allowed to lie fallow after yielding crop for two

or three years. Some of this fallow land has, howeyer, been

brought under regular cultivation owing to the high prices now
prevailing for agricultural produce. Statistics are not available

showing the area of fallow land brought into regular cultivation.

Double Ouopping

4. The area of double-cropped land has extended considerably,

the reported increase in British India being 3 • 5 million acres, as

compared with the average for the six years ending 1941-42. All

provinces except Bombay and the ISTorth-West Frontier Province

show an increase in the double cropped area. High prices have

been the main incentive for this increase. Soil moisture is essem

tial for success in double cropping and hence the lands which

carry two crops are chiefly rice land or land which can be irrigated

from canals, wells or tanks. Double-cropped land also usually

requires generous manuring. In various provinces double crop-

ping has been encouraged by loans and subsidies for the construc-

tion of wells, tanks and small irrigation projects.

The Diversion op Land from Non-foob to Poob Crops

5. (i) The entry of Japan into the war closed the Far-Eastern

market to Indian cotton. This created a serious position for the

growers of short staple cotton and special measures were taken to

reduce the acreage under that type of cotton with the double object

of preventing the cotton market in India from being flooded with
“ unwanted ’’ cotton and increasing the production of foodgrains.

A Cotton Fund was created in 1942 out of the proceeds of an addi-

tional customs duty on the imports of raw cotton. The object ot

this fund was to enable Government to take steps for the relief of

the situation arising out of the stoppage of cotton exports to

Japan by inter financing measures designed to assist the culti-

vator to change over from short staple cotton to other crops.

Bonuses have been paid to cultivators on the basis of the reduc-

tion in area, and the Government of India have agreed that pro-

vinces and states should be reimbursed for the loss incurred in

refu^ng a supply of water for the irrigation of cotton crops, and

supplying water at low rates for food crops on land which had

peviously been under cotton. Manure and seed have been provided

free or at concession rates for land diverted from cotton to food-

grains, and propaganda was undertaken on a wide scale urging

a I’eduction in the area under short staple cotton. The result of

these measures was that the all-India area under cotton fell* from

24 ’ 2 million acres in 1941-42 to 19 • 2 million acres in 1942-43. In

1943-44 there was an increase to 20*4 million acres, but the

acreage under cotton was still nearly 4 million acres less than m
1941-42. The forecast of the area under cotton in 1944r-46 indi-

cates a large reduction as compared with the previous years, and

we understand that the Indian Central Cotton Committee has

recommended that the area under cotton should be reduced to

16 million acres. The food crops grown in place of cotton are

bajra and jowar.
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Legislative action lias also been taken vitli tJie object of

reducing the area under cotton. The Government oi Madias have

taken power to restrict compulsorily the acreage under certain

varieties of short staple cotton. In Bombay legislation has been

passed to control the areas under foodgrains and non-foodgrains.

In Hyderabad (Deccan) a tax equivalent to double the land

revenue has been imposed on land under cotton and a sales tax

levied on all sales of cotton. The States of Baroda and Hawa-
nagar have also compulsorily restricted the area under short staple

cotton.

It should be recognized that while cotton is classified as a

non-food crop it produces an important feed for cattle in the form

of concentrates^, cotton seed and cotton seed cake^ and the oil is also

used as one of the raw materials in the manufacture of vanaspati ^

.

The average acreage under cotton during the three years ending
1938-89 was 24*7 million acres; in 1942-^3 it fell to 19 *2 million

acres, a reduction of 5*5 million acres. It is estimated that the

yield of cotton seed from 6-5 million acres is 500,000 tons. The
loss of this quantity must have considerably reduced the supplies

of cattle food which in turn had repercussions on agricultural

production and milk supply. The restriction of the area under
cotton must be judged with these facts in view.

(ii) Jute is grown in Bengal, Bihar and Assam, but the

acreage in the last two provinces is small compared with that in

Bengal. Por instance, in 1939 the area under jute in Bengal
was estimated at 2*5 million acres, whereas the total area in

Bihar and Assam was less than 600,000 acres The alternative

crop to jute is rice In Bengal, though not in Bihar and Assam,
since 1941 the acreage under jute has been regulated by Govern-

ment by virtue of the powers given under the Bengal Jute Begu-
lation Act of 1940 A complete survey of the area under jute was
made in 1940-41 and the area registered was nearly 5 million

acres, ® This figure is double the area given in the jute forecast

for the previous year. The figure of 5 million acres is now taken
as the standard and the acreage permitted to be sown in a parti-

cular year is expressed as a fraction of this figure. The actual

acreage under jute during the four years ending 1944-45, that is

since the regulation of the jute acreage has been enforced, has been
as follows:

—

Million acres.

1941-

42 1-5^

1942-

4S 2*7

1943-

44 , . . r . . . . 2*1

1944Ht5 1-7

It is impossible to compare these figures with the estimates of th,®

areas under jute in Bengal during the years preceding 1940-41;
th:ey are not comparable. The figures, " however, show that the
acreage has Mien by one million acres between 1942-43 and
1944-fe. This reduction was in all probability due to the high

^ Hydrogenated oil lor human cortsumption

*We are not in a position to testify to the accuracy of this figure.
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price of rice whicli has encouraged the growing of rice instead of

jute, for the prescribed fraction was one half in each of these three

years.

The areas under jute in the provinces of Assam and Bihar have

also decreased since 1941-42. The figures are as follows:—
(In thousands of acres.)

Bihar. Assam

1941-42 242 304
1942-43 233 320

1943-44 202 231
1944-45 163 149

Here again, the decrease is in ail probability due in large

measure to the high price of rice. Propaganda in favour of grow-

ing food crops has also assisted.

Irrigation

6. Throughout the greater part of India rainfall is liable to be

deficient in quantity and irregular in incidence. For this reason

the yield of crops wholly dependent upon rain is much lower than

that of irrigated crops. This is shown by the figures in the

following statement;—
(In lb. per acre

)

Rice, Iriigated.

1

UnuTigated

Madras 1,195 866

Bimjab 819 521

United Provinces. 1,050 800

Wheat,

Bombay 1,236 496

Punjab 928 551

Delhi 1,U8 656

United Provinces 1,050 750

The provision of an assured and regular water-supply is, there-

fore, a most important factor in increasing the food supply of the

country. Such a supply of water not only greatly increases the

yield but also enables land which would otherwise be uncultivated,

owing to inadequate rainfall, to be brought under the plough.

Further, irrigation increases the double-cropped area. From the

early stages, therefore, emergency irrigation schemes occupied a

prominent place in the Grow More Food campaign. These

schemes consist of

—

(a) the reconditioning of old and the construction of new

tanks and open wells;

(h) the construction of tube wells fitted with power-driven

pumps;

(c) the erection of pumping plant for the raising of water

from rivers; and

{d) minor eXEtensions and improvements to existing canals.

Schemes costing several orores have been sanctioned but the addi-

tional area brought under irrigation has not as yet been large.

We do not say this in any spirit of criticism. Even emergency

n&i
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scliemes take time to complete, particularly m conditions arising

out of tke war. Tkere are several reasons for this. Departments

are short-handed, materials are difficult to obtain, skilled labour

IS in short supply and above all, delay is inevitable in obtaining

machinery.

The Punjab ha^ shown the greatest progress. This is natural

as -the extensive system of canals in that province offers greater

scope for carrying out improvements to existing works. An
additional 300,000 to 400,000 acres have been brought under

irrigation since the beginning of 1942-43. Further, a scheme

for subsidizing the construction of 5,000 percolation wells at

a total cost of Es. 14 lakhs has been sanctioned. In the United
Provinces a large scheme involving the construction of 1,000 miles

of new channels and 400 tube wells has been sanctioned* It is

hoped to complete the scheme by 31st March 1946 when an
additional area of 579,000 acres will be brought under irrigation.

Dy the end of March 1945 it was expected that the additional

area under irrigation would be 278,000 acres. In addition, a

scheme estimated to cost Es. 11,00,000 has been sanctioned for

giving financial assistance to cultivators for the construction of

open masonry wells. Interest-free loans and subsidies will be
granted up to one half and one quarter respectively of the

cost of the wells. In Bombay schemes for the improvement
of old wells and tanks, the construction of new well^ and
tanks, and the construction of hhandaras at a cost of

over Es. 30,00,000 have been commenced. These schemes

are expected to take three years to complete and to bring

under irrigation an additional 10,000 acres in 1944-45

and 20,000 acres in subsequent years. In Sind the re-modelling

of old canal systems has enabled 150,000 acres of irrigated land

to be leased out for the growing of food crops* In Madras an
additional 40,000 acres have been brought under irrigation in the

area covered by the Cauvery-Mettur Project. In addition,

schemes costing Es 74,00,000 have been Sanctioned. When
completed, these will bring under irrigation about 63,000 acres.

In the Central Provinces and Berar a scheme for the construction

of a large number of wells has been sanctioned. In other pro*

vinces similar schemes, though on a smaller scale, have been
sanctioned and are in course of construction.

Manuees

7. The application of manures is a most important factor

in obtaining quickly an increased production of food crops, and
the Food Production Conference in April 1942 resolved that

arrangements should be made for the supply of manures, parti*

culaxly oil-cakes and bone-meal; green manuring^ where possible,

proper storage of farmyard manure and the making of compost
should els? b^ encouraged.*^ During the Grow More Food
campaign aciaon has been taken to increase the production and
the application of various types of manures but little success has
been achieved^

[ 16 ]
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Tile amount of bone meal manure produced and used is small.

Tbe (Government of Bombay bave arranged for tbe distribution

of 500 tons of bone meal to rice-growers in tbe Eonkan district

at concession rates. Tbe loss on tbe scbeme, estimated at

Rs. 42,000, will be shared equally by the Central and Provincial

Governments. The results of this experiment should be valuable.

Green manuring has made little progress, largely because the
pressure on the land is so great that many small cultivators

cannot ahord to sacrifice even a catch-crop in order to grow
a crop for green manuring. It is only in Madras, the United
Provinces, Orissa and the Punjab that green manuring has been
actively encouraged. In Madras the amount of green manure
seed distributed is increasing and has now reached a figure of

between 30,000 and 40,000 maunds (1,100 and 1,470 tons) a year.

In the United Provinces distribution has been at the rate of

40,000 maunds annually, and it is proposed to continue distribu-

tion at this rate. In Orissa also seed has been distributed

although on a smaller scale. In the Punjab it is proposed to

spend Rs, 1,00,000 on the free distribution of seed in the Canal
Colonies to encourage green manuring on a wide scale.

A source of manure which presents possibilities is compost

prepared from town refuse and night-soil. For the effective

production of compost, according to the Bangalore process, a
trained staff is necessary and in March 1943 the Government
of India made a grant of Rs. 2,25,000 to the Imperial Council

of Agricultural Research for the purpose of training a staff and
inaugurating schemes of production. A staff has been trained

and in fifteen Provinces and States the production of compost

has commenced. Up to the end of December 1944, 130,000 tons

had been prepared of which approximately 20 per cent had been
sold. The (Government of India are subsidizing sales to the

extent of 12 annas per 50 cubic feet in order to enable the

disposal to keep pace with production. It is too early as yet

to say whether the development of this source of manure will

prove a success. One difficulty is the prejudice which exists in

certain parts of the country, regarding the use of manure
incorporating nightsoil.

Several Provincial Governments have made special efforts to

popularize the use of oil-cake as manure. The steps taken have

been to control movements and prices and to subsidize sales for

manuxial purposes for food crops. In Madras the cost of internal

transport, storage and distribution is met by Government In

the United Provinces, Bengal, Bombay, Bihar, the Central Pro-

vinces and Berar and Orissa, oil-cake has been sold for food

production purposes at concession rates. One difficulty in the

extension of the use of oil-cake as manure is that it is also a

valuable cattle-feed and in some areas the whole of the supply

is used in this manner with the result that none is available for

use as manure.
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Tile imports of ciiemical fertilizers m 1939 were about

100,000 tons. During tbe first year ol the war, althougk

imports were restricted, consumption was not seriously reduced

owing to tlie existence of considerable stocks in the country.

During the years 1942 and 1943, however, the quantities of

cJiemical fertilizers available for agricultural purposes progres-

sively deci eased, and at the beginning of 1944 the quantity avail-

able was limited to the amount produced within India, that la,

about 20,000 tons annually. The (Government of India accordingly

arranged to import supplies and succeeded in obtaining 76,000 tons

in 1944 and 34,000 tons early in 1940. It is hoped that larger

quantities will be available later this year (1945) and in the

early part of 1946. The restriction on the supplies of artificial

fertilizers has undoubtedly been a great handicap to the

IGrow Jdore Jb'ood campaign.

Disteibtjtion op Impeoved Seed

6. As improved seed gives an increase in yield of as much
as 5 to 10 per cent, the distribution of such seed was undertaken
as an important part of the (Grow More Food campaign. The
principal agencies for the multiplication of improved seed are

the Agricultural Departments of the Provincial (Governments and
registered growers working under their supervision. Improved
seed is the- result of long-term research and only small quantities

are produced in the first instance. This nucleus is then multiplied

at Government farms and further multiplied by registered growers
working under the supervision of the Agricultural Departmeutv®

In these conditions the rapid expansion in the quantity of

improved seed available for distribution offers difficulties.

Nevertheless, it has been possible to produce and distribute an

additional quantity sufficient to cover an area of about 4 million

acres. It is, however, probable that some of this seed has not

been up to the requisite standard. Large quantities have been

distributed at concessional rates.

Vegetables

9. In urban areas and those parts of the country where military

forces are stationed the supply of vegetables has not been equal
to the demand and prices have risen to very high levels. Before
the war the greater part of the seed for the European types of

vegetables and even for some of the Indian types was imported
from abroad. This supply was largely cut off by the war and in

1943 and 1944 the Government of India made arrangements for The
import of seed from America. A seed farm has also been
Established in Baluchistan and arrangements made in Kashmir
lor the acclimatization ’ of vegetables of the European type and
for the production of seed on a large scale. During the last two
years the army authorities have established farms in different

parts of the country for the provision of vegetables for the troops
and m addition. Provincial (Governments, in conjunction with tie
military authorities, have prepared and put into operation
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scliemes ior tlie production of European and Indian vegetables.
TJie underlying idea of tliese scbemes is that if the army demand
can be met by these special arrangements the ordinary civil

sources of supply will be adequate to meet the civil demand. In
spite of these efforts the total demand, civil and military, in 1944
still exceeded the supply in some areas, while in others more
vegetables were produced than could be consumed and prices

dropped sharply. During 1945 it is expected that the Army
will be largely self-supporting in fresh vegetables, including
potatoes, and the position should further improve.

Cattle

10. Draught animals are used for all agricultural operations in

India and are therefore indispensable to the agricultural economy
of the country. With the exception of the iPunjab, the United
Provinces, and Sind, the cattle position shows signs of deteriora-

tion and there are complaints of shortages, particularly of plough
cattle. The prices of cattle are very high and many cultivators

find it difficult to replace losses. In Assam the position is des-

cribed as acute and in Bengal a serious shortage is reported.

Bengal lost a large number of cattle in cyclone and during the

famine, and these losses have contributed to the serious shortage

in that province. Apart from this special contributory cause in

Bengal, the reasons for the deterioration in that and other pro-

vinces are, however, not clear. It has been suggested that when
foodgrain prices rose there was a time-lag during which cattle

prices did not rise proportionatelv. This made the maintenance
of young stoch unremunerative with the result that young animals
were slaughtered. Another reason advanced is that the reduction
in mechanical transport and the restrictions on railway booking
of goods over short distances have increased the demand for bul-
locks for road traffic. Extension of cultivation also has been put
forward as a cause. A further reason adduced is the increased
slaughter of cattle for food purposes, particularly for army
demands. The prohibitions, except under permit, on the export
of cattle from the provinces and states, which were in normal
times exporters of cattle, have also no doubt complicated the situa-
tion There is no evidence that as yet the shortgage has affected
agricultural operations in any province. But the danger exists
that further deterioration may result in a reduction in the area
under food crops, especially in those provinces which are normally
importers of cattle from other parts of India.

The military authorities have placed restrictions on the
slaughter of cattle for army purposes and it is unlikely that the
aiiuv demand is any longer a contributory cause Apart from
this the only vstep taken to remedy the situation has been to place
general restrictions on the slaughter of young stock, draught bul-
locks and cows A census was carried out in January this year
(1946) throughout India and when these figures are compiled the
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extent of tlie shortage, if tlieie is a real sliortage, should be known, ^

The difficulty, however, is that if a shortage exists there are no

means by which it can be made good within a short period.

Agricultural Implements

11. Since the outbreak of war there has been a considerable

sh6rtage in the supply of iron and steel for replacing and making

agricultural implements and machinery. The Government of India

estimates that 25,000 tons of iron and steel per quarter are required

to meet the minimum demand of the country for the manufacture

and repair of agricultural implements It has, however, not been

possible to secure this amount. There is" no evidence that the

shortage of iron and steel has so far adversely affected agri-

cultural operations, but the danger exists that unless an adequate
supply for the manufacture and replacement of agricultural imple-

ments, and for axles and tyres of carts, can be made available, it

may become difficult to maintain the present level of agricultural

production.

In 1943 it was estimated that it was essential to import, during
1944, 151 tractors of which 81 were required for purposes of land
development, particularly for the eradication of deep-rooted
grasses. Out of these, 19 tractors have been received. In 1944
it was estimated that for 1946 and the first six months of 1946
the needs of the Provincial and State Governments would be 490
tractors, of which 160 were needed for weed-eradication. These
are in addition to those which will be imported under licence by
the trade. It is, however, not yet known how many of th^se
tractors will be received.

Production of Cereals and Pulses

12 (i) Rice—
Area. Yield

A..
' » I . .. lA.-.. II -

1^

In million acres* In million tons*
^ A

^ ^
K. ^

1942-45* 1943-44. 1942-43. 1943-44.

All-India excluding Bengal . . 51*9 53*4 17*9 18*8

Bengal *23-3 24*6 7*0 10 3

As we have explained in our report on Beng'al, the figures in
1943-44 for Bengal are not comparable witb those of previonsye^ For this reason we have sho’wn the figures for Bengal and
the rest of India separately.

^ The figures for the XJmted Province are

—

a

(InthonsaI^ds.)

1935. 19447^

BnRdolss
Cow^ .

.

Yotuag stock .

.

10,153

M05
7.019

Report on Part IH. C-iaptier t, p#Klgrai^^ Ij

10,230
5.343
5,624
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Tkere was an excellent monsoon m 1943-44 and the nee crop

throughout India was a Tery good one This no doubt was an

important factor contributing to the large acreage and the high

yield of that year. The previous highest recorded acreage, during

the last ten years, for all-India excluding Bengal, was 52 *4 million

acres in 1938-39
^

that is, 1 million acres less than m 1943-44.

The highest recoided yield during the same period was 18 4 million

tons in 1936-37 Compared, therefore, with 1936-37 the yield in

1943-44 was higher by 400,000 tons

The conclusion we draw from these figures is that the large

acreage in 1943-^4 was not due entirely to a favourable monsoon

but that there was what may be called an absolute increase in

acreage of about 1 million acres. ThiJ^ increase was due partly

to the incentive of high prices and partly to the activities of tbe

Grow More Food campaign.

The crop in Bengal in 1943-44 was an excellent one, probably

the best ever reaped in tbe Province

(li) Wheat and hurley .—The alPIndia figures of acreage and

yield are as follows :
—

Average of

three years end-
ing 1938-39.

Average of
three years end- 1042-43
mg 1941-42.

1943-^

Area ^n million acres.

Wheat 34 8 34*3 34 4 33*7

Barley 63 6*3 6*8 6*7

Yidd in milhon tons.

Wheat 102 10*3 11*0 9-^7

Barley 2*1 2*2 2*2

The area under wheat is steady and the figures for the two years

1942-43 and 1943-44 give no indication of an increase in acreage

in those years as compared with the previous six years. Although

the wheat crop in 1942-43 was a bumper one due to favourable

weather conditions, that in 1943-44 was sub-normal consequent

on unfavourable weather conditions, particularly towards the end
of the growing season. The conclusion seems to be justified that

in spite of the steps taken under the Grow More Food campaign
to increase the acreage under wheat and the incentive of high
prices, the wheat acreage has not materially increased.

The acreage under barley increased slightly during the two
years 1942-43 and 1943-44 as compared with the average of the
previous six years. There was, however, no corresponding increase

in recorded outturn, the yield in the two years 1942-43 and 1943-

44 being practically the same as the average of the preceding six

years.

[ 21 ]
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(ill) Jowar and hagra.—The all-India figiiies of acreage and

yield are as follows:—
Average of Average of

three years end- three years end- 1942—4:3. 1943-44-

ing 1938-39 mg 1941-42*

Area in mtlUon acres*

Jowar . . • 34*8 33 7 > 36*9 36*0

Bajra . . . 16 9 17*9 22 2 21 1

Jowar
Bajra

Yield m million tons*

6 8 6 8 6*7 6 7

2 6 2*9 4*0 3*7

The area under jowar in the two years 1942-43 and 1943-44

showed an increase of about 2 3 million acres as compared with the

average of the three years ending 1941-42. The increase in

acreage was, however, not accompanied by an increase in the yield,

the recorded yield in the two years 1942-43 and 1943-44 being

practically the same as the average of the previous six years.

The area under bajra in the years 1942-43 and 1943-44 showed
a large increase as compared with the average of the previous six

years, the increase being of the order of about 4 million acres.

The yield also increased, the average of the two years 1942-43 and
1943-44 being about 1 million tons greater than the average of

the previous six years.

(iv) Maize all-India figures are

—

Average of Average of
tfiree years end- three years end- 1942-43. 1943-44.
mg 1938-39. ing 1941-42

Area (million acres) . • 6*3 6*3 6*9 6 9

Yield (million tons) . . 2*0 2 1 2*4 2*4

The area under maize increased by about 600,000 acres in the years

1942-43 and 1943-44 as compared with the average of the pre-

%dous six years The yield was also higher by approximately

350,000 tons.

(v) Ragi *^—Bagi (Eleusine coracana) is a millet which is of

considerable importance in Mysore and Madras. The all-India

figures of acreage and yield are as follows:-—
Average of Average of
three years

ending
three years

ending 1942-43. 1943-44.

r 1938-39. 1941-42.

Area (million acres) .

.

5*4 6*4 5*5 6*4
Yield (million tons) .

.

1*7 1*8 1-8 1*8

' The acreage and yield have not varied substantially.

(vi) The alUIndia cereal position remewed .—Exclusive of
Bengal, the area uuder rice in India in 1943-44 was 1 million
acres greater than in any year during the previous ten years. The
yield was also the largest during the period, being about 400,000
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tons more tiian in 1936-37. Bengal also liad an excellent crop in

1943-44; probably tke best ever reaped in tkat Province. The
improvement in tke all-India rice crop was dne largely, tkongk
not entirely, to an excellent monsoon. Tke monsoon in 1944-45

was not so favourable as in 1943-44 and tke yield in tke former

year will be considerably below tkat of tke latter.

Tke wkeat acreage (all-India) is steady and is not likely to

increase unless additional areas are brought under irrigation.

There was a bumper wheat crop in 1942-43 but that in 1943-44
was below tke normal owing to adverse weatker conditions.

The acreage and yield of barley show practically no change.

The area under the khanf cereals—^jowai, ba^ra, maize and
ragi ^has increased by 6*6 million acres, that is, from an average
of 63 :3 million acres during the six years ending 1941-42 to

69 *9 million acres, tke average of the two years 1942-43 and 1943-

44.^ The production figures of these cereals for tke corresponding
periods are 13*3 million and 14 ;7 million tons respectively, an
increase of 1 *4 million tons Tke increase in tke acreage under
these crops has taken place largely because of tke decrease in the
area under short staple cotton.

We may here draw attention to the fact that, apart from an
increase in the rice crop in 1943-44, the major part of tke increase
in cereal production during tke two years 1942-43 and 1943-44
was in bajra, the poorest yielder among Indian cereals and the
least popular among millets.

^

(vii) Pulses ,—^Pulses are of particular importance ^in tke
nutritional and agricultural economy of India. In nutrition
they are an important source of protein in the diet of a vegetarian
population. Further, they are of considerable importance as
fodder for cattle not only when green but also in the form of hulls
and grain.

^Gram {cicet arietinum) is the most important pulse and in
certain parts of the country is consumed as a partial substitute

for cereals. The all-India figures are

—

Average of Average of
three years three years

^ a

tfinrl^yig 1942-43. 1943-44*

1938-39. 1941-42.

Area {million acsres) . . 14*9 13*5 16*7 16*2
Yield (rmlhon tons) . . 3*5 3*3 4*1 3*3

Tke area under gram dwing tke years 1942-43 aad 1943-44
increased ky nearly 2 million acres as compared witk tke average
of tke tkree years ending 1941-42. Tkere was a bumper crop of
gram in 1942-43 and tke yield in tkat year was about 700,000 tons
more than tke average of tke previous six years. Tkere was,
kowever, a large reduction in tke yield in 1943-44 and in tkat
year tke outturn was approximately tke same as tke average of tke
six years ending 1941-^.
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Little information is available as regards tlie area and yield

of other pulses and no special efforts appear to have been made
tp extend their cultivation under the Grow More Eood campaign.

13. In our report on Bengal, we emphasised the great need
foi an improvement in the supply of supplementary foods, that

is^ food other than the main ceieais. We would once again draw
attention to this matter, for we attach the greatest importance to

an increase in the supply of these foods. We were glad to note

that this matter received special attention at the All-india Food
Conference held at the beginning of this year (1945) and was the

subject of a separate resolution. Beyond this we have no specific

recommendation to make as regards the Grow More Food cam-
paign except that it should be continued with undiminished vigour
and without any slackening of effort. The results achieved by
this campaign have not been spectacular. This is not surprising.

A% we have said, the area of cuiturable but uncultivated land
which can be brought under cultivation without the application

of special, and in the majority of cases expensive measures, is

small. Again, the two main requisites for a large increase in

agricultural production are first, an improved .water-supply, and
secondly, an increase m the supply and use of manures’ and ferti-

lizers. But as we have pointed out, schemes for an increase in

the supply of water for irrigation take time to complete, parti-

cularly in conditions arising out of the war. Further, a large

increase in ibe supply and use of manures and fertilizers presents

many difficulties. The lesson to be drawn from the experience of

the Grow More Food campaign stands out quite clearly. It is

this. A large increase in agricultural production in India by

an extension of the area of cultivated land and an improvement

in the yield per acre of crops through irrigation and other mea-

sures, will not be achieved without intensive and sustained effort

on the part of both Government and the people. There is, there-

fore, need for laying down a clear agricultural policy and provid-

ing administrative machinery for its execution.

124 ]



CHAP,

g 1943-44 anl 1944-45.

^ators

ueas
aple
3rops

Fisla production.

^

Miscellaneous
schemes.

-A-

Total.

ants Loans.
\

Grants.
9

Loans. Grants.
(

Loans. Grants.

BS. BS. BS. BS. BS. BS. BS

1 AjulilSl .

.

. 2,34,250 1,91,797

2 Ass.* . . . 1,76,668 19,87,967 8,90,485

3 Bal* . . 19,153 1,60,400 1,92,255

4 Ben 53,450 2,76,000 85,30,000 25,22,801

5 Bih,* .

.

.

,

2,37,952 9,64,000 23,30,022

6 Boi/.SOO . . 11,22,500 48,04,976

7 Cen* . 50,000 70,68,970 23,80,151

8 Coo* .

.

. 7,200 . 54,750

9 77,200 3,40,571 61,25,000 33,57,412

10 j^or* . . . 9,668 12,74,000 11,91,168

11 Orifi*
24,138 48,000 4,43,336 20,44,900 11,22,891

12 Pun* .

.

- *. .. 18,08,860

13 Sme • • 2,24,000 5,73,335

14 tJnv 40,000 16,800 .. 36,94,490

15 Imp .

.

** J,37,226 •* 4,34,426

16 Baj^.000 • • 62,000 • • 12,12,750

17 Kaa* -* •• 16,800

18 *• • ** 8,677

19 Baif.898 •• •• *• 8,698

bhe Indian States.
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of the Province, etc

Statement shmuing the Details of Loans and Grants out of Central Revenues and the Cotton Fund dnrmg 1943-^4 and 1944-45

Bonus to cultivators

Land olearauoe and Manure for disbn- Seed multiplication for diverting areas
Irrigation facilities improvements bution and distribution Oompoab making fxom short staple production

cotton to food crops

Miscellaneous
schemes

1 Ajmer Merwara

2 Assam

3 Baluchistan *

^ Bengal

5 Bihar

6 Bombay

7 Central Provmoes andBerar

8 Coorg

9 Madras »

10 North West Frontier Province

11 Oriesa

12 Punjab

13 amd
14 0nj.ted Provinces .

16 Imperial Council of Agricultural Hesearoh

16 Batroda State #

17 Kaabnur State

18 Kutob State

12 Bampur State

Loans Qrants
t
—

Loans Orants
t

Loans Grants Loans Grants Loans
^ t

Grants Loans Grants Loans

A
^ ^

Grants Loans

A-

Grants Loans Giants

ns BS 4 B3 BS t BS BS BS BS BS BS BS BS BS BS B9 BS BS

7,260 3,000 2,27,000 1,33,716 3,900 61,181 3,34,260 1,91,797

2,36,500 2,10,300 48,417 17,77,667 4,29,900 1,76,668 19.87,967 8,90,489

38,148 11,000 1,66.400 1,17,018 6,938
‘

19,133 1,60,400 1.92,365

6,67,289 6,16 000 89,700 79,14,000 J 3,98,860 1,37,612 63,460 2,76,000 85,30,000 35,32,801

11,09,000 6,76,970 1,92,800 11,00,000 7,71,200 3,06,100 2,37,962 9,64,000 33.30,022

8,22,600 13,24,830 3,00,000 16,00,000 8,32,927 9,14,719 25,000 1,17,500 11,22,600 48.04.976

29,34,000 8,99,000 3,48,970 1,47,986 22,80,000 8,21,000 16,00.000 4,62,166 50,000 70,68,070 23.80,161

41,260 6.000 300 7,200 64.760

9,76,260 16,26,000 2,02,466 19,00,000 6,66,833 26,00,000 7,76,626 3,18,460 77,200 3,40,671 61,25,000 33,67,412

10,21,000 12,74,009 1,60,600 9,6b8 12,74,000 11,91,168

3,73,600 2.46,000 8,22,000 1.33,900 1,39,300 1,14,250 6,62,100 1,61,667 , 24,138 48,000 4,43,336 20,44,900 11,23,891

7,00,000 9,00,000 15,000 1,93,860 * 18,08,860

3,49,336 2,24,000 5,73,336

29,83,600 1,01,000 2,15,000 1,71,060 1,67,140 40,000 16,800 36,94,490

. 75,000 2,22,200 1,37,226 4,34,426

4,02,000 82,000 33,750 80,000 6,63,000 62.000 12,12,760

0 16,800 . 16,800

N B—Burmg 1942-43 grants from the Cotton Fund amounting to Bs 28»83,73X were aanotioned to Provinces and the Indian States



CHAPTER III.—FOOD ADMINISTRATION IN INDIA
DURING THE WAR ^

PiROCTJUEMENT AND DiSXEIBDTION

Tile population of India, about 400 millions including the
Indian States, may be rouglily divided into tliree classes; first,

,tiie producer-consumer who grows more foodgrains than be needs
for bis domestic consumption and seed and bas a surplus wbicb
be normally sells

;
secondly, tbe producer-consumer wbo grows less

than be needs and at certain times of tbe year buys foodgrains
from tbe maibet, and thirdly, tbe non-producer-consumer wbo
buys tbe whole of bis needs from tbe market. In India tbe vast
majority of tiie cultivators are not capitalist-farmers of tbe type
which constitutes tbe bulk of tbe agriculturists in Britain, tbe
United States of America and many other parts of tbe world, but
small producer-consumers cultivating a few acres of land. Tbe
foodgrains coming to tbe market in India, therefore, consist of tbe
individual small contributions of millions of small cultivators,

and tbe problems confronting food administrations in India are
first, tbe control, directly or indirectly, of tbe flow of these
innumerable small streams of grain and tbe larger streams into

which they coalesce, in order to ensure tbe provision of supplies for

tbe defence services, tbe urban population and those classes in the
rural areas which buy their supplies, in whole or in part, from
tbe market, and secondly, tbe equitable distribution of tbe avail-

able supplies among tbe latter two classes of consumers at or

within pre-determined price limits.

2. Tbe procurement machinery for tbe maintenance of supplies

of foodgrains in tbe different provinces does not conform to a

uniform pattern. Indeed, no attempt bas been made to evolve a

procurement scheme applicable to tbe whole of India, and tbe

schemes in operation in tbe provinces have developed in tbe light

of local conditions. We are of opinion that this was the correct

course, in fact tbe only course
,
to follow. Conditions vary greatly

throughout India and tbe adoption of a uniform procurement

machinery would have been impracticable. Lack of uniformity

bas, however, one disadvantage as far as we are concerned. A
general description of the procurement schemes in operation is

impossible; each scheme must be described separately. We shall

now describe, as succinctly as possible, tbe main features of tbe

schemes in force in tbe different provinces with tbe exception of

Bengal, We have already dealt with tbe Bengal procurement

plan in our report on that province.

3 Madras ,—In tbe province of Madras, there are two main
schemes in operation, one in tbe surplus rice areas situated in tbe
north and south deltas, and the other in tbe deficit districts of

Malabar, Yizagapatam, Tinnevelly, Ramnad, Coimbatore, South
Kanara and tbe Nilgiris.

^ This cbajjfcer was written before tbe end of tbe war in tbe West and
tbereoccupation of Bangoon, In so far as it deals with tbe intensification
of controls, it should be read together with Chapter VI of Part I.
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Exports of rice aad paddy from tlie surplus nee districts are

prohibited and by this means Government have acquired a mono-
poly of purchase for export. Purchases are made by special

officers, called Grain Purchase Officers, within ceiling prices fixed

by Government. The areas are well supplied with rice mills and
normally purchases are made only from the millers, but if there

are signs that cultivators are holding back their surplus giaan,

requisitioning is threatened or resorted to without hesitation.

Purchases are made mainly for supplies to deficit districts of the

piovince, rationed towns, the defence services and the railways

Local trade within the surplus rice districts is unrestricted and

there has, therefore, been no need for Government to undertake

responsibility for internal distribution except in the rationed

towns and in certain deficit pockets in the ruiul areas.^

In the heavily deficit districts a system of monopoly of pui-

chase and distribution is in operation. The main features of this

system are, first the cultivator is required to sell the whole of his

surplus grain to Government at the prescribed price, and secondly,

the entire population is rationed. No private trade whatsoever

in the monopoly foodgrains is permitted and all movement beyond

the village boundary is prohibited. Local traders are used for

purchasing grain from the cultivators as well as for distributing

supplies to the licensed retailers.

4. Bombay —In Bombay, in Madras, there are two schemes

in operation, one in the surplus rice districts of Thana and Colaba,

and the other in those areas of the province in which rice is not

the predominant crop. In the surplus rice districts the system,

in principle, closely resembles that in operation in the surplus rice

areas of Madras. Exports from the areas are prohibited and

purchases on Government account are made mainly from the rice

mills, of which there is a considerable number. The prices paid

by Government for rice and paddy are fixed and remain in force

for the whole crop year. The rice millers are required to enter

into contracts with Government binding themselves to deliver to

Government specified quantities of rice under penalty of for-

feiture of the deposit made for the due fulfilment of the contract.

Purchases of paddy are also made direct from the cultivator on

Government account by Govermnen^t officers. These purchases

are made partly to ensure that the miller does not squeeze the

cultivator by paying him a price for paddy lower than that ifixed

by Government, and partly to assist procurement.

In the areas in which rice is not the predominant crop, a

monopoly scheme is in force the main elements of which are (a)

a compulsory and graded levy from the cultivator, of a portion

of his surplus grain; the levy quota must be sold to Government;

(6) a Government monopoly of purchase of whatever the culti-

vator sells over and above the levy quota; (c) strict control over

1 Becently ceiling prices have been fixed for sales for local consumption by

merchants licensed under the Foodgrams Ckmtrol Order

[ 27 ]
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inovement, and [d) a Goveiniuent monopoly of distribution jii all

lural and urban aieas. No private trade in monopoly ioodgrains

IS allowed except that the pioducer is peimitted to sell, witbin tlie

village, retail quantities ioi the bona p.de consumption of the

buyer ^nd his family. All movement beyond the village boun-

dary IS prohibited except under permit. It is by this prohibi-

tion that Government obtain a monopoly of purchase of whatever

the cultivator wishes to sell over and above the levy quota.

Government is entirely responsible for distribution and both rural

and urban areas aie rationed. In most districts purchases are

effected by Government officers directly from the producer. In

some districts, however, co-operative societies are entrusted with

the task of making purchases and in others traders are employed

as purchasing agents on a commission basis.

6. Central Fromnce$ and Berar .—In the Central Provinces and

Berar, Government have a monopoly of purchase of all gram offered

for sale at declaied markets. The sanction by which this mono-

poly IS effected is an order under the Central Provinces and

Berar Poodgrains (Control of Distribution) Order prohibiting any

person from selling foodgrains in places specihed in the order,

except to Government or their agents The monopoly extends

to nee (not to paddy), wheat and wheat products, and jowar and

jowar products. The system has worked particularly successfully

in the surplus rice districts of the Chattisgarh Division. In the

jowar and wheat areas, however, it was found necessary, in 1944,

to supplement the scheme of monopoly purchase by further

measures. In the jowar area a voluntary levy was introduced

Cultivators who reaped in the aggregate between 10 and 50 acres

of Jowar, were asked to make a contribution of 15 per cent of

their production, while from those who reaped in the aggregate

50 acres or more, a higher percentage was demanded, ranging from

15 to about 30 per cent. The voluntary levy was quite successful.

The wheat crop reaped in 1944 was a poor one and a compulsory

levy was introduced in three wheat districts. The levy was inten-

tionally not pitched at a high figure; it began with au amount as

low as 5 seers ^ per acre for cultivators with a small acreage and

rose gradually to 2 maunds an acre for cultivators with 60 acres

or more. The total amount procured in this manner was small,

being in the region of about 4,500 tons.

6* Orissa .—The scheme which has been in operation in Orissa

since the harvest of the rice crop in 1943, aims at directing the

flow of all rice and paddy sold in the wholesale market into the

hands of Government. It has three essential features. First, the

prices of rice and paddy which the producers are entitled to demand

and receive, have been fixed for the whole of the crop year.

Secondly, the purchase or sale by any person, whether a cultivator

or not, of any quantity of rice or paddy exceeding 10 maunds

in any one day has been prohibited unless it be by or to a Govern-

ment Agent. Thirdly, no person holding a licence under the Food-

grains Control Order is entitled to hold a stock of more than

^ One seers** 2*1 ib.
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100 maunds of rice and paddy at auy one time unless lie is an agent
or a sub-agent of Goveimment l^he object of tbe exemption ot

the purchase and sale of q^uantities up to 10 maunds in any one
day, IS to enable purchases and sales to continue unhampered in

the small village markets and elsewhere as an essential part of

the system of distribution in the Province Purchases are made
by agents selected from the trade.

7. Assam ,—In the Assam Valley puichases are made on behalf
of Government by a commercial film. Two commercial firms were
also employed in the Surma Valley as purchasing agents for

Government. This, however, was not found to work satisfactorily

and from the beginning of this year (1945) an official agency has
replaced the commercial films in the Surma Valley. Competitive
buying IS prevented by stung ent control of movement and trans-

port. All I ail and steamer transport from surplus to deficit areas

is available only to Government and their agents. Transport by
road IS limited and so far it has not been necessary to control such
transport. Stringent control of transport by rail and steamei has

enabled Government to purchase the supplies required for the
deficit areas and for the defence services.

8. Bihar ,—The province has been divided into sis regions,

each in charge of a Regional Grain Supply Officer who makes
purchases through authorized agents for internal consumption as

well as for export from the province. Stiict contiol over the move-
ment of foodgrains is maintained. Gram cannot be moved by road

or river steamer from one region to another or from one district

to anothez without a permit fiom a Grain Supply Officer. Rice

and flour mills are under control and Government have a monopoly

of the purchase of the outturn of these mills. Large employers of

labour have also been prohibited from buying foodgrains for supply

to their employees, except in accordance with directions issued by a

District Magistrate.

9 United Provinces ,—For the purpose of procuring foodgrains

the United Provinces have been divided into five regions, each of

which is largely self-sufficient in all foodgrains taken together.

The regions were chosen with this object in view. Procurement

operations in each region are in charge of a Regional Food Con-

troller who is assisted by Deputy Regional Food Controllers,

Regional and Deputy Regional Marketing Officers, Regional

Accounts Officers and Marketing Inspectors. There is also a Pro-

vincial Marketing Officer. The actual purchases are made by

members of the trade who are appointed for each of the larger

markets, to which a number of small adjacent markets are attached

Purchases are made within ceiling prices fixed by Government.

As regards movement control no foodgrains of the kind purchased

by Government can be moved by rail from one region to another,

or from or to the largest 25 towns of the province except 'under

^ It is understood that this limit has since been reduced.

[ 28 ]
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permit. Competitive buying lias also been restiicted by an arrange-

ment by wbicii employeis of laboni and the lailways receive tbeir

supplies from tlie Piovincial Government, and aie not allowed to

buy in tbe open market. Purckases by flour mills are also made
undei tbe instructions of tlie Eegionai Pood Controllers.

10 Funjab —In the Punjab purchases foi the defence sei vices

aie made by Messis Owen Poberts and Company and those for

civil requirements by the Director of Pood Purchases, an officer of

the Provincial Government. The purchases by the Director of

Pood Purchases are made in Lahoie by means of tenders received

fiom merchants who may or may not, at the time of the tender,

be in possession of the giain they offer for sale A number of

firms has been appointed as clearing agents, and the acceptance of

a tender hj the I)irector is conditional on one of these clearing

agents agieemg to giiuiantee the tender and to handle the ej.ecution

of the contract In addition to the Directoi of Pood Pui chases
there is a staff of Gram Purchase Officers, Inspectors and Godown
Supervisors stationed in the districts. The original intention was
that the Giain Purchase Officers should receive tenders locally and
accept them in consultation with the Director This has not, how-
ever, materialized and the district staff is now chiefly emplo 7ed

in connection with the Provincial Reserve This amounts to be-

tween 40,000 and 50,000 tons and is held largely at the places at

which it IS purchased It is maintained partly by purchases made
under the tender system in Lahore and partly by purchases made
in the markets through commission agents under the supervision

of the Grain Purchase Officers.

11. Sind ,—In Sind procurement is in the hands of two syndi-

cates. That in chaiige of the purchases of wheat consists of repie-

sentatives of the flour mills of Karachi and is known as the Wheat
Syndicate. The other syndicate which deals with foodgrains other

than wheat, was until the end of 1944 a body representative of the

Buyers and Shippers Chamber, Karachi, and consisted of recog-

niiied dealers in rice, millets and gram The procurement opera-

tions of the syndicates were subject to a good deal of public criti-

cism and complaints of corruption and dishonesty were made. This

culminated in December 1944 in the replacement of the syndicate

dealing with rice, millets and gram by a Purchasing Board con-

sisting of 18 members (9 Muslims and 9 Hindus) and a Chairman.
The Managing Directors of the Board are experienced gram mer-
chants No change was made in the Wheat Syndicate In addi-

tion, there is a syndicate which supplies the rationed area of the

city of Hyderabad. This is in the form of a co-operative society

consisting of growers, dealers and sellers.

Before the current season (1945-46) wheat was purchased at

market rates but since April 1945 prices have been fixed for the

whole crop year. For rice also prices have been fixed for the whole
crop year. In addition to the fix:ed price^ a holding or storage
charge is paid to the producer or merchant in the case of deferred
delivery conttacts.
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12 North-West Frontier Frovince —Barley for export is pur-

cliawed by Messrs Owen Eoberts & Co. TJnder an order issued

in July 1944, under tbe Defence of India Rules, every person wbo
possesses more tlian 150 maunds of tlie main foodgrains, is required

to submit a declaration stating tbe quantities in bis possession

,

and a Deputy Commissioner is empowered to direct tbe sale of

any quantity in excess of 150 maunds to a Government servant

or agent Internal distribution bas been controlled by means of

tbis order.

Monopoly Procurement

13. Since 1943 tbere bas been a steady development on tbe part
of tbe Governments of some provinces and vStates towards tbe

monopoly procurement of foodgrains Tbe question of mono-
poly procurement was considered at tbe Fifth AlFTiulia Food
Conference beld in Delhi in January 1945, which bad before it a
survey, by an officer of tbe Food Department of tbe Government
of India, of tbe schemes in operation in certain provinces and
States Tbe following resolution on tbe subject was passed by the

Conference :
—

The results so far obtained in tbe working of the monopolv
procurement system justify their further development so far as the
circumstances of each province or State permit

Where monopoly procurement is in operation m respect of any
particular giain, Government should, in tbe interest of the producers,
accept all such grain as is offered, subject to considerations of quality

Acceptance should be at notified centres, at the appropriate stages

of tbe marketing process, and at prices fixed m accordance with tbe
all-India policy after consultation, where necessary, with the Central
Government.

The development of monopoly procurement should be m tbe
direction of acquisition by Government of grain ofiered for salo

voluntarily. Nevertheless, in those areas where it is deemed advi-

sable, monopoly procurement may be extended by (i) a compulsory
levy and the acquisition, in addition, of any balance that any producer
may desire to sell, or (ii) the assessment of the surpluses of individual

producers and the compulsory acquisition of such surpluses

The conference in making this recommendation recognizes that

tbe financial consequences of implementing the policy may necessitate

assistance to provinces by the Central Government

14. From the standpoint of principle, tbe only completely satis-

factory system of procurement and distribution of foodgrains is one

in which first, the whole of the surplus of every producer is at the

disposal of Government, and secondly, Government are solely

responsible for distribution, that is, the entire population is ration-

ed. Such a system is in principle the only completefy satisfactory

one, because it is only under such a system that the surpluses of

surplus areas, the deficits of deficit areas, and the over-all deficit of
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India can be accurately estimated and tbe equitable distribution

of aTailable supplies among all classes of tbe population fully

assured. We describe tbis system as one of full monopoly.”

Tbe scheme in operation in tbe deficit districts of Madras is one

of full monopoly. Similar schemes are also in force in some of tbe

Indian States, for instance, in Travancore, Cochin, Mysore, Kolha-

pur and tbe Deccan States. Tbe levy ” scheme in operation in

parts of tbe Bombay Presidency is also for all practical purposes

a scheme of full monopoly. As we said in our report on Bengal,

these schemes appear to be working satisfactorily though no doubt

further experience will indicate lines of improvement.

Pull monopoly throws a heavy burden on the administrative

machine, already strained by conditions arising out of the war,

because it involves, first, the assessment of the produce reaped by
millions of small producer-consumers and of their surpluses and

deficits, secondly, the purchase and collection of millions of small

parcels of grain, and thirdly, the distribution of supplies on a ration

basis among the whole population other than those who grow suffi-

cient grain for their own needs.

The first essential for the successful working of a scheme of full

monopoly is that the Administration should possess a staff capable

of preparing a reasonably accurate estimate of the crop reaped by
each cultivator. In Madras and Bombay (and in other parts of

India where full monopoly schemes are in operation) such

a staff exists in the form of a highly developed revenue estab-

lishment This establishment consists of a revenue staff in each

village or group of villages charged with the maintenance of vil-

lage records and a staff of revenue officers whose duty it is to assist,

supervise and control the village staff. As we explained in our

report on Bengal, village records are not maintained in that pro-

vince and there is no revenue establishment in any way compara-
ble to that in existence in the provinces of Bombay and Madras
Again, for the reasons we gave in that report, we are of opinion

that any attempt to improvise such a staff within a short time
would end in failure.^ The assessment, therefore, of the surpluses

and deficits of individual producer-consumers in Bengal is not a
practical proposition, and we see no prospect of the successful intro-

duction of full monopoly schemes in that province. The position

is the same in the permanently settled province of Bihar and in

the permanently settled areas of the provinces of Assam and
OrisfSa. In these parts of India, therefore, schemes of full mono-
poly purchase are not practical propositions.

As we have said, full monopoly places a heavy burden on the

administrative machine. We take the view that in other pro-

vinces—that is, in those in which village records are maintained
and a subordinate revenue establishment is in existence—the intro-

duction of schemes of full monopoly will depend upon the degree

of the need for the control of internal distribution in a particular

^ Report on Bengal, Part HI, Chapter I, paragraph 25
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area, wliicli in its turn, will depend upon the extent to which the

area is deficit and the difficulty which the Administration has in

obtaining supplies from outside the area. The position in the

Madras Presidency illustrates this point. A scheme of full mono-
poly has been introduced in those districts which are seriously defi-

cit, and in which, in consequence, the need for the strict control of

internal distribution is great Por instance, the district of Mala-
bar is a heavily deficit area, having been largely dependent before

the war on imports of rice from Burma. Great difficulty was expe-
rienced in obtaining supplies of rice for this district, and it was the
consequent need for the strictest control of internal distribution
which led the Government of Madras to introduce a scheme of full

monopoly. On the other hand, in the surplus rice areas of the two
deltas—areas which have an assured surplus—it has not been found
necessary to introduce full monopoly. In these areas internal dis-

tribution presents no difficulty and may be safely left to the ordinary
trade machinery. The problem in these surplus rice areas is

mainly to ensure that the marketable surplus, in so far as it is not
required to meet local needs, passes into the hands of Government.
This has been accomplished by Government acquiring a monopoly
of purchase of rice for export outside the areas combined with
requisitioning from the producer, when there is indication that the
cultivator is holding back his surpltis crop.

Our views as regards full monopoly may be summed up as fol-
lows : In Bengal, Bihar and the permanently settled areas of Orissa
and Assam, schemes of full monopoly are not a practical proposi-
tion, In areas which have an assured surplus and in which, in
consequence, internal distribution can be safely left to the ordi-
nary trade machinery, schemes of full monopoly are not neces-
sary, provided the procurement machinery is adequate to ensure
that the whole of the marketable surplus, apart from that required
for internal consumption, passes into the hands of Government.
In deficit areas in which internal distribution presents, or in the
future may present, serious difficulties, the Administration should
aim at the introduction of schemes of full monopoly on the lines of
those in operation in Madras or Bombay.

15. In Orissa and the Central Provinces and Berar, schemes are
in operation which, while they do not require the producer to sell
the whole or part of his surplus grain to Government, create in
favour of Government a limited monopoly of purchase over the
marketable surplus, that is, over that part of the crop which the
producer brings for sale to the market. These schemes have worked
successfully, and in our report on Bengal we have recommended
that the Bengal Government should study them with a view to their
introduction, modified if necessary to suit local conditions, as an
experimental measure in a selected district or districts.^ As we
have pointed out, a scheme of full monopoly is not a practical pro-
position in the province of Bihar. This province, which is normal-
ly a deficit province, has been fortunate in having had good crops

^ Beport on Bengal, Part III, Chapter I, paragraph 31.
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and so far its procureinent maclimery lias proved adequate in

providing supplies foi the urban and industrial population and

the deficit rural areas The situation may, however, quickly dete-

riorate if there should be a poor monsoon, and we consider that it

would be advisable that the Bihar Groverninent should study the

schemes in operation in Orissa and the Central Provinces and Berar

with a view to strengthening their procurement machinery in cer-

tain selected districts. The difficulties experienced in regard to the

procurement of wheat in the United Provinces during the early

months of this year (1945) strengthens us in making this recom-

mendation.

Although the United Provinces have normally a surplus of

wheat a serious situation developed towards the end of 1944 and
in the early part of 1945 in regard to wheat supplies for the urban
areas, and by Pebruary 1945 Government purchases had almost

ceased This deterioration in the procurement of wheat was due
mainly, though not entirely, to the damage to the wheat crop

caused by the unusual rams and hail in March and April 1944.

The position has been met by the Government of India coming to

the assistance of the Government of the United Provinces by sup-

plying considerable amounts of wheat from the small stocks which
the Central Government had been able to accumulate. The Provin-
cial Government have now decided, in view of the difficulties expe-

rienced early this year, to introduce monopoly purchase of wheat
to the extent that all wheat voluntarily brought for sale to the

main markets, will only be permitted to be sold to Government or

their agents. In fact they have decided to introduce a monopoly
purchase scheme on the lines of that in operation in the Central

Provinces.

Procurement in the Punjab

16 There are certain points in connection with procurement
in the Punjab, the most important surplus area in India, to

which we should refer It is agreed that more storage accommo-
dation is required so that procurement in the early part of the

season, when grain normally comes freely into the market, is not
held up owing to the difficulty of despatching it as quickly as pur-

chases are made This question of storage has been under discus-

sion between the Government of India and the Punjab Govern-
ment for some time, and it has now been decided to provide

storage for 100,000 tons, 30,000 tons in Lahore sheds at

Taifway stations, and 70,000 tons of bulk storage at places selected

by the Punjab Government. The capital cost of the Lahore sheds
IS being shared by the Government of India and the Government
of the Punjab. The cost of the bulk storage is being borne
entirely by the Punjab Government. We understand, however,
that it will be a considerable time before either of these schemes
is completed. We attach great importance to the provision of
additional storage in the Punjab and we suggest that every effort

should be made to complete the construction of this storage at the
earliest possible date.
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Under tlie present system of centralized buying*, procurement

presents no difficulty so long as the forces influencing the market

liaTe on the whole a '' bearish eflect The Punjab has an

assured and large surplus of grain and so long as prices are steady

or display a downward tendency the exportable surplus comes

freely into the hands of the only purchaser for export, that is, tlu^

Provincial Government. Procurement becomes difficult, how-

ever, if the forces influencing the market have a bullish

tendency. In these circumstances there is the risk that the large

producer will withhold his grain from the market in the hope of

getting a better price, and that the trader will increase his stocks

with the same object in view Such a position can be met, of

course, by Government holding off the market but such action is

only possible if there are adequate reserves in the hands of the

Central and the Provincial Governments At present these

reserves are not adequate and even if they were, it is desirable that

action by the large producer and the trader, with the object of

pushing up prices, should be countered as far as possible by direct

as well as by indirect action The direct action which Govern-
ment can take is to use their powers of requisitioning, that is,

to requisition from the trader who is holding stocks from the

market with the object of raising the price level, and from the

large producer who is holding back his surplus gram with the same
object. We realize that the Punjab Government are opposed to

requisitioning, particularly from the producer, but we are of the

opinion that if it is established that the producer is holding back
his grain from the market, or that the trader is refraining from
placing his stocks on the market, with the object of pushing up
prices, requisitioning should be resorted to without hesitation.

Storage

17 Storage is one of the most difficult problems with which
food administrations in India are faced Even in normal times a
considerable quantity of foodgrains was lost every year through
deterioration and the ravages of insects and rodent pests, while
being stored preparatory to sale. There is, however, little doubt
that at the present time, when large quantities are handled by
official agencies, largely unfamiliar with the merchandising of

grain, losses are on a much higher scale. It is, therefore, essen-

tial that storage accommodation should be improved and made
insect and rat proof. A Storage Directorate, consisting of a
technically qualified staff, has been established in the Pood
Department of the Government of India, and one of its duties is to

advise administrations on technical matters concerning storage.

A staff of entomologists also forms part of the Storage Directorate,
and is now engaged on conducting enquiries into the best possible
ways of protecting grain during storage against attacks by insects
and other pests The storage of grain under proper hygienic con-
ditions is so important that we consider it desirable that all

administrations, which store grain on any considerable scale,
should, if possible, place their Storage Branch in charge of a fully
qualified technical officer, assisted by the necessary technical
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staff. We Lave said if possible ” because we realize that quali-

fied teclinical ofificers are difficult to recruit.

Adequate storage is also essential to successful procurement,

for lack of accommodation, when grain is coming on tbe market
sliortly after tbe harvest, often slows up procurement operations.

In order to increase storage accommodation in tbe surplus areas,

tbe Food Department of tbe Government of India have recently

embarked upon a scheme for tbe construction of storage for 230,000

tons of grain in these areas This accommodation includes 17,000

tons in Orissa, 25,000 tons in tbe Central Provinces, 100,000 tons

in tbe Punjab (already referred to in tbe preceding paragraph),

55.000 tons in Sind and 23,000 tons for tbe produce of tbe Eastern

States. Tbe cost of construction, other than that for tbe produce

of tbe Eastern States, will be shared equally by tbe Central and
Provincial Governments, except in Sind where tbe cost of bulk

storage for 30,000 tons will be borne wholly by tbe Centre and in

tbe Punjab where tbe cost of tbe bulk storage will be borne by tbe

Provincial Government. Tbe accommodation for tbe produce of

tbe Eastern States will be situated partly in British India and
partly in tbe States; tbe cost of tbe former will be borne by tbe

Government of India while that of tbe latter will be shared

between tbe Government of India and tbe States.

For imported grain tbe Government of India have at present

storage capacity for about 200,000 tons at tbe Karachi Depot, and
we have been informed that this can be increased by another

50.000 tons, if necessary. In addition it is proposed to provide

accommodation for 50,0*00 tons at Bombay, 40,000 tons at Cal-

cutta, 10,000 tons at Vizagapatam, and 20,000 tons at Coimbatore

(served by tbe Port of Cochin).

A certain amount of progress has been made towards tbe con-

struction of this additional accommodation, but progress has not

been as satisfactory as one could have desired It is essential that

tbe construction of this additional storage accommodation should

be pushed forward as quickly as possible and we trust that pro-

gress in the future will be considerably accelerated.

Inspection.

18. Tbe poor quality of grain distributed by tbe different

administrations has often given rise to justifiable complaints and
although tbe position has improved during tbe last year or so, tbe

graSi distributed is still not infrequently of poor quality Tbe
maintenance of quality is a matter to which administrations must
continue to give tbe closest attention, for there is nothing which
gives rise to greater discontent in tbe rationed areas than grain of

poor quality. Tbe Government of India have recently decided to

set up an Inspection Directorate for tbe purpose of advising
administrations on inspection technique and procedure. It is also

proposed to establish a Central Analytical Laboratory at Kew
Delhi for tbe examination of tbe samples of grain held in tbe
Central Storage Depots and distributed under tbe Basic Plan
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and the rationing schemes Inspection Departments have also

been established in some provinces but the problem of quality will

not be completely solved until there has been established in each

province
j
whether surplus or deficit, a reliable agency competent

to test and inspect all foodgrains brought into the G-overnment

stock and to carry out periodical inspection of stocks so that

deterioration will be detected or forestalled As in the case oj

storage, Inspection Departments should have on their staff

sons fully qualified by experience and training to undertake the

work of inspection,

Rationing

19 The Doodgrains Policy Committee, in Chapter VII of their

report, recommended that ‘‘ rationing should be introduced forth-

with in the larger cities of India both in deficit and surplus areas,

both in provincial and state areas, in the first instance in those

with a population of a lakh and over, and should be progressively

extended The question of rationing was discussed at the Fifth

All-India Food Conference held in New Delhi in January 1945 and

a resolution endorsing the recommendation of the Foodgrains

Policy Committee was passed. The relevant part of the resolu-

tion runs as follows;— The present burden of over-all deficiency

of foodgrains should be shared evenly by all parts of the countiy

With that object in view all Governments accept the following

principles:— (i) Pull urban rationing should be introduced and

extended in accordance with recommendation 46 of the Foodgrains

Policy Committee . .
An urban population amounting to

many millions is now rationed. In India, that is, British India

and the Indian States, 67 towns with a population of 100,000 or

over are rationed. In Bombay 101 other towns have been rationed

of which 99 are under the Bombay Small Towns Rationing Scheme.

In Madras a total of 84 towns has been rationed.

We attach importance to the rationing of the urban population

in surplus as well as in deficit areas. When we speak of rationing

we mean over-all rationing and not the type of rationing which
is described as partial rationing or provisioning. Schemes of

partial rationing or provisioning do not amount to true rationing,

for under such schemes every person, in addition to the ration he-

draws from the Government supplies, is free to obtain further

supplies of foodgrains from the ordinary retail shops.

The Government of the United Provinces were not until

recently in favour of over-all rationing. They preferred a scheme
for the provisioning of foodgrains for the urban population on a

subsidized basivS for (i) all essential and industrial employees,
(ii) Government servants drawing a pay up to Es. 100 a month, and
(iii) the poorest 60 per cent of the urban population The food-

grains for these classes were supplied through retail shops under
the control of Government on a card ration basis. Persons in
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possession of these cards were not, however, pioliibited, if they so

desired, fiom buying foodgrains from the free market. We have
no doubt that the Provincial Government’s scheme has In some
ways worked satisfactorily. On the other hand, we feel convinced
that the diflS.culties experienced by the Government ih^ buying
w’heat towards the end of 1944 and in the early part of 1945 were
aggravated by the fact, that an important section of the urban
population w^as buying wheat in competition with Government If
this competitive buying had not taken place Government would
have been able to purchase more gram at lower prices. The
Government of the United Provinces have now decided to introduce
total rationing for wheat and rice in place of provisioning. Over-
all rationing has been introduced into 13 towns and it is proposed
to extend it to other towns in the near future

In the Punjab only four towns have been rationed, namely,
Lahore, Amritsar, Eawalpmdi and Simla. In addition to these

lowns there are four other towns with a population of over 100,000,

namely Multan, Sialkot. Ludhiana and Julliindur The Punjab
Government are of the opinion that the rationing of the arban
population in an area such as the Punjab, which has an assured

surplus, is unnecessary and is of no assistance towards the equit-

able distribution and the conservation of supplies. We cannot

endorse that view. If the Punjab were an isolated unit we would
be prepared to agree that the rationing of the urban population

IS unnecessary. The Punjab, however, is not an isolated’ unit but

a part of India with obligations to the rest of India, and hence

the rationing of the urban population cannot be regarded purely

from the point of view of the Punjab. The objective of any
piocurement organization must he tfie elimination of competitive

buying to the greatest possible extent, hut so long as the demand
of the urban population is met by the ordinliry trade agencies one

form of competitive bnying prevails. The Bengal famine proved

most clearly that the buying capacity of the urban areas has a

great effect on prices, and the experience in the United Provinces

in the early part of this year has emphasized the need for pre-

venting competitive buying by the population of the urban areas.

In the Punjab, it is desirable from the point of view of procure-

ment that competitive buying should be reduced as far as possible,

and one way of effecting this is by rationing the population of

urban areas It is on this ground that we consider that the

rationing of the important urhan centres of the Punjab or of any

other surplus area is justified. It is true that rationing places

an'additional responsibility on the Administration for the main-

tenance of supplies and may involve some additional expenditure

from public revenues. It is also true that as a result of rationing,

prices in the rationed areas, particularly if prices falling,

may at times be out of parity with those in the adjoining rural

areas, and that rationing may put some sections of the urhan

population to a certain amount of inconvenience. But these

factors do not, in our opinion, outweigh the advantage accruing

from a reduction in competitive buying. We referred above to

the rationing of important urban centres/’ We used these
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words intentionally, for we recognize tliat in areas wliicli have an
assured surplus the case for the lationing of small urban centres

IS not so stiong as in other areas, it is largely a matter of degree.

We accordingly recommend that rationing should be extended in

the Punjab, certainly so as to include the four towns which have
a population of over 100,000 and have not yet been rationed.

Eequisitioning

20.

In our leport on Bengal we said that we attached great
importance to requisitioning, and went on to explain that we con-
sidered it essential that Government should be prepared to undei-
take requisitioning, as and when necessary, whether from traders
or produceis, if the flow of supplies is not maintained by volun-
tary sales.

^ "We also explained that "what we contemplated was
not the requisitioning ot the surplus of the small but the large
cultivator We are of the opinion that our observations on
requisitioning in regard to Bengal are applicable to the whole of
India with the exception, of course, of those areas in which full
monopoly schemes are m operation. We realize that certain
Governments are opposed to requisitioning from the cultivator and
fear that the result of such action will be harmful and not helpful
to procui'ement. We have, however, made it clear in our repoit
on Bengal that we do not contemplate, except as an extreme
measure in a grave emergency, general requisitioning and that
what we have in mind is the requisitioning of the surplus of the
large cultivator who is guilty of holding back his gram from the
market In certain provinces discriminate requisitioning of this
character has pioved veiy successful in maintaining the flow of
gram and we see no reason whj^ similar measures should not be
equally successful in other provinces.

Purchasing Agency

21.

We have, in our earlier report, explained our reasons for
preferring an official to a trade purchasing agency. ^ We have
been confirmed m that view by the change made by the Assam
Government m the procurement arrangements m the Surma Valiev
of the province and by the difficulties experienced by the Smd
Government in regard to one of the buying syndicates in that
province. As regards the general principle, we have nothing to
add to the reasons we gave in our report on Bengal for preferring
an official to a trade agency

Prices

22.

The attempt m 1942 by the Government of India to control
the price of wheat in the Punjab and the United Provinces by
fixing statutory maximum prices failed In January 1943 it was
abandoned, and until the beginning of 1944 no attempt was made
to secure statutory price control of foodgrains on a uniform basis.
The failure m 1942 was mainly due to the absence of an adequate

^ RepoH on Bengal, Part III, Chapter I, section E,
- Report on Bengal, Part HI, Chapter I, section H.
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piocuremeiit maciiinery Tlie question of statutory maximum
prices was examined by tbe JFoodgrains Policy Committee, and in
its report in September 1943 the ma30iTty of the members strongly
recommended that statutory price control should be instituted for

all the major foodgrains in all provinces and states. The Com-
m3ttee laid great emphasis on the point that one of the essential

conditions for effective statutory price control is the existence of

an adequate procurement machinery. The Committee also recom-
mended that statutory prices should not be fixed without the
consent of the Central Government, and that a Standing Prices
Committee, representative of the provinces, states, producers and
the trade should be set up to advise the Government of India on
prices. These recommendations were endorsed by the Fourth All-

India Food Conference held in Delhi in October 1943 and were
accepted by the Government of India.

The first step taken towards the co-ordination of maximum
prices on an all-India basis was the summoning, in the first week
of January 1944, of a conference attended by the Administrations

principally concerned, to consider maximum prices for the kharif

grains, rice, jowar and bajra. As a result of this conference, the

maximum prices of jowar and bajra in the primary wholesale

markets of all the surplus millet areas were fixed at Rs. 7 and
Rs. 7-8-0 per maund respectively. These maxima are still in

force. A maximum price for lice on an all-India basis was not

fixed because the variations in price between the main producing

areas were too great and the prices in parts (particularly Bengal)

of the Eastern Region too high.^

In accordance with the recommendation of the Foodgrains

Policy Committee, a Price Advisory Committee^ presided over by

the Economic Adviser to the Government of India, was set up

early in 1944. On the recommendation of this Committee ^atu-

fory maximum puces for wheat for the year 1944-45 were fixed at

Es. 9-8-0 per maund at the primary assembling markets in the

Punjab and Sind, and at Rs. 10-4-5 per maund in those of the

United Provinces. These maxima are still in operation

23 Statutory minimum prices have not been fixed but in the

case of certain foodgrains the Government of India have announced
that, with the object of safeguarding the interests of producers,

they Avill be prepared to buy all gram offered in the principal

assembling markets should prices fall. In April 1944 it wa^
announced that the Government of India would be willing to

accept all wheat of fair avea^age quality offered for sale in the main
assembling markets of the Punjab, the Uirited Provinces and
Sind at a price of Rs, 7-8-0 per maund. This guarantee is still

in operation. About a month later, in May 1944, in order to

support the campaign for the diversion to foodgrains of land under

short staple cotton, the Government of India announced that,

should prices fall, they were prepared to purchase all jowar and

^The Eastern Region comprises Assam, Bengal, Bihar, Orissa and the
Eastern States.
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bajra of tlie 1944-45 crop offered in tlie main producing areas

,

otter ttan Bombay, at '' floor ’’ priced of Rs. S-S-O and Rs 6

per maund respectively Bombay was excluded because it was
felt that special prices would bave to be fixed in view of tbe

administrative measures wbicb were being taken to compel tbe

cultivation of foodgrains. It was later announced that tbe price

of tbe 194445 millet crop in Bombay would not be less than tj^e

statutory prices.

24. As we bave pointed out there bas been, since 1943, a steady
development on tbe part of some provinces and states towards tbe
monopoly '' procurement of foodgrains. Where schemes of

monopoly procurement are in operation, tbe fixed price at which
Governments buy is tbe all-important factor and statutory
maximum and floor prices become irrelevant.

Prices of foodgrains bave not yet been fully co-ordinated
throughout India, but during tbe last 18 months an increasing
measure of control bas been established. Prices bave been stabi-
lized and maintained at a steady level over large areas. This bas
been accomplished by a whole series of measures, an increase in
tbe efficiency of tbe procurement machinery, tbe introduction in
some areas of schemes of monopoly purcbasCj control over distribu-
tion through tbe rationing of urban and, in some provinces and
states, rural areas, tbe planned distribution of imports, tbe
planned movement of grain fiom sui'plus to deficit areas under
tbe Basic Plan, and tbe introduction of statutory maximum prices.
Success bas not, however, been uniform. Prices of rice are still

high in most parts of North and Nortb-Eas?tern India. Tbe price
of wheat in tbe Punjab bas at times fluctuated between tbe statu-
tory maximum and tbe lower price level at which Government are
under an obligation to buy all grain offered. Finally, in tbe
United Provinces tbe enforcement of tbe statutory maximum price
for wheat proved difficult at tbe close of tbe 194445 wheat
season.

Tbe general level of prices of foodgrains in India is high
compared with tbe world level; for instance, tbe price of wheat
in North America is considerably lower than that prevailing in
India. We are of opinion that Indian prices must fail when
constimer goods become more plentiful and cheaper and imports of
rice are once again available. But we are also of opinion that' so
long as tbe supply position of cereals remains as at present, that
i^3 so long as the demands of tbe defence services continue at tbe
present high level and imports of rice are not available in ade-
quate quantities, priced, generally speaking, will bave to remain
at about their present levels. High prices bave undoubtedly
encouraged tbe production of cereals and if prices should fail
substantially before imports of rice become available, production
might suffer a setback. Tbe present policy is to bold prices at
about their present levels till tbe supply position is easier. We
consider that ibis is tbe correct course to follow*

[«,i
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SUMAIARY OF CONCLUSIONS AND EeCOMMENDATIONS

25 Tlie main conclusions and recommendations of tins cliapter

nia^’ be siimmaiized as follows —
(i) Tbe only completely satr^factory sjrstem of procurement

and distribution of foodgrains is one in wbicli Hist, tbe whole of

the surplus of every producer is at the disposal of Government,
and secondly, the entire population is rationed Such a system is

described as one of ‘‘ full monopoly.’’

(ii) Full monopoly schemes are in operation in pait^ of

Madras and some of the Indian States. The levy ” scheme in

operation in paits of the Bombay Presidency is also, for all

practical purposes, a scheme of full monopoly

(ill) Schemes of full monopoly are not a practical proposi-

tion in Bengal, Bihar and the permanently settled areas of Orissa

and As'sam In aieas which have an assured surplus, schemes of

full monopoly are not necessary, piovided the procurement machi-

nery is adequate In deficit areas in which internal distribution

presents, or in the future may present^ serious difliculties, the

Admmistiation should ami at the introduction of schemes of full

monopoly.

(iv) In Orissa and the Cential Piovinces and Beiar, schemed

are in operation which give Government a limited monopoly of

purchase over the marketable surplus. In the Report on Bengal it

was recommended that the Bengal Government should study these

schemes with a view to their introduction, modified if necessary to

suit local conditions, as an experimental measuie in a Selected

district or districts. It is suggested that the Bihar Government

should also study these schemes with the object of strengthening

their procurement machineiy

(v) Storage is one of the most difficult problems' with which

food administrations in India are faced Even in normal times

a considerable quantity of foodgrains was lost through deteriora-

tion and the ravages of insects and rodent pests, and there is little

doubt that, at present, when large quantities are handled by

of&cial agencies largely unfamiliar with the merchandizing of

grain, losses are on a much higher scale. It is, therefore, essential

that storage conditions should be improved and made insect and

rat proof. It is recommended that all Administrations, which

store grain on a considerable scale, should, as far as possible, place

their storage branch in charge of a fully qualified technical officer

assisted by the necessary technical staff.

Adequate storage is also essential to successful procurement.

The Government of India have recently embarked upon a scheme

for the construction of storage for 230,000 tons of grain in surplus

areas. In addition, it is proposed to provide additional storage

for 120,000 tons of imported grain. It is recommended that the

construction of this additional accommodation, particularly that

for 100,000 tons in the Punjab, should he pushed forward as

quickly as possible.

[ 42 ]
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(ti) The poor quality of gram distributed by the dilferent

Administi ations has oiten given rise to justifiabie complaints.

Altbougb the position has improved^ the gram distiibuted is still

not inliequently ot poor quality The Government of India have

lecently set up an inspection directorate at the Centre and Ins-

pection Departments have also been established in some provinces.

The pioblem of qualit;^ will^ howevei, not be completely sfolv^d

until there is in each piovince, whethei surplus or deficit, a reli-

able agency competent to test and inspect all foodgrains brought

into Government stock.

(vii) It is recommended that lationing should be extended

in the Punjab to the four towns, with a population of over 100,000,

which have nox j^et been rationed.

(viii) Attention is drawn to the obsei vations as regards

lequisitioning in the Eeport on Bengal. It is recommended that

Governments should not heS'itate to requisition from the large

producer and the tradei if giain is being held back by them from

the maiket m oidei to raise puces.

(ix) The general level of prices of foodgrains in India is

high compared with the world level Indian prices must fall

when consumer goods become more plentiful and cheaper and
imports of rice are once again available, but so long as the supply

position of cereals remains as* at present, prices generally speaking,

will have to remain at about their piesent levels. If puces should

fall substantially before impoits ot nee become available^ produc-

tion may sufi'er a setback. The piesent policy to hold prices at

about their piesent levels till the supply position is easier, is,

therefore, the correct course to follow.
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Problems aiismg out of tlie production and distribution of

loodgrains duiing tlie wai have emphasized the need for accurate

agiicultural statistics in India and schemes largely experimental in

character, aie now in opeiation with the object of seeming improve-

ments in such statistics.

2 The pioYinces fall, generally speaking, into two classes:

those in which the land revenue has been temporarily settled and
tliose m which it has been permanently settled This distinction,

however, is not a clear-cut one, tor in the United Provinces,

Madras and Assam there are areas which have been permanently
settled and in the provinces of Bengal, Bihar and Orissa, the per-

manentl;y settled provinces/’ theie are areas which have been tem-

poral liy settled In the temporarily settled areas the piimaiy

agency tor the collection of agricultural statistics is the village

levenue othcei, who, in the ordinary course of his work, is requiied

to make a detailed inspection of the fields ot the village or villages

under his chaige and record in the village records the crops grown
on each field. Piovided that supervision by the higher revenue

staft is adequate, this system ensuies estimates of acreage which it

is believed are accurate. The position is the same in the perma-

nently settled areas of the United Provinces, for in these areas the

primary reporting agency is the same as in the rest ot the province.

In the peimanently settled and ^7la/n areas of Madras, although the

primary reporting agency is the same as in the rest of the province,

the estimates ot acreage are not so accurate. The difficulty in these

areas is that there is not the same detailed revenue organization as

m the rest of the province and parts of these areas have not been

accurately surveyed The Government of Madras have recently,

With the object of impioving the acreage statistics of the perma-
nently settled and %nam areas, appointed additional revenue

inspectors.

3. In Bengal, Bihar and Orissa, the permanently settled pro-

vinces, there is no village revenue establishment corresponding to

that in the temporarily settled provinces, and in these provinces,

with the exception of the jute acreage in Bengal, estimates of acre-

age are admittedly very defective. The position is the same in the

two permanently settled districts of Assam. In the absence of a vil-

lage revenue establishment reliance has to be placed on the reports

received from Circle Officers, District Agricultural Officers, and
officers of the Eevenue Department, such as Khasmahal Tahsil-

dars, and even the police. Eor instance, the following is the method
followed in the province of Bengal. Each Circle Officer (a gazetted

revenue officer with jurisdiction over three or four thanas) ascer-

tains from personal inspection and by questioning other local officers

and cultivators, the relation which the area under the crop bears to

the normal acreage of that crop in that area, this normal acreage
being determined in accordance with certain instructions* The
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Circle Officers send tkeir estimates to tlie Subdivisional Officer who^

after making suck corrections as ke considers necessary, eitker from

kis own knowledge^ experience, and observations or by enquiry,

sends a consolidated estimate tor tke subdivision to tke District

Officer Tke latter, in kis turn, makes suck modifications as ke

tkinks necessary on tke basis of kis own experience and informa-

tion obtained from Distiict Agricultmal Officers and otker sources,

and forwards tke distiict estimate to tke Director of Agriculture.

Clearly, acieage estimates piepared in this manner cannot be

accurate.

4 In Bengal a complete survey was made of tke area under

jute in 1940-41 by a plot-to-plot inspection and since tkat date jute

IS only grown under licences issued by tke J ute Jttegulation Depart-

ment. Tke total area licensed for growing jute in each village is

tkus known. Eurtker a veiification of tke lands on wkick jute is

actually giown, is made before tke crop is karvested. Tke statis-

tics of tke acieage under jute are now believed to be reasonably

dependable.

5. In Bengal tke following further measures kave recently been

adopted witk a view to obtaining more satisfactory estimates of tke

acreage of tke crops grown in tke province First, a plot-to-plot

enumeration of all crops grown to be carried out by tke Jute Regu-
lation staff assisted by a large staff of a>mns and part-time crop-

recoiders, and secondly, landom sample surveys of tke acreage

under jute, aus paddy and aman paddy. Tkese schemes were put
into operation with effect from tke aman paddy crop reaped in

November-December 1944 and are to be carried on for a period of

three years. A decision will then be taken, in tke light of tke expe-

rience gained, on future policy, tkat is, whether the annual acre-

age estimates should be made by tke plot-to-piot enumeration or

by the random sampling method, or by a combination of both these
methods.

6. In Bikar, estimates of acreage were made by the random
sampling method throughout tke province for tke bhadai and agham
crops of 1944 and tke rahi crops of 1944-45. We understand tka±
tke Provincial Government have decided that the more satisfactory

method would be to adopt a system similar to that prevailing in
the temporarily settled provinces. It is recognized that this will
involve heavier expenditure, but it is considered that the establish-*

ment of a permanent staff in the villages throughout the province
for the collection of agricultural statistics (on a system of plot-to-
plot enumeration), as well as other statistics such as cattle statis-

tics, justifies the additional expenditure involved. When this
establishment has been recruited it is proposed to abandon the
random sampling method.

7. In Orissa, a special temporary staff was appointed early in
1944 for the collection of agricultural statistics. This consists of
amtm, one for every 80 revenue villages, whose duty will be to
inspect .every field once at the time of sowing and again when the
crop is ripe for harvest. The work of these aminB will be super-
vised by inspectors at the rate of one inspector for every seven

[ 45 ]
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amins A statistical ofticei lias also beea appointed for each, dis-

tiict tor tile purpose of controlling and diiecting the work of the

inspectors and armns in addition, a Provincial Statistical Officer

nas been appointed to supervise and co-ordinate the collection of

agiicuiturai statistics througiiout the province.

8 A plot-to-plot enumeiation should give accurate estimates of

acreage and we believe that in the temporarily settled provinces the

estimates piepaied by this method are on the whole accurate But
iz does not follow that the application of this method in the per-

manently settled provinces will pioduce immediately equally accu-

late results. In the temporaiily settled provinces the work is done

oy a long established and well organized revenue staff as part of its

dunes. The village revenue officer is a person of standing and
influence and is well trained in the work he is required to perform,

further, theie is an efficient inspection staff, the members of which
are also well versed in the duties of their office. In the permanently
settled provinces theie is no such organization and at the begin-

ning the staff—certainly a large proportion of it—will be entirely

unacquainted with the work to be done. There is another poimc

to which attention should be drawn. It is this. The area of the

primary unit/ that is, the aiea allotted to the officer who carries

out the piot-to-plot enumeiation^ must not be too large There is,

nowever, a iisk that it may be, for the cost of the establishment

for carrying out a piot-to-piot enumeration is heavy and there may
be a tendency to increase the area of the primary units in order to

reduce the cost. The survey of a crop, field by field, is a tiresome

task and one which is attended by a considerable amount of dis-

comfort at certain seasons of the year, particularly in areas where
the land goes under water. The danger, of course, is that the pri-

maiy enumerator instead of visiting each field will, to a greater

or lesser degree, compile his figures from information gathered by
questioning the cultivators. The larger the area with which he
nas to deal, the greater is the risk that this will happen. There is

also another matter which has to be taken account of in determining

the size of the primary unit. It is necessary to make an estimate

not only of the area sown with the crop but also of the area iiar-

vested. The period of time within which the plot-to-plot enumera-
tion at harvest time has to be carried out is relatively short, and
hence the area of the primary unit must not be so large as to pre-

vent the enumerator from making a complete inspection, plot by
plot, at harvest time. The size of the primary reporting unit is

th&efore a matter of great importance and until experience has
been gained as to what the size should be—it may vary from area

to area—the risk of inaccuracy will remain. In all these circum-
stances it would be clearly unwise to rely upon the accuracy of

estimates based on a plot-to-plot enumeration in permanently set-

tled areas
^
until the staff has been in being for some years and

experience gained of the working of the system. It should not,
however, be inferred that we are opposed to the continuance of the

^ In the temporaaffy settled provinces the primary unit is the village or »
group of small viSages.
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plot-to-plot enumeration schemes in the permanently settled

proYinces We are not. We are of opinion that they should be pro-

ceeded with, provided of course, that the primary reporting and

inspecting staff is adequate for the purpose. We have, however,

stressed that the estimates are unlikely to be accurate until the

schemes have been m operation for some time and that the size of

the primary units is a most important factor.

d. As regaids the relative merits of a plot-to-plot enumera-

tion and landom sample survey for the determination of acieage

there appears to be some divergence of views. It may be of

assistance if we set out the matter as we see it A plot-to-plot

enumeration provides a wealth of information which a random
sample survey cannot furnish For instance, it gives figures for

the smallest unit, a village or a part of a village. As against

this, a random sample survey can only give acreage figures for

large areas, such as a province, and we gather that it has not yet

been established that a random sample survey can give accurate

figures for a district or a subdivision except at disproportionate

cost The position is that the smaller the area for which acreage

figures are to be given, the nearer the random sample survey
approaclies the plot-to-plot enumeration. Again, a complete enu-

meration plot by plot can give figures for all crops irrespective of

the extent of the area on which they are grown, whereas this is

not possible by means of a random sample survey except at dis-

proportionate cost. To sum up, the position appears to be that

if full and detailed information as regards the acreage under all

crops is the objective—it certainly should be the objective—such

information can only be obtained by means of a plot-to-plot enu-

meration and not by a random sample survey. In these circum-

stances, there cannot, in our opinion, be any question of the

abandonment of the plot-to-plot enumeration method in favour of

the random sample survey method in the temporarily settled

provinces. In the other provinces also we consider that the plot-

to-plot enumeration should be tbe goal, for it is only by this

method that full and detailed information as regards the areas

under different crops can be obtained There are, however, cer-

tain points to which we would draw particular attention. The
nne qua non for carrying out a plot-to-plot enumeration is an
adequate and efficient staff of primary enumerators and inspectors

The cost of such a staff is heavy, and unless Administrations are

prepared to find the necessary funds, it would be useless to attempt
a plot-to-plot enumeration, for the only result would be ina(rcu-

rate estimates. Again, a plot-to-plot enumeration must be car-

ried out yearly and not at irregular intervals by ad hoc establish-

ments. As we have explained in the previous paragraph,
estimates prepared by a newly recruited establishment will not
be accurate during the early years of the existence of that establish-

ment. Any endeavour, therefore, to economize by carrying out
a plot-to-plot enumeration at intervals of, say, 3 to 5 years would
only result in the preparation of inaccurate figures. If a plot-to-

plot enumeration is to be successful the staff must be on a
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permanent basis, for it is only by employing the same stafi every

year, subject, of course, to recruitment to cover wastage, that

accurate estimates will be secured.

10. Under tbe present system the yield per acre in a parti-

cular year is determined by multiplying tbe normal yield per
acre by tbe condition factor of tbe crop in tbe year in question.

Tbe normal yield is based upon crop-cutting experiments made
yearly over a number of years These experiments are carried

out in plots witb average crops, tbe plots being selected by an
eye ’’ examination Tbe condition factor (the anna valuation),

that is, tbe relation of the crop reported on to tbe normal yield

per acre, is framed on tbe results of visual observations made by
local officers. Tbe practice of selecting bv tbe eye plots with
average crops has been condemned by statisticians and the method
of determining tbe condition factor has been severeh^ criticized

There is, no doubt, room for considerable improvement in the

method of estimating tbe yield per acre.

A considerable amount of experimental work has been carried

out during tbe last seven or eight years bv tbe Indian Statistical

Institute under tbe direction of Professor Mabalanobis in esti-

mating by tbe random sample method tbe outturn (and tbe acre-

age) of crops. As we have said, random sample surveys of tbe

yield (and acreage) of tbe jute and paddy crops are now in pro-

gress in Bengal. They are being carried out by tbe Indian Statis-

tical Institute on behalf of tbe Bengal Government and will be
continued for a period of three years Experimental random sur-

veys of yield have also been carried out by tbe Imperial Council

of Agricultural Besearcb In 1944 such surveys were made of

tbe yield of wheat in the Punjab and tbe United Provinces and
rice in Orissa. In this year (1945) these surveys have been

extended to all tbe main wheat growing areas Tbe surveys in

Bengal will continue till 1946-47 and it would clearly be advan-

tageous if tbe surveys in other parts of India conducted either

by tbe Imperial Council of Agricultural Beseareb or by tbe Indian

Statistical Institute, were also continued for the same period In

tbe light of tbe experience thus gained it should then be possible

we would hope, for a decision to be reached as regards, first, the

technique to be followed in carrying out random sample surveys

and secondly, tbe extent to which these surveys can be used in

determining tbe yield per acre in a particular year. Until a

decision has been reached on these points we doubt whether any-

thing will be gaine(^ bv examining other methods of improving
tbe present system. Tbe random sample method is a scientific

method of computing yields and tbe first matter to be decided is

whether tbe adoption of this method is a T>raetical proposition

and whether it can fulfil completely administrative requirements

11. Tbe Uoyal Commission on
“

'Agriculture considered tba'^*

every Director of Agriculture sbortld be given a capable statistical

assistant They referred to tbe increasing importance which i«

being attached all over tbe world to statistical research as an aid
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to the formulatioii of policies, and recommended tte appointment

of a well qualified statistical officer at provincial headquarters to

whom should be entrusted the duty of studying all aspects of the

economic and social progress of the province We draw parti-

cular attention to these recommendations because we attach great

importance to the Director of Agriculture being provided with

statistical assistance, and the establishment at provincial headquar-

ters of statistical officers who would be directors of provincial

bureaux of statistical information In some provinces these

officers have been appointed and we strongly recommend that they

be appointed in the remaining provinces as quickly as possible

12. In the Agricultural Statistics of India crops are

divided into food ” and non-food ” crops Food crops

include (1) foodgrams, that is, nee, wheat, jowar, ba;ira, barley,

maize, gram, other grains, aud pulses; (2) sugarcane, (3) vege-

tables, (4) fruits, (5) condiments; (6) spice^s, and (7) miscellaneous

food crops Under non-food ” crops are included all edible oil

seeds, such as sesamum, rape, mustard, groundnut, and cocoanut,

and also non-edible oil seeds such as linseed and castor, and other

miscellaneous oil seeds Within this category are also included

the fibre crops such as cotton and jute, as well as indigo, opium,
coffee, tea, tobacco, drugs, dyes, fodder crops, and other miscella-

neous non-food crops In our attempt to obtain precise informa-

tion regarding food eiops we have been struck bv the difficulties

arising from the pjesmt clas=?ification Different provinces have

adopted different categories which has led to a certain amount of

eonfu^sion Althoiiirh edible oil se^^ls are used for industrial pur-

poses such as the manufactuie of soap, plastics, etc
,
thev are dso

used largely for human consumption We incline to the view
that for statistical purnoses edible oil seeds should be classified

under the head food ’’ crops.

Separate figures are not given for the production of potatoes,

sweet potatoes, and tapioca. The two latter have been of import-

ance in times of food shortage The area under tapioca expanded
largely during the years 1943-44 We believe that the areas

under potatoes aud sweet potatoes have also increased We take
the view that separate figures should be given in the Agricul-
tural Statistics of India for these crops.

SmS^IMARY OF CoNCLirSIONS AND EfOOMMENDATION

13. The conclusions and recommendations of this chapter
are-—

(i) Problems arising out of the production and distribution

of foodgrains during the war, have emphasized the need for accu-
rate statistics of- acreage and yield of crops; schemes are now in

operation with the object of securing improvements in these
statistics

(ii) For the determination of the acreage a plot-to-plot enu-
meration is preferred to a random sample sravev, because the
former can, whereas the latter cannot, give full and detailed
information as regards the areas under different crops.
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(iii) In tile temporarily settled proYinces the acreage

figures are compiled by the subordinate revenue establishment by
a plot-tO“plot enumeration. In these provinces the acreage figures

are on the whole accurate and it is recommended that the present

system should continue.

(iv) In the permanently settled provinces acreage

figures, except in regard to jute in Bengal, are not accurate; they

are not compiled by a plot-to-plot enumeration but are based upon
reports received from local officers In the provinces of Bengal,

Bihar and Orissa schemes have recently been introduced for the

determination of acreage by the system of plot-to-plot enumera-

tion. In addition, in Bengal, a scheme is in operation for the

determination of the acreage under jute, aus paddy and amcni

paddy by the random sample survey method.

(v) It is considered that in the permanently settled
**

provinces the goal should be the determination of acreage by the

method of plot-to-plot enumeration. It is pointed out that in

order to ensure the accuracy of the estimates prepared by this

method it is essential that (a) the plot-to-plot enumeration should

be carried out by an adequate and efficient staff of primary enu-

merators and inspectors maintained on a permanent basis, and

(6) the size of the primary reporting unit should not be too large

(vi) There is room for considerable improvement in the

method of estimating yield per acre.

(vii) The random sample method is a scientific method of

computing yields and the first matter to be decided is whether

the adoption of this method is a practical proposition and whether

it can fulfil completely administrative requirements. Random
sample surveys of yield are now being carried out in Bengal by

the Indian Statistical Institute and in other parts of India by the

Imperial Council of Agricultural Research The surveys in

Bengal will be continued for a period of three years It is sug-

gested that the surveys by the Imperial Council of Agricultural

Research should be continued for a similar period. A decision

should then be reached in the light of experience gained as regards

first, the technique to be followed in carrying out the random

sample surveys, and secondly, the extent to which these surveys

can be used in determining the yield per acre in a particular year

Until a decision has been reached on these points nothing will

be gained by examining other methods of improving the present

system.

(viii) Every Director of Agriculture should be provided with

a capable statistical assistant.

(ix) A qualified statistical officer should be appointed at all

provincial headquarters to whom should be entrusted the study

of all aspects of economic and social progress in the province.

(x) Eor statistical purposes edible oil-seeds should be classi-

fied under the head food crops.** Separate figures showing the

acreage under potatoes, sweet potatoes, and tapioca should be given

in the Agricultural Statistics of India.**
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As explained in CEapter I, India before tke war was not

selt-sui±LCient in foodgrains, a small exportable surplus in wheat

being offset by large imports of rice. During the five years

ending 1941-42 the average annual net imports amounted to

about 1,000,000 tons and it was on the basis of this figuie that

in 1943 the Foodgrains Policy Committee came to the conclusion

that India required, until further notice, for current consump-

tion, an annual import of foodgrains of not less than this amount.

2. The following tables give the acreage and production of

the main cereals wheat, jowar. bajra, barley, maize and rice,

over a series of years. The figures for rice have been shown for

ifengal and the rest of India separately because those foi Bengal

for the year 1943-44 are not comparable with the figures for

previous years. This is due to the fact that, as explained in our

report on Bengal, the acreage under aman rice in 1943-44 was
not estimated in the same manner as in previous years

Average of Average of

Crop.
three years
ending

three years
ending

1942-43. 1943-44.

1938-39. 1941-42

Acreage (in milhoiis of acres).

^Vheat ,

.

34 3 34 4 33*7

Jo-w ar 34 8 93 7 35 9 3(5 0
Bajra , 9 l'^ 9 22 2 2M
Bailey . . * 63 6 3 6 8 6*7

Maize
Bice (All-India exclu 1-

6 3 63 6 9 6 9

ing Bengal) . .

.

51-7 51*4 51*9 53 4
Eice (Bengal) 22 6 22*3 23 3 24 6

Production (m millions of tons).

Wheat .

.

. »

*

10 2 10 3 11 0 9*7

Jowar • .

.

6*8 6*7 6 7 6*7

Bajra • .

.

2*6 2*9 4*0 3*7

Barley , .

,

2 1 2 1 2 2 2 1

Maize
Rice (All-India exclud-

20 2*1 2 4 2*4

ing Bengal) 17 7 16*3 17*9 18*8
Rice (Bengal) .

Total (excluding rice in

8-8 8 1 7 0 10 3

Bengal) . 41 4 40-4 44 2 43*4

40 9 43*8
Average, say 41*0 Average, say 44*0

We offer the following observations on the above figures:—
(i) Wheat ,—The acreage under wheat has remained steady.

The decrease in 1943—44 was due to unfavourable weather at the
sowing time. The wheat crop of 1942-43 was a bumper one;
this was due to very favourable weather conditions. The crop
in 1943-44 was below normal owing to unfavourable climatic
condiSons. Heavy rain and hail caused considerable damage
towards the end of the growing season.
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(ii) Jotvar .
—^The acreage sliows a considerable expansion

but tins has not been reflected in the yield.

(iii) Bajra ,—The acreage and the yield have both increased.

The average outturn during the two years 1942-43 and 1943-44
was about a million tons more than the average of the preceding
six years.

(iv) Barley and vmize ,—^While barley shows practically no
change, both the acreage and yield of inai25e show an increase.

The production of maize was about 350,000 tons more in 1942-43
and 1943-44 than the average of the previous six years.

(v) Rice {Bengal) —Owing to an excellent monsoon, the

rice crop in Bengal in 1943-44 was probably the largest on record.

Climatic conditions in 1944-45 were not so favourable and the

rice crop of that year is estimated to be 1 44 million tons less

than the bumper crop of the previous year. This well illustrates

the effect of variations in climatic conditions.

(vi) Rice {rest of India),—There was an increase in the

acreage as well as in the yield in 1943-44 as compared with
1942-43 and the previous six years. The increase in the yield

was about 900,000 tons as compared with that in 1942-43 The
increase in acreage and yield was largely due to a very favourable

monsoon. In 1944 the monsoon was less favourable and the

estimates so far available of the 1944-45 crop show a large fall

in yield in some areas. The total 3ueld of the rice crop in 1944-45

will certainly be considerably below the high flgure of 1943-44.

3. The following figures are repeated from the tables in the

previous paragraph. The total production of the main cereals,

wheat, jowar, hajra, barley, maize and rice, in India, excluding

rice in Bengal, were:—
(la millions of tons).

Average the six Averasre for the years

years eadiag 1941—42. 1942—43 and 1943-44.

41*0 44-0

iWe have omitted the figures for the yield of rice in Bengal

Because, as we have said, the estimates for 1943-44 are not com-
parable with those of the previous years. If they were included

ii would he impossible to compare the total yield of cereals in

India in the two years 1942-43 and 1943-44 with those in previous

years. We do not think that this omission will materially affect

the comparison.

It may, at first sight, appear that in view of the increase in

pfipoduction of S million tons, the difference between the average

total 'production of the years 1943-43 and 1943-44 and that of the

SIX years ending 1941“42, India does not now require imports.

Closer examination shows, however, that this conclusion is not

well founded.
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4. India's population of about 400 millions still continues to

increase. During tbe inter-censal period of 1931 to 1941 tbe

population increased on the average by about 5 millions a year

An annual increase of 5 millions in tlie number of persons to be

fed, involves a yearly addition to India's food bill of over 600^000
tons of cereals on tbe basis of 1 lb of grain per day per adult

During the three years that have elapsed since 1941-42 there hd^g,

therefore, been an increase in consumption, due to this cause, of

nearly 2 0 million tons.

There is also little doubt that, apart from an expanding con-
sumption due to the growth of population, the consumption of

foodgrains by large classes of the civilian population has increased
during the last two years There is now practicallv no unemploy-
ment

;
everybody who wishes to work has no difficulty m obtaining

emplo^unent. This is a great change from the pre-war position
when the number of unemployed, particularly in certain sections
of the community, was large This high level of employment
mnst have^ been accompanied by an increase in the consumption
of foodgrains. Further, large numbers of producer-consumers and
their families are now, in all probability, eating more than they
did in normal times. The cultivator is obtaining high prices for
his produce and has to sell a smaller proportion of his grain than
he did before the war, in order to meet his standing pavments,
such as rent, faxes and debt charges As against this of course,
the prices of the goods he buys have risen steeply But on the
whole, the financial nosition of the cultivator has improved con-
siderably in consecinence of the high prices for foodgrains and
there can be little doubt that millions who were undor-nonrisherl
in normal times, are now eating more. It is not possible to
assess the increase in consumption^ due to these causes, but in
view of the great numbers involved it must be large

5 The supply of foodgrains for the defence services, includ-
ing the overseas forces in and based on India, has also thrown
an additional burden on the country’s food supplies The vearlv
requirements of these services amount to approximately 800,000
tons of wheat, rice, barley, maize and millets. It is true that
the amount consumed by the Indian soldier does not represent
a net increase in the off-take of foodgrains for, he would eat food-
grains if he remained in his villas'e. But the Indian soldier
generaliy speaking, is better fed than he would be if he were in
civil life——the ration for Indian troops is IJ- lb. of foodgrains per
day—and hence the feeding of the Indian defence forces adds
to the total cereal requirements of the country. The supplying
of the overseas forces also involves extra demand

6 There is another matter to which attention should be drawn.
The Yields of crops in India are subiect to great and often sudden
fluctuations owing to climatic conditions. In the irrigated areas,
crops are protected against a failure of the monsoon hut they are
not immune from damage by excessive rain, diseases and pests and,
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in some areas, by hot winds, bail and frost It is, therefore, unsafe
to draw conclusions as regards the relation of supply to require-

ments based upon the yield of the crops in a short period of two
years. The yields m 1942-43 and 1943-44 and the estimated out-

turn for 1944-45 illustrate this point. There was a bumper crop

of wheat in 1942-43 and a normal crop of rice. On the other hand
3943-44 was marked by a bumper rice crop and a sub-normal crop
of wheat. It is yet too early to form an opinion as regards the

supply position m 1944-45. But it is clear that in view of the

smaller yield of rice in 1944-45 compared with that in 1943-44
the supply position m 1944 45 will be less favourable than it was
in 1942-43 or 1943-44 unless the wheat crop proves to be a bumper
one.

7. Having regard to the increase in consumption due to the
growth oi population, the increase in the per capita consumption
of large classes of the civilian population—an increase which is

in every way desirable in view of the low level of subsistence of

the poorer classes in the villages and towns—and the burden of the

requirements of the defence services, we doubt whether there was
any substantial improvement in the overall position during the

years 1942-43 and 1943-44 as compared with previous years. We
are of opinion that the present relation of internal supply to

requirements is not such as to warrant the conclusion that imports

are unnecessary.

8. Experience during the last two years also points to the con-

clusion that India still needs imports of foodgrains. During this

period Food Administration in India developed greatly. Procure-

ment organizations are in operation in the provinces and in the

Indien vStatOvS The prices of cereals are under control. A large

proportion of the urban population, and in some areas, the rural

population, is rationed. The Basic Plan has been in operation for

two years. It will be recalled that this plan is in the form of ^

balance-sheet, on one side of which appear the surpluses from

surplus areas, and on the other the supplies recfuired by the deficit

areas. It is prepared by the Government of India in consultation

with the provinces and states and after careful scrutiny of the

estimated surpluses and deficits Much more information is, there-

fore, now available as regards the actual supply position in India

than in 1943 when the Foodgrains Policy Committee reported, and

it is possible to make, with more precision, an estimate of the gap

b^ween the essential requirements of foodgrains of India as a

whole and the quantities available from internal resources. In 1944

imports of foodgrains, chiefly wheat, amounted to over 700,000 tons

and the Government of India found it necessary to distribute

practically the whole of this amount to the deficit areas. This in

itself affords ground for the conclusion that India is still in need
of imports.

9.^ Apart from their intrinsic value imports have a great psycho-
logical effect. In 1943 public confidence was greatly shaken by
the events in Bengal and by the difficulties experienced in othet
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areas in maintaining supplies. In 1944 confidence was largelj/^

restored. Tliis, no doubt, was due in large measure to tke improve-

ments ettected in food administration, but we are convincea tiiat

tile aiiivai tiiiougkout tJie year of foodgrains trom overseas played

a most important part in restoring public confidence, inaian
opinion IS, nowever, still extremely neivous on the subject of food

supplies, and any indication of an unfavourable turn in the supply

posiuon leads to the slowing up of procurement operations, and is

liiiely in some paits of tke couniry to give rise to a snarp ciianges in

tke price level, it is essential tkat public confidence skouid be

maintained. In this matter imports play a most important role

and we kave little kesitation in affirming tkat tke stoppage of

imports would place tke food position in India in serious jeopardy.

10. Impoits must consist mainly of wkeat because rice :s not
available under conditions created by tke war, from countries over-
seas. Tke q^uestion tkerefore arises kow tke q^uantity of wkeat
imports IS to be determined. We understand tkat tke iiovernment
of India adopt tke following metkod in estimating tke amount of

wkeat wkick tkey consider needs to be imported. Towards tke
end of tke calendar year aD. estimate is made of tke wkeat req^uired
for tke 12 montks commencing from tke 1st May of tke i^ollowing

year, tkat is, for tke Indian wkeat year wkick runs from 1st May
of one year to tke 30tk April of tke next. Tkis estimate is based
upon tke requirements of tkose provinces and states wkick do i^iot

grow witkin tkeir own boundaries sufficient wkeat for tkeir own
consumption, and includes tke amount required not only for ike
population wkick normally consumes wkeat, but also for tkose sec-

tions of tke population wkick normally consume rice and kave been
compelled, by tke skort supply of tkat ceieal, to ckange over io a
diet consisting partly of wkeat. Tke demands of tke several pro-
vinces and states are subjected to a critical examination by tke
Government of India, witk particular reference to tke amounts sup-
plied in previous years under tke operation of tke Basic Plan. To
tke figure tkus obtained is added tke wkeat demand for tke defence
services. An estimate is tken made of tke surpluses available from
tke sui^plus wkeat provinces and states based in tke first instance
on tke assumption tkat tke wkeat crop in tkose areas will be a
normal one.^ Tkis assumption is made at tkis stage because tke
wkeat crop is not karvested until some montks later and tke pro-
bable yield is tkerefore unknown. Experience kas skown tkat
witk a normal ciop tke amount available from tke surplus wk?at
areas is approximately 800,000 tons a year. Tke first estimate of
tke imports tkerefore consists of tke difference between tke amount
required for internal consumption in tke deficit areas plus tke
demand for tke defence services, and 800,000 tons. Tkis is subject
to revision wken tke yield of the wheat crop wkick is karvested
in April and May, is known. Tke surplus available from tke
surplus provinces and states is tken adjusted in accordance witk
tke estimated yield of the crop. If tke yield of tke crop is more
than normal, tke estimate of imports is reduced accordingly and
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tice versa. The estimate is also reTised peiiodically during the

course ot the year, having regard to any clianges in the supplier

available from the suiplus areas or the lequirements oi the dehcit

areas arising out ot ciicumstances which weie not foreseen when
the estimate was last levised The (ioveinment ot India, we
understand, considei this to be the best way in which an estimate

of imports can be prepared We endorse that view, paiticularly

<±s It enaoies the volume ot impoits to be leguiated in accoiaance

with changes in the supply position m Inaia. We regard this

method ot calculating the volume of imports of wheat as more
saustactoiy than one based on the imports ot rice during the

pie-war peiiod.

11. The Toodgrains Policy Committee recommended the ciea-

bon ot a ceuciai xooagiains leserve ot not less than DUO,OUO tons,

Tliey consiaeied this leseive to be absolutely necessaiy to prevent

a bieahclown in the machinery ot piocuiement, i aliening, and

price policy and added that it would not be a substitute tor, but a

complement to, more vigoions administrative action in other heids*

It may be ui’ged that a central reserve is not now necessary because,

hrst, in spite ot the absence ot such a reserve, Administiations in

India have been successful m maintaining their procurement,

lationmg and price policies, secondly, that public conhdence which

was so severely shaheu by the events of 194^, has been restuied,

thirdly, Provincial and State Governments possess wheat

leserves varying from one and a half to three months^ require-

ments of their rationed areas, and fouj'thiy, the Bengal Government

have a large reserve of nee and paddy amounting to over 500,000

tons. In spite of this improvement in the situation we take the

view that a central reserve is still essential. It is true that the

measures taken by the Food Administrations at the Centre and in

the Provinces and States have been the impoitant factor in keep-

ing the situation under control, but the success is also due partly

to the imports of wheat—700,000 tons were imported in 1944

—

and partly to the fact that India has been fortunate in having had

an exceptionally good wheat crop which came into consumption in

1943«44
^
followed by an equally good rice crop m 1943-44. If

these bumper wheat and rice crops had not occurred in alternate

years the position would not have been so good It was the excel-

lent rice crop m Bengal which enabled the Government of the

province to build up their present reserve. But this reserve may
be heavily drawn upon, should there be a short crop in that

province. Further, it should be remembered that the Bengal

Government are now primarily responsible for supplying rice to

Greater Calcutta. That demand is in the region of 275,000 tons

a year.

The wheat situation in the United Provinces, the North-West

Frontier Province, and in Delhi deteriorated rapidly during the

early months of 1945, that is, towards the close of the wheat season

preceding the reaping of the 1945 crop. This was due to a falling

off in procurement in both the Punjab and the United Provinces
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and tills in its turn was due, m all probability, to tbe binailef

oaauiji 01 me cxop leapeu in Apia—iuay Tiie ciop in tiie

^unitea ir^iOYinces was oaaiy uaxuc^-gea oy nan ana neavj^ icmi at

naivebC ume in 1^44. Ine siiuaxion nas been niex by tne pioinpi

a^e oi tne small leseive wliicn xne Ueniie nacl been aoie lo a^oa-

inuiate. JLi tnis leseive iiaa not been avaiiaoie a aisasxious siuia-

tion mi^nt nave deveiuped in tne United novmces and dangerous

bUoi cages mignt nave occuiied in tne i\oiin-vvest Uiontiei Pro-

vince and in jJeini. it appears clear to us, tneretore, tnat tne

Uentiai Uroveinnient snouid nave in tneir nands, at aii times,

stocKs suincient to ensure tnat tney are in a position to meet an
emergency, suck as tnat wnicii occurred tnis year, owing to tne

iailuie 01 proemement at tne end ot tne crop season, buen emer-

gencies cannot always be foreseen and the normal reserves kept by

die pi 0Vinces and biates against tbe req^uirements ot tke rationed

areas are not and cannot be adequate to deal with. tJiem. It, how-
evei, tbe (Jentiai (iovernment nave reserves, supplies can be sent

quickly to tiie attected aiea and tile situation prevented from get-

ting out ot band. We would also advance another reason. Since

tbe war began, tbeie bas been no seiious failure of tbe monsoon.
But tbe danger of a poor monsoon before noimal conditions return
exists. India is a predominantly agricultural country and opinion
leacts quickly to any sign of a failure of tbe rains. It is just at

tbis stage that tbe knowledge that tbe Centre bas a leserve would
prove ot great value in preventing panic and maintaining
public moiaie. Tbe same ebect cannot be obtained from a pro*

gramme of imports spread over a period of 12 monlbs, for tbe rate

of impoits cannot be speeded up at short notice and in tbe meantime
tbe situation may have got out of control.

As regards tbe size of tbe reserve, this question is not easy to

answer* It obviously cannot be so large as to be adequate to

deal with the situation that might arise from a serious failure of

tbe monsoon. Such a position would have to be met by drastic

control measures and imports. It should, however, be sufficiently

large to enable tbe Central Government first, to deal with local

or temporary shortages, which, if bandied with speed and
decision, can be prevented from spreading and causing serious

lack of public confidence, and secondly, to sustain public confi-

dence if tbe monsoon should give rise to anxiety. In present

circumstances suck a reserve can only be built up from imports

01 wheat and we do not tkink that a reserve of 500,000 tons wonJLd

be excessive, amounting as it does to only a little more than
3 months’ wheat requirements of the deficit provinces and states

and the defence services.

12. In conclusion we recommend that India’s need for a'

regular snpply of imported wheat to cover the current deficit of

wheat under the Basic Plan and to build up a central reserve of

600,000 tons should be recognised by His Majesty’s Government.
We further recommend that a public announcement may be made
indicating broadly the nature of the arrangements made in regard

[ 67 ]
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fco tile piovision of impoits We may add fcliat we fully recognize

that the imports of wheat whicii the United Nations will be able

to provide for India depend on various factors in regard to which
we have no knowledge, that is, the needs of other countries and
the shipping available. In making our recommendations we have
not lost sight of these important factois. But we trust that it

will be possible to meet the currenl needs of India for wheat,

calculated on the basis of the formula adopted by the Govern-

ment of India, and in order to build up a central reseive.

Summary op Conclusions and Kecommendations.

13* Our conclusions are

—

(i) India, before the war, was not self-sufficient in food-

grains, a small exportable surplus of wheat being offset by large

imports of rice.

(ii) Although, the production of foodgrains has increased,

consumption has also increased, owing to the growth of popula-

tion, a higher per capita consumption by the poorer classes of the

population and the requirements of the defence services. India

is still in need of imports.

(hi) Imports must consist mainly of wheat because rice is

not available under conditions created by the war.

(iv)
’ The method now followed by the Government of India

in estimating wheat requirements is considered suitable; it enables

the volume of imports to be regulated in accordance with changes

in the supply position in India.

(v) In agreement with the Foodgrains Policy Committee it

is considered that a central reserve of 600,000 tons of foodgrains

is essential. In present circumstances such a reserve can only be

built up from imports of wheat.



Uli'Al^TEii Vi.—EOOl) ADMINISTRATION DURING THE
IMMEDIATE POST-WAR PERIOD

We have desciibetl in an earlier chapter the mam featiues

of the present system oi lood administration in India and pointed
out how it ic geneiaily adapted to the varying ciicumstances and
needs oi diiteient paits oi the country. We have also drawn
attention to the directions in which a tightening* of controls is

necessary and improvements may be earned out We have not,

however, dealt with the following questions. How long aie these

controls to continue
;
when and how are the controls to be relaxed

;

and how is the return to peace-time conditions to be organized
\V"e piopose to examine these questions in the piesent chapter.

2. This Is necessary piimaiily because the piocess of relaxa-
tion of existing controls is bound to present dilhcult problems
which must be studied in advance and prepaied tor. The vaiy-
mg meusines of control adopted by the Provincial and State
Governments in their respective areas, and by the Central Govern-
ment in India as a wnole, constitute a complex and intei-

dependent system winch cannot be withdrawn in a day. The
leturn to noiinal conditions inusi be a giadual, regulated and
co-ordinated process. Unless it is planned and prepared for m
advance, and adapted to the changing conditions of the immediate
post-Nua* period, the chaotic price and supply conditions which
prevailed in many paits of the country, in the summer of 1942
and duimg the greater part of 1943, may be lepeated. The out-
standing lesson of the events ot 1942 and 1943 is the need for
anticipating the probable effect of changing conditions and
establishing a common plan of action agreed upon between the
Centre and the Provinces and States.

3. There is also another reason why the process of transition
from war to peace conditions should be planned in advance.
Obviously, the nature of the steps to be taken during the transi-
tion will depend to some extent on the nature of the system which
it is proposed to maintain in peace-time for the supply and di*^-

tribution of food. Is the country to revert entirely to pre-wai
conditions in this respect or, aie any material changes visualized?
We deal with this question in a later chapter In our view, a
policy of la%$sez faire in the matter of food supply and distribi^
tion is impossible in the future; and we recommend elsewhere the
acceptance in principle by all the Governments concerned of their
responsibility for increasing the food resources and improving the
diet of the people, as a permanent objective of a common food
policy for India. Among the measures necessary for the discharge
of this responsibility, a prominent place must be assigned to the
control of the price of cereals so as to ensure a reasonable return
to the cultivator. In practice, we believe this will involve State
action designed to regulate the prices ot rice and wheat, the

6
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ceieais wiiicii entei iaigely into international trade. Sucli legu
iation IS lively xo lecj^uiie co-oiamaxea action botn by tiie Central
uroveininent and tne broveininents oi tJie ±"iovinces and btates

along tne toliowing lines. Jbust, tlie tixation ol minimum prices

wnicn would be lair to tne pioducei, and maximum prices wnicii

would be lair to tne consumer, and tne levision ol sued puces
ij^om time to time, secondly, decisions as to tne measuies neces-

saiy, irom time to time, to secure tne maintenance ol tne price

level witnin tne pi e-aeteimined maxima and minima, and
tniidly, tne maintenance ol an oiganimation to cany out tne mea-
suies decided upon, me system ol legulation need not be, and
would indeed noc be, identical witn tde system ol lood administra-

tion wnicn IS lunctioning to-day, but it is certain to include some
ol me leatuies ot tne pieseni system, ide control oi imports

01 ceieals would cenainly be an important leature oi tde luture

system, it is not our purpose to discuss in detail a plan ior tde

legulation oi prices in normal timesj sued a plan can be settled

satisiactorily only on tde basis ol actual expeiience oi tde opera-

tion oi iood controls during tde period oi tiansition immediately

lollowmg tke end of tde war. We wisd to empdasize dere tdat

tde objectives of long-term iood policy are relevant to tde piu-

blems of tde transition period ana sdould be prominently kept in

mind. I'Jie organization oi iood administration during tde

transition period sdould be designed, not witd tde object ot secur-

ing tde most expeditious return to pre-war conditions^ but so tdat

it can evolve into a system ot regulation of prices in normal times*

4. Tde main featui’es of tde foodgrain situation to-day are,

broadly, as follows: I?irst, a shortage of internal supply, pro-

duction in an average season being smaller tdan consumption

reqturements, including tdose oi tde defence services, and tde

level oi stocks carried in tde country lower than stocks carried

at corresponding periods in normal times; secondly, shortage of

imports from abroad involving in particular the lack of imports

ot rice; thirdly, transport congestion requiring stringent restric-

tions; and fourthly, an abnoimal price level, which ts unduly

high generally, presents undue disparities between different parts

of the country, and makes continuous action by Government neces-

sary in order to secure the equitable distribution of available

supplies within pre-determined price maxima. No material change

in the prevailing conditions can be anticipated until after the

re-conquest of Burma is completed and the movement of rice from

Burma to India is re-established.

5. The transition period which we visualize may, therefore, be

regarded as commencing with the arrival of the first shipments

of rice from Burma in appreciable quantities. Its duration will

depend on a number of factors many of which will not be within

the control of Governments in India. Among the more impor-

tant of these factors, we would mention the following: First,

the imports of rice from Burma should increase until they can

bridge the gap between production and consumption in India
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and allow foi the replenishment ot stocks; secondly, transport

conditions in India sJiould return to normal, that is, the need tor

lestrictions on inovement by laii, iiver steamer and coastal ship-

ping should discippeai
,

thiidly, the present world shortage of

looa as well as shipping should no longer existj and tourthly,

demobilization shouia have been completed. We cannot ioresee

when these conditions aie likely to be satisfied. It is clear, how-

ever, that the process is bound to take seveial years. The period

o£ violent disturbances in the food economy of the country started

in 194x1-43 and it is, in all probability, unsafe to assume that the

necessary read3ustments would be complete within a period much
shorter than ten years from that date. We, therefore, assume

that the transition period may last until 1951-52.

b. As the first stage in the transition we visualize a period of

approximately three years during which the imports of rice arriv-

ing from Burma will gradually increase in volume. The position

in respect of imports ot wheat will depend largely on world condi-

tions, and we hope it may be possible to meet the requirements

of India, which are likely to diminish after the cessation of hosti-

lities in the East. The supplies of rice and wheat will be imported

fiom abroad by the Government of India and distributed under

the Basic Plan With the kelp of these, we think, it should be

possible to secure two important purposes, namely, first, the

diminution and eventual elimination of the wide price disparities

which at present exist in diiierent parts of the country, and
secondly, the gradual withdrawal of the more stringent forms of

control.

7.^We have endeavoured to form some idea of the relation

between the prices of rice and wheat in different parts of the

country with pre-war prices, and the extent to which they are out

of parity with one another. This has not proved easy because
of the imperfections of the available statistics of prices.

A review of the available statistics, such as they are, has been
made and the results are given in a note appended to this report \
The broad conclusions are as follows : Assuming the average of

the quinquennium ending 1938-39 to represent the pre-war level,

the prices of rice in Bengal (the most important producing pro-

vince) appear, after their extravagant rise in the famine period,
to have come down to somewhere about 350 per cent of the*
pre-war level. In Madras (the next most important producing
province) the price of rice is held at or somewhat below 260 per
cent* The prices in Assam. Bihar and the United Provinces tend
to approximate to the Bengal level, that is, approximately 350 per
cent. The level is somewhat lower in the Punjab and still lower
in the Central Provinces, where it is roughly about 300 per cent

^ The in this paragraph are ooly approximate estimates and refer to
the position reached by the end of 1944.

* Appendix IV.
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oi tlie ine-war le^eL Puces m Smd are practically on a par witli

tJbLOse m Madras, in tiie neiglibouiiiood oi about 250* per cent

WEeat puces appeal to be geneiaiiy in tiie neigiiboariiood oi

doO per cent ot tire pie-wai level^ except in Sinci where they

are about dOU pei cent We think it is clear that it should

be the common aim ot all Governments concerned to secure, as

early as supply conditions in the transition period permit, that

the prices botn of iice and wheat in ditieient parts ot the country

should be brought down to normal parity with the level oi rice

prices at present prevailing in Madias and Smd. Precisely what

this would mean in terms ot lupees and annas per maund tor

ditterent grades of iice and wheat in dilterent areas for ditierent

types ot transactions would lequiie to be worked out. We believe

that, if the actual prices which prevailed during the quinquen-

nium ending 19d8-d9 weie worked out in each province, and a

puce in the neighbourhood of 240 per cent of such average were

determined, the result would broadly represent the target price

level to be aimed at at the end of the first stage of the transition

period. We do not imply that the proportion should be identical

in all provinces. But we feel that the fixation of a price as near

as possible to 240 per cent of the pie-war level, would be appro-

priate in the majoi producing provinces, that is, in Bengal and

Madras for rice, and the Punjab and the United Provinces for

wheat, and if prices are fixed m other provinces in normal parity

with such prices, they are unlikely to be very much in excess of oi

very much below 240 per cent,

8. Concurrently with the reduction of prices to the lowest level

prevailing at present, we suggest that the distribution of imported

supplies should be organized so as to facilitate the withdrawal of

the more stringent forms of control Thus, total procurement

and levy schemes (including rationing in rural areas) and other

systems of monopoly purchases from the producer, should be with-

drawn first. As supply conditions further improve restrictions on
movements within a province or state should be relaxed, and
rationing withdrawn in smaller towns and then in larger towns.

Kationing in the larger cities would probably have to continue

for some time longer. Thus, by the end of the first stage of

transition, the functions performed by the Central Government
would continue to be performed without any alteration, the Basic

PJan would continue to be in operation, the existing cordons

around the provinces and states would remain, but considerable

changes would have occurred in the methods of food administra-
tion in those provinces and states, where more stringent forms of

control are in force than are at present adopted in certain other

provinces, of which the Punjab is a good example. Trade would
be operating under licence. Procurement schemes would be based
on purchases from the local trade. Only the large cities would
be subject to rationing. In general, local food administration in
all p^ts of India would present characteristics of food
administration in the Punjab at present.
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9. Tke second stage of tke transition would tken begin. The
main problems of this period would be the co-ordinated removal of

CGidons around provinces and states, and the retransfer of the
responsibility for distribution of supplies from Government
agencies to the tiade—^while, at the same time. Governments
should be prepared to reintroduce controls should this be neces-

sary and to ensure the maintenance of the price level withih
pre-determined limits.

It IS at this stage that the technique of preventing the price
level from falling below a pre-determined minimum, under condi-
tions in which the distribution of supplies is earned out by the
normal trade machinery, should be perfected The methods of
preventing prices from rising higher than a pre-determined maxi-
mum have now been fully learnt and tested in practice But
conditions of supply have been such that no real test has been
made of the methods of preventing prices from falling below a
lue-determined minimum The need for the development of such
methods would, in our opinion, certainly arise during the second
stage of the transition period At that time, the Basic Plan
would he in operation and imports would be under the control of
the Government of India Considerahle stocks would be available
in the hands of the Central and Provincial Governments which
would constitute the nucleus of a system of buffer stocks; and
though the distribution of supplies “would be normally made
through trade channels, an organization would be available form akin a purchases in the open market when the puce level tends
TO fall below the pre-determined minimum Under these condi-
tions we believe that prices can be effectively prevented from
tailing below a pre-determined minimum

10 The level to which prices have been brought down at the
end of the first stage of the transition should be, as we have sug-
gested, approximately 240 per cent of the pre-war level. This,
we propose, should be fixed as the maximum for the second stage,"
while the minimum should be fixed at approximately three-
quarters of the maximum, that is, at about 180 per cent of the pre-war level The margins between the maxima and the minima wLld
thus be fairlv wide. An attempt should be made to secure that
the prevailing price level of foodgrains, within these limits, ismaintained in equitable relation to the prevailing prices of essen-
tial c^moditiea of rural consumption, such as, cloth, kerosen?

suggested three-quarters of the maximum rates as

period, mainly because our review of the course of prices beforebe present war indicates, that the minimum we have suo-o-ested

3ed average price level which pre-
. .

quinquennium immediately preceding theeconomic -depression. The maintenance of such a level al he

pmion, essential to the orderly development of the country’s
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economy, and we believe that it is only by setting before them-

selves, in concrete terms, a definite task to perform during tbe

tiansition period, and actually solving tbe problems involved as

they arise, that Governments would acquire tbe basis of practical

experience on wbicb a system of regulation of prices suitable for

normal times can be devised and operated.

11 We wisb to draw attention to tbe importance of co-ordi-

nated action in tbe transition period, particularly in regard to tbe

removal of cordons around provinces and states. It is desirable

that tbe gradual transfer of responsibility for tbe distribution of

supplies from Government agencies to normal trade macbinery,

should be effected as soon as supply and price conditions permit

From tbis point of view it may not be possible at any one time

to remove all tbe cordons around all tbe provinces and states
;
and

we do not tbink it necessary or desirable to postpone tbe removal

of tbe cordons round ceitain provinces, where this has become
possible, until a similar stage is reached in all parts of tbe

country. Tbis consideration indicates that a regional grouping

of provinces and states, and tbe establishment of an effective

macbinery for co-ordinated action by tbe different local adminis-

trations within each region, will become a matter of increasing

importance during tbe next few years, and an absolute necessity

when tbe time arrives for tbe removal of cordons For tbis purpose,

we suggest that Regional Food Councils should be constituted,

consisting of representatives of tbe Governments of Provinces and
States in each region. We have carefully considered tbe question

whether, at tbe stage we are considering, it would not be a con-

venient arrangement tbat all functions in regard to tbe regulation

of supplies and prices, should be vested exclusively in the Centre.

We feel tbat tbis would not be desirable We are of tbe opinion

tbat tbe division of functions between tbe Central Government
and tbe Provincial Governments at present existing in tbe field

of food administration, is sound and must continue. Within tbe
existing scheme of responsibility, we consider tbat a special need
for regional co-ordination will arise in tbe transition period, and
tbat tbe Regional Food Councils should meet tbat need. Tbe
functions of tbe Councils would be advisory and not executive

They should be co-ordinating bodies established by local adminis-
trations and not an agency responsible to tbe Centre They should
advise local administrations on tbe steps to be taken by them to

Si^cure, within tbe region, tbe co-ordinated removal of cordons,
tbe maintenance of supplies tbrougb inter-provincial and state

trade, tbe execution of a common price policy lor tbe region witbin
tbe framework of an all-India price policy, and tbe fulfilment,
in respect of tbe region, of tbe AU-India Basic Plan.

12* We shall now turn to tbe question of tbe relations between
tbe Provinces and tbe Centre, with reference to tbe progressive
evolution of an all-India food.policy, tbe planning of tbe measures
necessary from time to time for solving tbe problem^ presented by
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changing conditions, and securing the co-ordinated execution by
the Centre and the Provinces, in their respective spheres, of the

H' ensures decided upon On this subject the position is described

to us in the following terms by the Food Department ot the G-overn-

ment of India in a memorandum furnished to us last year

(1944):—
,

Under the Government of India Act, trade and commerce
within a province, production, supply and distribution of goods and
agriculture are all provincial subjects The Government of India in dis-

charging its responsibility for the conduct of the war, including a

general responsibility for conserving, augmenting and distributing the
food resources of the country, came frequently into contact and some-
times into conflict with the executive authority of the Provincial Gov-
ernments in regard to these subjects The relations between
Provincial Governments and between Central and Local Governments,
were not always easy where local mterests did not coincide with the
wider needs of the whole country, but as a result of the successive
All-India Food Conferences there have developed some signs of a
better understanding between Governments of each other's difficulties

and a greater degree of co-operation towards a common end Nevei-
theless, the Central Government's position is still far from satisfactory

Provincial exclusiveness and resistance to Central interference or control

is still strong The Central Government have accepted the responsi-

bility for the success of food administration throughout India In the

discharge of that responsibility, the Government of India endeavour to

exercise a close watch over the proceedings of Provincial Governments
within their jurisdiction at every stage Superintendence and control

have, however, to be exercised with judgment and discretion The
Government of India have not and cannot assume direct responsibility

for the details of the day-to-day administration in every province
Whenever a diflerence of opinion on policy or method arises, or a defect
in the administration manifests itself, the Government of India have
to consider, first, whether their active intervention is essential, secondlv
what manner of intervention is most suitable and likely to achieve the
purpose in view, and thirdly, the extent to which it must be pressed
In a constitution of a federal natuie, the constituent umts, especially

where a popular ministry is involved, must be allowed due scope in the
exercise of the responsibilities with which they are charged It must
be remembered also that the Government of India depend upon the

administrative machinery which the provinces, and not they, possess to

carry the policy into effect, , . Although, therefore, there have been
occasions when the Government of India have felt bound to press their

view to the extent of issuing a Direction, there have also been, and v/ill

doubtless be, others in which, though not fully satisfied, the Govern-
ment of India have not felt justified in pressing their opinion to th^
length of using the emergency powers of the Government of India
Act

13. We may sav at once that we are impressed on the whole
by the satisfactory character of the relations which exist at present

between the provinces and the centre. We do not take an unduly
serious view of the differences which manifested themselves in

the past. To some extent, they were inevitable in the circum-
stances of the critical situation which developed during 1942 and
194^5 against a background of unpreparedness. But, in envisaging
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the future of food administration in the country^ the problems
^iiich await solution in the fiituie, and the need for the centre,
ihe piovinces as well as the states to act together as one unit
in the planning and execution of the measures necessary to solve
those problems, we are convinced that the establishment of a
permanent and recognized machinery for co-ordinating food
administration at the centre as well as in the provinces and
states IS necessaiy A suitable model for such machineiy already
exists (as the passage we have quoted above indicates), in the All-
India Food Conferences summoned by the Central Grovernment
from time to time. These were attended by duly authorized
representatives of the Central and Provincial Governments and
of the Indian States, possessing administiative experience and
technical knowledge of the problems which came up for discussion.
We suggest that, in the place of these ad hoc conferences sum-
moned at irregular intervals, a permanent organization should
be established which may be called the All-India Food Council. It
should consist of lepresentatives of the Government of India in
the departments concerned and the repiesentatives of the Provim
cial and State Governments It should be recognized, both by
the Centra] Government and the Governments of Provinces and
States, as the common organ for co-ordinating the activities of

these Governments in framing and executing a common food
policy for the country as a whole It should meet at regular

intervals, sav once every half-year We recognize that its lega^

status must be that of an advisory bodv; ihs conclusions would
bind the Governments—Central, Provincial or State—only upon
acceptance by the latter This should not in any way detract
from the usefulness of such a body, because we are convinced
that its conclusions would carry such weight with the Governments
concerned as to permit the development of a healthy convention,

that its conclusions should be accepted except for very gravest
reasons to the contrarv We also feel that in those exceptional

instances where the Central Government mav have to i^me a

Direction to any province, public opinion is likely to support the

Central Government when they exercise their over-riding

authority with the support of an All-India Food Council.

14. It has been suggested that, in view of the large number
of provinces and states which have to be represented, the Food
Oonferences have been somewhat unwieldy bodies and mav not,

therefore, be a suitable pattern for the constitution of an Indian

JFood Council This is not in our opinion an insuperable objection.

It should be possible to limit the numbers in such a manner
as to secure a body which is not too tinwieldv. Thus, eaah

province may be represented by onlv one member who should

be in a position to speak authoritatively on behalf of his

Goyernmenl/ttLormallv a 'Minivster or Adviser. The larger states

may be-simii^rlv represented at the highest level, and some system
might be ' devised* for grouping the smaller <=itates for -Purposes
choosing One* representative" for each group. We think it wouJd
bemece^wv that the Council should be presidcd^over by a Member
of* the Governlrrent of India Consistent with our proposal that

“
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the All-India Food Council should be a permanent body, and that

it should not be merely an organ of the Central Government but a
common organ of the Central Government and the Governments
of the Provinces and the States, we thini it is desirable that It

should have a small staff of its own, with a Secretary who might
suitably be an officer attached to the Food Department of the
Government of India. '

15.

We are not, it may be added, m favour of multiplying
the number of consultative bodies associated with the Central
Government, as we recognize that a considerable amount of time
and labour has to be spent hv the departments concerned with the
meetings of such bodies We hope, therefore, that the All-India
hood Council would be lecognized as the sole authoritative organ
of consultation on matteis of food policy and administration. The
need for referring such matters to other committees and councils
would greatly dimmish in consequence.

16, From what we have said, it will be clear that we
visualize the continuance, during' the immediate post-war
period, of the existing organization of the Food Department at
the Centre. It is obvious that for some time to come it will have
to perform functions of substantially the same character as at
present.

^

Towards the end of the period we have been considering,
we anticipate that much of the work of the Food Department
relating to the defence services is likely to diminish, while,
the activities of that part of the Education, Health and Lands
Department, which deals with agriculture

,
are likely to increase

because of post-war development in food production. In view
of the close connection between the duties of the Centre in
executing a common food policy for India and the development
of agriculture, generally, we think it will he convenient in due
course, to constitute a single department at the Centre which
will deal with both Food and Agriculture and whose functions are
limited to these two subjects only.

Sdmmaey of Coxcdusions AND Recommendations

17. Our conclusions and recommendations are

—

(i) The process of relaxation of existing controls is bound to
present difficult problems which require to be ^udied in advance,
and preparations for their solution must be made before they
arise,

(ii) The return to normal conditions must he a gradual,
regulated and co-ordinated process; otherwise the chaotic -price
and supply conditions which prevailed in many parts of the
country in the summer of 1942 and during the greater part of
1943, may recur.

(iii) The permanent objectives of food policy'have a bearing
on the problems of the transition period and must he prominently
kept in mind in cons'ideriog these problems.
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Civ) The organi/ation of food administration during the

transition period should be designed, not with a view to securing

the most expeditious return to pre-war conditions, but so that it

can evolve into a system of regulation of prices in normal tunes.

(v) The transition peiiod may be regarded as commencing
with the arrival of the first shipments of rice from Burma m
appreciable quantities. Its probable duration is unpredictable;

it may last until 1951-52.

(vi) During the first stage of the transition period, it should

be possible to secure the diminution and eventual elimination of

wide price disparities at present existing in different parts of the

country.

(vii) If the actual prices which prevailed during the quin-

quennium ending 1938-39 are woiked out in each province, and a

price in the neighbourhood of 240 per cent of such average deter-

mined, the result would broadly represent the target price level

to be aimed at at the end of the first stage of the transition

period.

(viii) Concurrentlv with the reduction of prices the more
stringent forms of control should be withdrawn.

(ix) The main problems of the second stage of the transition

would be the co-ordinated lemoval of cordons around provinces

and states, and the re-transfer of the responsibility for distribution

of supplied from Government agencies to the trade. At the same
time Governments must be prepared to reintroduce controls

should this be necessary, and to ensure the maintenance of the

price level within pre-determined limits.

(x) Effective methods for preventing the price level from
falling below a pre-determined minimum should be perfected at

this time,

(xi) During this stage the price level should not be allowed

to exceed 240 per cent of the pre-war level, that is, the average

of the quinquennium ending 1938-39, nor allowed to fall below

180 per cent of the pre-war level.

(xii) The maintenance of the suggested minimum level

during the rtage of the transition period is essential to the orderly

development of the country's economy.

(xiii) It is only by setting before themselves in concrete

tewns a definite task to perform during the transition period, and
actually solving the problems involved as they arise, that Govern-

ments will acquire the basis of practical experience on which a

system of regulation of prices suitable for normal times^ can be

devised and operated.

(xiv) A special need for regional co-ordination will arise in

the circumstances of the transition period, and the establishment

of Regional Food Councils consisting of representatives of the

Governments of Provinces and States in each region is recom*
mended.
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(xv) The functions of Regional Food Councils should be to

advise provincial and state administrations on the steps to be

taken by them in order to secure, within the region, the co-

ordinated removal of cordons, the maintenance of supplies through

inter-provincial and state trade, the execution of a common price

policy for the region within the framework of an all-India price

policy, and the fulfilment, in respect of the region of the all-India

Basic Plan.

(xvi) The need also exists for the es^tablishment of a perma-
nent and recognized machinery for co-ordination of food adminis-

tration at the Centre as well! as in the Provinces and States.

(xvii) A suitable model for such machinery already exists

in the all-India Food Conferences We suggest that, in the

place of ad hoc conferences summoned at irregular intervals,

a permanent organization should be established which may be

called the All-India Food Council.

(xviii) The All-India Food Council should be recognized, both
by the Central Government and the Governments of Provinces

and States, as the common organ of co-ordination of the activities

of these Governments in framing and executing a common food

policy for the country as a whole

(xix) The existing organization of the Food Department at

the Centre will have to continue during the immediate post-war

period and to perfoim functions of substantially the same
character as at present

(xx) We think it would be convenient in due course to

con^itute a single Department at the Centre which would deal

with both Food and Agriculture and whose functions would be

limited to these two subjects only.
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PAHT II

JPopulation, Nutrition and Food Policy

CHAPTEE I.—POPULATlOif

We propose to consider dt some lengtii tJie question of popuid-

tion Decause oi its important bearing on tire principal items lu

oui terms ot leteience—tire development ot agricuituial resources

and tJie improvement of nutrition. We have attempted to gi\e

an objective account ot a contioveisiai subject and wiiere we have
quoted views other than our own we have done so tor purposes

ot Illustration and with no implication that we agree with them.

At the outset we may draw attention to certain points which
should be borne in mind in the peiusal ot the chapter. In the

first place, writers on population problems in India aie sometimes
unconsciously inhuenced by the mere size of the numbers with
which they are concerned, and contuse the idea ot a very large

population with that ot over-population. India is a large countijr

and has a large population ot some 400 millions, but a yviori this

figure IS ot little significance* A country is over-populated ot

under-populated only in relation to its area and resources,

yecondly, while we hold that there is a serious population situa- ^

tion, we emphasize throughout that the f-nmary problem is that

of under-development of resources, both agricultural and indus-

trial, in a wide sense of the term.

The Growth of Popueation

2. Little is known about the size of the population during the

long centuries of Indian history between the dawn of civilization

and first census in 1872. The estimate of 100 millions at the

beginning of the seventeenth century—one-quarter of the present

figure—^is familiar
j
but as Carr Saunders ^ points out, it is a

mere guess taken from Moreland^s description of the state of

India at the death of Akbar in 1605. Moreland’s figure has

been quoted with favour in the census report of India; no bettei

estimate is available, but its factual basis is of the most slendei

kind/’ All that can indeed be said is that in the historical past

the population of India, like that of Europe, was much smaller

than that at the present time. There is some evidence that during

the first three-quarters of the nineteenth century, as peace and
stability replaced the turmoil of the preceding century, a con^

siderable increase in population occurred. This is attested bj

some imperfect figures for Madras, a pioneer province in census

taking, which are quoted in the Madras Census Eeport of 1931.

According to these figures, which represent the results of nine

attempts in enumeration between 1802 and 1866, the popuplation

increased from 9/5 millions in 1802 to 15 '5 mUlions in 1831, and

reached 26 ;5 millions in 1866, Both the areas covered and the

method of enumeration differed, however, throughout the series,

^ World population—1936.
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and the results can be accepted only as indicating in a rough way

that the peiiod was one ot rapid population growth in this part

of India.

Since 1872 a census has been taken in every decade. The
census figures are reasonably accurate—more so, for example, than

statistics of births and deaths—and the existence of such figures

covering nearly three-quarters of a century is an enormous asset

in the study of population problems in India. If, as in China,

the lotal population could not be estimated to within a hundred
million, no rational discussion would be possible. The following

figures show the growth of population in India, which includes

British India and the Indian States, from 1872 to 1941 :
—

Census Population
Increase per
cent since

(Millions
)

previous

1872 203

census.

1881 250 23 2
1891 279 11 6
1901 284 1 8
1911 308 t)‘7

1921 306 1 0
1981 338 10 6

1941 389 15 1

JPari oi the laige increase between 1872 and ISSl was due to the

inclusion of new territory in the census area. The slow rate of

giowth from 1891 to 1901 was due largely to famines, and that

from 1911 to 1921 at least to a considerable extent to the formid-

able influenza epidemic of 1918-19, which is said to have caused

13 million deaths. The two decades from 1921 to 1941 were
decades of steady^ growth Of the total population of 389 millions,

recorded in 1941, 296 millions were in British India and 93 mih
lions in States and Agencies.

The numbers added to the population during the decade 1931-*

41 exceed the total population of England and Wales. India
(with the posable exception of China) is unique among countries

as regards the size of her contribution to world population growtlu

The rate of increase has not, however, been remarkably rapid, in

comparison with that of certain other countries. In the Census

Eepoxt of 1931 the following figures (1872-1931) are given as re^

presenting real increase, allowance being made for the inclusion

of^ new areas and improyement in the method of enumeration,
which, it has been estimated, had the effect of adding some 57

millions to the census returns from 1872 to 1901

:

Period.

1872-l$8l

'

Percentage
of real

increase.

1*5

1881-1891 m • 9-6

1891-1901 • . 1*4

1901-1911 * » 9- m 6*4

1911-1921 * f • « P2
1921-1931 * * * 10*6
1931-1941 * • * 15*1
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According to tiiese figures the increase from 1872 to 1981 was 30

per cent. In England and Wales during the same peiiod an in-

crease of 77 per cent took place. In few other countiies is the

rate of increase during this period accurately known. In Erance it

was considerably lower than in India, while in the United States of

America it was more rapid than m England, largely, no doubt,

because of immigration. During the years^ 1921 to 1941 India

was free fiom major famines, and no abnormal mortality frohi

epidemic disease^ such as that caused by plague and influenza

during the pievious 20 yeais, took place. We may reasonably

conclude that the relatively slow and fluctuating rate of growth

during most of the period for which census figures are available,

wa^ due to high mortality from disease and famine, and that in

the absence of these checks the population would now be consi-

derably greater than it is.

Bieth and Death Bates.

3. The biith and death rates for British India during the four

decades from 1901 to 1940 and the subsequent years 1941-43, are

shown below. The figures are those of the Public Health Com-
missioner with the Government of India, recorded to the nearest

integer

:

Period. Birth rate

per milie.

Death rate

per niille

1901-1910 38 34
1911-1920 »

,

37 34
1921-1930 35 i6
1931-1940 * • 34 23
1941 32 22
3 942 . ,

,

29 2i

1943 .

.

26 23

During the present century up to 1940, the recoided birth rate

was relatively constant with perhaps a slight tendency to fall

The significance of the recorded fall in 1942 and 1943 cannot at

present be assessed; it may not persist throughout the present

decade. The death rate, on the other hand^ is s^teadily declining,

the rise in 1943 being largely due to the Bengal famine and in

ail probability a temporary phenomenon. Among the most im-

portant causes of the reduction in the numher of deaths are the

steady decline in the infantile mortality rate, which fell from

195 in 1920 to 160 in 1940, and the decrease in mortality from

cholera and plague. Since registration is improving, the real

decrease in the death rate may be gi'eater than the* recorded figures

suggest. " There are immediate possibilities of bringing about \
further considerable fall in the death rate by the improvement

and development of public health organizations and activities in

general, and notably by measures designed to reduce maternal

and infant mortality.

Leaving aside the birth-rate figures for 1942 and 1943, we

may say that during the last few decades the excess of births over

deaths has increased. If the tendencies shown by the recorded

birth and death rates during the present century up to 1940 persist,
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au zncrease in the late of growth, of tlie population is to be antici-

pated. in tills connection there is? another impoitant point which
must not be oveilooked. According to the repoit of the Public

Health Coniniissionei with the Groveinment of India (1936) the

number of biiihs in the countiy as a whole may be undei estimated

by 20-25 per cent, because of omissions in registration. On the

oihei hand, omissions in the registration of deaths' aie less fre-

eluent and the probable percentage error in total mortality

statistics IS consiclerablj^ smaller. The growth capacity of the

population may Ihus be gi eater than the recoided excess of births

over deaths within recent decades stiggests

Dlnsity op Population

4. The density of population in India as a whole, the larger

provinces and a number of the larger states, is as follows (1941

census) :
—

Population per square mile

—

All-India (British India 246 British India .. •• 341
and the Indian States)

Provinces,

Bengal 779 Orissa .. 271
Bihar 521 N.W.E P. .. 213
United Provinces .

.

518 Assam 186
Madras 491 Central Provinces and Berar 170
Punjab 287 Sind .. 94
Bombay • • 272 Baluchistan . • •

.

.. 9

States,

Cochin 962 Mysore .. 249
Travancore .

,

792 Hyderabad .

,

.. 198
Baroda 346

This may be compared with the figuies of density of popula-

n in (or about) 1937 for certain other countries.

Belgium 710 Italy .

.

359
England and Wales 703 Prance 197
Japan 482 United States 43
Germany 373 New Zealand .. lb

Among the province^ Bengal, Bihar and the United Provin-

ces and among the states Cochin and Travancore, stand out

as being the most densely populated. At the other end of

the scale is Baluchistan, mostly mountain or desert, with only

9 inhabitants per square mile* In Bengal density exceeds 1,000

per Square mile in the rural distiicts of Paridpur, Ifoakhali,

Bacca and Tipperah, the figures for the last two being 1,542 and
1,525, respectively. In Bihar, three districts, Saran, MuzaJfarpur

and Darbhanga, and in the United ^Provinces, Benares, are just

over the thousand mark. In no other rural district m British

India does the density exceed 1,000 per square mile. The two most
thickly populated districts in Madras are Tanjore and Malabar,
with population densities of 686 and 679 per square mile respec-

tively. Comparison of the density of population m areas of

different size including different kinds of land in varying propor-

tion can, of course, give only an approximate idea of den^ly in
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relation to the food and the agricultural resources of the area
concerned. The latter could be determined only by detailed and
prolonged inyestigation.

Deltaic areas such as Bengal, with abundant water-supply, the
great riyer valleys, and the strip of fertile land between the
Western Grhats and the sea along the south-west of the peninsula,

are all densely populated. Oanal-irngated areas support a den^e
population when they are fully developed, as in the irrigated

deltas of the Madras Presidency, in the canal zones in the Punjab
and Sind population is growing rapidly but the stage of high or

maximum density has not yet been reached. Unirrigated areas

of low rainfall carry a much smaller population and there are

vast tracts of forests, mountain and desert which are sparsely

inhabited or devoid of inhabitants.

Land and Pood Production

5. The total land area of India is 1*58 million square miles,

or about 1,000 million acres. Of this, 512 million acres are in

British India. According to statistics for 1940-41, land in British

India can be classified as follows :
—

Million
acres

Cultivated area

—

Net area sown .... .. 21d
Net area under food crops . . . . . . 170
Current fallows . . . . . . . , 45

Uncultivated area

—

Not available for cultivation (desert, etc) 87
Forest . . ..... . 68
Other uncultivated land . . . 98

In some of the cultivated areas more than one crop is sown during
the year. The gross area sown, which includes all sowings was
reported as 248 million acres in 1940-41, and the gross area under
food crops as 198 million acres. We give below fer capita acre-

age, estimated in various ways, on the basis of the census figure

(296 millions) for the population of British India in 1941

:

Acres per
capita (British.

India.)

Total area . * . . . . 1*75

Gross area sown . . . . . . . . . 0 84
Hus current fallows . . . . . . . . 0 99

Gross area under food crops 0*67

Hus current fallows 0*82

Net area sown 072
Hus current fallows 0*87

Net area under food crops . . * . . . . . 0*57

Plus current fallows .. .. .. 0*72

In some of the most densely populated provinces the above ratios

are considerably smaller. The following is an extract from a

report presented to us by the Government of Bihar:—
Between 1921 and 1941 the population of Bihar increased from

29 millions to 36, while during the same period the total cultivated
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area fell from 26 to 25 million acres Thus the same or slightly

diminished area of land has to support a very much higher population

with no striking advance m the methods employed for agricultural

pioduction The total average area under food crops in the quin-

quennium ending 1941-42 was about 19 5 million acres (including

about 4 million acres sown more than once), i e
,
about 0 5 of an

acre per head of population. In Bihar even if all the cultivable

waste (6 5 milhon acres) is brought under cultivation, there will be
little less than an acre per head of population.

The results of dividing the net area sown, as reported in (he

CTOvernment of India publication Statistics of Area and Yield,”

by the census figures are shown below, the period covered being

l&ll to 1941. A steady decline in the fer ^ capita area sown is

revealed by this method of calculation

Net per capita area sown (Biitish India).
» c6

*2 ©
a c8

Year.
opulation

1

lions)*

|i'
-4' ..—s

g ^ S
S3 9 2
> M c3

Q

11

g M
Ph < Ah

1911 • * * 2316 208 0 90
1921 • * . 233 6 205 0 88
1931 256‘8 211 -0 82
1941 . 295-8 215 0 72

The proportion in various provinces of uncultivated land, other

than forests and land not available for cultiv^ion, to cultivated land

including current fallows is shown^ below. The figures are as

reported by the provinces for 1940-41.

land ETent III
fl 3 ®

OO ^3

Provinces.

S3o
_ bO

9 ^ 01

lil g® 5 -73 9
® ^S QQ > o3

CSI ,

©
W)SJ

"S ^ 6
J

-i* § J o 9 A
© ^POO.9^ H © s ® ®

o H
(1) (2) (3) (4)

(’000 acres.) (’000 acres).

Assam . .

.

8,923 26,603 34
Bengal .

.

. 30,064 36,097 83
Bihar , . 24,770 31,199 99
Bombay .

.

33,765 34,697 „ 97
Central Provinces and Berar. 28,276 42,355 67
Madras ... . 41,278 , 52,594 78
North-West Frontier Provmce 2,737 . „5,548 49
Orissa . , 7,690

, 31,235
10,956 70

Punjab . . . . . . * 45,221
21,430

- 09.
Sind . . .

.

. 10,282 48
United Provinces . 39,050 48,898 80

.Total British India . . 259,216
'

357,076 73'

According to the Eoyal Commission on Agriculture (lOSS"), a
large proportion of culturable land other than fallow could in nO
conceivable circumstances be brought under tillage/'' since it

Eepresonts the average for five years with the_census year as the <^jQ.tral

[ 78 ]
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consists for the most part of land too poor to give economic returns.

In certain provinces an attempt has been made to estimate the

pioportion \vhich can be regarded as cultnrable,” The available

figures which refer to 1940-^1 are as follows .
—

Uncultivated Culturable aiea
land excluding of land so
current fallows. described

ACS. ACS.

Bengal 6,033,983 142,960

Bombay 931,918 181,073

Central Provinces and Berar 14,079,275 5,147,663

Punjab . 13,986,465 3,781,068

This is in general confoimity with the finding of the Eoyal
Commission on Agriculture and suggests that in India as a whole
a high proportion of the area described as uncultivated ’’ is in

fact unsuitable for cultivation. It is not, however, clear whethei

a complete survey of culturable ’’ land has been carried out

even in the provinces mentioned above In quoting the views of

the Royal Commission on Agriculture on cultivable land other

than fallow,^’ it must be added that land which is at present too

poor to give economic returns to ignorant ryots without capital

or scientific resources, may be capable of development by irrigation

schemes and application of scientific methods of land reclamation

and soil improvement.

Diet and Land Area

6 Let us refer once more to the objective of ‘‘ impioving the

diet of the people.’’ It is clear that if an agricultural population

has to live on the food which it itself produces, the amount of land

available capita must at least be sufficient to provide enough
calories to satisfy hunger. But apart from this obvious fact there

IS another relation between diet and land which is of the utmost
importance. More land is needed to produce a well-balanced diet

containing an abundance of protective foods than an ill-balanced

diet of similar calorie value consisting mainly of cereals. To
pioduce 1,000 calories in the form of milk requires from three to

four times as much land as to produce 1,000 calories in the form
of wheat or rice. To put it in another way, land devoted to fodder
crops or grazing cannot return as many calories per acre, in the

form of milk, as the same land sown with cereals or tubers Simi-
larly, fruit and vegetables in general, eggs and particularly meat
give a lower calorie return per unit area than the energy-yielding

crops. It follows, therefore, that if the amount of land available

fer capita is small, it must, if the population it supports is to

obtain enough to eat, be devoted to the production of foods which
give a high calorie return. Wherever we find, anywhere in the

world, a dense population dependent on agriculture, we also find

a lack of protective foods because the pressure on land does not

permit their production in sufficient quantities

In this connexion we may refer to the results of certain studies

made by workers in the United States, which Eave long been
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familiar to nutrition and agricultural experts, but will bear
repetition. In these inyestigations^ four diets were drawn up as

follows :—

•

() An emergency restricted diet.” This diet consisted

largely of cereals and was designed to tide very poor and destitute

people, e g., the unemployed, over a conipaiatively short period
of privation,

() An ‘‘ adequate diet at minimum cost.” This was a
more expensive diet, including less cereals and rather more milk
meat, fruit, and green vegetables

(c) An adequate diet at moderate cost.” This was roughly
similar to (b) but was richer in milk and other nutritious foods.

(d) A liberal diet.” In this diet the proportion of cereals

was reduced to 100 lb. per year, a quart of milk per day was
included, and meat, fruit and green vegetables were added in

maximum quantities,

^

Diets (6), (o) and (d) are similar in energy value, while that
of diet (a) is slightly less.

The amount of land fer capita required fin the United States of

America) to produce these various diets was calculated by an
agricultural expert (Dr 0. E Baker). ^ The acreage was as

follows:—. 1

j- < .

Acres Acres
Diet, per Diet per

capita. capita.

(a) • . 1-2 (0) .. 23
(b) DB (d) .. 31

In a previous paragraph it has been shown that the net area per
capita under food crops in India (including current fallows) is

0 72 acre. The dilference between this figure and the acreage which
according to the above estimate is required to yield the various
kinds of diet is indeed striking, hut agricultural conditions in
United States of America and India are very different and a direct

comparison is scarcely justified. We quote the American investi-

gations here in order to illustrate the fact that the density of the
agricultural population has a direct hearing on the potential

production of certain kinds of protective foods,

Ageiculturd and Industry

7, According to the census report of 1931, 67 *9 per cent * of the
population at that date was supported by agriculture and 9*7 per
cept by industry. Owing to some lack of uniformity in classifi-

cation in the census returns, it is difficult to draw conclusions with
regard to the proportions similarly occupied during the 40 years

^ Stiebeling and Ward XJ.S Department of Agrjoultnre Circular No. 296,
i9a3

* The Future Need for Farmland. TJ.S. Department of Agriculture—1934
^ This percentage is smaller than that given in the 1921 Census report, which

is 72 4. The Census Commissioner (1931) points out, however, that the decrease is
more apparent than real. ** The change ** he remarks, is due to the number of
femaleB » • , who have returned their occupation as domestic servico. In
1921 these would have appeared as workers (mainly if not entirely agricultural)
in the occupations in which they assisted the male members of their families.*’

[803
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previous to 1921, but the available evidence suggests that the

percentage dependent on agriculture increased during this period.

In the report of the 1880 Famine Commission, the percentage of

the male population engaged in industry is given as 12*3. The

decline in rural industries, which had the effect of’ driving people

back on the land and increasing the number of landless agricul-

tural labourers, is the probable explanation of this occupational

trend.

The 1941 census report unfortunately does not include cccu-

pational statistics, such tabulation having been excluded from the

tabulation operations sanctioned by the Government of India. It

does, however, draw special attention to the growth of the popu-

lation of large cities during the previous decade, and the increase

in the number of such cities The number of cities with a

hundred thousand inhabitants or more was 35 in 1931 and is 58

now. The population living in cities of this size has increased

over the decade from 9 1 to 16 5 million, a rise of 81 per cent which
is a notable contrast with the 15 per cent increase over the whole
country."’ Heievant figures are as follows:—

1941
(millions).

Percentage
of total

population.

1931
(roilhons

)

Pei centage
of total

population.

Total population 389 0 100 338‘1 100

In rural areas

In towns with 100,000

339 2 87 2 300*7 88-9

inhabitants or over 16 5 4 2 9-1 2 7

In towns with 20,000 to
100,000 inhabitants

In towns with 5,000 to
15 0 3 91

28 3 8*4

20,000 inhabitants 18-3 4-7/

The rapid growth of large cities during the decade is a striking
phenomenon, and there can be little doubt that since 1941 consi-
derable further growth has taken place. How far the concentration
of industry in a relatively small number of urban centres is desir-

able we need not discuss here. It is to be observed that the number
of people inhabiting smaller towns increased by only 5 millions
and their proportion to the total remained almost unaltered. Many
would prefer to see a more even spread of industry, involving small
towns as well as large. The extension of cheap electric power
would further such a spread.

The fact, however, that during the decade 1931 to 1941 some^
7 millions were added to the population of large cities, and that
since 1941 the process has continued, should not convey the im-
pression that India is now becoming an industrial rather than an
agricultural country. During the same decade the non-urban
population increased from 300 to 339 millions, and its percentage
to the total fell only from 88 *9 to 87 *2. Previous to 1931 the per-

centage of the population dependent on agriculture appears to have
been increasing. Whatever the future prospects of industrial

development, India is at the present time essentially a country of
agriculturists.

im
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Ideas about Population

8. To trace in detail tlie history of thought about population

would be beyond the scope of this report. It is, however, important

to reter to certain basic trends in population theories. Throughout
the nineteenth century the inhuence of Malthus on population

theory remained paramount; attention was focussed on the danger

o'f over-population, and the potentialities for a rapid decrease in

the rate of population growth, and for increase in food production

by the application of scientific methods to agriculture were not itilly

realized Actually, the course of events showed that one of the

basic hypotheses of Malthus—that whereas population increases by

geometrical progression, food production can increase only by

arithmetical progression—was quite erroneous. He did not fore-

see, and could not have foreseen, the opening up, in the Americas,

Australia and elsewhere, of vast areas of land which has enormously

augmented the woild’s food supply, and the increased productivity

resulting from the scientific development of agriculture. ISTor

could he have foreseen the slackening of population growth in the

West It is well known that at the present time most western

countries are faced with the prospect of a fall in population,

resulting from a remarkable decrease in the birth rate during tbe

last half century or so, and the change in age distribution which

the decrease has occasioned In most countries the population is

still rising, but the scientific study of demographical facts clearly

indicates the existence of factors leading to cessation of growth and

subsequent decline. The process can only be checked by a sub-

stantial and permanent rise in the birth rate to a point considerably

above existing levels.

It is natural in such circumstances that the question of over-

population, and the relation between population and food supply,

should have receded into the background When the future deve-

lopment of agriculture and the improvement of nutrition on a

world scale were discussed at the United Nations Conference on

Food and Agriculture in 1943, the problem of over-population

received relatively little attention. The Conference, holding

steadily in view the principle that the potentialities of science^

and the power of man to control his environment, are unlimited,

made the following declaration:—
There has never been enough food for the health of all

people This is iustified neither by ignorance nor by the harsh-

*iess of nature. Production of food must be greatly expanded
;
we

now have knowledge of the means by wbich this can be done/^

The high optimism of the Hot Spring^ Conference has had

salutary repercussions on India. It bas prompted agricultural

authorities to consider far-reaching developments in^ agriculture

and animal husbandry, the object of which is to raise standards

of nutrition to satisfactory levek We are ourselves in full s^ro-

pathy with the spirit of progress, the dissatisfaction with existing

conditions and the determination to ameliorate them, which

animated the delegates Nevertheless, in planning the develop-

ment of India, careful consideration must be given to the factor

im
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of population giowtli and ite beaimg on food supply This^ is

necessary if only because certain writers regard the population

problem as tbe cliief problem witli wliicb tbe country is faced.

Tlius, Sir Jobn Megaw, late Director-General, Indian Medical

Service
j

made tlie following statement in 1933:—
There is every reason to believe that the maximum increase

which can be hoped for in the production of necessaries of life

will not keep pace with the growth of the population, so that there

is a prospect of steady deteiioration in the state of nutrition of the

people.’’

Carr Sainiders, in his book World Population ” singles out

India as the one country in the world in which the situation

which Malthus assumed to be more or less universal in time and
space ” still persists We are not in sympathy with these views,

since we are convinced that the needs of the growing population

can be met by the intensive development of all resources. In this

section on ideas about population ” we are simply drawing

attention to trends of thought on the subject

The eutuhe Growth of Population

9. According to the census figures, the population of India

has increased by about ten or fifteen per cent in each of the

last two decades, respedtively What coarse is the curve of

population growth or decline likely to follow in the future?

Apaii from emigration and immigration, population growth
depends on the relation between births and deaths, but neither

the birth rate nor the death rate are constant factors. Other
factors of importance are the age and sex composition of the

population, and the fertility of women in the child-bearing

period. In England and certain other European countries, previous

to the war, the number of births exceeded the number of deaths

and the population was slowly rising But the application of new
and ingenious methods of analvsis to demographical data, largelv

devised by Euczynski, showed that growth was likely to cease with-

in a few years and be followed by a decline. The now well-known
reasons for this conclusion are that the rapid fall in the birth rate

during the last 50 or 60 years has led to an ageing of the popu-
lation, so that the number of potential mothers of child-bearing

age is becoming insufficient, at the existing rate of reproduction

per woman, to maintain the growth of the population or to prevent

iis decline. Only women between the age of 15 and 50 can be^
children, and birth rate per 1,000 of anv given population is deter-

mined by the proportion of this age and sex group to the total

population and the number of children horn per woman.

10. Though decreasing, the death rate in India is still high.

During the decade 1931-41, it averaged 23 per mile, a rate corre-

sponding to that of Great Britain from 1^0-70 In 1939 the

latter was 12 per mill©. When the death rate is high, the develop-

ment of public health services may be expected to give large and

rapid returns in the shape of a reduction in mortality
;
it is probably
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easier to bring about a fall from 30 to 20 than from 15 to 12 per

mill©. Schemes are now being drawn tip for extending and improv-

ing health and medical services which, if they come to fruition,

are likely to produce immediate resiJts. Modern medicine and
public health have at their disposal numerous potent weapons for

the prevention of disease and the saving of life.

' Reference has been made in an earlier paragraph to the pre-

vention of epidemic diseases. According to the 1941 census report,

500,000 fewer people died of cholera in the decade 1931-41 than in

the previous decade. “ In other words, half a million people

were added to our 1941 population, who otherwise could have not

lived into it. ’’ The complete elimination of cholera is a per-

fectly feasible proposition. Plague is ceasing to be an important

oame of death and could also be eradicated. Smallpox has
declined less rapidly than cholera and plague and here there

is great scope for reduction in mortality, tlniversal vaccination

—

one of the first objectives of an efficient health service—^would

have an appreciable effect on the death rate. But of all public

health measured, a vigorous attack on malaria would probably

save more lives than any other.

If the life of an elderly man or woman is saved and prolonged,

the population is increased by one for a limited number of years

But a reduction in the mortality of younger people—e.g., of

infants, children and women in the child-bearing period—affects

not only existing numbers but also generations to come. The
recent fall in the infantile mortality rate, as the Census Commis-
sioner points out, added to the population during the decade

1931-41 three million children who would not have survived had
the mortality rate of 1920 persisted. If infantile mortality con-

tinues to fall from 1941 to 1961 at the same rate as in the previous

two decades, the number of lives saved and added to the popula-

tion, on a similar assumption, would be over 13 millions. Simi-

larly a reduction in maternal mortality would have a considerable

influence on population growth. At present the maternal mortality

rate is high—perhaps 20 per thousand births. If this was lowered

by half, which must be regarded as a by no means unattainable

goal since the figure for England and Wales is 2 9 six millions

would be added to the population in a decade. Not only this,

but the children borne by women saved from death from anaemia,

puerperal sepsis and other causes of maternal mortality would also

swell the total population.

It has been pointed out that the high death rate among infants,

children and women in the child-bearing period is to a considerable

extent due to malnutrition. Special attention is now being given

to plans for improving the nutrition of these vulnerable

groups. The Bombay scheme whereby milk is distributed at

half-price to expectant and nursing mothers and young children

is an example* School feeding on a wide scale is strongly advo-
cated. The effect of such measures must be to improve' the health
of the groups in question, increase their resistance to disease and
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lower tlieir death rate. Other things being equal, an increase in

tht rate of population growth must inevitably follow their

adoption on an extensive scale.

11. Fecundity means the absolute capacity of women to bear

children. The full effect of feculity would be realised if all

females throughout their entire child-bearing^ period had sexual

intercourse with procreative men and did nothing to prevent con-

ception and produce aboition The term fertility refers to

the actual number of children born per woman of child-bearing

age In all countries, in fact, in almost any conceivable human
circumstances, there must be a gap between fecundity and fertility.

In England and certain other western countries, the wideneSvS

of the gap is due to the relatively large proportion of women who
are unmarried, the late average age of marriage and the general use

of contraceptive methods. In India these causes are scarcely

operative, but fertility is relatively low for other reasons. Here
we may quote Carr Saunders: “In India the average number
of children born to a woman is not large. The census of 1931

gives the results of a special enquiry into 900,000' families scattered

among all classes and in all parts of India. The conclusion derived

from an analysis of the returns is that the average married woman
in India has four^ children born alive and that 2:9 in every

four, 70 per cent, that is, survive The relatively small number
of children is not due to birth control or to postponement of mar-
riage, since all women marry early The explanation is in part

that many women die before they reach the end of the reproductive

period ’’ The Census Commissioner (1931) remarked that “ the

families investigated were drawn from all grades of society and
(except for the United Provinces) from every part of India, so that

the resulting figures may be taken as a well-mixed sample, though
admittedly inadequate numerically Actually there is little

doubt that the “ sample investigated was statistically unsatis-

factory and was not, in fact, a true sample according to the

statistical meaning of the term It is noteworthy that in some
of the occupational groups included in the enquiry the number
of children per marriage was considerably above the over-all average
of 4-3.

While we cannot accept the result of this enquiry as they
stand, it may perhaps be true that “the average number of children
bom to a woman is not large A high death rate among women
during the reproductive period would of course tend to reduce thr*

average fertility rate. But there may be other causes which lead
to similar results The reproductive faculty in living men and
women may be impaired by malnutrition and disease. Reproduc-
tion is a physiological process and like all physiological processes
is influenced by the general health of the body. For example,
research has shown that certain types of dietary deficiency (e g
deficiency of vitamin E) affect the functioning of the reproductive

^ Kmzyndkt—The mea'jurement of Population Growth 1930.

® Actually the figure gwen in the census" report is 4r*2.
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organs m botli males and females In times of famine, as was
pointed out in our first repoit, tlie birtli rate is greatly reduced,

largely, it seems, because of the actual physiological effect of

food shortage on reproduction in its various aspects. It follows

that an improvement in health and nutrition will, other things

bejug equal, increase capacity to conceive and bear living children

—will, in fact, tend to decrease the gap between fertility and
fecundity I'his is a point of some importance, which should not

be overlooked in discussions of the population problem.

12 The age and composition of a population obviously

affect its capacity for reproduction. In various western countries,

the proportion of women of child-bearing age to the rest of the

population is declining and this, if fertility remains constant, must
lead to a decline in population As far as India is concerned,

there does not appear to be any immediate prospect of a similar

trend influencino the curve of population growth The following

figures are taken from the Census Report of 1931 •—
Propoj hon of females per 10,000 females at specific age periods for successive

censuses

Ages
All ages

1931. 1921. 1911. 1901

5- 9 1,280 1,494 1 383 1,382
10-14 1,124 1,081 997 1,082
10-19 938 815 826 835
20-24 9o5 881 930 892
25-29 868 885 909 895
30-34 756 833 835 851
35-39 595 565 556 567
40-44 . 505 621 631 652
45-49 389 346 338 339

i Census Commissioner comments as follows*.—
Taking the child-bearing period for a woman to be 15 io 40

the figures show at once that the 1931 census population was moie
favourable for growth than that of the three previous recoids. The
difference is particularly noticeable m the first ten years of the
reproductive span w'hen fertility is greatest Out of 10,000 women
of all ages 1,923 were aged between 15 and 24, perhaps the most
favourable of all for reproduction The 1921 figure was 1,696, 1911

-1,756

Unfortunately similar figures for 1941 are not available. The
Census Commissioner (1941), however, draws attention to the fact

that the proportion in the age guoup 5—9 in 1931 was definitely

lower than in the three previous census years Thi^ would mean
a corresponding reduction in the age group 15—^19 in 1941. He
further makes the tentative suggestion that in 1931 the repro-

dtictive position in India was more favourable than it had been

in the past and may indeed have been at a peak.” His guarded

language is fully justified. There are not at present efficient

grounds for the conclusion that a reproductive peak ” occurred

in 1931.

13. Knowledge of existing population, and estimates of future

population, are of vital importance to governments in many spheres

of state activity, and notably in connection with plans for

reconstruction and development. It is particularly unfortunate

that in the 1941 census, no age table was prepared, since such a
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table IS essential for tbe satisfactory forecasting of population

growth. Belated eltoits have been made to repair the loss by

the appointment of a Population Data Committee ’’ to study a

sample of one in fifty extracted from the returns during the census

by the Census Commissioner. We learn that the Committee has

met with difficulties in collecting this sample material and that

for considerable aieas it is no longer available. We hope, how-

evei, that it will be able to produce some valuable demograpbicad

data and throw light on future trends in population by the analysis

of the available sample

The future is always obscure. The most reasonable predictions

about trends m human affairs are apt to be falsified by events.

The Population Data Committee, in its first report, points out

that the population forecaster is not a prophet in the sense that

he foretells what infallibly would come about. The correct view

of his function is that he sets foitih in exact and unequivocal form
the state of our present knowledge and the tendencies dedncible

from it. He also says whither these tendencies are taking us but

he does not say that they will continue to operate or whether we
shall be landed at a particular destination. He says, in fact, to

the people of' the country ‘ The present position is this—if the

tendencies appearing from the present examination continue to

have effect, or are not disturbed by major calamities or mass
movements of population, the result will be of the following

order.’

This is the correct scientific attitude. But as regards popula-
tion growth in India^ certain broad conclusions may justifiably be
drawn, even if satisfactory scientific data are lacking. It seems
clear that, in the absence of major calamities acting as dhecks ”

in the Malthusian sense, the population will continue to grow at
the present rate, or at an accelerated rate, for several decades to
come. In giving evidence before us Professor Fisher ^ anticipated,
with the same proviso, that the population would reach 500
millions in 20 or 25 years time. Age composition is favourable to
growth. The possibilities of reducing mortality by the develop-
ment of health and medical services are tremendous and plans are
being laid to further such development. The present fall in the
birth rate is important, but its significance cannot yet be assessed.
If it is due tojamily separation, resulting from enlistment and the
growth of war industries, it is likely to be followed by a compen-
satory rise when normal conditions return. A reduction in the
number of babies affects the si^e of the female reproductive ^noup[,
i.e .3 the reproductive position ” of any given population—only
after a period of 15 or more years. The loss of life in the
Bengal famine was considerable and will have some influence on
the population of Bengal during the next few decades, but its
immediate and after-effects on the total population of India mav
be dismissed as almost negligible.

14. In the next section we shall discuss the questions whether
India is over-populated, and whether steps should or can be taken

Fisher, the well-known Statistician, who visited India early m
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to cliecJs the growth of Lumbers or to biiug about au absolute

decline. Here we are simply drawing attention to the fact that

the existing set ctrcuimiances fa,vour the continued growth of

population, perhaps at a faster rate than at the present time.

Those whose task it is to prepare plans for the future must keep
this fact hrmly in mind.

Is India oveepopulated

15. This question has been answered in several ways. At
one extieme there is the fanatical Malthusian who regards pressure

of population as the basic cause of the poverty and malnutrition
from which the country sufters, and anticipates that the continued
increase of numbers will inevitably lead to catastrophe, since food
production cannot possibly keep pace with it. At the other, there

are those who hold that the growth of population is desirable and
benehcial to the country, adding to its resources and man-power,
and that with the satisfactory development of agriculture and
industry India could easily support in comfort a much larger

population.

16. Since 1880, the population has increased by 150 millions

or thereabouts. The food resources of the country must have
substantially increased during the same period, for, otherwise,

the present population could not exist. But if, in 1880, total food

supply in relation to the needs of the population was greater than
at the present time, it follows that the growth of the population

has been faster than that of food production. With regard to the

question, we feel it of interest to refer to certain passages in the

report of the 1880 Famine Commission. The first ^ of these

concerns estimated requirements of foodgrains:

One of these (questions under discussion) is the amount of food

required by workers and non-workers The conclusion we draw from

a careful exammation of the evidence of authorities m all parts of

India is that, on an average, a ration of about ib. per diem of the

meal or flour of the common coarser gram of the country suffices for

an ordinary adult workmg male. In the rice-eatmg countries, an

equal weight of rice may be accepted m lieu of flour, and in any

case the ration should include a suitable proportion of pulse. A man
doing light work would require about lb.; and the ration which

consists of 1 lb. of flour with a little pulse, has been found sufficient

to support li£e in numerous rehef houses, where no work is exacted,

all over the country. On these bases the diet scale should be built

up, it being understood that a female requires a little less than a

msde, a child below twelve years of age about half the allowance of

Sn. adult male, and a non-working child below six or seven about

half as much as a working child.

The report includes a table giving data about the production of

foodgTams in the various provinces, on which the following

comment is made ^ :

—

The figures (though they are but approximate and rough esti-

mates made from data which we hope soon to see more accurately

established) indicate that the ordinary out-turn of food in British

Famine 1880—paragraph X84.

® Ibid—^parag^aph 166.
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India exceeds 50 million tons, and the oidmary surplus for storage,

for export, or for the luxurious consumption or the richer classes is

more than 5 million tons.

The views of the 1880 Oominission on population and food supply

are worth quoting :
—

We can have no doubt that the surplus produce of India, taken

as _a 'whole, at present furnishes the means ot meeting the demands
of any part of the country likely to suttei from famme at any one

time, it must, howevei, be observed that the present estimated

yearly surplus would soon be all consumed by the increase of popula-

tion which it is reasonable to anticipate in the future, unless the

pioduction should keep pace with the mcrease. The agricultural

and trade statistics of the past 20 years justify the conclusion that

the increased production of all soils has up to the present time moie
than kept pace with the requiiements ot an increasing population,

and the known large aiea of land which may still be brought under
profitable cultivation, and the possibilities of seeming increased pio-

duction by means of impiovecl agriculture and extended irrigation,

attord reasonable grounds oi conhdence for the future. Tears, how-
ever, have been expressed that the grazmg lands have already :n

many parts of the country been injuriously curtailed by being turned
into arable land. If this be the case there will be no means of

adding to the food supply otherwise than by introducing an improved
agriculture which should yield a moderate mcrease m each acre

already cultivated, and by bringing under the plough some of those

vast tracts of uncultivated land which are fortunately still available

,

and eventually there must be pressmg needs for such measures of

improvement. The gradual movement ot the surplus population
w^here excessive, to these virgin tiacts, would fuither assure the
prospects of the future ^

It must be added that two members of the Commission, in a note
of dissent, found themselves unable to place conhdence . . .

m the approximate and rough estimates . . which showed
an annual surplus yield of hve million tons of foodgrains, and
were less optimistic about the food situation generally. Thej
pointed out that

‘

" population is increasing, the price ot food is

rising, the pioduction of it as shown by exports scarcely advances,
whilst, as the number of the landless class who depend on wages
is constantly growing, the supply of labour in the absence of*

industries other than agriculture must soon exceed the demand/"

17, The standard of cereal requirements which was accepted

by the 1880 Commission as the result of careful examination ""

was higher than the present standard of one pound per adult,

which calculations of requirements and rationing schemes are

based. This suggests that the general level of consumption 60
years ago was higher than at the present time. With regard to

the total supply position, while the dissenting members refused
to accept the estimate of a surplus of five million tons, there was
undoubtedly a very considerable surplus in normal years. Fur-
ther the Commission was able to refer to the vast tracts of

uncultivated land which are fortunately still available.’" Since

^ Indian Famine Commission, 1880^—^paragraph. 157,
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1880 a Jarge pait of i]iis land lias been bioug'lit under cultivation.
"W'iiile tbeie aie still considerable areas ot waste land wliich
migbit be cultivated, tbe scope tor sucli development is obviously
taller m 1945 than it was in 1880.

We find it difficult to avoid tlie conclusion that in 1880 tfie

wfiole food situation was ui certaDi respects more favourable tlian

tile situation witli wliicli we aie faced to-day Tiiere is, fiowever,

no fully satisfactory evidence available tfiat standards of nutri-

tion fiave fallen during lecent decades. Increasing under-
nutrition would tend to raise tfie death, rate, but tfie death, rate

lias fallen. It may of couise be aigued tfiat any effects on tfie

deatfi rate of increasing undei’-nutiition fiave been oftset by
public fiealtfi measures against epidemics, tfie development of

maternity and child-welfare services, tfie improvement in tfie

treatment of hospital patients, etc. Tfie possibility may also be
mentioned tfiat average height and weight fiave fallen as a result

of deterioration in diet^ i e., tfiat there has been a process of

physical adaptation to a decreasing per capita food sTipply.

Whether there has been deterioration or improvement, tfie im-

portant fact IS tfiat existing standards of nutrition are thoroughly

unsatisfactory. Tfie population is indeed being fed, but fed at a

low level. IJnder-nutrition and malnutrition are widespread.

18. In relation to tfie existing stage of development of her

industrial and agricultural resources, India is, in our opinion,

overpopulated. Pres'suie of population, wfircfi of course vanes in

intensity m different parts of tfie country, is shown and felt in

various ways; by tfie general trend of food imports and exports,

India having within a generation become an importing rather

than an exporting country; by tfie decrease in tfie size of holdings^

tfie fragmentation of holdings, and tfie increase in tfie number of

landless labourers all related to tfie fact tfiat tfie total area

under cultivation has not increased as rapidly as tfie population,

so tfiat tfie per capita area has decreased; by tfie continuing

poverty of tfie mass of tfie people and by tfie widespread existence

of mal- and under-nutrition, in spite of growth in total industrial

and agricultural resources and in tfie total wealth of tfie country.

Tfie existing situation emphasizes tfie need for developing the

resources of the coimtry rapidly and to tfie fullest possible

extent*

There is one cheerful lesson which may be drawn from a study

of tfie 1880 report. Tfie Commission was concerned witfi tfie

^ In the 1921 census returns, the proportion of the categories Farm servants

plus field labourers ” to “ ordinary cultivators ** was 291 to 1,000. The Census

Commissioner of 1931, m attempting to compare the position m 1931 and 1921,

remarks that « orobably the fairest comparison would be to take the 1931 figures

of cultivating owners and tenant-cultivators both principal and dependent, and

to compare them with the number of those only who returned agricultural labour

as their principal ocoupaxion, in wh.ch case the resulting ratio is i07 agricultural

labourers to every 1,000 cultivators In any case, the change in ratio is some-

what lemarkable, even when adopting the lowest ratio which can be compared

with that of 1921. Possibly, the explanation is that a large increase has taksn

place in the agricultural population without a corresponding inorease m actual

holders of land, whether as'tenants or owners, lliaugh it is hkely that a concentra-

tion of land in the hands of non-cultivating owners is also taking plaee,’^

[ 80 ]
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growtk of population in relation to food supply, as we are to-day.

i'iiey would probably have found it difficult to envisage the

possibiliiy tnat tiie country would be capable in 1945 ot support-

ing a population ot 400 millions, 150 millions more than in ISSO^

at any level of consumption. Yet tbis bas actually kappened.

As a result ot ackievement^ in irrigation and tke extension of

cultivation neaily 400 millions are now being fed on food pro-

duced witkin tne country, supplemented to a relatively small

extent by impoits, at a level of consumption wkick kas kitkerto

been compatible witk a fall in tke deatk rate, kood production

kas at least to tkis extent kept pace witk population growtk.

Similarly tke prospect tkat tke population will increase by a

furtker 100 millions during tke next 25 years may at tke present

time appear to make formidable demands in tke spkere of food

production, paiticulaily in view of tke fact tkat certain potential-

ities for increase wliick existed in 1880 no longer exist to-day.

Un tke otkei kand, agricultural science kas developed enormously
in tke inteivening peiiod and kas opened up great possibilities for

increasing food pioduction. A primary difterence between 1880

and 1945 is ikat we kave to-day at our disposal new knowledge
and new metkods created by tke advance of science.

The kuTunE Outlook

19. We skall in otker sections of our report discuss tke various

pos^bilities of increasing food production. Here we may draw
attention to certain broad trends in tke approack to tkis problem.
Tke Famine Commission of 1880 laid paiticular stress on tke

development of communications, notably railways, in order to

ensure tkat food could be transported into famine areas and to

open up new areas' ior cultivation. It also strongly lecommended
tke development of irrigation in suitable localities. It was fully

aware of tke need for improving tke practice of agriculture and
tke economic position of tke agriculturist, and kad muck to say

about indebtedness. It drew attention to tke need for developing

industries. It recommended ike establiskment of agricultural

departments^ but it was not until muck later tkat suck depart-

mentSj in tke modern sense, came into existence.

During tke last two decades of tke nineteenth century many
new irrigation works were constructed. Tke Famine Commission

of 1898 reviewed tke progress tkat kad been made and remarked

tkat “ among tke means tkat may be adopted for giving India

direct protection from famine arising from drought, tke first place^

must unquestionably be assigned to works of irrigation.^^ This

Commission paid relatively little attention to otker measures for

increasing food Supply. An Irrigation Commission was appointed

in 1903 to further tke development of irrigation.

Tke Famine Commission of 1901
^
wkick initiated tke co-

operative credit movement, struck a new note in considering

metkods of increasing food supply. To tkis Commission, as tke

Boyal Commission on Agriculture pointed out, we owe tke

development of agricultural departments working on scientific

[ 91 ]
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lines for the improvement of agriculture/^ During the nineties

agricultuial experts weie employed by uhe Government of India
to survey agiicultural conditions, but no facilities existed for

systematic leseaich and it^ practical application. It was not
until 1905 that steps were taken to iuither these ends In that

year ‘‘ the Government of inaia announced their intention of

netting aside annually a sum of Es. 20 lakhs which was Subse-

liuentiy increased to Es 24 lakhs, for the development of agricul-

luxai reseaich^ expeiiment, demonstration and education in the
provinces The aim which the Government set before themselves

w’as the estahlis^hment of agricultural colleges with a course of

three jesxis' duration in all the provinces and provision of an
expert staff for these institutions for purposes of research. The
link between the colleges and the districts was to be provided by
experimental farms in charge of oSicers whose duty it would be
to keep m close touch with the cultivators and advise them in

regard to improved methods of agncultui'e At the same time,

provincial departments of agriculture were established more or

less in accordance with the system of organization which exists at

the present time.

We are not concerned here with the success or failure of the

organizations for the improvement of agriculture initiated forty

years ago. We are drawing attention to a certain change in the

approach to the problem of increasing food supply which has taken

place since the first Famine Commission presented its report in

1880. At that date the mam emphasis was perhaps on the need

for bringing waste land under cultivation. There is still room
for extending cultivation in uncultivated areas, but in the main
Ave must now look to an increase in the productivity of land already

under cultivation as the means of meeting the food lequirements

ci the growing population. Although irrigation in all its forms

is still of primary importance in increasing yields, other methods

of raising outturn, such as, manuring, improved varieties of seed

and protection against pests and diseases have steadily gained in

prominence. The Eoyal Commission on Agriculture considered

them m detail, and brought into being the Imperial Council of

Agricultural Eesearch which has done much to further the develop-

ment of agriculture and animal husbandry along scientific lines.

20. It is difficult to assess the general trend of yields in the

country as a whole at the present time. In the case of certain cropSt

notably sugarcane, there has been a remarkable increase in average

yields, but the position as regards cereals is less clear. Probably

progress has been achieved in certain parts of the country, and
large cultivators in general, with resources at their disposal, have
improved the productivity of their lands. But it is very question-

able whether the bulk of small cultivators in many areas bave as

yet been able to achieve anything in this direction, and statistics

from various provinces indeed ^ggest that average cereal yields

^ The Boyal Commission on Agriculture, page 33.
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iiave been decreasing. We rep^ret the lacli of satisfactory infcrma-

tion on this point, since it has a bearing on future possibilities.

The (question of potential increase in yields has been discussed by

Dr. Burns, who seived ±oi some years as Agncultnial Commissioner
with the Croveinment of India, in his monograph on “ Techno-

logical Possibilities of Agricnltui’al Development in India (1944) 'C

Accoiding to this authority^ yields of rice could be “ inci eased bj

dU per cent, 5 per cent by using improved varieties, 20 per cent
'

by inci easing manuie, 5 perceni by piotecting liom pests and dis-

eases. There should even be no difficulty in increasing the present

average outturn by 50 per cent, viz., 10 per cent by variety and

40 per cent by manuiing.’’ Potential increases in the yield of

wheat and millets, according to this authority, aie of the order

of aO per cent, for cow and buffalo milk, 75 and 60 per cent res-

pectively, The present average yield of sugarcane is about 15

tons per acre. Dr. Burns thinks it possible to produce yields of

dO to 55 tons per acie according to the part of India. These are

technological possibilities, illustrating what might be achieved by

the application of thoroughly efficient agricultural methods. They
are not immediate practical possibilities for the small producers,

without capital or education, who foim the bulk of Indian agri-

culturists. But the fact that, by the reorganization of agricul-

ture and agricultural methods, yields can be very substantially

increased, influences the whole futui*e outlook. We believe that it

is possible, by a variety of means, notably by increasing water

supply and by improved farming in the widest sense of the term,

to produce not only enough food to meet the needs of the growing

population at subsistence level but enough to effect an improve-

ment in the diet of the people. But the magnitude of the task

involved and its imperious necessity, must be strongly emphasised.

Either an effort must be made on a scale hitherto unthought

of, or a decline in standards of living and nutrition is inevitable.

Checkikg the Growth or Poputatiof

21. It is impossible to forecast what will actually be accom-

plished during the next few decades in increasing food production.

But whatever success is achieved, the population cannot continue

to increase indefinitely, for even the developments in food pro-

duction envisaged as possible by Dr. Burns have their limits.

Ultimately a decrease in the rate of population growth is not only

desirable but necessary. What are the possibilities that stabili-

zation will occur? During the next 25 years or thereabouts

continued growth must be expected- A figure of five hundred
millions in 1970 or thereabouts is to be anticipated. The essential

point is whether, when that figure ife reached, the whole re-

productive situation,’’ including the relation between the birth

rate and the death rate, is favourable to continued growth at an
equal or accelerated rate, or whether the population has reached,
or is approaching, a position of stability.

The trend towards a reduction in the birth rate observable in

the last three years would, if it continues, strongly influence the

[ 98 ]
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future course of population growth.. At present its underlying
causes are not fully understood and we consider it essential that
they should be scientifically investigated. Professor R. A. Fisher
has suggested to us that this can be done by the methods of sample
surveys. We recommend that an enquiry should be undertaken
immediately, under the guidance of statistical experts. As we
point out elsewhere in our report, rapid industrial development is

" necessary in India to relieve pressure on land and increase national
wealth. The relation between the apparent fall in the birth rate

in 1942 and 1943 and the recent growth of industry and the employ-
ment of labour for war purposes is therefore a question of interest

and importance*

Emigkation

22. One way of reducing numbers is by emigration. During
the second half of the nineteenth century and the first thirteen

years of the twentieth century emigration and immigiation had
an important influence on population in various countries of the

world. Immigrants from Europe helped to swell the population

of North America and British Dominions, for example, Carr

Saunders points out that '‘the actual rate of increase of the popu-
lation of Italy was kept down to a low figure between 1900 and 1913
because emigration (to the United States) was on so large a scale;

in fact in 1905, 1906, 1907 and 1913 the net loss by emigration

exceeded the natural increase/' In Asia the Chinese have emigrat-

ed in considerable numbers to such countries as Java and Malaya.
Emigration, of Indians to Burma, Malaya, Ceylon, Africa, etc.,

has also taken place. It is to be observed, however, that emigra-

tion from India has been negligible in relation to the size of the

population. In 1931 it was calculated that about 2| million Indians

were living overseas, a number about equal to two-thirds of the

average annual increase between 1921 and 1931.

Conditions as regards emigration after the war cannot be fore-

seen and we are not at present justified in depending on emigra-

tion to places abroad as a means of influencing population growth.

There is, however, one aspect of the matter to which we would

draw attention* Within the Commonwealth and the Empire there

are legions which are sparsely populated and need additional popu-

lation for their development. The emigration of Indians to these

regions would serve a double purpose; it woulfi relieve to some
extent the pressure of population on the land in India, and would
facilitate the development of those regions. The war has emphasized
the need for mutual assistance amongst all peoples within the Com-
monwealth and the Empire and we look forward to the day not

only when India will be a self-governing and equal partner in the

Commonwealth, but also when her sons, who have fought beside

other peoples of the Commonwealth and Empire in the cause of

freedom in the present war, and their descendants, will be able to

emigrate as colonists, entitled to the full rights of citizenship, to

these sparsely populated areas.

1^1
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The internal movement of population is briefly referred to in

Section C of Chapter II of Part lY. While such movement does

not affect total numbers it can relieve population pressure in con-

gested areas. Its future importance in connection with popula-

tion and food supply depends on the opportunities for employment
provided by the growth of industry, and for colonisation created by
the development of agricultural areas which are now thinly popu-

lated and under-cultivated, but could be opened up by the extension

of irrigation, tractor ploughing, anti-malarial measures, etc This

is only another way of saying that the general development of re-

sources will faciliate the re-distribution of population and relieve

the present situation.

ITebanization

23 Theie are two ways in which the development of industry

may affect population growth The first is a crude one At the

present time in India unskilled workers from rural areas are being

employe(t in large numbers in war industries and on military pro-

jects The latter, e g ,
the construction of roads and aerodromes,

are not strictly speaking industries, but they attract rural labour

in the same way as factories engaged in war production Employ-
ment is often of a temporary nature and for a number of reasons

male workers are often unaccompanied by their families The
movement of workers to large centres at which mass employment
is available is obviously inimical to family life and reproduction,

influencing the birth rate either by postponement of marriage or

by preventing the cohabitation of those alreadjr married. The
enlistment of large numbers of young men in the army has approxi-

mately the same effect. The development of existing industries and

the creation of new industries in peace time may influence family

life in a similar manner, but presumably to a smaller extent than

war-time industrialization and employment and war conditions

generally.

The growth of industry under normal conditions affects popula-

tion growth because it increases urhamzation. ‘‘Within all com-
munities Enid Charles remarks, “ we generally find a different

level of fertility in rural and urban areas In other words, people

living in cities have fewer children than people living in the

country. It would be outside the scope of this report to consider

in detail the complex factors which produce this result. Condi-

tions of family life, the employment of married women, housing,'!-*

the relatively high percentage in cities of middle-class families

with strong economic motives towards family limitation, the

availability of contraceptives—all these and others play a part.

The declining birth-rate in the West has been associated with
increasing urbanization. We need not consider here the question

whether the reduction in the birth-rate due to urbanization is a

good or bad thing; actually many of the social forces concerned

are evil. We are simply drawing attention to a fact which has

^ The Twilight of Parenthood, 1934.
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a bearing on population growth The population of lar^e cities in

India increased by 9 millions during the decade 1931-41 and
there is eyery indication that this process will continue, probably
at a faster rate. It is reasonable to suppose that urbanization and
industrialization will have the same effect on reproduction in

India as they have had in other countries of the world.

Urban areas in India are at present most unhealthy, with a

higher death-rate than rural areas In 1938, the recorded rural

and urban infantile mortality rates were 164 and 191 per mille res-

pectively, while in Calcutta, Bombay and Madras, the rates

respectively were 219, 268 and 222 While the registration of

deaths may be more complete in cities than in rural areas, there

is no doubt that health conditions are seen at their worst among
the urban poor, and that such conditions are inimical to infant

survival. If industry develops rapidly without proper steps

being tahen to safeguard the health of the workers, a high death

late among such workers and their families is to be expected. It

IS, of course, essential that the living conditions of the growing
industrial population should be satisfactory and that there should

be adequate health services in industrial areas We refer here to

the existing high death-rate in urban areas as a factor which
might have some bearing on population growth should industry

develop rapidly on a wide scale without sufficient attention being
paid to the health of industrial workers.

Uamily Limitation

24. There can be no doubt that the fall in the birth-rate in

the West has been brought about largely by the use of contraceptive

devices, or, to use the popular expression, by birth control The
evidence on this point is quite convincing. This is not to say that

the spread of knowledge about contraception and the availability

of contraceptive devices have been the ca'use of the fall ; the issue

is deeper than that. Bather they were the means whereby social

forces strongly in favour of small families were able to operate

effectively. The mere availability of contraceptives and the dis-

semination of knowledge on the subject will, of course, of them-

selves influence the attitude of a people towards birth control.

But it is important to realize that the fall in the birth-rate which
has taken place in western countries is the result of the interplay

of many social, economic and psychological factors The repro-

^diiction of a community is determined by the whole manner of

life of the communitv. In this country, the social enyironment

which has encouraged and facilitated birth control in the West,

does not exist as far as the bulk of the population is concerned.

There is little doubt, however, that the practice of family limita-

tion has appeared and is spreading amonsrst the well-to-do classes.

Facts about differential fertility -in various economic strata are

urgently required, but here again the unfortunate decision of the

G-overnment of India to restrict to a minimum the tabulation of

the 1941 census data had the result that vitally important infor-

luaiion is unavailable. In the absence of any recent data about
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differential fertility, we are reduced to quoting the following

familiar figures from the 1931 census report •—
Average number of children per family horn alive-

Pasture and agriculture ... 4*3

Law, medicine and instruction ... 3*7

We may also quote an interesting passage from the evidence given
by the Director of Public Health, Madras, to the Eoyal Commis-
sion on Agriculture in 1927.

I examined the birth-rate figures for Madras city in 1924
and 1925, and to my amazement found that the birth-rate among
the Brahmins of the city was practically equal to the birth-rate

among the Europeans, The birth-rate of other communities
gradually rises as one goes down the social scale until you get to

the lowest class of all, when it is practically double the Brahmin
birth-rate

We realize that existing information about differential fertility

IS totally inadequate All we can say is that there are signs thaf
among the upper and professional classes generally the birth-rate
is falling In western countries the birth-rate first declined
among the well-to-do: later, decline became evident among lower
income groups, spreading downward through the social strata
Thp significant fact is that the first beginnings of the process,
which in its fully developed stages has strongly influenced ihe
curve of population growth in the West, are discernible in India
The upper and middle classes are, however, at present only a liny
fraction of the total population and any change in the birth-i'ate
of these classes can have little immediate effect on population
giowth.

25. In our questionnaire, which was circulated to Provincial
(jovernments and to a number of private individuals, the follow-
ing question was included :

—
Having regard to the present size of the population of 3 our

ptevince and its potential growth, and having regard also to the
present and potential resources of your province, are you con-
vinced that measures should now be taken for securing a limitation
of the rate of increase of the population? If so, state and discuss
ih : measures you would recommend for this purpose ’’

A number of replies to this question, both from governments
and individuals, and expressing different points of view, are includeS'
in Appehdix I, "We do not know whether in every instance ihe
statements made by government spokesmen represent the cor-
sidered attitude of the governments concerned towards this ques-
tion. The replies are, however, interesting and instructive and
illustrate the present stage of public opinion with regard to fche
issue of family limitation. To some extent ihe attitude of govern-
ment spokesmen reflects the density of population and the present
mod sitiiation in the province concerned. Sind admits no popula-
tion problem; the North-west Frontier Province advises us I 0 keep
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away from the subject altogether
; the Central Provinces and Berar,

a surplus province with a relatively low population density, is

not seriously worried. In Bihar, on the other hand^ population

pressure appears to be making itself acutely felt In many of

the statements the desirability of family limitation is recognized,

but emphasis is laid on the great difficulty of encouraging the

practice of birth control at the present time, both for religious

reasons and because of the low economic condition of the people.

The effect of postponement of the age of marriage in reducing

population giowth is referred to in several of the replies. Finally,

we may draw attention to the view, expressed in various replies

that a rise in the standard of living is an essential preliminary to

family limitation^ as far as the mass of the population is concerned.

Final Observations

26. We have discussed the population problem at some length
because of its close bearing on our terms of reference. In our
previous report on the Bengal famine we included among the

causes of the famine the fact that agricultural production has

not kept pace with population growth in Bengal. We now pro-

pose to recapitulate the mam facts as we see them and add some
concluding remarks

Considerable areas in India are at present overpopulated, the

effect of excessive pressure being shown in various ways. The
population is likely to increase to 500 millions in 25 years, unless

some major calamity intervenes. Sooner or later a decrease in

the rate of population growth must occur, and we believe that the

sooner this occurs the better. As far as the immediate future is

concerned, population growth imposes the stern necessity of

increasing food supply by all available means. To provide

enough food for all, all the resources of science and technology

must be used to increase yields from land already under culti-

vation and to bring under cultivation all land capable of yielding

satisfactory returns. Because of the existence of these resources,

we hold the view that the population situation, as we have

described it, is compatible with general improvement in standards

of nutrition.

With regard to family limitation, the middle classes have
already begun to reduce their families from prudential motives.

We would lay strong emphasis on the fact that a rise in the

standard of living is the primary means of checking the rate of

population growth. All experience in other countries supports

this conclusion. In India, as elsewhere, a fall in the birth-rate

will tend to follow rather than precede economic betterment. At
the present time, in our opinion, a deliberate state policy with
the objective of encouraging the practice of birth-control among
the mass of the population (e.g., by the free distribution of con-

traceptive devices) is impracticable. For religious reasons,

public opinion is not prepared to accept such a policy; some of

the statements quoted in appendix I provide evidence on this

point. Further, the low economic condition of the poorer
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classes and tlieir lack of education, togetlier with the factor of

expense, seem to make the widespread encouragement of birth-

control a practical impossibility,

The postponement of the age of marriage tends to lower the

biith-rate, not only because it reduces the effective child bearing

period, but also because women are most fertile in their earlier

years. Here the Census Hepnrt may be quoted, “ We have no
figures for India showing the differential fertility rates by age
period^ but figures from all countries bear it out that the earlier

years and 15-25 particularly are markedly more fertile than
the later ones in the reproductive span ” It is well known that
in Ireland, a largely Roman Catholic country in which contracep-
tion IS frowned on by the Church, the growth of population has
been held in check by the remarkably late average age of marriage.
The average age of marriage appears to be rising in India, at
any rate among certain classes, but no satisfactory data on this
point are available. Many social and other factors influence
the age at which marriage takes place for women. We recom-
mend a careful study of the whole question. Postponement of
marriage may have a most important influence on the trend of
population growth in India. It may be added that the reproduc-
tion of a human community is profoundly affected by the status
of women in that community. Experience in other countries
suggests that feminine advancement in general is likely to be
associated with a falling birth-rate. We cannot discuss this
complicated question in detail. In referring to it we would call
attention once again to the depth of the whole problem of
population growth and its far-reaching human and social
implications.

27. We have pointed out in a previous section that the
development of public health would appear likelv to accelerate
population growth, e.g., by its effect on infant 'and maternal
mortality. In this connexion we may draw attention to certain
important points. In the first place the fear that improvement
in public health may lead to over-population should on no
account be allowed to interfere with progress in this sphere. We
may quote here a passage from the Census Report of 1931. “

It
would appear, in view of the present rate of increase, that efforts
to reduce the rate of infantile mortality should be preceded by
precautions to reduce the birth-rate, and if the luxury of ‘ Baby
Weeks ’ be permitted they should at least be accompanied by
instruction on birth-control.” Given the fact that the country"*
IS over-populated, the statement may at first sight appear to be
a reasonable one, even though the description of ‘ Baby Weeks ’

as a luxury, with the infantile mortality rate at its present figure,
has a somewhat inhuman sound. Again, Carr Saunders, ’ while
emphasising the need for better health services, remarks that
such progress “might tend merely to increase malnutrition and
the danger of starvation ” by Increasing the rate of population
growth. Such sentiments, however expressed, convey the

^ World population, 1936.
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suggestion tliat a Yigorous public bealth. policy miglit do more
barm than good, and are in our view misguided. There are

grounds for supposing that public health development may %n

the long run have effects on population growth other than the

obvious one of swelling numbers by the addition of those who have
been saved trom death.

' Our attention was drawn by Professor Fisher to an important
relationship between the birth-rate and the death-rate, which was
observed and studied in England early in the present century.
This may be described in simple terms as follows: If the life

of infants and children is precarious, parents tend to over-

compensate by having more children. It was found that there
was a correlation between a high death-rate among first children
in infancy and the size of the family. Professor Fisher remarked
to us that parents who have suffered losses and disappointment
are more desirous of replacement than parents who have not been
affected in this way, and I am quite sure that a large part of the

fail in the birth-rate in Europe and in America is the psychological
consequence of the fail in the infantile death-rate We do not
know how far this hypothesis is generally accepted, but it seems
plausible. It is probably true that in India the urge to insure

against the loss of male children by producing a large family is

particularly strong. It has been suggested to us that a serious

assault on infantile mortalitv would, for the reasons given above,

have a potent influence on the birth-rate. We feel that this

question, inadequately and briefly discussed here, deserves the

close attention of students of population in India It provides an

apt illustration of the subtlety of population problems, and of

the fact that public health development may affect the birth-rate

in an unexpected manner

Measures to improve the health of the people are an essential

part of the effort to raise the standard of living Only a healthy

people will have the energy necessary for progress To give an

obvious example, the eradication of malaria would, as we ]mmt

out in Chapter VI of Part III immediately ameliorate economic

conditions in malarious areas, since the population, now weak and

anaemic as a result of the disease, would have more stamina and

initiative and greater capacity for work As we have said, a

rise in the standard of living is the most important factor in

decreasing population growth.

28- A high birth-rate accompanied by a high death-i^ate

means wdste of human effort and lives, since many children

brought into the world fail to reach maturity The very high

death-rate among infants, and children up to 10 years of age, has

previously been referred to. Similarly there is much ill-health

and mortality among women in the child-bearing period—equally

a wasteful process from the standpoint of the community—^which

could be prevented by better maternal care, and the avoidance

of a rapid succession of pregnancies by the ‘‘ spacing ” of births.

This is an aspect of the question under discussion on which
emphasis must be laid.
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Healtli education is a necessary part of public health develop-

ment. It involves training in hygiene and elementary physiology,

and tends indirectly to pave the way towards family limitation.

VVe have said that we are not in favour of an out-spoken state

policv with the objective of disseminating knowledge of birth-

control among the poor and encouraging its practice and have

given reasons for this view. There is, however^ no reason why the

state should not take other steps, through the medium of health

services, which will have the effect of encouraging family limiia-

fion ivnowledge of birth-control could be imparted through

maternity and child welfare centres, by women doctors, to women
whose health would be endangered by further or excessive c*h3 id-

bearing, and also to women who seek advice because of a leason-

able desire to space their childien. The satisfactory
“ spacing ol children, to ensure that each child will be borne

healthy and can receive adequate maternal attention, is a legiti-

mate and desirable public health objective. If sound advice

given by qualified doctors is unavailable, advertisers who offer

for sale injurious and ineffective contraceptives may reap a rich

harvest. We are, of course, aware of the fact that the number
ot women doctors is at present hopelessly inadequate, but ihis

state ot affairs can be remedied. The development of heakh
services, the general purpose of which is the care of women in

the child-bearing peiiod, will in our opinion help to spread

irnowledge and practice of birth-control in the most desirable

manner, without any overt clash with public opinion. In view
of the present grave risks of maternity, the need for such services

cannot be over-emphasised In this case also public health pro-

gress may in the long run have a tendency to stabilize popula-
tion

29. in considering population in its various aspects, we have
been struck by the insufficiency of existing knowledge and we
venture to hope that any detects and omissions in our survey
will be excused on this score. The need for the collection of more
complete and accurate demographical data is clear; such knowledge
is vitally necessary to a modern government which is concerned
with state planning and the orderly development of the country’s
resources. The decennial census is a great administrative
achievement which has produced data of essential importance,
but the investigation of population trends and population pro-
blems generally every ten years is not sufficient. The growth of
population, with all that it involves, is a continuing process. We
consider it essential that an organization should be set up for fchu

Collection ot demographical information year by year and its

scientific study We recommend the appointment of a Registrar-
General to the Government of India with a suitable staff at the
centre, whose task will be to improve methods of registering
births, deaths, etc., and to study and interpret figures of greater
accupcy than those at present available Similar officers will be
required in the provinces, working in touch with the Registrar-
General. Registration is of primary public health importance
and data about births and deaths are collected through the medium
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of public bealtb services. Registrars in tbe Central Government
and in tbe Provinces would naturally work in close association

with public healti. autborities. In view, however, of the importance
oi the population problem, we conceive the task of the Registrar-

General, and of Registrars in the provinces, as having a signifi-

cance outside the field of public health. Ad hoc enquiries on
questions of primary importance, e.g., differential fertility, could
be initiated by the Registrar-General. He and his organization
could play a prominent part in the taking of the decennial
censuses and arrange for the collection of special data and the

investigation of special problems at the time of the census We
may add that demographical problems offer a field of absorbing
interest for scientific investigation. We visualize the possibility

of a group of keen young statisticans, associated with the Registrar-

General, undertaking the detailed study of some of the many
questions referred to in this chapter and others of equal iraport-

ance. This would help to replace expressions of opinion by clear

and convincing scientific facts and stimulate the interest of

administrators and the educated public in a subject which, in

India as in all countries, has a close bearing on long-term plans

of development.

SUMMABY

30. (i) The population of India has increased by about 30

per cent since 1872 and is now m the neighbourhood of 400
millions The rate of increase has not been as rapid as in certain

other countries. There is a general tendency for the excess of

births over deaths to increase and great possibilities exist for

further reduction in the death rate by the development of public

health services.

(ii) The reported net area under food crops 'per capita is

about 0 72 acre. It appears that during the last 30-40 years the

area under cultivation per capita has decreased. imeiican
experts have calculated that 1 2 acres per capita are required to

produce an emergency restiicted diet” in United States of

America.

(iii) During the decade 1931 to 1941 the population of large

cities increased more rapidly than the population as a whole.

During the same decade, however, the non-urban population in-

creased from 300 to 339 millions and its percentage to the total

fell only from 88-9 to 87*2. Whatever the future prospects of

industrial development, India is at the present time essentially a

country of agriculturists.

(iv) Analysis of the various factors concerned with

population growth suggests that, in the absence of major cala-

mities, the population will reach 600 millions in 20 or 25 jcars

time*

(v) The food position in relation to population appears to

be in certain respects less favourable than in 1880. There is,

however, no fully satisfactory evidence that standards of nutrition

have declined sinea that date. India, in relation to ihe existing
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stage of iier industrial and economic deyelopment, is over-

populated, increasing pressure of population manifesting liself

in various ways. On the otter tand, the advance ol science l»as

opened up possibilities of increasing food production wticli did

not exist 60 years ago.

(vi) Wtatever success in increasing food production can be

achieved, ultimately a decrease in the rate of population growth

IS not only desirable but necessary. While an addition of a

tiudher 100 millions to the population within the next 26 years

must be anticipated, the essential point is whether, v^hen that

figure is reached, the whole ‘‘ reproductive situation/’ incluaing

the relation between the birth-rate and the death-rate, is favour-

able to continued growth at an equal or accelerated late, or

whether the population has reached, or is approaching, a position

of stability.

(vii) The course of population growth may be influenced by
emigration, urbanization and family limitation. Emigration
abroad has hitheito had little influence on population m India.

It IS, however, pointed out that the emigration of Indians as

colonists to sparsely populated regions in the Commonwealth and
the Empire, would serve the double purpose of relieving to some
extent the pressure of population on land in India, and of

facilitating the development of such regions.

(viii) Experience in other countries indicates that urbani-

zation is, for various reasons, associated with the slackening of

population growth, and increasing urbanization in India may
nave a similar effect.

(ix) There is evidence that the practice of family limitation

has appeared in India, but it is as yet confined to the more
prosperous classes. At the present time a deliberate state policy

with the objective of encouraging the practice of birth control

among the mass of the population is impracticable, both ])ecaase

of public opinion on this matter and because of the low economic
condition of the poorer classes and their lack of education. A
fall in the birth-rate will tend to follow rather than precede
economic betterment.

(x) Development of public health services may in the long
tun have a tendency to stabilise population. A high birth-rate

accompanied by a high death-rate means waste of human effort

and lives. It is suggested that an assault on infant mortality

would ultimately tend to reduce the birth-rate. The state can*
legitimately take steps, through the medium of health services,
which Will have the effect of encouraging family limitation.
Knowledge of birth-control could be imparted through maternity
and child welfare centres, by women doctors, to women whose
health would be endangered by further or excessive child-bearing,
and also to women who seek advice because of reasonable desire
to ‘‘ space their children.

(xi) The appointment of a Registrar-General to the Govern-
ment of India, and Registrars in the Provinces, is recommended.
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-Among their tasks would be tbe improvement of the registration

of deaths and births, and the collection and scientific study of

demographical data of various kinds.

(sii) While the fact that there is a serious popiilalion

situation must be recognized, the primary problem is that of

nnder-development of resources, both agricultural and industrial

The belie! is expressed that it is possible, by a variety of means,

to produce not only enough food to meet the needs of the gi owing

population at subsistence level, but enough to effect an improve-

ment in the diet of the people. The magnitude of the task in-

volved, and its imperious necessity^ are, however, strongly

emphasised



GHAPTEK II.—THE PEOBLEM OE NUTEITIOK

Oiir terms ot reference include the possibility of improving

the diet oi the people.'^ Previous Famine Commissions were con-

cerned with the prevention of famine, i e., with ensuring that food

supply was sulhcient in quantity At the date of the last Commis-
sion—ibUi—the science oi nutiibion nan scaiceiy passed the cmoiy-

onic stage and modern ideas about the importance of the kind of

foods consumed by human beings had not been conceived. It was
generally believed that if an individual had enough to eat, of any
kind of food, ihis nutritional condition was satisfactory. Since the

beginning of the century, however, theie have been lemaikable

developments in nutritional science and it is now known that a

diet may be sufficient in quantity but at the same time unsatisfac-

tory in quality. A human being needs not only enough food (calo-

ries)
;
he needs also, if his diet is to be adequate for health, enough

pioteins, vitamins and inineial elements The oearing on human
affairs of the modern science of nutrition was summed up as follows

by the United Nations Conference on Food and Agriculture, held
in the United States of America in 1943 :

—
(1) The kind of diet which man requnes for health has been

estabhshed.

(2) Investigations m many parts of the world have shown that
the diets consumed by the greater part of mankind are nutritionally
unsatisfactory.

(3) Diets which do not confoim with the principles of satisfactoiy
nutrition lead to impaired physical development, lU-heaith and
untimely death.

(4) Through diet a new level of health can be attamed, enabling
mankmd to develop inherited capacities to the fullest extent.

Dietahy Standauds

2* We may briefly discuss, with reference to India, these four
propositions. Standards of satisfactory nutrition have been drawn
up by various authoritative bodies, such as the Technical Commis-
sion on Nutrition of the League of Nations. In India a standard
has been put forward by the Nutrition Advisory Committee of the
Indian Eeseareh Fund Association. In approaching this question^
nutrition workers proceed in the followung way ; First, human
requirements of the various food factors necessary for health art
worked out on a scientific basis^ the records of experiment and
observations made by scientific workers all over the world being
available for this purpose. It is agreed that a child or an adult
requires so much protein, much vitamin A, so much vitamin 0,
so niuch calcium and so on. The quantities of these and other
nutrients or food factors contained in common foods are known,
again as a result of investigations in many laboratories. The next
step is to translate requirements in terms of nutrients into terms
of common foods, which can be done in numerous different ways'.
The Nutrition Advisory Committee has drawn up the following
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balanced diet, in terms of Indian dietary habits, which will pro-

vide the vaiious nutrients in quantities sufficient for the daily

needs of an adult man ;

—

Composition op a Balanced Diet

(Adequate for the maintenance of good health.)

Cereals

Oz.

14 Milk

Oz.

10
Pulses 3 Sugar and jaggery 2

Greea leafy vegetables

.

4 Vegetable oil, ghee, etc 2

Root vegetables 3 Fish and meat 3
Other vegetables 3 No
Fruits 3 Eggs 1

Protective Foods

3. Tihe term ‘‘ protective foods, coined some years ago by Pro-

fessor McCollum of John’s Hopkins University, is now familiar to

the educated public. We can summarize modern ideas about die-

tary requirements by saying that human diets must contain pro-

tective foods in sufficient quantities. A diet largely composed of

cereals does not contain enough of the nutrients required for health

and needs to be^ supplemented by other foods to make good its defi-

ciencies in respect of proteins, fat, vitamins and mineral salts.

These include milk and milk products, meat, fish, eggs, pulses,

vegetables and fruits In brief, the problem of improving the diet

of the people and the problem of providing more protective foods

are identical, or very nearly so. The conception of protective foods

IS a simple one and appeals to the public mind, but underlying it

there is a solid scientific foundation.

The present position in India

4^ To what extent does the population suffer from under- and
malnutrition? There i^ a distinction between these terms. In
the strict sense under-nutrition means insufficient food, while

malnutrition implies the wrong sort of food. It is clear, however,

that an under-nourished individual will almost invariably be

mal-nourished also, since he will not obtain enough of the various'

food constituents needed for health. On the other hand, an

ill-balanced diet may be sufficient in quantity and yet lead to

malnutrition because of its qualitative defects. In practice under-

nutrition and malnutrition usually co-exist and the term

malnutrition is often u^ed with reference to general inadequacy

of the diet in both the quantitative and qualitative sense.

A large proportion of the population consumes a diet which

fails to conform with the standards put forward by nutrition work-

ers, i.e., which does not contain protective foods in sufficient

amounts. Among the poor sections of the community, both urban

and rural, there is much under-nutrition as well as malnutrition.

We shall not attempt to assess the proportion of the population

which, in normal times, does not get enough to eat; it has been

estimated by certain authorities at 30 per cent. Light ha^ heen

K Nutrition Advisory CoDomittee, Indien Eesearcli Fund Association,

March 1944.
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thrown on the nature of the diets consumed in various parts of

India, and their adequacy or otherwise in the quantitative and

qualitative sense, by a senes of diet s'urveys carried out within

recent yeais by nutrition research workeis Here we shall quote

once more from the Nutrition Advisory Committee

:

Some 100 suiveys have already been earned out. In a typical

survey a quantitative investigation is made of all the foods consumed*

by a simple group of 15-30 families m a given area for a period of lO-BQ

days Intake of the various foods per adult man or consumption unit

IS worked out and the composition of the diet in terms of food factors,

i.e
,
piotem, mineral salts, vitamms. etc., is calculated Surveys

have sometimes been repeated on the same area at different seasons

It IS to be observed that while there is mevitably a consideiabie » argm
of error in diet surveys, because of the circumstances in which they

are made and for numerous other reasons, they provide the most
satisfactoiy means of obtaining a true picture of dietaiy habits and

mfoimation about dietaiy defects

It has been found, in suiveys of typical urban and rural groups,

that the caloiie intake of some 30 per cent of families is below require-

ments and that even when the diet is quantitatively adequate it is

almost invariably ill-balanced, containing a pieponderance of cereals

and insufficient protective foods of higher nutritive value Intake

of milk, pulses, meat, fish, vegetables and fruit is generally insufficient.

In terms of food factors, the most important deficiencies are

those of proteins of high biological value, fat, vitamin A and carotene,

vitamins of the B group, and calcium. Intake of vitamm C is

generally low Theie is also a deficiency of vitamm D in the diet

which may lead to rachitic diseases when this vitamm is not obtamed
in sufficient quantities by the action of sunlight on the skm. Evidence
from the chmeal side regarding the incidence and pievalence of

deficiency diseases in general supports these conclusions

The diet of the poor rice-eater is very much the same all over

India* In addition io his staple cereal he consumes only small
quantities^ of pulses and vegetables. Intake of pulses is from 0*5

to 1 5 ounces daily
,
of non-leafy vegetables, 2 to 6 ounces

;
of vege-

table oil, less than 1 ounce. Consumption of meat, fish and eggs
taken together does not often exceed 1,5 ounces daily and as a rule
less than this amount is taken. Leafy vegetables are eaten in toall
quantities while the consumption of milk is negligible. Fruit is a
rare ingredient m the diet. Millet diets are in general similar
to rice diets except that millet replaces rice as the main ingredient*
The wheat-eater’s diet usually contains more milk than that of the
rice or millet-eater, since milk production is higher in the wheat-
eating parts of India than elsewhere, and his intake of pulses also
tends to be greater. An adequate intake of milk is, however, by
no means universal in wheat-eating areas. In their content of other
protective foods, wheat diets resemble rice and millet diets.

If typical Indian diets, as described above, are contrasted with
the balanced diet shown in the table in paragraph 2 above, it will
at once be seen that the former contain insufficient protective foods.
It will, of course, be understood lhat we are concerned here with
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croad generalizations and aie ignoring tlie very considerable varia-

tions m tJie intake oi certain non-cereal toods, e.g.^ iish and vege-

tables, wJbLicii exist in diHerent parts oi tiie country, llie inaae-

quac^ oi tiie present consumption oi piotective iooas can be illus-

trated by quoting an estimate made by tiie imperial Council oi

Agricultural Kesearcli oi tiie percentage increase in tike pi educ-

tion 9i various toods required to provide ‘‘ a suitably balanced

diet in minimum quantity ior tlie 4UU million people oi inaia :
—

Cereals by 10 per cent. V'^egetabies by 100 pei cent.

Pulses by 20 per cent. Milk by dOO per cent.

Fats and oils by 250 Fisk and eggs by dOO pei

per cent. cent. ^

Fruits by 50 per cent

Food and Health

5. Tke United Nations Conference on Food and Agriculture

pointed out tkat faulty diet leads to impaired physical develop-

ment^ ill-kealtk and untimely death/’ and drew attention to possi-

bility of raising general levels of health by means of diet. The
Nutrition Advisory Committee (March 1944) made the following

comments on these subjects:—
The ill effects of faulty and msufficient diet are manifold. The

infant, maternal and general mortality rates m India are high, and
the expectation of life is low. ^ Among the causes of ili-healtk and
disease and death are contaminated water supplies, lack oi sanitation,

bad housmg, mosqmtoes and Hies which carry disease, and mal-
nutrition There is no doubt that malnutrition occupies a very
prominent position m this group of evil and lethal agents.

(a) Emphasis may be laid on the high mortality rates among
infants, and young children, and among women m the chiid-bearmg
period The general experience of those concerned with infant wel-

fare work supports the view that much sickness and mortality among
infants are due to the faulty feeding of mother and child The infant

mortality rate for India m 1941 was reported as 158 per thousand
live births, while in certam urban areas the rate reached 250 per
mille. In the same year the infant mortality rate in England was
59 per miUe. In India infant deaths amount to some 24 per cent of

all deaths, while m England in 1936 they amounted to only 7 per
cent of all deaths.

(6) Perhaps even more significant is the high death rato

during the early years of childhood About haK the mortality recorded
in India in any given area occurs in children under 10 years, the
corresponding figure for England being about 10 per cent. The pre-

school child, i.e., the child aged 1-5, probably suffers more severely

^ Memorandum on the Development of Agriculture and Animal Husban-
dry in India, by Imperial Council of Agricultural Kesearch, 1944,

® The following figures of expectation of life at birth (males) are taken from
the ** Health Atlas ” published by the Government of India (Department of
Education, Health and Lands) ;

—

Years.

NTew Zealand {19E1) . 65
Sweden (1901-35) . . 63
England and Wales
(1930-32) 59

Years.

France (1931-33) 54
Japan (1926-30) . 46
British India (1921-30). 26
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irom mainutiition than any other group in the population, and thd

mortality m tins group is exceptionally high. Ine percetnage ot all

mortality occurring m the age groups i—5 and 6—10 is 19 4 and 5 6

per cent, respectively, as compaiecl with 2 I and 1 1 per cent m
iilngland Wnen bieast teedmg has ceased, children of the poorer

classes cannot be supphed with milk iiom animals as a substitute and
are usually fed on an ili-balanced diet consistmg of rice or another

cereal, with a few vegetables. Their development is impaired and
resistance to such diseases as bioncho-pneumoma and dysentery

—

among the most impoitant causes of death m this group—is reduced.

(c) The female death late during the reproductive period

(15 to 45) IS higher than the male, and the excess is largely due to

mortality from child-beaimg The vital statistics of England do not

reveal a similar tiend Estimates of maternal mortality m various

parts of India vary fiom 16 to 24 per thousand live births, a very

high rate The anaemias of pregnancy, unquestionably associated

wich mainutiition, aie an important cause of maternal deaths.

Thither, lesistance to puerpeial sepsis, the principal recorded cause

of maternal mortality, is often reduced by co-existent anaemia.

(d) Specific food deficiency diseases, i e., diseases which are

due to insutticiency of some food factor or factors in the diet and
which can be prevented or cured by making good the deficiency—are

m themselves a serious pubhc health problem The most important
are perhaps beriberi, keiatomaiacia, rickets, and osteomalacia, ciimcal

conditions associated with iibofiavm deficiency, and goitre. Mention
must also be made of various forms of anaemia, which are associated

with biood-destroymg diseases such as malaria and hookworm and
also With malnutrition Nutritional oedema is frequently seen among
ili-nourished children and adults In addition to well-recognized

deficiency diseases, theie are numerous other diseases m the causation

of which nutritional factors are concerned. These mclude epidemic
dropsy, peptic ulcer, lathyrism, flurosis, various forms of cirrhosis of

the hver, urinary hthiasis, diabetes, tropical ulcer, eclampsia, sprue,

and certam kmds of chronic diarrhoea, various eye and skm conditions,

etc. Further research is needed to elucidate the part played by faulty
diet in the causation of these diseases and of numerous other diseases
of unknown etiology which are commonly seen m hospitals and out-
patient departments.

(e) The general efiect of malnutrition in lowering resistance
to microbic and parasitic disease must also be emphasized. Experience
gamed m times of famine amply demonstrates its importance. Atten-
tion IS especially drawn to the association between malnutrition and
tuberculosis, a disease which is steadily mcreasing m prevalence. It
is generally recognized that resistance to tubercular infection is

decreased by diet deficiency.

The modem pubhc health movement is not concerned
solely with the prevention of disease. It has the broader aim of
creating an environment in which each individual can develop his
potentialities fully and completely. This is particularly true as
regards nutrition. Malnutrition produces states of ill-health and
lowered physical efficiency, short of actual disease which aie perhaps
more important, because more widespread, than disease itself

Numerous investigations among school children in India have shown
that a large percentage of children are in a poor state of nutrition,
with consequent impairment of physical and mental growth. Again,
in the adult population the ill-eSects of malnutrition are yddely evident

[ 109 ]
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in the shape oi a iow level oi geneial health and reduced capacixy loi

work On the other side, the sinking improvement m the conaition

oi army leciuits which takes place alter a few months oi abundant
and satisfactoiy feeding is highly signihcant.

The positive aspects of the campaign for impioved nutation

must be stiongly emphasized TTeedom from disease is one thing,

abundant health is anothei The goal to be aimed at is the creation

pf a healthy and vigorous population

We may draw special attenlioii to the final paragraph about the

attainment of good health and physical fitness by means of good
nutrition. The raising of health standards must be given a pio-

minent position in plans for the future development of India and
the improvement ot nutiiaon is an ess'ential part of the public

health programme.

6. In other parts of our repoit we have discussed the question

whether there has been a deterioration in nutrition and physique

dniiug recent decades and have pointed out that no conclusion can

be reached on this point because of the lack of past records. If^

ior example, satisfactory data about the average height, weight,

etc , of sections of the population, collected in 1920 or 1900, were

available, these could be compaied with similar data obtainable at

the present time. It is important that any changes in the physical

deveiopment of the population which may occur in the future should

be carefully matched and recoided. The precis^e methods by wuich
this can ehectively be done may be left for the consideration of

public health workers, nutrition workers and statisticians. It would
seem perfectly feasible to obtain accurate physical records of such
groups as students, labourers, school children, new-born infants,

etc
,
in various parts of the country and tabulate these for future

comparison. Actually a good deal of anthropometric data has

been collected during recent years by research workers, school

medical officers, university authorities, etc., which would probably

be of value for Ihe purpose in question. In several western coun-
tries fairly accurate information about the trend of national

physical deveiopment during the last 5(J years oi more is available

—in general it may be lemarked, a steady improvement m deve-

lopment has been manifest. We feel it is desirable that India

should possess similar records^ and recommend that appropriate

action in the matter should he taken under the guidance of public

health authorities.

Ecokomic Aspects of ‘FxiTEiTioisr

7. We have referred to the shortage of protective foods in India.

Equally important is the fact that a large percentage of the popu-
lation could not afford a diet containing such foods in sufficient

amounts, even if adequate supplies were available. A good well-

balanced diet costs more than a poor diet which contains little else

besides cereals, ’ ae protective foods—milk, meat, etc.—are in

general more exp..xisive than the energy yielding foods, e.g.,

cereals and tubers. To put it in another way, a unit of money spent
on the latter gives the purchaser a larger return of calories than
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the s'ame sum spent on the former. The poor man is forced, in

order to satisfy hunger, to depend largely on the cheaper kinds of

foods Economic and diet surveys have shown that in India, as in

other countiies, the consumption of protective foods' rises with

increasing income, with a corresponding decrease in the percentage

of caloiies obtained from cereals Lack of purchasing power is

thus a most important, perhaps the most important, cause of.

malnutrition

We may illustrate this point as follows Before the war it was
leekoned that the cost of a well-balanced diet^ containing enough
protective foods, was about Rs 5 per adult per month—^that is to

say, Rs 20 for a family containing the equivalent of 4 adult males.

The cost of an ill-balanced diet, mainly composed of rice or another

cereal and sufficient in quantity but defective in quality, was about

10 foi a family of tbe same size Among tbe urban poor 50 to

60 per cent of total income was spent on food, the percentage so

spent decreasing with increasing income Unskilled urban workers

often earned Rs. 10 a month or less To assess the real income of

agricultural families is a difficult matter, since for the most part

stich families do not live on a cash basis. We may, however, quote

with reserve ‘"ome estimates which have been made of family income
in ccriain rural groups The average total annual income of cul-

tivating famdies in Bengal was estimated at Es. 225 by the Eloud
Commission^ and at Es 150 by Azizul Haque^. The same
figures for gioups of poor rural families in Madras ^ and the

Kangia Yalley, Puniab^, were Es. 100 and Rs 125 respectively.

In a rural area in Mysore an economic enquiry covering 11,142'

families was earned out in 1935 ^ Of these families more than

half had an income of Es. 10 to Es 15 per family per month or

less

Little reliance can perhaps be placed on estimates of national

per capita income because the basic data necessary for such cal-

culations are not fullv available One estimate may, however, he

quoted, that of Dr. Y K R. Y. Rao, who gives a figure of Rs. 65

with an error of 6 per cent . for annual per capita income in British

India ® His estimate is somewhat higher than those made by
various other investigators.

Such figures, approximate and open to criticism though they may
be, serve to indicate the gulf between possible and desirable ex-

penditure on food. The simple fact is that a well-balanced and

satisfactory diet is beyond the means of a large section of the

population. At the present time the price of cereals is well above

Report of theXstnd Revenue Commission, Bengal, Vol. 1, 1940.

® The Man Behind the Plough, 1939.

3 Aykroyd; W. B. And Knshnan, B.-G,—Indian tFournal of Medical Researeh,
1937. 9 s 66B: - . •

,

'

* Punjab Public BEealth Department, An Inquiry mto Diets, State of
Nutrition and Factors Associated therewith, in relation to heahh m the Kanrra
Valley, Punjab, 1939

® Hand-book of the Rural Welfare Centre, 1939, Ciosepet, MysoTfi

® National Tnoome of British India (19Sl*-82b 1940,
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pre-war levels and that of protective foods is abnormally hi^h.

Wage levels, both agricultural and industrial, have risen, but
scarcely to such an extent as to compensate for the increased price

of foods. No studies have been made of the existing relation

between the two They would probably show that at present prices

a larger proportion of the population than before the war cannot
afford a nutritious diet.

8 We shall refer later to Specific measures for providing certain

vulnerable sections of the population—infants, children and expect-

ant and nursing mothers—^with additional protective foods. Such
measures may be of great value, but the fact must be faced that the

problem of malnutrition cannot be solved merely by a redistribution

of available food supplies. The improvement of the diet of the

people ’’ cannot be achieved without a great increase in the pro-

duction of protective foods and a simultaneous increase in purcha-

sing power. The inclusion of this item in our terms of reference

extends those terms to cover the whole field of asrricultural and
economic development.

Summary of Conclusions

9. The main conclusions of this chapter may be summarised as

follows :
—

(i) Among the poor sections of the community in India, both

iu‘baii and rural, there is much under-nutrition as well as mal
nuh*ition. It has been estimated, by certain authorities, that 30

per cent of the population in normal times do not get enough to

eat. Further, a large proportion of the population of India con

sumes a diet which does not contain protective foods in sufficient

amounts

(ii) Much ill-health, disease and mortality in India, parti-

cularly among infants, children and women in the child-bearing

period, are due to malnutrition. Diseases caused by or associated

with insufficiency of some food factor or factors in the diet are of

common occurrence. The improvement of nutrition is, therefore,

an essential part of the public health programme in India.

(iii) Steps should be taken to collect satisfactory records of

standards of nutrition and physical development, with the object

of obtaining a clear picture of their general trend from decade to

decade in the future.

(iv) A well balanced and satisfactory diet is beyond the means
of large sections of the population. The poor man is forced, in

order to satisfy hunger, to depend largely on the cheaper kinds of

food The lack of purcha^ng power is thus a most important,

perhaps the most important, cause of malnutrition.

(v) The improvement of the diet of the people cannot be

achieved without a great increase in the production of* protective

foods and simultaneous increase in purchasing power.
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In the first part of this report we have dealt with the existing

food situation, the existing system of food administration, and the

results of the Grow More Food campaign, showing that the major
part of the increase in cereal production has heen an increase in the
production of millets. In the preceding two chapters of this part
we have discussed the growth of population and its bearing on food
supply and have attempted to define the problem of nutrition. The
results of our examination of the present position may be briefly

recapitulated. The diet of the greater part of the population is

unbalanced and does not provide in sufficient quantities the nutri-

ents which are necessary for health, or, in other words, does not
contain enough protective foods. Within this majority group, there
IS a considerable section, perhaps amounting to 30 per cent of the
whole poiiulation, which does not get enough to eat—i e

,
is short

of both energy-yielding and protective foods It has also been
shown that the poorer classes, both urban and rural, cannot afford
to purchase a balanced diet even if protective foods were available
in sufficient quantities There is evidence of increasing pressure of

population on existing land resources in various parts of the country,
and the population is lihely to increase by 100 millions in the next
25 years. At present the most widely consumed cereal, rice, is in
short sl.ipply and the production of all protective foods—pulses,
milk, meat, fish, fruits and vegetables—is quite insufficient. To
offset this piehire of the present state of affair^, there are abundant
opportunities for development in agriculture and other spheres
which the growth of scientific knowledge and technology has opened
up Throughout our report vstrong emphasis is laid on these op-
portunities and we consider that the resources of India both agri-

cultural and industrial, are, if vigorously developed, such as to

remove any future threat of famine and decisively raise standards
of living and nutrition.

We must now consider the food policy, in a broad sense of the
term, which should be followed in pressing towards this great
objective. In this central chapter, which is linked with both the
preceding and following parts of the report, we shall discuss the
general lines of such a policy.

State Eeseonsibility

2. The Slate should recognize its ultimate responsibility to
provide enough food for all. We enunciate this here as a broad
principle, the implications of which emerge from the report as a
whole In India the problems of food supply and nutrition are
fundamental and must at all times be one of the primary concerns
of Central, Provincial and State Governments. It is abui^dantiy
clear that a policv of laissez faire in the matter of food supply and
distribution can lead nowhere and would probablv end in catas-
ti'ophe. All the resources of Government must be brought to bear

imq
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in order to acliieve the end m view. In putting forward tlie princi-

ple of State 1 esponsibility for tke feeding of tlie people we are in

line witt. tlie United Nations Conference on Food and Agriculture,

to whose repoit the Government of India is a signatory.

Recommendation III of the Conference reads as follows.

—

That the governments and authorities here represented

—

(a) Immediately undertake the task of increasing the food
resources and improving the diets of their people in accordance with
the principles and objectives outlined m the findings of the Confer-
ence, and declare to their respective peoples and to other governments
and authorities here represented their intention of so doing

Governments in India have within the last 100 years accepted the

duty of preventing widespread death from famine, witness the

Famine Code elaborated in the second half of the nineteenth cen-

tuiy. The further obligation of taking' every possible step^ not

only to prevent starvation, but to improve nutrition and create a

healthy and vigorous population, has not yet been fully recognized

and accepted.

In times of emergency, such as the present, the satisfactory

distribution of available food supplies is an essential task which
must be undertaken by governments. In our earlier report on the

Bengal famine and in Chapter III of Part I of this report we have
dealt with this question in detail. In such times the surplus food

grown by the producer should, after his needs have been satisfied,

be regarded as the property of the community for which he is en-

titled only to a reasonable return. This principle underlies the

]>rocurement operations undertaken during the war by the Provin

cial and State Governments In an emergency, rationing on a wide

scale is also necessary to ensure equitable distribution The need for

these emergency measures will no doubt disappear as the food situa-

tion improves, but Governments must be readv to put them into

force should there be any recurrence of a similar situation in the

future. We may express here our faith that such a recurrence will

not take place
;
it is, in fact, one of our main duties as a Commission

to consider ways and means of making it impossible

The Peoduction of Ceeeals

3. Cereals are the basic food of the people of India and the food

situation which has arisen during the war has emphasized their

importance. The BasioPlan was'in the first place concerned only

with cereals, being extended later to pulses. As regards two major
cereals!,, wheat and' millets, before the -war, India was ^elf-sufficient

at the prevailing- levels of intake. jHillets are largely consumed
where they -are grown and there were no imports or exports. In
normal times the -annual exportable surplus of wheat was of the

order of -200.ffi)0 tons^ The supplied of rice grown in the country,

pn.the other band, did not meet requirements, and the annual

deficit. * as indicated by the import* figures; was about 1,750,000

tons. India was thus normallv self-sufficient in* wheat but not in

rice, the deficiency of the latter being made up previous to 1943,
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by imports from Burma. The most important deficit provinces and

states are deficit m rice. These aie- the provinces of Bombay,

Madras, Bengal, the United Provinces and Bihar and the states

of Travancoie and Cochin.

The gap caused by the cessation of rice imports has been partially

filled by imports of wheat, but the latter have not been sufficient to

make up for the over-all deficiency in cereals, as estimated under

the Basic Plan. The cereal consumption of the rice-eating provinces

has fallen Attempts have been made to increase the consumption

of alternative cereals in such areas, but these have achieved only

limited success Some well-to-do nce-eaters may take wheat as a

paitial substitute for rice and a proportion of poor nce-eaters may
be leady to consume millets if need arises. But the gieat bulk of

the rice-eating population cannot turn to wheat as their staple food

,

nor IS it piacticable that they should The rice-producing areas in

Bengal, Madras and vaiious other provinces are unfitted to produce

any other ceieal besides rice In general, therefore, rice-eating pro-

\in(‘es must remain rice-eating pi evinces.

It is difficult to make a quantitotiva estimate of the future

requirements of rice oi indeed of any other food in relation to

existing supply, since the latter is not accurately known, and
allowance must be made for the fact that the intake of a consi-

derable section of the people is below physiological requirements,

and for the increase in the number of consumers with the growth
of population Accoiding to the available figures total average
annual rice supplies (production in India plus net imports) weie
27 4 million tons during the five years ending 1938-39. At the

same level of consumption, allowing for an annual inciease in

population of 1 per cent, requirements in 1944-45 would be

increased by 6 per cent, that is, they become 29 million tons. To
allow for under-consumption on the part of a proportion of rice-

eaters, we may make an arbitiary addition of one million tons,

and estimate requirements in 1944^5 at 30 million tons. During
the next 15 5^ears, assuming that the population continues to

grow at the same rate, and the proportion of rice-eaters in the

population remains constant, requirements vill increase by 15 per
cent, and this means a requirement in 1960 of 34*5 million tons
at a satisfactory level of intake. Annual supply at that date

must be greater than the average annual production for the five

vears ending 1938-39, 25 *8 million tons, by a third or rather more
than 8 million tons.

While we are fully aware that this estimate is open to criti-

cism in many respects, the point we wish to emphasize is that

future i^elf-sufficiency in rice involves a very substantial increase

in supply. Can this increase be achieved? The area under rice

has increased during the,war This has been dne mainly to two
factors, first, a decrease in the area un<ler jute and a correspond-

ing increase in the area under rice; secondly, the bringing of

marginal lands under rice cultivation owing to high prices. The
first factor will cease to operate after the war. The extent to
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wliicli tte second will continue to operate will depend upon the
level of rice prices. The area of marginal land» however, is

relatively not very large, and it is unlikely that the contri-

bution of this source to the post-war production will exceed a few
hundred thousands of tons.

4. The irrigation schemes which the Madras Government
propose to carry out, will produce an additional 900,000 tons of

rice.^ In Sind the construction of the two additional barrages

on the Indus will probably lead to an increase in rice production

of between 400,000 and 500,000 tons. The irrigation schemes

under consideration in Bengal will, if carried out, increase rice

production in the western part of the province but no estimate

can be framed of this increase. The total increase in produc-

tion due to irrigation may be in the region of, say, 1,500,000 tons,

which is, of course, a very rough estimate. It will be several years,

at least ten, before the^e large irrigation schemes come into opera-

tion. The development of large-scale irrigation schemes, which

depends on the policy and action of governments, is a certain

means of increasing rice production. The possibilities of land

reclamation on a large scale are more difficult to assess, since it

is only recentlv that thev have begun to be explored They are

to a considerable extent dependent on the success of anti-malarial

meavsures. Mention may be made of three proposed schemes

which, if successful, would bring considerable areas of land under

cultivation and add to rice production; one of these is in the Terai

tract of the United Provinces and the other two in Madras, in the

Wvnaad in the Malabar district and the Araku Yalley in the

Yizagapatam district.

5. It is of the greatest importance that irrigation and land

reclamation schemes should be vigorously pushed forward. But

it is clear that the potential increase in production from these

sources cannot fully meet future requirements and that strong

emphasis must be placed on increased yields from land already

under cultivation, as the foremost means of meeting these require-

ments. ^ It has been estimated that rice yields can he increased

bv 30 per cent, viz , 5 per cent by improved varieties, 20 per cent

by increased manuring, and 5 per cent by protection from nests

and diseases. This has been described as a conservative estimate

and it has been said that 50 per cent increase can be achieved

without difficulty, that is. 10 per cent by improved varieties and

40 per cent bv manure. These are theoretical possibilities. Can

they be translated into practical possibilities?

The conclusion is that the possibility of increasing supplies

of rice to the e^d^ent necessary to meet future requirements

largely dependent on a great increase in the supply of fertilizers.

I'tt is estimated that the Godavari Reservoir scheme, which has been

included in the Madras GovernmenUs first five years plan of post-war

striction,. and will cost Rs 60 crores, will result in the production of about

600,000 tons of rice annually, ie., a quantity approximately equivalent to the

pre-war import of Burma rice into South India.
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It kas been remarked tkat fertilizers may be of little value in

tke absence of an adequate water supply, but tkis point is irrele-

vant in tke case of rice lands, for rice can only be grown on land
sufficiently supplied witk water. In tke ckapter on manures we
kave pointed out some of tke difficulties to be overcome in obtain-

ing a large increase in tke use of manures It kas been
estimated by Dr. Burns tkat in order to increase tke outturn of

nee by 20 per cent, tke following tonnages would be required:—
Manure, Tons, Manure Tons,

Oil cake . . . . 3,062.000
Bone meal 3,815,000
Sulphate of ammonia. 763,000

Farm yard manure or

compost . . . 30,520,000
Green manure . . 21,800,000

Tkese quantities are very large in relation to present supplies
and illustrate tke scale of tke effort required to bring about a

substantial increase in rice yields by means of fertilizers.

6. Witk regard to wkeat and millets, tke position is more
favourable tkan in tke case of rice. Tkere was a small exportable
surplus of wkeat before tke war. Adopting approximately tke
same metkod of calculation as tkat followed above for rice, we
may assess wkeat requirements in 1960 at about 12 million tons
as against tke present yield of about 10 million tons annually.
Irrigation is tke most important means of increasing- tke produc-
tion of wkeat; a well-irrigated wkeat field may give double tke
yield of an immigatecl field Manuring is also important, but
water comes first Hence it is mainly to tke development of

irrigation tkat we must look to increased supplies of wkeat to meet
future requirements.

Tke area under tke two principal millets, jowar and bajra,
kas increased considerably during tke war as a result of tke
decrease in area under cotton. Tkere kas been a substantial rise

in tke production of bajra (from 2 • 6 million tons in 1938-39 to 3 * 7
million tons in 1943-44) but tkat of jowar kas remained stationary,
probably because of unfavourable climatic conditions. Presum-
ably the land turned over to jowar and bajra during tke war
will again be put under cotton in tke post-war period, so tkat
the area under tkese millets will return to its former dimensions.
Tke pre-war annual production was about 9 million touvs, repre-
senting self-sufficiency witk tke proviso that some millet-eaters

were under-fed Tkis means a requirement of about 11 -25

million tons in 1960. A similar order of increase will be called
for in tke case of other millets, suck as ragi.

Jowar is grown in areas of relatively low rainfall. Very
targe increases in yield can" be obtained by irrigation : dry crop
vields range from 300’ to 700 lbs. per acre, wberea-s yields 'from
irrigated land may be as high aS 1,200 to 1,500 lbs. Generally
speaking, however, jowar is grown on areas in which irrigation

1$ difficult because of climatic conditions and pkysiograpkical

^ Chapter JT of Bart IT.
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characteristics, and will lemain difficult. It is therefore un-

likely that irrigation will play an important part in increasing

the production of jowar and reliance must mainly be placed on

the development of efficient dry faiming methods, which include

contour bunding for the conservation of rainfall. We place

special emphasis on the latter. Manuring can also play an im-

poitant part. According to an estimate made by Dr, Burns, an

increase of the order of 20 per cent is possible by the application

of various dry farming methods including the use of fertilizeis

Bajra is generally speaking grown on soil which is poorer

than that under 30war and which leceives a smaller lainfall.

Dr Burns considers that it should be possible to increase the

average yield of bajra from 320 to 400 lbs. per acre, that is, by

23 per cent by the use of more efficient dry farming methods

7. We consider that self-sufficiency in cereals, at a satisfac-

tory level of intake, should be one of the cardinal aims of food and

agricultural policy. It is, of course, obvious that requirements

of cereals are related to the supply of non-cereal foods, and that

if the production of the latter is increased the demand for cereals

will be correspondingly i educed In putting forward this

objective in regard to cereals, we do not, however, propose that

the producer should be compelled to grow cereals in preference

to other food or non-food crops except in an emergency, such as

that created by the present war. We do not consider it necessary

or desirable that an uneconomical diversion of cultivation from

non-cereal crops to cereal crops should be compulsorily effected

for the purpose of achieving self-sufficieucy in cereals

It is clear that so long as the amount of cereals ncaded for

consumption exceeds the production within the country, supplies

from abroad will be necessary. How long the need for imports

will persist depends on the progress towards increased yields

achieved by the various methods we have discussed We do uot

under-estimate the difficulties; in fact we insist, here as often

elsewhere in our report, that an enormous and untiring effort is

necessary to attain the end in view. But such an effort can and

must be made.

Pbice Conteol.

8 If agriculture is to develop and the agriculturist to prosper,

the latter must be assured of a satisfactory price for the cereals

he produces. The State must therefore determine from time to

time the minimum prices of rice and wheat which are fair to the

producer, and maximum prices fair to the consumer, and ensure

that prevailing prices fall within this range- This sublet is

discussed in Chapter VI of Tart I as well as in Chapter II of

Part IV. If the ^prices- of wheat and rice are controlled at Satis-

factory levels, i;hose of other cereals are likely to follow the same

trend,

Stttaents of economies all over the world are generally agreed

tbat a fair return to the cultivator is one of the foundations, not

Cimi
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only ot agiicultiual piosperity, but geueial prospeiity also

piesent wozld siiortage oi iood may appear to render any precipi-

tate tail in agiiculturai prices unlikely tor some years to come,

but woiid lecoveiy may be more rapid tiian is generally antici-

pated and It is impossible to predict tiie course oi events. Any
repetition of the agricultural slump of the thirties would be

disastrous to India and might bring progiess to a standstill. We
ourselves lay strong emphasis on tnis aspect of food policy.

SUFPLEMENTAHY AND PROTECTIVE FoODS

9. It is unnecessary to repeat that a diet largely composed of

wheat, rice, millet or any other cereal is an ill-balanced diet.

While we have stressed the impoitance of increasing cereal

production, it is clear that this will not improve the diet of the

people in respect of quality. In the chapter on nutrition ‘ a

well-balanced diet for an adult male, drawn up by the Nutrition

Advisory Committee, is given
;
this diet contains 14 oz. of cereals

—

that IS, rather less than the standard at present adopted in food

aclministiation~and quantities of non-cereal foods greatly in

excess of existing intake. This diet was translated into terms of

over-all requirements by the Nutrition Advisory Committee and
the results are shown below. Allowance is made for the growth
of population, that is, the requirements as stated are those of 400
million adult males, or a population of 500 millions.

Est%mated annual requirements offoodstuffs for human consumption*

Million tons.

1 Cereals , . . .57
2 Pulses , r . . . . 12
3 Vegetables

—

(i) Green leafy . . . . . . . . 16

(n) Non-leafy including tubeious vege-
tables .... , 24

4 Pruitt , . 12
5 Sugar and jaggery . . . . . . 8
6 Fats (oils and ghee) • , . . , 8
7 Milk .. 46
8 Fish and meat . ..9*

• • • * • • • • 102,000 million eggs *

We may add some comments on production targets of this nature.
In the first place, they represent a very remote ideal. The
United Nations Oonfeience on Food and Agriculture recommended
that “ dietary standards or allo’R'ances based upon a scientific

assessment of the amounts and quality of foods, in terms of nutri-
ents, which promote health ” should be adopted as “ the ultimate
goal of food and nutrition policy,” but at the same time it

recognized that it would be necessary, in the poorer countries of
the world, to set up vntermediate objectives more easy of attainment,
which ” with the continued and expanding application of science
to the development of the world’s food resources, can be gradually
raised in the direction of the ultimate oFjeetive.” We are in
agreement with these views. The chief value of production

^ Chapter II of Part II.

X
that 30 per cent of the population is vegetarian and would notpartake of these foods.
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targets based on a scientibc assessment of nutritional require-

liitjxiib at tue liigiiebi ievei, ib liiai luey maicaie in a geneiai way

tlie direction in wkicJi progress snouid take place, and xiinb

provide guiding lines- ior looa and agricultural policy.

10. Tke production of one kind of food cannot be considered

apart liom tnat of otlier foods, i^'oi example, to inciease tlie

supply of milk, it is necessaiy to devote more land to fodder crops

and pasture, and tins may conflict witk projects for the greater

pjociuction of ceieals and pulses. Again, tlie requirements of tire

dilierent foods are influenced by the availability of otlier foods,

and in planning food production due weight must be given to the

intensity of the eftoit, immediate and remote, needed to extend

the production of the various foods. The Nutrition Advisory

Committee comments on this point as follows :
—

The fact that cereal requirements, as part of a programme which
calls for the production of ooher non-cereal foods far m excess of the

present level, are evaluated m this report at 14 oz., makes it essential

to emphasize strongly that 14 oz of cereals per day are adequate
only If the diet contains the other foods listed m Table II in sufficient

quantity. At present production of the lattei is highly msuthcient

and enormous ettort will be needed over a period of yeais to brmg it

to a position approachmg adequacy tSince the Committee are

informed that it is more immediately feasible to mcrease the produc-
tion of cereals than that of other foods up to the required standard,
emphasis must be laid on moie cereals as part of short-term production
policy. Jbhrther, there is a serious shortage of rice m the country
if requirements are assessed in terms of the demand of those who
prefer rice to other cereals.

11. Let us consider the production of supplementary foods in its

practical aspects. Tulses are an important ingredient in Indian
diets, since they supply protein and other nutiients. There are

coiibiUeiabie dmeienccb in the level of consumption in diiferent

parts of India; for example, in rice-eating areas in which pulses

are most needed to supplement the staple cereal, intake tends to

be smaller than in wheat-eating areas. If the present production

of pulses for human consumption is taken to be 7-5 million tons,

the figure put forward by the Nutrition Advisory Committee
represents an increase of 60 per cent as a long-term target. In
our report on Bengal we discussed the position in regard to pulses

and pointed out that at present there is a glut in some provinces
and a shortage in others, and that supply and demand appear to

be uncorreiated. The question of pulse production and supply,

in accordance with the needs and preferences of the different

provinces, requires detailed study, and that of increasiug yields

by the introduction of improved varieties, etc., demands the close

attention of agricultural research workers and departments. We
understand that work on pulses is included in the programme
of the Imperial Council of Agricultural Eesearch, Apart from
their nutritive value, pulses have an important part to play in

C120 3
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mamtammg tke fertility of the soil by adding to its nitrogen

content* ine whole subject is of very delinite importance in

connection with food policy.

Brief reference must be made here to soya-bean, the production

and popularization ol wliich in India, as a partial solution of tne

piobiein of nutrition, have oiten been strongly advocated, boya-

Dean, an important tood in Uiiina and Japan, is ricii in protioil

and iat and is a fugii-yielding crop. Prepared for consumption

in tlie same way as tne common pulses of India, it is somewhat

mpalatable, and in China and the Par Past geneially it is

usually consumed in the form of traditional preparations, e.g.,

sauces, made not in households but in special shops. Its paiata-

biiity can also be impioved by various methods of factory pro-

cessing, by which the unpleasant aromatic substances wnich it

contains are removed. It is clear tnat a very considerable effcort

would be needed to populaiize this unfamiiiai food in India.

The Nutrition Advisory Committee have carefully studied the

pros and co7is of the question, and, after a series of conjoint

investigations carried out in four diherent laboratories^ reached

the conclusion that the nutritive value of soya-bean, in com-

parison with that of other common Indian pulses, is not such as to

justify, from the standpoint of human nutiition, the immediate

encouragement of the production and consumption of soya-bean

on a Wide scale in India.’’

Soya-bean is, of course, a crop of considerable industrial

importance. It is a rich source of oil, which has many industrial

uses, and it also provides raw material for the manufacture of

plastics which are basic to many branches of modern industry.

In the United States soya-bean is widely cultivated as an indus-

trial crop. With the growth of industry in India its cultivation

for industrial purposes may be called for. Soya-bean flour

suitably processed in factories, produced, as in the United States

of America, as a by-product of the development of soya-bean culti-

vation for industrial uses, may be more acceptable and of higher
nutritive value than the untreated pulse. Soya-bean is a

leguminous crop of value as fodder and in the rotation of crops,

and the part it could play for these purposes in Indian agriculture

is worthy of investigation. With regard, however, to its use as a

substitute for common Indian pulses, cultivated, prepared, and
consumed in the same manner as such pulses, we are in agreement
with the findings of the Nutrition Advisory Committee.

12. Vegetables and fruits are discussed at length in a later

chapter. ^ A large increase in the supply of these foods is needed
and is perfectly feasible. We have emphasized the need for

greater production of vegetables, particularly green leafy vege-

tables, for local consumption. We also consider later^a group
of non-cereal foods, potatoes, sweet potatoes, tapioca, and plan-

tains, which have the characteristic of giving, a higher calorie

^ Chapter X of Part HE,
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)ieid pel unit aiea tiian cereals and pulses. These ioods aie
uencient in proiem and li tiiey aie laneju ab tne mam ingiecUent

m tne cliet pioiem iniane is seiiuusiy leauced. it is nut, oi

couise, tile cubioni in India to taiie poiaioes^ sweet potatoes, and
plantains as a staple aiticle ot diet, mougli m ceitain uieas at

ueicain seasons sweet potatoes aie widely consumed Tne conciu-

bion IS that, piovided supplies ot piotein tiom pulses and hsh can
be simultaneously inci eased, an increase in the production oi these

ioods has much to recommend it irom the standpoint oi iood and
agiicuitiiiai policy, with particuiai reieience to economj in the

use ol land, it would i educe tne demand loi ceieais and release

land ioi the production oi other ioods. As regards tapioca, the

position is more doubtiul, this loot, which is nighiy dehcient in

protein^ tends to be eaten as a staple lathei than as a supple-

mentaiy iood, replacing iice to an extent wdiich is nutiitionally

undesirable. This question is consideied m more detail in

Chapter IX of Tait liX.

13. Intake of fats and oils is at pieseni too low, and an
increase of the order ot 200 to 250 per cent has been recommended
on nutritional grounds. In most paits of India the chief source

oi iat in the diet is vegetable oil; milk fat {ghee) is consumed by
the poorer classes to some extent in certain pi evinces in INorthern

India, but elsewhere its consumption on the part of these classes

IS in general negligible. One part of vegetable oil is equivalent^

in calorie value, to about 2^ parts of cereal, so that an increased

supply of vegetable oils would have an appreciable ehect on cereal

requixements. "VVe have pointed out elsewhere the advantages ol

developing the oil-crushing industry, thereby obtaining more oil-

cake for cattle food and manure. An increased production of oil-

seeds, and their processing in India, would result in greater

supplies of oil for hxunan consumption, both in the form of the

oil itself, and as hydrogenated oil or vanaspati. While vanas'pati

or ^ vegetable ghee ^

is in certain respects inferior to animal ghee

in nutritive value, supplies of the latter are grossly deficient, and

we feel that the present policy of the Government of India of

encouraging the ^ayiaspaU industry is justified. It must be added

that in recommending the increased production -and consumption

of vegetable oil we are assuming that an all-round improvement

in the diet in other respects will take place simultaneously. There

are some scientific grounds for supposing that if the fat content

of a poor cereal diet is raised without other improvement in the

diet the result may be unsatisfactory from the standpoint of

nutrition. We recommend that this question should receive the

careful consideration of nutrition research workers.

14. Sugar, either refined or unrefined m the form of gur or

jaggery, is a food of importance in India, the production of which

has been greatly extended within recent years. While it is a

carbohydrate food, containing no protein or vitamins, it supplies

calories, and since there is much under-nutrition calories are

needed. Gur or- jaggery contains some mineral matter of

cm]
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nutritive value winch is absent Irom lefined sugar. The pieseut

per capita intake ot sugai in all iorms in India is mucii lower tiiaJi

peace-lime intaiie in mobt western countiies, and we deiieve tka^

Its piouuction and consumption can witn advantage be consiaer-

abiy incieased. fcJugai is, howevei, in no sense a ‘ protective
'

luoa, and in toimuiaiing agiicultuiai policy the gieater nutritive

value ol vaiious othei luods must be borne in mind.

15. The animal ioods, milK^ meat, nsh, and eggs, aie pionii-

nent in the group ot ‘ protective ’ ioods. hxpeiiments have snown
that milk is the best ot all supplements to ceieal diets, and the

improvement in the health ana development of Indian children

Which results irom the regular intake ot 8 to oz, oi milk daily,

has been repeatedly demonstrated We aie tully awaie ot these

tacts, as well as oi the importance ot cattle in taim economy, and
ot the advantages oi ‘ mixed tanning ' whereby milch cattle

contiibute munuie and add to the teitility ot the soil, ±Jut look-

ing at the piobhm lealistically, we cannot visualize an^
immediate possibility ot inci easing the pioduction ot milk to sucn
an extent that it can become a legulai aiticie oi diet consumed
in adequate quantities by the pooler classes in the gieater pait ot

India; very leluctantiy we conclude that the ideal set by nutiitiun

experts—half a pound ot milk or more daily for every child *n

the country—is nut a piacticable objective attainable within the

next few decades. Every elioit must, however, be made to

increase supplies of milk products, and we regard this as a most
important aspect of food policy. The moie milk the better, even
if all cannot be adequately supplied. Possibilities of developing
production vary in dilteient parts ot the couniiy and while eitorts

to increase supplies should be made everywhere, there aie unques-
tionably certain areas, e.g., Bengal, Bihai, Orissa, Cochin,

Travancore, and parts of Madias, which for a number of reasons

are less suited for such development than others. In such areas

there are other means of improving the diet to which special

attention must be given in planning food policy.

Impoits of dried separated milk can to some small extent make
up tor deficient supplies within the country. We consider that

the import of this valuable and relatively cheap protective food,

for distribution to children in schools, etc., is fully justified. The
manufacture of dried and condensed milk in the limited areas in

which the dairy industry is well-developed is also to be recom-
mended; such milk could supplement supplies in areas in which
milk is scarce.

16. The consumption of meat in India, as in most sub-tropical

and tropical countries, is low. We do not think it possible for

India to become a meat-eatmg country, in the sense that Northern
Europe and America are meat-eating countries, and feel that,

while some increase in supply is desirable, meat cannot be given

a prominent position in the production programme. The same
applies to eggs, an expensive article of diet beyond the means of

the poor in most parts of the world. Poultry farming on a

. [ 123 ]
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commeicial scale sliould be vigoiously developed in tke neigb-
bomiiood ol uiban centres^ ana tDe pioduction oi eggs botb lor

marketing and immediate consumption, as a subsiaiaiy village

occupation, must be included in tlie programme ot ruiai develop-
ment. biut tile kabitual consumption oi eggs on tbe pait oi tne

poor in urban and ruial aieas must be regained as a remote objec-

tive and otker methods ot improving the diet oi the population
are moie immediately ieasible. We have emphasized strongly

in Chapter XI oi Part III that the supply oi hsn can and should

be greatly inci eased and have pointed out that ^ the development
ot sea, estuarine and inland fisheiies is one oi the most promising
means oi improving the diet oi the people.' I'lsh is not equivalent

to milk in nutritive value, but has some oi the useful dietary

properties of the former, i.e., it is a good source of protein. In
many parts of the country fish should become the main protective

food oi animal origin in the diet of the masses.

17. The food production policy which we suggest can be

summed up as follows, yeli-suihciency in cereals, the basic food

of the country, should be a main objective. To balance cereals, it

IS essential to increase the production of pulses, fish, vegetable

oils, vegetables and fruits. Certain highly productive foods, not-

ably potatoes, sweet potatoes, and plantains, should be grown in

greater quantities to relieve pressure on land and add to the total

ftupply oi calories. Supplies of milk and eggs should be increased

as tar as possible If these objectives can be achieved, the

national diet will be a reasonably satisfactory diet, compatible

with much higher levels of health and physical development than

those at present existing, even if milk, eggs and meat -enter

sparingly into the diet of the bulk of the population in many parts

of the country. It may be added that wa have attempted here to

define only the broad lines of food production policy. The
approach must differ in some respects in different provinces and

be modified to some extent in accordance with experience and

achievement. The basic principle is the development and adjust-

ment of agricultural production to meet nutritional requirements.

Improving the Diet op ceetain groups in the population

18. We have considered this question in Chapter XII of

Part III in which stress is laid on the development of schemes for

providing a midday meal to children in Schools. Other groups

whose diet requires special attention are infants, pre-school chil-

dren and expectant and nursing mothers. Special measures to

safeguard the nutrition of vulnerable groups were recom-

mended by the United Nations Conference on Pood and Agri-

culture. We endorse this recommendation and regard such

measured as an important part of State food and nutrition policy*

In Chapter XII of Part III we have also discussed other matters

which have a bearing on such policy, including the encourage-

ment of nutrition research, the organization of practical nutrition

work, the education of the public about diet, the milling of cereals,

food industry, vitamin pills and concentrates, food yeast, and

food standards and food control.

[1211
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The Eeorganization oe AGBicuHTcrKSi

19. Tile discovery of improved farming metiiod^ is of little

value unless the cultivator can make use of them. The production

programme which we have outlined depends for its execution, on

the labours of millions of cultivators, large and small, and unless

they can benefit from the resources made available by science,

progress will be impossible. Accordingly, we have devoted consi-

derable attention to questions of land tenure, rent, co-operation,

and agricultuial economy generally. The investigation of such

problems, and their solution where they stand in the way of

increased food production, is a vital aspect of food policy.

The Development op Industky

20. Improvement in diet and a use m the standard of living

are very nearly equivalent objectives. In order to increase agri-

cultural pioduction and improve the national diet, simultaneous

industrial development to augment the total wealth of the country

IS essential. The giowth of industry will itself help to solve some

of the most thorny problems of village economy, such as excessive

population pressure on land, rural unemployment, etc. There can

be no qiie^ion that India possesses great potentialities for indus-

trial development which have as yet been opened up only to a

small extent. Just as Governments should recognize their res-

ponsibility to provide food for all, so also they should recognize

the responsibility of developing economic resources to the fullest

extent. Sign^ of a new attitude towards this matter are visible

in the post-war reconstruction plans put forward by the Central

and Provincial Governments

21. For convenience we repeat below the main lines of our

proposed food policy:—
(i) Government responsibility for increasing food resources

and improving Ih© diet of the people.

(ii) Self-sufficiency in cereals.

(iii) Control of the price of cereals to ensure a reasonable

return to the cultivator.

(iv) Increased production of certain protective and supple-

mentary foods.

(v) The reorganization of agriculture.

(vi) The development of industry.

t0A
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PART III

Improvement of Food Production and Nutrition

CHAPTER I,—IRRIGATION

Among the measures that may be adopted for increasing the area

under cultivation and the yield of crops on land already under

cultivation, the first place must be assigned to works for the supply

and conservation of water We quote the following from the report

of the Irrigation Commission of 1901-03 :
—

Where, however, the annual rainfall is below 10 or 12 inches,

cultivation becomes practically impossible without irrigation On
the other hand, in Eastern Bengal, and Assam and the narrow strip

between the Western Ghats and the Arabian Sea, the rainfall, which
exceeds 70 inches has always been so abundant that the chance of

its serious failure may be regarded as extremely remote Between
these areas, in which the crops are thus rendered safe by exclusive

reliance on irrigation or by an assured and abundant rainfall, lies a

vast tract ^ of nearly a million square miles of which, m the absence
of iriigation, no portion can be deemed absolutely secmre against

the uncertainties of the season and the scourge of famine.

Although the area under irrigation has expanded greatly since

the Irrigation Commission reported there aie still numerous tracts

in British India and the Indian States in which the agricul-

iuiists^ greatest need is an assured water s'upply^ and in which
water is the mo^ potent agent for increasing the yield of crops.

Many local and other conditions, however, impose limitations on

the extension of irrigation and there are vast areas, particularly

in peninsular India, which must of necessity continue to depend
upon rainfall But the existence of these limitations makes it

all the more incumbent to utilize to the utmost all ^ch means as

exist for the extension of irrigation and the conservation of rain

water.

Abea xjxder Iebigation

2 The following table gives figures showing the average acre-

age undei irrigation in British India from Government works
during the quinquennia ending 1921-22 and 1941-42:—

Province,

Average area
under irrigation

during the qum-
quennium ending

1921-22*

ACS.

Bengal .
* . • 109

BihM ... . * 672
Bombay . 381

Central Provinces and
Berar . 310

Madras . 6,945

Average area
undei irrigation

during the quin-
quennium ending

(In thousands)
Increase (+)
Decrease {— )-

1941-42.

AOs. ACS.

304 4- 95
700 4- 28
494 •f 113

458 4- 148
7,464 4- 519

^ The tract lies partly in British India and partly in Indian States,
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Average area Average area

under irrigation under irrigation (III thousands^
Province. during tbe quin- during the quin- Increase

( 4*
!

quenmum ending quennium ending Decrease (—

]

1921-22 1941-42.

AOS. ACS. AGS,

NTorfch-west Frontier
Province 360 492 + 132

Orissa 681 645 — 36
Punjab 9,719 12,533 + 2,834

Sind 3,161 5,010 + 1,849
XJnited Provinces 3,293 5,418 + 2,126

26,631 33,438 +7,807

Note—The area sown twice a year undei irrigation is counted twice.

It will be noticed that of tlie total increase of 7 8 million acres

under irrigation, 6 8 millions he in tbe three provinces of the

Punjab, Sind and the United Provinces, that the increase in the

provinces of Bombay, Bihar, Central Provinces and Berar and

the T7orth-West Frontier Province is small, and finally, that the

irrigated area in Orissa has contracted slightly

3 The table below gives figures showing the average acreage

under iirigation in British India from works belonging to and

maintained by private persons' during the quinquennia ending

1921-22 and 1941-42 :
—
Average area Average area

under irrigation under irrigation (In thousands)
Province. during the quin- during the quin- Increase (+

)

quennium ending quennium ending Decrease {— ).

1921-22 1941-42

ACS . AO£. AOS.

Bengal . * 1,125 1,028 — 97

Bihar 4,064 4,332 + 268
Bombay . 712 773 + 61

Central Provincs and
Berar , , 709 933 + 224

Madras Not available. 1,70+
Kortb-west Frontier
Province 601 688 — 13

Orissa Not available 850
Punjab 4,191 5,257 + 1,066

Sind , Not available.

XJnited Provinces 8,202 8,015 — 187

The figures for the provinces of Bengal and Bihar are-.not accurate

and it is not certain that there has been an increase in the irrigated

area in Bihar. The Government of Bihar have informed us that

the figtires incKxde large areas in which the irrigation systems

have been out of order for many years. There has been a consi-

derable increase in the area irrigated in the Central Provinces and

Berar and the Punjab. This is due to an increase in the number
of private wells. Although the figures are not accurate they

afford clear indication of the important part which irrigation from
private sources plays in providing water for purposes of culliva-

tion.

^ Figure IS for tbe year 1942-43.
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Extension oi< Irrigation Works belonging to Government

4. In our questionnaire we asked the provinces to supply us

with information about the possibilities of increasing the area

irrigated by works belonging to Government. In the Punjab

although the area under irrigation from Government work^ has

steadily increased from 2 *3 million acres in 1887-88 to an average

of 12*5 million acre^ during the five years ending 1941-42, the

possibilities of further expansion are not exhausted. The Punjab

Government have told us that it is proposed to carry out the fol-

lowing projects during the post-wai period;—

Name of pioject.

(1) The Khizar Branch^ ot the Thai piojeefc

(2) The Rasul Hydel Tubewell proieet

(3) The Kishau Dam project (including a bydro-electnc
project) ......

(4) The Gurgaon project

(5) The Gin Dam project (mcludmg a hydro-electric

project) .

(6) The Bis^t Doab Canal project

(7) The Bhakra Dam project (including a hydro electric

project) . , . •

3,631

The Madras Government propose to take up 19 projects of which
the largest are the Godavari, the Tungabhadra, and the Lower
Bhavani reseivoiis and the Gandikota project The additional

area expected to be brought under irrigation hy these schemes is

about 2 5 million acres. The Madras Government attach great

importance to the Godavari reservoir which is expected to irrigate

1*5 million acres and produce extra foodgrains amounting to

600,000 tons of rice. In Sind it is proposed to construct two new
barrages over the river Indus, one in Upper and the other in

Lower Sind. The increase in the irrigated area is estimated at

2 5 million acres and it is anticipated that the schemes will be in

operation within ten years.

The Government of Bengal propose to prepare several major
iiTigation projects, namely, the More project, the Howrah-Hooghly
fiushing and irrigation scheme, the Darke^ar Reservoir project
and others. We gather, however, that little progress has been
made in the drawing up of these schemes The Government of^
Bombay have included, in their postwar plan, irrigation schemes
roughly estimated to cost Rs 14 crores, and 11 schemes, mainly
for the construction of storage dam^, have been selected for
detailed investigation The Government of the United Provinces
have infomied us^ that a number of postwar development schemes
are under investigation, including combined storage and power
generation schemes, state tubewells, river pumping schemes, and
extensions to existing canals. We gather, however, that these
schemes^ with the exception of a further series of 200 tube-wells,

^ This project is already under construction.

Anticipated
additional area
to be brought
under irrigation

(acresm
thousands).

495 (gross)

700 (annual)

334
122

200
180

1,600 (gross).

s»

tf

*»
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are^ still in the early stages of investigation. It should he ex-
plained that these schemed are in addition to those being carried
out under the Grow More Food Campaign, viz,, the construction
of 1,000 miles of new channels and 400 tube-wells for the irri-

gation of an additional area of 579,000 acres.

The Government of Bihar have in hand a number of small
schemes, including tube-well and river-pumping projects, but
no large scheme is at present contemplated. In the Central
Provinces and Berar, Oriss'a and the North-West Frontier
Province the programmes do not include any scheme of large
dimensions, but experimental schemes for pumping from rivers
and the construction of tube-wells ai e being carried out in the
latter province which may open the way to larger developments.

5. From the short review we have given in the previous para-
graph of the possibilite^ of increrasing the area irrigated by works
belonging to Government, it would appear tbat tbere is still scope
for the construction of works designed to utilize the surface flow

of water for the purpose of irrigation. We cannot express any
opinion on the technical aspects of these schemed; that is a matter
for the technical advisers of the Governments concerned; but we
trust that work on them will be commenced at the earliest possible

date They are all important. For instance, the Bhakra Bam
Project and to a lesser extent the Kisbau Bam Project will bring
relief to a large area in the districts of Hissar, Bchtak and Gur-
gaon in the Punjab and in the adjoining States of Bikaner and
Patiala which are at present very liable to famine. Further the

hydro-electric works, to be associated with these storage projects,

will enable large scale pumping to be done from tube-wells for

the reclamation of water-logged areas and the supply of water

for irrigation.
_

Similarly the Tungahhadra, the Lower BhavanI
and the Ga,ndikota projects in Madras will provide irrigation to

an area which suffer^ frequentlv from scarcity or famine, and the

Godavari reservoir will very materially increase the production
_

of

rice. We attach great importance to’ the flushing and irrigation

schemes which the Bengal Government propose to prepare for the

improvement of large areas in West and Central Bengal. These

areas no longer receive the fertilizing silt from the large rivers

which formerly flowed through them, and in consequence the ferti-

lity of the soil is deteriorating. Malaria is aldo becoming more
prevalent. The carrying out therefore of irrigation and flushing

.schemes in these areas is a matter of great urgency. We also

attach importance to the schemes proposed hy the Government
of Bombay, for there are many tracts in that province which are.

urgently in need of protection against famine.

. . .

• Finakciai Cbiteeia .

’

: 6. At' the' present time, before a major irrigataon ' work is

undertaken, ife financial soundness is assessed by estimating the

net annual revenue directly attributable to the work in question,

i.e., the gross receipts from water rates, land revenue, interest

on capital receipts from the sale of crown lands, etc., less working
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expenses. A work is not undertaken unless tke estimated net

annual revenue i^ sufficient, at tke end of the period prescribed

for development, to cover tbe annual loan charges. In the case

of irrigation works which afford protection against scarcity or

famine—many works are of this type—account is also taken, or

should be taken^ of the saving in relief expenditure, whether the

latter takes the form of direct relief to persons in distress or

revenue remissions granted on the partial or total failure of crops

It is now more difficult to find schemes which are calculated to

yield, on the present basis of computation, an adequate financial

return than it was when large s'cale irrigation works were first

initiated We feel that some change in the existing attitude of

governments towards the financial aspects of irrigation is neces-

sary, for otherwise they may be reluctant to take up schemes which

are necessary to increa'=?e agricultural production. In the first

place, under the present system allowance is not made for addi-

tional revenue indirectly accruing to government as a result of

the increase in wealth of the population concerned, eg., by
increased receipts from sales taxes, stamps and income-tax (includ-

ing agricultural income-tax) ISTo doubt it is difficult to assess

such revenue accurately, though the receipts in areas which have

been successfully brought under irrigation may be of guidance

We are of the opinion, however, that indirect revenue of this

nature should be given due weight when irrigation schemes are

under contemplation.

In the second place, the improvement of the well-being and
standard of living of tbe population are the direct concern of

governments. Successful irrigation schemed promote these ends,

which cannot be satisfactorily reduced to terms of hard cash and

increase in revenue. In view, however, of their importance, there

is, in our opinion, nothing intrinsically unsound in the propo-

sitions that general revenues should contribute toward:^ the loan

charges of irrigation schemes, and that well-considered schemes

may be undertaken even when, in their financial aspects^ they do

not fxxlly conform with the criteria hitherto adopted

Tttbewells Am) River Pumping Peojeicts

7. The Ganges Valley Tubewell Irrigation Scheme in the United
Provinces marked a new development in irrigation practice in

India Under that scheme which now comprised about 1,700 tube-

wells, of which l,r3O0 were installed during the three years 1935-37,

some 700,000 acres are irrigated in years of average rainfall. : A
feature of the scheme is that water is sold to the cultivator on a

volumetric basis enabling him to co-ordinate his requirements for

tubewell water with the * rainfall. According to Sir William
Stampe, who wasf responsible for the exeoptlon' of f|iis scheme and
who is now Irrigation Adviser with the Government of India for

Grow More Pood profects, four conditions are in sreneral essential

for the success of a ‘'tubewell irrigation scheme Firstly, the flow

of water in the subsoil must be adequate to meet the surface

demands, thui^ ensuring a stable water table secondly, the depth

of this water table below the ground level must not ordinarily

cmi
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exceed about 50 feet, thirdly, the irrigation demand must prevail

over a wide tract for an average period of not less than 3,000 hours
in a year, and fourthly, electric power must be available over

the tract in question at a rate not exceeding half an anna per
unit Experiments and investigations are now being made in

different parts of India with the object of deciding whether other

areas exist where conditions are favourable for tube well projects.

We have also been informed that experience in river pumping
in the United Provinces has shown that water can be economi-

cally lifted from deep-set rivei’s on to high ground commanding
lower areas by means of canals, provided first, the lift does not^

as in the case of tubewells^ exceed 50 feet, secondly that power
is available at a rate not exceeding half an anna per unit, and
thirdly that the cost of the river control worts is not heavy
Several projects of this nature are in operation in the United Pro-

vinces and experimental stations are now being erected in different

parts of India If these experiments are successful, it will be

pos'sible to bring under irrigation areas which cannot be served

by gravity canals The more extensive use of these forms of irri-

gation is clearly linked with the development of hydro-electric-

cum-thermal grid schemes; a matter to which we refer in greater

detail in a later paragraph.

Private Irrigation Works, Wbuls and Tanks

8 We have referred to the important part which irrigation

from private sources plays in providing water for purposes of

agriculture Indeed we regard the development of irrigation from
private works as at least equal in importance to that of irrigation

from work^ constructed by Government. If India’s production

of agricultural produce is not only to keep pace with but overtake

the growth of population it will not suffice to extend irrigation

through projects constructed by Government; private irrigation

works must also be greatly expanded.

9. Wells are the most important among private irrigation

works. The following table shows the number of wells in actual

use and the area irrigated by them in 1938-39 :
— ^

1 TrienniaJ Beview of Irrigation m India, 19^36-1939

Number of Total area irn-

Province. wells in actual gated bv wells in

use in 1938-39. 1938-39 (acres)

Madras , 645,000 1,388,000
Bombay 290,000 768,000
Bengal .

.

Nil Nil
TTnifed Provinces 1435,000 5,564,000
Ptcnjab . 340,000 4,749.000
Bihar ...

.

. . Kot available 473,000
Central Provinces and Berar ^ 129.000 134,000
^oriih West Frontier Province . . U.O00 81,0'^0

Orissa 200 200

Sind . .. . 19,000 40,000

2,572,200 13,187,200

^ Thd number of irrigation wolls in the Cfentral Provinces and Berar in

1941-42 ISgiven as 170»000
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Tke aiea irrigated irom weik iias increased considerably since tlic

Kepoit ot tile Koyai Commission on Agricnitare in tlie

incieabe being oi tile order ot 1-75 million acies. Tke ma^or part

ot tins mciease has taken place m the United Provinces and m
the Punjab

Ihe Indian Iiiigation Commission of 19Ui-0d obseived in

legaici to iiiigation tiom \Nells as follows.

—

16b it has been shown that well-inigation vanes in extent to

an extiaoiamaiy degiee in the ditteient provinces and that the varia-

tion IS piesumabiy clue to immutable aitteiences ot physical condi-
tions it IS, liowever, ceitam that theie is no singxe province in
v\nicii tills loiin ot iiiigation might not be very laigeiy extended with
advantage niven in the Punjab and Umted Provinces m which the
1digest areas aie migated, there aie tiacts veiy poorly equipped m
leiatiou to then capacities In some distiicts abundantly equipped,
Weils aie so essential to successtul cultivation, and to tne mamteH'
ance ot a dense population, that endeavouis to multiply them should
be maintained and sustained until the very maximum numbers have
i)eeu reached which can piohtabiy be employed. Theie are also
tiaccs in which water lies so close to the suitace that canal irrigation
may be not only unnecessary but actually harmtui, but m which,
ne\eitiieless, iiiigation ot some kind is urgently lequued m order
to gel iuii pioduotion in ordinary yeais and to save the crops m
times ot uiougnt. hor such tiacts wells aie a necessity. In other
tiacts wells are of immense seivice in supplementing
dehciencies m supply. In ail such places the construction ot wells
should be liberally encouraged.

ioT. In Gential and Southern India wells are relatively few and
the areas which can be protected by each well are small The need
tor them is also urgent, not only lor the mcrease of production and
the support of a dense population but because they suppiy^ the only
appaient means of protection against severe and frequently recurring
drought m vast tracts, into which except at prohibitive expense^ it
IS physically impossible to take canals, or if taken, to assure them
a supply 01 water when it is most needed.

We feel we need oftei no apology for quoting at length from
the report of the Izngauon Commission. Wells are a most impoi-
tant source of iriigation and if the area under irrigation is to
expand to the fullest extent, a large mcrease in the numbers of
private wells is imperative*

10, Theie are seveial ways m which the State may encaurao*e
the development of private wells. We would first refer to the need
for fuither research into sub-soil watei supplies. In some areas,
knowledge of the nature of the sub^strata and the sub-soil water
are reasonably complete and in these areas Government are m a
position to advise as regards the probability of finding water. In
other areas, however, information is incomplete and Government
aie not able to ofer advice about the sinking of wells. It is xn
these areas that further investigations are required. We attach
great importance to the collection of full information as regards
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subsoil watei supplies and we note tliat this is a matter which
will be examinea by the newly constituted (Jential Waterways,
iiligation and iSavigaiion (Jornniission in consultation witn I'lo-

vinciai Uovernnientb. Tne second point to wdicii we would draw
attention is tne need in tnose aieas^ in winch brovernment, in view
oi tlie data avaiiaDie^ aie in a position to advise as legaids tde
sinning oi wells, oi a special start to wmicli the villager wno wishes
to consuuct a well (or indeed any woik ior tne bectei utilization

ot watei
j
can turn to lor technical advice and assistance. As the

iioyal Commission on Agricultuie pointed out, the membeis of

tnis stall should not wait to be consulted by tne landhoidei
,
they

should go to him. Their duty should be to get into toucn with the
villager in the village, discuss with him problems aiising out of

his water-supply, aavise him as regards the improvement ol an old

well or the construction of a new one, give him an idea oi the cost

oi the work, and tell him how he should proceed in order to obtain

financial help irom (iovernment. iSuch a staii may not be so

necessdiy wheie the sinking of wells presents little difhculty, but

we feel that in many aieas the number of wells will not increase

unless a special stall of this character is employed. It should also

be possible to employ this stah on making enquiries into appli-

cations under the JLand Improvement Loans Act, advising on the

payment ot instalments and supervising the expenditure of the

loans when they have been sanctioned.

Another method by which we consider that well irrigation can

be encouraged is the employment oi more efficient means for lift-

ing water, especially in tracts having a deep water table. Under
present conditions animal power is generally the sole means of

lifting water. Not only is the amount of water that can be lifted

thus unduly restricted, but a heavy load is imposed on the cattle

power available in the village. If first, means could be devised

for increasing the yield of open wells by tapping additional strata,

either by tubes or headings, and, secondly, suitable mechanical

devices could be organized to operate persian wheels or othe-r

forms of mechanical lift by power, not only could bullock power

be conserved for other agricultural purposes, but the protective

range of open wells could often be substantially increased. We
are of opinion that an intensive study of such methods should be

carried out by Government, with a to their application in

tracts where the water table is deep, and where widespread electric

power is likely to become available under the various hydro- and
thermal-electric grid schemes now being projected in many parts

of India.

11. The construction of a well involves considerable capital out*

lay and we see little chance of an appreciable acceleration in the

rate of construction of wells, unless funds in the way of loans and

grants are provided by Government. The Irrigation Commission

of 1901-03 expressed the opinion that the chief way in which

Government can assist in extending well irrigation, is by liberal

advances (takavi loans) under the Land Improvement Loans Act

(XIX of 1883). We take the same view and we note that this
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metLocl li8»s b6eii adoptsd m tiie Grow More Food campaign* Am
alternative piocedure would be for advances to be made by Land

Ivioitgage Jdanks. Indeed tins metliod would possess certain

advantages over that of gi anting loans under tne Jjand Improve-

ment Loans Act. Land Mortgage jBanks, iiowever, Lave not made

mucii progiess and tbeir nunibei is very small, being about 2U0 in

Britisii India with a membeisliip oi approximately 10U,UO(). In

these circumstances loans by Land Mortgage Banks cannot take

the place of advances under tiie Land Improvement Loans Act.

XJndei the Giow Moie Food campaign large sums have been made

available for takavi advances, and in view of the imperative need

tor a large extension of well-irrigation we are of opinion that

this policy should be continued as a long-term measure.

A feature of the schemes initiated under the Grow More Food

campaign has been the sanction, in addition to takavi advances,

of grants-in-aid equal to one-hlth (one-fourth in one province)

of the cost of the woik subject to a maximum. The question is:

should this system of grants-in-aid be continued as a long-term

measure!^ As regards piecarious tracts we think it should and

such a policy would be in accoi*dance with the recommendation

of the Irrigation Commission. In regard to other aieas we sug-

gest that the position should be reviewed, after experience has

been gained of the w^orking of the schemes now in operation under

the Grow More Food campaign, and a decision taken in the light

of that experience whether in these areas this special stimulus is

necessary.

We understand that grants-in-aid, under the Grow More Food
schemes, are given in all cases irrespective of the financial

resources of the grantees. A plan of a grant-in-aid for every well

has the merit of simplicity and it avoids the difficulty of deter-

mining the lesources of the grantee. But as against these advan-
tages it involves the payment of grants to persons of ample means
who would construct wells without Government aid. Funds for

grants-in-aid are not and will not be unlimited and we would
prefer that a simple means test should be applied with the object

of eliminating persons of sufficient means from this concession*

It is particularly important that the rate of interest charged
on loans should be kept as low as possible We think that the
loans should not be a source of profit to the State and that the
surcharge, over and above the rate of interest payable by the
State on its borrowings, should be reduced to an amount sufficient -

merely to cover the risks taken. We do not favour interest-free
loans or a rate of interest lower than that fixed in the manner we
have suggested*

12. Tanks in many parts of India form an important source of
irrigation and we believe there is considerable scope for extending
works of this character. What we have said about wells applies
in large measure to tanks. The special staff we have suggested for
welLirrigation would Be able to advise and assist the landholder
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in improving and constructing tanks, and taham advances and
giants-in-aia siiouid be avaiiabie ioi liie puipose oi stimulating

tile impiovement and consti action oi tanks as well as oi weiis*

vVATnii-LocxaiNu ijs Iiuhgaiki) Akeas anxj Kepaie. of PniVAlE
lEniGATIOIS: VVOEEb

Iti Tkere aie two matteis to wkicli oui attention lias been

diawn by tlie leplies to oui questionnaire. TJiey are tbese, i'lrst,

waterlogging in tke irrigated areas oi tke Punjab, and secondly,

tlie state oi ciisiepair oi piivate iriigation works in tiie permanently
settled areas oi ±>engai, Uiiiai, and Madias Waterlogging in

the UTigated areas ot tlie Punjab has become a very seiious matter,

it is due to tke rise oi tlie water table and tlie liaimiul eHects oi

tbis use appeal in two ioinis iirst, tke ^atuimion oi tke soil,

locally known as sem, or, in the worst affected areas, tlie appearance

oi waiei on the suriace and the iormation oi ana secondly,

the concentiation oi salts in the upper layers oi the soil, locally

known as tikur. The seriousness oi the situation may be judged
iiom the fact that wheieas in 1932 the areas seriously affected by
sem and thur were 26,000 and 300,000 acres respectively, they now
amount to 34,000 and 1-4 milfion acres. In addition, there aje

large areas which are affected to a less extent, We have been

iniormed that tube-well pumping, coupled with adequate suriace

diainage of storm water, seems to be the most promising method of

eontroiiing the level of the water table, and that the Punjab
Uovernment have under consideiation a large scheme oi tubewell

development along the perennial channels oi the Chaj and Kechna
Doabs. It IS hoped that with the completion of this scheme there

will be considerable improvement in the waterlogging situation.

We understand, too, that the possibility is being examined of

expanding iriigation on the canal systems affected, by utilizing

the subsoil water pumped from the tubewells to be installed

under this scheme. It is estimated that an additional 700,000

acies could thereby be irrigated. The problem of waterlogging

IS certainly one oi the mo^t serious which taces irrigation engineers

in the Punjab. We trust that it will not become such an evil in

the large irrigated areas of Sind.

The problem of restoring private irrigation systems to a state

of repair in the provinces of Bengal, Bihar and Madras is one

which presents great difficulty. In the southern districts of Bihar
private irrigation sysitems have fallen into disrepair and have
become almost useless. In the western districts of Bengal the posi-

tion is the same. The Bengal Government have told us that there

are great possibilities in the district of Baiakura for an increase in

the acreage under rahx crops^ such as sugarcane, wheat, barley

and winter vegetables, if the canals belonging to zamindars are

improved; that the acreage under crops may also be increased in

the district of Burdwan if the derelict tanks and other sources of

irrigation belonging to zainindars are kept in repair; and that if

derelict tanks in the district of Birbhum are excavated they would

command 800 square miles or two-thirds of the net cropped area.
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Tite Mddias (iovemineiit liave also iULformed Us tliat in liiaiiy

e&iacob, goveiixeU by tiie Madias Estates Land Act oi ibUb, irnga-

liun woins axe in a bad state oi lejiair^ witli tJie lesuit mat a

cunsiueiabie extent oi land is eitder Xeit waste or tails to yield tlie

nidxiinuni letnrn. in iJengal^ legislation (tiie JBengal Tanks
iinpioveinent Act) w^as passed in 19d9 enabling Government to take

o\ei and impiove derelict tanks, and since 1941, 700 tanks liaye

been iinpioved in the district oi Birbkum. In Madras tbe problem.
IS being dealt ivitk undei tke provisions oi tlie Madras lirigation

VV'oiks (Kepairs, Improvement and Uonstruction) Act oi 194d.
L'liis Act antiiorizes Government to repair or improve any existing

iriigation work in private ownerskip, oi to construct a new irri-

gation work on land wkicli is not Government property. Tlie cost

ot lepairing, improving or constructing the irrigation work is met
by Government in tiie hrst instance and later recovered irom the

^iopiieioi 01 tne estate in iiinar, under tne Private irrigation

Act oi 192^;^, the Gollectoi oi the distiict is empowered to diiect

that repairs be earned ont, oi alternatively to have the repairs
earned out and to recovei tiie cost irom the proprietor or proprie-
tors* We understand, however, that action taken under tins Act
has been limited and that little pi ogress has been achieved in
putting private works into a state oi repair* The proper mainten-
ance oi private irrigation works is a matter oi impoitance and we
suggest that it is one which calls ior the strict eniorcement oi

the legislative measures passed with the object of ensuring it*

CuXSEliVATION 01’ liAlN WAlEit AND PeEVEnTION OE SoIL EkOSIOk

14. In ceitain areas, particularly in the undulating country
oi the Deccan, although the rainiail is precarious, the monsoon
IS oiten inaiked by heavy downpouis oi lam ot short duration.
These heavy ram storms, while of little value for the cultivation
ot crops, cause serious soil erosion by washing down the fertile

upper layers of the soil from the sloping hill sides to lower ground
and into nullahs and riverj? The twin problems ot the conserva-
tion of ram water and the prevention of soil erosion have been
under examination by the Agiicultural Department of the Govern-*
meni of Bombay, for over a decade, m connexion with investiga-

tions into the application of dry-farming methods m laige
tracts of low and uncertain lamfall m the Bombay Presidency*
At an early stage in the investigation in the districts of Sholapur
and Bijapui', it became clear that some sort of bunding (embank*
meats) is essential in order to achieve the dual object of the
prevention of soil erosion and the conservation of rain water. The
construction of such embankments is not in itself a new develop-
ment in these areas, for a considerable number of such embankments
have been erected by cultivators on their own initiative and at
their own expense. The great majority, however, are earthworks
of considerable size, constructed at the lower ends of large fields,
and in many cases provided mill masonry waste weirs for the
escape of the large cjuantity of excess rain water which flows down
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iron! tlie uppei slopes. Embankments oi tins kind are oi the

natnie oi ‘ nooding '' scJiemes, and the majoiity aie constinoted
without refeience to then eltect on neighboming lands, and with
illtie 01 no reiation to the geneiai contour oi the suiiounding area.

Moieover they are expensive to elect and maintain and in periods

ot heavy and concentiated rainiaii irequentiy give way unaei the

pieStoUie ol accumuiatea suiiaoe watei. When bleaches occui the

lush oi watei causes great damage to the holds lowei down.

In 0)4:3 the (ioveinment oi Bombay sanctioned a laige-scale

expeliment in contour bunding in the distiicts oi Shoiapui and
l:>ijapui in connexion with iamine leiiei opeiations then in pio-

gress in .those distiicts. The experiment consisted oi iarge-scale

investigations into the technical aspects oi contour bunding, namely,

the height and width of bunds, the maximum distance between

adjacent bunds, and the most economical methods oi construction.

This work was commenced in April 1943 and by the end oi March
1944 woik had been completed in an area of over 120,000 acres,

consisting ot 30,000 acies of uncuitivated land and 90,000 acies oi

cultivated land. The uncultivated area was contour trenched and
the trenches sown with seeds of ioiest trees with the object of

alforesting the area. In the lemaining area contour bunding
was earned out. The result oi this large-scale experiment was
considered to be sulhciently satisfactoiy to warrant contour bund-

ing to be proceeded with on a larger scale^ and the Government
oi Bombay sanctioned the contoui bunding ot an area of 300,000

acres at a cost of Hs. 12 per acre, of which the cultivator will pay

Es. 9 in instalments spiead over a period of fourteen years.

The system of aJiorestation by contour tienching, and the

cons'ervation of rain watei in the cultivated land by means of

contoui* bunding, holds out the prospect of ejecting great im-

provements in the agiicultural conditions of large areas m Bombay
and other parts ol India, tvhere the rainfall is not only precarious

but is liable to be precipitated m violent storms of short duration,

,We commend the work in Bombay to the notice of other Provincial

and State Governments.

Multi-xubpose Eeseevoies

15. In paragraphs 7 and 10 we referred to the important j-art

which cheap power, chiefly hydro-electric power, can play in the

development of irrigation in India. Water for irrigation can be

obtained from three sources. First, the normal flow of rivers

;

secondly, surface storage reservoiis; and thirdly, sub-soil supplies.

We understand that the first source, which provides the cheapest

form of irrigation^ has, in some areas, been almost fully exploited,

and that in the future, irrigation schemes will depend to an ever-

increasing extent, on the second and thud sources. Storage

reservoirs are^ however, expensive to build and the pumping of

water from the sub-soil is costly in the absence of cheap power.

But storage reservoirs can be used for other purposes besides irri-

gation, namely, for the prevention of floods, for the maintenance
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ot navigation and for tlie generation of Jiydro-electric power on

a laige scale at cKeap rates. We kave been informed tbat tke

development of tkese multi-purpose reservoirs is one of tke most

kopefui metkods of improving tke rural aieas of India.. Tke
water from tke reservoir can be used for irrigation, tkereby

increasing tke yield of tke ciops on land already cultivated and

bunging new land under cultivation Flooding can be prevent-

ed and not only crops saved iioni dani^ige by flood water but also

land, wkick would otkerwise remain uncultivated, brought under

tke plough. Tke electiicity can be used m pumping from tube-

wells and deep-set rivers, and irrigation tkereby provided for land

which cannot be iriigated directly fiom tke reseivoir. Cheap
powei can be provided for industrial development thus relieving

tke pressure of the population on agiicultuial land.

Clnihal Waterways Commission and Central Technical
Power Board.

1C. In order to assist planned development on these cognate

lines tke Government of India kave recently constituted a Cen-

tral Waterways, Irrigation and Navigation Commission under tke

chairmanship of tke Consulting Engineer, Waterways, Irrigation

and Navigation to tke Government of India Tke Commission
will act as a central fact-flnding, planning and co-ordinating orga-

nization and will be available to advise Cential^ Provincial, and
State Goveinments in regard to waterways, irrigation and naviga-

tion problems tkiougkout tke country It will be a strong technical

organization designed to conduct, where necessary, surveys and
investigations, with a view' to secure tke planned utilization of

water resources of tke countiy as a whole, and in consultation

with Provincial and State Governments to co-ordinate and press

forw'ard schemes for tke conservation, control and regulation of

water and waterways. A Central Technical Power Board has also

been formed. This Board will similarly act as a central planning
organization and will be available to advise tke Central,

Provincial and State Governments in regard to tke policy of

encouraging and planning widespread development of public elec-

tric supplies throughout tke country. Like tke Waterways Com-
mission, tke Central Technical Power Board will be a strong

technical organization designed to collect information, conduct

surveys and pi*epare schemes in outline for electrical development

in consultation with Provincial and State Governments. We hope
that with tke assistance of these two bodies, whose functions appeal*

to be so closely connected, Provincial and State Governments will

be able to undertake schemes which will increase greatly tke

productivity of rural areas,

17. In the opening paragraph of this chapter, we said that
among the measures which can be taken to increase the area under
cultivation and the yield of crops on land already under cultiva-

tion, first place must be assigned to works for the supply and
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consei vation of watei. In tlie succeeding paiagiaplis we liave

leviewed diileient measuies wiiicii can be taken to ensuie the

bettei f^i^ppiy and conseivation of watei. In conclusion we wisii

to say tins. Tiie pioblem of ater-suppiy will not be solved

by tlie meie extended application of one particular metliod of

iiiigation but by the use of all metliods. We consider it of

vital importance that all metkods sliould be aciively developed,

and tkat Groveinment and tke people skould recognize, tkat iinga-
tion in its widest sense is tke most potent means of increasing

agiicultuial outturn in India. Inigation canals, multi-purpose

leseivoiis, tubewells, river pumping, open wells, tanks, private

irrigation works in peinianently settled areas and tke conserva-

tion of lain water by contour bunding must all be developed to

tke utmost extent if agricultuial production is to keep pace witk

tke growtk of population in India.

SuMMARv OP Conclusions and Eecommpndations

18. Our main conclusions and recommendations may be sum-
marized as follows:—

(i) Among tke measures wkick may be adopted for increasing

tke aiea under cultivation and tke yield of crops on land already

under cultivation, tke kist place must be assigned to tke supply
and conservation of water.

(ii) Tke construction by Government of all classes of irriga-

tion works suck as canals, multi-purpose reservoirs, tubewells and
river pumping plant, skould be undertaken as rapidly as possible

in tke post-war period.

(ill) In estimating tke financial soundness of an irrigation

sckeme account skould be taken not only of tke revenue directly

attributable to tke woik in question, but also of tke additional

revenue indirectly acciuing to Government as a result of tke

increase in tke wealtk of tke population. An irrigation sckeme
promotes tke well-being and tke standard of living of tke people

and tkere is, tkerefore, notkmg intrinsically unsound in general

revenues contributing to tke loan ckarges of well considered

schemes

.

(iv) Tke Btate skould encourage tke development of private

wells by tke collection of full information as regards sub-soil water-

supplies, tke appointment of a special staff charged with tke duty

of advising and assisting tke villager in tke sinking of wells, tke

grant of takavi advances and tke introduction of more efficient

means of lifting water, especially in tracts witk a deep water

table.

(v) Tke construction of private tanks skould also be

encouraged.

(vi) Tke legislative measures passed for tke purpose of

ensurmg tke proper maintenance of private irrigation works should

be strictly enforced.
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(vil) Tile system of afforestaiiou by contour tiencbing* and
tbe conservation of ram water by contour bunding bolds out the

prospect of effecting great improvements m agricultural condi-

tions in large areas in Bombay and other parts of India^ where
the rainfall is not only precarious but is liable to be precipitated

in violent storms of short duration The work being carried out

by the Bombay Government in this regard is commended to the

notice of other Provincial and State Governments.

I
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CHAPTER II.—MANURE
Next to the provision of an assured supply of water, tlie use of

manure offers t£e most important single means of increasing the

yield of crops. Experience has shown that the plant food, abstract-

ed by low yielding varieties of crops, is replaced through the ope-

ration of the natural recuperative powers of the soil, assisted by
the small quantity of manure occasionally applied, and that the fer-

tility of the soils of India has thus become stabilized at a low level

If, therefore, the yield of crops is to be increased and in paitiouhu

if the full benefit is to be derived from improved varieties, plant

food must be added to the soil in very considerable quantities

Hitherto the use of manures has been confined largely to the more
profitable among the cash crops, sudh as tobacco, sugarcane and
vegetables, and the amount of manure applied to land on which
the main crops are grown has been very small The problem of

increasing the amount of manure used is, however, not a single

problem but a whole series of problems, none of wlhich is easy of

solution. Yet, if the standard of living of the Indian cultivator is

to be raised, it is essential that the use of organic and inorganic

manures should be greatly extended. If this is to be achieved,

every source of fertilizing material must be utilized to the fullest

extent, the supply and distribution of manures and fertilizers must
be so organized as to ensure that they are available in all parts of

the country at the cheapest possible rates, cultivators must be edu-

cated in their use and Agricultural DepaiUnents must be in a posi-

tion to give detailed* advice as to the quantity and the manner in

which they should be applied.

2. The manurial problem m India, is in the main, that of a
deficiency of nitrogen in the soil, though, in parts of the crystal-

line tracts' of peninsular India, pliospliates are also needed. The
aggregate requirements of nitrogenous manures are enormous. One
estimate has put them at 2 *6 million tone of fixed nitrogen a year ^

It has also been estimated that even if the whole of the farmyard
manure were used for manuring the land—at present only about 40

per cent is believed to be so used—^the amount of nitrogen thus
made available would only be in the region of 800,000 tons, that

is, about one-third of the total requirements ^ These figures show
the magnitude of the manurial problem which has to be solved, if

the technological possibilities of increasing the yield of crops by
means of manure are to be translated into practical possibilities.

8. The principal forms in which nitrogenous manures can be

made available in India are (a) farmyard manure, (B) compost made

^ Bums’ Technological Possibilities of Agricultural Development in India,

page 122.

® Memo, on the Development ol Agriculture and Animal Husbandry in

India of the Advisory Board of the Imperial Council of Agricultural Besearch,
page 7,
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irom nigiit-soil and refuse in urban areas, (<?) compost made from

village refuse and other materials, {d) oil cake, (e) green manure,

(/) bone meal, fish manure, etc., and {g) chemical fertilizers.

Farmyard Manure.

4. The value of farmyard manure lies not only in the nitrogen

but also in the humus it provides. It has been estimated that only

40 per cent of what is produced is used as manure, that another 40

per cent is used as fuel, and that the remaining 20 per cent is lost

owing to difficulties of collection. The cultivator fully realizes the

value of farmyard manure for the purpose of increasing the yield

of his crops. The problem does not, therefore, consist in convinc-

ing him that cattle dung is better used as manure than as fuel, but

in providing him with an alternative fuel, as dheap and as useful

as cattle dung. Until such a fuel is available the practice of using

cattle dung as fnel will continue, and no amount of propaganda

directed against the practice will materially reduce the amount so

used. In some parts of India, but not in others, wood is a possible

alternative fuel. This is the case in areas where there are tracts

or parcels of land, which are only capable of producing trees, and
in these areas the establishment of fuel plantations is perhaps the

most hopeful method of reducing the amount of cattle dung used

as fuel. In other areas the planting of shrubs as hedges or W3nd
breaks and of quick growing trees near the villages may assist, hut
in the most highly cultivated, and, therefore, the most densely

populated areas, the growing of fuel trees on any considerable

scale is generally not feasible. Some crops, such as cotton and
Jute, provide fuel and in determining the rotation of crops fuel

requirements should be kept in view Another possibility is the

extended use of mineral oil as a fuel for cooking and the feasi-

bility of popularizing the use of this fuel in the post-war period

needs examination. The use of electricity for cooking is a more
remote possibility, hut we suggest that its use should he explored in

areas where dheap electrical power is available, or is likely to be
available, under the hydro-electric schemes proposed to be carried

out after the war. Further, the increased use of hydro-electric

power by industries and railways may release coal and other fuel

for domestic use. We recognize that there is little new in these

suggestions but no other lines of advance appear possible. We
would, however, suggest that more might be accomplished if an
attack on the problem were concentrated within relatively small
areas in each province. In one area the planting of quick-growing
trees, whether singly or in plantations, might be carried out with
the assistance and under the guidance of an officer specially sta-

tioned in the area for the purpose. It would be his business to
explain to the yillagers the need for using wood in place of cattle

dung as fuel and to encourage the planting of fuel trees. In
another area an endeavour might he made to increase the use of

oil fuel for cooking purposes. This would have to be done by
actual demonstration and by lending out oil stoves to those vil-
lagers who were prepared to make the experiment. If success is tc
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be achieved it will be through ocular demonstration in the villages

and not through the circulation of printed pamphlets or by talks

advocating the use of a particular kind of fuel.

Compost

5. The manufacture of compost from night-soil and town refuse

has made progress under the action taken by the Central and Pro-

vincial Grovernments during the Grow More Food campaign
Considerable quantities of this manure have been produced and a

certain amount has been distributed. Although it is yet too early

to say whether the development of this source of manure will prove

a success, the outlook is promising. Difficulties have, however,

been experienced in some quarters owing to the objection of the

cultivator to handle manure made out of night-soil Transport

is also a difficulty for villagers have not the facilities for transport-

ing it over long distances. If this scheme is finally successful, a

valuable addition will have been secured to the total amount of

organic manure available.

6. The making of compost from village refuse, cane trash,

water hyacinth and other material available in the countryside

presents more difficulty. The amount of labour involved is very

considerable and if weeds like water hyacinth are used, there is

the danger of spreading the pest. Still no source of fertilizing

material can be neglected, and experimental work should continue

V'ith a view to ascertaining the best methods of composting under
rural and village conditions. If, for instance, it should be possible

to make a good compost out of water hyacinth, a double purpose

would be served—a valuable manure would be obtained

and a noxious weed destroyed. Particular attention should also

be given to the conservation of cattle urine.

Oil cake

7. Another source of nitrogen is oil cake. With the exception'

of castor and neem cake, oil cake is used as cattle feed
;
in fact this

is the principal use of oil cake in India. The amount at present

consumed as cattle feed is only a fraction of what it should be if

the cattle were properfy fed. Any increase in the production of

oil cake will, therefore, be largely absorbed as cattle feed and it

is unlikely that any considerable expansion in the use of oil cake
as manure can be expected. It is, however, desirable that as mu(d
as possible of the oil seeds grown in India should be crushed in

India, so that the maximum amount of oil cake may be available

for cattle feed and manure. This is a matter to which we attach

particular importance and we suggest that it be examined.

Green kaxtjeing

8. Green manuring is another subject which requires further

investigation Experiments have shown that provided there is

sufficient water, after the green manure has been ploughed in, to

enable it to rot properly, and that there is, except in the case of

transplanted paddy, a sufficiently long gap (at least weeks)
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between tbe ploughing in and tlie sowing of the next crop, green

manuring results in improved yields. Green manuring has, how-

ever. made little progress except in the rice-growing areas ot the

deltas in Madras. One of the chief reasons for the lack of progress

IS probably to be found in tbe fact^ tbat the small cultivator cannot

afford to sacrifice even a catch crop m order to grow a crop fm

green manuring A 'pTioTi it would appear that green manuring

will only be successful in places, where there is an abundant supply*

of watei and the pressuie of population on the land is not heavy,

or the green manure crop fits into, or is a part of, the normal

rotation of crops. As we have said the question of green manuring

requires further investigation and we recommend this be under-

taken without delay.

Bone Meal and Fish Manure

9 Bone meal and fish manure are valuable sources of nitrogen

and phosphates and the former is particularly valuable for soils

deficient in calcium The quantities of these manures produced,

however, are very small and before the war much of what was

produced was exported. Again, only a small proportion of the

bones available is collected The Royal Commission on Agriculture

recommended that Government should investigate the cost of pro-

cessing bones with special reference to those districts, in which
the development of hj^dro-electric schemes gives promise of the

supply of cheap power We draw attention to this recommendation
and suggest that investigation be undertaken in those areas where
hydro-electric power has been developed during the last decade.

With the development of the fislh industry in the post-war period

the quantity of fish manure should increase considerably Every
measure should be taken to encourage the use of this valuable

fertilizer The utilization as manure of offal and blood from
slaughter-houses and meat dehydration factories is another matter
which might be investigated.

Artificial Fertilizers

10. Finally, we come to artificial fertilizers of which the most
important is ammonium sulphate. In view of the great difficulty,

indeed, the impracticability of supplying the potential manure
requirements of India by means of organic manures,
i.e

, farm-yard manure, compost, oil cake, green manure, bone meal
and fish manure, the use of artificial fertilizers becomes a matter
of great importance. We have been told that the potential demand
for ammonium sulphate for crops such as sugarcane, potatoes,
vegetables, rice and wheat grown on irrigated land is in the region
of three million tons a year. Before the war the total imports of

ammonium sulphate amounted to about 100,000 tons and the amount
manufactured in the country was approximately 20,000 tons, but
the greater part was used for special crops including plantation
crops, only about 16,000 tons being used for the manuring of
paddy. The Foodgrains Policy Committee recommended thai
arrangements should be made for tbe setting up in India of a plant
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capable of manufacturing 350,000 tons of ammonium sulphate per

year This proposal has been examined by a Tedhnical Mission

and on the basis of its report the Government of India have decided

to establish a factory capable of producing this quantity of sulphate

of ammonia It is, however, unlikely that the plant will come

into production before the end of 1947 and until that time it

appears improbable that the amount of ammonium sulphate

available for consumption in India will reach a yearly total much
in excess of 250,000 tons. We, further, understand that another

factory capable of manufacturing 100,000 tons a year is under

construction in Travancore. These figures illustrate the wide gap

between the technological possibilities of increasing the yield of

crops by the use of artificial fertilizers and the practical possibili-

ties of the use of such manure. It is inevitable that, apart from

the actual amount of artificial fertilizers available, progress in the

use of these fertilizers will be gradual—the cultivator will have to

be educated in their use—and that it will be many years before

consumption is equal to potential requirements.

In 1928, the Royal Commission on Agriculture expressed the

view that with certain exceptions, however, such as for instance,

sugarcane and the more valuable garden crops, it is yet to be
determined for what conditions and for what crops artificial

manures can be profitably used to stimulate crop production in

India. Considerable progress has been made during the last

16 years, and the Agricultural Departments are now in a better

position to give definite advice in regard to the use of chemical
fertilizers for paddy and irrigated wheat. In other respects,

however, the position today is the same as it was when the Royal
Commission reported. Further, even as regards rice and irrigated

wheat, the Agricultural Departments are not in a position to give

full detailed advice. For instance, little information is available

as to the most suitable time for the application of the fertilizers,

about the correct proportions of nitrogen, phosphorous and potas-

sium for different soils and crops, and the proportion in which
organic manure should be used along with fertilizers. In fact

considerably more research and experiment are required in regard

to the use of fertilizers before the Agricultural Departments will be
in a position to give full and satisfactory advice as regards their

use.

There is one other point to which attention should be drawn.
The results given by fertilizers depend largely on the amount of

moisture in the soil. In regions where the rainfall is light and
the land is not adequately irrigated, artificial fertilizers usually
fail and even organic manures are uncertain in their action.

Throughout large areas in India, therefore, fertilizers cannot bo
used profitably unless the land is irrigated.

OthBe Soukces oe inckbasing Food

II* There are two sources of increasing plant food to which
we suggest insufficient attention has been paid in the past. The
first is the adoption of measures for promoting the natural recu-
perative powers of the soil through the activity of micro-organisms
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in tlie soil, or by otiber moans Tliis, bowever, is an extremely

intricate problem and we are unable to say, in tbe present state

of knowledge, to what extent supplies of plant food can be augment-

ed by these means, but we recommend that further research should

be undertaken in this matter by agronomists, chemists and micro-

biologists. The second is the introduction of crop rotations in order

to increase the productivity of the soil, and the examination of

current practices with a view to determining which of the legumi-

nous crops can be most profitably introduced in such rotations.

Prices of Manures

12. The price factor is a most important element in the use of

both organic and inorganic manures. The financial gain to the

cultivator must be substantial
;

it is not sufiSicient that there should

be some gam. If the gam is small it is certain that tihe cultivator,

particularly the small cultivator, will refuse to go to the expense
of buying the manure and take the trouble of applying it to the

land. In the present abnormal situation the use of oil-cake and
compost made from night-soil and town refuse for the production

of foodgrains is being encouraged by subsidization. In the exist-

ing emergency we see no objection to this, but we cannot recom-
mend that manures should continue to be sold at concession rates

on the return to normal conditions That does not mean, of course,

that Government should take no measures to ensure that the prices

at which manures and fertilizers are sold to the cultivators are

as low as possible There are several ways in which Government
can come to the assistance of the cultivator. First, railwav fieighis

should be periodically reviewed with the object of determining
wlhether further concessions in freights are possible. As the

JRoyal Commission on Agriculture pointed out, any increase in

the crop yield, as a result of the use of manures and fertilizers,

must eventually lead to an increase in traffic and thus benefit

railway revenues. Secondly, the quality of manures and ferti-

lizers supplied by the trade should be kept under close watch to

guard against adulteration Thirdly, Government should, if

necessary, arrange, preferably through co-operative societies, for

the distribution of manures and fertilizers And fourthly, co-

operative credit societies should be organized, in those areas where
they do not now exist, with a view to financing the small cultivator

in the purchase of manures and fertilizers.

SVUUAZY OF CONCLTTSIOlSrS AND EeCOMMENDATIOKS

13. A great increase in the use of manures and fertilizers is

one of the most urgent requirements of Indian agriculture. We
do not, however, expect a spectacular change within a year or

two; the difiS.culties are too formidable to permit of that happen-
ing. But what we do look forward to is a gradual and substantial

increase in the yield of crops due to the use of manure. Our main
recommendations are

—

(i) Efforts to find an alternative fuel to cattle-dung should be
continued and intensified.
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(ii) Tlie making of compost from niglit-soil and town refuse

slioiild be continued and expanded,

(ill) Investigations into the best methods of making compost

from village refuse, cane trash, water hyacinth and other materials

available in the countryside, and the conservation of cattle urine

should be continued and intensified.

(iv) The question of crushing in India of as large a propor-

tion as possible of the oilseeds grown in the countiy should be

investigated.

(v) Further investigations into green manuring are necessary

(vi) The extended use of bone-meal and fish-manure also needs

examination.

(vii) An expansion m the use of artificial fertilizers is essen-

tial if the yield of crops is to be substantially increased. The use

of these fertilizers is, however, a technical subject on which fuller

information is required. Further research and experiment are

necessary in order that A^gricultural Departments may be in a

position to give full advice as regards the use of these fertilizers.

(viii) The price factor is a most important element in the
use of organic and inorganic manures. While we do not recom-
mend that the use of manures should be subsidized, we suggest that

the State should take other measures with a view to ensuring that
manures are available to the cultivator at as low a price as possible.



CHAPTEE III.—IMPROVED VARIETIES

Evolution of Impeoveu Vabi^^ties

Tlie evolution oi impiovecl strains oi ciops tliiougli selection,

Jiibiidization, and tlie intioduction and acclimatization oi ioiei^u

types has been iigbtly lecognized by the Depaitments oi

Agiiculture in India as a iruitiui metliod oi inci easing proT
auction, and consideiabie success bas been acJiieved in tins
cliiection. it IS estimated tliat an inciease in pioductiou oi

iiom 5 to iU pei cent can be obtained iiom impioved vaiieties.

it IS in tins iield tbat tlie cultivatoi^ once convinced oi the
vidvantage, lias sliown greater readiness tban in ajiy otliei lo

iollow tbe advice oi tbe Departments oi Agiicultuie. D3
/

1926“-'27 when the Royal Commission on Agiicuituie held then
inquiiy consideiabie areas undei some oi the mam crops were
sown with impioved varieties. Euithei woik to obtain bettei
strains has continued in the provinces and at the Impel lal

Agricultural Research Institute. The imperial Council oi

Agiicuituial Reseaich has, iiom its veiy inception, encouraged
this line oi investigation throughout India

; in fact this

may be regarded as the mam activity of the Council. Sir

John Russell (1937) considered the work on improved varieties

as ‘‘ indeed some of the best agricultural work in India,’'

Perhaps the most marked achievement has been the production

of improved varieties of sugaicane at Coimbatore Then rapid

spread, within a short time, is a testimony to then high value.

2. The Depaitments oi Agiicultuie now have improved
strains of piactically all cereal ciops, suited foi diifeient regions,

and turther ^vork towards improvement is well in hand.

Improved stiams of edible and other oil-seeds—rape, mustard,

groundnut, sesamum, linseed and castor—are also available.

Of the pulses, gram has received some attention and certain

high yielding and wilt-resistant types have been produced.

Pigeon pea {Cajanu^s indioUb) has been under investigation,

and attempts are being made to obtain wilt-iesistant types

Until recently other pulses did not receive much attention, but

at the suggestion of Sir John Russell co-ordinated schemes of

breeding /improved varieties have been started m provinces and

states by the Imperial Council of Agricultural Reseaich. The

importance of pulses in providing much-needed protein food,

>ood feed and fodder for cattle, and in adding nitrogen to the

oil through the agency of bacteria must be strongly emphasized.

The Indian Central Cotton Committee and the Indian Jute

Committee have initiated schemes for producing improved types of

the hbres with which they are respectively concerned. Work U
also being done on tobacco.

in the beginning, the work of improvement was confined

to increasing the yield of crops, and to improvement in qualit)^

in the case of fibres, oil-seeds and tobacco; later, attention

was directed to the evolution of varieties which could resist

t
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pests, diseases and ottei abnoimal factois The work of breedin;^
better varieties of crops must continue, witlx a view to effecting

fuitliei improvement in yield and quality and producing new
resistant vaiieties. The latter are impoitant because pests axe-

liable to change tlieir food habits, new strains of diseasc;-

producing organisms continually appear and resistance some-
times bleaks down under different environments. Moieover,
•deterioiation as the result of admixture, cioss-fertilization and
othei cause necessitates the constant revival of strains.

Spread akd Improved Varieties

o The Hoyal Commission on Agriculture gave figures loi

the area under impioved varieties of crops for 1926-27 (extracted
fiom the Eeview of Agricultural Operations in India for 1926-27).
We have obtained a statement of the position in 1938-39
from the same source^ and these data are compared in the
statement below. The Eoyal Commission were of the opinion
that the available estimates did not do full justice to the work
of crop improvement, because the selected varieties of certain
crops, such as wheat and cotton, were so generally grown
in certain provinces, that the departmental statistics did not
properly represent the extent to which improved varieties had
spread. During the Grow More Food campaign special efforts

have been made to increase the area under improved strains,

and the present position, therefore, should be better than it wa&
in 1938-39:—

Crop

Estimated area Estimated

CD S
c§ §
§9under improved percentage of aiea

varieties (m under improved s s
millions of acres). varieties.

s s
CO fiS

1 ©
'So
^

©U

sX’gi'
J 5

,
S 5

! B a
' >

o

3 §

S ^ o ,7;

a

1926-27 1938-39. 1926-27 1938-39. 1938-39 1938-39.

Rice 0-9 45 M 6-2 2 9*0

(paddy).

Wheat 2-9 7*9 11*9 22 4 2 15-8

Jowar 0‘1 0‘6® 0*5 1 P 1 06
Groundnuts 04 0-6 10 3 6*7 1*75 1*05

Gram 0-1 0-2 08 1*6 1 0-2

Cotton^ 3*6 6*5 22-7 27 6 05
(seed

cotton)

3 2
(seed

cotton).

Jute 05 1*6 13-1 50*2 2*2 3*5

Sugarcane^ 0*2 2*1 7-2 68 2 200
(cane).

420
(cane)

3- Review of Agriculture and Amjnal Husbandry m India, 1038-39, page 16

^ One maund equals 82 27 lb

® Inaprovement m cotton lies more in improvement of the quality of the lint (staple) and
the ginning percentage, than in yield per acre

^ Sir John Russell’s Report on the Work of the Imperial Council of Agricultural Research
X937, page 12 “ The improved ^ antties occupy a large proportion—^no less than 74 per cent— or
the area under sugarcane , this being a larger than any other crop

, out of 4 14 million acres of suga-
eane grown in Bnfesh India in 1936-37, 3*07 millions are stated to be under improved vaneties

& Eigures for ail millets (jowar, bajra and ragi), but mamiy jowar.
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-b\om tJie above statement tlie piienoinenal spread ot improved
varieties ot sugarcane stands out as a conspicuous acliievement.

Impioved varieties oi otiier casli crops, sucii as jute, cotton and
tobacco iiave also sliown increased popularity. In contrast fciie

spread of improved seeds of foodgrains otiier tiian wheat, that

IS, millets (jowar, bajra, ragi), gram and rice, has shown insigni-

ficant progress.

Peodxjction and Multiplication op ImpeovLd Sled

4. In tile introduction of improved stiains ot ciops the first;

step IS the evolution of suitable types by the botanist. After
adequate trials on experimental farms and often on demonstra-

tion fields belonging to cultivators, the strains found suitable

are multiplied. This multiplication, is carried out on depart-

mental seed farms, on Union Board farms in Bengal, and by

legisteied and lecognized growers. In the Punjab there are

large departmental seed farms ranging in area from 600 acies

to 3,000 acres. Grants of land ranging from 2,000 to 7,000 acres,

Lave also been given to some persons for cultivation, one of

the conditions of the grant being that they should undertake
the multiplication of departmental approved seed. During ail

stages of multiplication the fields are regulaily examined and
rogued, and the crop is cut, thrashed and stored under proper

supervision to ensure the purity of the seed. In some piovinces

special facilities are given to the growers by the fiee supply of

pure seed and the grant of small concessions in the form of

takavi loans. Such growers are often called upon to enter into

an agreement with Government to deliver to the Department of

.Agriculture all their produce for distribution. The* seed is

purchased by the Depaitments of Agriculture from growers,

often at a premium, and distributed to the cultivator sometimes

at concession rates ^

Most provinces have evolved a suitable system for the periodi-

cal renewal of improved seed. The wheat seed scheme of die

Punj’ab, started in 1930, provides a good model:—
(i) An adequate quantity of specially pure nucleus seed of

the approved variety is produced every year under the supervision

of the botanist.

(ii) This is radiated out for renewal at Government seed farms

and large grantees’ estates.

(iii) The seed produced is then distributed to the culti-

vator.

In this connection it is necessary to emphasize that improved

seed should he within easy reach of the cultivator; it is essential

that he should not have to travel long distances to obtain it.

Machinery by which the whole process of production and distri-

bution, that is, the production of nucleus seed, its multiplication

^ At the suggestion of Sir John Rus&ell, the Impeiidl Couucii of Agricultural

Besearch made inquiries from the provinces and states concerning their methods

of seed distribution and a publication, Methods of Seed Bistnbution in India *’

1940, has been issued.
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under carefully controlled conditions tlnnugli various stageb

and its iinal distiibution to the cultivatoi, becomes a well legu-

lated pioceduie, would greatly assist in populaiimng impiovcd
vaiieties, and is recommended tor adoption by all piovinces

When sucb a system lias been established and the conlidence oi

the cultivator has been won, the necessity tor demonstration and
piopaganda will disappear. It must be recognized that the State

’undertakes a great lesponsibility in providing seed to the culti-

vator. The tailuie ot such seed would have serious repercus-

sions. The utmost care, therefoie, must be taken to supply to the

cultivator seed of the highest quality.

Time eequiued to covee. the entiee aeea op a ceop
WITH IMPEOVED SEED.

5. In answer to our question as to the- time it would take

to cover the entire ai‘ea under a cereal crop with improved
seed, the answers received show that, given a suitable organiza-

tion foi the multiplication and distribution of seed, the entire

area of a crop in most of the provinces could be put under

improved strain in a period of five to ten years. Assam, however,

has placed this period at 20 to 30 years for rice. It is evident

that for such crops as ;|owar, bajra and ragi, where the reed late

IS low and yield in relation to seed high, muftaplication will

be quicker and the period of spread shorter than in the case of

nee, wheat and gram, where the seed rate in relation to yield

IS relatively high and seed multiplication, therefore-, a slower

process.

Numbee op Vaeieties op Ceops.

6. Sir Albert Howard (1924) advocated that the number ot

improved varieties of a crop should be as few as possible. The
lioyal Commission on Agriculture also advised against an undue
multiplication of new varieties. Under Indian conditions where
the environmental factors are so variable and not under control,

varieties with a wide range of adaptability are in the long run

likely to prove more successful, than narrowly specialized types

which are more exacting in their requirements of soil, water and
climate. There is much confusion regarding the different varie-

ties, and we recommend the adoption of a system of registra-

tion of all varieties of crops including vegetables and fruits, with

a full description of their characteristic features. The- task may
be taken in hand by the Imperial Agricultural Research Institute.

INC33NTITB POE SpBBAB OF ImPEOVED SeED.

7. To our question as to whether any special measures aie

necessary to induce the cultivator to sow improved seed, we
have received different replies. On the one hand, we have been
told that high yields and better prices are in themselves adequate
and no further incentive* is necessary. On the other hand, the
opinion is held that where the additional monetary return from
increased production is small, the grower does not exhibit any
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paiticulai iuteiesi in tiie impioved vdilcl^^ Most piovmces still

lecognize iiie necessity oi demonstiating on a wide scale tlic

eihciency ut improved seed^ preferably free of cost to tiie culti-

vator. It bas also been suggested that the grant ot takavi loans

on a large scale tor the purchase of impioved seed and the udle

oi such seed at concessional rates are necessaiy to secure the

mci eased use of improved seed In addition, various other

incentives aie oheied by different pi evinces. For instance, tiie

cultivator's seed is exchanged foi impioved seed, prizes die

offeied for the laigest aiea under improved seed, and a premiutu

is paid ioi impioved seed pui chased by the Departmenis of

Agricultuie fiom the groweis. It is unfortunate that aftei yeais

of propaganda and demonstration, it should still be necessary

to offer inducements to make the cultivatoi accept bettei strains

of ceieal crops We feel that the position needs careful study.

We have refeired to the fact that the largest increase in aiea

under impioved varieties has been in the case of cash ciop&,

particularly sugarcane and jute and to a smaller extent cotton.

The increase in the aiea undei improved varieties of cereals

lias been slow, the highest being 22 per cent in the case of wheat.

It has been suggested that one of the reasons for this slow pro-

gress m the case of cereals is a lack of facilities for seed multi-

plication and distribution. During the war, however, these

facilities have* been considerably increased. Wc deal below with

the factors which, in our opinion, influence the farmer m using

improved seed.

Spread of High-yieedixg Yaeieties \nd Stvi^daud of

Cultivation

8. The Royal Commission on Agriculture dealt with the ques-

tion of the deterioration of soil fertility, as a consequence of the

removal of plant nutrients by the crops, year by year without

any replacement except through natural processes of reciipera-

tion or general farm practices*. They tentatively concludeil that

an overwhelming proportion of the a.griculiuial laud of India

had long ago reached a condition of stahilizaiion of soil fertility

and that no further deterioration was likely to take place nndei

esistino- conditions of cultivation Another conclusion which

they arrived at was: “There is justification
_

for the view that

improved varieties of crops require, for their fullest develop-

ment, more liberal manurial treatment than those ordinarily

orown.” Dr. Burns considers that “
ii. is probable that in

most parts of India soil fertility is stabilized at a comparatively

low level,’' and adds “ there are, however, indications that

improved Varieties with their higher uptake of nuiiienta ma\

depress this level still further “ ” If so, this is a matter of great

importance It may be argued that amove effineni slram.

T~Rep^orthe"Boval Commission on Agriculture. 1038, pages 75, 76

sixi(I 1 23

^ Technological Possibilities of Agr.cnItuTal Development in India by

Dr, Bums, 1944 (page 121)

12
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witii, let US saj, a better developed root system^ uiay, for

a yeai oi so^ oDtain iood iiom a iaigex aiea and tiius give a

higlier yield, But^ kaving removed food nutrients from the

soil, it may not continue to do so. djia cniii'vaior tlien talks

of a deterioration of tlie stiain, wlieieas it is leally a case ox

starvation. It is possible tliat in tbe conditions in wiiicli, for a
long nuinbei of yeais, no attempt lias been made to replace, to

'any eliective degree, tire plant looa s^kicii is removed from tbe

soil by crops, tlie introduction of a bigb-yielding variety may
not result in any actual increase m yield. Oi tbe continued
cultivation of bigb yielding varieties, without adding to cbe

soil the nutrients removed, may even cause a reduction in yield.

It is also possible that tbe introduction of nigb yielding or
improved varieties of cash ciops, wbicb bring a substantial mone-
tary return to tbe cultivator, may induce bim to divert bis

meagre manurial lesources to sucb crops, at tbe expense of food
crops. Opinion is not unanimous on these points. It is neces-
sary to make a distinction between two types of improved varie-
ties. In some crops, tbe improved types excel in certain specific

qualities, and for this reason bring m a better monetary return
iG tbe cultivator. For instance, in cotton a longer staple, in
tobacco better flavour, and in oilseeds a high oil content, mean
an increased monetary return from tbe crop for tbe same
yield. These varieties may not take more nutrients from tbe
soil than tbe varieties in wbicb these valuable qualities have
not been developed. Again, there may be varieties wbicb pro-
duce the required product in greater quantities at the expense of
aucb parts of tbe plant as have no market value, for example
more fruit in relation to. vegetative or woody parts. On tbe
other band, there may be varieties wbicb give a higher yield
and actually remove more nutrients from tbe soil. Such
improved varieties would naturally deplete tbe soil of plant food
at a quicker rate than tbe local strains, unless what is removed
from tbe soil is replaced by some means. In any case, there
is no doubt that a combination of water supply, manure, good
cultivation, elimination of waste and ejScient varieties of crops,
can alone lead to increasingly profitable crop production. There-
fore, isolated attempts to popularize high yielding varieties with-
out making provision for other factors which contribute to
improved cultivation, will not achieve tbe desired success, Tbe
case of sugarcane supports this view.

n '

have referred to tbe strikingly rapid spread of improved
Coimbatore canes. During tbe twelve years 1926-27 to 1938-39

area under improved varieties of cane increased from
V 2 million acres to 2T million acres, that is, ten and a half
Jmes, and th,e percentage of th.e area niider improved varieties
went np from 7-2 to 68-2 per cent. No other crop has shown
toe same progress. The reasons suggested for the success of
ijoimbatore varieties of sugarcane are, their superior yield, better
res^i^e to improved cultivation and greater resistance to adverse
.conditions, or, in other words, their wide range of adaptability.
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rte main leason, kowever, appears to be tkat sugarcane is a crop
wkick is giown on tke best land, is well-manured and is given
tke best cultivation, in tkese conditions kigker yields Ironi

impioved varieties aie assured. Tkis, kowever, does not apply
to cereal crops to any marked extent. Tke kistory of sugarcane,

tkerefore, lends furtker support to our conclusion tkat tke spread

of improved seed must go kand in kand witk improved irrigation,

increased soil fertility and better farming operations. Tke
lailuie of an improved variety to produce tke additional yield

claimed for it often does karm to tke cause of agricultural

improvement We kave said above tkat given tke necessary

facilities it should be possible to cover tke entire area under
a crop witk improved seed witkin a few years, but we are doubt-

ful if suck an attempt will prove fruitful unless it is possible

to increase soil fertility and provide other conditions conducive
to good growth to tke required level. We feel tkat it will nob

be propaganda—not even demonstration—but measures adopted
to improve tke fertility of tke soil which will make tke kigk-
yielding varieties of cereals popular witk tke cultivator. We,
therefore, recommend tkat tke work of producing improved
varieties should continue and a co-ordinated effojrt made to

improve soil fertility simultaneously with tke spread of tke

seed of improved varieties.

Summary of Gojsclusions and Eegommendations

9. Our conclusions and recommendations are as follows: —

(!) Although considerable progress has been made in tke

evolution of improved strains of crops, Avork on tke breeding

of better varieties must continue with a view to effecting furtker

improvement in tke yield and quality and producing new resist-

ant types.

(ii) Most provinces kavei evolved a suitable system for tke

periodical renewal of improved seed. It is necessary, kowever,

that the seed of improved varieties should be within easy reach

of tke cultivator and it is essential tkat he should not kave to

travel long distances to obtain it. Tke spread of improved

varieties would be greatly assisted by tke existence of a machi-

nery by which tke whole process of production and distribution,

tkat is, the production of nucleus seed, its multiplication under

carefully controlled conditions and its final distribution to tke

cultivator, became a well-regulated procedure-

(iii) New varieties with a wide range of adaptability are,

in tke long run, likely to prove more successful than narrowly

specialised types.

(iv) There is much confusion regarding different varieties

and support is given to tke proposal fo? a system of registration

of all varieties of crops, including fruits and vegetables.

(\) Tke introduction of improved varieties must be accom-

panied by measures directed to improve the fertility of the snl

if the best results are to be achieved.

12a
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CHAPTER IV.—PROTECTION AGAINST PESTS AND
DISEASES

While the Indian agiicultuiist is iairly efficient in general
farming operations and will willingly nndeitake hard labour in
carrying them out, he is ignorant of measuies foi the control

of pests and diseases and will very often not take the simplest

step to protect his crops from then ravages. The reason is that
measiuxes of crop protection are a recent intioduction in the

field of farming in India and have not been stabilized as routine

opeiations. Eurther, very often the causal organism is so veiy
small in size, in some cases microscopic, or so concealed at the

time when successful operations can be taken against it, that

the farmer cannot appreciate the significance of the measures advo-
cated. He does not see the necessity of dressing healthy-looking

seed with an evil-looking substance to save his future crop from
smut; or of collecting and burning jowar stubble to destroy hiber-

nating caterpillars, the pest of a crop which he will sow months
later. It was only at the beginning of the present century that

serious attempts to study diseases and pests of plants were made
in this country and the knowledge gained has not penetrated down
to the cultivatori.

Damage caused by Diseases, Pests and Veemxn

2. The normal recurring loss to crops in India from diseases,

pests, vermin, etc., may, on a conservative basis, be placed at

10 per cent of the total produce. During sudden epidemics, how-
ever, the loss may be enormous, and in areas where diseases or

pests have become endemic, profitable cultivation may become
impossible. In exeedingly few instances have the losses due to

sudden epidemics been investigated and computed. In such epi-

demics, every individual farmer suffers, the loss in outturn is

distributed, and its aggregate extent is not fully realized. How
serious such a calamity can be was brought home to us when
investigating the causes of the Bengal famine The fungus disease

(HBhninthospo'nwn) was one of the major causes of the serious

shortage of the aman crop of 1942-43, which was one of the princi-

pal causes of the famine. If the famine had not occurred, the

widespread damage caused by this disease would not have been

fully appreciated and would have been soon forgotten. Another
recent instance of serious loss caused by a fungus disease is that

due to the red-rot of sugarcane which reached its peak in

1938-39 in the white sugar belt of Northern India—^Bihar and
the United Provinces The loss due to this disease came into

prominence because the organized sugar industry was able to

assess the total damage. In the badly affected areas, most of the

^ For an account of the history of plant mycology and entomology in India,

reference may be made to the Review of the work on crops and soils done under
the auspices of the Imperial Council of Agricultural Research, 1936.
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mills could only orusli 33 per cent of tteir normal quantity.

Instances of similar widespread damage due to insect attacks are

not unknown. A locust swarm may devastate an entire country-

side of all verdure and bring about famine. In 1905, tke cottor

crop in the Pun3ab failed because of an attack by tbe spotted

bollworm The fruit industry of the Xulu Valley and Kashmir
was on the verge of extinction but for the timely discovery of

the causes of the trouble—San Jose scale and woolly aphis—and

effective measures of control. Against the animal pests, ele-

phants, wild pigs, deer, jackals, monkeys, porcupines, rats,

flying foxes, paroquets, crows and sparrows—and we would also

include stray cattle and goats in the list—the farmer has to

carry on a constant warfare. There are large tracts where cul-

tivation has been abandoned because of the unsnccessful struggle

against wild pig. Intensive cultivation creates conditions suit-

able fci the growth of crops and it is exactly these conditions

which are favourable to the spread of pests and diseases. Domes-

tu Ilf ion that is, the improvement of crops with specific objects

in view, lowers their natural resistance and renders them more

liable to attack by diseases and pests. If, therefore, the full

benefits of irrigation, manuring and improved varieties are to

be assured, effective action must be taken to deal with diseases,

pests and vermin. Crop protection is an important factor in

increased production.

Research

3. Much useful work on these problems has been done in India

at the Imperial Agricultural Research Institute and the Provin-

cial Research Institutes and the Imperial Council of Agricultural

Research has financed various schemes of investigation At the

time of the visit of the Royal Commission on Agriculture, the

entomological and mycological staff employed in the provinces

was very small. The position, however, has improved and most

of the provinces now have on their staffs trained entomologists

and plant pathologists Again, the Imperial Council of Agri-

cultural Research has financed schemes of research into plant

protection. Particular mention may be made of the Locust

Research Scheme and the Wheat Rust Scheme. Pinally,^the

Council has initiated schemes of research on an all-India basis in

mycology and entomology Much more, however, remains to be

done, aiid we approve of the policy of the Imperial Council of

Agricultural Research of associating with every scheme of crop

improvement research in the conti’ol of pests and diseases

Prevention and Oontroe

4. Methods of dealing economically with some serioits pests

have been discovered and are in operation on a small scale, Por

instance, success has been achieved in dealing with the more

important fruit pests such as San Jos4 scale by contact winter

spraying; with Citrus Psylla, the mango hopper and aphides

attacking various fruit trees by contact sprays or dusts; and with

fW)
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the tzkka disease of gioiindnut by spraying witli Bordeaux mix-

ture. Woolly aphis is controlled by the use of its parasite,

Aphehnus Twah, and the coconut catei pillar, Nephantis seryno^pa^

by its parasites. 7eerya pttrchasi has been checked by its predator

Rodoha, Smut of wheat can be pi evented by a simple solar heat

treatment of the seed, and smut of jowar by seed dressing. Many of

the fungus diseases of fruit trees are similarly controlled by direct

methods such as spraying or dusting. Biological control of the

serious weed, the prickly-pear, by the use of Dactylopius has been

most successful. Investigations have shown that certain pests

and diseases can be controlled by what are technically known as

preventive measures. For instance, the blight diseases of gram
and the earcockle disease of wheat can be prevented by seed treat-

ment and proper field sanitation Borers of jowar, maize and rice

can be dealt with by the ' safe disposal ’ of crop remnants. Such
operations, however, must, if they are to be effective, he performed

at the proper time and over large areas. This requires organized

and co-operative effort As an instance of the possibility of the

control of a pest over a vast area, the effective control of the desert

locust, during its present cycle, may be mentioned. After a preli-

minary investigation of the bionomics and distribution of this

insect, conducted on an all-India basis by the Imperial Council

of Agricultural Research, a warning organi2?ation has been set

up and control measures taken on a co-operative basis under the

guidance of the Imperial Entomologist. By the combined efforts

of the Centre, the Provinces and the States, the present locust

cycle has been controlled with a minimum loss to crops and at

nc great cost. This warfare against the locust has been conducted

by such simple means as trenching and poison-baiting. Thus,

under suitable guidance and with a proper organization, a serious

pest has been controlled by undertaking very simple measures.

Similar large scale operations should be possible against many
other serious pests.

5. In general, the control of pests and diseases of fruits and
vegetables—crops which give a high return and are not grown
over extensive areas—can he effectively organized, but the control

of pests of staple crops grown over large areas, such as rice, wheat
jowar, cotton, sugarcane, etc., presents greater difficulties. Ex-
tensive demonstration campaigns have been carried out in certain

parts of the country to deal with the hollworm of cotton by clean
rmltivation, that is, by uprooting the cotton stubble and destroying
the alternative host plants of the pest during the critical period.

Again, the suitability of the large scale use of light traps against
Amsacta has been demonstrated. Such demonstrations, however,
have not been followed by regular control operations over wide
areas owing to the absence of an adequate field staff. Similarly,

methods of control of such pests as the sugarcane Pyrilla, the

rice bug, and the white fly of cotton, etc , are known, hut suitable
equipment for their application on a sufficiently large scale is not
available. Power dusting and spraving machinery for the
control , of pests and diseases has not been employed in India
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up to the present Now that excellent insecticides, such as

D.D T. and 666 have been discovered, aeroplane dusting against

pests of staple crops such as the sugarcane Pyrilla^ the rice bug,

the cotton jassid, and wheat aphides mav be a practical proposi-

tion.
,

6. A stage has been reached when further progress in disease

and pest control operations is hampered by the cost of fungicides,

insecticides and fumigants, and appliances for dusting, spraving’

and fumigation. India depends entirely upon imported materials

and these are expensive. The present cost of the appliances are

also beyond the means of most cultivators and fruit growers

The need for cheap fungicides, etc., and appliances is great

and we strongly recommend that the question of producing cheaper

chemicals and appliances be investigated.

7. As we have stated, control measures, whether on a small

or large scale, are at present undertaken by the staff of the

Departments of Agriculture, either independently or with the co-

operation of the cultivator, free of cost or at a nominal charge.

The staff available for such tasks is very limited and is usually

the same as that engaged in research and teaching. The field

of their activity is, therefore, restricted, and damage from diseases

and pests continues. It is most essential that an adequate special

plant protection staff for observation and intelligence and large

scale control operations should be available. No pest or disease

appears in an epidemic form all at once For a year or so it

increases, then multiplies enormously and assumes serious propor-

tions. A plant protection service charged with the duty of watch-

ing the progress of pests and diseases, would be in a position

to take timely and effective preventive and control measures. The

red-rot of sugarcane illustrates this point This disease is carried

by unhealthy sets. Further, it is an accumulative disease. Its

presence in localized patches was observed in tbe United Frovinces

during 193S-36 and 1936-67. If an adequate plant protection orga-

nization had existed, this evil could have been dealt with in the

early stages of its development and a widespread epidemic avoid-

ed at a comparatively small cost. The anti-red-rot campaigns

which were conducted on a large scale in the United Provinces

and Bihar after the disease had reached its peak, succeeded in

stamping out tbe disease within two seasons, by replacing old

canes by new and healthy ones and by undertaking field sanitation

measurk, but this was achieved only hy a tremendous effort and

at great cost Similarly, it has been proved that sugarcane smut

can he effectively controlled by systematic roguing and seed^ selec-

tion for three successive seasons But without an organization

even sucK a simple measure cannot he undertaken Manv funsrus

diseases of cereals can be controlled bv seed treatment. This

as^ain requires simultaneous and organized action over large areas.

We therefore, strongly recommend the provision of a special ®taff

for plant protection in every province.

8. There are some serious cosmopolitan pests which lave so

far defied attempts at economic control. We mention only one.
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that iSj teimites. We do so because we aie of the opinion that

with the increased use of organic manuie, compost, green manure,

etc., the soil fauna is likely to increase and termites in particular,

hndmg abundant oiganic food, may multiply and prove a serious

menace. The termites problem, therefore, is likely to assume
great impoitance and we lecommend that it should receive special

attention.

9 The introduction of pests into India is guarded against by
an All-India Act—the Destructive Insects and Pests Act II of

1914—which lays down that all living plants must be fumigated
at the port of entry This is earned out by the Customs autho-

rities Under the present system all plants are sub
3
ected to a

uniform treatment with the result that sometimes a pest escapes

destruction or a plant is killed Further no record is kept of the

pests discovered in the consignments What is required is a

special quarantine service, consisting of trained personnel who will

be able to carry out fumigation in a scientific manner and keep a

record of the pests intercepted We understand that a proposal for

such a service is under consideration, we recommend and support

it It has been discovered that pests are also enteinng India

across her land frontiers The proposed quarantine service should

deal with this problem also.

iO. To effect quick and simultaneous action against pests and
diseases, a certain amount of compulsion is necessary. The Royal
Commission on Agriculture mentioned Madras as the only province

which had passed an Agricultural Pevsts and Diseases Act. The
position remains practically the same to-day. Legislation of this

nature and its enforcement is a regular feature of plant protec-

tion in other countries We recommend ttie introduction of

legislation in all the provinces for the enforcement of essential

preventive and control measures

11 We have mentioned in paragraph 3 instances of the success-

ful biological control of pests and weeds. In many other cases,

however, this method has not, so far, achieved success. While
agieeiug with Sir John Russell that, generally speaking, the
biological control of pests has only been successful either in islands

or in regard to introduced pests on a continent, we are of the

opinion that biological control is a line of investigation which
should be pursued with the following objects

(i) The compilation of available information;

(ii) the introduction of foreign parasites;

(iii) the study of indigenous parasites for transfer from one
part of tixe countiy to the other; and

(iv) the prevention of practices by which useful insects are
destroyed, thus leading to an increase in certain pests, and the
encouragement of practices which will favour the spread of useful
para'^ites.
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AVe understand tliat a proposal for a biological research station

IS under the consideration of the Imperial Council of Agricultaral

Research. We support this proposal.

So fai% little attempt has been made to study methods of

control of noxious buds and mammals, and no economic remedy
has been found against parasitic plants, such as stnga Work
on virus diseases is being financed by the Imperial Council of

Agricultural Research, but we feel that the bacterial diseases of

plants have not received adequate attention Fuither, deficiency

diseases and those due to adverse climatic factors aie at present

an almost unexplored field

Loss DUPING StOH\GE

12. Another problem is the loss caused through the dcieiioia-

tion of food products, particularly foodgrains, during stoiage

At a minimum this loss can be put at 5 per cent of the total

production. During the war this question of deterioration during
storage has become one of still greater importance owing to the

large quantities of grain handled bj^ official agencies As we
have said in paragraph 17 of Chapter III of Part 1, the problem
is under examination by the Storage Directorate of the Pood
Department of the Government of India An investigation into

the same subject is also being conductefl bv the Imperial Council

of Agricultural Research We recomineud that these investiga-

tions be pursued vigorously, for a substantial decrease in the loss

during storage will inciease considerably the food resoiuces of

the country.

Weeds

13. Certain weeds are a serious menace to agricultural pio-

duction in India. They not only reduce outturn but also drive

large areas out of cultivation. Their control and ultimate eradi-

cation constitute one of the most difficult problems confronting

Agricultural Depaiiiments in India.

Large areas in parts of the provinces of Bombay, the Central

Provinces and Berar, Madius, and the United Provinces, and

the States of Hyderabad and Mysore are infested with deep-rooted

weeds, the most common of wliich are l^ans {Sacchanun si)onte7ie2m)

,

hariali (Cynodon Jactylon) and hundali (T^chueinnm pilosvm),

Iffie loss in production due to these weeds is enormous; the land

which is worst infested remains uncultivated, aud iii the less

affected areas the outturn is greatly reduced. The evil appeals

to be spreading and the Giow More Pood campaign has focussed

attention on the urgent need for extensive remedial action. There

IS no doubt that the effective control of these weeds would be followed

by a considerable inOrease in agricnliural production. The depth

to which the soil must be ploughed to exterminate these weeds

varies; the average appears to be about 10 or 11 inches, though in

some areas it is as much as 15 inches. Ploughing with bullocks

affords no solution because the bullock plough is only effective up
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to SIX or seven inclies. Hand digging is effective but expensive

and is not a practical proposition over large areas Deep plongli-

ing by means of tractors appears to be the only solution and the

Royal Commission on Agriculture recommended that a thorough

investigation should be undertaken into the economics of power

cultivation for the reclamation of areas infested by these weeds.

Valuable experimental work on their eradication by tractor plough-

ing was undertaken in bv the Burma Shell Oil Storage

and Distribution Company (India), Limited, in the Dharwar dis-

trict of the Bombay Presidency and the Eaichur district in Hydera-

bad (Deccan), and the results of this work are contained in

Scientific Monograph Ho 9 of the Imperial Council of Agricultural

Research, 1935 These experiments provided a large amount of

useful information, and since that time tractor ploughing for the

eradication of these weeds has been carried on in certain areas on a

limited scale. The matter is now receiving more attention and, as

we have said in Chapter II of Part I of this Report, orders on behalf

of Provincial and State Governments have been placed for 160

tractors for employment on land infested with these weeds. We
trust that the work of these tractors will be successful and that

when the supply position becomes easier it will be possible to

take still further measures for the eradication of this pest.

14 Water hyacinth is another weed which is seriously inter-

fering with the cultivation of land. This pest is most serious

in Bengal and Assam where it is not only driving land out of

cultivation, but is also completely blocking the smaller waterways
and rendering the navigation of larger ones difficult. Tip to the

present, unfortunately, no effective measure has been discovered

for the prevention of the spread of this weed and its ultimate

eradication. A third dangerous weed is lantana and this kas

also so far baffled the attempts of man to bring it under control

We have no concrete proposal to make as regards the eradication

of these weeds and can only suggest that investigation should

be vigorously pursued.

StricMABY OP Conclusions and RECoi^fMENDATioNs

15 Tbe conclusions and recommendations in this chapter may
bo summarized as follows:

—

(i'j If the full benefits of irrigation, manuring and improved
varieties are to be assured, effective action must be taken to deal

with diseases, pests, vermin and weeds; crop protection is an im-

portant factor in increased production.

(ii)' The present cost of fungicides, insecticides, and fumi-
gants, and appliances for dusting, spraying, and fumigation is

high and beyond the means of most cultivators and fruit growers^

The need for cheap fungicides, etc. and appliances is great and it

is recommended that the question of producing cheaper chemicals
and appliances be investigated.

(ill) The control of pests of the staple crops such as rice,

wheat, Jowar, cotton, and sugarcane can only be achieved by
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oiganized efforts over wide areas. The staff available for siieb

control measures is very limited and it is proposed that a special

plant protection staff should be employed in every province.

(iv) ^Vitli the increased use of organic manures, compost
and green manure, termites may multiply and prove a serious

menace. It is recommended that the termites problem should

receive special attention.

(v) Fumigation of plants arriving in India from abroad is

at present carried out by the Customs authorities. It is lecom-

mended that this work should be entrusted to a special quarantine

service consisting of trained personnel.

(vi) To ensure ij^uick and simultaneous action against pests

and diseases a certain amount of compulsion is necessaiy. It is

recommended that legislation be introduced in all provinces for the

purpose of enforcing the adoption of prevention and control

measures

(vii) It is suggested that the biological control of pests ib a

matter which requires further investigation and suppoit is given

to the proposal for the establishment of a biological research

station.

(viii) Attention is drawn to the loss caused through the dete-

rioration of foodgrains during storage. It is recommended that the

investigations now being conducted by the Storage Directorate of

the Food Department of the Government of India and by the

Imperial Council of Agricultural Research, should be vigorouslv

developed.

(ix) Stress is placed upon the need for the eradication of

deep-rooted weeds such os hans, hariali^ etc., by means of tractor

ploughing.

(x) Attention is drawn to the harm which is being done to

agriculture by water hyacinth and lantana, and it is suggested that

investigations into the eradication of these two noxious weeds

should be continued.



CHAPTER V ^agricultural IMPLEMENTS AND

MECHANIZATION

Agricultural Implements

The Royal Commission on Agriculture (1928) expressed tlie

opinion tiiat in India agiicultural implements were on the whole

well adapted to local conditions and the capacity of the draught

cattle, and were light, portable, comparatively inexpensive,

easily made and repaired and constructed of material readily

available. They considered, however, that there was great scope

for their improvement in the light of the modern knowledge of

soil conditions, and expressed their disappointment that very

little work had been done in that direction. The Imperial Coun-
cil of Agricultural Research has not directed its attention to the

improvement of agricultural implements Isolated attempts by
individual workers, agricultural engineers and others, have con-

tinued, but neither the scale of these attempts nor their results

can be regarded as very satisfactory. Awards for improved imple-

ments, offered from time to time, have not produced any striking

results. However, there ha^ been some advance towards the evol-

ution of more efficient implements such as iron ploughs, seed drills,

harrows, cultivators, soil-scoopers, clod-crushers, ridgers, chaff-

cutter^j groundnut diggers and decorticators, turmeric polishing

machines, maize shellers, etc. Attempts have also been made to

evolve suitable threshers and winnowers. Iron persian wheels of

various types, some with roller bearings, have come into use in

certain part^ of the country and bullock carts fitted with pneu-
matic tyres are seen in a few areas The most popular of the

improved implements are the light iron ploughs, chaff-cutters,

iron sugarcane crushing mills and iron persian wheels. Improved
sugarcane juice boiling furnaces have also been generally adopt-

ed. Although over the greater part of India the scope for im-
provement is limited by the low capacity of the bullock, we are

of the opinion that there is room for further improvement An
illustrated account of the various implements and other farm
equipment in use in India would he of assistance in tbe investi-

gation of improved types and we suggest that such a catalogue he
prepared We also suggest that a collection of j^xch implements
and other equipment should be made and kept in a central

museum,” Attempts which are made to evolve improved types

m different parts of India are frequently undertaken without
knowledge of what has been achieved in other parfe of the country,
and labour is sometimes wasted in covering the same ground
twice over.

Mechakizatton of Ageicultttbe

2, In India the draught animal is the bullock and an enormous
number of bullocks is maintained for the purpose of cultivation
Tbe total number of bullocks and uncastrated males over three
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years of age, kept for Avoik only^ m Biiiisii India, according to

the cattle cen^s of 1940 was 49 millions. This was almost equal

to half the total adult bovine population. Both man and beast

have to derive sustenance from the soil and, largely owing to the

pressuie of the human population on the land, the amount of food

available for cattle is giossly insufhcient. This is the main reason

why effoits made to improve the quality of the livestock have

achieved, on the whole, so little success. Again, as the bullock *

IS essential foi cultivation, it is better fed than the cow. As the

Eoyal Commission on Agiicultuie observed, '' broadly, it would

be true to say that, if there is any fodder avajlable after the

draught cattle are led, she (the cow) gets it oi shares it with

young stock; for the resdi she is left to find food where she can.’’

The co’w’s poor diet aft'ects her milk yield and her piogeny. The
former in its turn i educes the supply of a valuable protective food

for human beings and the lattei leads to inefficient cultivation.

A reduction in the numbei of bullocks, by relieving pressure on

food and fodder resources, will enable the remaining bullocks to

be better fed and this will inciease their efficiency. Again, the

cow will obtain a larger share of the cattle food available. She

also will be better fed and will, in consequence, produce more
milk and better progeny. There is no danger of reduction m the

amount of farmyard manure, foi the quantity of fodder consumed

will not be reduced. One of the ui’gent needs of India, therefore,

is a reduction in the number of bullocks.

3. In many countries agriculture has been largely mechanized,

and we take the view that having regard to the uigent need for

a reduction in the number of bullocks in India, tlie possibility of

replacing bullock by mechanical ptiwer is a matter which should

receive the urgent attention of all administrations in the post-wai

period.^ The mechanization of agricultuie is usually associated

with countries where agricultural labour is scarce and wages high.

It is often urged that a country in which agricultural labour is

cheap and plentiful is unsuited for mechanization, because the

employment of machinery on the farm will increase unemploy-

ment. In Indian condition^, however, mechanization may serve

a purpose very different from that which it serves, for instance,

in the United States of America. A tractor does not derive its

motive power from the produce of the soil, whereas a 1)ullock does

By displacing, therefore, bullocks by machines inoie food will

be available for feeding the cow. The cow will be bettei* fed and

there will be an increased supply of food for man.

4. Bulloekb' are employed not only for agricultural operatious

111 the field, such as ploughing, harrowing, etc
,
but also for lift-

ing water from wells, grinding corn and crushing oil seeds and

sugarcane. For the latter operations mechanization has already

\ About 1020 there were 26 milhon horses and mules in the Un ted States of

America and by 1940 they were less than 16 millions. In 1919 there were 160,000

tractors, and by 1939 they had increased to 1,600,000 There was similar

increase m other motor vehicles. This has meant a release of $6 million acres of

land the production of which was required to support work stock. (Farmers in a

Changing World—Year Book of Agriculture—United States of America 1940-41).
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made a certain degiee of progiess in some paits of tli© country,

and oil engines and electiic motors, where cheap electric power
available, are being employed in increasing numbers. Various

hydri-and thermal-eiectnc grid schemes are projected for con-

struction in the post-war period, and in areas where cheap electric

power will be available tiieie will be special scope for the leplace-

ment of bullocks by mechanical power in operations, ancillary to

cultivation, of the nature mentioned abo^e. In paragraph 9 of

Chapter I on Irrigation we have already referred to the desii ability

of devising methods by which water lifts can be worked by

mechanical power, and have suggested that a study of ^ch
methods should be carried out. We repeat that suggestion and
fuither stress that all possible measiues siiould be taken, e.g,, by
hiring out electric motors and piovidmg an efhcient maintenance
and repair service, to encourage the u^e of mechanical instead oi

bullock power in the operations in question.

6. Up to the present the employment of tractors in iaiming in

India has been limited to a tew large estates growing cotton or

sugarcane. In paragraph 13 of Chapter IV on Protection

against pests and diseases,’’ we diew attention to the large areas

in certain part^ of India which are seiiously infested with deep-

rooted weeds, and pointed out that deep ploughing by tractors

appears to be the only manner in which these weeds can be eradir

cated. As we said in that paragraph, several Provincial and
State Governments have placed oideis for a considerable number
of tractors for work in these areas. Orders have also been placed
by Provincial and State Governments for tractors for the purpose

of bringing under cultivation land which, though culturable, is

now uncultivated. The primary object of the employment of

these tractors is the eradication of deep-rooted weeds and the

breaking up of new land, but we suggest that these machines
should also be utilized for conducting thorough investigations, in

continuation of those carried out by the Burma Shell Oil Storage

and Distribution Company in the years 1930-33, into the whole
question of the substitution of mechanical for bullock power in

farming operations.

For the eradication of deep-rooted weeds and thejbreaking up
of new land, deep ploughing is essential and powerful tractors are,

therefore, required. Where, however, deep ploughing is not

necessary tractors of a smaller size, for example, of 8 to 10 horse

power, should prove more economical. Small tractors would also

possess the advantage of being more suitable for work on small

holdings and in small fields. "We understand that small tractors

of low horse power are available, and we suggest that experiments
he carried out with this type of tractor, with a view to evolving
a design or designs most suitable to conditions in India in gene-
ral and in different parts of the country.

India is a land of small holding^ and^ although there is a
number of landholders and cultivators whose holdings are large
enm?.gh to Justify the use of power machinery for estivation, it

is obvious that the only hope of placing it within reach of the
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vast majority of cultivators is by co-opeiative effort_, or by a

system under wbicli plougb.iiig' and other operations are carried

out by contractor^ on a contract basis It is only along these lines

that it will be possible for the small cultivator to adopt modern

methods and it is clearly important that these matters should be

carefully investigated.

Experimental operations in connexion with the mechanization

of agriculture will, in all probability, disclose the need for

changes in design of tractors and tractor-drawn machinery, and

this in it^ turn may point to the need for a well-equipped section

of agricultural engineering at one of the main engineeiing col-

leges in India.

6. The conclusions and recommendation of this chapter are—

(i) There is scope for further improvement in agncultuxai

implements. It is suggested that progress would be assisted by,

hr^, the issue of an illustrated account of the implements and

farm equipment in use in India, and secondly, the establishment

of a central “ museum containing a collection of such imple-

ments.

(ii) One of the urgent needs of agriculture in India is a re-

duction in the enormous number of bullocks employed in farming

operations. The substitution of bullock by mechanical power

appears to otter the greater possibility of efiectmg this i eduction.

(iii) In addition to being employed for agricultural opera-

tions in the field, bullocks are also used for lifting water from

wells, grinding coin and crushing oil seeds and sugaicane Some
progress has been made in the substitution of mechanical for

bullock power in the latter operations. It lecommended that

all possible measuies be taken to encourage the use of mechanical

power, particularly in areas where cheap electric power is (or

will be) available, for these operations.

fiv) Several Provincial and State Governments have placed

orders for tractors for employment in areas infested with deep-

rooted weeds and for breaking up new land. It is* recommended
that these tractors should also be utilized for conducting thorough

and business-like investigations into the whole question of the

substitution of mechanical for bullock power in farming opera-

tions.

(v) Small tractors of low horse-power are now available. It

i^ recommended that experiments be carried out ^yith this type

of tractor with a view to evolving a design or designs suitable to

Indian conditions.
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Lieutenant-Colonel Sinton, wlio waa for some yeais Directoi oi

tke Malaria Survey in India, wrote in a bulletin published in

1936 entitled '' Wliat Malaiia Costs India’' as follows:—
These figures suggest that about 40 to 50 times as many

“ level ” deaths occur in ruiai aieas as in uiban areas As malaiia
IS pie-eminently a rural disease and agiiculture is the chiei suppoit ot

the countiy, the loss which the staple mdustiy ot India, sustains must
be enoimous The mfluence of this disease upon agncultuie is there-

fore one of the most important economic problems of India
The proDiem of existence in very many parts of India is the problem
of malaria There is no aspect of hie m this country which is not
ahected, either directly or indiiectly, by this disease It constitutes
one of the most important causes of economic misfortune, engendermg
poveity, diminishing the quantity and quality of the food supply,
lowering the physical anh mtellectual standard of the nation, and
hampering incieased piospeiity and economic progress m every way.

Other authorities have written to the same effect. Bentley,
who made a special ^udy of the relationship between agriculture

and malaria m Bengal, stated in his book, Malaria and Agri-
culture in Bengal (1925) " that “as a broad fact only between
58 and 60 per cent of the cultivable area in Central and West
Bengal is under cultivation while in the less malarial eastern
portion the percentage is 90."

Of all the diseases of India malaria is the most widespread
and, Colonel Sinton has pointed out^ its prevalence seriously

affects the efficiency of the rural community. In certain parts
of the country the economic wastage due to this disease is very
considerable. Malaria, though responsible for perhaps a million
deaths annually, is not a dramatic disease like plague or cholera;
it is, rathei, an ins'idious enemy, producing anaemia and lethargy
and destroying initiative and ambition. It lowers the capacity
for work of hundieds of thousands below that of a healthy indivi-
dual. Again, it tends to be worst in the season most suitable for
agi’iculture, and sometimes the sowing and reaping of crops are
b'enously interfered with. Efficient agriculture demands a
healthy worker. If the^ cultivator is to obtain the optimum bene-
fit from irrigation, an increased supply of manure and improved
varieties of seed^ he must be healthy. An agricultural community
which is weakened in mind and body by malaria will never be a
prosperous community.

2. It IS not only by impairing the health of the community
that malaria disastrously affects agriculture. It also prevents
fertile land from being brought under cultivation. For in^ance,
in the United Provinces in the Terai at the foot of the Himalayas,
there is a large tract of generally fertile land which is unculti-
vated chiefly because of its extreme unhealthiness due to malaria.
The Government of the United Provinces have told us that it is
proposed to survey a large block of this land with a view to
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bringing it undei cultivation as a Glow More Food measure. Tiie

aiea is so malarious that, if the project is undei taken, it will

have to be developed by means of labour battalions under discip-

line, living in fcpecialiy constructed anti-malarial bairacks. F
may also be necessary to withdiaw the labour duiing the malaria*

season There are also other areas in the United Provinces, and

consideiable aieas elsewheie in India, which are thinly popm
lated because of the presence of malaria. Instances of the lattei

are paits of the Vizagapatam and Malabar distiicts m Madras,
the Umajpur district in Bengal and the Kanara district in Bom-
bay We may add that leclamation schemes, based on anti-

malarial measures found to be ehective on an expeiiniental scale,

have been initiated in large areas in Malabar and Vizagapatam.
If these prove successful^ extensive tracts m the hilly and mala-
rial zone stretching acioss the Madias Presidency from Vizaga-
patam to Malabar may be cleared of malaria and become available

for colonization and cultivation.

3 Prevention, as Dr. Paul P. Bussell of the Rockfeller Foun-
dation has pointed out in his admirable monograph on Some
Social Obstacles to Malaria Control ^’^is a social as much as a

technical problem. Much further research into economical and
effective methods of malaria control is needed, but even more
important is the application of existing methods and knowledge.
Bussell gives the following five social causes for the maintenance
of malaria ”

:
—

1 Absence of a sufficient weight of public opinion which has
been enlightened regaHmg' (a) economic and public health import-
ance of malaria, pyji'v *'

'

measures of malaiia piopliylaxis and
contiol, (c) social responsibility for prevention of malaria

2 Lack of sound administrative principles, especially as regards,

(a) co-ordmation of, and effective distinction between, hygiene and
preventive care, on the one hand, and preventive medicme and
medical-surgical care, on the other, (5) methods of obtaining effec-

tive co-operation between such Governmental departments as Public

Works, Agidcultuie and Public Health; (c) necessity for continuity

of effort when dealing with malaria.

3 Lack of adequate training of health officers in practical

malaria control methods and lack of sufficient numbers of speciahst

personnel, such as malariologists, malaria entomologists, engineers,

and agronomists.

4. Lack of official cognizance of economic considerations as to,

(a) what malaria actually costs a community; (b) what benefits the

control of malaria would confer on a community, (c) what constitutes

a proper budget item for malaria control.

5, Inadequate knowledge of methods for applying practically,

that IS effectively and economically, the results of research in

malariology.

4. We may briefly follow Russell in his discussion of these

various social factors. In the first place, education ivS necessary

to create sound public opinion on the problem of malaria, and this

^ Indian MediccU Gazette, 1941 , 76, 11 , 681 .

L ]
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must “ peimeate tJie curiicula of all schools thiougli teclimcal

colleges and nniveisities and be intensely piactical/' It is parti-

culaily important that students should learn something of the

economic effects of malaria and the scientific approach to the

problem of prevention. To know that mosquitoes carry malaria ''

IS not sufficient “ The average individual in India, if he ever

thinks of it at all, views malaria with resignation, without the

faintest idea of how it has retarded the development of his country.

He has not the slightest conception that^ over and over again, it

has been conclusively demonstrated that malaria prophylaxis is

not only feasible but economically profitable in many areas,

hmally as a rule, he has not the remotest feeling of social res-

ponsibility for the control of the disease. There is little urge to

contribute either money or labour, in fact even co-opeiation is

often unobtainable. One rarely finds, anywhere in India, an
educated, articulate and effective public opinion regarding malaiia

and its prevention. Absence of this primary mainspring for

an effective control programme constitutes one of the chief reasons

why malaria continues to ravage the countryside, practically

unchecked.’'

We feel that the first social cause ’’ mentioned in the previous

paragraph, and the passage quoted above, over-emphasize the res-

ponsibility of the public for the lack of an enlightened and
effective public opinion on the question of malaria control It is

seaicely the fault of the average villager that malaria is accepted

with lesignaiion, since he has had little opportunity of learning

that the disease can be prevented or how it can be prevented. The
most satisfactory method of creating a strong public opinion is

by practical demonstrations that malaria can be effectively con-

trolled in malaria-ridden areas, and the~‘ organization of such anti-

malaria work is the responsibility of Government

5. While the ordinary man is ignorant about malaria in its

various aspects, the same is unfortunately true of administrators

generally, and workers in state departments, such as Irrigation,

Public Works and Agriculture, whose activities have often a direct

bearing on the malaria problem The distribution of anti-maiuria

diugs is an essential measure, and in limited and disciplined

groups, e.g., military units, the disease can be kept under control

by this means. But it has often been demonstrated that the use

of such drugs cannot control malaria in the general population,

and hence it must be realized that State responsibility for preven-

tion does not end with making them generally available. Another

fact of importance in the administrative sphere is that to control

the disease continuity of effort is requited. It not infrequently

happens that anti-malaria projects, after preliminary success, are

abandoned in a few years because the need for recurring effort and

expcndiiure is not understood. Recurring expenditure is, of

course, normally much smaller than initial expenditure If

financial support is withdrawn the effect of the original works soon

disappears and the malaria-carrying mosquito regains its

dominance*
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6. A great deal of malaria is mart-made ’’ produced by faulty

irrij>auou wori^s, faulty agricultural drainage, railway construction,

ilL-lvept tanks, uncontrolled jungle clearance, improper siting and
housing of labour groups employed on construction works and in

various other ways. Much “ man-made malaria could be pre-

\ented by closer co-operation between engineers and malaria

experts, and by the instruction of engineers in the principles of

malaria control before they undertake executive responsibilities in
^

the tropic.s. It is essential that the rural development which is so

essential to the country should not be accompanied by an increase

in the incidence of malaria.

7. On the public health side, more anti-malarial workers are

needed The Public Health Departments of the Provinces and

larger States should include a professional malariologist, or a

Healtii ofiicer trained in malarial contiol, a malaiia engineer oi a

sanitary engineer with knowledge of anti-malarial work, an

entomologist^ a malaria agronomist The agronomist would be

largely concerned with the prevention of ‘‘ man-made ’’ malaria

pioduced by faulty methods of agricultural development, etc.

Public health anti-malarial organizations must also include a

suthcienl number of trained field inspectors and laboratory assis-

tants. When the war is over, a considerable number of military

officers, commissioned and non-commissioned, wfio have gained

experience of malaria control in the army should be available for

civil employment.
8. Malaria control is socially speaking a good investment. In

a study in a typical South Indian village, carried out by Russell

and Jxnipe,^ it was found that the per captta annual payments for

the treatment of malaria fevers by quacks, priests and doctors

amounted to Rs. 2—8—0. Losses due to money paid out and to cash

wages not received because of malaria amounted to Rs. 3—14—0 per

annum. At the same time it was scientifically demonstrated^ that

in this village malaria could be controlled by the spray-killing

of adult anopheline mosquitoes for less than Re. 0-^0 per capita

per annum. (The principle of spray-killing ’’ is that houses are

sprayed every eight days by a solution of pyrethrum in kerosene.

This disposes of most of the adult mosquitoes which are potential

carriers of the disease.) In the same area the cost of controlling

“ irrigation malaria, i.e., malaria due to the bleeding’ of

mosquitoes in borrow pits, field channels, wells, irrigation channels

and fallow fields under water—was investigated. Initial and main-

tenance costs were Rs. 4r-6-0 and Re. O-l-ll per capita per year

respectively Intermittent irrigation has been suggested as

a cheap method of malaria control; this involves the periodical

interruption of the flow of water on to irrigated land so that the

land dries, up and mosquito breeding is checked. A sequence of

^ days of irrigation and 2\ days of drying has been recommended.

It appears, however, that the drying of paddy land to a sufficient

degree to affect mosquito breeding may interfere with the growth

of rice crops and the question is one which requires further

investigation, _ _

^ Makria Institute, India, 1941, 4. No. 2.
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9. These examples illustrate the fact that malaria control m
rui.ii aieas is not, as is sometimes thought, an impossible pioposi-

tion. It is tine, as Hnssell points out, that it would be difheult

to peisuade the villagers themselves to pioduce the eight annas per

capita needed for spiay-killing, and that two annas per capita

annuaJlj is about the amount which, at current levels of expendi-

ture Oj. public health, local and Government authorities aie iiJiely

to make available for malaria prophylaxis. The sums mentioned
above include the cost of paid labour, and it is to be observed that

if villagers could be persuaded to undertake anti-malarial v. oik

without payment, for their own very material benefit, the cost of

suca vork would be greatly reduced.

-further research may lead to the development of control methods
which are cheaper and more elective than any yet evolved.

Pj rethrum has hitherto been the most effective insecticide for anti-

malariai work; its production in India has been developed during
the war, mainly to fulfil military needs, and after the war local

supplies could be fully used for anti-malarial control among the

civil population, and its cultivation if necessary extended. P.rief

reference must also be made to the remarkable new insecticide.

U.D.T., which appears to be a most potent weapon against

mosquitoes and insect pests in general.

10. In Bengal attempts have been made to secure public co-

opej'ation in anti-malarial measures and an '' Anti-Malarial
League was founded in 1912, Later, in 1919, this was converted

into the Central Co-operative Anti-Malaria Society, Limited ’’

with the object of organizing ‘‘ a network of autonomous co-opera-

tive anti-malarial and public health societies throughout the Pro-

vince of Bengal for taking measures for the eradication of epidemic
diseases and to group these societies together for effecting larger

sanitary measures and medical relief.’’ It appears that in the

earlier years of its existence this society achieved something by
enlisting the voluntary labour of its members who undertook jungle

clearance, swamp drainage, drain construction, etc., while, with

technical help from Government, water-courses were straightened

or improved and houses and yards in villages inspected. Later, the

initial enthusiasm of the “ anti-malarial and public health

societies ” faded Bengal remains the most malarial province

in Tudia. In Baroda the public has co-operated in anti-ma»arial

measures in towns and villages and good results have been obtain-

ed.'* In the country as a whole, however, little attempt has been
made to enlist the support of the public in the campaign agaiuvst

malaria.

IL We hope that after the war a most vigorous attack will be
launched on both urban and rural malaria in India. The control

of urban malaria is a relatively simple problem and there is no
valid reason why it should not be achieved. Malaria control in

general ia essential to the satisfactory development of the country’s

^ The Baroda Scheme covers 15 towns and 367 villages, the cost being Bs 50
per village and Bs.^ 1,000 per square mile in urban areas. Half of this is borne
by fhe Government and the remainder by local bodies and mumcipalities,
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agricultural resources. There is little excuse for the usual ittitade

of defeatism with regard to the problem We may quote here a

remark of Sir Eonald Eoss, the great discoverer of the cause of

malaria. The prevention of malaria depends not so much on

profuse expenditure as on the intelligence, enthusiasm, and energy

of those who are responsible for sanitary affairs

While malaria is the most common and the most debiTtating

disease in lural India, there are other diseases which impair the

health and physical efficiency of the cultivator. In certain parts

of the country hookworm is widespiead and, like malaiia, leads to

anaemia and bodily v/eakness Here again eradication is possible

if vigorous steps are taken It may indeed be said that all mea-

sures to prevent disease and impiove health in rural areas will

help to increase the cultivator’s capacity for vork and hence the

production of food For this reason we regard the development of

satisfactory health services in rural aieas as a matter of the greatest

importance.

12 The main conclusions and recommendations of this chapter

are

—

(i) Malaria is widespread and seriously affects the efficiency

of the rural population
;
it lowers the capacity for work of hundreds

of thousands below that of a healthy individual An agiicultural

eoiiimunity which is weakened in mind and body by malaria will

never be a prosperous community

(ii) Malaria prevents large areas of fertile land from hung
brought under cultivation.

(iii) A great deal of malaria is man-made,” produced by

faulty irrigation works, faulty agricultural drainage, railvay con-

struction, etc. Much man-made ” malaria could be prevented

by closer co-operation between engineers and malaria experts

(iv) The Public Health Departments of the Provinces and the

larger States should include a professional malanologist or a

health officer trained in malaria control, a malaiia engineer or a

sanitary engineer with knowledge of anti-malaria work, an

entomologist, a malaria agronomist, and trained field inspectors

and laboratory assistants.

(v) Malaria control in rural areas is not an impossible pro-

position and ftirther research may lead to the development of

control methods cheaper and more effective than any yet evolved.

Malaria control in general Is essential to the satisfactory develop-

ment of the country’s agricultural resources. There is little excuse

for the usual attitude of defeatism with regard to the problem.

A most vigorous attack on both urban and rural malaria should be

launched after the war.
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CHAPTER VII.—ANIMAL HUSBANDRY
A.

—

Livestock

In India efficient cultivation depends largely on the capacity

of the plough cattle, and cattle are also the source of farmyard

manure—^the most important manure in the country. The value

of cattle, therefore, in increasing the fertility of the soil and

thereby the outturn of crops cannot be over-estimated. Again,

an increase in the consumption of milk is a most important

means of improving the diet of the people and this depends

upon the efficiency of the milch cattle. The prosperity of Indian

agriculture is thus closely linked with the improvement of live-

stock. In this chapter we examine some of the problems presented

by animal husbandry.

Numhefs

2. The first all-India census of livestock was taken in the

cold weather of 1919-20 and since then a census has been under-

taken at the end of each succeeding quinquennium. The figures,

however, are incomplete. In the fourth census of 1935, two
provinces, Bengal and Bihar and Orissa, did not participate owing
to financial reasons, and at the fifth census, held in 1940, the

United Provinces and Orissa (newly constituted a province in

1936) did not take part owing to the need for economy arising

out of the war. The figures for the Indian States are also

incomplete, for, although the number of states participating is

progressively increasing, the livestock in about 21 per cent of the
total area of the states was not enumerated at the census of 1940
The statement below gives, for each of the main provinces and
foi British India as a w-hole, the total numbers of cattle and
buffaloes according to the census enumerations of 1925, 1930,
1935 and 1940.

Number of cattle and buffaloes (in ’000s).
Province r- -

1925. 1930. 1935. 1940.

Assam 5,786 5,662 5.982 6,496
Bengal 25,492 25,287 25,287 2.3,699
Bihar . . .

. \
Orissa . . .

. j

20,728 21,308 21,308 15.456
4,863

Bombay ,

.

8,481 9,416 9,961 9,734
Sind 2,327

11,671
2,379 2,635 2,376

Central Provinces and Berar, 14,378 13,844 13,279
Madras 22,111 22,441 24,607 22,119
Punjab 16,232 14,293 15,841 15,414
United Provinces .

.

31,046 31,460 32,469 32,469
North-West Frontier Province,
Total (British India excluding

1,091 1,024 1,038 1,033

minor Administrations) 144,705 148,361 153,745 147,424

Note.—(i) A census was not taken m the United Provinces m 1940 ; the figure
for 1935 has been repeated.

(ii) A census was not taken in Orissa m 1940 ; the figure given represents
the total of the latest census figures for the areas included m the Province.

(lii) A * census was not taken in the Provinces of Bengal and Bihar and
Orissa in 1935 ; the figures for 1930 have been repeated,

(iv) Owing to territorial changes, the fi.gures for the iwo provinces of Madras
and the Central Provinces and Berar for the years 1940 and 1935 are not strictly
comparable.
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It IS difficult to draw precise conclusions from tkese figures, partly
because they are incomplete and partly because of the errors m
enumeration to which they are subject, particularly in the perma-
nently settled areas They do, however, indicate that while
there was a considerable increase in the numbers of cattle and
bnifaloes throughout the whole of British India, except m Bengal,
during the ten years ending 1935, the quinquennium ending
1940 was marked by a substantial decrease which was particularly

noticeable in the provinces of Bengal, Bihar and Madras. In
file absence of full information it is not possible to give a definite

explanation of the fall in the five years ending 1940, but the
slump in agricultural pi ices which occurred during the thirties,^'

may have been a contributory cause.

In Chapter II of Part I we drew attention to the high piiccs

prevailing for cattle and complaints of shortages, particularly
of plough cattle, in certain parts of India. Complete figures

for the 1944-45 census are not yet available, but the following
.data in regard to the position in the United Provinces are of

interest. They are the result of a census earned out during
the course of the year 1944.

Numbers in Increase (-{-)

Class of cattle. i t or
1935 1944. decrease (—

)

(’000s). (’000s) (’000s).

Bullocks 10,153 10,230 + 77

Cows 6,005 5,343 — 662
Young stock (3 yeais and

under)
Buffaloes (male)

7,019 5,624 —
- 1,495

943 834 — 109

„ (female) 4.245 4,418 4- 173

„ (young stock) 4,104 (Nob available)

These figures indicate that while, as compared with 1935, Ihe

bullock population increased slightly, there was a fall of neatly

11 per cent in the number of cows and about 21 per cent in

that of young stock. We understand that the census figures

also show a decrease in the numbers of cows and young stock

in the Madras Presidency. We draw particular attention to

this decrease in cows and young stock, for, if it has occurred

in other provinces and in the states, it may be necessary, in order

to prevent a fall in the number of working bullocks during the

post-war period to continue the war restrictions on the

slaughter of cattle under a certain age.

We attach importance to the maintenance of livestock statistics

and recommend that provinces and states should recognize their

obligation to conduct quinquennial enumerations on a uniform

system of classification.

Livestock improvemeni^Breeding

3. The problem of the improvement of livestock in India

was eisamined in detail by the Eoyal Commission on Agriculture

(1928) and was again reviewed by Dr. ITorman C. Wright in

1937. * We shall, therefore, confine our attention to certain

of the main aspects of the subject.

^ Beport on the Development of the Cattle and Dairy Industries of India, 1037.
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4. Tlie Eoyal Commission on Agriculture placed tke number
of stud bulls 'wliicli should be maintained in India at one million
and estimated the yearly requirements at 200,000. As against
these figures, the total number of pedigree and appioved animals
at stud in British India is about 10,000 and the annual issue
from Government farms is m the neighbourhood of 1,000. it
may be urged that these figures do not give a correct impression
^of the progress made and that, if account be taken of animals
bred in the villages, the number of improved bulls would be
laiger. In this connection reference may be made to the number
of bulls enumerated at the livestock census of 1940 as kept solely
foi breeding purposes This number was 500,000 for British
India and about 170,000 for certain Indian States. The large
majority of these animals were, however, not of the required
standard, and even- if they were, the total number of breeding
bulls would still be much below the figure of 1,000,000 estimated
as desirable by the Eoyal Commission. The provision of stud
and approved bulls is clearly a matter which demands the most
earnest attention of the Central and Provincial Governments.
The solution which Dr Wright suggests is that increasing
use should he made of the improved (and registered) animals
bred under village conditions in selected breeding tracts.'’ This
appears to be the only way in which it would be possible to
provide the number of breeding bulls required by the country.
It would, however, still be necessary to maintain Government
breeding farms in order to preserve the type of each breed \nd
to provide a nucleus for further improvement. The extension
of existing and the establishment of new cattle breeding farms
ih, therefore, essential and we notice that the post-war develop-
ment plans of several Governments make provision for the
expansion of these farms.

5 Along with the provision of stud and approved bulls, the
castration of inferior animals is essential if there is to be improve-
ment on an extensive scale. Progress in this matter has varied
from province to province and the proportion of uncastrated animals
IS still very large. Apart from the difficulty of providing staff for
a task of this magnitude, the best age for castration has not as
yet been determined The difficulty is that the cultivator is

reluctant to have his animals castrated at an early age, because
he believes that the operation has an adverse effect on the animals’
subsequent development. The Eoyal Commission recommended
that an investigation should be made into this matter but we
understand that this has not been done; we suggest that an
enquiry should he undertaken. We also recommend that every
effort should be made to increase the castration of scrub-hulls,

particularly in important breeding areas.

6. As regards improved milking breeds, two methods have been
tried, cross-breeding with sires of high milk-yielding strains from
abroad and selection from indigenous cattle. There is now general
agreement that the latter is more calculated to produce results of
lasting value, and it has been established that by careful selection
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from Indian strains, cows can be bred wliicb are capable of giving
milk yields comparable witli those of foreign animals Improve-
ment by selection is, however, a slow process and a considerable

peiiod must elapse before high-yielding indig'enons cows are

available in sufficient numbers for the supply of milk to large urban
areas. High milk-yields are of special importance in ensuring an
adequate supply for such areas and it may, therefoie, be necessary

to continue to lely for some time upon first generation crosses with
a high milk yield for inci easing the supply of milk to cities and
the larger towns

The she-buffalo is growing in popularity laigely because of hei

higher milk yield, and it has been estimated that in British India
buffaloes provide over 45 per cent of the total milk supply. In

fact, as the Eoyal Commission on Agriculture observed, it is the

number of she-buftaloes, not the numbei of cows, that has to be

taken into account when seeking an index of the milk production
of the province Although this is the position, it is only recently

that attempts have been made to improve the milk yields of

buffaloes by selection and breeding from high-yieldmg strains. We
recommend that further work on these lines be undertaken.

7. We have referred to the difficulty of providing an adequate

number of breeding bulls In this connexion, attention may be

drawn to the rapid advance made in the technique of artificial

insemination It has been practised with success in Russia where
it was necessaiy to build up large herds of improved cattle within

a relatively short period of time India is faced with a similar

problem The utility of appljung this method in Indian condi-

tions is now under investigation by the Imperial Council of Agri-

cultural Research We may also refer to hormone therapy as

providing a possible method of overcoming irregularities of breed-

ing in Indian domestic animals and of increasing milk production.

We suggest that the practicability of adopting this method in

Indian conditions should also be investigated.

Feeding

8. Reeding is of crucial importance, for no lasting improvement

can be brought about by breeding alone, since improved breeds

deteriorate rapidly if not fed adequately. The vast majority of

Indian cattle are grossly underfed. In his monograph, the

Technological Possibilities of Agricultural Development in India,

1944, Dr. Burns estimates that the total number of bovine adults

in British India is about 107 millions and that the total feed

available consists of approximately 175 million tons of roughages

and less than 4 million tons of concentrates. As against the

amounts actually available, the quantities of roughages and con-

centrates required are calculated at about 225 million tons and

13 million tons respectively. On this basis the deficiency works

out at 50 million tons of roughages and 9 million tons of con-

centrates. These figures are, of course, rough calculations, but

they afford a guide to the great deficiency in the amount of food

available for cattle in the country. The above figures give a
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general picture for BntisK India as a whole, but an analysis of the

figures shows that deficiency in cattle food is greater in the thickly

than in the thinly populated areas, or to express it m another way,

the deficiency increases progressively with the increase in the rain-

fall For the purpose of this analysis, Dr Burns divides Britusli

India into three regions The smallest deficiency is in the region

in which the rainfall is under 50 inches and the greatest m that in

which it is over 70 inches. The region with a rainfall of between

30 and 70 inches lies between these two extremes, but conditions

approximate more closely to those in the latter than in the former

region.

In the region with a rainfall of under 30 inches, that is, the

Punjab, the hTorth-West Frontier Province, Sind, Baluchistan,

that part of Bombay lying to the east of the Western Ghats, and
the four Ceded Districts in Madras, the roughages available are

slightly in excess of the quantity required and the concentrates

amount to about 40 per cent of the quantity considered necessary

In the greater part of this region, the cattle, which are estimated

to number about 19 5 million bovine adults, may be said to be

fairly adequately fed This is partly accounted for by the com-
paratively large area under fodder crops. Out of the total area

of about 10 5 million acres under such crops in British India, no

less than 7 million acres are within this region.

The region in which the rainfall varies between 30 to 70 inches

comprises Bihar, Orissa, the Central Provinces and Berar, the

United Provinces, the eastern part of Madras excluding the four

Ceded Districts, and the northern part of the Bombay Presidency.

In this region with an adult bovine population of about 61-5 mil-

lions roughages and concentrates available are estimated at about

74 and 26 per cent respectively of the quantities required. The
deficiency in roughages is largely accounted for by the smaller

area under fodder crops This amounts to about 3 million acres,

and would have to be increased by at least six times in order to

give the same quantity of green fodder per head of cattle as is

available in the region with a rainfall of less than 30 inches.

The position is the worst in the region with a rainfall of over
70 inches. This comprises those parts of the Madras and Bombay
Presidencies which lie west of the Western Ghats, Ooorg, Bengal,
and Assam, In this region with an adult bovine population of

26 millions, the roughages and concentrates available amount
to about 67 and 27 per cent respectively of the quantities re-

quired. The smaller area under fodder crops is particularly

noticeable, amounting to less than 500,000 acres. In order to

provide green fodder on a scale equivalent to that available in

the region with a rainfall of less than 30 inches, the area under
fodder crops would have to be increased by about 9 million acres,

that is, about 18 times the present figure.

The great need for improving the feeding of cattle is fully
realized by the Agricultural Departments in India and some
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improvement has been effected through the introduction of

improved fodder crops. But, Dr. Burns’ figures show that as yet

only the fringe of the problem has been touched.

Roughages

9. Houghages consist of straw, grass, and fodder crops. An
increase in the area under cereals, if it is accompanied by an

,

increase in the number of bullocks, may not result in an increase

in the quantity of straw per animal. This is one leason, A\hy

tractors should be used as far as possible in bringing new land

under cultivation. An increase in the yield of cereals per acre,

on the other hand, will be accompanied by an absolute increase

in the amount of straw available for cattle feeding, and hence
the measures we have recommended for increasing the 5deld of

food crops should lead to some improvement in the feeding of

cattle.

Grazing areas fall roughly into two groups, cultivable v^aste

and forest lands. The former are the more important, for, only

a small proportion of the total cattle have access to forest grazing

lands. The area of grass lands is decreasing owing to the in-

creasing pressure of the agricultural population on land, and
this process is likely to be accelerated m the future in view cf

the need for increasing the area under foodgrains. It is, there-

fore, essential that the best possible use should be made of all

available grass lands The Eoyal Commission on Agriculture

emphasized the need for regulating grazing and the establish-

ment of a system of rotational grazing, and the Animal Hus-

bandry Wing of the Board of Agriculture recorded the following

observations in 1939:—
The Board notes with satisfaction the various efforts that

are being made m Provinces and States towards the improvement of

grass lands and recommends that this should be extended and intensi-

fied and linked up with all other movements towards soil conservation

and planning for better land use Further, that local governments

be invited to consider the desirability of taking legislative powers,

where necessary, for enforcing the proper utilization of grazing areas

and waste lands capable of producing fodder or fuel.

So far, however, relatively little work has been done on the im-

provement of grass lands, and certain experimental schemes,

sponsored by the Imperial Council of Agricultural liesearch in

Bombay and Baroda, had unfortunately to be deferred till the

end of the war owing to the difficulty of obtaining fencing

material. We recommend that experiments in reseeding with

indigenous and foreign drought-resistant varieties, rotational

^Jrrazing, and manuring should be undertaken as soon as possible.

All these experiments will require that the land ehouid be

enclosed. The heavy expenditure involved in the erection of

ordinary cattle-proof fencing may, however, as Sir John Bussell

has pointed out, be avoided by the use of a single strand of

barbed wire electrified by means of an ordinary motor ear

battery. This method has proved successful in England.
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Large areas of land in all provinces are classed as “ otLer

uncultivated land excluding cuirent fallows/’ The whole of

this uncultivated land is not capable of growing crops but, as

Sir Herbert Howard points out in his monograph on Post-war

Forest Policy for India/’ large tracts could be utilized for the

purpose of providing timber, fuel and grazing by the establish-

ment of ‘‘ minor ” forests. These are short rotation forests,

the rotation varying between 15 and 20 years, and they can be

opened to grazing within three or four years of planting when
the trees are safe from damage by animals. Such forests provide

good grazing until the trees have grown to such an extent as to

prevent the growth of grass. Work has already been undertaken
on these lines in certain provinces. We recommend that a survey

should be earned out in all provinces of the lands suitable for

development in this manner and schemes of afforestation put
into operation.

10. Special fodder crops at present contribute about *1 per

cent of the total available roughages In 1901 the area under
these crops in British India was 2 9 million acres

,
it had increased

to 10 2 million acres by 1935 and to 10 5 million acres

by 1941. This is less than 5 per cent of the net cultivated area.

In addition, an undetermined proportion of .lowar, bajra, and
maize, and sometimes of other cereal crops is fed to cattle and
other livestock. The increase in the fodder acreage may give an
impression that cattle are better fed than they were 40 years ago.

A more likely explanation, however, is that the decrease in

grazings lands, combined with the increase in the number of

cattle, has made the growing of fodder crops an absolute neces-

sity. However that may be, there is no doubt that the produc-

tion of fodder crops is quite inadequate. Further, as we have
pointed out in paragraph 8 of this chapter, the distribution o£

these crops is very uneven; 7 million acres to 19 million bovine

adults in the region with a rainfall of under 30 inches; 3 ’-iillion

acres for 61 5 million animals in the region with a rainfall of

between 30 and 70 inches; and 0*5 million acres for 26 million

eatfcie m the region with a heavy rainfall. In the absence of

good grazing, green fodder is essential for the maintenance of

the health of the animals. Agricultural Departments in India

are fully alive to the need for increasing the supply of green
fodder, and the introduction of herseem and various * exotic

grasses, such as Hapier grass, Guinea grass and Sudan grass, has
resulted in some improvement. We doubt, however, whether it

is possible in many parts of India to bring the production c£

green fodder crops up to the required level, unless it proves
practicable to adopt mixed farming on an extensive scale or, as

we pointed out in an earlier chapter, the number of bullocks is

reduced considerably by the use of power*driven implements.

Uoncentrales

11. Concentrates consist of seeds, bran, pollard and oilcakes.

These have a high nutritive ratio and ate of particular importance

as a feed for milch cattle. Oilcake is the most important
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of tJie concentrates both as legards quality and quantity, Jn
Chapter II of this part, we have already drawn attention to the

need for crushing in India as much as possible of the oilseeds

produced in the countiy, with the object of' increasing tlie supply
of oilcake for use as manure and as feed for cattle. But this

will not solve the problem; the supply will still be inadequate.

An increase in oilseed production will also be necessary. Hulls

of pulses are another important source of concentrates. I ulses

are an important ingredient in the human diet and as we pointed

out in paiagraph 10 of Chapter III of Part II, humamiutiitional
requirements call for a large increase in their pi eduction An
increase in the production of pulses will, thereioie, also provide

an increased supply of concentrates for cattle.

Mixed farining

12. It has been suggested that a solution of India’s food and
fodder problems is to be found in the adoption of the system of

mixed farming.'’ Sir John Russell in his Report (1937) on the

work of the Imperial Council of Agricultural Research observes

that a wider introduction of foddei crops into Indian agriculture

would probably effect a great improvement in, yields and in the

total output. More food tor the animals would mean more manure
and enhanced fertility of the soil. This was the prime factor in

the improvement of British agriculture and the additional yields

of gram more than compensated for the area taken from grain

<ind put into fodder crops.

Dr. Wright stresses the same point in his report on the develop-

ment of the Cattle and Daily Industiies m India On page 60 of

the Report he says

—

The solution of the problems appears to be along the lines

indicated above, namely, the development of a ‘ mixed faiming
’

system In such a system the pieduction of animal pioducts, such

as milk, IS earned on side by side with the system of cropping in

which legummous fodder crops take an important place and in winch
full use IS also made of the increased quantities of cattle manure

Dt. Wright also draws attention to the improvement in the condi-

tion of the agricultural population through the adoption of a system

of mixed farming in Nigeria and other territories in West Africa,

The Imperial Council of Agricultural Research has instituted

several experimental schemes of mixed farming m the United
Provinces, the Central Provinces, the North-West Prontier iPro-

vince, and Sind. In view, however, of the importance of the sub-

ject, we doubt whether these experiments are being conducted on

a sufficiently large scale. The introduction of mixed farming has

been strongly advocated by experts well qualified to advise on the

subject, and it appears to us to be imperative that the possibility

of introducing this system should be fully investigated in all pro-

vinces. We accordingly strongly recommend that the experiments

now being carried out should be continued and extended to other

parts of India, for example, Bihar, Bengal, and Madras, where
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the dlfhculties attending tlie adoption of the system are probably

greater than in the areas in which investigations are now being

conducted.

Dual 'purpose cow

13 We would draw attention to the possibility of a dual pur-

pose cow, that is, a cow which could be used for draught purposes

and yet yield a reasonable supply of milk. Actually, cows are

used as plough cattle in some parts of the country. According to

the livestock census of 1940, the number of cows so used in Bengal

and Madras was over 800,000 and 500,000 lespectively.

Writing about Eastern Europe where the density of human
and cattle population and the standard of agncultuial production

are similar to those of many parts of India, Lamartine Yates and

Warriner (Eood and Farming in Post-war Europe, 1943) comment
as follows:—

One of the great burdens of East-Europe farmmg is the

excessive number of woik animals on the very small farms
Until pressure of population can be relieved so that farms can be a

little larger, it is essential that work animals should also be produc-

tive animals For instance, in Switzerland, where m some districts

the holdings are extremely small, the peasants are urged, not always
successfully, by their economic adviseis to use a cow for ploughing
and other field cultivation. The efiort of working, it is true, some-
what lessens the cow's milk yield, but the loss is small compared
with the cost of keeping a horse

We do not feel we are in a position to express an opinion on the

question of the use of the milking cow as a draught animal for

cultivation. But we would suggest that it is a matter worthy of

investigation, for we attach importance to any measure which will

by reducing the total number of cattle, enable the remainder to

be better fed. In this connection we would point out that in many
parts of India plough cattle are used only for a few months in

the year and that, therefore, it would be only during a part of the

year that the cow would be required for work on the farm.

Li'cestoclc other than cattle

14 In addition to the cattle population, India has large

numbers of sheep and goats. According to the census of 1940
there were over 27 million, sheep and about 39 million goats in

British India. These animals are a valuable asset as they produce
wool, hair, skins, meat, and in the case of goats, milk. It is

interesting to note that, generally speaking, the number of goats

per square mile varies directly with the density of the population.

For instance, Bengal has 85 goats to the square mile, the United
Provinces 75 and Bihar and Madras 63, as compared with 35 and
38 in the Punjab and Bombay respectively. Sheep show a different

distribution, the number per square mile being the largest in

Madras (114) and the smallest in Bengal (8) and Bihar (15) Work
on the improvement o£ the breeds of sheep and goats is in progress.
This work should continue and in view of the importance of the
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goat as a subsidiary source of income to tlie agricultural population

in the densely populated areas, we suggest that special attention

should be paid to improving the breeds of this animal in these

aieas.

The numbei of pigs is small, being only about 2 millions

^exclusive of the United Provinces and Orissa); this is due to the

tact that the pig is regarded as an unclean animal by the majoiity

oi the population and is kept by a relatively small section of the

people {So fai, little has been done towards effecting improve-

ments in The bleeds of pigs. In the cncumstances this is natural

—moie important matters have demanded attention—but we
suggest that, as the pig is kept and eaten by some of the poorest

and most backward sections of the people, pig breeding is a matter

to which more attention should be given.

The keeping of poultry is an important cottage industry in

lural areas, and eggs^ fowls and ducks are valuable sources of food

Before the wai the number of fowls in the country was estimated at

173 millions and of ducks at 17 millions. The aggregate value

of eggs at the pre-war price of one pice each has been estimated

at Bs. 5 25 crores.^ The Imperial Council of Agricultural Research

has financed schemes for the improvement of poultry and for the

control of disease, and the Agricultural Departments m many pio-

vinces have special sections dealing with poultry. In some pro-

vinces, notably m the United Provinces, large poultry (fowls

and ducks) farms have recently been started by and in association

with the military authorities We trust that full advantage will

be taken of the experience gained in the working of these farms

in the post-war period.

Livestock disease

15. Cattle constitute the largest proportion of the cultivator’s

working capital and their loss, therefore, through disease throws

a Iteavy burden on his resources and is very frequently the cause

of his indebtedness. The prevention and control of cattle dis-

ease must, therefore, play an essential part in a programme ot

livestock improvement. Research into the causation, prevention

and cure of disease is carried out at the Imperial Veterinary Re-

search Institute. Excellent work has been done hut there is great

need for more research and we welcome the proposals which we

understand are under consideration, for the extension of the

research activities of the Institute.

A contributory cause to the loss of cattle through disease in

some parts of the country, is the reluctance of many cultivators

to submit their livestock to preventive and curative treatment.

This can only be overcome by the efforts of a qualified and ade-

quate veterinary staff which by their success in the prevention

and cure of disease, will dispel the ignorance and prejudice which

now unfortunately prevail.

1 Beport on the Marketing of Eggs, page 2.
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The Eoyal Commission on Agiicniture made lecommendations

for a laige increase in the Veterinaiy Seivices in the provinces.

Although theie has been some increase in staif, a really efflective

organization has not yet been built up and furthei expansion of

Aetennaiy hospitals and stafi is essential.

B.—Milk

16. Estimates of milk production in India vary widelj. Olver

and Vaidyanathan^ estimated it at 1,000 million mauuds (36 7

million tons). Wright^ considered this estimate excessive and
placed the figure at 800 million maunds (29 4 million tons), 700
million maunds being hand-drawn milk available for human con-

sumption. A report‘d of the Marketing Advisei (194J) gives the

following estimates;—

Cows

She buUaloes

Goats

Number of

animals
(millions)

Annual jield
of hand-

drawn milk
per animal

(lb)

Annual net
production
of milk
(million
maunds/
tons)

Quantity
consumed
by calves
and lambs
(million
maunds/
tons)

Total annua
productiOE
of milk
(million
maunds/
tons).

49*0 487 290 76 366

21*4 1,229

(10*65 tons)

320
(2 79 tons)

33
(13*44 tons)

353

9*8 162
(11*76 tons)

19

(1*21 tons)

6

(12*97 tons)

25
(0 70 tons) (0*22 tons) (0*92 tons)

629 744
(23 11 tons) (27*33 tons)

Olver and Vaidyanathan estimated daily fer capita consump-
tion as 10 oz. Wright’s estimate was 7 to 8 oz. while that of the

Marketing Keport was 5 8 oz. Consumption varies widely in

different parts of the country so that an all-India average, even
if accurate, does not give a true picture of the position. The
Marketing Eeport quoted above gives estimates for the different

provinces. Sind was the highest with 18 oz. per capita, followed

by the Punjab with 15‘2
;

in the IJnited Provinces, the ISTorth-

West Prontier Province, Bombay, and Bihar intake was esti-

mated at 7*0, 6*8, 5*5 and 4*2 oz., respectively; while in the

remaining provinces h did not exceed 3*7 oz. and in the Central

Provinces and Assam was as low as 1 *8 and 1 *3 oz. respectively.

These figures may be compared with the 2^^'^ capita consumption
of 56 oz. in STew Zealand, 41 oz. in Great Britain and 36 oz. in

United States of America. Within a province) production and
consumption will of course vary from locality to locality and an
average production of less than 4 oz. means that a large section

of the population gets no milk at all.

The average milk yield of Indian cows is very low. It is esti-

mated in the Marketing Eeport as 487 lb per annum, which
may be compared with reported figures of 7,005 lb, for Denmark,

^ Assessment of the Anuual Contribution of Livestock to Indian Economy,
1934.

® Beporfe on the Development of the Cattle and Dairy Industries of
Iiidia, 1937.

® Keport on the Marketiiig of Milk in India and Burma (1943).
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3,463 for Australia^ and 2,663 for Egypt. The average annual

yield of the Indian she-buflalo is higher than that of the cow,

but only 1,229 lb. accoiding to the same report. The basic

cause of these low yields is inadequate feeding. If feeding can

be improved, bleeding and good management can greatly increase

milk production.

It IS not necessary to emphasise the value of milk as a food.*

It IS a good souice of animal piotein and of various vitamins and
ifiineial salts and is of particular value as an ingredient m vege-

tarian diets, or diets which though they may include a little

meat or fish, are physiologically speaking, practically vegetarian

in character. Experiments have shown that groups of Indian
school children receiving additional milk—whole or skimmed

—

increase in height and weight more lapidly than similar groups
not given milk The bulk of the population of India does not get

enough milk and its low consumption is a matter of deep national

concern.

We shall now discuss the possibilities of increased milk pro-

duction. The three important milking animals—^the cow, the

she-buftalo and the goat—will be "considered separately.

The cow

17. The cow perfoims the dual function of producing bullocks

for farm work and milk for human consumption. Her present

low yield makes her a liability to the faimer, since the milk she

gives does not pay for her feed. She is therefore neglected, parti-

cularly when dry. If she were better fed her milk yield would

improve and if her milk yield improved it would pay the culti-

vator to feed her better. This is one of several vicious circles in

Indian farming*

The potentialities for increasing the yield of cows by proper

management and feeding are considerable. Experience has shown

that when village cows are put on government farms they give

on an average about 60 per cent more milk in subsequent lacta-

tions, and the yield of their progeny may be further increased by

10 or 15 per cent. The yields of indigenous breeds have been

trebled or more in less than 20 years by selective breeding and

proper feeding in gover,nment farms. In well-managed dairy

farms yields per lactation of 4,150 lb. from purchased cows, and

5,720 lb. from farm-bred cows, have been obtained.

As long as the cow is needed for the dual purpose of producing

bullocks and milk, care must be taken that improvement in milk-

ing qualities is not brought about at the expense of satisfactory

working qualities in the progeny. There is, however, a place

for the specialised dairy cow in the farming economy of India,

notably in the development of mixed farming. On a prosperous

mixed farm the farmer could grow fodder, keep and feed a cow

of a high yielding strain, and add to his income and improve Ms
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diet. A well-fed cow may be used to some extent for draught

purposes as well as for milk production, and sucli a cow may be

more useful to the farmer than an ill-fed bullock and a worse fed

cow.

The she-buffalo

18. While the cow m India is kept primarily as a producer of

dhe draught bullock and only secondarily as a milk-producer, the

she-buifalo is maintained essentially for milk production. Under

present conditions she gives more milk than the cow, the average

milk yield of the she-buffalo is stated to be 1,229 lbs. per annum,
and in certain Government dairies yields of 5,210 lbs. have been

obtained. Buffalo milk has a higher fat content^ than cow’s milk.

The buffalo has also remarkable poweis of converting coarse fodder

into milk. The relative importance of the she-buffalo and the cow
as milk providers varies from province to province. The propor-

tion of the milk supply obtained from the buffalo is lowest in

Bengal, and is low in Assam and the Central Provinces. In the

remaining 7 provinces it varies from 40 to 63 per cent and in

5 of these exceeds 50 per cent. Illustrative figures are given

below :
—

Number of cows and buffaloes over three yea)s old kept for milk production

Bovine population of
over three years kept
for breeding and milk

production.
§§ s

Cows. Buffaloes.
2

Province.

Assam
Bengal
Bihar and Orissa

»

Bombay
Central Provinces .

.

Madras
North-West Frontier Province
Punjab
Sind . . . . *

.

United Provinces • • • •

1,305,188 112,781 18*4

7,673,067 266,669 7 6
5,792,628 1,625,792 63*9

1,796,896 1,153,869 5P9
3,216,893 830,084 26*8

4,280,661 2,395,870 60*1

206,974 137,648 61-2

2,549,778 2,873,692 63-6

761,107 339,573 40-0

5,726,249 4,060,877 46*9

The census statistics indicate the growing popularity of the
she-buffalo. JFrom 1915-16 to l934r-35 the number of cows increased
from 37*7 to 38*7 millions, an increase of 3 per cent, while the
number of she-buffaloes rose from 13 *6 to 16 *4 millions during the
same period, an increase of 13 per cent. Tlie census figures of

1940-41 show a decrease of about 0 '5 million in the cow population,
but an increase of about 0-1 million in the number of she-

buffaloes. In paragraph 2 we have given figures of the latest

census for the United Provinces, which show that while the number
of cows has declined by 11 per cent the number of she-buffaloes

has improved by 4 per cent even during the war years. It is only

^ Fat per cent—
V Buffalo milk. . , . 6 5 to 8*0

Cow . . . . . 4‘5 to 6*5

Goat .. .. 4’0to6*0
* Ksport on tba Development of the Cattle and Dairy Industries of Xndia

—

by Norman C. Wright, page J74.
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recently that attention has been given to the question of improv-

ing the buffalo^ and the potentialities for increasing the milk yield

ot this species have not been fully investigated. A valuable con-

tribution to the milk supply of India can be made by increasing

the numbers of she-buffaloes and improving their yields. It may
be added that some large bufralo dairy farms have recently been

established by the army.

The goat

19 The thud souice of milk supply is the goat,^ According

to the census figures of 1940-41 there are in India 9 8 million goats

(16 pei cent of the total goat population) which are milked and
these yield some 19 million maunds (0 7 million tons) of milk.

Average annual yield per goat is estimated at 200 lbs. but goats

of ceitain breeds give a yield of almost 400 lbs. At the Hissur

Government Eaim some goats have given a yield of over 700 lbs

in one lactation, while one goat gave as much as 1,000 lbs. The
highest yielding goats in the Punjab give more milk than cows

ot average yield in Bengal. Generally speaking, it is in Northern

India that the goat is of importance as a milk-producer. In Bengal
and Central and South India goats are at present little used as a

source of milk. Only 3 per cent of the total all-India milk supply

is in the form of goat’s milk ^

The Imperial Council of Agiicultural Research is financing

various schemes for improving the milk yield of goats and has

initiated a special scheme in Bengal. The possibilities of raising

yields through improved feeding and selective breeding are consi-

derable. Since it IS essential to inciease milk intake, and since

goats, in view of their laige numbers, should be able to make a

substantial contribution to total milk supply, more attention should

be given to the milch goat than has previously been the case. One
disadvantage of the goat as a domestic animal is its destructive-

ness; unless properly controlled it may cause havoc in forest areas

and in vegetable gardens. Its capacity for doing damage could,

however, be reduced by better control and management, stricter

regulations in forest areas, the thorn fencing of vegetable plots,

etc.

Sheep, camel and ass milk is of little importance. In North-

west India certain breeds of sheep are regularly milked and those

of the Daman and Lohi breeds are good milkers. Camel milk is

seldom drawn for sale but nomadic breeders may use it for

drinking.’^ ^

^ (a) ** * . .a good milk goat will supply sufficient milk for the average
family for at least nine to ten months of the year, and can be kept where it would
be impossible to keep a cow, they occupy a place in American agriculture not
filled by any other class of livestock, and one that is probably destined to be
increasingly important (page 1294, Tear Book of Agriculture, U.S.A., 1937).

(6) According to the Some publication a doe of the Saanens breed produced
imder test conditions 4,161 lbs of milk m nine months and one of the Toggenburg
breed 2,769 lbs, in ten months.

® Eeport on the Marketing of Milk in India and Burma (1943), page 11,

® Ibid,, page 60.

* Ibid,, page 12,

Ua
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'Ilie dairy induitiy

2U Tile bulk of tlie milk supply oi the couutiy is produced lu

rurui areus. it lias been estimated that ouly d per cent of milch

cows and less than 6 per cent of milch buftaloes are kept in towns

and cities/ Accoiding to the Milk Marketing Eeport some 72 per

cent of the total milk supply is tuined into vaiious milk pioducts,

57 per cent being converted into yliee Less than one-third (28 pei

cent) IS consumed as liiiuid milk The sale,oi yhec yields smaller

prohts to the producer than that of fiesh whole milk, but owing to

lack of facilities for storage and transport the lural producer,

except in the neighbouihood of urban areas, cannot sell his milk

in this form. Ghee has good keeping qualities and can conveni-

ently be manufactured, stored and transported under existing con-

ditions. The result is that pioducers in general turn their milk

into ghee, which is sold to urban consumers, and usually retain

little whole milk or ghee for their own use. The following figures

illustrate this point:—
Milh retmned by the pioducer and maihetahle quantity.

(Million tons )

...

Cow Buffallo Goab. Total

Ket amount hand-drawn ,

.

10*65 1P76 0 70 23 11

Betamed by producer as fluid milk or

product 2*86 0-95 0 35 4-16

Marketable quantity as fluid milk or

product 7*79 10 81 0 35 18*95

Willie some 95 per cent of tke milch cattle are in rural areas,

whole milk and ghee are in general little consumed in •villages in

the greater part of the country. “ Even in tracts where much
larger quantities of milk are produced, 16 per cent of families do

not consume any milk or milk products at all Conditions in the

other rural paits of India, where the production is much less

should, therefore, be still worse as regards the production and
consumption of milk and milk products ” It must, however, be

observed that the buttermilk or lassi which remains after the fat

has been removed m the preparation of ghee, and which contains

most of the valuable constituents of milk other than milk fat, is

usually consumed in the village.

The Milk Marketing Eeport states that the figures for 23
important cities in the country show that the urban intake is almost
double that of the daily average consumption of milk and milk
products in India, being 12*6 oz, per captia per day (liquid milk
S-7 oz.

,
products—^mainly ghee—in terms of liquid milk 8*9 oz.)^

While it is questionable whe'ther these figures accurately reflect

the present situation, there is no douht that previous to "the war
some progress was being made in the development of the urban
dairy industry. Dairy herds are kept in the neighbourhood of

on Marketing of Milk m India and Burma (1943), page 4,
^ jfdid*, page 52.

*/6td.^page 58,
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mbau centres, and often witliin municipal limits, and villages with-
in easj^ reach supply fresh milk During the war large dairy farms
have been established in certain areas by the military authorities

to meet the needs of the army. Provincial Governments and muni-
cipal corporations are taking an active interest in improving the
supply of milk for the urban population and have under considera-
tion schemes for establishing dairy faims. The supply of milk and
milk products in towns and cities is, however, in general insuffi-

cient to meet demand The milk sold is of poor quality as regards
cleanliness and purity, the adulteration of whole milk and ghee
being exceedingly common The keeping of cattle within urban
limits is undesirable from the public health standpoint since it

encouiages the breeding of flies. Milch cows are often transported
to cities, milked during one lactation and then slaughtered, the
result being the unnecessary loss of useful milking animals. Much
needs to be clone m order to improve urban supplies of milk and
milk products. Better marketing arrangements and stricter con-
trol of the quality of milk and milk products on the part of public
health authorities are required. The further development of co-
operative organizations for the production and distribution of milk
IS strongly to be recommended. The question of pasteurization
requires attention. At present there are a few good urban dairy
farms selling pure milk of high standard, but in general even
consumers who can afford fo pay liberally have difficulty in obtain-
ing milk of guaranteed quality.

A well-organized urban milk industry will stimulate production
in the neighbourhood of urban centres and lead to the introduction
of high-yielding breeds, and better feeding and management.
With the growth of industry the urban demand for milk is likely
to increase We have referred briefly elsewhere to the industrial
manufacture of processed milk products. If dried milk could be
manufactured in the few areas in which there is a surplus of milk,
it would provide an addition to urban milk supply, and also have
the effect of stimulating the development of the dairy industry and
the improvement of cattle.

General observations

21. The problem of increasing milk production in India is a
vast one, the solution of which depends essentially on increasing
the supply of feed and fodder for milch animals, and on the develop-
ment of mixed farming which provides a place for fodder crops in

crop-rotation. As we have already pointed out (Chapter III of

Part II) there are certain parts of the country in which the diffi-

culties are particularly serious. Great efforts are needed on the
part of animal husbandry departments, both as regards research
and its practical application. To determine the place of different

milch animals in the farming economy of the small holder, the eco-

nomics of milk production in the case of these animals require care-

ful investigation. The satisfactory development and organization
of the urban milk industry are of great importance, and schemes of

milk distribution by which certain ^ vulnerable * groups are
given a prior claim on available supplies have also a place in
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"milt policy.’ The greater part of the population, is however

rural, not urban, and we must emphasize that the basic problem is

to bring about a geneial increase in milk production in rural areas,

so that the cultivator can enrich his own diet with milk and milk

products.

Summary of Conclusions and Recommendations

Section A

22. The conclusions and recommendations of this chapter may
be summarized as follows:—

(i) Importance is attached to the maintenance of livestock

statistics and it is recommended that provinces and states should

recognize their obligation to conduct quinquennial enumerations

on a uniform basis.

(ii) The number of stud and approved bulls is still far below

requirements. Increased use should be made of improved and
registered animals bred in the villages in selected breeding tracts.

The development of artificial insemination may result in a de-

crease in the number of bulls required.

(hi) An enquiry should be undertaken into the best age for

castration of inferior animals and every effort made to increase the

castration of scrub bulls.

(iv) An investigation should be made with a view to increas-

ing the milk yields of buffaloes.

(v) It is essential that the best possible use be made of all

grazing lands. Experiments should be undertaken^ as soon as pos-

sible, in re-seeding, rotational grazing, and manuring of grass

lands.

(vi) Minor forests should be developed for tlhe provision of

grazing and fuel.

(vii) Green fodder crops are in serious short supply. Mixed
farming holds out possibilities of increased production of human
food as well as feed and fodder for cattle. The experiments now
being conducted into mixed farming should be continued and
extended.

(viii) The possibility of using the cow for work on the farm
as well as for milk production is a matter worthy of investigation.

(ix) Research into the prevention and cure of disease should
he expanded. The Veterinary Services in the provinces are inade-
quate and should be greatly strengthened.

Section B
(x) The average daily fer capita consumption of milk in

India has been variously estimated as 5^8 to 10 oz. Average
intake is reasonably high in Sind and the Punjab, hut in most parts
of India is less than 4 oz. daily, which means that a large section
of the population consumes no milk at all.
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(si) Tiie average milk yield of tlie Indian cow is very low.

Tkat of the sihe-bnffalo is somewhat higher. The yields of both

can be greatly increased by better feeding and management.

Goat’s milk amounts at present to only a small percentage of the

total milk supply, but there are possibilities of increasing the

importance of the goat as a source of milk.

(xii) Less than one-third of the total milk supply is sold and^

consumed in the form of fresh liquid milk. The milk-producer

usually prepares ghee from Ihis milk and sells it, retaining the but-

ter-milk or lassi for his own use. Producers in the neighbourhood
of large urban areas can sell their milk in the fresh state, which
IS more profitable than the sale of ghee,

(xiii) The urban dairy industry has developed during recent

decades, but in general the supply of milk and milk products in

towns and cities is insufiicient to meet demand, and standards of

purity and cleanliness are low. Much needs to be done to improve
the supply, distribution and quality of milk in urban centres. A
well-organized urban milk industry will stimulate production in

the neighbourhood of such centres and lead to the introduction of

higher-yielding breeds, and better feeding and management.

(xiv) To increase milk supply, the essential requirement is

more and better food for milking animals. The economics of milk
production in the case of milch animals of different species should

be investigated. Primary emphasis must be laid on the need for

increasing the production and consumption of milk and milk
products in the village.
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CHAPTER VIII.—AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH AND
ORGAJfIZATION

The task of agricultural improvement falls into three stages

:

^(i) research, (li) the confirmation by repeated tiials of the results

of research, and (in) the application of these results to the culti-

vator’s field.

Reseakck

2. The Royal Commission on Agriculture (1928) remarked that

in spite of the marked progress which has been made in many
directions during the last quarter of a century, it is hardly an
exaggeration to say that agricultural research in this country is

still in its infancy ” Since then valuable contributions have been

made by central and provincial research centres, research depart-

ments in the states, universities, and other research institutions.

The Imperial Council of Agricultural Research has established

research institutes and has aided and encouraged research through-

out the country. The Indian Central Cotton Committee and
otiier Committees have taken similar action in their own particular

fields. But though much has been done, there is an urgent need

for further research into the numerous problems on the solution

of which the prosperity of the farmer largely depends. For

example, further research on the basic problems of soil fertility is

imperative in the interest of Indian agriculture

Increasing facilities for research and the multiplication of

research centres will demand closer co-ordination and collaboration

between research institutes and research workers To secure these

3nust be largerly the responsibility of the Imperial Council of

Agricultural Research, working in consultation with provincial

and state governments. On the general questions of co-ordination

and planning of research we may quote from a report on animal
husbandry submitted in 1944 to the Government of India by an
American expert. Dr. Ralph W. Phillips: Many (research) pro-

jects are ineffective owing to inadequate planning, personnel and
facilities . . He recommends that a broad set of objec-

tives and programme of work to meet these objectives ’’ should

be established and that the value of a research project should be
judged by the degree to which it will contribute towards the pre-

determined objectives. We endorse these observations and would
add that they are equally applicable to agricultural research.

While planned programmes of research into the numerous pro-

blems of Indian agriculture and animal husbandry are essential,

the danger that the excessive regimentation of research and too

inelastic a system may damp initiative and enthusiasm must be
borne in mind. Given the necessary directive qualities on the part

of those responsible for research policy, it should not be difficult

to combine initiative and co-ordinated effort.
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3. Research does not always yield quick results and this fact

should be realized. The capacity foi first class original research

is rare and it is always difficult to find really good men for senior

research appointments Too frequently workeis are recruited to

research institutions who do not possess the necessary qualities

to make good investigatois. Mere numbers cannot compensate for

the lack of such qualities, and if the stafls of research institutes

are too rapidly increased, theie is a danger that appointments may
be filled by men who aie not tempeiamentally suited to become
good research workers. Again, if sufficient leaders of research

are not available, too laige a staff of junior workeis may be placed

in the charge of one senior worker, with the result that the latter's

time and energy are largely devoted to administration to the detri-

ment of original research. Agncultuial ]*esearch in the country

has not been without these drawbacks The development of

research should be sure but steady, and a certain degree of

gradualness ’’ m the extension of reseaich institutes is to be

advocated.

4. A closely allied question is that of the proper training of

research workers. Time spent in such training is never time lost.

Hitherto arrangements for the training of agricultural research

workers have not been satisfactory. The problems to be investi-

gated are complex and a comprehensive grasp of the sciences

bearing' on any given line of investigation is necessary. Graduates

in science and agriculture, fresh from a university, are often

assigned research problems of great complexity They may begin

well but soon reach the end of then intellectual resources The

question of the suitable training of research workers deserves the

most careful consideration, which, in our opinion, it has not yet

received. Among the functions proposed for the Imperial Council

of Agricultuial Research by the Royal Commission on Agriculture

was the training of research personnel and the grant of scholar-

ships for this purpose. Before a worker is given an appointment

on the staff of an agricultural research institute or department,

he should have received post-graduate training in agricultural

science and the sciences ancillary to agriculture, and have learnt

something of the scientific method. Facilities for such post-

graduate training are at present quite inadequate and we com-

mend this question to the attention of the Imperial Council of

Agricultural Research,

With regard to senior workers, we support the recommendation

of Sir John Russell that the Council should set aside a small

fund to assist senior men of approved merit to go overseas for

training ’h The wmrd training should not. however, he

interpreted as meaning a special course at an approved centre with

the object of obtaining a senior degree. What we contemplate is

that senior workers of standing and achievement should visit

institutions in other countries where research in the field in which

they are interested is being carried out. and study the technique

and methods of approach followed^
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Able and promising young woikeis should receive every

encouragement, and should have good prospects of advancement.

Dr. Phillips, in the report previously referred to, makes the follow-

ing comments One of the inteies^ting observations I made in

India was the tendency of many of the leaders of organizations

to assume all or most of the credit for the programme of research

under way ... In the development of a strong* research pro-

gramme, or in any field of agricultural lesearch, it is necessary

to have initiative in all members of the staff This initiative can-

not be developed unless younger men are given encouragement

and an opportunity to show what they have done and can do

We do not know how far the tendencies described by Dr Phillips

are general among agricultural and animal husbandry research

institutes in India. In so far as they exist, they are detrimental

to the development of healthy and strong research organizations,

with liberal research traditions. It is among the keen young

workers of to-day that the future leaders of research must be

sought.

5.

Both from the point of view of advancement of research and

the efficiency of agricultural education, it is essential that the

discoveries made and the conclusions arrived at, m various spheres

of Indian agriculture, should be compiled and made available

in a convenient and accessible form. We support Sir John Eussell

in his recommendation that critical monographs by specialists

should be prepared on various aspects of agricultural science. We
lay particular stress on the compilation of the available material

on soils and soil fertility.

Organization

6. As regards the second stage, that is the confirmation of

results of research by tests and trials under different conditions,

a great deal of useful work has been done on experimental farms.

We think, however, that more work is required in the direction

of integrating proved results into suitable farm practices. For
example, it is not sufficient to establish that a new variety will

give an increased yield. It is also necessary to determine the

best time for sowing, the amount and kind of manure required to

obtain the best results, and in the case of an irrigated crop the

time at which and the quantity in which water should be applied.

Experimental farms, we suggest, should include work of this

nature in their programmes.

7. The third stage, that is, the application of proved results of

research to the cultivator's field, is the most difficult. For
instance, to produce more rice from an acre of land by sowing an
improved variety, by the use of manure and by protection from
pests, is a comparatively simple proposition, but to plan and put
into execution a scheme whereby every farmer will get such an
increased yield is a much more difficult and complicated task.

It is the peasant with the small holding who must be the back-
ground of all planning, and the recommendations made must be
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sucL. that it IS possible for him to adopt them and benefit from
them. It must be lemembered that the peasant is conservative
and often illiterate^ that his soil often lacks fertility, his cattle

more often than not poor, his farm small, and his financial resour-
ces restricted. The farmer is the problem. His ignorance must be
removed, his prejudices conquered, his implements and cattle

improved, and his financial resources expanded. What is required
IS the planning of a complete scheme oi farm economy applicable
to the individual farmer Small demonstration plots where the
virtues of a single improvement—a better vaiiety or a more
efficient implement—are exhibited will not solve the problem An
entire holding should be taken with the object of demonstrating an
improved practice of farming. It is, we think, along these lines

that there is need for investigation and demonstration. What we
contemplate is a series of ^ pilot ’ farms designed to show the
improvements which can be carried out on an average holding by
the average farmer.

8. If agricultural production is to be largely increased, the
administrative and field establishments in the provinces must be
very considerably expanded. The present stafi is quite inadequate

to deal with large development schemes The necessity for a large

expansion in the establishments is recognized and the post-wai

plans of development now under preparation in the provinces

provide for the strengthening of these establishments. The
Government of India have also under consideration a large

increase in the staff at the Centre. In fact agriculture must be

recognized as one of the most important activities of Government,

and Agricultural Departments given a high priority in the alloca-

tion of funds for development purposes.

The training of the additional administrative and field staff is

a matter of fundamental importance. Becently there has been an

increase in the number of institutions inparting agricultural

education Agricultural Colleges have arranged for an increase in

the permissible number of students and the Centre and the Pro-

vinces have under examination the question of the establishment

of additional colleges. If, however, expansion is to be rapid, it

will be necessary to tap all available resources. The science

departments of universities will prove a fruitful source of recruit-

ment provided that arrangements can be made for the training

of science graduates for work in Agricultural Departments,

Summary of Conclusions and Eecommendations

9. (i) There is urgent need for further research into the

numerous problems on the solution of which the prosperity of the

Indian farmer largely depends. T'or example, further research

on the basic problems of soil fertility is imperative.

(ii) Increasing facilities for research and the multiplication

of research institutes will demand closer co-ordination and collabora-

tion between research institutes and research workers.
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(lii) The capacity tor hrst-class original research is rare and

it IS always difficult to hnd good men for senior reseaich appoint-

ments. The development ot researcii, therefore^ should be sure

but steady and a certain degree of ‘ gradualness ^ in the extension

of research institutes is to be advocated.

(iv) The training of reseaich workers is important. Facili-

ties for post-graduate tiaining of a worker before he is appointed

to an agiicultural reseaich institute, are at present inadequate

This matter is brought to the attention of the Imperial Council of

Agricultural Research.

(v) Support IS given to the recommendation of Sir John
Russell that the Imperial Council of Agricultural Research should

set aside a small fund to assist senior men of approved merit to go

overseas for training in research

(vi) The important results of research in Indian agriculture

should be compiled and published in a series of critical mono-
graphs.

(vii) More work requirCvS to be done on experimental farms

in the direction of integrating proved results into suitable farm

practices.

(viii) A system of ‘ pilot ’ farms is recommended with the

object of demonstrating the application of the results of research

and improved farming methods to tlie cultivator.

(ix) If agricultural production is to be largely increased,

the administrative and field establishments in the provinces must
be very considerably expanded. Agriculture must be recognized

as one of the most important activities of Government and Agri-

cultural Departments given a high priority in the allocation of

funds.
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At the present time, as we Eave pointed out, tliere is seiious

piebbUie on land in vaiious paitb oi tlie country, evidenced bj the

smallness of aveiage holdings and in other ways. It is, therefore,,

essential that the most piofitable use should be made of land

lesouices One method oi fuitheimg this end is the increased pio-

duction of certain ciops such as potatoes, sweet-potatoes, tapioca ^

and plantains which give laiger returns of food energy or calories

per unit aiea than ceieals, thereby releasing land foi the produc-

tion of other foods, notably protective foods, in which India is very

deficient Further, Indm is at present shoit of iice and barely

.?elf-sufficient in other cereals and to piovide enough cereals to

meet the needs of the glowing population will be a formidable

task Hence the pioduction of foods which will reduce the demand
for ceieals lequires caieful consideiation.

Attempts have been made to relieve the present rice shortage

by supplying deficit rice-eating ai'eas with wheat. This policy

has been only partially successful, since rice-eaters on the whole
do not take leadily to wheat, and have not the knowledge and
means needed to prepare wheat for consumption in acceptable

form The same applies in geneial to the use of millets in rice-

eating areas. Again, the consumption of wheat or millet as part

of a daily lation which consists mainly of nee, involves two cooking
operations, adding to household work aud increasing the demand
for fuel. If supplementaiy foods which can be cooked with rice,

or which do not requiie cooking, can be made available in greater

quantities in deficit rice-eating areas, the situation would be eased.

The Calokib Peotein and Caebohydkate Values oe
Ceetain Foods

2 The following figures show the calorie value of the foods
mentioned above and their chemical composition in respect of

m’otein and carbohydrate. The values are typical ones, taken fiom
Health Bulletin Xo. 23, The Nutritive Value of Indian Foods
and the Planning of Satisfactory Diets :

—
Bice. Wheat. Potato.

Sweet
Potato,

Tapioca Plantain.

Moisture per cent 12^2 12*8 74*7 66*5 59 4 75

Protein per cent 8-5 11-8 D6 P2 0*7 P2
Carbohydrate per cent.

Calories per 100 gimn-

78*0 71-2 22-9 31-0 38*7 24*0

mea .. 351 346 99 133 159 no

These figures shov^ protein, carbohydrate and calorie values on
a fresh weight basis. The moisture content of the various non-
cereal foods is higher than that of wheat and rice and this reduces

I'his refers to the root Man^koi generally known as manioc or
cassava. In most parts of the world the term ^ tapioca ’ is applied only to pro-
cessed products obtained from the root, but in India it is used to describe the
root We have here followed the customary Indian usage.
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then perceutage content of protein and carbohydrate. Tapioca as

actually harvested from the field may contain a higher percentage

of incisture than the figure given above. On a fresh weight basis,

rice and wheat are very much superior to the other foods in protein

content. The latter are, however, good sources of the energy^

yielding factor^ carbohydrate Comparison of the calorie, protein

and carbohydrate yield per acre of the various foods, calculated

on the fresh edible portion, gives the following figures:—
Rice. Wheat Potato.

Sweet
Potato.

Tapioca. Plantain.

Estimated yield per
acre (maunds 10 10 50 50 50 224

Protein yield (Kilo-

grams) 31 43 20 22 13 56

Carbohydrate yield

(Kilograms) 284: 258 416 563 522 1,190

Calories per acre (in

thousands) . 1,280 1,260 1,790 3,880 2,880 5,040

The yield per acre for wheat and rice quoted is somewhat above

the all-India average while that for potato, sweeh-potato and

tapioca is much below the average.

The non-cereal foods in question give a considerably higher

calorie yield per acre than nee and wheat. Even if rice and

wheat yields per acre were increased by 50 per cent, a yield of

15 maunds pei acre will equal, as regards calorie outturn, only

a yield of 50 maunds per acre of potato, 25 maunds of sweet-potato

and 33 maunds of tapioca With improved methods of culti-

vation, a yield of 200 maunds per acre is not impossible in the case

of the latter. Plantain, it is to be observed, gives a larger calorie

return than the roots and tubers in question. In respect of pro-

tein yield, the roots and tubers are, however, inferior to cereals

on the basis of the average yields per acre quoted above^. Plan-

tain has approximately the same percentage protein content as

potato and sweet-potato, but gives a larger return because of its

higher yield per acre.

Potatoes

3. Potatoes have been grown in India for over a century, but

their cultivation has expanded only very slowly. From 1930-31

to 1938-39 the acreage under potato increased from 419,300 to

468,700, i.e., by less than 50,000 acres in the course of a decade ^
The increase in the area under potato during the war years maj^

be estimated at 76,000 acres, bringing the total area under this

crop to a little over 0*5 million acres. In contrast, the average

annual pre-war acreages in Germany, the United States and
XJ.S.S E. were reported to exceed 7, 3 and 18 million acres res-

pectively. Before the war annual production in India was esti-

mated at about 1,800,000 tons, while imports were about 42,500

^ One maund is equal to 82*28 lb. or 37’3 kilograjns (approx.).

i.6., taking SO maunds per acre as tbe average yield. If a yield of 100
maunds* wbioh is probably nearer tbe all-India average, is taken, tbe protein
yields per acre of the roots and tubers will exceed those of cereals.

® Report of the Agricultural Marketing Adviser on the Marketing of
Potatoes (194:1).
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tons
,
ovei half of the latter consisted of imports into Bengal from

Burma If the quantity required for seed is deducted, and allow-

ance made for wastage, the total quantity available for domestic

conbumption was in the neighbourhood of 1,400,000 tons, or

between 8 and 9 lb. per capita annually.

We may contrast the position in India as regards potato con-

sumption in relation to ceieal consumption with that in certain

other countiies TJie figures given below, taken from Workers
Nutiition and Social Policy'', published by the International

Laboui Office in show the annual consumption m various

eountiies of ceieals and potatoes, on the part of families belong-

ing to the lower income groups They refer to different da^.es

during the period 1923-35.

Ayuival con sumption per comumpHon unit or adult man

Ceieals Potatoes,

r~ r" ^
^

Kilograms. lb. Kilograms. lb.

Geimany 138 5 (304 7) 147 8 (326 2)
Belgium 225*5 (498 1) 230 2 (606 4)

Poland 198 6 (436 9) 175 1 (385 2)

Czechoslovakia 197 9 (435*4) 118 0 (259 6)

Sweden 112 9 (248*4) 101 1 (222 4)

Finland 129 1 (284 0) 110 4 (242 9)

United Kingdom 97 3 (214 1) 78*1 (171*8)

United States . 79 8 (175 6) 64 4 (1417)
Norway 149 5 (328 9) 84 3 (185 5)

Austri k 146 6 (322 5) 53 3 (117 3)

Bulgai la 287 6 (632*7) 22*6 (49*7)

Palestme 164 6 (362*1) 35*4 (77 9)

Unquestionably the potato now occupies a prominent position

in woild food economy; as a world souice of food energy it is m
fact not very fai behind rice and wheat. Its cultivation is of

particular importance m the more densely populated European
countries. The statement at the end of this chapter illustrates

this point. We may also quote E L IsTixon^ who says: 3 he

part that the potato plays at the present time m maintaining life,

through supplying food to the most densely populated continent,

seivcvS to direct oui attention to the part it is destined to play as

the source of food in our own country (United States of America)

and in our own continent in the years to come. The famines

vhich normally devastated Europe became much less frequent after

the potato was cultivated as a field crop , . . We need only

ask what the universal adoption and the scientific production of

potato would mean to the starving millions of China 'b

There is no reason why the production of potatoes in India

should not be substantially increased. The areas climatically

suitable for its cultivation are large, including most of Northern
India (in the cold weather) and cool areas of sufficient elevation

throughout the whole of the peninsula. One of the greatest

obstacles to the extension of cultivation is the lack of sound healthy

seed, in adequate quantities at the right time and at reasonable

prices. In the plains seed potatoes cannot be preserved through

^ The Principles of Potato Production, 1931,
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the hot weather and the lains, and crops readily become diseased

and unsuitable for seed purposes. The transportation to the plains

of seed from the hills is usually necessaiy. The storage of seed

in cold storage would solve this problem, but cold storage is not

at piesent available Potatoes also require sufficient water and
abundant manure. Apart from the extension of the area under
cultivation, Dr. Burns has stated that '' given disease-free seed

potaloes and suitable inaniiiing, the pi eduction of potatoes on

the existing acreage can be doubled ”

Sweet Potatoes

4. The sweet potato is an edible loot of geat importance in

many of the warmer countries of the world It is widely culti-

vated in China, Malaya and the Southern United States; in the

United States of America the area under cultivation is about 0 9

million acres. At piesent the area under sweet potato in India is

not accurately known, but there is little doubt that it is extensive

In Bibar the Government have encouraged its cultivation during

the war and there has been a large increase in production, uarti-

cularly in the Tirhut Division. Similarly there was a considerable

increase in the acreage under this crop in Bengal during the

faruine year of 1943. In the United Provinces sweet potato grows

well and is considered a useful supplementary food for the pooi

man. In the Central Provinces the area under sweet potato is

roughly estimated at 10,000 acres and the yield at 25,000 tons.

Moie definite information has been supplied to us about the area

under this crop in certain districts in Madras, which is as

follows :
-

Area
Average
yield per Production

(acres). acre (tons).

South Kanara 20,000

(tons).

5 100,000
Vizagapatam 5,430 4 25 23,000
Malabar 40,000 2 80,000

We were infoi'med by the district agricultural authorities, Malabar,

that the area under sweet potato in the district rose from 19,000

acres in 1942 to 31,000 in 1943 and 40,000 in 1944, comprising

in 1944 about 2 per cent of the gross cultivated area. This increase

was brought about by the cultivator himself on his own initiative,

presumably as a response to the shortage of rice, and not as the

result of Government propaganda and financial aid. In Malabar

s’weet potato and tapioca have during the recent period of rice

shortage provided a very appreciable addition to food supply.

Sweet potato can be grown from stem cuttings, so that the seed

problem, which is so serious an obstacle to the extension of potato

cultivation, does not arise. Its demands as regards soil, manure

and water-supply are not exacting. In certain areas two crops are

produced annually from the same land. It cannot, however, be

stored for more than a month under village conditions and is

produced almost entirely for local consumption. During the pre-

sent emergency it has proved a most useful standby in many parts

of the country.
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The Extension oe the Cultivation oe Potatoes and

Sweet Potatoes

5. We feel that 3xiore attention should be paid to the potato

and sweet potato by agricultural research workers and departments.

Little or no work has hitherto been done on the sweet potato.

There are various questions which require investigation . the deve-

lopment of improved varieties in respect of yields and nutritive

value; the possibility of hnding in other countries high-yielding

varieties specially suitable for introduction into India
,
seed, trans-

port and stoiage problems, the potentialities of dehydration in nor-

mal times, etc. We may add that there are in India numerous wild

edible roots, consumed for the most part in jungle and forest

tracts, about which little is at present known. These might repay

iiivesagation It is conceivable that amongst them might be found

roots which, after artificial cultivation and development on an
expel iinental scale, could be giown as a source of food supply.

The extended cultivation of potatoes and sweet potatoes vshould

be one of the objectives of food policy. The cultivation by villagers

of small patches of sweet potatoes, and potatoes where this

is possible, for their own individual consumption would be an
ex(‘ellent thing, providing additional calories, reducing cereal

lequirements, and adding variety to the diet. Both snould be

regarded as useful supplementary foods. The potato, which needs

plenty of manure and water, tends in general to be grown as a
cash crop rather than as a staple crop, and is at present a supple-

meiitary rather than a staple food in the areas in which it is

cultivated The sweet potato, on the other hand, with its less

exacting requirements is grown over wide areas and not infre-

quently consumed as a main article of diet in certain seasons of

the year During periods of food shortage it has helped to save

p!>or aoricultunsts fioin starvation and in such circumstances its

V tdo^pread cultivation is obviously fully justified. But as regards

long-term food policy, its use as a staple food, i.e., as a food vvhich

is taken as a major ingredient in the diet as a substitute for

cereals, is undesirable since it may seriousty reduce protein in-

take. The aim should be to increase its production, simultaneously

with that of other foods such as cereals, pulses, fish, etc., which
are licher in protein, in such a manner that it forms part of a

diet otherwise containing a sufficiency of protein.

Caueots

B. Brief mention may be made here of the carrot, a high-

yielding root which is a good source of pro-vitamin A or carotene.

Within lecent decades its production in various countries has

considerably increased and it is growing in popularity. It is a

very suitable article of diet for young children. In India the

cultivation of carrots has been extended during the war, mainly for

military purposes, and after the war further efforts in this direc-

tion should be made for the benefit of the civil population Special

attention should be given to the provision of pure seed. The
carrot can be successfully grown in most parts of India.
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Tapioca

T Tcjpioca IS at present cousumed only in tlie soutk-westein

pait ol the peninsula. It was introduced into Travancoie vluiing

tile last centuiy and its pioduction in that State was extended

slowly and steadily up to the outbieak of the Japanese war. After

tile iail of Buinia and the reduction of iice impoits, pioduction

Was pushed foiwaid rapidly to supplement insufficient rice supplies

and prevent staivation. The area under this root in Travancoie

increased by 33 per cent in 1943-44 teaching 0*5 million acres out

of a gloss cultivated area of approximately 2 2 million acres. Total

ptodaction was estimated at 750,000 tons. Cultivation has been

extended in neighbouiing areas for similar reasons. Accoiding

to estimates supplied to us, the aiea under tapioca in Cochin has

doubled during the war period, its pioduction being 30,000 tons

in 1943-44, while in Malabar the area has also been doubled,

1 Caching in that year 40,000 acres, with an estimated production

of 120,000 tons. The extension of cultivation in this part of

Indm during the war period, appears to have been in general

brought about by the reaction of the population to food shortage

rather than as the result of deliberate (icvernment policy.

Tapioca is grown from cuttings, grovs well even m poor soil,

and needs no irrigation. Hill slopes and uneven undulating
land which cannot he put under any ordinaly foodcrop, can be

planted with tapioca. It is a high-yielding crop which may
give a return of from 2 to 10 tons per acre according to condi-

tions of cultivation In India average yield is at the lower

limit of these figures, but a yield up to 15 tons per acre has

.been obtained in certain trials in the West Indies. Tapioca has
various uses apart from its direct consumption by human heiax,s

as an unprocessed root It is a rich source of starch, whicb
after extraction and drying can be used as an ingredient in

biscuits, etc
, in the manufacture of such products as glucose,

glue and size for dressing textiles, and for laundry purposes.

Its leaves can provide cattle fodder.

With these advantages, tapioca has one very serious dis-

advantage. It is a very poor source of protein^ poorer than
other roots and tubers in general If it is taken in relatively

small quantities, as part of a diet which otherwise contains suffi-

cient protein, no harm will result, A diet consisting of one part

of tapioca to three parts of rice, and containing other foods such
as pulses or fish which are rich in protein, would not be seriously

deficient in this essential food factor; hut if these proportions of

iapiQca and rice- are reversed, and other protein-rich foods are

not available, protein shortage is likely to result and have ill-

effects on health and physical development. In practice the

extension of tapioca cultivation often means that the poorer

olasses Oat more and more of this cheap and starchy root, and less

and less of other foods. Hence the indiscriminate and uncon-
trolled spread of tapioca cultivation is not to be recommended,
unless, indeed, in an emergency when starvation must he
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averted at all costs. In uormal times the extension of tapioca

growing should be encouraged only if it is possible to ensure that

It does not become the chiet ingredient in tJie diet, and that other

foods iicher in piotein aie consumed in sufhcient quantities.

Plantains and Bananas^

8. Ihese ii uits leseinble root vegetables and tubers more
closely in chemical composition and calorie value than they

iesemole juicy Iruits, eg., citius fiuits. They aie particularly

leiished by childien and could form part of midday meals pro«

vided under school-feeding schemes. We have remarked else-

where that half a pound of milk daily for every Indian child is

unfortunately a remote ideal, but “ a plantain a day is a

practicable and attainable objective. Though plantains are no
substitute tor milk, they have useful nutritional properties. It

has been estimated that about 20 per cent of the area undex^

fruits is under plantain, but how far this figure is accurate it is

impossible to say. Little woik has hitherto been done on this

fruit by Agricultural Departments and the questions of extend-

ing production, increasing yields and improving marketing
arrangements all require attention. The high calorie return of

plantain per acie has already been referred to. We feel (liat

an increase in the production of this fruit, for consumption as

a supplementary food, particulaiiy by children, should be

included among the objectives of food production policy. It

may be added that elsewhere in the world a ^ flour ’ has been

manufactured from plantains which while it contains only about

4 per cent of protein, resembles cereal floui in carbohydrate and

mineral content, and calorie value.

We have referred to the need for research in potatoes and
sweet potatoes, the same applies to plantains. In various tropi-

cal countries, notably in the West Indies where the banana is

a most important commercial crop, a considerable amount of

work has been done on improved varieties, pests and diseases,

storage, manurial problems, etc. In India the plantain may
well be given a more prominent position in the programme of

Agricultural Eesearch Departments. The possibility of making
use of surplus fruit during periods of glut for the manufacture
of ‘ flour ^ might be investigated. Marketing problems also

require attention. The plantain is a food of greater importance

in India than is generally realized.

^ In India the wotd * banana * is nsually applied to a large fruit grown on the

West Coast, whereas elsewhere in the country fruit ’^^hich would be called banana

in Europe and America is called * plantain h We understand that there is some

botanical distinction between the plantain and the banana, though none a=»

regards nutritive value. W© shall here employ the word ‘ plantain ’ to cover all

varieties of the fruit grown in India.

16a
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PART ill

Summary of Conci^usions and Recommendations.

9. Tlie mam conclusions and recommendations of tkis chapter
are

—

(i) It is essential to make the most prchtahle use of land
lesouices. One method of achieving this is the increased pio-

duction of potatoes, sweet potatoes, tapioca, and plantains which
give laiger returns of food energy or calories per unit area than
cereals.

(ii) The potato, as a world source of food energy, is not fur

behind rice and wheat, while the sweet potato is an edible root

of great importance in many of the warmer countries of the

world. The area under potato in India is only about 0 5 million

acres, but the areas climatically suitable for its cultivation are

large. The area under sweet potato is not accurately known but

IS extensive and has increased considerably during the war

(ill) The extended cultivation of potatoes and sweet potatoes

as supplementary foods should be one of the objectives of food

policy. The sweet-potato is, at present, consumed as a main
article of diet in some areas in certain seasons of the year. Its

use, however, as a major ingredient in the diet, as a substitute

for cereals, is undesirable since it may seriously reduce* protein

intake. The aim, therefore, should be to increase its production

j^imultaneously with that of other foods richer in protein, sucli

as cereals, pulses, fish, etc.

(iv) Tapioca, the area under which has extended very con-

siderably in south-west India during the war, "has one serious dis-

advantage. It is a very poor source of protein. In normal times,

therefore, the extension of tapioca growing should be encouraged,

only if it is possible to ensure that it does not become the chief

ingredient in the diet and that other foods richer in protein

are consumed in sufficient quantities.

(v) An increase in the production of plantains and bananas,

for consumption as a supplementary food, particularly
^

by

children, should be included among the objectives of food policy.
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CHAPTER X.—VEGETABLES AND ERTJITS

Vegetables

Vegetables belp to balance and diversify monotonous cereal

diets and fall into tbe category of ^ protective ^ foods. Different

kinds vary considerably m nutritive value. Green leafy vege-

tables are. richer in vitamins and mineral salts (e g., calcium)

than other vegetables in general^ and some of the common Indian
varieties such as amaranth, coriander leaves, drumstick leaves,

etc., aie excellent sources of pro-vitamin A—a vitamin for which
the need is considerable since ill-health and disease associated

with vitamin A deficiency are of frequent occurrence among the

poorer classes Leafy vegetables, of which there are numerous
edible varieties, both cultivated and wild, are among the cheap-

est of foods. Common vegetables which are not of the ^ leafy
’

type, e g., brinjal {solanum melongena)

,

ladies’ fingers {hibiscus

cscuhntus) and the. various gourds are less valuable from the

nutrmonal standpoint but have various useful dietetic properties.

The present intake of vegetables of all kinds on the part of the

mass of the population is insufficient and could with advantage

be greatly increased, with special emphasis on green leafy vege-

tables. An increase of 100 per cent has been suggested as a

suitable objectiTe,

The Growing oe Vegetables for Local Consumption

2. V?"e would lay special emphasis on the growing of vegetables

in villages for local consumption. Little attention has hitherto

been paid to this question by agricultural and other departments.

Sir John Russell remarked that much more work should be

done in the cultivation of green leafy vegetables and demonstra-

tion. Fruit and vegetable gardens should be set up adjacent to

the villages where they can receive manure and water. A marked
extension of vegetable growing is very desirable.” The villager

in many parts of India is not interested in growing vegetables

even when land and water for this purpose ate available: In

some areas village cultivation of fruits and vegetables on small

plots provides appreciable quantities of valuable food, but taking

the country as a whole, such cultivation is sadly neglected* This

is sometimes due to difficulties about water-supply, but the chief

reason for it is the lack of interest to which we have referred.

Education and propaganda are required to teach the villager

the value of vegetables as food and to persuade him to grow these

for his own use when circumstances permit We have referred

elsewhere to the growing of vegetables in school compounds b^Sr

the children themselves to supplement meals provided by school

feeding schemes. This would be of educational value^ and help

to popularize the growing of vegetables in villages.

In the neighbourhood of cities, market gardening on a com-

mercial scale is a paying proposition and has been considerably

[ 208 ]
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developed. We feel^ iiowevei, tliat more use could be made m
urban areas of private gaideus and patches of waste laud for

vegetable growing on the part of the individuals for tbeir own

consumption. In England the ‘ allotment ' system has been

very successful during the war and has materially added to food

lesouices. At piesent the price of vegetables in towns and cities

in India is abnoimally high and in many urban areas there is

a serious scarcity.

The Commercial CtrLTiviTiox op Vegetables

d. We have dealt with the pi ogress made in the commercial

cultivation of vegetables in the chapter describing the Grow
More hood campaign The main difficulty has been the supply

of seed of the ' Euiopean ’ types of vegetables—cabbage, cauli-

flower, etc.—which thrive in the cold weathei in JSTorthern India

and in elevated tracts in tiopical India throughout the year

During 1944, 1.200 acres were brought under seed production

in Kashmir and Quetta, and 600,000 Ih of seed, sufficient to

grow winter vegetables over an area of 100,000 acres, were

obtained. Of this amount, approximately five-sixths were intend-

ed to meet civilian demands, while the balance, with the addition

of 100,000 lb of imported seed, was to be provided to the army

It is expected that in 1945 India will produce enough seed to dis-

pense with impoits altogether However, to impiove and main-

tain a high standard in quality, arranoenieiits have been made
to import ^ mother seeds ^ from abroad and to produce seed under

conditions in which purity can be maintained The supply of

good seed, the high prices obtained for vegetables by the culti-

vator, the vegetable farms started in co-operation with the

military authorities and by the military authorities themselves,

have considerably increased production. It is necessary that after

the war this increase in production should be maintained and
that a rapid fall in production, following a fall in price, should

be avoided. The necessary conditions for continued progress

are an adequate supply of water and manure, and the supply of

good varieties of seed at reasonable prices. Many of the> recom-

mendations regarding transport, storage and marketing, which
we make in the section which follows with regard to fruit produc-

tion, apply in general to vegetable production also. There are

numerous dealers in vegetable seeds in the country but the trade

is at present unorganized and there is no guarantee that the

seeds, other than those sold hy a small number of well established

firmSs are of good quality. As in the case of fruit trees, pro-

babh^ the best solution of this difficult problem lies in tlie

establishment of ' recognized ’ nurserymen and dealers whose
sales would be limited to seed which has been certified, after

proper germination tests, by the Departments of Agriculture,

It will be necessary for all provinces to employ staff speciallv

qualified for vegetable production. We have referred to the

development of a plant protection service Extension of vegA-

table growing will need such a service, adequate in strength to

[309]
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deal witL tKe pests and diseases of vegetables. These recom-

mendations ^pply moie particularly to sucli vegetables as are at

present grown on a commercial scale for urban maikets, but there

IS an equal need for developing the pioduction of other kinds of

vegetables at present of less commercial importance, both on u

commercial scale and for immediate local consumption.

The Nutrition Advisory Committee has placed special empha-
6is on increased vegetable production as pait of the Giow More
Food campaign. We ourselves feel that much could be done to

increase supplies very materially in a comparatively short period

of time.

Fruits

4. According to Dr Burns, a recent rough estimate

indicates that fruit trees cover 2|- million acres
’’

^ and it is

estimated that the total production of fruit is 6 million tons ^

This works out at 33*5 lb. per capita per annum, or a little

less tnan J *5 oz per capita daily. Three ounces daily have

been recommended as a desirable level of intake by the Nutrition

Advisory Committee of the Indian Research Fund Association.

It must be realized that agricultural statistics, in general inade-

quate, are quite unsatisfactory in the case of fruits. First, it is

impossible to compute the area under fruit trees not grown in

definite blocks, orchards or groves, and such isolated trees are

numerous all over the country side (This difficulty with regard

to estimating fruit production, it may be added, exists in all

countries, and statistics of such production are everywhere inaccu-

rate.) Secondly, in the published statistics for India, the area

under fruits, vegetables, and root crops is not differentiated. The

results of diet surveys suggest that the figure of 1 *5 oz per capita

mentioned above over-estimates actual consumption.

Fruit as an Article oe Diet

5. To determine the place of various fruits in schemes to

ensure the most profitable utilization of land, and the provision

of a balanced diet to the people, data about yield and cost of

production per acre are necesvsary. Data about yield are avail-

able only for certain fruits, e g ,
citrus fruits, grapes and plan-

tains, and data about the cost of production are not available

at ail. Again, yield naturally varies with variety, and witli

the locality and standard of cultivation of an orchard The
estimated average annual yield per acre of grapes for the variety

Bangalore Blue in Mysore is 11,610 lb. This is the highest average
^ield pel acre in the world. The all-India average per acre

per year works out at 7,380 lb., whidh is somewhat lower than
that of California where the average yield of grapes per acre

^ —Technological Possibibties of Agricultural Development in
India.

* Memorandum on^ the development of Agriculture and Animal Husbandr^^
in India by the Imperial Council of Agricultural Besearch.
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IS 7 678 lb. ^ The yield of oranges varies from 50 maunds for

Sikkm oranges to 360 maunds for the Sylhet variety in Assam,

Tile aveiage for India works out at 98 maunds per acre as

compared with 120 maunds in Palestine and 132 maunds jH

the United States of America.^ India stands high among citrus-

growing countries in the yield of oranges. No all-India

for the average yield per acre of mangoes is available, though me

mango is among the most important of Indian fruits In Madias

the average yield is stated to be about 80 maunds per acre.

G The statement below compares the yield of calories and

certain food factois per acre in the case of rice, oranges,

mangoes:—
Rice at Orange at Mangoes at

10 mds. 100 mds. 80 mds.

LB. LB LB.

Protein 68 00 51 2 28 00

Mineral matter 5*60 24 4 14 00

Carbohydrates 624 00 612 0 541 80

Calcium 0 08 1 8 0 46

Phosphorus 1 36 1 2 0 84

Calories per acre 1,280,000 1,060,120 1,037,792

On this basis, the calorie yield per acre of the fruits in question

compares favourably with that of nee Two crops of nee, may,

however, be obtained annually from land under this cereal so

that its caloric return per unit area is actually much greater

than the above figures indicate,

7, Baker has attempted to compare the average calorie yield

per acre of certain cereals, vegetables, fruits and animal pro-

ducts, when sown under conditions generally pievailing in the

United States.^ The estimated acreage required to produce

3 ,400,000 calories in the form of wheat, potatoes, and apples was

0*45, O’ 76, and 2*35 respectively. This number of calories re-

presents approximately the annual requirement of an average

American, Certain varieties of fruit can unquestionably make a

useful contribution to over-all calorie requirements, and give a

good calorie return per unit area. Plantains and bananas for exam-
ple are fruits which fulfil both these conditions ^ Fruits, however,

are in general of value in that they supply certain vitamins and
add flavour and vaiiety to the diet; they are a supplementary

and not a staple food. Their increased production is desirable

from the standpoint of nutrition and a larger consumption on the

part of the poorer classes—the great majority of the population

~wouH improve their present defective diet At the same time,

as has already been pointed out, it w^ould make some addition io

total food supply in respect of calories.

The Gbowing of Fiitrir on a Commeecial Scale

8. There is reason to believe that fruit production in India
has increased during recent years, but this increase has not kept
pace with the demand. Before the war there was a considerable

* Beports on the Marketing m India and Burma of Grapes (1940) and
Citrus fruits (194S).

® Baker, O.B. (1934)—^The future Heed of Barm Lands—United States
Departoeni of Agriculture.

» A further reference is made to plantains as a source of food in Chapter IX
of Part III.
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import of apples from tke United States and Japan, and of giapes

and oranges from tlie United States Tkere lias been also

a substantial impoit trade in ceitain types of fiesli and dried fruits

from Afghanistan. Fruit also came into India in small quanti-

ties from Australia and South. Afiica. This indicates that demand
is greater than production and that a market exists which can

absorb an increased production of fruit There is scope for in-

creased production through the bettei management of orchards,

the control of pests and diseases, the improvement of existing

trees by top working and budding, and the replacement of inferior

by superior vaiieties. It should be possible to make up for more
than the existing deficiency by such improvements , Further,

India^ with her wide range of climatic and conditions, pro-

vides opportunities for the cultivation of nearly all the temperate,

tropical, and sub-tropical fruits. The variety of fruit grown is

enormous. The very best types of mangoes, aj^ples, pears, dates,

grapes, oranges, and other fruits can be grown in one part or

another of the country. India has a tradition of fruit growing.

The Moghul Empeiors encouraged fruit cultivation by every possi-

ble means, so much so that no revenue was charged for land under
fruit culture from the day fruit trees were planted. In days gone
by fruit growing was a hobby of the rich and they took pride in

the variety of fruits they possessed Numerous varieties of

mangoes—the king of fruits and the fruit of kings—^bear testi-

mony to their keen interest. Unfortunately this is not the case

now. The present development of horticulture depends largely on
the commercial value of the fruit produced. For the success of

commercial gardening the essential factors are

—

(i) Increased production per acre of fruit of good quality

;

(ii) cheap, quick, and reliable means of transport; suitable

conditions during transit and suitable storage facilities at the collec-

tion centres and at the markets, i.e., development of refrigeration

during transit and at destination;

(iii) proper markeKng facilities; and

(iv) profitable disposal of culls, damaged and surplus fruit,

i.e., development of fruit preservation in its widest sense.

We shall now deal with these various items seriatiM,

9. Just as the development of indigenous varieties of fruit

was due to the interest of connoisseurs, the introduction of superior

foreign varieties has been the result mainly of private enterprise.

Foreigners who came to India have brought new fruits. European
planters introduced varieties of almost all the fruits of the tempe-

rate regions into valleys of the Himalayas Some horticultural

societies and Government gardens, as also the Forest Departments,

shared in this introduction Prom these centres various varieties

of fruits spread to different parts of India. It is only lately that

Departments of Agriculture have interested themselves in fruit

,
^ Slir ^Tohti Kussell—Bepoxt on the work of the Imperial Council of Agri-

cnltum! Eesearch in applyi^ science to crop production m India.
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growing and undertaken tke introduction of foreign varieties of

fruit. One suck successful attempt was ike introduction of Basra

dates into Muzaffargark (Punjab) by Mr. D. Milne (Economic

Botanist). In no otker spkere of crop production kas tke introduc-

tion of exotic varieties proved more successful tkan m tkat of fruit

production. Tke result is tkat to-day good varieties of all types

of fruit are available in tke country and rapid extension is possible

tkrougk budding, grafting, cuttings, layeiing, etc. While it is

easy to propagate a good variety of fruit tree once discovered, it

IS a laborious, exceedingly slow and expensive business to produce

new varieties. It is, therefore, beneficial to import good varieties

from anywhere if they are available This work can best and most

economically be done by a central all-India organization which

could also survey tke country for new varieties appearing as a result

of natural crossing, as bud-mutations and as sports

Nueseeymen

10. While good varieties of all types of fruits exist, reliable

agencies, apart from Government fruit farms, for tkeir multipli-

cation and distribution have not been organized. In many parts

of tke country, nurserymen, selling young fiuit stock, are nume-
rous and do a roaring trade. But there is no guarantee as regards

the quality of tke articles they sell, and years later a grower rni^y

discover tkat he kas grown sour lime instead of red-blood malta or

an inferior mango instead of a langra. It is essential tkat tke

grower should have a guarantee tkat tke young plants he pur-

chases are of good quality. It has been suggested tkat all fruit

nurseries should be registered and no one should he allowed to

sell or distribute fruit plants without a licence. As a general

proposition this is not practicable but it might prove feasible iu

regard to certain fruit trees. This is a point which, we think, is

worth investigating* An alternative would be for permission to

be given to nurserymen, who are prepared to submit to inspection

by experts of the Agricultural Department, to announce that their

nurseries are subject to such inspection, and that the plants which

they sell have been inspected and approved by the Agricultural

Depaxtment. We recommend that agricultural departments

should use every means in their power to encourage the establish-

ment of recognized nurserymen for the production of young
fruit trees*

Teanseoet, Packing akb Peeseevation

H, Sir Albert ]Eoward (1924) and Sir John Eussell (1937)

regard transport facilities as one of the major factors essential

for increased fruit production. The Boyal Commission on Agri-

culture (1928) also emphasized this point. Some of the best fruit-

growing areas in India are situated in the valleys of the Himalayas,
foi instance in Kashmir, Kulu, the Simla Hills, and in Assam,
far away from railheads. Transport arrangements are very

defective. While William pears, equal to the beat in the world,

can be grown in the Kulu valley, they cannot be transported

[2131
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outside tile valley. In tlie valley itself they are often sold as

cheaply as potatoes. Similarly, Peshawar and Quetta peaches of

superior quality cannot be safely transported to other parts of

India, There is thus need for quick, cheap, and reliable trans-

port. We hope that after the war, fruit vans, equipped with

modern refrigeiating systems, will safely carry even the most

perishable fruit by rail from one end of India to another. It

should also be possible to develop road transport in lorries fitted

with refrigerating plants Even air transport may in due course

be utilized The transport of fruit is a matter which requires

immediate attention.

12 Closely connected with the question of transport is that of

packing, which should be carefully studied for different types of

fruits. So far it has received little attention. The development

of cold storage at the assembling centres and at the markets is also

necessary for the progress of the industry. Proper marketing is

equally essential and involves standardized grading, control of

marketing practices, and the elimination of malpractices and exces-

sive profits on the part of intermediaries. These will enable the
grower to receive better prices and the consumers to buy fruit at

a cheaper rate. Increased profits for growers will automatically
lead to better orchard arrangements, improved cultural practices,

superior varieties, control of diseases and. pests and increased pro-

duction.

13. We lay particular emphasis on the development of fruit

preservation in its widest sense. This is an important link in the
chain of successful fruit growing. The use of culls and surplus
fruit adds to the income of the grower. Dehydration and other
forms of fruit preservation, such as the preparation of jams, jellies

and squashes, have made rapid progress during the war years. We
recommend that steps should be taken to improve these products
and standardize them. Most provinces are alive to this necessity

and a Central Emit Preservation Institute has been established by
the Imperial Council of Agricultural Eesearch at Lyallpur
(Punjab) This should help to give technical training and deve-
lop the fruit preservation industry. Local and traditional methods
of preserving fruits in India should also be studied, with special

reference to the effect of such methods on nutritive value and the
possibility of developing any suitable and economical methods on
n wider scale. The final product of preservation must be availa-
ble at a very cheap rate if it is to be usefiil to the population at

large. The cost of containers adds to the cost of production.
Special attention should therefore be paid to the problem of pre-
serving fruit products in a dehydrated form. If it is possible to

produce powdered milk, it may be equally possible to produce
powdered mango Juice and powdered lemon juice. Scientifically

manufactured, such preparations should retain a great part of

their dietary value,

14. So far no comprehensive authoritative account of the fruits

of India has been published providing in a handy form information
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Ou dilteieiit fiuits and tlie difterent aspects of tlie fruit industry*

We are informed that the Iinpeiial Council of Agricultural

Iteseaich has such a project in hand. We lecoininend that this

sliould be completed as early as possible

The Ghowixg up TTiuit eoii Local Consumphojs

15. The need ior growing inoie vegetables in villages foi local

consumption has already been stiessed. Tlie same applies to

vaiieties ot iiuit which can suitably be giown by individuals in

small compounds and ‘ kitchen gaidens.’ The protection of

certain kinds of fruit against pests is often a difiicult pioblem for

the individual grower with a iew trees, but such fiuiis as plam-
tains and papaya—the latter is a rich source of pro-vitamin A

—

give good yields under village conditions. In some parts of the

country there is a considerable amount of fruit cultivation in

villages, but generally speaking, opportunities ior such, culti-

vation are neglected or under-developed. We consider that this

matter should be taken up by agricultural and other departments

concerned with rural development, it is one to which we attach

considerable inipoitance. for the production of fiuit for local

consumption will help to improve the diet of the people

vSxjAiMAiiY OP Conclusions Hecommendations

16. The mam conclusions and recommendations of this

chapter are as follows ,
—

(i) Vegetables help to balance and diversify monotonous
cereal diets and fall into the categoiy of ‘ pioiective ’ foods.

Many of the common Indian varieties of green leafy vegetables

are excellent sources of pro-vitamm A—a vitamin for which the

need is considerable, since ill-health and diseases associated with

vitamin A deficiency are of frequent occurrence among the poorer

classes.

(ii) The present intake of vegetables of all kinds by the

mass of the population is inadequate and should be greatly

increased.

(iii) The cultivation of vegetables in villages, apart from

those in the neighbourhood of cities, is very much neglected.

Education and propaganda are required to teach the villager the

value of vegetables as food, and to persuade him to grow them for

his own use. The growing of vegetables in private gardens and

allotments in urban areas should also be encouraged.

(iv) The vegetable farms started by the Provincial Govern-

ments ui co-operation with the militai’y authorities and by the

military authorities themselves have considerably increased pro-

duction. It is necessary that this increase in production should

be maintained after the war.

(v) The increased production of fruit is desirable from the

point of view of nutrition and a greater consumption on the part

of the poorer classes would improve their present defective diet.
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(vi) As in tlie case of vegetables, the growing of fruit in

villages, generally speaking, is neglected or under-developed.

This IS a matter which should be taken up by the agricultural

and other departments concerned with ruial development. The
more fruit locally giown the better the diet of the people.

(vii) India, with her wide range of climate and soil condi-

tions, provides opportunities for the cultivation of nearly all the

temperate, tropical, and sub-tropical fruits.

(viii) While good varieties of all types of fruit exist,

reliable agencies for their multiplication and distribution have
not been organized. The position in many respects is the same as

regards vegetable seeds. It is desirable that the growers of fruits

and vegatables should have a guarantee, that the young trees and
seeds thej^ purchase are of good quality. It is suggested that,

probably the best solution of this difficult problem would be for

Agricultural departments to use every means in their power to

encourage the establishment of ^ recognized ’ nurserymen for the

production of young fruit trees and vegetable seeds.

(ix) Packing, transport, and marketing are important

factors connected with the development of fruit production. These

matters require immediate attention.

(x) Stress is laid on the need for development of fruit preser-

vation in its widest sense.

(xi) A comprehensive and authoritative account of the

fruits in India should be compiled and published, with the object

of providing in a handy form information on the different fruits

and the different aspects of the fruit industry,,



CHAPTER XI —EISHElilES

Eisk IS a iood oi iiigli nutritive value, being appioxiniately

e{iuivalent to meat in piotein content and a good bouice ot certain

vitamins and mineial salts, in a countiy sucli as India, in wiiicii

per capita intake ol meat and milk is very small, iisii kas special

importance as a supplement to ill-balanced ceieal diets and must
be given piominent position in tke piotective gioup At
tke present time tke supply of ksk is totally inadequate, but

tke development of sea, estuaiine and inland kskeiies is one of

tke most promising means of improving tke diet ot tke people

Tke question of Indian kskeiies and tkeir development kas been

considered m a recent repoit prepared by tke Fisk Sub-(Jommittee

of Policy Committee No, 5 on Agricultui*e, Forestry and Fishe-

ries. We commend tke study of this report, which covers eveiy

aspect of tke subject, to all concerned.

2 Total annual production of ksk was estimated in a

marketing enquiry earned out in 1941 at 17,9dU,OOU maunds
(058,707 tons), of which about one-tkird was fiesk-water ksk
and tke remainder sea ksk. On a per capita basis, this amounts
to 3—4 lb pel annum, or less than 0 2 oz. daily Two to four

ounces daily may be regarded as a desirable intake by ksk-eaters

who consume little milk oi meat In most parts of tke country

the greater pait of tke population kas no prejudice against ksk

as an article of diet, so that requirements of ksk aie many times

greater than existing production It is no exaggeration to say

that fish production could with advantage be inci eased ten times.

Existing production in India may be compared with that in

Great Britain, which m peace time amounts to about 40 lb, per

capita annually.

3. Tke present lamentable state of Indian fisheries is due to

a variety of causes. ^ Sea fishermen are a backward, illiterate

and economically depressed community, following primitive and
ineffective fishing methods. Sea fisheries extend along the whole
of tke long coasWine and communications from fishing centres

by road, rail or boat are inadequate and often non-existent. There

is no organized fish trade except perhaps in the neighbourhood

of one or two of the large coastal cities. Methods used in the

handling, packings transport and marketing of fish are primitive,

unhygienic and wasteful Ice is available in limited quantities

at only a few centres and cold storage facilities are lacking.

Estuarine and inland fisheries suffer from much the same dis-

advantages as sea fisheries, and no serious attempts at conserva-

tion and development have been made. Irrigation schemes have

often diminished the' value of rivers and streams as a source of

fish. There is an almost complete lack of biological data about

^ A review of piseiculture m India is m ** Agriculture and Animal
Husbandry in India, 1938-39
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all classes of fisk and no survey of total resources, or even of

resources of the most commercially valuable species, has been
earned out. Most provincial fisheries departments, as at pre-

sent staffed and organized, are not capable of dealing with the

multiplicity of problems which must be solved if fisheries are to

grow and prosper.

4. The basis of a successful and productive fishing industry is

scientific knowledge and its application. The Fisheries Sub-
Committee lightly points out that short-teim programmes for the

development of fisheries cannot yield results of permanent value

unless they are supplemented by extensive long-term research

programmes, Basic biological and ecological research is needed
so that resources can be fully estimated, the most valuable fishing

grounds discovered and charted, and plans for development based
on accurate knowledge of piscine distribution, migration and life

history. In countries such as England and United States of

America basic research on marine biology has been generously
supported by the State and has yielded results not only of scienti-

fic but of great commercial value Other kinds of research are

equally necessaiy The whole problem of suitable fishing craft

and tackle needs investigation, so that improvements in methods
suitable to Indian conditions can be devised and introduced. For
example, as the Sub-Committee points out. “ the types of nets,

the materials and the methods of their manufacture and the sub-

stances employed for their preservation, are practically the same
as they were several hundred years back. While a number of

types are very efficient for special classes of fisheries, others are

extieniely cumbersome and quite uneconomical both in respect of

cost and labour, and the catche^.^’ To improve inland fisheries,

exten^^ive research is needed on fish culture and fish farming, on
the 1 elation between conditions in rivers, lakes, tanks, etc., and
the reproduction and growth of fish, and a whole host of other
problems. On the economic side, more accurate knowledge is

lequired about the fishing community in general, with reference
to ^uch questions as indebtedness, the part played by middlemen
in the industry, and the possibility of creating co-operative
organizations among the fishermen. Communications, transport,
marketing facilities, etc., must also be studied There is also an
extensive field for research into economical and satirfactory
methods of preserving, processing and transporting fish. The
promising fish liver oil industry, initiated in Madras, should be
placed^ on a firmer basis, that it can meet post-war competition
from imported cod liver and vitamin A concentrates. This
involves the improvement of methods of collecting and extracting
the oi!,^ and the development of satisfactory techniques for the
production of vitamin A concentrates of high potency and good
commercial quality. Fish liver oil and fish liver oil concentrates
to be used for medicinal purposes should be tested for their vita-
min content by a standardized technique before being put on the
market. For this one branch of the fishing industry alone, a
considerable technical organization^ including research workers,
is required.
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5. Many other items could be added to this extensive pro-

gramme. The Policy Committee on Agricultuie, Forestry
,
and

Fisheries has recommended the establishment of an Indian Cen-
tral Fish Committee and a Central Fishery Eesearch Institute,

the estimated cost of the latter, including two marine and three

inland research stations, being about Its. 60,00,000 including
about Rs. 15,00,000 recurring expenditure Regional research

stations in pi evinces and states will also be required. Among the

proposed functions of the Central Institute are the prosecution of

many kinds of lesearch^ the tiaining of workers and the correla-

tion of research work in the provinces and states. Another
recommendation is that the Waterwaj^s Boaid should condder the

problems of the conservation of fish and the prevention of pollu-

tion in rivers and canals. It has also been suggested that a spe-

cial Commission of Enquiry should be appointed to mve^igate
the spread of water-hyacinth in the Gangetic delta. This pest,

if not eiadicated, is likely to damage seriously the valuable in-

land fisheries of Bengal,

6. The fishery depaitments of provinces and states, where
such departments exist, have in the majority of cases accomplished
little because of inadequate stafi and resources, and lack of basic
scientific data. The Fisheries Department m Madras has been
the best organized and most successful, but even this requires to
be further developed We feel that the Government of India
mui^ undertake the responsibility of stimulating and co-ordinat-
ing the development of the fishing industry. The Indian Central
Fish Committee and the Central Fishery Research Institute can
fulfil many of the same functions in regard to fisheries as the
Imperial Council of Agricultural Eesearch in the field of agri-

cultural development At the same time the practical tasks of

introducing impioved methods, organizing the local fishing in-

dustry, etc., are a provincial responsibility. If progress is to be
made it is essential that Provincial Governments should have,
not only a strong Directorate including well-trained experts and
the necessary research units, but also an adequate and efficient

subordinate ground staff, both on the coast line and inland where
the need arises. Top-heavy departments, well-staffed with experts
but without sufficient subordinates to do the practical work, are
not likely to achieve results. The satisfactory training of the
ground staff is a matter of great importance.

7. The lack of trained workers of all grades is perhaps the
most serious bottleneck to be circumvented in the develops

ment of Indian Fisheries. (We may add that the same appiieji

to many other spheres of activity.) Not scores, not hundreds, bui
thousands of workers will be needed for progress along sound and
scientific lines. We note that the Fisheries Sub-Committee has
recommended that, pending the establishment of the proposed
Central Fishery Research Institute, the Government of India
should send, as soon as possible, a sufficient number of State
scholars to the Torry Research Station, Aberdeen, to rtudy the
preservation and processing of fish. On their return this trained

[ 219 ]
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personnel may be attacbed to tlie Fisheries Departments of

Madras, Bombay, Travancore and other provinces and states.

This covers only one bianch of development, there are numerous

otiiei' problems on which lesearch is required. We feel that

numeious promising Indian Tvorkers should be sent to hsheries

research stations in different parts of the world where suitable

faciliiies for study and research are available. It may al^o be

necessary to employ in India an adequate number of experts from

abroad, if these can be obtained, and particularly experts with

knowledge of fisheries piobleins in the tiopics.^

8, Much of what has been said above concerns the long-term

scientific developments of fisheiies. It musl:, however, be empha-
sized that theie is a great deal which can be done immediately.

In our Report on Bengal an account was given of existing diffi-

culties in Bengal^ where lack of boats, fishing tackle of various

kinds, ice, suitable transpoit facilities, etc., have made fish Scarce

and dear in a province in which it is an important article of diet.

To a lesser extent similar conditions prevail in other parts of the

countiy and there is an immediate need for what, in the case of

Bengal, we have described as the rehabilitation of the fishing

industry. An increase in the supply of fish during the next few
years is very desirable, in view of the present difficult food situ-

ation and the scarcity and high price of protective foods

generally.

9, The state of the fishing industry, and the far-reaching

measures needed to ensure its growth and prosperity, are illus-

trative of the effort lequired to develop the resources of the

country. On the one hand there is a primitive community using
primitive and inefficient methods; on the other potentialities

which can be realized only by reorganization on scientific and
modern lines. The challenge must, however, be met. We our-

eelves place strong emphasis on an increased production of fish

as a veiy impoitant part of the programme for improving the“diet

of the population.

It is clear that, whatever development of sea, estuarine and
inland fisheries is achieved, the availability and cost of fish will

vary in different parts of the country. The cost at which it can
be distributed is of great importance. There seems, however, no
reason why it should not become a cheap and abundant article of

diet over a large part of India.

10, Our conclusions and recommendations are summarized as

follows ;
—

(i) In India, where the fer capita intake of meat and milk
is small, fish has special importance as a supplement to ill-

balanced cereal diets. The present vsupply of fish is totally

inadequaie; the development of fisheries i^ one of the most
promising means of improving the diet of the people.

' We nnfieratand that it is pmposed to send about 40 workers abroad for
training and to obtain the services of four foreign experts ooncemed with
experimental zoology, hydrography, fish technology and crafts and gear re^c-
tively.. The iattea? will be employed for a period Of about four years.
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(ii) Basic biological and ecological research, is needed so

that resources can be fully estimated, the most valuable fishing

grounds discovered and chaited, and plans tor development based

on accurate knowledge of piscine distribution, migration and life

history.

(ill) Other kinds of reseaich are also necessary. The whole

problem of suitable fishing craft and tackle requires investi-

gation. Extensive leseaich is needed to improve inland fisheries.

Communications, tians^ioit and maiketing taciUties must be

studied and investigations made into the methods of preserving

and processing fish. ,

(iv) The fish liver oil industry should be placed on a firmer

basis.

(v) The Indian Central Fish Committee and the Cential

Fishery Reseaich Institute proposed by the Fish Sub-Committee
of the Policy Committee No 5 on Agriculture, Forestry and
Fisheries, can fulfil man;y of the same functions in regard to

fisheries as the Imperial Council of Agricultural Research does

in the field of agricultural development.

(vi) The fishery departments of provinces and states, where
such departments exist, have, in a majority of cases, accomplished
little because of inadequate staft and resources and lack of

scientific data. If progiess is to be made it is essential that

Provincial Governments should have, not only a strong Directo-

rate including well trained experts and the necessary research

units, but also an adequate and eJSicient subordinate ground staff.

(vii) The lack of tiained woikers of all grades is the most
serious bottleneck to be circumvented. State scholars should
be sent abroad to study the preseivation and processing of fish and
other subjects of importance to the development of the industry

and on their return be employed in the provinces and states. It

may also be necessary to employ a number of experts from abroad.

(viii) There is also a great deal which can be done immedi-
ately to increase the supply of fish. An increased supply during
the next few years is very desirable, in view of the present difficult

food situation and the scarcity and high prices of protective foods

generally.
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IMPEOVING NUTEITION

Tile problem of improving* tlie diet of ilie population as a

whole IS commensurate with that of eliecting a general rise in the

standard of living, and embraces every aspect of agricultuial and

economic development. Malnutiition ’’ as the Hot Springs Con-

ference put it, " IS the close and constant companion of poverty/'

In this chapter we shall consider certain specific measures for

impioving the diet of sections of the population. A good deal

can be achieved by such measures, even though they leave

unsolved the basic problems of inadequate supplies of protective

toods and the low purchasing power of the mass of the people.

Nuthition Eeseaech

2. We have previously referred to the report of the Nutrition

Advisory Committee of the Indian Eesearch Fund Association on

Nutrition in India " (1944). The report deals in some detail

with “ specific measures " and we propose to draw on it freely.

The first point which may be emphasized is the need for reseaich.

As the Nutrition Advisory Committee remarks, '' active research

IS a necessary part of any successful attack on the problem of

nutrition. All progress is based on research and there is abun-

dant evidence that nutrition research can make valuable contribu-

tions to human welfare." Experience shows that active and
enthusiastic research organizations are a stimulus and an inspira-

tion to administrative and practical action. They provide a train-

ing ground for workers who may be called on to grapple with

practical problems, and workers whose main interest is lesearch

can often, in an advisory capacity, exercise a beneficial influence

on public affairs. The public is in geneial more willing to listen

to the man of science " when he speaks ex cathedra^ than to

the official propagandist. Further, science not infirequently

produces an unexpected rabbit from what appears to be a vacant
and unpromising hat While basically malnutrition is due to

poverty, there are unquestionably specific problems of nutrition

which might be solved by scientific advance long before poverty
can be replaced by prosperity.

We shall not consider thei research organizations required for

the further development of nutrition research, nor the subjects

which require investigation. The Health Survey and Develop-
ment Committee is concerned with nutrition research in relation

to health, and research on animal nutrition is the responsibility

of the Imperial Council of Agricultural Eesearch and provincial

and state agricultural departments. Eesearch on food techno-
logy falls within the purview of the Board of Scientific and
Industrial Research and other departments. We confine oui^selves

here to recommending that nutrition research in all its branches
ehould receive ample encouragement and support.
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The organization oe practical nutrition work,

8. Tile Wntrition Advisory Committee recommends that 'Mhe
Central Public Health Department should include a highly

trained nutrition specialist with wide experience of the uublic

health aspects of the subject. This specialist will be on the one

hand in touch with experts in other branches of public health

in the Central Health Department, an on the other with the

central nutrition research organization, pi’ovincial nutrition sec-

tions, and research workeis in the nutritional field He should

advise the Central Government on nutritional policy through the

Public Health Commissioner The public health departments

of the provinces and the larger states should include a nutrition

section in charge of a
^

^nutrition officer’^ with a suitable staff.

The ffutrition Advisory Committee includes the following among
tne important duties and functions of nutrition sections:—^

(i) Study of the composition of foods of local importance-

(ii) Diet surveys.

(ill) Investigations of the incidence of malnutrition and defie.

mey disease, and of any public health problems associated witb
nutrition which may arise

(iv) Apart from these special lines of research, nutrition research
generally may be included among the functions of the nutrition

section,

(v) The section must pay special attention to the nutrition of

vulnerable '' groups, e g ,
infants, children, expectant and nursing

mothers and students. It should work in association with sucti

branches of public health as maternity and childwelfare and school
medical inspection The nutrition of industrial groups is also a

question of great importance

(vi) The section should serve as an information bureau on
nutiTtion for the benefit of other departments and the general public
and be responsible for providing material for education and propa^
ganda. It should advise about diet in pubHo and private institutions

(vii) Nutrition sections should be in close contact with food
departments, educational departments and agricultural, animal hus
bandry, fisheries and marketing departments. They should co-ordi*

nate nutrition work sponsored by local bodies and private organizations

The Committee also recommends that in the public health
departments of large municipalities, nutrition work should be
developed along similar lines, though on a smaller scale.

Kutrition research and its practical application have in general
developed in India in relation to medicine and public health*
The newly created central, provincial and state food depart-
ments are, however, concerned with problems of nutrition. We
may quote here certain resolutions passed at the fifth All-India
Food Conference, held in January-Pebruary 1945 :~

(1) B is essential to improve the diet of the people, and to tbi«
end all Governments will undertake an examination of diets in theii

uHrea, to determine in what respects they are defective and how the
defects can best be made good. They will examine especially measures
required to provide sufficient milk and other protective foods to tli#»

srulnerable section of the community.
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(2) The introduction and popularization of foodstuffs which

should be added to the diet, or must be substituted for those m short

supply, require persistent publicity and active encouragement, m-
cluding arrangements for practical demonstrations of the preparation

01 unaccustomed foods.

fS) Use should be made of expert nutrition advice in guiding

the policy of central and provincial food administrations

'4) Large employers of labour should be given every encourage-

ment by Governments to provide canteens for the supply of whole-

some cooked food to their labour.

We are glad to note that food administrations are showing

an increasing interest in nutrition and that a preliminary pro-

gramme has been drawn up. With regard to item (3) above, it

is clear that the development of a nutritional programme requires

the co-operation and assistance of workers experienced in various

branches of the subject. In England the Ministry of Food has

had throughout the war its own scientific adviser, with a staff

of experts, to advise about nutritional policy. It is generally

agreed that the Ministry has been very successful in its task of

keeping the people well fed; the fact that there has been no
deterioration in health throughout the war and indeed an improve-
ment in certain directions is evidence of its achievement. We
may, therefore, endorse Resolution Ko 3, but would draw atten-

tion to certain points of practical importance. In the first place
trained nutrition experts to work on a full-time basis in food
departments are not at present available in sufficient numbers.
Secondly, the question whether nutrition officers in health depart-

ments can fulfil the functions of nutritional advisers to food

departments needs consideration. There would be certain advan-
tages in food administrations having their own nutrition sections

but clearlv such sections would to some extent overlap nutrition

sections in health departments. Thirdly, since nutrition has a

far-reaching influence on public health, public health authori-

ties are concerned with, and should be consulted about, all major
questions on nutritional policy The whole question of the organi-

zation of practical nutrition work, which includes the obtaining

and training of the necessary workers, is an important one. We
feel, however, that it would be premature at this stage to attempt

to lay down the lines of future organization. We suggest that for

the time being the best possible use should he made of available

personnel and other resources, and that there should be close contact

between health and food departments with regard to nutrition.

FtrrnmoK Oommtobbs

4. It is obviously desirable that there should be some central
body to which questions of nutritional policy can be referred.

At present such a body exists in the I^*utrition Advisory Commitiee
of the Indian Research Fund Association. The Chairman of this

Committee is the Public Health Commissiouer with the Govern-
ment of India, and the Director of Hutrition Research is the

im-}
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Secretary. Among its members are Ibe Agricultural Commis-
sioner witb tile Government of India, tbe Animal Husbandry
Commisfeioner, the Education Adviser^ the Economic Adviser,

the Director of Public Health, Punjab, and a number of experi-

enced nutrition workers who occupy posts m universities, medical

colleges, etc. A representative of the Food Department, nutri-

tion officers fiom various provinces and states, a research worker
on animal husbandry, and the Assistant Director in Nutrition,

G.H.Q., India, are present by invitation The United Nations

Conference on Food and Agriculture recommended that national

nutritional organizations should be composed of authorities on
health, nutrition, economics and agriculture, together with
administrators’ and consumers’ representatives Except that it

does not include the last two categories, the Nutrition Advisory
Committee resembles the kind of body envisaged by the United
Nations Conference.

5 The Nutrition Advisory Committee, which was e^ablished
in 1936, is technically a sub-committee of the Scientific Advisory
Board of the Indian Eesearch Fund Association. The latter is a

local fund,” endowed and financed by the Government of

India, and controlled by a Governing Body which includes non-
officiahs One of the tasks of the Nutrition Advisory Committee
is to advis'e on the suitability of applications for grants to carry

out nutrition research. Since the great bulk of nutrition research

in India is now supported bv the Indian Research Fund Associa-

tion, the Committee has considerable control over nutrition

research policy It has drawn up a programme of future nutrition

research which has been circulated to universities', research insti-

tutes, etc
,
as a guide to prospective applicants for grants for

research, and helps the Committee itself to reach decisions as to

what kind of research diould be supported. Apart from its asso-

ciation with research, the Committee has developed into an advis-

ory body which makes pronouncements about important questions

of nutrition policy. In its report on Nutrition in India ” it

surveyed the whole field of practical development. It is essential

that there should be a relatively small central nutrition advisory

committee, with a membership such as that of the present Nutri-

tion Advisory Committee, to which nutrition problems of various

kinds can be referred. Such a committee can co-ordinate nutrition

policy and serve as a link between nutrition workers in health and

food departments and those engaged in research, and between

nutrition* health and agriculture generally. The exiting Nutri-

tion Advisory Committee appears capable of fulfilling this role

and there does not seem to be any point in replacing it by another

body*

6* We have remarked that various nutritional questions

appeared on the agenda ol the fifth AlFIndia Food Conference,

which was held early in 1945. The same questions were discussed

bv the Central Food Advitey Council, which met a few weeks

later; this Council, which includes non-official members, was

created to make suggestions to Government about food policy^ and
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it also pi'ovides a nieaiivS wheieby public opmioii with regard to

such, policy can be sounded. Food administration^, and Food
Conferences and Councils generally, have hitherto been concern-

ed with immediate difiiculties of food supply, rather than with

long-term food and nutrition policy. With the passing of the

emergency, the objective of improving the diet of the people must
come into the foreground. Hence we may hope that nutrition

will in the future be a prominent subject on the agenda of any
All-India Food Conferences or Councils which may be convened.

Discuss'ions on this subject will require expert guidance which
can be provided by adequate documentation and the presence of

nutrition experts at the meetings.

The Nutrition Advisory Committee recommends the establish-

ment of Provincial Nutrition Committees which should include

experts on nutritional science, agriculture^ animal husbandry,

fisherie.^, marketing, food administration, economics, etc., and
advise G-overnments on questions which concern the nutrition of

the population. While their work should be essentially techni-

cal in nature, they may also include purely administrative officers,

with the object of securing co-operation in their activities from
the administrative side In sfome provinces the lack of suitable

nutrition workers to take part in the work of such committees

would make their successful functioning difficult at the present

time. "What is essential is that provincial administrations, in

dealing with que^ions of food supply and distribution, should

give due weight to their nutritional implications. Apart from the

establishment of ad hoc Provincial Nutrition Committees, this

might be achieved by including in Provincial Food Councils

individuals with knowledge of nutrition, capable of scrutinizing

food policy in the various aspects from this particular angle.

Nutrition, Medicine and Public Health

7. We have referred in chapter II, Part II to food deficiency

diseases and various pathological conditions associated with malnu-

trition. The prevention and treatment of diseases of this kind have

an important position among specific measures for improving nutri-

tion. Public health nutrition sections have a special responsibility

in this connexion. We need not discuss here the various preventive

measures whif^h may be followed. The Nutrition Advisory Com-
mittee comments as follows : For example, heri-beri may be

prevented by the distribution of pure vitamin Bj, or by popula-

rizing the consumption of certain kinds of rice, osteomalacia by
the u^e of vitamin D, or by changes in social habits involving

greater exposure to sunshine, and goitre by the use of iodized salt.

Each deficiency disease presents a specific problem of prevention

and the most feasible and effective methods of approach can be

discovered only by trial of different methods in various areas and
groups/*

\

k large proportion of the cases seeking treatment in hospitals

aad out-patient departments in many parts of the country axe

im}
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suffering from disease wliicli has its roots in malnutrition. The
satisfactory treatment of such patients must be included among
specific measures^ though in practice the results of the best treat-

ment are often in the long run disappointing, since poor patients

on leaving hospital return perforce to their usual defective diet,

and recurrence of nutritional disease is the rule rather than the

exception.

Supervision of the diet of expectant and nursing mother^ and
infants is an important public health activity. This can be done

through maternity and infant welfare centres, which can supply

not only advice but dietary supplements, e.g.^ milk and vitamin

preparations, when these are needed. At the present time, mater-

nity and child-welfare services in India are quite inadequate

Their development and extension are no doubt being con^dered

by the Health Survey and Development Committee. In England
and certain other countries achievements in improving the nutri-

tion and health of mothers and infants have been striking. The
eradication of rickets in England has been due largely to the dis-

tribution of cod liver oil through infant welfare centres, and the

instruction of mothers in sound methods of infant feeding has

produced excellent remits. If a child is to get a good start in

life, its mother must be properly nourished, and it must itself

receive a satisfactory diet during infancy and early childhood.

The Nutrition Advisory Committee recommends that expect-

ant and nursing mothers and infants should have prior claims

on the distribution of insufficient milk supplies. We have refer-

red in our repoit on Bengal to the scheme in Bombay City where-

by expectant mothers and children under six can obtain milk at

balf price, and commented on the desirability of developing

similar schemes in other urban centres.

In the chapter on nutrition we have referred to the exception-

ally high mortality among pre-school children, i.e., children aged

1 to 5. Malnutrition is particularly prevalent in this age group.

The difficulty of safeguarding the health of the pre-school child is

familiar to health workers in western countries; an infant can be
looked after by efficient infant welfare services, while a child when
it reaches school-age comes under the supervision of ^ school

medical services and its diet can be improved by suitable school

meals, extra milk, vitamin preparations, etc., should, there be need
for this. But during the intervening period it is beyond tbe

observation of the public health services. We wish to draw special

attention to the need for improving the nutrition of children of

this age group in India, though it is by no means easy to suggest

practical measures. The education of mothers in child care, such
schemes of milk distribution as that initiated in Bombay, and the

development of nursery schools in urban areas might in some
degree contribute to the solution of the problem.

Edtjcatioh

8. The Nutrition Advisory Committee considered this subject

under three heads: (a) the education of specialized workers, (6)
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tte education of tliose who will he m a position to educate the

public or engaged in woik in which knowledge of nutrition is of

value, and (c) the education of the general public.

With regard to (a) several kinds of workers are needed,

including laboratory research workers, clinical research workers
and workers concerned primarily with practical measures for

improving nutrition. The education of the first two of these

categories need not be discussed heie, it overlaps with that of the?

education of medical and scientific research workers in general,

a subject which is being considered by the Health Survey and
Development Committee and other bodies With regard to the

third category, we may quote the recommendations of the Nutri-

tion Advisory Committee about the training of public health

nutrition workers:

Specialized public health nutrition workers should receive some
training in research methods as well as a good grounding in nutri-

tional science, both in the field and the laboratory They should have
at least a year's training in an institution devoted to nutrition

research and other branches of the subject Some knowledge of sta-

tistical methods is desirable They must also have experience of

public health work m general, and m particular experience of health
work in rural areas, to enable them to deal effectively with nutrition

problems in the field.

Nutrition workers in food departments must also have a sound
knowledge of nutrition in its scientific and practical public health

aspects. At present, as we ha^e pointed out, there is a shortage

of nutrition workers of all kinds. We draw the attention of the

Government of India to the need for making satisfactory arrange-

ments for training the necessary personnel in India and abroad.

Professional groups to whom knowledge of nutrition is of

practical value include administrative officers in general, officers

in food departments, doctors, nurses, school teachers and inspectors

of schools, social and economic workers, workers in agricultural

and animal husbandry departments, etc. Instruction about

nutrition should form part of the normal training of such workers,

its amount and kind varying in the different professional groups

in question. The medical profession is in a particularly good

position to impart knowledge of nutrition to the public, but at

present, in the teaching of medical students, the importance of

diet to health is not given sufficient prominence. It may be

suggested that medical studies should be oriented so that greater

emphasis is laid on nutrition. Nurses are also inadequately trained

in the subject. We may mention in passing one question which

is perhaps somewhat outside our terms of reference—^the need for

imnrovinsr dietary arrangements in ho.^itals In the United States

and other countries large hospitals employ ^ dietitians
* whose

duty it is to organize and superintend the dietary treatment of

patients under the supervision of the medical staff, and to ensure

‘Btat patients receive the best possible diet during their stay in
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liospital, Tlxeie is at piesent no iiospital in India witli a ' dieti-

tian ’ on its staff and in geneial feeding arrangements in

liospitais are bad,

9. We stall now consider the education of the public m
general. Since the supply of protective foods is insufficient and
the mass of the population cannot afford a balanced diet, the scope
for the immediate impiovement of nutrition by education and,
piopagancia is limited A good deal can, liowever, be achieved
by an educational campaign which avoids the eiior of urging
people to eat what is not available and what they cannot afford.

Well-to-do people, who could afford a good diet, may through
ignorance or long established habit exist on an ill-balanced and
monotonous diet to the detriment of health There is plenty of

room for the improvement of dietary habits among the more pros-
perous classes. India is a countiy of deep-rooted dietary customs
and prejudices, some of which are beneficial and otheis not.

Spread of modern knowledge of nutiition would do something to

make dietary habits more flexible, and encourage change and
vanet^^ In ceitain countries—in United States of America, for

example—nutrition workers have succeeded in making the public

aware of the importance of nutrition—in making them, in fact,

what IS sometimes called “ nutrition-conscious This has manj
advantages, even though it sometimes leads to faddishness about
food and unnecessary anxiety about potential dietary deficiencies,

to the benefit of vendors of patent foods and well-advertised

vitamin preparations But a certain degree of rational and
scientific interest in diet on the part of the educated public is

desirable. Apart from any effect which such interest may have on
personal habits, it is important that the educated classes should

understand something of the problem of nutrition and its bearing

on the well-being of the country as a whole.

10. We have referred, in our first report, to the replacement
of nee by wheat and other cereals. The replacement of part of

the rice in the diet of a nce-eater by wheat or millets increases
his intake of certain valuable nutrients and is desirable from the
standpoint of nutrition. This is particularly so when the rice

consumed is raw milled rice. As regards food policy in this matter,
there are other considerations. The shortage of rice in various
rice-eating areas during the last few years has made it necessary
to encourage the consumption of alternative cereals in these areas.

It is clearly advantageous, from the standpoint of food policy, that
rice-eaters—or at least a proportion of rice-eaters—should be ready
to turn to other cereals if need arises. Well-to-do rice-eaters in
certain parts of the country are becoming accustomed to take some
wheat daily an alternative to rice, a habit viewed with favour
by nutrition experts. Sections of the poorer classes—again iff

certain areas—eonsume either millets or rice or both, usually with
a preference for rice, in accordance with the price and availability

of these cereals. Flexibility of cereal intalce on the part of the

communitv at both ends of the social scale is a useful safeguard
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against periods of iice shortage, and where it already exists it can

be further encouraged. In areas such as rural Bengal, where the

gieat bulk of the population is used to taking only rice and Is

unfamiliar with other cereals, the popularization of the latter is

particularly difficult. The need for furthering the consumption of

other cereals in rice-eating areas depends on the supply position

but in general rice is likely to be in short supply in certain parts

of the country for some years. It may be noted that the partial

substitution of rice by alternative grains, made necessary by the

food situation, has certain advantages from the standpoint of

nutrition, and hence education and propaganda based on nutri-

tional grounds can be used in support of food policy.

11. The Nutrition Advisory Committee suggests a number of

methods of spreading knowledge of nutrition. These include

pamphlets, posters, bulletins, press articles, films, wireless talks,

demonstrations, exhibits and museums. All these have their place,

but more is needed than visual and verbal propaganda. Demonstra'

lion is the most effective method of education. Suitable recipes'

must be devised and popularized by sale in canteens, Governinenf

restaurants, etc. It is important that any kind of meal or dish

which is advocated, should be generally acceptable and not such

that its preparation is a physical impossibility. This means that,

before any educational campaign by demonstration or any other

method is undertaken, the habits of the people and the facilities

for adopting unfamiliar methods of preparation and cooking must
be investigated. Tor example, if people do not possess stone

chaMis or grinders, as in Bengal, they cannot grind whole wheat
into atta. Those concerned in the campaign must in fact be very

fully informed about local domestic habits and prejudices. We
iiave pointed out in our Report on Bengal that women are parti*

cularly suited for undertaking educational work in the field of

nutrition and would again stress the need for enlisting their

services In this connexion the need for developing* institutions

for teaching domestic science may be emphasized.

All children the Nutrition Advisory Committee points out,

should be taught simple facts about food and diet, as part of

health education Books and booklets generally suitable for the

instruction of children already exist; no donbt, however, these

could be improved upon. Attractive educational material, written

in English and the important Indian languages, should be provided
for use in schools. We may again observe fhat liemonstration is

more effective than precept. Properly organized schoohfeeding,
to which we shall refer in a later section, may be of considerable
educational value.

The MiLhXBG Am PnnnAmATioH of Gbeeaus

^ 12. Since cereals form the bulk of Indian diets, the treatment
which^ they receive before consumption, and its effect on their
nutritive value, are an important matter. The outer layer of
cereal grains—^the germ and pericarp—axe richer in certain vita*

mins^ and other nutrients than the starchy interior of the grain
and if these layers are removed by milling, the resulting product
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IS nutritionally infeiior to the 'whole ceieaL We may lecall the

careful attention 'vvhich has been given in England during the

wai to the composition of the hour from which the staple cereal

food of the country, bread, is made, and the decision, after a

preliminary period in which refined white hour was reinforced

with vitamin Bi, to make the use of 85 per cent extraction Hour

compulsory. Elour of this extraction lesembles whole wheat in

Its nutritive properties, and its use during the war period has no

doubt played a pait in keeping the health of the people of England,

whose diet has been lestricted in other ways, at a high level. In

the United States of America, on the other hand, refined white floiu

IS generally used for bread-making, but this is fortified by

the addition of several synthetic vitamins, to make its composition,

in respect of these vitamins, approximately the same as that of

whole meal flour. In both countries, bread and flour form a much
smaller proportion of the diet than the various staple cereals do

in India.

These examples show that the composition of cereals may be

an important aspect of state nutrition policy. We must, therefoie,

enquire into the position in India. The staple cereals of the

country are rice, wheat and the various millets, barley and maize

being of much smaller importance. As regards wheat, nearly

all the wheat floui’ consumed is ground m chakkies or mills to give

a product

—

atta—which retains most of the outer layers and nutri-

tive value of the whole gram. Refined wheat flour is also produced

lu modern roller-process mills and used for bread-making, but only

a small percentage of the urban population eats white bread.

Most wheat-eaters live on chappaties made from atta and this is,

nutritionally speaking, an excellent habit If the use of white

bread increases then some action along the lines of that taken in

other countries might be called for. At the present time white

bread-eaters in general belong to the more prosperous classes, and
their consumption of bread, in proportion to that of other foods,

is low, so that they do not depend on bread to supply their

requirements of vitamins and other nutrients.

Barley and maize are consumed whole oi nearly so, after

grinding. The preparation of millets for consumption also involves

little loss of nutritive value; actually the mere size of the millet

grain would render the removal of the more nutritious part of the

grain, by any milling process, difficult or impossible. We may
say that, as in the case of wheat, no milling problem at present

arises in respect of these cereals.

13, The question of rice-milling requires more attention. At
the beginning of the century it was shown that the serious disease

beri*beri is caused by the consumption of a diet of highly-milled
lice, deprived of its outer layers and hence of what was subse-
quently called the anti-beri-beri vitamin (vitamin Bi). Since
then much has been written about the rice problem, and numerous
scientific investigation^ have been carried out. There is no ques-
tion that highly milled raw ^ rice is a defective food, and that

^ The term ** raw *’ rice means here iice that has not been par boiled
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its consumption as the principal article of diet involves danger of

beri-beri and other defaciency diseases. Ben-ben is not, however,

a common disease in India, except in one considerable area in

North-East Madras—the Northern Circars. There aie two reasons

for this. Eirst, the majority of i ice-eaters in the country as a

VP’hole eat home-pounded nee from which the outer layers are only

partially removed; according to the Report of the Agricultural

Marketing Adviser on '' The Marketing of Rice in India and
Burma (1941),

‘‘ something like 73 per cent of the rice produced
and consumed in India is hand-pounded, very largely by the

growers themselves by whom or by whose family members the

paddy is husked manually in the household for their own domestic

requirements Secondly, more than half the nee eaten in India

IS parboiled—i.e., steamed in the husk—a process which, as careful

scientific reseaich has shown, leads to a diffusion of the vitamins
contained in the outer layeis through the grain, so that they are

not removed when the iice is subsequently milled. Parboiled rice

milled to a faiily high degree, which until recently was widely

consumed in South India, has most of the nutritive properties of

whole rice and those who eat it rarely get beri-beri. In the

Northern Circars raw ’’ rice, i.e
,
rice which has not been steamed

in the husk, is preferred by all sections of the population, and
in this area mills abound so that machine-milled raw rice is the

staple diet. In most other parts of the country the poor use

either hand-pounded rice (parboiled or raw), or, if they consume
machine-milled rice, consume it in the parboiled ^tate. The
well-to-do usually prefer machine-milled law rice to other kinds

of rice, but since their diet is relatively varied and they eat less

rice and more of other foods than the poor, they are in less danger

of deficiency disease. These facts taken together explain the

peculiar geographical incidence of beri-beri m India

14. A new factor in the situation is the introduction by various

Provincial Governments of Rice-Milling Orders ’’ prohibiting

tlie milling of rice beyond a certain degree The primary object

is to increase the yield of rice from a given quantity of paddy.

In the case of parboiled rice the effect on nutritive value is not

very striking, but under-milled raw rice is appreciably richer in

vitamins, etc., than highly-milled raw rice. The question whether

the Rice-Milling Order promulgated by the Government of Madras
in 1943 has reduced the incidence of beri-beri in adults and

infants in the Northern Circars requires investigation.

We feel that the present policy of limiting the degree to which
rice is milled is justified, and should not be abandoned when the

war is over and the food situation is easier. It is true that, owing
to the widespread use of home-pounded and parboiled rice, the

effects of under-milling in improving the nutrition of the rice^

eating population as a whole, are limited. A considerable pro-

portion of rice-eaters, however, consume machine-milled raw rice,

and the improvement in the nutritive value of such rice resulting

from under-milling should be of definite benefit, particularly to

raw rice-eaters of the poorer classes who are in danger of getting

beri-beri. We are aware that there is a general preference for
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liigJaiy-milled nee on tde part oi tliose who consume machine-
miiled lice (particularly ou the part ol the well-to-do classes) and
that under-milling raises in practice certain di&culties. Under-
milled rice does not keep as well as highly-milled rice, and has a
less attractive appearance. Again the eniorcement of under-
milling may have the eJliect of lowering the commercial quality of

rice turned out by mills. Whereas highly-milled rice is a
hnisiied ” aiacle, uudei -milled iice, in tlie eyes of the miller,

is not, and standards as regards homogeneity of variety and degree’

of milling, taste, appearance, etc
, tend to be lower in the case of

undei-milled than of highly-milled rice. Many of these draw-
backs can, however, be removed by a well-organized system of
inspection and distribution, and we feel that a return to the
previous position with regard to rice-milling would be a retrograde
step.

15 Two other points may be mentioned. A method of pre-
paring lice tor cons'uinptiou known as “ i ice-conversion ” has
recently been developed in the United States. “ Conversion ” is
essentially a lefinemeut of the time-honoured Indian practice of
parboiling; instead of being steamed at atmospheric pressure and
dried m the sun, as in the parboiling process, “ converted ” rice
18 steamed undei pressure and subsequently di-ied in a vacuum
chamber. Bice so treated can be milled to give a white highly-
polished product of atti active appearance and taste which has the
same nutritive properties as milled parboiled rice, i.e., it retains
on milling the vitamins present in the whole grain. “ Conversion ”
has the advantage of giving a higher yield of finished rice from
a given quantity of paddy than other methods, since the proportion
of broken grains is greatly reduced. We recommend that the
production of “ converted ” rice should be given a trial in India,
ihe plant which has been devised for the process in the United
btates of America is somewhat elaborate and espensive, and it would
probably be necessary to devise cheaper and simpler plant, embody-
ing similar principles, for use in India, In the first instance two
or three mills could be equipped with “ conversion ” plant, and
the whole question of the introduction of “ conversion,” including

scale°°^^^^^^^^^^
finished product, studied on an experimental

16. Bice is the only cereal which is washed before consumption.
Washing unfortunately removes a proportion of the various
nutrients previously present which are soluble in water: for
example, the washing of raw rice reduces its vitamin Bi content
by 60 per cent. The effect of washing on parboiled (and “ con-
verted

) nee is less pronounced, a fact which has an important
beanng on the beri-beri-preventing properties of such rice. Some
loss of nutrients also occurs in the cooking of rice, its degree
depending on how far the water used in cooking is discarded.

The first ^shing of rice causes the greater part of the loss of
nutrients m the household preparation of rice, and there is little
to be gamed by reducing the number of washings The habit of
washing rice before cooking Is universal, and since most rice as
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puiciiased contains dirt and extraneous matter it is difficult to see
iiow wasiiing can be avoided. Conceivably, rice could be stored
and marketed in such, a state of cleanliness that no washing would
be required. There is no obvious solution of this problem, but the
tact lemams that an appreciable proportion of the total quantity
ot nutrients available in India is washed away in millions of

households every day. With regard to losses due to the rejection

of cooking water, efforts should be made to teach nce-eaters who
follow this habit, to use a minimum quantity of water in cooking
and consume the cooking water or conjee/^

School-feeding.

17. Of all specific measures for the improvement of nutrition,

this IS perhaps the most likely to produce results. Growing child-

ren need abundant wholesome food, and their health and physical

development suffer if they do not get it. Many children in

primary and secondary schools in India are malnourished
;
they are

thin and undersized for their age, and often show signs of food
deficiency disease Children may leave home for school in the
morning after taking an insufficient breakfast, or even no breakfast

at ail, and get nothing substantial to eat until the evening. Hungry
children cannot do their school work properly. An experienced
school teacher will usually know which of the children in the class

are seriously malnourished, because of their apathy and
inattention.

The value of school-feeding has been stressed in the report of

the Central Advisory Board of Health on
^

‘ The medical inspection

of school children and the teaching of hygiene in school ” (1941)

and in the Report of the Central Advisory Board of Education

(1943) popularly known as the Sargent Report.’^ The latter

comments as follows:—
One of the main causes of health defects m this country is mal-

nutrition The condition may be due to under-nounsbment or an

unbalanced diet or both. As regaids under-nounshment the provision

of a mid-day meal in school is recognized to be a good thing both for

combating malnutrition and for enabling children to benefit by the

lessons imparted at the end of the school day If properly organized,

it also affords a valuable opportunity for social training. In many
provinces brave efforts have been made to provide mid-day meals cr

other supplementary nourishment but finance has restricted these

to a limited number of areas only, and children in the primary stage

on account of their large numbers have usually been left out The
effects of malnutrition in primary school children are not less serious

than in children of higher ages. AU the children should be given a

mid-day meal, whether it is brought from their homes or provided at

the school. Parents able to pay should contribute to the scheme.

We agree with these findings and recommendations. Ideally

the tood or meal provided in schools should be such as to make up
for quantitative and qualitative defects in the home diet. In the

qualitative sense, no food is as good as whole milk. Unfortunately

in most parts of the country sufficient supplies of milk are not

available for dislaribution in schools on a large scale, and the cost
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oi supplying jiiiik even in limited quantities would be kigb. The
iNntiiUon Advisory Committee points out tbat^ while milk is the

best supplement, recomse may be had to other foods. These
include skimmed milk and sprouted pulses. Almost any food which
supplies additional caloiies to undernourished children ig of

value/’

18. While the value of school-feeding is generally recognized,
there are serious difhculties in organizing it on any extensive scale,

in the fiist place, the cost is very consideiable. The minimum
cost of a meal of genuine value would be i-2 annas per child
daily, and expendituie at this level in poor elementary schools
would more than double the existing cost of education. On the
other hand, expenditure could be kept down by confining feeding
to schools in which the childien are particularly poor and mal-
nourished, or to children within certain schools who are in special

need of additional nouiishnient Part of the expense can be borne
by paients vho can aftord it It may be emphasized that money
spent on school-feeding is money well spent, s^ince school-feeding
improves the health of the rising generation and helps to produce
stronger and better-educated citizens.

Apart from the question of finance, the organization of school-

feeding is by no means a simple matter. In large cities the
corpoiation or municipality supports, usually with assistance from
provincial resources, most of the piimary schools and perhaps one
or two secondary schools. Some schools of both kinds are run by
private bodies with or without a grant-m-aid from the Provincial
Goveininent A small numbei of secondary schools may be com-
pletely suppoited by Government. In smaller municipalities ani
the districts generally the local bodies concerned are responsibP
for most primary schools, secondary schools being usually run b:y

private organizations with or without the help of a Government
subvention. Here also* a number of secondary schools may be
completely supported by Government. There is no uniform, cen-
trally controlled system, embracing all schools, on to which a
uniformly organized system of school-feeding could be grafted.
The approach to the problem would be determined by local
conditions*

19. In cities responsibility for developing school-feeding must
rest largely with the corporation or municipality, whose chief
education officer, assisted hy the necessary staff, could be entrusted
with general management. The best method of procedure is pro-
bably that the food should be cooked in a central kitchen and
disiributed by motor van to the schools; this is the practice m
Madras Cit>

,
where the corporation has supplied free meals to

certain of the poor schools in the City for a number of years. A
committee including a few public-spirited citizens, doctors, etc,,
might exercise some general^ sHipervision over the organization of
school-feeding, and the creation of such committees would help to
stimulate public interest. Health departments, both provincial
and municipal, should be associated with school-feeding schemes,
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und iiutiition officers in tkese departments could give advice and

assistance At present only a tew of the larger municipalities

employ sciiooi-medical officers; such officeis, where they existj

woula be concerned ’^vith schooi-teeding and its cffiect on the healtn

ol the childien Aiiangements could be made for schools not

conti oiled by the uiban auihoiity to paiticipate m schooLteeding

schemes.

20 . in smallei municipalities and the districts there is no

educational stall apait iiom itinerant inspectors of schools in

Ijoveinment employ, and the school teaclieis themselves. The
mspectois could not undeitake the oiganization ot school-feeding

in addition to their educational duties. To entrust it to pooily

paid school teacheis undei inadequate supervision would give use
to obvious difficulties. In large luban areas school-feeding may
be under the geneial control oi the Chief Education Officer, but

Bpeciai staft would be needed to cany out the day-to-day work,

mcludiiig the purchase of the necessary foods, etc. Similarly in

unali towns and in tJie distiicts a special stafl: would be needed
Coi school-feeding, in many towns it would probably be con-

veuieni to supply the midday iiieal at a central place to chiidien

iunng the school imeival rather than in the individual schools.

The children could attend this centie aimed with a card signed

by the headmaster of their school Here again local committeeh
might be formed lo considei and supervise an angements.
Adinmisiiativfc officeis ot vaiious giades and health officers would
also be lespoixsible for geneial supervis^ion.

21. We have dwelt at some length on the organization of school-

feeding because we feel that the difficulty of initiating satisfactor

\

schemes is not generally realized. It is one thing to recommend
school-feeding as a most desirable measure and anothei to put the

recommendation into piactioe The whole question is in fact a

complicated one which demands caieful preliminary study, and
which in the initial stage w'ould have to be approached by trial

and error. We suggest that in the first instance elioits should be

made to develop school-feeding in large cities, where there are

numerous poor children in need of additional nourishment At
the same time experimental schemes could be undertaken in selected

towns and rural areas, at first on a relatively small scale. The
difficulties of organizing school-feeding on a wide scale are, in our

opinion^ by no means insupeiable. Two years ago the rationing

of large urban populations in India seemed to many an impossible

task but to-day. as the result of praiseworthy efforts on the part

of food departments, lationing schemes are working fairly

smoothly. Similar success could doubtless be achieved in the case

of school-feeding.

22. Some further comments may be added A large propor-

tion of children of school-going age do not at present attend school

,

and would not be benefited by any system of school-feeding. One
of the effects of supplying free meals is to increase school attend-^

anee, which is of course desirable although it may raise problems
of accommodation. The possibility that some parents of ehildun
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lecei-vini^ loud tiiiougli achooib may coiiebpondingly leduce t-Ue

aiiioujuc ui iood gl^eii to tiie cliiidieii at iiooie mubt be bomo m
jiimd, bul in uui opinion tew, li any, paients would be iiiiely to

take aUvuniage ot boiioui-ieeding in tins way. Vv e bave leieiied

abu\e to pa^uxent by paientb wno can aboid it, pxobabiy it woaid

be bettei to bapply bcnool inealb flee in tiie initial biageb, and

it bcnool-feeding pioves buccebbful and popular to seek contributions

lioni boine paienib. V\ itn i egaid to xlie type ot iood oi meal to

be piuviaea, inib will ^aly accoiding to season and locality and

sliould be consideied in conbUltation witii tlie nutiition enperts.

Advantage can be taken oi sckool-feeding to inciease the oliiane

ot ceieaib otliei man iice, in iice-eating aieas wlieie supplies oi

lice aie deiicient, by sapplying pula table piepaiations oi wiieai

or millet. It bbould be possible, at least at ceitain times of tbe

yeai, to grow in sciiooi compounds vegetables ot vaiious kindb

wliicli could be used to eniicli and enliven scbooi meals Tbe
development ot well-cultivated scJiool gardens, tended by tlie

cliildien tkemselveb, is not an impracticable pioposition.

Jjeioi'e tile \var, diied skimmed milk from Australia and New-
Zealand was Ubod quite \\ideiy in supplementing tiie diet of

children in institutions, in i9d8, on the recommendation of

nutnuon expeits, the iiupoit duty on s'ach miln was i educed lioin

bO to iU pel cent. It was in geneial cheapei than fresh milk
local!} piuduceu, and leeuing oApeiimenis sliowed mat it had
exceiieni eliects on the neaivh and piiysique oi children. Diied
skimineu milk ic? now ioi piactical pui poses unoblainabie, but aftei

the wai it will picsamabiy come on ihe maiket again, bince the

milk supplies oi iiidia aie inadequate theie would be justification

for encouiaging the impoii oi tnis valuable by-pioduct of the

Aufatxaiian and New-Zeuiand butter industry. It could, if

available at cheap cost, be used in school-feeding

23. Finally a word may be added about diet in residential

institutions, particularly iliose for children. All children in

boarding-schools, oiphanages. etc., wlimher these are imdei* State

or private management, should receive as good a diet as possible.

While the provision oi a fully satisfactory diet including milk
may often be impossible owing to insufficient fund^, institutional

diets can usually be improved by making better use of available

resources. This involves some interest in, and knowledge of,

dietetics on the part of those responsible for institutional feed-

ing. Within recent years, as a result of the educational efforts

of nutrition w’^orkers, the diet of many msiitutions has been
improved with good effect on the health of the inmates. At the
present time, however, the high price of all kinds of foods makes
it extremely difficult to provide a satisfactory diet in institutions

with scanty funds.

Beference has already been made to the fact that one of the
duties of public health #imtntioii sections should be the provi-

sion of advice about diet in institutions, which include
institutions for adolescents, students^ hostels, lelormatories, gaols,

etc., as well as children’s boarding schools.
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The T’eeding op Employees and Labour Groups

24 Tile Indian Aiiny is excellently fed Recruits in a poor

state of nutrition rapidly put on weiglit and in less than a year,

as a result of good food and physical training, are transformed

into alert, Lardy and well-developed soldiers. We need not dwell

on tlie achievements of the Indian Army from Rangoon to Bologna

;

they die well known to the world. We mention the Indian soldier

because he illustrates the fact that physical standards and capa-

city lor woik and endurance whidli are accepted as normal
among the general population are in fact grossly sub-normal,

and because he demonstrates in his person the great possibilities

which exist in India for the impiovement of health and physical

development by better diet and other means.

Industrial workers stand in contrast to the soldier. Their

output of woik is in general low and ill-health of various kinds

impairs their physical efficiency. W^e know of no records of

absenteeism in labour groups resulting from ill-health but have
little doubt that investigation would show that the loss of work-
ing hours due to this cause is very serious. If India is to develop

into a great industrial country, competing on equal terms with
the other industrial countries of the world, great efibrts must be

made to improve and safeguard the health of industrial workers.

Good food IS essential to good health and hence the diet of workers
IS a matter of great importance.

25. In Chapter II of Part II we have discussed the relation

between income and diet and it was pointed out that intake of

protective foods rises with increasing income. The minimum wage
paid to industrial workers should be such as to enable them,
after other commitments are met, to purchase a reasonably ade-

quate diet for themselves and their families. The cost of such
a diet is of vital importance in connexion with the concept of

a minimum adequate wage. The acceptable level of diet would
tend to diher in different localities, and from time to time, in

accordance with the availability of foods and numerous other

factors, but it could be established without much difficulty in

consultation with nutrition workers. The principle involved is

a thoroughly sound one. Quite apart from the question of a
balanced diet^ the situation may arise in which it can be clearly

shown that the wages of certain types of workers are insufficient

to enable the recipients to buy enough food to cover their calorie

requirements. The payment of starvation wages, whatever the
state of the labour market, is unjustified on moral grounds, and,
further, the under-fed labourer is an uneconomic proposition

because of Ms low output of w^ork. In considering the whole
question of improving the diet of industrial workers, we cannot
too strongly emphasise that such workers must be adequately
paid, so that they can feed themselves and their families accord-
ing to a reasonably high nutritional standard and maintain their
health and physical efficiency.

26. In England industrial canteens have been most successful
and at an Industrial Conference in 1943 it was recommended that
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war-time arrangements for providing a balanced meal to indus-
trial workers should continue after the war is over. The develop-
ment of well-run canteens associated with industry is desirable
from the standpoint of nutrition, since canteens can help to

satisfy the special needs of industrial workers and can also be
used for educational pui poses, eg, in the populaiization of

unfamiliar foods It must be admitted that little progress has so

far been made, except in one or two centres, and that at present
the idea does not appeal to industiiahsts in general, nor indeed
to the workers themselves. The reasons for and against require
careful examination It is possible that once initial difficulties,

inertia and conservatism were overcome, canteen feeding would
become highly popular among industrial workers and also among
employers because of its good effect on the efficiency of their
employees We may include among the labour groups concerned
not only workers in factories, but also the secretarial staffs of
large business houses in cities.

Fair price ’’ shops and co-operative stores can be of great
value to employees, preventing iheir exploitation by uoscnipulous
traders. The satisfactory feeding of labouiers in plantations, and
ij^olated labour groups in rural areas, presents a special problem;
in this case the most serious difficulties may be those of supply.
Responsibility rests with governments and emplojmrs to ensure
that adequate food supplies are available to such workers, parti-
cularly in areas m which local supplies are insufficient or non-
existent. The encouragement of vegetable growing on plantations
is a useful practical measure

A word may be added on the subject of “ state restau-
rants In England the British Restaurants created and
controlled by the government, have proved most useful and
popular during the war period. They supply a well-cooked meal
at cost price to all-comers, and have been patronized by all
sections of the communily. The actual cost of a square meal is
about a shilling. In India a '‘nutrition restaurant 'b supply,
ing nutritious and well-served food at cost price, has been organized
by the itinerant War Services Exhibition and has proved strik-
ingly and perhaps unexpectedly successful. Caste restrictions
have not prevented visitors of different communities from enjoy-
ing its amenities. In Cochin, state restaurants, the primary
object of which is to increase the offtake of foods other than
rice, have also been a success. We understand that the Food
Department of the Government of India is contemplating the
creation of govmnment restaurants for the benefit of the g^eral
public, in the first place in large urban centres. The project has
much to recommend it, though only experience will show how far
it will prove practicable and successful. Well-run govern-
ment restaurants supplying cheap and well-balanced meals'" would
benefit urban workers of various kinds and could play a part in
the educational campaign for better diet.

28, The nutrition of industrial workers could be substantially
improved by measures such as those suggested above and others.
Industrial woikers are, however, a comparatively small group in
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I elation to tlie wliole population of India To raise standards of

nutrition among agiicultural labourers in rural areas is a much
more extensive problem, to which we have referred id- other sec-

tions of the report While in this chaptei emphasis has been

laid on the feeding of industrial woikers, we fully recognize that

the needs of the vast group of rural labourer^ not employed m
organized industry are equally pressing.

Food Industet

29 In a country such as U S A most foods are processed
’’

in factories before reaching the consumer, and industries con-

cerned in the preparation of foods in various ways have been deve-

loped on a large scale In India some common foods may be

described as ^‘processed”, examples are milled rice, various

kinds of wheat flour, vanaspati and refined sugar The bulk of the

population, however, at present li-^es on foods which are obtained

directly from the soil and are prepared for consumption by village

and household methods There are no large industries occupied

in transforming familiar cereals into ‘‘ breakfast foods ”, to be
distributed to consumers in cardboard cartons with attractive

labels suggesting that the contents are of exceptional nutritive

value. The preservation of food 1^ general effected by similar

simple methods Thus, fruit is dried in the sun to preserve it,

instead of being canned, dehydrated, used for the extraction of

juice, or treated in other wavs in factories.

It has been suggested that the development of food industries

is an important method of improving diet in India TTnques*

tionably such development would be attended by certain

advantages The ISTutrition Advisory Committee points out that

it would provide a steady market for various food products,

facilitate the storage and distribution of perishable foods such as

milk and fruits (we may add vegetables), enable full advantage
to be taken of seasonal abundance thus minimising wastage, and
help to fill gaps in the supply of various kinds of foods in areas

and seasons in which there is a shortage The processing of

perishable foodstuffs durino* local an^i seasonable gluts is in tbe

long nm beneficial to consumer and producer alike, since it helps

to maintain an even flow and pric'^ throughout tbe year and saves

waste. The importance of developing the manufacture of proces-

sed milk products, fhereby furthering tbe development of the

dairy industry, may be emphasized The growth of food indus-

tries would also have the general effect of introducing more
efficient methods for tbe storage tran‘=!port and distribution of

food.

The development of food industries, as part of the genera!

industrial devc'^opmeut of the eouniry, is unquestionably to be
recommended. It must, however, be pointed out that processed

foods are usually more expensive than tbe natural product and lend

to be purchased by the well-to-do rather than the poor, and used

for urban rather than rural consumption. Whatever the growth
of industry and urbanization, India inust remain predominantly n
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couiitiy of eultivatois, conbiuniiig the foods to which they have

long been accustom or] and which, as fai as bulb of the agricultural

population IS conceiiied, they have themselves j)Loduced For these

and other leasoiis, y^e regard the creation of food industiies as a

niattei of soinevhat second aj impoii mce in lelation to the funda-

mental problems of nutiition and food supply which form the

mam theme of our lepoit

30 Brief mention maj^ be made to pioducts of high nutiilive

value which aie of value in supplementing defective diets We
have leteiicd elscAvhere to the j)iod action of hsh liver oil and
vitamin A concentrates from sii^h oil, this, ve have pointed out,

should be energetically pushed foiward The Goveiiiment of India

are planning the nianufactuie of “ food yoast from molasse»,

with a production target of 3,000 tons annually In tliis process

protein and vitamins aie syntlu'Sised from a lelalively valueless

caibohydrate pioduct of which a siiiplus normally exists in India.

The strain of yeast used for the purpose is a variant of Tonila
'uhlis, developed by research woikers in England during the war,

which gives high yields when grown in molasses solution, and
can be dried into a flaky powder which, if not higdily palatable

to the normal taste, is at least inocuous Dried veost is verv

useful in the trcatmeiA of hos-nital patients suffeiing from defi-

cienev states, and it can be introduced mio institutional diets The
popularization of food yeast pq a supplementary food for consumpc
lion l>v the public mav however b^^ somewhat difficult Apart
from food veasf there is ^he possibility of producing concentrated

pr^naiatious of high nuintive value from various foods grown in

India.

31 To-day most of the importcant vitamins have been indents
fled and synthesised, and can be manufactured in bulk at relatively

low cost There is a boom in vitamin pills and tablets, ana
in the TTnited States of America the vitamin industry has become
an industry of maior importance In some countries, e.g

,
in

England and the Fniied States synthetic viiamins and vitamin
concentrates have been incorporaied in cerlain of the staple foods

of the population The Nutrition Advisory r/ommittee comments
on the subiect as follows*—

Yitamin defleienev states of various kinds and degree are

common in India and unauestionablv large sections of the popidnt’on
would be beneflted in health bv taking synthetic vitamins Yariens
deficiency diseases could he prevented bv their admimstration The
use of synthetic vitamins in making good obvious deficiencies in the
diet of the vitamins in question is clearly a rational procedure. The
administration of vitamins can be combined with that of various
minerals, e g , ealciiim and iron when the diet is deficient in such
minerals, or fin the ease of iron'^ requirements are increased bv Wood
destroying diseases

^ ^

^The development of the manufacture of
synthetic vitamins in India is recommended.

We are in agreement with this recommendation Synthetic
vitamins, either manufactured in India, or, pending this, imported
in hulk and made into pills and tablets locally, would be of genuine
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help in making good dietaiy deficiencies The part which can be

played by food yeasty vitamins, etc
^

in solving the problem of

malnntiition as a whole ninst^ however, be viewed in its true

perspective. Their production on a large scale and increased avail-

ability would not obviate the need producing enough food to

meet the requirements of the growing population, and their distri-

bution, particularly in rural areas, would present great difficulties.

If vitamin pills aie given to under-nourished school childien, a

meal supplying additional calories must also be provided Full

use must be made of all the resources of science for the improve-

ment of diet, but we see a certain danger in giving undue
prominence to measures which, however valuable on a limited

scale, leave the basic problem of increasing the supply of energy-

yielding and protective foods unsolved.

Food Standards and Food Control

32 Food as purchased by the consumer should be uncontami-
nated and unadulterated and conform to the description given or

implied by the vendor The effective control of food adulteration is

an important part of food policy. Satisfactory standards for certain

types of foodstuffs, natural and processed, must be laid down
and vigorously enforced by legal action ’’ Here again we quote

the Nutrition Advisory Committee.

The problem of ensuring that foods which are distributed,

bought and consumed are of good quality is an extensive one which
we cannot consider in detail. The term quality has here a

wide connotation, covering such matters as the appearance,

freshness and freedom from mustiness ” and insect infestation

in the case of cereals, freedom from adulteration with hydrogenated
vegetable fat in the case of ghee, a safe and unadulterated milk

supply, the freshness of eggs, etc. The control of food-

stuffs to ensure ilheir good quality and purity is largely, though
by no means entirely, tbe responsibility of public health authori-

ties. Food Adulteration Acts have been passed in various pro-

vinces, but their enforcement is at present unsatisfactory. For
example, a large proportion of the animal ghee sold in India is

heavily adulterated, and in most cities it is difficult to obtain

milk wdiich is free from added water. The fate of the average

consumer with regard to the quality of the foods he purchases^

may be contrasted with that of the soldier in the army, who is

supplied only with foods subjected to a careful sy^em of inspec-

tion by which all supplies not conforming with rigid standards

of quality and purity are rejected. If the food industry develops,

the need will arise for ensuring that purchasers are not misled by
extravagant claims for their products on the part of manufac-
turers, In some countries the advertisement of food products is

partially controlled by the public authorities. It is obviously

undesirable that poor people should he induced by skilful adver-

tising to spend money they can ill afford on expensive preparations

whioh are of no remarkable nutritive value.
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Marketing lias an obvious bearing on tlie quality of foods. The

Agricultural Marketing Department of the Government of India

has made some valuaUe studies of existing marketing arrange-

ments and has introduced agmark standards for various foods.

These useful activities should continue In the case of milk and

milk products, for example, improvement in marketing arrange-

ments is essential if they are to be distributed to consumers in a

satisfactory condition, and also for the development of the dairy

industry generally.

We can do no more here than draw attention in a general way
to these various questions and emphasize the fact that control

of the quality of foods in the broadest sense of the term is an

essential part of a progressive food policy which has as its objec-

tive the improvement of nutrition.

OoNCLUSToxs and Eecommendatioxs

33 The conclusions and recommendations of this chapter may
be summarized as follows :

—
(i) Kutrition research in all its branches should receive ample

encouragement and support,

(ii) Specialized nutrition workers are needed in public health

departments and to guide the activities of food departments in

their nutritional aspects. Close contact between public health

departments and food departments with regard to nutrition pro-

blems is necessary. Arrangements should be made for tbe educa-
tion and training of more specialized nutrition workers for

research and practical nutrition work.

fiii) Theie should be a small technical all-India hTutrition

Committee to which questions of nutrition policy can be referred.

The existing ISTutrition Advisory Committee of tbe Indian Research
Fund Association is suitable in composition for this purpose.

(iv) Methods of pievimiing deficiency diseases should be
investigated and a vigorous attack on such diseases launched by
public health autliontms Supeivision of the diet of expect-
ant and nursing mothers and infants is an important public
health activity. This can be done through maternity and
child-welfare centres which can supply not only advice but also

dietary supplements, e g., milk and vitamin preparations, when
these are needed. The improvements of the diet of pre-school
children is also of special importance.

(v) Instruction in the subject of nutrition should be part of
the normal training of professional groups who will be in a posi-

tion to educate the public, or engaged in work in which know-
ledge of nutrition is of value. These include administrative officers

in general, officers in food departments, doctors, nurses, school
teachers and inspectors of schools, social and economic workers,
workers in agricultural and animal husbandry departments, etc
The amount and kind of instruction will of course vary in the
different groups The medical profession is in a particularly good
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position to impart knowledge of nutrition to tlie public, and

medical studies sbonlcl be oriented so that greater emphasis is

laid on this subject.

(ti) The education of the public should be pushed forward

by all available means, though it is useless urging people to eat

what is not available and what they cannot afford. Visual and

verbal propaganda must be reinforced by practical demonstration.

Women are particularly suited for carrying on education work in

the sphere or nutrition All children should be taught simple

facts about food and diet, as part of health education

(vii) Cereals form the bulk of Indian diets, and hence the

treatment which they receive before consumption and its effect on

their nutritive value, are important questions. Most wheat is

consumed in the form of atta which possesses most of the nutritive

qualities of whole wheat. Barley, maize and the millets are eaten

whole or nearly so Highly-milled raw rice lacks certain

important vitamins and its consumption as a staple food, with

little else in the diet, leads to danger of beri-beri Most rice-

eaters in India consume home-pounded rice, raw or parboiled, or

machine-milled parboiled rice, and rice in this form retains most
of the vitamins of the whole grain There is a cons^iderable area

in N’orth-East Madras where machine-milled raw rice is the staple

food of the population and here beri-beri is a serious problem.

The present policy of limiting the degree to which rice is

milled is in general justified and should not he abandoned when
the food situation is easier. Attention is drawn to tlhe very con-

siderable loss of nutrients which occurs when rice is washed before

household use. The method of preparing rice for consumption
known as conversion ’’ should T)e given a trial in India.

(viii) The development of school-feeding is strongly advo-

cated. Many children in primary and secondary schools in India
are under- and mal-nourished and in consequence cannot do their

school work properly. School feeding on any considerable scale is

expensive; its oi'ganization is by no means easy and special staff

for the purpose would he needed in both urban and rural areas.

The type of meal provided must vary according to season and
locality and should he considered in consultation with nutrition

experts. Ideally the food or meal provided in schools should be
such as to make up for quantitative and qualitative defects in the
home diet, but almost any supplement which supplies additional

calories is of value.

(ix) Industrial workers must be properly fed if they are

to he healthy and efficient. An adequate wage related to the cost

of food is essential to this end. The development of well-run
industrial canteens would benefit both employers and workers.
Reference is made to the possibility of creating Government
restaurants which would supply cheap and well-balanced meals to
urban workers of all kinds and play a part in the educational
campaign for improved diet.
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(x) A well-developed food mdustiy concerned witk food

processing in general would provide a steady maiket for various

food products, faciiilate the storage and distiibution of peiishaLle

foods, enable full advantage to be taken of seasonal abundance,

and help to fill gaps in the supply of various kinds of foods in

areas and seasons in which there is a shoitage. The growth of

food industry would have the geneial effect of mtioducing more
efficient methods for the stoiage, transport and distribution of

food. The gi eater production of shaik liver oil and vitamin A
preparations from such oil is tecominended, as also the manufacture

of food yeast ” and synthetic vitamins It is, however, pointed

out that the development ot food mdustiy and production of

vitaniin-ndh substances and synthetic vitamins would leave basic

problems of nutiition and food supply unsolved, and must be

regarded as being of somewhat secondaiy imporlance in i elation to

tihese pioblems.

(xi) The control of the quality of foods m the broadest sense

of the term is an essenha] pait of a piogressive food policy
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PAKT IV

Jmpro\einent of Agricultural Economy

CHAPlEii l~~LANi) TEAIjKE EKOJiLEMS

A *

—

Pelliminauy

ill Pa it lii ot tins iopoit we excmuiied tlie possibilities

ot developing agiicultuial pioriuction by tbe application of scien-

tific kno\^ ledge and teciinical resources As we bare pointed out,

tiie existence of these technical possibilities is not sufficient;

they must be lealized (ioveinment can and must assist in then
realization, but in the last resort, it is the people, the millions

engaged in agnciiltuie, i^ho, b}’^ then individual and co-operati\e

eiluitb, must secuie the incieube in agricultuial pioduction on

which the welfare of the coinnmnity so laigely depends. Are the

produceis capable of the elfuit which is necessaiy? Have they

Ine necessaiy resouicesy Are they suitably organized foi

co-operative effort? In othei ^vords, is agiicnltural pioduction
in the country geneially organized so as to be capable of lealizing

the technical possibilitieo of increased production? We propose

to eonsidei ilieae quest lon^ in tins pait of oui report.

2 The oiganization uf agiieultuial production depends, to a

laige extent, on the system of lights and obligations of lioldeis

ot land, that is, on the pievailing land systems The view has
< Pen been expiessed that theie is a close connection between
many teaEiies uf the piesent land systems and the efeciency of

agiieultuial pioduction, and that the lattei cannot be materially

unproved unless changes aie made in the former. We, there-

fore, put the following questions to the Provincial Govern-
utents :

—
(ij Describe the various systems of land tenure prevalent

in your pi o\ nice, State the extent of land held under each
oi these systems.

(iij To what extent was there a tendency for ownership of

laud to pass out of the hands of cultivating classes to non-cuiti-

vating classes? Has this tendency been arrested or reversed to

any significant extent?

(iii) 1$ absentee ownership of land increasing? If so, do
you consider it to be a factor restricting the growth of agricul-

tural production? Have any remedies been tried and with what
results? Can you suggest any remedies?

(iv) Are the cultivating classes rack-rented in any areas
of your province? Hare any remedies been tried? If so, with
what results? Can you suggest any remedies?

(v) (a) Is there a tendency to progressive reduction in the
average size of holdings, and/or their fragmentation?

f
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(6) Have any measnies been adopted to restiict sub*

ciivibion of iioldings, if so, with what lesults?

(c) Have any measuies been adopted to promote consoli-

dation of holdings, if so, with what results?

{d) What measures would you recommend for securing

improvement in these lespects?

(vi) The view has been expressed that unless changes are

made in the prevalent systems of land tenure, it would not be

possible to secure any significant increase in agricultural pro-

duction or significant impiovenient of the standard of life of the

cultivating classes Do you agree with this view? If so, dis-

cuss in relation to each system of land tenure prevalent in

your province, those aspects ivhich, in your opinion, are

objectionable as tending (a) to pi event extension of cultivation

or irrigation or (6) to prevent the adoption of improved methods

of agriculture or (c) to prevent the cultivator from securing

a fair return for his labour and enterprise. Outline the changes

which you consider necessary and the measures by which such

changes can be brought about.

Hephes have been received from all Provincial Governments,^

and we shall discuss the points emerging from these replies in

succeeding sections of this chapter.

3. We should observe at the outset that we are under no
illusion as to the adequacy of our treatment of these subjects.

The questions involved are of a complex character, and they

relate to an enormous area, in different parts of which conditions

vary widely. Factual information indispensable for a proper

study of the problems involved, is incomplete and may, in the

diverse conditions prevailing in diffeient parts of the country,

easily lead to misleading conclusions. While we have no donbt

that Provincial Governments have taken great pains to snppl'}

us with such information as could be secured within the relatively

short time available—and we are extremely grateful to them for

tills—it IS obvious that the material, which we have collected,

can at best be regarded as only the basis for a preliminary study,

IS or have we within the time at our disposal been able to under-
take anything more than a preliminary survey of the subject.

W"e, therefore, desire to make it clear that the views expressed
by us in this chapter should be treated only as the tentative
results of a preliminary survey. They aie intended only to

mdicate the scope of some of the problems involved, and the
directions in wdiich, we believe, investigation should be directed
in order to find appropriate solutions. Our object is to bring
out prominently the existence of certain problems which require
to be solved, and to recommend that the Provincial Governments
concerned should accept, in principle, the need for undertaking
an examination of them. Such an examination should he based

^Vide Appendix V.
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on investigatioiis oi local conditions and we leconiinend tkat suck
investigations skould be nndei taken in all pioMnces on a coin-

piekensive basis.

jB.—^Lanh Systems

4. Land is keld in most paits of India under one or otliei

oi tke tkiee inajoi systems. Tkese are

—

(i) Ike peimauenti;y settled estate sybtein^ (ii) tke tempo-
laiily settled estate system and (iiij tke lyutwaii system Apart
iiom tkese tliiee majoi systems, tkere aie a number of minor
systems in dikeient paits oi tke country Tke total aiea undei
tke latter, kowever, is only a small pioportion oi tke aiea under
tke iormer Tke peimanently settled estate syotem prevails in

most paits oi tke piovinces oi Bengal and Bikai, about one kali

of Orissa, about one tkiid of Madias and smallei pioportions of

tile piovinces of Assam and tke United Provinces Tke tern-

j-oiaiiiy settled estate sj^stem pievails in tke United Piovinces,

nearly tke wkole of tke Centiai Piovinces (but not Berar), about

a touitk of tke province of Orissa and in some areas in provinces
where tke peimanently settled estate system prevails. Subjek
to wkat has been said about tke minor systems, tke lyotwari
system, generally speaking, pre\ails in tke rest oi tke couiiuy ^

5. Tke featuies which distinguish tke tkiee major systems
owe then oiigin piimaiiiy to dikerences in tke ckaiacter of tke
settlements of land revenue made in tke course of tke IStk and
19tk centuries The fact tkat tke levenue was fixed in per-
petuity undei tke peinianentl;^ settled estate system and is

revisable undei tke otkei two is a well-known distinguishing
featuie Tke other important diffeience between tke ryotwari
system on the one hand and tke permanently and temporarily
settled estate systems on tke other, lies in tke unit which was
adopted for tke purpose of settlement. Under tke former the
revenue was fixed on individual pieces of land and tke actual
occupants, who were recognised as possessing a permanent and
heritable light of occupancy, became liable for its payment,
Undm tke latter tke '‘estate’^ was tke unit and tke holder of the
estate (commonly called tke proprietor), not tke actual occupant
of tku land, became responsible for the payment of tke land
levenue. Tke actual occupants were not, kowever, all tenants
at wiil. It has always been an accepted principle in India tkat
tke occupant of tke soil is entitled to remain m possession from
generation to generation, provided ke pays tke customary dues
either to tke sovereign power or to tke person recognized by
that power as entitled to receive suck payments. At tke time oi
tke original settlements, therefore, a large proportion of tke
occupied lands m tke majority of tke estates was keld by per-
sons who had a permanent and heritable right to occupy and
caliivate the land, subject to the payment of tke customary rent.

^CertaiJi aieas which are not leferied to h\ name as i^oWari
(e.g.j Government estates or Khasmahal estates of Bengal and Oiissa) aie
ready ot this category, since they differ m no essential respect from areas
under th^ r}ntwan system
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In tile eaily days of Biitisii administiation tlieie was a tendency

loi the occupancy riglit to become obscured and obiileratea.

idany iegisiauve measures iiave, iiowever, been passed during the

xast 100 ^'eais conlimung and extending tins iiglic oi occupancy,

witli the lesuit that the gieat majority ot tenants holding

ujidei piopiieiois (oi sub-piopiietoisj possess a permanent and

lieiitable light oi occupancy in the lands of their tenancies.

liome iaim lands in -which the holdei oi estate also enjoys the

light ot occupancy, are the exception and aie specihcally

delimited by law as such

6. Thus, under the three systems, there is in respect of

every individual piece of land, one peison whom we propose to

call the “occupancy-right-holder This occupancy-right-holder

IS generally called a ryot under the ryotwmii system, while under

the other systems he is sometimes described as a rjmt and some-

times as a teiiant ‘ Fundamentally, their rights aie the same,

they hold their lands on a permanent and heritable tenure. In
geueral, they also possess unrewstricted rights of tiansfer—though
this statement is subject to exceptions, more especially under
the tempoiaiily settled estate system.

7. The occupancy-right-holdei holding land under the lyot-

uaii system pays land revenue to the Government^ while the

occupancy-right-holdei under the other two systems pays rent to

tbe propiietoi of the estate. Both payments aie similar in

character in the sense that they aie not detei mined on a purely
conti actual basis. Under the ryotwan system, as well as the

temporarily settled estate system, the amount of these payments
>s fixed at settlements carried out periodically by Government
The payments due on lands held under the permanently settled

e«iate system are less often settled in this manner. The original

basis of the level of rents under this system was custom, modified
paitly by contract in the past and largely by legislation regulat-

ing the conditions under which rents may be altered.

8. We have considered it necessary to draw attention to what
we regard as an essential common feature of all the three major
systems, because it is not unusual to suppose that under the
ryotwari system the land is held by a large number of small
peasants in their own right, while under the other systems land is

held by a relatively small number of large landlords whose lands
are cultivated by tenants without any statutory rights. This is

not the case The central figure in all the three systems is the
oc‘cupancy-right-hoIder The proprietors of estates are not occu-
pancy-right-holders in respect of the greater part of the lands in
their estates. Thus, in Bihar, the extent of land held by

^ Discussion of land tenure problems is often complicated by tbe fact
that the same name often means different things and diffeient names
often moan the same thing Thus, the term zamindar as commonly used
m the Punjab and Sind^ refers to persons holding land on a very difierent
tenure from zaviindara m the permanently settled areas.
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propiietois^ iju tkeir caltivatiixg pobsebsioii ih 3 i6 iniilioii aoies,

wiiiie tile exteiit of laudb lield \aiious cldbaes of occupancy-

ligiit-iioldeib IS 20 30 niillion acies. Siinilai figures aie not

available for Bengal biu fioni ceitain estimates made by tlie

Bengal Land Bevenue Commission, it is possible to infer that

the piopoition of lands held by propiielois m their culthating

possession is much smallei in that province In the United
Provinces the extent ot land described as 'sir ' and ^khud kast ’

(repiesenting land hehl by piuprietois in cultivating possession)

IS 5 96 million acies against 26 92 million acres held by various

classes of tenants who are occupancy-rigbt-holdeis There are no

figures showing the distribution by size of holdings of occiipancv-

right-holdeis under the different systems, but there is little

reason to suppose that large holdings are moie chaiacteiistic of

one than another.

9. On a review of the leplies received from Piovinciul Govern-
Lientb we find that the pioblems requiimg investigation may ht

classified under three heads .
—

(I) JSize of holdings, subdivision and fragmentation —It is

well-known that a large proportion of land is held in small hold-

ings. There exists a tendency, directly relatable to the iiglits

of inheritance and the transfer of land, which, through sub-

division, causes a progiessive diminution in the size of holdings

and their fragmentation The need foi legislative and admmis-
fiative action in relation to this tendency' is a mattei foi exami-
nation. This applies to all the different land systems

(ii) Occupancy-Tight-holder and non-occufancy icnanf —
Another class of problems is the tendency for land to be held

by occupancy-right-holders who do not attend to its efiicient culti-

vation, and who lease such lands to tenants on terms which inhibit

such cultivation. This again, is a matter for examination in

respect of all the diffeient land systems.

(ill) The permanently settled estate system —-There is a

growing body of opinion that, apart from the defects already

referred to. which aie common to all the systems, there are

defects peculiar to the permanently settled estate system which
make it desirable that the system should be abolished and the

ryotwari system introduced in its place.

in succeeding sections of this chapter we discuss each of these

three classes of problems separately.

0.—SiZB OF HoiaiNGS—

S

ubdivision and Fragmentation

10. We mean by a holding all the lands in which one
person has a permanent and heritable right of occupancy. The
term holding however, is sometimes used in a different sense,

^ inciudiiig propnetaiy undei-teuiue-holders
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that IS, to signify the land actually cultivated by a person. The

Uvo conceptions aie obviously ditterent, and we propose to restiict

the use of the term “ holding ” to the ioimer category and to use

the term farm ’ toi the lattei Thus, lei us suppose that

A holds as an occiipancy-nght-hoJder five plots of land bearing

numbers 1 to 5, and B similarly holds two plots of land bearing

numbers 6 and T Let us further suppose that A cultivates the

land beaiing numbeis 1 to 4 and leases number 5 to S for cultiva-

tion, then the holding ’’ of consists of plots 1 to 5, while his

“ faim ’’ consists of plots 1 to 4, and B'b holding consists of

plots 6 to 7, while his ‘ farm ” consists of plots 5 to 7,

11. We believe it is broadly correct to say that statistical infoi-

niation about holdings is incomplete and that practically no

mfoimation is available about taims. In areas under the ryotwari

and the temporal ily-settled estate systems and in some areas under

the peimaneutly-settled estate system, ojBhcial records are main-
tained of occupancy-right-holders and the lands included in their

holdings The officially recorded holding, however, is not always

The same as the actual holding The same person may hold lands

in what aie recorded as separate holdings, and it is equally likely

that the recorded holding may include what are in actual fact

separate holdings In the gi eater part of the area under the

permanently-settled estate system, such lecords are not maintained
by official agencies, and accurate information on the subject is not

available from the records maintained by the proprietors of the

estates Again, in areas where records are maintained, the infor-

mation IS not, except in a few provinces, compiled and classified.

A number of special enquiries, however, have been made from ixiae

to time, V'hich afford some indication of the position. We proceed

to set out certain figures from which an idea can be formed about

the size of holdings in Bengal, the most important province under
the permanently-settled estate system

,
the United Provinces, a

pi 0Vince under the temporarily-settled estate system
,
and Madras,

the Punjab and Bombay, three provinces where land is held
predominantly under the ryotwari system

Bengal,

12, At the instance of the Bengal Land Eevenue Commission,
enquiries were made in typical Villages in all districts of the

province into the lands held by 19,599 families. The average

holding was ascertained to be 4 4 acres, and the distribution was
as follows : 3 3 per cent of the families had no raiyati or under-

raivati interest, that is, were not occupancy-right-holders; 42-7

per cent held less than 2 acres
; 11 2 per cent between 2 and 3 acres

;

94 per cent between 3 and 4 acres ; 8-0 per cent between 4 and 5
acres; 17-0 per cent between 5 and 10 acres; and 8 4 per cent above
10 acres The sample may not have been fnlly representative of

the province, but the figures are the best available, and may be
assumed to represent conditions in the province fairly accurately.
The average yield of cereals per acre of net area sown in the
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province is 0 48 ton ^ Fiona tins it may be inferred that the

average holding in this province is capable of yielding, under

existing conditions, a little more than 2 tons of cereals. It may
also be inferred that appioxiniately two-thirds of the total number

of holdings are below the average, yielding less than 2 tons, that

about one-half of all holdings yield below one ton, that roughly

one-fonrth of the total number of holdings yield between 2 aaid

5 tons
,
while those yielding 5 tons and more are about one-twelfth

of the total number It should be added that while the number

of holdings yielding 5 tons or more is relatively small, the extent

of the lands included in such holdings is pioportionately much
largei We have, however, no infoimation about the actual extent

of such lands.

The United Promnces

13 The average size of a holding m the United Provinces

vanes greatly with the feitilit> of the soil. In the Gorahhpui

division, which is fertile and intensively cultivated, the average

area is 4 8 acres, whereas in the Jhansi division, where the soil

IS unfertile, it is over 12 acres. The average area for the province

IS 6 acres The yield per acre of net area sown for the province

as a whole is distinctly smaller than in Bengal, being roughly

0 35 ton^

This shows that the average holding m the province is capable

of yielding a little more than 2 tons of cereals, that is, roughlT

the same as in Bengal Classified particulars for the province are

not available, but the following figuies, relating to two tehsils

of the Agra district, are of interest. The average size of a holding

in this area was, at the time (1931) the figures were collected,

somewhat larger than that for the province as a whole It was

found that 2T 3 per cent of the holdings were less than 2 5 acres

and 23 3 per cent were between 2 5 and 4 5 acres Thus, nearly

one-half of the total number of holdings were capable of yielding

about 1 5 tons or less. 28 9 per cent of the holdings were between

5 and 10 acres, 14 3 per cent between 10 and 17 5 acres, and 6 2

per cent over 17 5 acres Enquiries made by Settlement Officers

indicate that, in this province, in spite of the increase in popula*

tion, the average size of the holding has remained practically

the same over a long period of years; but there has been a large

1 Statement showing the average yield per acre of net area sown in certain

provinces

Bengal
Madras
United Provinces
Punjab
Bombay

Estimated net area

of rice, wheat,
jowar and bajra

(thousand acres).

18,4:07

15,718
15,566
12,848
15,421

Yield per acre of
net area sown

(tons)

0*481
0’412

0*348

0 336
0*189

The fiffures re*^resent the average of three years ending 1938-9- As net

acreage tores for mdividual crops are not recorded, they have been estimated on

the basis of the relation between ‘net area sown and ‘ gross area sown with all

crops in each province.
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increase in the number of plots per holding with a consequent
diminution in the average size of a plot. Joint holdings continue
to be a common feature in this province.

Madras

14. The following figures are taken from the Land Revenue
Administration Reports of 1936 and 1937 They show the number

. of single and joint pattas and the areas of wet and dry land:—

Total number (in millions)

Smgle
pattas
3 72

tToint
pattas.
2 45

Total.

6 17
Area of dry (m million acres) 13*17 9*10 22*27
Area wet (in million acres) 3-78 1*50 5*28

Total area 16 96 10*60 27*55

Average acreage per patta 4*5 4*4

Assuming the average size of a holding to be substantially as

recorded for pattas^ the figure of 4 5 acres is not very different

from that for Bengal. The average yield per acre of net area
sown IS, however, rather smaller. The average yield per acre is

0 41 ton,^ which means that the average holding is capable of^

yielding rather less than 2 tons. Seventy-four per cent of the
holdings, covering 36 per cent of the total area, have an average
area of 2 4 acres , that is, they yield on the average one ton. The
classification of pattas is on the basis of the assessment, and the
Madras Government have stated that while pattas paying Es. 10
and less formed 69 5 per cent of the total number about 20 years
ago, they now amount to about 76 5 per cent. The results of
enquiries conducted by the University of Madras in selected vih
lages also show that the average size of holdings has decreased

Fnnjah

15 The results of an enquiry into the size of holdings m this
province, quoted by the Royal Commission on Agriculture, showed
that 17 9 per cent were under one acre, 25 5 per cent between 1 and
3 acres ; 14 9 per cent between 3 and 6 acres, and 18 per cent
between 5 and 10 acres The Commission remarked that the
area of cultivated land held by each owner is increasing on thf
whole, although in numerous villages there is a tendency in the
opposite direction.’’ The results of an enquiry made in 1939 by
the Board of Economic Enquiry, Punjab, have been furnished to
us by the Punjab Government.

Size of holding.
From
0 to 1 acre . *

1 to 3 acres

3 to 6 ,, . *

5 to 10 „ .

.

10 to 15 „ .

.

15 to 20 .

.

20 to 25 „
25 to 50 „
60 acres and over

Total

Percentage of

owners. land,
20*2 0*8
28*6 52
14*9 6*2
16*9 13*1
7*3 9*1
3*6 7*2
2*2 56
3*9 14*8
2*4 38*0

lOO-O 100-0

^ See tootnoteon page 255 ante.
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The Goveniment have commented on these figures as follows :
—

^

It will be obseived that the owners are congested in the

lower groups and the land is concentrated m higher groups. If

50 acres be taken as the maximum size of a holding which a

farmer would ordinarily cultivate directly, it will be observed

that 38*0 per cent of the land is held by owners possessing more
than this area each On the other hand, if 5 acres be taken as

the smallest economic holding 63 7 per cent ot the owners would

be found to possess uneconomic holdings; whereas the former

cdass feels the necessity to let their land on rent, the latter is

anxious to take some more land into their holding to make an
economic holding or to work purely as tenants on bigger holdings.

Thus the tenant is not necessarily without an owner’s holding

of his own. In most cases he is owner-cultivator in one field and
tenant-cultivator in the adjoining one, or at a little distance.

We are not aware of any precise estimate of the average size

of holdings in this piovince, but the figures given above point to

the conclusion that it is probably in the neighbourhood of 10 acres

The average yield per acre of net area sown is loughly 0 34 ton,

and thus the average holding in the Punjab is capable of yielding

well over 3 tons, a figure substantially in excess of that for Bengal,

the United Provinces and Madras Nearly one-half of the holdings

are, however, capable of yielding less than one ton, and they

cover about 6 per cent of the total area comprised in all holdings

Approximately one-eighth of the total number of holdings are

larger than 15 acres in extent, that is, capable of yielding 5 tons

or more. These holdings, we observe, comprise very nearly two-

Ihirds of the total amount of land A comparison of the figures

quoted by the Eoyal Commission on Agriculture with those fur-

nished to us, indicates that in this province also small holdings

are tending to increase in number.

Bombay

16 The following figures^ relate to the year 1936-37:—
Classification of holdings.

Up to 5 acres

Between 5 and 15 acres

»> 15 ,, 25 jtf

25 „ 100 „
Over 100 acres

Total -

.

Number Percent-
in age of

millions. total.

M3 49
0 67 29
0‘25 U
0-22 10
0 02 1

2-29 100

Area in Percent-
million age of
acres. total.

2 54 9-5

6*10 22 8
4 74 17*7
9-23 34 4
4*17 15 6

26 78 100

On the basis of these figures the average size of a holding is 11 7

acres While this is larger than the corresponding figure for the

provinces previously considered, the yield per acre of net area sown
IS least in this province, being only 019 ton per acre. Thus, the
average holding in this province is capable of yielding approxi-
mately 2-2 tons per acre* which is about the same as in Bengal

^ Based on figures given in the table at page 45 of “ The Indian Rural
Problem
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and tlie United Provinces Eonglily one-lialf of tlie holdings,

compiismg about one-tenth of all the land, are very small and

capable of yielding less than one ton each
;
whereas holdings capable

of yielding over 5 tons number about one-tenth of the total bat

comprise about one-half of the land.

Subdivision of holdings

17 Thus, under all the land systems, small holdings are the

rule, large holdings being relatively few in number, and the general

tendency is for the number of small holdings to increase. The
replies received from ail Provincial Governments indicate that

this is so ^ (An exception is Sind, where large holdings appeal

to be more common, and where the pressure of population on the

land is not yet felt owing to the large increase, during recent

years, in the irrigated area
)

The immediate cause of the tendency
to progressive diminution in the size of holdings is subdivision

by which is meant the distribution of the land of a common
ancestor amongst his successors-in-interest, usually in accordance

with the laws of inheritance, but sometimes effected by voluntary

transfers amongst the living by sale, gift, or otherwise. Thus,

a man holding 12 acres and having four sons may be succeeded

by the four sons, each holding three acres; if three of these sons

leave two sons apiece and the other dies childless, the next genera-
tion may show six grandsons each holding two acres. But if the
childless-holder had sold his land, for instance, to a monev-lender,
there would be six grandsons with one and a half acres each, and
a money-lender with three acres There are other causes contri-

buting to the process, but subdivision includes the general result

of an increase in the number of holders within a family or

community ^

18 It is generally agreed that it is desirable that this tendency
to a progressive diminution in the size of holdings should be

arrested The primary cause of subdivision is the pressure of

population on land and the basic measures for checking subdivision

are first, the bringing of additional land under cultivation and
secondly, an increase in industrial employment. In other parts of

our report we have stressed the need for bringing new land under
cultivation, and have pointed out that the growth of industry is

essential if some of the more pressing problems of village economy,
such as excessive pressure of population on land, are to be solved.

We do not propose to deal with these matters again in this chapter.
What we are concerned with here is whether there is any other
measure which it is desirable to adopt for the prevention cf sub-
division. The Royal Commission on Agriculture who examined
this subject at considerable length, observed that no practical
suggestion was put forward for the prevention of further sub-
division without interfering with the laws of inheritance ’’ The
Commission also examined a proposal put forward by Mr. Keaiinge

^ Part B of Appendix II

^Report of the Royal Cominission on Agriculture in India (1928), page 129
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tor ^lle formation and maintenance of imi^artible econoniic hold-

mgs and reached the conclusion that the proposal was open to

objections. In view of the importance of this question of

impartible holdings, we have further considered it.

19. One of us (Sir Manilal B Nanavati) holds that Ihe forma-

tion and maintenance of impartible holdings is necessary, and
that the laws of inheritance should be suitably modified. His
views are set out below:—

The continuing inciease in the number of uneconomic
holdings IS a serious evil. It is not only a question of the un-

satisfactory economic position of the owneis of such holdings who
aie compelled to eke out an uncertain livelihood by cultivating

land as crop-sharing tenants, by working as day labourers, by
/Iriving carts, etc Uneconomic holdings also coiivstitute a serious

obstacle to efforts to increase the productivity of the land. The
cultivator who lives on the margin of subsistence, cannot be
expected to possess the resources necessary for increasing the out-

turn of his crops bjr the adoption of improved farming practices

lequiring capital. From this point of view it is desirable to take
steps to prevent a further increase in the number of uneconomic
holdings. It is true that the provision of employment alternative

to the cultivation of land by the development of industries will

provide a solution to the problem, but this does not lemove the

necessity of undertaking other remedial measures while industries

are being developed I think it is essential that the medium
holding should be defined^ within certain broad limits and that

legislation should be undertaken for the purpose of securing that

the right to such a holding passes to a single heir, the excluded
heirs being allowed a right to maintenance. I have no objection

to holdings which are larger than a medium holding being sub-

divided under the present laws of succession, provided ihe sub-

division does not result in the creation of holdings smaller in size

than the medium holding Even in respect of holdings which are

smaller than a medium holding, I would extend the •^cope of

impartibility to them. If the holdings are not unduly small and
are capable of being improved so as to be adequate for supporting

a family, I would provide facilities for registering ihem as im-
partible, if the holder so desires. I agree that public opinion is

likely to be opposed to my proposal, on account of the adverse

effect of such a change on the younger sons. It should, however,

be possible to educate public opinion to appreciate the necessity

for such a proposal in the permanent interests of the country. The
proposal is not put forward as an alternative to a programme of

industrial development which I consider essential The proposal

is, in fact, complementary to such a programme. It is comple-

^ A medium holding may be fixed on the basis of a bullock-power
unit What a bullock-powei unit is in terms of acreage of different
classes of land in different districts of a province can be settled, on the
basis of local enquiries by Provincial Governments A medium holding
may be defined as being not less than one unit nor more than two units
Alternatively, a medium holding may be regarded as on© which is capable
normally of yielding in terms of cereals not less than two tons nor mere
than five tons.
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mentary because it would compel the junior members of the
families owning medium holdings to seek non-agricultural em-
ployment at a time when the resources of the family aie still

adequate for giving them the necessary training as well as the

means of support while they are seeking employment. It would
pi event the present tendency to accept a gradual decline in living

standards as inevitable, and help to arrest the drift towards in-

debtedness and ultimate insolvency which occurs when the family

IS outgrowing the land If public opinion cannot be reconciled

to a change in the law of succession such as I have proposed, 1

would at least urge the abolition of the right of partition of the
medium holding, while retaining the existing right of heirs to

owneiship of fractional shares in the joint holding; and I would
also abolish the right of transfer of separate parts of che holding.

Even such a limited change would not be without value and
should be tried.

20. Two of us (Mr. Eamamurty and Mr. M. Afzal Husain) are

unable to accept the fundamental basis of the contention of

Sir Manilal Nanavati that the medium holding is necessarily a

more efficient unit of production than the small holding. They
do not themselves believe, and they are not aware of any evidence

in support of the assumption, that a small holder cultivating two
or three acres who subsists partly on the income from his holding

and partly on earnings from other work, produces less per acre

than a medium holder cultivating, say, between 5 and 10 acres.

In this view, they see no justification for reconstituting a consider-

able part of the land of the country into impartible holdings.

They would stress the possession of land, however small, as an

important element of social security, and they prefer an increase

in small holdings to an increase in landless labourers. They are,

also, satisfied that public opinion would not tolerate a proposal for

tbe disinheritance of younger sons. In their opinion ihe un-

economic holding is only an aspect of the problem of poverty as

a whole, for which the economic development of the country in all

its aspects is the only answer. If this development were achieved,

the uneconomic holding would cease to be a problem. Tffiey are,

therefore, opposed to any alteration of the laws of succession as

well as to any attempt to constitute impartible holdings.

21. The other two members (Sir John Woodhead and

Dr. Aykroyd) agree with Sir Manilal Nanavati that, from tbe point

of view of productive efficiency, medium and large holdings are

preferable to small holdings But they appreciate the weight of

the consideration regarding social security mentioned by Messrs.

Eamamurty and Afzal Husain and do not feel justified in lecom-

mending a change in the laws of succession which, it is igrC'-'d,

would be most strongly opposed by public opinion Igain, from

the point of view of productive efficiency they see little advaniage

in a measure which limits the right of partition by prescribing

the minimum size of a holding and yet maintains the rights of the

heirs to fractional shares. The maintenance of a holding as one

legal entity would not prevent the heirs from dividing the land
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for tke pnipose of cultivation Further, they considei it quitb

impracticable to attempt by legislation to compel the owners of

fractional shares to cultivate the land of the holding jointly

22. In the result, therefoie, our view, as a commission, is the

same as that of the Royal Commission on Agriculture. We do
not recommend a change in the laws of inheritance. Sir Alanilal

JNanavati dissents and adheres to the views set out in paragraph 19

above.

Fragmentcution of holdings

23 We now turn to the problem of fragmentation “ Fiag*
mentation is quite different from subdivision and refers to the

manner in which the land held by an individual (or undivided

family) is scattered throughout the village in plots sepaiated by
land in the possession of others If all the fields held l)y an

individual are contiguous so that he can pass from the one to the

other without traversing any land but his own, his holding is said

to be compact, and if this feature has been brought about by

design, it IS said to be consolidated.’^^ While the yjrogressive

diminution in the average size of holdings and the multiplication

of small holdings is the direct result of subdivision, fragmentation

is caused not so much by the act of subdivision as by the iranner

in which it is effected. Thus, if a father with three isolated

fields of one acre each, dies leaving three sons, the latter will take

not one field each but one-third of each field each In

the result, successive generations, descending from a common
ancestor, inherit not ouh” smaller and smaller shares of Ins land

but inherit that land bioken up into smaller and smaller plots

. . Fragmentation is accentuated by the expansion (f culti-

vation irregularly over the waste, by purchases and sales, and by

the extinction of families m default of direct heirs and the divi-

sion of their property amongst a large number of distant relatives.

It has been also the result of the break up of the Joint family-

system and its custom of cultivation is common There

are, however, circumstances in which it would, on balance

be an advantage that a holding should not consist of one o^^mp xct

unit This occurs where, on account of marked variations in the

quality of the soil, the holder is able to produce, on a moderately

fragmented holding, a greater variety of crops and to find occu-

pation for more days in the year than he could on a compact
homogeneous block Such an argument, as the Royal Coromission

pointed out, can only hold where the number of blocks does not

exceed the number of distinct varieties of soil, and in general

fragmentation beyond this point is a serious evil. From the replies

leceived from Provincial Governments we notice that there is little

difference of opinion on this issue. The evils of fragmentation are

that it involves waste of time, money and effort; that it ^*estrains

the cultivator from attempting improvements; that it enforces a

uniformity of crop, and especially restricts the growing of fodder

crops in the period when cattle are usually sent out to graze in

^ The Report of the Royal Commission on Agriculture, page 129.

® Ihid, page 134.
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the fields The remedy for fragmentation is consolidation ^vhich

IS in reality the substitution—by exchange of land—of a compact

block foi a number of separate fragments. By this process, all

the land of one holder may be formed into one plot only, or nito

a few plots of different kinds of soil.’’ The Punjab has been a

pioneer in undertaking this important reform. Initially, consoli-

dation of holdings was effected in this province on a voluntary

basis through a special type of co-operative society At the end

of July 1943, these societies numbered 1,807 and the area consoli-

dated amounted to 1 -45 million acres In 1936, a Consoli-

dation of Holdings Act was passed which provides a certain

measure of compulsion Consolidation operations undertaken

under this Act have been carried out m 376 villages and 0 31

million acres have been consolidated The work is now in progress

in 86 villages. The operations, however, take time as, even under

the Act, it is necessary to secure the consent of two-thirds of the

landholders before effecting consolidation compulsorily. In-

adequacy of trained staff has been another difficulty, it is hoped

that this will diminish after the war

24 , Statutory provision for consolidation also exists in the

Central Provinces and operations have been completed in 2,476

villages in the Chattisgarh division In the United Provinces

consolidation was encouraged, for a number of years, through the

co-operative movement but progress was very slow. Work ?s now
proceeding under the Consolidation of Holdings Act which was
passed in 1939 and brought into force in 1940. Difficulty has,

however, been experienced owing to the dearth of trained officers

and staff.

In Madras, an attempt was made in 1936 to consolidate hoidlugs

through the co-operative movement and 26 societies were organized

for the purpose The attempt failed, only 1,599 acres being con-

solidated, and the experiment was abandoned. Special legislation

was not enacted and this is said to have been one of the causes of

failure. One of the reasons which weighed with the Government
of Madras in abandoning the experiment, was that so long as

subdivision has to go on, any attempt at consolidation of holdings

was bound to fail.” We think the importance of this considera-

tion has been over-estimated. The occasion for subdividing a

holding arises only at relatively long intervals, and the benefit of

consolidation, once effected, is likely to be experienced for a

considerable time. Further, as the Eoyal Commission on Agri-

culture observed, the progress of consolidation operations will

have some educative effect and promote the habit of carrying out

partitions with the minimum of fragmentation.

25. We note that, though very little has been done to remedy

the evil of fragmentation in provinces other than those we have

mentioned, there is general agreement in many provinces in

favour of undertaking remedial measures. In Bombay, a Bill is

under preparation to provide for the consolidation of holdiags,

and in Bihar, where under the permanently-settled estate system
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consolidation presents special difficulties, the question is under
ccnsideiation by the Post-wai Agricultural E/Cconstruction Com-
mittee. We recommend that the consolidation of holdings on the

lines followed with consideiable success in the Punjab and the

Central ProYinces, should be undertaken in all Provinces. Within
each Province aieas where fragmentation is a serious problem,
should be located by special enquiry and taken up first for consoli-

dabon operations TVe also recommend, in order to iacilitate

these operations, that stamp duties and regnstration charges
should be i emitted and fees for encumbrance certificates waived

26 One of the contributory causes of fragmentation, apai i

from the manner in which partitions are effected, is Lhe existence

of unrestiicted rights of transfer The Eoyal Commission noted
that, where restrictions were imposed on the alienation of Jand,
the process ot subdivision has been checked to some extent. In
the replies received from certain Provincial Governments, refer-

ence has been made to pre-emption as a means of preventing
fragmentation. The suggestion has been thus described: ‘'It
should be made obligatory on a person wishing to sell his shaie
in a holding to offer the same to one or more of his co-sharers,
and if none of them was willing to purchase the same, io ihe
holder of one of the adjoining lands. In order to prevent the
vendor from taking the plea that no one among his co-sharers oi

neighbouring tenants is prepared to offer a reasonable puce,
provision may be made to enable the co-sharer or the adjacent
tenant, willing to buy the land, to move a court of law to fix -ihe

value of land which the vendor must accept ’’ We commend the
proposal for consideration by Provincial Governments, but vould
add that, in place of the " Court of law,’^ some simple arbitial

machinery would be more desirable

StaUstics

27 Finally, we would draw attention to the defects in the
statistical information as regards holdings and farms. Measures
for increasing productivity must be based on full and accurate
information as to how land is held and how it is cultivated This
means that for every village there should be a record of all 1 e'^d-

ings and farms, including farms held hy cultivators who do not
possess a right of occupancy in land. Further, the record should
distinguish first, between holdings held by agriculturi^sts and non-
agriculturists and secondly, between lands held on cash and
produce rents Again, a basis of classification should be adopted
tor distinguishing between small, medium and large holdings and
farms. Information about mortgages is also important and we
suggest that the village records should contain particulars of these
transactions. There should also be a system of returns, based upon
the primary registers, which would enable statistics to be compiled
and published in regard to (a) the numbers of and the extent of
land in the different classes of holdings and farms, (6) the iitimber
of holdings and the extent of the land held by agriculturists and
non-agriculturists respectively, (c) the extent of land cultivated
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under tiie crop-sJiaring system, and (d) moitgages Tlie JSguies

should as fai as possible, be compiled on a uniform system in ail

the provinces. It is further desirable that the primary i eg isters

should contain particulars of the number of* cattle and farm imple-

ments possessed by cultivators. In spite of the difficulties involved

we attach great importance (here as elsewhere in the repoit) to

the improvement of statistics. We accordingly recommend that

the existing system of records and registers maintained by village

officers and subordinate revenue officers, as well as the system cf

returns based on them, should be reviewed. The existing system

should be revised in such a manner as to enable the publication of

a statistical abstract by each province, showing the particulais

we have mentioned along with other statistics included in those

publications.

Summary of conclusions and recommenddtions

28. Our main conclusions and recommendations are as below •—
(i) Measures for increasing the productivity of the land r. ust

be based on full and accurate information as to how land is held

and how it is cultivated. At present, the statistical information

available about holdings (the land in which a person has a

permanent and heritable right of occupancy) is generally incom-

plete and practically no information is available abouit farms

(the land actually cultivated by one person).

(ii) It is recommended that the existing system of lecoids

and returns should be reviewed and revised in such a manner as

would enable the publication of a statistical abstract by *jvery

Province giving particulais, such as the numbers, extent, etc ,
in

respect of difiterent classes of holdings and farms.

(iii) Under all the land systems in the countiy small holdings

are the rule and medium and large holdings are relatively few

in number, the number of small holdings is increasing. The

immediate cause of the progressive diminution in the size of hold-

ings is subdivision.

(iv) Apart from measures designed to bring more land under

cultivation and to increase industrial employment, no practical

suggestion has been put forward for the prevention of subdivision

without interfering with the laws of inheritance. A change in the

laws of inheritance is not recommended One Member (Sir Manilal

Nanavati), however, takes the view that a change in the laws of

inhmtance is necessary. He is of opinion that if public opinion

cannot be reconciled to such a change, the right of partition should

be limited by prescribing the minimum size of a holding. The

other members are not in favour of the latter proposal.

(v) The manner in which subdivision is effected leads to a

piogressive increase in the fragmentation of holdings. The remedy

for the evil of fragmentation is the consolidation of holdings on

tie lines undertaken with success in the Punjab and the Central

'Provinces. It is recommended that consolidation should be actively

undertaken in other (Provinces.
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(vi) TLe areas m eacli PioYince wkere fragmentation is a

serious problem should be located by a special enquiiy, and tahen

up first for consolidation operations. In order to lacilitate sucJi

opeiations, stamp duties and registration charges should be i emit-

ted and fees for encumbrance certihcates waived

(vii) Some limitation on the existing lights ol uniestiicted

tianster is necessary and desiiable in order to present inciease in

fragmentation. The possibility ot introducing a system oi pie-

emption which would secure this lesult is suggested lor consideia-

tiOD by Provincial Governments.

D.—The Occupancy-Right-holdee and the Non-occupancy
Tenant.

;^9. an this section we shall consider the second of the thiee

classes of problems to which we lefeired at the end of section B,
namely, “ the tendency for land to be held by occupancy iigiil-

holders who do not attend to its efficient cultivation, and who
lease such lands to tenants on terms which are believed to inhibit

efficient cultivation by such tenants.^' Does this tendency exist?

Ts inefficient cultivation common ^ To what extent do occupancy
ight-holders cultivate their lands themselves with or without the

aid of hired labour^ and to what extent is their land cultivated

by tenants without permanent rights ? What are the terms on v inch
land is let by the occupancy right-holder^ What type of lease is

conductive to efficient cultivation, and what type is not? These
die important questions. We shall biiefi}' review the facts and
opinions which have been furnished in repl^ to cm questions. W’e
may say at the outset that, so far as the relative efficiency of cul-

tivation under difterent systems of farm management is concerned,

very little factual information is available. Some statistics are

available about the proportion of land held by non-occupancy
tenants, that is, tenants-at-will, m different parts of the country,

but even this is far from complete or accurate.

Sind

dU. As far as we can ascertain, large holdings are more com-
mon in Sind than in other provinces and only about one-fifth of

the land is held by small holders. Roughly four-fifths of the cul-

tivated land are held by zamindars and the predominant method
of cultivation is the bataz or crop sharing system Under this

system, the cultivator {harz) provides his own labour and that of

his bullocks m return for half the crop. The system is believed
to ''get as much out of the land as the quantity and quality of

the labour available permits, and shields the cultivating classes

from many evils ” The Government of Sind have expressed tlie

view that " rack-renting is not a possibility in Smd under the
crop-sharing system owing to the shortage of "agricultural labour
It is only in cases where the zamindar leases his land to a lessee

who cultivates the land through others on the crop-sharing system,
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that there is a teudencj^ for cultiyation to suffer. Tlie leason foi

this IS that the period of the lease is shoit^ and the lessee, theie-

fore, has little incentive to keep the land in good condixion. The
extent of such land, howevei, is less than 8 per cent of the total.

The Punjab

31. The cultivated aiea in the province for the quinquennium
ending 15th June 1942 was 31 17 million acres^ of which 15 25

million acres—that is, nearly one-half—weie cultivated by tenants-

at-will. All these tenants-at-will are, however, not without lands

of their own; the majority aie owner-cultivators in one held and
tenant-cultivators in the adjoining or nearby one. The great

majority of them pay rent in kind {hatai) and this generally

amounts to half the pioduce On land irrigated from Aveiis, it is

generally one-thiid of the pioduce and it may be less, but the

usual practice is to pay half the crop. The tenant-at-Avill has

tc bear the expenses of cultivation and provide the plough and
cattle, but his landlord sometimes provides half of the seed '' The
Punjab Government have mentioned the following defects of this

system. ‘‘The landlord has not taken to mechanical farming and
still looks to Government for a lead. His net profits from culti-

vation through tenants are comparatively higher and he, there-

fore, tends to feel satisfied and to show insufficient interest in

extension of cultivation or in improvement of land or its method
of farming. . . The tenants are sometimes rack-rented, poor and
insecure and consequently have neither the means nor the leces-

sary incentive to effect improvements/^

Bengal*

32. Enquiries made at the instance of the Land lievenue Com-
mission showed that, in this province, approximately one-fifth of

the land is cultivated through bargadars on a crop-sharing system,

the occupancy-1 ight-holder and the hargadar each taking one-half

of the produce. There is also another category of tenants known
as “ under-raiyats who hold rather less than one-eleventh of

the cultivated lands and who unlike the bargadars, are protected

by tenancy legislation and possess security of tenure In many
cases under-raiyats are the actual occupancy-right-holders and the

raiyats who lease their lands to them are little more than rent-

receiving intermediaries The Land Revenue Commission consi-

dered the merits of the harga system and by a majority recommend-
ed that bargadars should also be recognized as protected tenants

with security of tenure, and that the rent should be limited to one-

third of the gross produce. The majority, while agreeing that

the system had “ many advantages,’^ stressed its disadvantages

in the following terms: ‘‘ The borga system overrides the princi-

ple that the tiller of the soil should have security and protection

from rack-renting No one denies that half the produce is an

excessive rent Further, the balance of opinion in all countries

is that this system of cultivation is not economic and, therefore,

not in the interests of the community as a whole. The cultivator

only gets the benefit of half the value of any increase in yield
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wliicli IS the reward of his own labour or enterprise. If the crop

IS even a partial failure, he does not earn the cost of cultivation

A minority of the Commission held a difterent view. They pointed

out that the system is in vogue in France, Italy, America, Aus-
tralia, and other countries and added that In a country of small

holdings cultivated by an army of indigent raiyats depending on
private money-lenders and rainfall, the barya system is not only

inevitable but also wholesome. Moreover, the system is as old as

the country itself and should not be abolished On the question of

security of tenure, the minority held that “ in a share-tenancy

mutual trust is the core of the system, and although haryadars

have no written leases, they are little disturbed A written lease

which will he the ' material for lawyers ’ tends to impair the trust

on which the system is based. The minority also ciiticized the

proposal to limit the rent to one-third of the gross produce, and
pointed out that this was also the maximum in the case of under-

raiyats, ‘‘ with whom the higher-grade raiyat has little connexion

except the receipt of rent In a share-tenancy, the supervision

and constant vigilance of the landlords on the haryadars is essen-

tial, but under the recommendation they will be entitled to no
better remuneration for tbe services rendered and the uncertainties

and risks inherent in share-produce faced.’’

The United Provinces and the Central Provinces.

33. The following table shows the land held in the United

Provinces by propiietors in cultivating possession {sir and khud-
kasht) and that held by various classes of tenants:—

Million acres.

A. S^r and Khudkasht . . . , 5 26
B. (i) Heiedicary tenants .. .. 14*99

(ii) Occupancy tenants . . 10 11

(m) Ex-propriotary tenants and holders of
special tenures m Oudh . 0*81

(iv) Fixed rate tenants and permanent
tenure holders , ,, 0*71

C. Non-occupancy tenants * . . 0*19

38 07

All tenants, except non-occupancy tenants, have hereditary

rights* The hxed rate tenants and the permanent tenure holderi

(category B, class IV), possess the right of transfer but the hold-

ings of all other tenants are non-transferable. In reply to our

questionnaire the Provincial Government have informed us that

throughout the major part of the province the lents payable by
the tenants have been modified to a fair pitch ” as the result of

settlement operations, and tenancy legislation provides a fairly

effective control against the rack-renting of tenants.

In addition to tenants, there are sub-tenants who hold from
year to year and are tenants-at-wilL These sub-tenants usually

pay a rent approximating to half the produce. We have no
information about the area of the land cultivated by sub-tenants

but it is probably not very large, for there are restrictions oB.

sub-letting and the penalty for illegal sub-letting is ejection.
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Under tlie Tenancy Act of 1939, ex-proprietary occupancy anl

hereditaiy tenants in Agra aie allo^Yecl to sub-let again alter the

expiry ol three years The same provisions apply in Oudh with

the exception ol tenants holding under special tenures and occu-

pancy tenants. Non-occupancy tenants may sub-let for one year

only and may sub-let again only after an interval of one year.

The Government of the United Provinces have informed us that

the number of tenants ejected for giving sub-leases in contraven-

tion of the provisions of the Act has been considerable.

Figures are not available for the Central Provinces but tiie

position as regards rack-renting appears to be the same as in the

tJnited Provinces. The Provincial Government obseive. ^‘Pack-

renting is not a substantial menace. The tenancy laws provide

safeguards against it.’’

Bihar

34. Certain figures collected from survey and settlement reports

indicate that in Bihar the extent of land held by non-occupancy
ryots and undei -ryots is 0'*6'6 million acres as against a total

of 24 *48 million acres
;
20 36 million acres are held by different

classes of ryots with a permanent and heritable right of occu-

pancy and 3*46 million acres by propiietors and tenure-holders in

cultivating possession. Some of the survey and settlement reports

were written many years ago. The figures therefore do not accu-

rately represent the present position, but they give an idea of the

relatively small proportion of land held by persons without

occupancy rights.

The non-occupancy tenants, as well as a small section of occu-

pancy ryots, pay various kinds of produce-rents. Under the hatai

system the tenant’s share varies from one-half to one-third of the

crop and the landlord’s share from one-half to two-thirds. Other

forms of produce-rent are grain-rents assessed at a fixed rate per

local unit of area, or at a fixed quantity for the whole of the hold-

ing. As a I'esult of recent legislation, the produce-rent payable by
occupancy-right-holders has been limited to 9/20ths of the produce.

This, however, does not affect non-occupancy ryots and under-
ryots. The Bihar Government observe: “There is practically

no rack-renting in this province* Certain classes of tenants who
hold hakashb lands or are under-ryots of big cultivators are the

only class who can be said to be rack-rented. But in consequence
of recent amendments in tenancy legislation resulting in con-

siderable reductions in rents, rack-renting has been very much
controlled.”

Orusa

35, No figures are available which distinguish the extent of

the land held by occupancy-right-holders from that held by non-
occupancy tenants. Cash rents are a common feature m this province
but we are told that “ a considerable area is held on produce-rent
which is generally of two kinds. The commonest form is known
as dhulihag^ which implies equal division of the by-products
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well as gram. Tke second form is tliat known as San]

a

(contract)

under wJiicli a fixed quantity of produce is paid. Pa3^nient of Jiaif

the produce or its commuted value practically leaves to the culti-

vator less than his bare subsistence lequirements."^ The Govern-

ment of Oiissa suggest that a suitable remedy would be to amend
the tenancy laws and limit the lent legally leviable to one-third of

the gross pioduce.

Madras and Bombay

36. In Madras “ there aie two important types of tenancy,

under the occupancy-right-holder, namely, the 'varam and the

kuthagaiM Under the foimer the tenant pays as rent a share of the

crop, whereas under the latter he pays a hxed sum in cash or a fixed

amount of produce. Vaiiations occui under both systems depend-

ing on the natuie of the land, the iriigation facilities, seed, man are,

and plough cattle provided by the landlord or tenant lespectively

and the kind of crop raised. Theie is no information showing the

extent of land cultivated by tenants without occupancy rights.

As regards the incidence of the rent payable by them, tne Madras
Government observe: “ It cannot be said whether the cultivating

classes are rack-rented generally m any area in the province, as

su&cient information is not available. There is nothing to prevent

the tenant of a ryotwaii ryot oi of an occupancy ryot or of an
inamdar, possessing both vararns m the land, being rack-rented.

More research into tenancy conditions is necessary/^

The position is similar in Bombay, and the Bombay Govern-

ment have commented as follows. ‘'The tenant who cultivates

land on lease, which is geneiall3^ annual, is not sure how long the

lands would remain in his possession as the landlord has power

to resume the lands at the end of the year after giving three

montifs^ notice to the tenant. The tenant has thus no pernianenii

interest in lands. In many cases, lands are leased on the crop-

sharing rent, and if the tenant sows improved seed or puts in grod

manure or extra laboui to improve the land, half of the increased

produce so obtained at his cost goes to the landlord, and thus the

tenant does not get a proper return on his labour and enterprise.

The absentee landlord cares only for liis annual rent and takes no

interest in the improvement of his land or the introduction of

improved methods of cultivation. With a view to give some stabi**

lity to the existing tenants and to encourage them to take interest

in the lands leased to them, the Tenancy Act was passed in 1941.

Under this Act, the landlord cannot resume lands from the exist-

ing tenant at least for a period of ten years and cannot increase

fils rent, except for improvements carried out at the landlord's

expense. The Act has been applied to selected areas to begin
with and it is proposed to extend it to other areas in course of

time/’
The North-West Frontier Province and Assam

37. The Government of the Forth-West Frontier Province
have observed that rack-renting is an unknown feature in this

province since tenants receive a share of the crop from the thresh-
ing floor, varying from one-third to two-thirds of the produce
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according to the local conditions. '' The Assam Government

observe that There is rack-ienting in the aamindari areas/'

but Jiave not fuimsUed other details.

Factors tending to inefficient cultivaUon

38. It IS evident from the toiegoing review that the propor-

tion of the land cultivated by non-occupancy tenants varies very

considerably in diiieient parts of the countiy. It is relatively

large under the lyotwari land system, and particularly so in the

Punjab and Sind; it is probably somewhat smaller, but still con-

siderable, in the areas undei the permanently-settled estate system

and IS relatively small under the temporarily-settled estate sys-

tem, The terms on which land is held by this class of tenants

vary, but it is noticeable that the crop-sharing system generally

predominates and exists in all provinces. Doubts and differences

ci opinion exist as to the ehects of this system on the efficiency of

agiicultui'al pioduction. It seems to us pnvia facie probable that

production must suffer where the tenure of the cultivator is

insecure, and the incidence of the rent so heavy as to leave the

cultivator an inadequate return for his labour and enterprise.

At the same time, it has been urged that, in many areas where

the crop-sharing system prevails, the tenure is more secure in

practice than in theory. Again, there is a striking difference of

opinion as to what constitutes an excessive rent. (While the

majority of the Land Revenue Commission in Bengal say that

no one denies that half the produce is an excessive rent, ’’ the

Go\’ernment of Sind have said, in respect of the same system in

.their province, that
‘

^ rack-renting is not a possibility owing to

the shortage of agricultural labour.'' In the Horth-West

frontier Province, rack-renting is said to be an unknown feature,

though a produce-rent at the rate of two-thirds of the produce

prevails in some cases. It is obvious that a share of the produce,

say half, .may give the cultivator a fair return for his labour and

enterprise where the productivity of the land is high but may
not where it is low. Again, the adequacy of the return to the

cultivator must inevitably depend on whether he is able to secure

a sufficiently large area for cultivation, and this is more likely

to be the case in some parts of the country than in others, d^pexxd-

ing on the pressure of population on the soil.

Further, a prima facie defective system of leasing may yet be

consistent with a high degree of efficiency of production where
the occupancy-right-holder takes an interest in the cultivation of

the land, exercises close supervision over his tenant and assists

him with plough, cattle, manure, etc. This may and does not
always happen, as, for example, where the occupancy-right-holder

is an absentee not effectively represented on the land, is not him-
self a professional agriculturist or for some other reason takes no
interest in the cultivation of the land,

39. The replies we have received to our enquiry about the pre-
valence of absenteeism indicate that the evil exists, is increasing
in some parts of the country, and that the extent to which it
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prevails varies. It is generally agreed tliat wkere it exists it is

an important factor tending to restrict production, since neither

tlie absentee landlord nor tbe short-term tenant is interested in

investing capital on tbe improvement of tbe land, or tbe adoption
of intensive methods of cultivation.

Tbe tendency for land to pass out of tbe bands of tbe cultivate

ing classes into tbe bands of non-agriculturists was a well-maried
feature in many parts of tbe country during tbe * thirties ^ of

this century. There are indications, however, that tbe process

has been checked and that, at present, transfers of land from tbe
small bolder to agriculturists with larger holdings are, generally
speaking, more common than transfers to non-agriculturists.

40. Tbe broad conclusion to which we are led by our preliminary
survey of this subject, may be stated as follows. Tbe terms on
which land is let by occupancy-rigbt-bolders to non-occupancy
tenants are a material factor in determining tbe efficiency of

agricultural production It is desirable that tbe terms of tenancy
should be such that either tbe occupancy-rigbt-bolder provides tbe
facilities necessary for efficient cultivation or tbe non-occupancy
tenant bolds on conditions as to duration of tenancy and rent
which provide an adequate incentive for efficient cultivation.

Tenancy conditions which are conducive to efficiency of production
vary in different tracts. Whether or not tbe conditions prevail-
ing in any tract are a handicap to an increase in production
should, in our opinion, be carefully investigated. We, accord-
ingly, recommend such investigation.

The crop-sharing system

41. One of us (Sir Manilal Tfanavati) feels convinced that the
crop-sharing system is incompatible with efficiency of production
and considers that steps should be taken to abolish it He sug-
gests that, where large holdings are cultivated on jthis' system^
they should be acquired by the State and resold on reasonable
terms to cultivators who either have no land of their own, or
whose holdings are too small to support them and their families.
The new holdings should, as far as possible, be economic holdings,
and inalienable except with the permission of Government.
Alternatively, he suggests that tenancy legislation shoiild bn
undertaken for the purpose of fixing cash rents for lands held on
the crop-sharing system and conferring occupancy rights on the
tenants. We have carefully considered these proposals, and are
of the opinion that they are open to objections.

4Z. We have drawn attention already to the difference of
opinion and the doubt which exist about the merits of the crop-
sharing system. It is, however, undeniable that the system is

as old as the country ” and prevails in all provinces and more
especially in those areas where pressure of population on the land
is not acute.

^

In these circumstances, we are unable to agree that
the system is intrinsically unsound in all circumstances. We
have, however, already indicated that in certain areas and updet
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certain circumstances, tlie system may be responsible for ineffi-

ciency of cultivation In siicli cases, it is clearly necessary that

suitable remedies sboulcl be found Tliis is why we have recom-

mended that a detailed investigation of the subject should be

undertaken.

43. The suggestion that large holdings should be acquired by
the State and re-sold on reasonable terms to landless cultivators

or small holders is unacceptable to us for the following reasons

First, we are not convinced that the change will necessarily tend

to an increase in agricultural efficiency. A policy directed to

inducing or compelling large holders to apply their resources to

the more efficient cultivation of land, is likely to yield better and
quicker dividends in the shape of increased efficiency than the

multiplication of small holdings. Secondly, the proposal is

likely to prove unworkable in practice if fair compensation is paid

foi the lands acquired and the cost of acquisition is recovered in

full from small holders. A large amount of capital outlay and
a considerahle amount of subsidisation would in practice be found
necessary. These would be far better devoted to the provision

of facilities necessary for improving the productivity of the land
than to any scheme of redistribution of land

We are also not satisfied as regards the advantages of the

alternative suggestion, namely, that cash rents should be fixed by
law and occupancy rights conferred on the tenants. This would
involve the conversion of the present owners into a new type of

statutory rent-receivers at a time when the existence of rent-

ropeiving intermediaries between the occupancy-right-holders and
the Government is urged as a justification for the abolition of the

permanently-settled, estate system If cash rents are fixed so as

to approximate to an economic rent, the tenant is likely to be no
better off, and may, in fact, be worse off, as a result of the change.

If, on the other hand, cash rents are fixed below flic economic
rent, it is probable that the land would not be let except on the

payment of a premium. Again with cash rents below the econo-

mic rent there would he scope for subinfeudation and steps wbuW
have to be taken to prevent snb-letting by the tenant newly
insefed with the occupancy right The course proposed seems,

therefore, likely to create more problems than it solves.

44. We incline to the view that the settlement of tenancy
conditions, fair and equitable to both landlord and tenant, must
be a flexible process capable of adaptation to varying circum-
stances. It has been suggested that a solution of this problem
must be sought in the same way in which improvement of labour
conditions has been secured in industry, that is, by developing the
principle of collective bargaining supplemented by arbitration.

We commend this suggestion for consideration. In a subsequent
chapter we shall explain whv, from many points of view, it is

demrable that cultivators of small farms should be organized in

m^ti-purpose co-operative societies. If these societies are formed,
in addition to helping the farmer in other Ways, also
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help to promote collective bargaining between large landbolders

and their tenants and establish healthy tenancy conditions.

Another way in which tenants could be organized would be by

the formation of co-operative rent societies Such societies would

take on lease land from large landholders and let it out to their

members. Co-operative societies have been tried for this purpose

in Europe, .

'

Associdtions of large landholders {occwpancy-right-holdeTs
)

45 While we have given our reasons against a drastic inter-

ference wiih the existing rights of large holders of land, we desire

to make it clear that neglect of the land or inefficiency of cultiva-

tion should not be tolerated. Throughout this report we have

emphasized the importance of secarJinr a substantial increase in

the output of land already under cultivation. On this depends

the welfare of the growing population of the country It is there-

fore, clearly the duty of all occupancy-right-holders to manage the

lands held by them to the best advantage and improve their pro-

ductivity. Tbis is partionlarly the case as regards the larger land-

holder who naturally possesses more resources than the small holder.

We recommend that public opinion should be educated on this

point, and we would particularly urge that large landholders as a

class should realize their duty and group themselves in organiza-

tions with the aim among others, of securing the discharge of this

duty by individual members. In some parts of the country, agri-

cultural associations have been formed by leading landholders. We
believe that such associations would perform a valuable function if

they undertook a critical review of the methods of cultivation prac-

tised by their members, and took steps to encourage the general

attainment of the standard of efficiency reached by the best among

them, so that a spirit of healthy competition may be promoted, a

sense of pride in making the best use of the land generated, and the

general standard of cultivation progressively increased. We recom-

mend that the methods by which the formation of such agricultural

associations might be promoted, and their activities stimulated and

assisted by local officials, should be studied.

Summary of conclusions and recommendaiions

46. (i) The terms on which land is let by occupancy right-

bolders to non-occupancy tenants are material factors in determin-

ing the efficiency of agricultural production.

(ix) It is desirable, in principle, that the ierms of tenancy

should be such that either the occupancy-riglit-holder prO-Tides

the facilities necessary for efficient cultivation, or the non-

occupancy tenant holds on conditions as to duration of tenancy

and rent which provide adequate incentive for "efficient culti-

vation.

(iii) Wliether or not the tenancy conditions actually- pte-

vailing in any tract are a handicap to an increase in agricultural

production should he carefully investigated. Such investigation

is reemnmended, '
*

,
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(iv) Tlie formulation of suitable remedial measures will

depend on the results of investigation. The possibility of improv-

ing tenancy conditions through the spread of co-operation among
farmers and the development of the principle of collective bar-

gaining supplemented by arbitration, deserves to be examined,

(v) It should be recognized that occupancy-right-holders,

particularly large landholders, have a duty to manage their lands

to the best advantage and improve their productivity. The
organization of large landholders in agricultural associations

with the aim, among others, of improving the standard of culti-

vation is desirable. The methods by which the formation of such

associations might be promoted and their activities stimulated

and assisted by local officials, should be studied.

(vi) One of us (Sir Manilal Kanavati) considers that the crop-

sharing system should be abolished by legislation; that the State

f^hould undertake the acquisition of land from large landholders

for re-sale on reasonable terms to landless cnltivators and small

holders; or, in the alternative, that tenancy legislation should be
undertaken with a view to fixing cash rents for lands held on
the crop-sharing system and conferring occupancy-rights on the

tenants. For the reasons stated in paragraphs 42 and 43, the

Commission do not agree with these proposals.

E.—^The Permanently-settled Estate System

47. The last of the three classes of land tenure problems to

which we consider attention should he drawn, relates to the per-

manently-settled estate system. The view has been expressed

that it is desirable that this system should he abolished and the

ryotwari system introduced in its place. The evidence before us
indicates that there is a growling body of opinion in favour of

this view.

48. Towards the end of 1938, the Government of Bengal
appointed a Commission to enquire into the system of land revenue
in that province with special reference to the permanent settle-

ment. The Commission submitted its report early in 1940, and
recommended by a majority tbe abolition of the system and its

replacement by the ryotwari system. A brief summary of the

reasons which weighed with the majority in making this recom-
mendation is given in Appendix II as well as the grounds on
which the minority opposed it. The Government of Bengal have
accepted the majority view in principle. They have also decided
that operations should he undertaken on an experimental basis in

the Faridpur district, and we understand that necessary action
to implement this decision is proposed to be taken as soon as
normal conditions return.

49. Apart from Bengal, the permanently-settled estate sys-
tem exists in Bihar, Madras, Orissa, Assam and the United
Bipvinces. Tn the United Provinces, the permanently-settled

about one-tenth of the total area of the province, and
the Provincial GoYemment have offered no comments on the

imi
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matter. The replies received from other Grovernments indicate

general support of the view that the abolition of the permanently-
settled estate system is desirable.

The Bihar Government hold the view that the permanently-
settled estate system stands in the way of an increase in agricul-

tural production and an improvement in the standard of life of

the cultivating classes, and that it is desirable that the aboli-

tion of the system should be seriously considered by the State/’

At the same time, they point out that Government khas-mahals
are not conspicuously superior to many private estates, nor is the

standard of life of a raiyat in the raiyatwari provinces much
superior to that of a raiyat in permanently-settled areas, ” and
that it would be necessary to undertake “ large scale reorganiza-

tion of agriculture including co-operative farming, large scale

irrigation and intensive and widespread application of all the

well-known methods of agricultural development, besides provid-

ing outlets for surplus agricultural labour.” The acquisition by
the State of intermediate proprietary interests between the ryot

and the State is conceived by the Bihar Government as a step

which should be taken in order to facilitate these developments*

,The subject is not so fully discussed in the replies from other

Governments. The Government of Assam observe that under
the zamindan system there is a general feeling of insecurity and,

short of abolishing this outmoded system, no other change will give

the full result.”

The Madras Government remark that the zamindari system
appears to have outlived such usefulness as it may once have pos-

sessed, and many zamindars would welcome its abolition subject tb

reasonable compensation for the loss of their rights.

The Government of Orissa express the view that though the

ryotwari system is preferable to the permanently-settled estate

system, the ‘‘ only possible remedy, ” namely, the abolition of the

latter does not seem to be a practical proposition at least for many
3'ears to come. ” They, therefore, consider that a better course

would he to endeavour to remove its defects. They make two
recommendations, namely, first, to require the zamindars, parti-

cularly of large estates, by legislation to set apart a certain sum
every year for expenditure on irrigation facilities and protective

works: and, secondly, to lay down by law that no estate having
a land revenue below Rs. 500 should be admitted to partition.

”

50. On a review of the foregoing replies, we have no hesitation

in concluding that the programme of rural economic development
which has to he undertaken in the immediate post-war period, will

encounter special difficulties in permanently-settled areas. We
recommend that enquiries should he undertaken in those provinces
(other •'than Bengal) ^wherB- the permanently-settled estate system

[275]
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prevails, and a definite policy formulated in regard to tlie future

of the system. Such enquiries should be directed to the following

points .
—

(i) What are the specific defects of the permanently-settled

estate system as actually functioning in the province, as dis-

tinguished from those defects which are common to all the land

systems in the country; and to what extent do they present diffi-

culties in the way of improving agricultural production and

increasing the standard of life of the cultivating classes?

(ii) What measures should be undertaken, as long as the

system continues in order to lemedy the defects and remove the

difficulties in question?

(iii) What are the financial and administrative implications

of the acquisition by the Government of interests intermediate

between the ryot and the Government and the introduction of a

ryotwari system?

We consider it necessary that the possibilities of reform of the

system should also be investigated, because the financial and
administrative implications of abolition may be such as to render

it a long-drawn-out process. In fact, as we shall explain below,

this is how the process is visualized by the majority of the Land
Revenue Commission, Bengal.

51. The Land Revenue Commission, Bengal, estimated that, on
the basis of compensation at 15 times the net profit, the total com-
pensation payable to holders of proprietary interests would amount
to Rs. 137 crores ^ They also calculated that if this sum could

he raised at 4 per cent, the additional net revenue accruing to

Government as a result of the acquisition would be just about suffi-

cient to discharge the debt in '60 years. One hundred and thirty-

seven crores is a large sum of money—very nearly equal to the
total capital outlay on all irrigation works carried out in British

India up to the end of the year 1932-33—and the sum represents

only the covSt of acquisition in one province The cost of acquisi-

tion in all areas where the permanently-settled estate system pre-

vails, would be several times larger. From the financial point of

view, therefore, it seems to us likely that the abolition of the system
cannot be carried out within a relatively short time, without
incurring financial commitments which might seriously restrict the
resources of public borrowing available for other xirgent schemes
of development in the post-war period. Priority in the allocation

^^The basis on which compensation should be assessed was a subject on
which there was a division of opinion even among those members of the
Land Hevenue Commission who recommended the abolition of the system
Inasmuch as it was common ground between the majority and the minority
of the Commission that, on the basis of compensation assessed at 15 tunes
the net profit, the present income of the proprietors of the estates was
likely to be reduced bv approximately one half and that the reduction was
likely to he even greater if compensation was assessed at 12 or 10 times
the Pet profit, we have assumed in our report that the cost of acquisition
estimated on the basis of 15 times the net profit is ^unhkely to be an oner-
estimato of the financial liability involved.
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of available resources should be given to large schemes of irriga-

tion or industrial development which—unlike a scheme designed to

replace one land system by another—aie calculated directly to

increase the productive resources of the couiitiy ^

Apart from the financial, there is also an administrative aspect.

The revision of the record of rights is an essential preliminary to

a scheme of State acquisition The settlement operations neces-

sary aie of such a character that the Land Revenue Commission,

Bengal, concluded that ‘‘ it would not be possible to carry out a

scheme of State acquisition in less than thirty j^ears ’h The Com-
mission, having taken into account both the financial and adminis-

trative aspects of their recommendation, expressed the opinion

that the work should be undertaken district by district, and as the

work in each district was completed and the compensation assessed,

loans may be raised by instalments of perhaps 4 crores ’’ for

payment of compensation. This is the position in the only pro-

vince in which the subject has been specially examined. Other

provinces have not yet undertaken such an examination

In these circumstances, we consider that the permanently-

settled estate system is unlikely to be replaced by the ryotwari

system within a lelatively short period, and hence there is need

for ensuring that the system functions properly, as long as it con-

tinues. We shall accordingly review in broad terms those aspects

of the system which appear to us to call for reform.

Maintenance of irrigation sources

52 In those estates in which irrigation sources exist, it is a

recognized obligation of the proprietor to maintain them This

obligation is in general not satisfactorily discharged We have

explained in a previous chapter^ the important part which irriga-

tion from private sources plays in providing water for agriculture,

and the extent to which private irrigation works are in disrepair.

The replies we have received from Provincial Governments indicate

that neglect of irrigation sources is common in all permanently-

settled areas. There are exceptions, no doubt, to any such general

statement, tod the standard of maintenance in some estates may
be as good as in ryotwari areas, hut in general, it is much lower

and this must have an important effect on agricultural production.

It has been suggested that tbei e are other modes of compensation
besides those considered by the Land Berenue Commission, Bengal, which
can be devised and given efiect to without resoit to borrowing Thus, the
capitalization of the net profits of propuetoi’s might be avoided altogether
and a system of annuity pavments to be made out of the additional
revenue resources acquired, might be feasible We have not had an oppor-
tunity to investigate the possibilities of these suggestions, and we note
that it may not be possible to avoid capital pavments in cash or bonds in

many eases, such as, small proprietors or creditols, and there would ifl

any case have to be a guarantee by the State of anmiitv payments In
these circumstances, Wf> think we are right in assuming that a change in

the mode of compensation visualized bv the Land Revenue
Bengal, mav not mateiiafiv alter the conclusion reached bv that Commis-
sion that it would take 30 years to replace the piesent land system by a

ryotwari system

® Chaptor I of Part III
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We have referred already to the enactments intended to deal with

this evil, e.g., the Bihar Private Irrigation Act, of 1927, the

Bengal Tanks Improvement Act, 1939^ and the Madras Irrigation

Works (Repair, Improvement and Construction) Act of 1943.

While we welcome these measures as steps in the right direction

and have suggested their stiict enforcement, we feel that more
effective remedies are required. It is not sufficient that Govern-
ment should he in a position to carry out works which proprietors

ought to have carried out hut failed to do It is necessary to

ensure that proprietois realize their responsibilities and carry out
the necessary works.

Incidence of rent payable by occupancy-right-holders

53. It was made abundantly clear by the Land Revenue Com-
mission that, so far at least as Bengal is concerned, the incidence
of rent payable by occupancy-right-holders is not a serious

problem. On this question, there is no disagreement between the
majority and the minority of the Commission. The Commission
visited Madras, the United Provinces and the Punjab, and found
that, in relation to the value of the gross produce, the rent paid
by ryots in Bengal was, subject to certain exceptions, smaller
than the revenue paid by ryots in Madras and the Punjab, and
much smaller than the rent paid by tenants of temporarily-settled
estates ^in the United Provinces. The Commission came +0 the
conclusion that on all relevant standards of comparison, there
would be justification for enhancements rather than reductions of
rent in Bengal.’’ This did not, however, mean that rents were
of the same low pitch in all estates; there are high contractual
rents in Bengal which could certainly not be enhanced and would
even be reduced if the systems of assessment in force in other
provinces were applied to those particular tenancies.” We have not
seen the results of a similar investigation into the incidents of rents
in permanently-settled areas of other provinces The impression
We gain, however, from the replies received from the Provincial
Governments is that rent tends to be high where it is paid in kind,
and that it bears a smaller proportion to the value of the gross pro-
duce where cash rents prevail'. This is particularly the case to-day
when the price of produce is high.

^

In these circumstances, we think it would be desirable from the
point of view of improving agricultural production, and also ex-
pedient for the purpose of decreasing arrears of rent and litigation

;

that the law should prescribe a maximum rate of rent payable by
ryots to proprietors of permanently-settled estates.

^

54. How iSethis statutory maximum rent to be fixed? We think
this should he investigated. Our suggestions based on such material
as we have been able to consider are as follows :

—
(i) It has been suggested that in Madras the rents prevailing

in permanently-settled estates can he compared with the land
revenue assessment on ryotwari lands Where such comparison is
possible, the statutory maximum rent should be fixed with reference
to the rates of land revenue payable on ryotwari lands—and if such

C2T8]
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rates differ, the highest of such rates. We commend this suggestion
for consideration in those areas where its application is practicable.

(ii) This method may not be practicable in Provinces of the
Eastern Eegion, and another basis may have to be found for dehn-
ing the statutory maximum.

() It has been suggested that, where produce-rents prevail,

one-third of the gioss produce should be prescribed as the statutory
maximum of rent in kind payable by ryots. The Land Kevenue
Commission, Bengal, considered this to be a suitable limit in respect
of the crop-sharing tenants of Bengal to whom they proposed that
legal piotection should be extended The same ratio has been also

put forward as suitable by the Orissa Government.

As an alternative it has been suggested that the statutory
maximum of rent in kind should be fixed as one-half of the net
produce. This would have the effect of approximating the statu-

tory maximum in permanently-settled estates to the theoretical
maximum accepted as the basis of ryotwaii settlements in the past.

It could not, however, be automatically applied and it would be
necessary to define (by law or statutory lule) a certain quantity of

produce per acre as representing the average cost of cultivation, and
declare this quantity to be exempt from division The maximum
rent in kind would then consist of one-half of the produce which
remains after the amount exempted from division is excluded from
the gross produce.

() If the statutory maximum rent is fixed in accordance
with either of these two criteria, it would be easy of application
where produce-rents prevail. Where, however, cash lenxs are the
rule, it would be necessary to devise a method by which it could be
ascertained whether a cash rent exceeds the statutory maximum.
We suggest the following as a suitable criterion. The test would be
whether a ryot who complains that a cash rent is excessive, is pre-
pared to change over to a rent in kind at the maximum rate pre-
scribed by law. If he is, it may be fairly presumed that the cash
rent is excessive. In such cases, a simple procedure should be
evolved to facilitate agreement between the j)roprietor and the ryot
on a reduced cash rent or, failing such agreement, for a change-over
to the statutory maximum rent in kind.

AfTcafs of rent and htigation

55. In many estates (though not again in all) ryots owe large
arrears of rent to proprietors and there is a considerable amount of
litigation. This is due to two causes. First, the standard of
management is not satisfactory, regular accounts are not kept, and
a staff of the requisite calibre is not employed, with the result that
rent is not collected as efficiently as by Government agencies under
the ryotmri system. Secondly, tbe procedure for the coercive
recovery of arrears of rents is generally not as simple as that for
the recovery of arrears of land revenue. In certain permanently-
settled areas, notably in Bengal, where, as the Land Eevenne Com-
mission found, the procedure is expensive and harassing both to
landlord and tenant and . . unnecessarily cumbrous and
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dilatory . . . Wlien rent suits aie defended, tlie amount paid

on account of costs, lawyers' fees, and tke numerous jonineys to and

from tihe civil courts are out of all proportion to the rent claimed

. . . The disposal of rent suits . . . not infrequently takes

three or four years, which means that a landlord who is suing for

three years' arrears may receive nothing for seven or eight years."

The two causes we have mentioned are to some extent connected.

For^ if estates are managed efficiently, proper accounts kept, and a

trustworthy staff employed, not only would the arrears, to be

recovered by coercive process, be much smaller than they are at pre-

sent, but there would also be less justification for maintaining

cumbrous and dilatory processes as a safeguard against oppressive

proceedings on the part of proprietors. The true line of reform in

this connection consists not merely in simplifying the process of

recovery of arrears but also in taking steps to secure an improved

standard of management.

Lack of contact between Go^eimment and the people

56. This, in our opinion, is the most important among the

considerations advanced by the Land Revenue Commissionm favour

of the abolition of the system. The point is stressed by the

Government of Bihar. In our report on Bengal, we drew attention

to the absence of a suboidinate revenue establishment in that

province, comparable %vith that maintained in temporarily-settled

provinces, and pointed out how such an organization would have
been of the greatest value to the Government of Bengal^ in dealing

with the food situation in 1943. Elsewhere m our present report,

we have explained how, in view of this handicap, it is not possible

for provinces like Bengal and Bihar to adopt schemes of procure-

ment and distribution involving full monopoly. Such schemes
have been introduced with success in areas under the ryotwari

system. It is important that this weakness should be remedied;
since tihe need for an efficient organization in rural areas will not
disappear with the end of the war but will, on the contrary, increase,

if post-war schemes of rural development are to materialize. One
of the advantages ot a scheme of State acquisition of proprietary

interests, is that the resources whiclh at present are applied by
proprietors to the management of their estates, would become
available to Government for the establishment of an official

organization for the collection of revenue and the maintenance of

village records. As long, however, as the permanently-settled
estate system prevails, the maintenance by Government of an
organization comparable with that in ryotwari areas, is likely to

prove difficult and disproportionately costly. If, however, steps
are taken—and we have pointed out that this is necessary for other
reasons—to ensure that the standard of management of estates is

improved and a qualified and efficient staff employed, we think it

should be possible to secure the performance through the proprietors
of many functions which are at present performed in ryotwari

„ £^eas by an official staff. The proprietors and their staff are, and
necessarily have to be^ in contact with the ryots in permanently-
settled areas to the same extent as the revenue establishment in
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ryotwari areas. There is, in oiir opinion, no good reason why
they should not maintain accounts and recoids similar to those

maintained by olhcial agencies in lyotwari areas, nor is there any

reason why they should not be required to engage themselves m
those aspects ot rural development which are likely to become of

increasing importance in the future

.

Contribution to economic development

57. We have little doubt that much of the unpopularity of the

permanently-settled estate system is due to the fact

that, by and large, and subject to notable exceptions, proprietors

fail to make an adequate contribution to the development of the

resources of their estates. There are, of course, instances of

estates which have set apart in the past considerable funds for

religious and charitable purposes, and sometimes for the improve-

ment of education and public health. If these had been moie
numerous and if, further, proprietors as a class had taken an

interest in developing irrigation, providing other facilities for

the improvement of agiicultural production and the promotion of

rural welfare generally, we doubt whether the defects of the system

would have acquired so great a prominence. We think that one

of the objectives of any scheme for the improvement of the manage-
ment of estates, should be the raising of management standards

among the general body of proprietors to the level of those of the

best among them. They should be required to set apart a proportioji

of their net profits for utilization in a manner which would
promote the improvement of agriculture and the standard of life

of the cultivating classes in their estates.

Removal of dejects vn permanently-settled estate system

58, The removal of the defects in the permanently-settled estate

system described above cannot be effected unless Government
assumes the necessary powers of supervision and control. The fact

has to be faced that, under the permanently-settled estate

system, the proprietor functions as a private individual only in so

far as the cultivation of his homefarm lands is concerned. In all

other respects, tlhe proprietor has to perform functions which are

of substantially the same nature as those performed by the Revenue
Department of Government in ryotwari areas, and of no less public

importance. The criticisms of the permanently-settled estate

system amount really to this—^that public interest is not as well
served' by the private agency in question as by the corresponding
Government agency functioning in ryotwari areas* This fact is

becoming a matter of increasing public importance, in view of the
widening scope of the activities of Government. It seems to us,

therefore, necessary that Government should accept responsibility
for ensuring that this private agency functions properly. Public
interest justifies the assumption of the necessary powers by
Government,

69* A policy of reform of the permanently-settled estate system
would, therefore, require the enactment of legislation conferring
power on Government to prescribe the standard of management

[sai]
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whicL. proprietors of estates sliould be required to maiutairij and

empowering admmisti alive authorities to exercise such functions

as may be necessary to secure it. The law should also provide

sanctions against non-fulfilment of obligations thus laid on the

proprietors. The standaid of management which we refer to should

include in particular (a) an adequate system of records and accounts

and the employment of personnel qualified to maintain them; (6)

the adequate maintenance of iriigation sources; (o) the localization

of cases where the existing* rent execeeds a prescribed legal maxi-

mum and the reduction of rents in such cases; and (d) the annual

allocation of funds (the amount of wlhich would be fixed with

reference to the resourses of the estate) to be utilized for specific

purposes (laid down by law) in furtherance of rural development.

60. In some permanently-settled areas proprietary under-tenure

holders are likely to present a serious problem. The true nature

of this problem is often misunderstood, and it is sometimes inferred,

from the mere fact that a large number of intermediaries intervene

between the proprietor wlho pays the land revenue of the estate, and

the ryof who possesses the right of occupancy, that the burden of

rent on the ryot must be heavy. This is an erroneous view; as the

Bengal Land Revenue Commission pointed out: Ordinarily it

(subinfeudation) does not mean that the cultivator has to pay a

higher rent. It is a division of the rent payable by the cultivators

among various grades of landlords and it is made possible in areas

where there is a wide divergence between the rate of rent paid by
the ryot and the revenue which the zamindar pays.’’ The real

objection to subinfeudation from the point of view we are consider-

ing, is that it would be inconsistent with any scheme of reform
which is based on the principle of defining the responsibility for

the management of estates and enforcing such responsibility. Such
reform requires that there should be no more than one intermediary

between the occupancy-right-holder and tlhe Government. In other

words, the principle of One evState, one proprietor ” should be
accepted. This may be effected in more ways than one. Thus,
the portion of an estate whidh is subject to an under-tenure

”

might be formed into a separate estate. Thig would be a suitable

course where the resources of the under-tenure are large. Alter-

natively, provision may be made for the compulsory amalgamation
of a smaller unit with the estate of which it forms part, the
interest of the under-tenure-holder being converted into a fractional

share of the main estate. A third course which may be suitable in
areas where permanently-settled estates and ryotwari lands are
intermixed^ would be for the rights in such estates to be acquired
by Government. Which of these methods would be the most suita-

ble would have to be decided with reference to the circumstances
of each estate.

61. It is also likely that in areas where the process of sub-
division and fragmentation of estates has already gone far, the
estates may be so small and their resources so exiguous that they
cannot maintain the high standard of management which we regard
as essential, if the system is to function efficiently and in the
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public interest. Further
,
the existence of an unduly large number

of very small estates may add greatly to the difficulties of main-
taining proper supervision and control over the management of

estates. There is thus a problem of what may be called un-

economic estates and in these cases also, it may be necessary to

resort either to compulsory amalgamation with the estates from
which they may have been originally separated, or to acquisition

by the State.

We fully recognize the difficulties attending reform, particular-

ly in areas wihere subinfeudation is extreme and has reached,

as in parts of Bengal, fantastic proportions. But we feel con-

vinced that the possibilities of reform should be investigated and
we would hope that many proprietors would, in their own inter-

ests, willingly accept measures designed to ensure that proprie-

tors as a class fulfil their obligations.

One of us (Sir Manilal Nanavati) is not in agreement with as

on this subject. His views are contained in a separate minute.

Sumvniary of conclusions and recommendations

62. We may summarize our mam conclusions on this subject

as below:—
(i) The programme of rural economic development which

has to be undertaken m the immediate post-war period, will en-

counter special difficulties in those areas where the permanently-

settled estate system prevails.

(ii) A comprehensive enquiry into the permanently-settled

estate system has been carried out m Bengal. It is necessary that

enquiries should be undertaken in those provinces (other than

Bengal) where the system prevails, and such enquiries should be

directed to the following points;—
{a) What are the specific defects of the permanently-set-

tled estate system as actually functioning in the province, as dis-

tinguished from those defects which are common to all the land

systems in the country
;
and to what extent do they present diffi-

culties in the way of improving agircultural production and in-

creasing the standard of life of the cultivating classes?

(b) What measures should be undertaken, as long os the

system continues, in order to remedy the defects and remove the

difficulties in question?

ic) What are the financial and administrative implica-

lions acquisition hy the Government of interests inter-

mediate between the ryot and the Government and the introduction

of a ryotwari system?

(iii) On the basis of the results of such enquiries, a definite

prdicy should he formulated in relation to the future of the

system The further conclusions which follow are^ put forward as

tentative results of a preliminary study of the subject, to be taken

into consideration when the enquiries we have recommended are

made.
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() Having regard to its financial and administrative

implications, it appears unlikely tliat tiie replacement of the

peimanently-settlecl estate s^^stem by the ryotwari system will be

carried out within a relatively short period. There is, therefore,

need for ensuring that the system functions properly as long as

it continues.

() The more important features of a policy of reform
have been discussed in paragraphs 52 to 57, and summarized in

paragraph 59. Such a policy cannot bo implemented and the

defects of the system cannot be removed unless Government
assumes powers of supervision and control over the management of

estates. The assumption of such powers is justified in the public

interest.

(c) A policy of reform is likely to meet with special diffi-

culties in areas where subinfeudation prevails. In such cases,

suitable methods would have to be devised for giving effect to the

principle of one estate, one proprietor.’’

[d) Where subdivision and fragmentation of estates have
already gone far, “ uneconomic estates ” would present a problem
which may have to be solved by either acquisition or compulsory
amalgamation.
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A.—^Agricultueal Peices

One fact clearly emerges from a study of agricultural

economy in its various aspects during the decade preceding the

war, It is the fundamental importance of the maintenance of

agricultural prices at a reasonable level. The development of

agriculture, which is so essential, cannot take place unless, first,

the cultivation of land remains a more paying business than it

was in the decade before the war, and, secondly, all engaged in

the business feel assured that it will remain so. Neither of these

Iwo conditions is likely to be satisfied unless the stabilization of

agricultural prices is accepted as an essential part of Government
policy and there is confidence in the ability of Government to

ensure it. The following passage^ from our evidence illustrates

the importance of the price factor:—
After four years of strenuous efort, the movement in one

district was pulsating with life; the approach had been mainly
agricultural—the provision of good seed and water • facilities.

The people who had avoided co-operatives were clamouring for

them to be started in their villages and we were refusing appli-

cations every day Then came the crash in prices. The work
of years was undone in as many weeks The old feeling of

helplessness and hopelessness returned, it was no use fighting

against fate; all this talk of increased production was but a device

to bring clown prices. The collapse was—or at least appeared

to us then to be^complete Realizing that we ^had tried to

build an arch and neglected the keystone, we took up the. quesr

lion of a minimum price for sugarcane. After years of struggle,

that became an accomplished faot» On this basis, utilizing the

mrlier foundations we built again; the co-operative cane market-

ing societies are the finest example of co-operative effort and

success in India. In these societies we linked up credit with

farming on the one hand and marketing on the other. But ihe

whole structure would collapse if there were no minimum price for

rane. Griven price stability, much can be done by linking np credit,

agricultural improvements and marketing so as to supply the

facilities needed for agriculture
;
whether water or manure or seed

or machinery or organization Wiilioui it we are building on
sand/’

2 . The principle involved is well recognized not merelv in

India but in most countries of the world. The United Nations

Conference on Food and Agrioultiire (1913) accepted it and made

^Remarks of an oiicor, based on his peisonal experience of 1^© vicisfii-

tades of the co-operative movenijent in one uf the major provinces,
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a recommendation on the action rec[iiired^ on an international

plane, tor giving effect to it. The recommendation inns ns

follows :
—
XXV], International commodity arrangements.

Whereas

—

1. Excessive short-term movements in the prices of food

and agricultural commodities are an obstacle to the orderly con-

duct of their production and distribution;

2. Extreme fluctuations of the prices of food and agricul-

tural products aggravate general deflationary and inflationary

tendencies, which are injurious to producers and consumers alike;

3. The mitigation of these influences would promote the

objectives of an expansionist policy;

4. Changes in the scale and character of production to

meet more effectively the world’s need for food and agricultural

products may in certain instances require a period of transition

and international co-operation to aid producers in making neces-

sary readjustments in their productive organization;

6. international commodity arrangements may play a

useful part m the advancement of these ends but further study is

necessary to establish the precise forms which these arrangements
should take and whether and to what extent regulation of produc-

tion may be needed;

The United Nations Conference on Food and Agriculture recom-
mends—

1* That international commodity arrangements should be
designed so as to promote the expansion of an orderly world
economy;

3. That, to this end, a body of broad principles should
through further international discussion be agreed upon regard-

ing the formulation, the provisions, and the administration of

such international commodity arrangements as may be deemed
feasible and desirable and should include assurance that-

—

{a) Such arrangements will include effective represen-

tation of consumers as well as producers;

(&) Increasing opportunities will be afforded for supply-
ing consumption needs from the most efficient sources of produc-
tion at prices fair to both consumers and producers and with due
regard to such transitional adjustments in production as may be
required to prevent serious economic and social dislocations:

(c) Adequate reserves will be maintained to meet til

consumption needs;

Provision will be made, when applicable, for the
(Orderly disposal of surpluses

;
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3. That an mternational organization should be created at

an early date to study the feasibility and desirability of such
arrangements with reference to individual commodities and, in

appropriate cases, to initiate or review such arrangements to be
entered into between Governments in accordance with agreed
principles, maintaining close relation with such programmes as

may be undertaken in other fields of international economic
activity to the end that the objective of raising consumption
levels of all peoples may be most effectively served/’

3. We have quoted the above recommendation mainly to

reinforce our view that a policy of stabilization of agricultural

prices is necessary and desirable, and partly to bring out the

tact that the successful implementation of such a policy will

require some measure of international co-operation. This does

not, however, mean that Governments in this country should post-

pone taking action within the country until international com-
modity arrangements are devised and put in operation; or that

they should give up the attempt to maintain a stable price level

it, unfortunately, such international arrangements fail to

materialize We fully realize the interdependence of world

economy, and the need that India should pursue policies and
methods in harmony with the rest of the world. The arrangements

made within the country should, therefore, be such as io be capable

of being dovetailed into a co-ordinated system of international

exchange of goods and services International commodity
arrangements however, can only be the superstructure of an edifice

of which the foundation and the most important parts must be

built in each country by the Governments concerned.

4. On this subject we put the following question to the

Provincial Governments :
—

During the economic depression of the early thirties, the

agricultural classes were hard hit as a result of an unduly low

level of prices of foodgrains. On the other hand, it has been

found necessary during recent years to adopt various measuies

for preventing prices of foodgrains from rising too high and

thereby causing serious hardship to the consumers. In view of

this experience, do you consider that Government should, in the

future, accept responsibility for maintaining even in normal times

a system of regulated prices for foodgrains?

If so, discuss to what extent the various control measures

at present in force and the system of supply and distribution

developed recently would have to be retained even in normal

times. Outline a scheme of measures which, in your opinion,

would constitute a workable system of regulated prices and ensure

a fair minimum price for the agriculturist and a fair maximnm
for the consumer and prevent undue fluctuations.”

An abstract of the replies received is annexed to this report ^

It will be seen that ideas have not yet crystallized as to the

^ scheme of measures which would constitute a workable system

1 Section B of Appendix IV.
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of regulated puces and ensure a fair minimum price for the

agriculturist and a fair maximum for the consumer, and prevent

undue fluctuations.’^ We would draw attention to the opinions

expressed on this subject by the Goveinnients of Sind and
Orissa.

We understand that a Sub-Committee of the Policy Committee
on Agricultuie, Poiestry and Fisheries, is at present considering

“ [a) the principles on which producers^ puces of agricultural

produce . . . should be fixed and (6) the means by whieli

such prices can be made effective and an assured mnrket be

provided.’^ The evolution of a scheme of legulation of piicee

must necessarily be based on a full examination ol all aspects of

the complex problem, and that Committee is at present engaged

in such an examination. We, therefore, piopose in this report

merely to draw attention to those aspects of the problem which
emerge from our review of the food situation during the last three

\ears, the nature of the measures taken to control the situation,

and the lessons they offer for the future,

5. The first point to be stressed is the relative importance of

the prices of food crops as compared with other agricultural

prices This is illustiated by the following table showing areas

under different crops in British India on an average of the five

years ending 1938-39:—
Area (in million

acies).
Percentage.

I. All foodgrains, pulses, and other
food-crops (exclusive of
edible oilseeds) .

.

197*55 80 9

II. Cotton, jute, and other fibre

crops 17 98 74
III. Oilseeds U 93 6 1

IV. Fodder crops 10 39 4*3

V. Other miscellaneous crops 3*24 1 3

244 09 IGO 0

These figures show that rather more than four acres out of

every five were cultivated with food crops, which are mostly
cereals and pulses. (The area under other food crops including

sugar is relatively small, viz., only 44 per cent.) The figures

bring out the extent to which the economy of agricultural pro-

duction must be bound up with the level of prices of food crops.

It is true that the proportion of the yield of food crops which
comes into the mairket is smaller than in the case of other crops;

but even if allowance is made for this, it is clear that food crops

must represent a large proportion of the market supply of agri-

cultural produce. Further, food prices represent the most import-
afft element in the cost of living of the mass of the non-agricultural

population and therefore constitute a predominant factor in the

general level of wages. The general stability of the economy
of the country depends far more on the stability of food prices,

than on that of the prices of all other commodities taken together.

This conclusion is confirmed by the experience of the country during
the war.
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6, IJie second point to be emphasised is the relative import-
ance ot the puces ot rice and wheat as compaied with the puces
ol other cereals and non-ceieal food crops. The area under rice
and wheat is nearly one-half of the area under ail food crops,
and the relative proportion of the yield of rice and wheat is

much higher. They are also practically the only food crops
which enter in large quantities into long-distance trade within
India, besides being the only food crops directly affected by
supply and price conditions prevailing m world markets. We
believe^ therefore, that stability of prices over the whole range
of food crops is piimarily dependent on the stability of prices
of rice and wheat. If the prices of nee and wheat are success-
fully held by GovernmentaJ action within predetermined limits,
the prices of other cereals and many non-cereal food crops will
tend to adjust themselves within corresponding limits.

7 The haicl coie of the piobleni of stabilization of agiicultural

prices generally (and indeed ot the general structui*e of puces and
wages in the economy of the countiy as a whole) i^ thus the stabi-

lization of the prices of rice and wheat It is necessary to stress

this fact because a detailed investigation of the general problem
of price stabilization is likely to bring out special difficulties in

the cas'e of such commodities as cotton, ]ute, and oil-seeds, of

which a large proportion enters into international trade. Since,

in general, the prices of all goods and services are to some extent

inter-dependent, the conclusion may be reached that price stabi-

lization IS impracticable in noiinal times. We are anxious that

such a conclusion should not be drawn, as we are convinced that

it would be fatal to ihe suecc-^‘sful execution of the food policy

which we have recommended. We therefore emphasize the neces-

sity and importance of taking measures to maintain the prices of

rice and wheat within predetermined limits, even if it should be

found that the prices of other commodities cannot be regulated.

This does not imply that it is not necessary to maintain a fair

level of priced for such commodities as cotton, jute, or oil-seeds.

This, too, is clearly necessary But we are of opinion that the

problems involved and the methods of regulation required may
be different, and the degree of success achievable by Governments

in India may be more largely dependent on the state of supplies

and prices in world markets of these commodities than in the

case of rice and wheat. Our conclusion is that the policy of price-

stabilization in respect of rice and wheat should be given effect

to in normal times, irrespective of any action that may have to

be taken in respect of other commodities.

8, As regards the methods to be adopted, we think reliance

should be placed very largely on the practical experience of food

administration in this country during the war. Study of the

systems in force in other countries has its uses hut may prove

misleading unless full allowance is made for differences in con-

ditions. in our view, therefore, the cours^e that should be follow-

ed, is the progressive adaptation of the existing system of food
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administration to changing conditions, step by step, until what
may be regarded as normal conditions are established It is from
thi^ point oi view that we have tried to visualize the immediate
post-war period and framed the recommendations set out in

Chapter VI of Part I Hence we attach gieat impoitance to

those lecommendations fiom the long-term point of view. We
have indicated the basis on which, in our view, it would be desir-

able to fix the price-maxima and piice-minima to be maintained
duiing the tiansition period. We have also pointed out that the

essential requisites for keeping prices within these limits, viz.,

the control of imports under the Basic Plan, the possession of

buher stocks and an organization foi making purchases and ^ales

in the market^ would all be present during the transition period.

Experience gained during this period will, in our opinion, pro-

vide the data on the basis of which the price-maxima and price-

minima to be maintained during a subsequent period can be
settled, and indicate the measures to be taken by the Governments
concerned for maintaining prices within tho^e limits. We may
also refer to our recommendation about the establishment of an
All-India Pood Council and indicate our view that the process by
which future schemes of regulation of prices of nee and wheat
may be settled and periodically revised, should be one of agree-

ment between the Centre, the Provinces and the States, effected

on the advice of the All-India Eood Council.

9. In this section we have dealt with the problem of the d:abi-

lization of market prices. There remains of course the problem

—

quite a different one—of ensuring that the margin between the

prices received by the producer and that paid by the consumer is

not excessive. This is largely a question of marketing, a subject

which was dealt with by the Royal Commis^sion on Agriculture,

and the Central Banking Enquiry Committee We have not^ how-

ever, been able to undertake an examination of this extensive sub-

ject and must, therefore, content onrselves with drawing attention

to its importance and the recommendations of the bodies referred

to above.

10. One of us (Sir Manilal Nanavati) who is in agreement

with the foregoing conclusions, desires to draw attention to a

probable effect of the ^abilization of prices on agricultural eco-

nomy. He thinks it will lender the purchase of agricultural land

a more attractive proposition for investors and money-lenders and

thereby lead to an increase in the holdings of non-agriculturists

who let out their lands to crop-sharing tenants. He, therefore,

suggests that, in order that the full benefit of price stabilization

may be realised, the latter should be accompanied by measures

of land reform designed to prevent such a development.

^ In support of his argument Sir Manilal draws attention to the

warning given by the President Committee on Tenant Farming, in the
Clmted .States of America, that while adjusting faim prices unless this is

aoo®inpanied by other measures of land reform it may redound largely

advantage of absentee landlords and credit interests and may be
more or less nullified through capitalization in land values.*^
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We liave ^alieady explained^ m a previous chapter, our views

ou the ciop-sharmg system ot cultivation. We are unable to

agiee that this type oi cultivation would necessarily increase as

a result of stabilization of prices If agriculture is made more
secure and more profitable than during the decade before the

war—and we aie all agreed that this is necessary—presumably the

small holder would not be under the same pressure to ^ell, and
ihis would offset the greater attractiveness of land to the non-

agriculturist investor We aie of opinion that the issues relating

to stabilization of prices should be decided independently of the

reform of the land ^stem.

Summary of conclmions and recommendations

11. (i) the maintenance of agricultural prices at a reasonable

level IS a factor of fundamental importance in agricultural

economy.

(ii) The United Nations Conference on Tood and Agricul-

ture accepted the principle involved in the above proposition and
made a recommendation on the action required, on an inter-

national plane, for giving effect to it,

(ill) A scheme for the regulation of agricultuial prices must
be based on a full examination of all aspects of the complex pio-

blem. A sub-committee of the Policy Committee on Agriculture,

Foresftry and Fisheries is, at present, engaged on such an exami-

nation. Attention is, therefore, directed in this section to the

lessons to be drawn from measures taken during the war to control

the food situation in India.

(iv) The first point stressed is the importance of the prices

of food crops as compared with other agricultural prices, m the

economy of the country.

(v) The second point emphasized is the importance of the

prices of wheat and rice as compared with the prices of other

cereals and non-cereal food crops.

(vi) The hard core of the problem of stabilization of agri-

cultural prices, is therefore, the stabilization of rice and wheat

prices. It is accordingly recommended that a policy of stabiliza-

tion of the prices? of wheat and rice should be adopted irrespective

of any action in respect of other commodities.

(vii) Importance is attached to the recommendations made
in Chapter VI of Part I in regard to the fixation of maximum and

minimum prices during the transition period after the war and

the measures to be taken for keeping prices within those limits

During this period the essential requisites for price control, viz.,

control of imports, the existence of buffer stocks and an organiza-

tion for making purchases and sales in the market, would all be

in existence.

(viii) It is considered that experience gained during the

transition period will provide data for determining the upper and
lower limits within which prices should be maintained in subse-

quent years, and will indicate the measures to be taken for main-

taining priced within those limits.
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(ix) One of us {tin Manilal Nanavati) considers tkat tke

full benefit of puce stabilization cannot be realised unless it is

accompanied by measuies of land reform. Tke lest of us take tke

view tkat tke issues leiaiiug lo stabilization of prices skould fie

decided independently of tke refoim of tke land system.

B —Euhal Chedit

12. A large volume of information on tke subject of rural

credit was assembled by tke \aiious Provincial Banking Enquiry
Committees, and a detailed discussion of all its problems’ is to be

found m tke Eepoit of tke Central Banking Enquiry Committee
of 1931 A ceitain amount of information about tke present posi-

tion is con Lamed in tke replies we kave received from Provincial

Governmenis^ of wkick an abstiact is annexed to this report ^
We do not piopose to traverse tke ground so fully ^urvej^ed by tke

Central Banking Enquiry Committee and shall merely supplement

tke recommendations made by tkat Committee, m certain respects,

with reference to oui appreciation of present conditions.

Tke supply of rural credit, particularly credit required

by tke middle and poorer classes of cultivators, is provided in tke

mam by tke rural money-lender. Tke amount applied by Pro-

vincial Governments and by tke Co-operative movement is rela-

tively small, and joint stock banks play little part in tke sup-

ply of credit to tke ag] iculturists and do not look upon agricul-

tural finance as part of tkeir general business.” Tke Central

Banking Enquiry Commiitee referred to tke very small share

of tke finance required by agriculturists ” provided by the Gov-

ernment under tke Land Improvement Loans Act, and the Agri-

culturists' Loans Act, and gave figures illustrating tke very

insignificant part played by Government in tke matter of supply-

ing rural finance ” Tke replies received from Provincial Gov-

ernments indicate tkat, apart from tke provision of credit under

tke Grow More Food campaign, tke position continues to be tke

same as in 1931.

The co-operative movement

13. Tke volume of credit supplied by tke co-operative move-

ment is larger than tkat supplied by Government. Tke proportion

of tke rural population benefited by the movement is indicated by

the figures in tke following table ^ —
Percentage of members of

' agrieultiiral credit
Province. societies to families in

rural areas.

Korth-West Prontier Province

United Provmoes
Central Provmces and Berar

Assam
Bihar (cum Orissa) .

.

Bengal
Madras
Bombay (cum Sind) .

Punjab

02
1-8

2*3

2*9

3*1

38
7*0

8*7

10*2

^Appendix III.

« B^ort of the Boyal Commission on Agriculture in India (1928), paragraph

872.
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Tliese figures indicate tlie position in 1926

—

27, The following

table ^ siiovvs the giowtli oi tiie inoveineiit since tliat date.

—

Year.
Number of
^societies (m
thousands]

Humber of
mcmbeib (m

miiiions]

Worjviiig
capital Oil

crores of
ruijceo]

Loans issued (m
cioies of rupees)

1927 71 3 0G 57 57 35 ID

1936 89 3 95 88 07 34 33
1941 124 5 63 98 48 40 89

Tliese figures relate to all societies, and not meiely ixiial cicdit

societies, but they serve to indicaie, first, that the movement is

extending, secondly, that the late of giowth was slow dining the

thirties and thirdly, that the pace of expansion htis considera-

bly quickened during the five years ending 1941 The tact that

the movement is expanding is encoui aging ]3nt, if we consider

the figures m the two foiegomg tables, it is cleai that the pei-

centage of the population seived by the co-opeiative movement ts

still veiy small Purther, few societies provide legularly the

entire credit needs of their members and hence m many areas it is

common, as the Bombay Government have lemaiked, for the

“ co-operative societies to be regaided as an additional soivcar

Finally it should be remembered ihat a mere siatement of numbers

IS liable to be misleading. vSome societies ''flourish for a shoit

time and then die an unnatural death ''
; many societies which live

longer on paper have no real vitality Among those which actually

function, the standard of efficiency varies greatly The following

table ^ shows the percentage of societies which are regarded as

being in a generally sound and flourishing condition and therefore

classified as A or B (according to the standards laid down by the

Registrars’ Conference of 1936):—

Piovmce#
Number of
societies

Percentage of societies

classed as Total

Bengal 37,707

A.

f

A
0 1

B
1*3 1 4*

Punjab 24,322 2'2 14 2 16 4

Madras 13,759 3 9 16 4 19 3

United Provinces .

.

10,868 0 1 1*5 1 6

Bihar , , 7,762 0*9 64 7*3

Bombay . . . • . . 6,126 6 5 25‘2 30*7

Central Provinces
Berar . t

and
4,764 0*3 52 58

Orissa . * • * .

.

2,704 0*4 2 8 32

Assam .

,

1,661 0 6 6*7 6*3

Smd .

.

1,397 1 7 28 8 30*5

Korth-West Frontier Pro-

vince 822 16 8*1 9*7

i Satisisioal Summary of the Social and Economic Trends in India in the

inter-war period ” by the oMce of the Economic adviser to the

Government of India.

i^Eeview of the Co-operative Movement in India, 1939-40, issued by

the Agricultural Credit Department of the Beserve Bank of India

26*4 per cent unclassified.
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The 'g'nvate moneylender

14, It IS tlius evident tkat tlie agency ekectively serving ruial

areas is the private money-lender There are two classes ot these

money-lendeis, one, the more common, is tne prolessional money-
lender who combines his business with trading in village piodiice;

the other is the non-pioiessional money-lenuei who is drawn in

most cases liom the ranhs ot landowners and well-to-do agricul-

turists. 'The Oentiai Tianning Jbinquiry Committee noted tnat the

latter class was coming into pieminence in some provinces,

especially Madras and tne Punjab. The replies! received Irom
Tiovinciai (Governments indicate that this tendency is increasing.

All the Provincial Committees, as well as tne Central Panhing
Enquiry Committee, weie practically unanimous in the opinion

that the private money-lender was an indispensable ieature of

Indian ruial economy. ‘ lie is easily accessible, Tiis methods
of business are simple and elastic, lie maintains a close personal

contact with the boiiower olten having hereditary relations with

the family of the borrower, Pis local hnowleage and experience

and his piesence on the spot enable him to accommodate persons

without tangible assets and yet protect himself against losses/’

The evils of the system are, hrst, that though theie has been a

reduction from the unconscionable high rates of interest of the

past^ the rates are still high in many parts of the country;

secondly, that the professional money-lender tends to abuse his

influence over the debtor, particularly in order to secure possession

of the latter’s saleable produce at a low price, and similarly, the

non-professional money-lender often advances money with a view
to the eventual acquisition of the debtor’s land. Like all general

statements, these must be subject to exceptions. It should also be

recognized that there are two parties to the business of money-
lending, and the defects of the system are attributable in part to

weaknesses of character among borrowers and not entirely to the

avarice of lenders. We thiii it Js inevitable that the private

money-lender will continue, for a long time to come, to be the

main agency for the distribution of rural credit, particularly short-

term and intermediate-term credit. Policy in relation to rural

credit must be based on the acceptance of this fact, as well as on

the recognition of the need for improving the working of the

system, Eeforms are necessary which would protect honest

borrowers and lenders alike, which would ensure the maintenance

of fair and equitable relations between them, and which would

not only increase the supply of credit for productive purposes but

also diminish the supply of credit for avoidable unproductive

purposes. To this end, we consider it necessary (i) that the money-
lending business should be licensed

;
(ii) that the reciprocal obliga-

tions of the lender and the borrower should be regulated by law

in such matters as the interest chargeable on different types of

transactions, the maintenance of proper accounts, the periodical

settlement of accounts, etc., and (iii) that adequate machinery

^ Appendix III.
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should be established for admmisteniLg the licensing system and

reviewing the effect of regulation, with a view to a continuous

improvement in rural credit facilities.

The hc&nsing and control of moneyleriders

15. The question of the licensing and control of money-lenders

was fully examined by the Central and Provincial Banking
hiuquiry Committees. A system of compulsory registration of

money-lenders was recommended by the Provincial Committees of

the Central Provinces and Bengal. Other systems involving regis-

tration were proposed by the Provincial Committees of Madras and

Bihar. The United Provinces Committee
^
although they made no

concrete recommendations, referred to various suggestions made

to them on this subject. The Committees of the Punjab, Bombay
and Assam were, however, opposed to registration. The Centra]

Banking Enquiry Committee did not accept any of these recom-

mendations and held that '' a real and lasting solution can only

be found by the spread of education, the extension of co-operative

and joint-stock banking, and by the training of the borrower in

habits of thrift and saving; ’’ and, in the meanwhile, commended

the Punjab Eegulation of Accounts Act, 1930, to all Provincial

Grovernments for consideration. They also pointed out the possibi-

lities of a better utilization of the Usurious Loans Act, 1918

16. Experience, however, has shown the inadequacy of these

conclusions and there is now a general trend of opinion in favour

of a system of licensing and control of money-lenders. The results

of experience in the Punjab are clear. We have been informed

by the Government of that province that

—

the Usurious Loans Act, 1918 . . .
practically remained

a dead letter though it was capable of being worked to the advan-

tage of the debtors. The Punjab Regulation of Accounts Act,

1930, seeks to regulate the money-lender’s business. It requires

all money-lenders to use regular account books and to furnish each

debtor bi-annually with a legible statement of accounts, showing

not only the amount outstanding but also all loan transactions

entered into during the past six months. It also provides for the

keeping of separate accounts of the money-lender from that of his

accounts as a shop-keeper where he combined the two vocations.

These provisions were mostly gnored. and evaded until the enact-

ment of the Money-lenders Registration Act, 1938, which provided

severe penalties for their non-observance . . . The Punjab

Registration of Money-lenders Act of 1938 aims at regulating the

business of the money-lender on the lines of the British Money-

lenders Act, 193T. According to this Act, every monev-lender i»

to apply for the registration of his name at the office of the

Collector of the district; and the registration fee is Bs. 5. He

is also to apply for the licence which will be granted to him for

such period, in such form, on such conditions and on payment of

such fees as may be prescribed. The licence shall he renewed after

the expiry of the prescribed period. But his licence is liable to be

cancelled, if after the coming into force of this Act he is fotind
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guilty of dislionesty aud fraudulent piactice m liis business or is

iound by a court to iiave charged liiglier rates of in ie rest than
those presciibed under the lieliet ot Indebtedness Act, in more
than one suit or has been held by a court to have contravened the

provisions of section 3 of the Punjab Regulation of Accounts Act
in more than two suits It a money-lender is not registered ano
does not hold a valid licence, any suit instituted by him for the

recovery ot a loan or the execution of a decree relating to i loan
shall be dismissed after this Act came into force. Power has also

been given to the Commissioner of granting to the money-lender
(whose licence has been cancelled) a certificate specifying the loan

in respect of which a suit may be instituted by him or the decree

in lespect of which an application for execution may be presented

The Provincial Government has been given the power to exempt
any person or class of persons horn the opeiations of the Act Tins

Act does not afiect the loans granted by a landlord to his tenant for

purposes of husbandry and also tlxose granted by Banks, Co-
operative Credit Societies or the Central and Provincial

Governments ’’

A. change of opinion is also observable in other provinces. The
United Provinces Government hare told us

—

It is clear that tbej^ (village moneylendervs) are an indis-

pensable element in the financial system of the country though
their resources are limited aud methods antiquated. The true

remedy, therefore, is not to end but to mend them. No statistical

data are available regarding their business. The necessity of such

data is urgent, and the same is needed with a view to determine

the direction in which they should be improved It is considei eel

that it would be useful to proceed with the implementatioa of +lie

United Provinces Money-lenders^ Bill, 1939.^^

We agree that an important advantage of the licensing system

wmild be that it would provide a machinery for ascertaining the

real state of affairs regarding indebtedness and rural credit require-

ments, and other information necessary for devising methods of

iiriproving rural credit facilities.

In Bombay, we are informed, the promulgation of a Money-
lenders’ Act was considered on several occasions in the past, but

for a variety of reasons was not proceeded with. It has recently

been impressed on the Government by the Provincial Rural Develop*-

ment Board that it is necessary to have an Act of this nature^

and the Government agree that the primary needs are (i) to

license money-lenders and limit their rates of interest and stop

usurious practices; (li) to curtail the cultivator’s liberty to borrovv

and allow loans from licensed money-lenders mostly for productive

purposes, a small margin being allowed for unproductive purposes;

and (iii) by a system of control of crops and compulsory marketing
through societies, to recover the loans promptly and save the culti-

vator from his own improvidence.”
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In tiie Central Provinces and Berar, a Money-lenders’ Act tas
been in operation since 1934, and judicial administration reports
show that the Act is working satisfactorily on the whole, although
the couits have come across cases of unlicensed money-lenders
and cases where accounts were not kept and supplied as required
by the Act.

17. In the light of the experience in the Punjab and the Central
Provinces, the action taken in Bengal and Sind, and the views
expiessed by the Governments of the United Provinces and Bombay,
w^e feel no doubt about the coirectness of the conclusions recorded
at the end of paiagraph 14 above We, therefore, recommend the

adoption of legislation, on the lines in force in the Punjab by
all provinces which have not already undertaken such legislation

Wc desire to make it clear that this recommendation is based on
recognition of the role that money-lenders have played and are

likely to play in the future in rural economy and the consequent
need for ensuring a high standard of efficiency, integrity, and fair

dealing among borrowers as well as lenders. We would add that

legislation by itself is not sufficient^ and that emphasis must he

laid on adequate and continuous supervision of the licensing system
and the systematic review of results.

18. We think that, concurrently with the extension of the

system of licensing of money-lenders, steps should be taken to

improve their status and link them, together with indigenous

bankers, to the banking structure of the country. A number of

recommendations were made by the Central Banking Enquiry
Committee in order to secure these objectives We understand

that efforts made in this direction by the Peserve Bank, in its

Agricultural Credit Department, have encountered difficulties and

made little progress. In view, however, of the obvious importance

of the subject, we suggest, that the possibility of removing the

difficulties hitherto encountered should be further explored by

the Reserve Bank in consultation with Provincial Governments.

Measures for relief of debt

19. The Central Banking Enquiry Committee drew pointed

attention to one very unsatisfactory feature of the system of agri-

cultural finance, namely, the absence of a clear distinction between

loans required for short and long periods. They said^

—

When large sums of money are borrowed, say, for capital

improvements or for repayable debt, which could not in ordinary

circumstances be repaid within a short period of time, tbe period

of repayment fixed in the bond of agreement does not ordinarily

exceed a short period, for instance, it is three years in the Central

Provinces. The result is that the income of the cultivator has to

be utilized towards payment of the loan to a greater extent than

is possible or desirable and he is left without sufficient margin

^ Beport of tbe Central Banking Enqniiy Committee, page 60, para-

graph 85
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even for liis subsistence. This involves running the farms on less

productive methods than would otherwise be possible and its re-

actions on national welfare are detrmentaL’^

Elsewhere in the report the Committee drew attention to another
undesirable consequence of this defect, its efect on the capacity

of the money-lender to provide an adequate supply of credit at a

reasonable price. The Committee said^

—

‘‘ The money-lenders generally work with their own capital

. . . Owing to the absence of a rational system of rural finance

differentiating between short and intermediate credit needs on the

one hand and long-term needs on the other, the capital of the
village money-lender who is the mainstay of the agriculturist is

becoming frozen from year to year/’

It is obvious that no change in this situation can be expected until

the volume of indebtedness of the cultivating classes to money-
lenders is reduced to what may be regarded as the normal require-

ments of short-term and intermediate-term credit, and does not
include amounts which can only be repaid over a long series of

years. The healthy functioning of the rural credit system is,

therefore, bound up with the question of the reduction of

indebtedness.

20. On this question the Central Banking Enquiry Committee
made the following recommendation

(1)

Attempts to relieve prior indebtedness may be usefully
made in localities where co-operative land mortgage banks exist

and the further establishment of these banks should be encouraged
where there is reasonable prospect of their successful working
having regard to all the local conditions.

(2) To satisfy the credit requirements of large classes of

agriculturists who are outside the co-operative movement and to

provide substantial loans to big landlords, Provincial Land
Mortgage Corporations on a joint-stock basis or on the model of

the English Land Mortgage Corporation are necessary.

(3) A scheme of debt conciliation on a voluntary basis is

recommended for the consideration of local Governments.

(4) The Governments concerned should also explore the possi-

bility and desirability of undertaking other legislation to secure
the settlement of debts on a compulsory basis.”

21. These recommendations were made against a background
of growing economic depression, which presently compelled all

Provincial Governments to adopt various legislative measures for

the relief of debt. The nature of these measures are described
below

(a) Moratotium.—Prior to the formulation of debt relief

measures, many Provincial Governments granted a moratorium to

agricultural debtors with a view to preventing a rush of suits and

^ Report of the Central Banking Enqnirv Committee, page SI

,

paragraph 118
? ?

^ IHtf, page 498.
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tke wholesale execution of decrees. To give such protection to

the agriculturists, the Government of the Ilnited Provinces notified

m 19d2 that the execution of decrees involving sale of land should
be transferred to the Collector, who was also authorized to adjourn
all sales in case the price offered was unfair. This measure was
subsequently reinforced by provisions enabling the debtor to secuie
a fair price foi his land or to pay off the debt in instalments. In
1937, this was extended to small holders and tenants* Similar
protection was given to the agriculturists in the Central Provin-
ces, Madras and Bombay, In the remaining provinces, the Debt
Belief Acts provided for the stay of proceedings m suits and
decrees on the application by debtors for conciliation of debts and
this indirectly granted a moratorium in respect of then loans
until decisions were taken by the Debt Settlement Boards*

(fe) ConciliaUon of debts,—Before resorting to compulsion for

scaling down debts some provinces considered it proper to reduce
them by bringing about an amicable settlement between debtors

and creditors. Debt Conciliation Acts were thus passed in the

Central Provinces (1933), Bengal and Madras (1936), the Punyab

(1934), and in some of the Indian States. Under these Acts,

Conciliation Boards were established for the purpose of effecting

an amicable reduction in debts and arranging for their repayment
in instalments.

(o) Co7npulsory reduction of debt,—In order to give further

relief to debtors, Debt Belief Acts were passed in Madras (1938),

the Central Provinces and Berar (1939), the United Provinces

(1939), Bombay (1939), and Sind (1940). Generally, the mam
objects of these Acts were—

(i) to reduce the outstanding debts so as not to exceed twice

the original principal, less all payments received by the creditor

in the past;

(ii) the reduction of arrears of interest on debts incurred

duiing the depression period; and

(iii) to fix the rate of interest for subsequent years

Decrease m indebtedness between 1942 and 1945

22. The severe effects of the fall of agricultural prices in

increasing the burden of agricultural debt continued to be felt

and debt relief machinery continued to operate until some time

after the outbreak of war. Within the last three years, however,

there has been a welcome change. In view of the absence of

reliable statistics, it is impossible to estimate the extent of the

reduction in agricultural indebtedness as a result of high prices

for agricultural produce. The replies^ which we have received

indicate, however, that there has been a substantial reduction in

all provinces This appears to be particularly true of cultivators

with large holdings and a considerable proportion of those possess-

ing medium holdings. The hopeful signfficance of this fact for

^Appendix III.
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tile future development of agricultui e bkouid not be under-estimated^

merely because tlie proportion ot siicb classes to tlie total rural

population is not large, it should not be overlooked that the

propoition of land held bj these classes is large. In so far as the

burden of debt has hitheiio stood in the way of the improvement

and better cultivation of land, the outlook for the future may ha

regarded as leasonably blight in respect of the greater part ot the

cultivated land of the country.

23. Judging fiom the lepiies leceived fiom a number of

provinces, it appeals piobable that small holders^ as a class, have

not benefited materially. It is tiue that the market value of their

holdings has risen gieatly. Those who supplement their income

b;y other foims of laboui have also been helped by the prevailing

high level of employment and wages. Again, m some parts of

the country, family allotments by soldiers liave added to income.

Against these circumstances must be set, however, the important

fact that the amount of produce normally sold by small holders

for payment of revenue, rent, and repayment of debt is relatively

small, and there has been a substantial rise in prices of consumer
goods usually purchased by them. It, therefore, appears probable

that the indebtedness of this class, speaking generally, may not

have been reduced substantially in many parts of the country.

Land mortgage banks

24* It IS only in the province of Madras that the technique of

land moitgage banking has been developed to any material extent.

The Madras Central Land Mortgage Bank was established in 1929

and by the close of the year 1941-42^ the number of primary
banks had increased from 12 to 119. The figures of the debentures

floated and the loans advanced by the Central Bank also indicate

the progress made. Tip to the 30th June 1942 debentures had been

issued to the extent of’ Es. 3-60 crores, of which Es. 2*74 crores

were outstanding on that date. The amount of loans due by the

primary banks to the Central Bank on the same date wys Es. 2 59
crores, of which it is satisfactory to note, no portion was overdue.

A Central Land Mortgage Bank, on the lines of that in Madras,
was organized in Bombay in 1935, and by the end of June 1942,

17 primary banks had been established. The debenture^ outstand-

ing on the 30th June 1942 amounted to Es. 30 lakhs against loans

due from primary banks of Es. 31 lakhs, of which Es. 29,000 were
overdue for repayment.

In other provinces, with the exception of the Central Provinces
and Berar, where there were, at the close of the year 1941-42, 21
societies with a membership of 6,800, practically no progress Las
been made.

Goncludtng rema/rks

26. In the light of present conditions we have reviewed the
recommendations of the Central Banking Enquiry Committee set

out in paragraph 20 above and our conclusions are as follows:—
(i) It is possible that the measures taken for the scaling

down of debts, whether through debt conciliation boards or com-
pulsorily, have largely served their purpose. Such measures are
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ilot noiinaliy conducive to a liealtky reiationskip between debtor

and creditoi^ on wiiicli the improvement oi lural credit laciiities,

in tke last lesort, depends, it is no longer necessary, nor in tke

public luteie^t, that tiie expedient ot tiie compulsory scaling down
of debt skouid be lepeated. Tke lesson to be drawn from tke debt
relief legislation in ike past decade^ tkerefore, is tkat tke condi-

tions wiiick made it inevitable skould not be permitted to arise

again Hence tke importance of ensuring a stable price level for

agricultural pioduce, a subject on wkick we have already expressed

our views in tke preceding section,

(ii) We tliink tkat tke nature of tke long-term credit

requueinents oi tke largei landkoldeis (cultivators) will ckange.

Tkere sJtiould be little need in tke post-war period for tke grant

of loans to suck landkoldeis foi tke lepayment of old debts; on
tke otker kand tkeir need foi iong-teim credit for land improve-

ment skould increase. Tke need toi reducing tke debts of some
of tke cultivators witk medium holdings and of tke majority of

tke small cultivators will remain. For tke provision of long-term

credit foi land improvement and tke repayment of past debts by
solvent medium and small holders, we consider that an eJffort

skould be made to develop land mortgage banks on a muck wider

scale than kitkeito in all provinces In tke past tke business of

land mortgage banks has been almost entirely limited to loans for

tke redemption of old debts. We strongly recommend tkat tkeir

activities skould be extended to tke piovision of credit for tke

improvement of land and tke introduction of better methods of

cultivation,

(ill) Finally, we attack gTeat importance to tke cultivation

of tke saving kabit and tke avoidance of excessive expenditure on

ceremonial functions, on litigation and tke like. Tke experience

of tke decade following tke last wai', when tkere was a general

rise m unproductive expenditure, provides a warning which should

not be Ignored. The ground won during recent years' by land-

holders generally, and more particularly by the larger landholders,

would be lost if, as consumer goods become more plentiful and

cheaper, habits of extravagance and wasteful expenditure should

grow. Again, debt is frequently due to extravagant expenditure,

often incurred unwillingly owing to pressure of social customs.

We, therefore, recommend^

() Tke savings campaign undertaken during the war

skould be continued and intensified during tke immediate post-

war period. Propaganda should be undertaken in the rural areas,

linking tke need tor savings with the requirements of sckemes of

rural economic development.

() Educative propaganda should be undertaken, and

where necessary and feasible legislation^ also, in order to check

those customs which compel individuals to incur expenditure

beyond their means

^Our attention has been drawn to the Caste Tyranny Act, 1933, m
force in the State of Baroda as an example of such legislation.
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SuviTnary of conclusions and recommendations

Our main conclusions and recommendations are

—

(i) We consider it necessary (a) that inoney-lendeis should

be licensed, (b) that the reciprocal obligations of the lender and

the borrower should be regulated by law in such matters as the

interest chargeable foi ditterent types of transactions, the main

tenance of proper accounts, the periodical settlement of accounts,

etc*, and (c) that adequate machinery should be established for

administering the licensing system and reviewing the effect of

regulation, with a view to continuous improvement of rural credit

facilities.

(li) In order to secure the foregoing, we lecommend the

adoption of legislation, on the lines in force in the Punjab, by all

provinces which have not already undertaken such legislation.

(iii) JBlfforts to link money-lenders and indigenous bankers

with the banking structure of the country have made little pro-

gress. The possibilities of removing the difficulties hitherto

encountered should be further explored by the Eeseive Bank iu

consultation with Provincial Governments.

(iv) As a result of high prices of agricultural produce, there

has been a substantial reduction in agricultural indebtedness.

This appears to be particularly true of cultivators with large

holdings and a considerable proportion of those possessing medium
holdings. It appears probable, however, that the indebtedness of

small holders may not have been reduced substantially m many
parts of the country.

(v) It is no longer necessary, nor in the public interest, that

the expedient of the compulsory scaling down of debt should be

repeated. The lesson to be drawn from debt relief legislation

undertaken in the past decade is that the conditions which made
it inevitable, should not be permitted to arise again, that is, a

stable price level for agricultural produce should be ensured.

(vi) Land mortgage banks should be developed in all

provinces with the object of providing long-term credit, not only

for the redemption of old debts hut also for laud improvement and
the introduction of better methods of cultivation.

(vii) The savings campaign undertaken during the war
should be continued and intensified during the immediate post-war
period.

(viii) Educative propaganda should be undertaken, and
where necessary and feasible legislation also, in order to check
social customs, which compel individuals to incur expenditure
beyond their means.

0.—^Rtjeajl Empeoyment—Undee-ekpeoyment

, 27. Perhaps the most important, and in many ways the most
intractable, of all rural economic problems is that of under-
employment. One of its aspects is the need for supplemental
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employmeiit for agriculturists. Another is the need for increasing
the numbers employed in non-agricultural occupations so that
pressure of agricultural population on the land may be relieved

•

28. On the question of the need for supplemental employment
for agriculturists the Hoyal Commission on Agriculture com-
mented as follows ^ :

—

A prominent feature of Indian agriculture is the amount
ci spare time which it leaves for the cultivator This varies very
greatly according to the local agricultural conditions, but it may
be assumed as a broad generalization that by far the greater part
of cultivators have at least from two to four months of absolute
leisure in the year . . .As agriculture in the greater part of
India cannot offer employment for the whole of the year, the
problem is to suggest lines of work which can suitably be under-
taken by the cultivator or his family in their spare time and
without detriment to the cultivation of their land.’’

The seasonal character of agricultural employment is a serious

matter for two reasons, both related to rural overpopulation Tiisl
a large number of farms are uneconomic, that is, the farmer
is compelled to seek other employment in order to support him-
self and his family, and secondly, the supply of agricultural

labour in many parts of the country is in excess of the demand.

29. We put the following question to Provincial Govern*

ments :
—

It is generally believed that even in normal times a section

of the population is too poor to secure a sufficiency of foodgrains

and is, therefore, underfed at least during certain parts of the

year. Is this true of your province? If so, can you make a

rough estimate of the numbers involved and the average period in

a normal vear during which they are underfed?

The gist of the replies we received was as follows : It was report-

ed from Sind and the iPunjab that the statement was not true

of those provinces, no section of the population was too poor to

secure a sufficiency of foodgrains in any part of the year, though

ill-balanced diets were common. The Central Provinces and Berar,

the TsTorth-West Frontier Province and Assam formed another

group
;
the trend of their replies was that, apart from some local

exceptions (eg., Svlhet in Assam and certain remote aboriginal

tracts in the Central Provinces)
,
the existence of poverty so extreme

as to entail insufficiency of staple foodgrains Was doubted or

denied. In all other provinces the question was answered in the

affirmative, though information as to the numbers involved was

not available. In general, the rural population affected consists

of landless labourers and those with very small holdings. We
observe that the differences in the replies reflect fairly closely the

differences in the pressure of population on land.

1 Report of the Royal Commission on Agriculture, page 566. para-

graph 488,
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30 It is unnecessary foi us to dwell on ihe gravity ot this

problem wliicli is sufficiently well lealized. TVe consider tliat its

solution is not to be found in any one single measure but in a

combination of the following, vm., (i) intensive farming; (ii)

cottage industry; (iii) agro-industry
;

(iv) village public works;

(v) internal migration and (vi) large scale indust*'} We sball

give briefly our views under each of these heads.

Intensive farimng

2L In earlier chapters we have described the vaiious means by
which the yield per acre of cultivated land can be increased. By

intensive farming we mean the adoption of all those roeans of

increasmg yields; we also include mixed farming under this head.

If two or more crops are grown on land which at p'~csent is ci opped
only once, it is obvions that employment will be substantially

increased To a large extent, though not entirely, this is a ques-

tion of the better conservation and use of available water—^the

development of irrigation in the wide sense in which we have used
the term. Similarly, the cultivation of an irrigated ciop where
an unirrigated crop is grown at present, the more extended use

of manure, greater care in the preparation of the soil, the control

of pests and diseases, and all the other processes necessary for

the more efficient cultivation of the land would have the same
effect. They would all involve an increase in agiicultural employ-
ment and thereby reduce the need for supplemental employment.
A similar result would also be obtained from an extension of the
practice of mixed farming, which involves greater attention to

livestock.

Cottage industries

32, The Eoyal Commission on Agriculture, while pointing out
that the contribution which rural industries can make, is

mfimtesimal and in the nature of things they cannot, as a rule,
hope for ever to survive the increasing competition of organized
industry/'^ expressed the view that the development of these
inaustiies should be encouraged by (i) the development of new
ideas, such as the supply of attractive patterns; (ii) caxeful and
thorough instruction in modern processes; and (iii) finding mar-
kets in and outside the locality. They further suggested that
these forms of assistance could best be given by the Co-*»perative
and Industries departments to artisans organized on ihe co-opera-
tive basis. The Central Banking Enquiry Commitico also laid
stress on the need for the encouragement of cottafye industries by
Government and remarked There is little doubt that one of
the main reasons for the decline of some of the cotta op industries
is ihe lack of interest taken by Government in the past, at xony
rate up to 1921, in the fostering and development of these indus-
tries. . . After 1921, some progress has been made ia several

^Eeport of the Royal CoroHiission on page 575
of the Central Banking Enquirv Committee, page 248, para-

grapph 301
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of tile provinces in the direction of development of iliCvSe indns-

tries, but it will take some tune to make up the leeway arising

out of the policy of inaction in previous years/' This Committee
also held that the development of cottage industries vas not

merely a matter of helping the non-agricultiiral population to

increase its income from industrial employment, but that it was
also capable of providing the cultivator with a ?uitable subsi*

dia^'y occupation for his spare time.

'33. We put the following question to the Provincial Q-overm

inents :
—

What are the industries subsidiary to agriculture in your
province? Describe the efforts made by Groveniment or ether

agencies to develop such industries during the twenty jears end-

ing 1941-42 Assess the results of such efforts from the ])oint of

view of provision of supplemental income to small cultivators and

reduction of the numbers of those people too poor to ^secure a

sufficiency of foodgrains and therefore underfed at least during

certain parts of the year. What would you recommend as ihe

most promising measures from this point of view^

The replies received from provinces are annexed to this leport.^

On 0 review of these replies the following couchisions emerge:—
(i) The most important cottage industry is handloom weav-

ing and during the last two decades considerable efforts have been

made, both by official and non-official agencies, to improve and

extend this industry These have been attended with some suc-

cess though figures are not available by whicli this conclusion can

be tested It is necessary that the methods by which this industry

is at present assisted should be continued and further ex1 ended in

the future.

(il) There is scope for development of cottage industries in

many other directions. The possibilities have not yet been syste-

matically surveyed in some parts of the country and where they

have been, the efforts made so far have not yielded any striking

results.

34. There is no lack of knowledge as to the forms of assis-

tance necessary for the development of these industries Nor is

there lack of willingness to help. One difficulty appears^ tc he

that of finding a suitable agency through which State assistance

can be made available to the small cultivator as well as to the

rural artisan. In certain sections of the handloom industry, the

co-op^wative movement has been able to provide such an cgency.

It is one thing, however, to organize into a co-operative society

artisans whose principal source of livelihood as a particular

industry and who are often congregated in small communities.

Quite a different problem of organization is presented where the

development of supplemental occupation for agriculturists is

involved. This problem, as far as we can see, has not vet been

^ Appendix V,
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solved. We doubt whether the co-operative movement can help

until the multi-purpose society is developed to a much greater

extent than it is at present. The agriculturist, particularly the

small holder, needs the benefit of co-operation for securing a bet-

ter income from his principal source of livelihood, viz
,
cultiva-

tion. If societies are formed which undertake this task and

perform it with success, they would gain experience in the

co-operative sale of farm produce and purchase of manure, seed

and other farm requirements. Such societies could undertake the

development of cottage industries among their members and help

in the purchase of raw materials and disposal of the manufactured

products. In other words, it seems to us probable that subsi-

diary employment for the cultivator and his family can he orga-

nized co-operatively, only if such organization is regarded is a

subsidiary function of a co-operative society, whose main function

is to assist the cultivator in the production and marketing of

agricultural produce.

Mention should he made of rural reconstruction centres

which have been developed by missionary organizations and such

bodies as the All-India Village Industries Association. These
have among their objectives the development of new rural indus-

tries and the improvement of existing industries; they arrange for

the distribution of raw materials for handicrafts and seek to

improve the marketing of the products. Bural reconstruction

centres and agencies of this type are as yet few in number, but
some have achieved considerable success, and their method of

approach to rural problems deserves to he more widely known.
Much can be accomplished in a limited area by an energetic and
inspiring rural reconstruction worker, or group of workers, parti-

cularly if sufficient funds are available to facilitate the initiation

and development of the work There is always the danger, how.
ever, that on the departure of those who produce the necessai^y

driving force ’’ and the withdrawal of funds the ground which
has been gained will be lost. Further the methods followed in

individual centres are not always such that their reproduction on
a wider scale is a feasible proposition We feel that the extension

of rural reconstruction centres and agencies is to he encouraged,

but at the same time the whole question of how they can most
efficiently contribute to rural development generally needs more
careful attention and study than it has yet received.

W'e shall refer again in the next chapter to the need for

developing multi-purpose co-operative societies. This, however,
will take time and meanwhile we suggest an endeavour should be
made to work through selected private agencies. It is true that

the middleman, whether a trader or a money-lender, frequently
exploits the cottage worker by overcharging him for raw materials
and underpaying him for the finished article. But we believe that
^me middlemen would be prepared to co-operate with Govern-
ment in arranging for adequate supplies of raw materials at
reasonable prices and in marketing on reasonable terms the finshed
products. We accordingly recommend that the Government

C3oej
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departments concerned tlirongli tlieir local officers should maintain

contact witli the local dealers, and obtain, as far as possible, their

co-operation in the deyelopment of cottage industries.

Agro-tndustry

35. By agro-industry ’’ we mean the type of industrial

undertaking—not cottage industry—^which is specially suitable

for deyelopment in rural areas. We may illustrate the tyj)e we
have in mind by a description of the results achieved on an estate ^

in the Bombay Presidency. The estate, which covers about

45 square miles, was formed about 12 years ago by the acquisition

or lease of land from numerous small holders and has been developed

primarily as a sugar farm. Large areas of salt-affected waste land

have been reclaimed, irrigation has been extended; and between

i933-34 and 1942-43, the total area under cultivation increased

from 1,400 to 5,600 acres. The area grown with sugarcane has,

during the same period, increased from about 1,000 to 3,500 acres

and the yield has gone up from 35 tons to about 53 tons per acre,

an increase of 50 per cent The area under food crops has also

increased and recently the cultivation of vegetables on a con-

siderable scale has been developed Further, a dairy has been

started and a pasteurization plant installed To deal wiih the

sugarcane grown on the estate, a sugar factory has been estab-

lished, which is now capable of dealing with 1,200 tons of cane

per day The increasing area of land under sugarcane required

increasingly large quantities of organic manure In order to

meet this demand, an oil mill has been established and the ground-

nut cake produced by the mill is used on the farm The ground-

nut oil extracted in the process had to be marketed satisfactorily.

This led to the installation of an oil refinery and an oil hydrogena-

tion plant for treating the raw oil of the mill This, in^turn, led

to further developments, such as the manufacture of various types

of soap from the waste products of the refinery. The development

of the sugar factory likewise led to the establishment of a distillery

for the manufacture of rectified spirit from molasses and also for

the recovery of yeast. Developments to th© mutual benefit of the

factory and the farm are not yet exhausted; research^and experi-

ments are still proceeding into the best ways of utilizing the pro-

ducts of the factory and the farm and avoiding waste. We under-

stand that the volume of employment has increased, that better

wages are being paid than in similar employment in the neighbour-

hood, and that, in particular, new avenues of employment have

been developed for skilled personnel. Housing is provided for a

large part of tie staff and the amenities provided include free

medical and education facilities.

36. We have ^described the. workiner of this estate at some length,

mainly because it brings out prominently the essential elements

in a programme of combined development of agriculture and rural

industry to which we attach considerable importance. *Where the

1- We visited this estate in the course of oar tears
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factory is located close to the farm and both are managed in

organic relation to one anotheij it is clear that the development

of the factory helps the development of the farm and vice versa^

These are the conditions necessary for enabling the rural popula-

tion to secure fuller employment and a higher standard of living.

We are^ of course, far from suggesting ihat it will be possible for

every large farm to establish a factory There are few holdings

as large as the estate we have described and few owners command
the resources of capital and organization which have made possible

the development of this estate. The general lesson we would draw

from this instance of the combined development of agriculture and

industry, is the benefits which would accrue from the establish^

ment in rural areas of factories for the processing of farm pro-

ducts and wording in association with large holders of land and
co-operative societies representative of small holders.

37. In the particular instance we have described, sugarcane

was the basis of the development. In spite of the large expansion

which has already taken place in the sugar industry in the country,

there is doubtless still considerable scope for the development of

agro-industry based on sugarcane. Sugarcane is not, of course,

the only farm product on which industrial development may be
based. Others are indicated in the replies from Provincial

G-overnments annexed to this report. We quote below a passage

from one of these replies:—
It would be unwise, however, to restrict the scope of the

term ‘ industries subsidiary to agriculture ’ to cottage industries

or to those industries which give subsidiary employment to the

agriculturist. It is considered that it is desirable to divide thp

province into ‘ economic units, ^ the smallest of which might he
in type squares with sides 15 miles long and to plan the agrico-

logical and industrial development of each unit.

In a unit where the agriculture was mainly groundnut and
cotton, the industides for development would be oilseed crushing,

cotton ginning, handloom or power spinning and weaving.

In a unit which had special possibilities for dairying a

central dairy with a co-operative milk society should be estab-

lished.

For a number of oilseed units, a vegetable ffhee hydrogena-
tion plant might be established and for a number of dairying units

a dried milk factory. It is desirable that there should be balance
of afifriculture and industry not only for the country as a whole
but for each area in it/*^

Other instances can be mentioned, as, for instance, industry based
on fruits and vegetables, tobacco, coir, hides, skins, etc.

38; We invite narticular attention to the possibilities of agro-

undusfry based on oilseeds and the urgent need for its develop-

ment. Elsewhere in this report we have emphasized the
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importance of securing as early as possible a large increase in tbe

quantity of oilcake produced in tbe country. Tbis is required

botb for use as manure and as cattle feed. At tbe same time,

there is need for a larger supply of vegetable oils for human
consumption. We are of opinion that tbe country requires a

considerable extension in tbe cultivation of oilseeds and tbe

development of a widely dispersed agro-industry based on these

seeds. Such a combined development would result in an increase

in the productivity of the land, an improvement in tbe supply

of cattle feed and oils for human consumption and an expansion
in tbe volume of non-agricultural employment in rural areas.

39 We have not been able to devote consideration to the

problems of organization and finance involved in the development
of agro-industry We note that it has been publicly announced
that tbe planned development of industry is the accepted policy

of Government and we have no doubt that these problems are

being studied We desire only to emphasize our view that agi'o-

industry can play an important role in the field of rural economy.
Investigations into the processing of farm products, the planning
of the location of factories and the provision of facilities for their

orderly and efficient development including, in particular^ the

supply of cheap livdro-electric power are tasks demanding the

earnest attention of the Central and Provincial Governments in

the immediate post-war period. It is cletr that hyd"Dielectric

development is an important factor in the decentralization of

industry generally anri its spread in lovns and rural areas

V^llage fnhhc worJes

40. We have described so far tbe methods by which the volume

of private employment available in rural areas can be increased.

We believe that village works of improvement can also make
a contribution to the relief of under-employment. We are, of

course, aware that every year public works of one kind or another

are undertaken by Provincial Governments and local authorities,

and that many of these are carried out in rural areas, thereby

providing employment for the villagers. Roads are built and

maintained, public buildings of various kinds erected and repaired,

and irrigation works constructed and maintained. Works of this

kind will continue and the schemes of post-war development now
being framed, will, no doubt, result in an increase in the number

of such works and additional employment in rural areas. When
we speak of village public works,' ^ however, we have in mind
those small works which, although they add greatly to the ameni-

ties of village life, are not normally undertaken and maintained

directly by Government or District and Local Boards There is

a limit to the type and size of the works which can be carried

out bv an agency operating from outside the village. In nearly

every village there are small works which need to be done in

the interest of the village as a whole, but which at present are
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not attended to at all or aie not cained out satisfactorily. Instances

of sucli works are, first, village roads, particularly those connect-

ing villages with the mam roads—these aie frequently in a very

primitive condition, secondly, wells and tanks for the supply of

drinking water, and thirdly drainage and jungle clearing.

41. The conditions necessary for the successful organization

of village public works are

—

(i) The establishment of a panchayat for a village or group

of villages with power to raise money by taxation for village

improvements

;

(ii) a system of grants-m-aid towards the cost of such

improvements; and

(lii) the execution of such improvements by the panchayat

subject to supervision by Government, District Board or Local

Board offilcials.

We shall refer again to the need for the establishment of

panchayats. We consider them indispensable for the develop-

ment of rural areas. But if, for any reason, panchayats cannot be

established as permanent civic institutions, we suggest the consti-

tution of ad hoc committees for the purpose of undertaking village

public works.

We attach importance to a proportion of the cost of village

works being met by grants-in-aid, for such grants will encourage

villagers to tax themselves or raise money by voluntary subscrip-

tions for carrying out new and maintaining old works In the

absence of such encouragement there is the danger that nothing

will be done. The grants should not bear a fixed proportion to

the cost of the work or works but should vary in accordance with

the financial condition of the village or group of villages as the

case may be.

The works should be carried out^ as far as possible, in the

season when agricultural operations are not in progress, for it

should be recognized that the works are intended not only for

improving the amenities of the village but also for providinp

employment to those in the village who are under-employed.

42. It has been suggested that the principle underlyin.^^ the

grant of relief during periods of scarcity and famine should be
extended, and that Government should undertake the obligation

to provide food or purchasing power to all persons who are unable
to obtain food and who, if able-bodied, are willing to work We
put this suggestion to Provincial Governments and their replies

are appended to this report.^ The general tenor of the replies,

with which we agree, is that the suggestion is not practicable.

We alsQ agree that any measures calculated to discourage self-

help and thrift or to produce pauperization should be avoided.

The proposal that the execution of village works can make a

eontrihution to the solution of the problem of under-employment
in the village, is we consider, free from these objections.

^ Appendix V,
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Internal migration,

43. We have Eot been able to consider the problems involved

in internal migration fioni over-populated to under-populated

lural aieas, and must content ourselves with drawing attention

to this matter.

Data about internal migration are not included in the I94i

census report, but previous reports show that during the first

30 years ot the century, immigration into the provinces of Assam,
Bengal and Bombay exceeded emigration, while the reverse was
the case in the United Provinces, Madras, Bihar and Orissa.

The largest gains from this source were in Assam and were due

partly to the recruitment of labour for tea gardens and partly to

the influx of agriculturists from East Bengal. The volume of

internal migration was, however, small and, except in Assam,
had little effect on the trend of population growth in the

provinces concerned.

It IS expected that during the post-war period considerable

areas of new land will be brought under cultivation by the efforts

of the State. In certain provinces large scale irrigation works are

projected and these will bring new tracts under the plouglh. In
parts of the country extensive areas are thinly populated and
under-developed because of malaria. Efficient anti-malaria

measures can render them suitable for cultivation. In other parts

new land can be brought under cultivation by means of tractor

ploughing. The opening up of these lands will afford opportunities

for the transfer of agncultuiists from densely populated areas to

these new areas; this is a matter to which, we consider, Govern-

ments should direct their attention with a view to preparing schemes

of colonization. In paragraph 22 of Chapter I of Part II, we
have suggested that under-developed countries in the Common-
wealth and Empire should be open to colonization by Indians;

equally within India itself provinces and states in which there are

areas suitable for colonization, should be ready to accept

immigrants from other parts of the country where there is greater

pressure of population on land.

Large scale industry

44. We have described the methods by whidh fuller employ-

ment may be provided in rui’al areas. But pressure of population

on land, especially in those parts of the country where it is very

pronounced, cannot be lelieved entirely by intensive farming,

cottage industries, agro-industries^ village public works and
internal migration. In paragraph 20 of Chapter III of Part II of

this report, we stressed the need for industiial developments. We
return to this subject once more, for, we are convinced that unless

the numbers employed in industry are increased very considerably,

efforts to raise the standard of living of the great mass of the

population will labour under a severe handicap and may prove

fruitless. It is essential that a proper balance between agriculture

and industry should be established; this cannot be achieved except

by industrial expansion.
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Summary of conclusions and reconinicndations

45. (i) Perliaps tlie mo&t inipoitant of Q.11 rural ocouoiiiic

problems is under-employment. Its solution is to be found in

a combination of the following measures: intensive farming,

(fe) cottage industry, (o) agxo-industry, {d) village public v, oiks,

(e) internal migration and (/) large scale industry.

(li) Intensive farming involves tbe adoption of
^

various

measures for increasing yields, sucb as irrigation, manuring, tbe

use of impioved seed, etc It also includes tbe practice of mixed

farming.

(lii) -Tbe most important cottage industry is bandloom weav-

ing. Efforts made to extend and improve tbis industry bave been

attended with some success; they should be continued and extended.

There is scope for tbe development of many other cottage in-

dustries; tbe efforts so far made bave not, however, produced any

striking results.

(iv) Tbe organization of co-operative societies for tbe

development of cottage industries presents more difficulty in tbe

cjase of agriculturists than of artisans. It appears probable that

subsidiary employment for agricultui’ists can be organized

co-operatively only if sucb organization is regarded as a subsidiary

function of multi-purpose co-operative societies, the main function

of which would be to assist the cultivator in tbe production and

marketing of agricultural produce. Until sucb multi-purpose

societies are formed it is suggested that every endeavour should be

made to utilize tbe services of those local dealers who tre walling

to co-operate with Government in tbe development of ottage

Industries.

(v) Attention is drawn to tbe success achieved in some areas

by rural reconstruction centres developed by missionary

organizations and sucb bodies as tbe All-India Village Industries

Association. Tbe question of bow sucb centres can most efficiently

contribute to rural development needs more carefHil attention and
study than it has yet received.

(vi) By ^ agro-industry ^ is meant tbe type of industrial

undertaking, not a cottage industry, which is specially ouitable for

development in rural areas. Emphasis is laid on tbe benefits which
would accrue from tbe establishment in sucb areas of factories for

tbe processing of farm products and working in association with
large holders of land and co-operative societies representative of
small holders. Attention is drawn to tbe success acbievod in
this direction on a large estate in tbe Bombay Presidency.

(vii) Village works of improvement can also make a con-
tribution to tbe relief of under-employment by providing u ork in
the season when agricultural operations are not in progress. Tbe
auditions necessary for tbe successful organization of village
public works are first, tbe establishment of a panchayat for each
Village dr group of villages with powers to raise money by taxation;
secondly, a system of grants-in-aid from public revenues towards
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tile cost of Village improvements; and tkirdly, tlie execution of

such, improvements by tbe panchayats subject to supervision by
Grovernment, District Board or Local Board officials.

(viii) Attention is drawn to tbe problems involved in internal

migration from over-populated to under-populated rural areas.

During tbe post-war period considerable areas of new land will

be brought under cultivation by the efforts of the State and it is

suggested that Governments should direct Jbheir attention to prepar-

ing schemes for the colonization of these areas. Provinces and
slates in which there are areas suitable for colonization, should

be ready to accept immigrants from the densely populated parts of

the country.

(ix) The pressure of population on land cannot be relieved

entirely by intensive farming, cottage industry, agro-industry,

village public works, and internal migration. The view is

expressed that unless the numbers employed in industry are

increased very considerably, effoits to laise the standard of living

of the great mass of the population will labour under a severe handi-

cap and may prove fruitless. Special attention is drawn to the

development of hydro-electric power as an important factor in

industrial development.

1
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CSAPTEH 111.—EUBAL DEVELOPMKBl
OEGAMZATIOBS

A .—PRELIMINARY

We kave leierred more tkan once in tkiB report to ike note

prepared by Dr. Burns on tke Tecknological Possibilities oi

Agricultural Development in India At tke end of tkat note a

very important question, viz., tke type of agricultural organization

most suitable for realizing tke tecknological possibilities described

in tke note, is raised in tke following terms —
Everything points to some type of collective organization.

. . . In any planning of agriculture for tke future, one mevitabiy

turns to tke great Soviet experiment. While keeping an absolutely

open mmd as regards tkat experiment, I would quote m conclusion

a remark by the late Sir Daniel Hall, one of the most level-headed

of British agricultural scientists ‘ What is, however, worthy of

consideration is tke fact that the men who planned the Soviet

organization, men lacking neither m knowledge of the material world
nor a peiceptxon of afiairs, did dehberateiy abandon the peasant

structure of agriculture to which they had been habituated, and
have attempted to replace it by large-scale exploitation of the land,

using all the resources of science and machmery. The motive was to

obtain increased production, more food for a vast population that

was insufficiently fed and liable to famine, and yet at the same
time to liberate more labour for the other industries, whereby the
total divisible wealth of the population would be inci eased

*

On this problem of organization we put the following questions to

Provincial Governments :—
(i) The view has been often expressed that individual holders

of land cannot achieve any matenal increase m production or im-
provement of their standard of life unless they are organized for the

purpose, eg., on some kind of collective basis. Do you agree with
this view?

(li) Describe the extent to which co-operative societies, pan*
chayaU, or other organizations are at present functioning in rural

areas of your Province. Assess their adequacy or usefulness for the
purpose stated above.

(ill) If you consider them inadequate or inefficient, can you
outline practical methods of constituting some form of village

organization which would efficiently secure the puipose in view^

An abstract of the replies received is appended to this report ^

3. Our first question was intended to be general, though some
kave interpreted it as a specific enquiry about collective farms.
The replies indicate first, a consensus of opinion on tke need for

an advance from tke present unorganized condition of agriculture;

secondly, a general belief tkat^ while tke line of advance must be
through a great extension of co-operation, the present forms of

^ Appendix VI*
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co-ojjeiative oigamzation do not iulfLl tlie puipose in view and tiiat

tJie best nietliods oi applying tiie piincipies oi co-operation to tlie

problems oi tlie sinali iarinei still remain lo be wwked out.

d. It will be observed from tke abstract of tlie replies appended
to tins lepoit that leierences are made to “ collective iaiming
' joint icirmmg and co-operative farming sometimes in
dilieient senses and sometimes as though the terms were synony-
mous It IS desirable that the vaiious types of organization should
be distinguished by different names. The term collective

farming has come into use in relation to the type of farming
which has developed in Bussia and should, in our view, be reserved

for that type. So far as we understand, the members of a collective

farm possess no right ot ownership in the land of the farm, they

are co-workers in the enterprise, paid according to labour-time

contributed by them, and collectively undertake its management
subject to certain obligations to the State.

The expression joint farming ” is a convenient term for

describing a type of farming which has been suggested by certain

economists of Madras. Their views have been quoled by the

Government of Madras in the following terms .
—

Nor IS consohdation likely to be of much avail when the size

of most of the holdings is far too small. A more rational though
difficult Ime of experiment would be to organize co-operative or

joint farming on a scale which would permit the use of improved
implements and naethods The existmg holders of fragments should

be mduced to merge their plots in the enterprise tentatively and,

if success IS assured, permanently in letuin for proportionate share

in the enterprise They can work on the co-operative faim as wage-
earners.

The suggestion here is that individual rights in land should not

be abolished but converted into shares in a joint enterprise. In

ihis way, the collective farm idea would be adapted to^ Indian con-

ditions and the elements of expropriation and s'ocial conflict which

marked the establishment of collective farms in Russia avoided

We think it desirable that the term joint farming ’’ should be

leserved for this type of organization.

A third type may be described as co-operative farming

This type has been referred to by the Government of Bombay when

considering a proposal that an experiment in collective farming

should be undertaken in that province. They observe as follows

;

A suggestion has been made to Government that an experi-

ment in collectivized agriculture on the lines of the Russian^ prac-

tice should be undertaken in a group of 15 to 30 villages with an

area of about 30,000 acres. But public opinion is not ready for so

revolutionary a change in agricultural economy, and prefers that

experiments may be tried in co-operative farming with a view
^

to

eliminate the middleman, market the produce on a co-operative

basis, cultivate crops according to a pre-arranged plan and secure

finance at cheap rates through co-operative agencies. Government is

considering to what extent this suggestion can find a place in the

post-war plan,
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/\Vfc consider that the expression “ co-opeiative farming should

be reserved for the type of organization described by the Bombay
(ioveinment, that is, farming by individuals who letain unchanged
their rights in land but are united in a co-operative organization,

designed to afford its members assistance and facilities lor improv-

ing production, for the sale of tlieir produce on the most favour-

able teims and for obtaining credit at reasonable rates.

4. We think the suggestion made about ;joint farming is in

teresting. As a type of organization to be developed on a large

scale we do not consider it to be immediately practicable^ nor are

we convinced that it would always and everywhere promote

increased production, foi instance, in the cultivation of rice and
garden lands. We hold that the immediate task is to concentrate

on the promotion of co-operative farming in the sense we Lave

defined the term.

B.—MuLTi-PunroSE Oo-onnnAxioN

bi The passage quoted from the reply of the Bombay Govern

inent clearly indicates the multi-purpose character of co-

operative farming ’’ We quote below a passage from the reply

received from the Bengal Gov^imment which brings out even more
fully the variety of purpose, in addition to the provision of short-

term and long-teim credit, for which co-operative farming

organizations are necei^sary *—
' Increase in production can be achieved by (1) the use of improved

seeds, (2) the use of scientific manure and fertilizers, (3) the use of

improved agricultural implements, (4) providing irrigation or dramage
facilities where necessary, (5) providing embankment for protection

of land where necessary, (6) consolidation of the existing small and
scattered holdings

(4) and (5) are almost always possible through joint efforts.

(6) would mvariably call for combined efforts. (1), (2) and (3) can
be made available at a reasonable cost only by joint purchase.

An ordinary holder of land does not get the adequate return
for his produce. He is often compelled to dispose of his crop imme-
diately after harvest at a low price to meet his immediate pressing

needs. He has no holdmg capacity and commands only the harvest
price. This drawback can be removed and a better price can be
ensured to him by settmg up a marketing organization through which
he will sell his marketable produce and which will make an advance
to him agamst the crop dehvered to help him in meetmg his present
requirements. The organization will hold the stock and try to sell

the same at the best possible market, the benefit of which will go
to the producer.

Some sort of cottage industry may be introduced in the family
of an agriculturist to keep the adults engaged durmg the off-season
and also to afford a share to the womenfolk to contribute to the joint

income . . The raw materials can be provided at an advant-
ageous price through collective purchase. Similarly, the finished
pKiducts can be sold at an advantageous price in a suitable market
through joint sale.”
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In otlier words, co-operation sliould cover the whole held of
farm economy. The provision of relatively cheap credit is nor
enough, in fact, cheap credit by itself may do harm. A co-
operative society of which a small cultivator is a member, should
be able to assist him in many ways in his farming business.

6. The question arises whether it is possible to organize the
small and medium farmer in a co-operative society which is capa-
ble of serving such a variety of purposes. One view, until recently
the generally accepted view among co-operators, is that it is not.

In this view it is necessary to organize special types of co-operative
activity through special types of societies constituted for the pur-,

pose. The Royal Commission on Agriculture endorsed this con-
clusion. They held that co-operative societies with a single pur-

pose are to be preferred to multi-purpose societies. Their views
on this subject are given below. ^

The credit society has proved easy to manage, its principles

are readily understood, its requirements are withm the capacity of

the viilageis to provide and it has done much to inculcate the value
of self-help and of mutual help. A successful credit society is the
best basis on which to organize other types, but it is not easy to

educate the people to the advantages of these types. Debt is felt

as a burden but there is not the same ready appreciation of the value

of
3
omt purchase and sale, of insurance or of the many other schemes

with which experiments have been made. Where busmess activities

are involved, business management is required and it is not easy to

find the capacity for this from ardongst the members of societies.

Such talent m this direction as exists usually prefers to find scope

m working for private gam and several promising societies have come
to grief owing to the secession of an important office-holder who,
seeing the possibilities of profit, decides to put his own interests first

and to start a rival business. Lack of framing m such matters as

the combined purchase of agricultural requirements and the sale of

produce has limited the choice of members of committees, and,

where the men most fitted to serve in this capacity m credit and
non-credit societies are the same, the question arises whether the

same society would serve more than one purpose or whether there

should be separate organizations for separate objects. No hard and

fast rule or practice m this respect has yet been established m any

provmee Where the secondary object is of minor importance, such

as the distribution of seed once or twice a year, or where the work

mvolved is too slight to justify the establishment of a separate society,

the credit society has usually undertaken the additional duty 'But

if the new object is of such a different character that it appeals to a

different membership, separate societies are usually formed. The

fact that, under the law, rural credit societies must have unlimited

liability is recogmzed as an impediment to their undertakmg business

for which hmited liability is more suitable, and where societies with

unlimited liability are undertakmg other functions, it is usual to

keep separate accounts for the latter. We found that, on the whole,

the single purpose idea met with general acceptance, and that, where

exceptions- occurred, these were based on reasonable grounds. The

multiple purpose society is nowhere advocated on grounds of pohcy

,

it IS usual to describe the objects of a society as to permit of secondary

^Report of the Royal Commission on Agriculture, page 467.
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functions being peitoimed without a breacii ot the law, but this is tor

convenience only and has not led to societies attempting tc combine

incompatible activities or risking their unlimited liability m tiansac-

tions tor which it is entnely unsuitable

Bioadly suminauised, the piactical objections to the multi-purpose

society aie twofold: hist, the society will lequire continuous and

competent guidance and supeivision to an extent which is unlilvely

to be forthcoming, and, secondly, that while there are certain

purposes for which it is essential that a society should be consti-

tuted on the basis of unlimited liability, there are certain other

purposes for which unlimited liability is undesirable, and these

cannot be satisfactorily combined. Are these objections conclu-

sive? If they are, we fear that the contribution which co-operation

will be able to make to a real impiovement in the economic pt)Si-

tion of the small and medium farmer will be veiy small. We note

that the progress achieved on the non-credit side of co-operation in

lural areas through societies formed for specific purposes has been

far from impressive,

7. The case in favour of the multi-purpose society as a basis for

Ihe development of co-operative farming has been expressed as

follows :
^

In recent years co-operation has included in its programme
other economic aspects by establishing societies for the consolidation

of holdings, purchase and sale societies, compulsory education
societies, better living societies, and so on, and considerable progress

has been made on these lines in several provinces hke the Punjab,
Bombay, etc. But even now co-ordmation of these activities is lack-

ing. Where separate societies of these kinds exist for different

members, no smgle member gets ail the benefits winch are required

to put Mm on a surplus economy To carry out the scheme to its

logical conclusion there must be as many societies m each place as

the problems which give rise to the deficit budget, each endeavouring
to do one particular service to the peasant to enable him to save
expenditure or increase income. The possibility of organizing the
co-operative movement m India in this manner is remote Even if

this was practicable it would result in considerable waste of effort

and duplication It is also doubtful if such separate disjointed efforts

can achieve a single goal The Indian peasant himself is the greatest

stumblmg block in the way of progress of such a scheme. He is ill-

educated and conservative, with no incentive to improve hib standard
of life. Having become inured to a very low economic condition for

a long time it is difficult for him to change his whole outlook on life,

his habits and methods of work What is possible m advanced
countries hke Denmark, where the whole business of agriculture is

organized on economic lines and where the farmer knows his own
business, is not therefore possible in India. Here it is not easy to
create m the farmer an enthusiasm for all kinds of new activities at
once He cannot be induced to join a number of organizations He
is happy when all his needs can be satisfied by the same agency, and
is used to the moneylender-trader who supplies all his wants His
whole psychology of life must be changed and if this is to be done

^ Beserve Bank of India, Agriciiltural Credit Department Bulletm No. I,
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should be taken up as a whole man and that
ail the aspects of his economic life should be dealt with by the same
agency

8. It has been suggested that the necessary conditions for the
successful development of multi-purpose co-operation are as
follows

:
(i) the organization of small and medium farmers in each

village or group of villages in multi-purpose societies with unlimi-
ted liability

;
(ii) the federation of multi-purpose village societies

functioning in a relatively small area~an ordinary taLuka would
be of a suitable size into a multi-purpose co-operative union
organized on the basis of limited liability

; and (m) ade(][uate
technical (and, in the early stages, financial) assistance by Govern-
ment to the multi-purpose co-operative union It is believed that,
given these conditions, the difficulties referred to at paragraph (»

above can be overcome.

9 The investigations ^ conducted by the Agricultural Credit
Department of the Reserve Bank of India suggest that a co-opera-
tive organization on the lines mentioned in the previous paragraph
should serve the purposes we have in mind. It is an interesting

fact that what is perhaps the oldest co-operative society in

India, the Shamlat Society of Panjawar in the Punjab,
originally registered under the Indian Registration Act on the

20th Pebruary 1892, was formed on a multi-purpose basis. Its

development and example led to the appearance of an organization

similar to the one we have described The Panjawar Co-operative

Union, Ltd
,
which was registered in 1923, operates in a part of

the Una Tehsil of the Hoshiarpur district m the Punjab, and has

the following objects, according to its by-laws;—
(i) Carrying on of banking and credit business

;
(ii) purchase

and sale on common account of agricultural implements and pro-

duce and domestic requirements; (iii) the supervision and audit

of registered co-operative societies
;
(iv) the provision of educational

assistance to members of such societies
;
(v) other measures designed

to improve the work and extend the usefulness of such societies.

We understand that these objects are not merely pious aspirations

embodied in by-laws but are actually realized in practice. The

Union is said to have successfully weathered the storm of the econo-

mic depression and is reported to be efficiently guiding and assis-

ting as many as 99 affiliated societies Another instance of a success-

ful multi-purpose co-operative union is the Kodinar Co-operative

Banking Union, Ltd ,
in the Kodinar taluka of Baroda State.

This is probably the first multi-purpose co-operative union formed

in India; it was registered in 1912 The objects of this union

are as follows; (i) To advance loans to affiliated co-operative

societies, to inspect and supervise their work, and to take steps to

accelerate their progress; (ii) to carry out works of common benefit

to societies, to give them advice, to help them in their work, and

^The results of these enquiries have been published m a number of

bulletins issued by the Bank
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to ensure tlieir increased welfare everywhere
;

(iii) to supply imple-

laents, seeds, and other agricultural requirements of the societies

;

(iv) with the previous permission of the Eegistrar of Co-operative

Societies to open stores for the societies; (v) to collect money in

any of the following ways for the work of the union and for making
loans to societies :

—(a) shares, (b) deposits from members, (c) depo-

sits or loans from the Government, members, other associations or

individuals, (d) gifts; (vi) to determine yearly, 'with the approval

of the Begistiar, the amount of credit to he allowed to each

society. Thus, this institution, though called a hanking union,

perfoims the functions of at least three different institutions : a

bank, an agricultuial supply and sale society and a supervising

institute. Enquiries made at the instance of the Reserve Bank
of India show^ that this institution and its affiliated Societies have
functioned efficiently over a long period. The combination of

activities, which is the distinctive feature of both the union and
the affiliated societies, has not occasioned any difficulty—^it has in

fact been the principal cause of their success.

10 Our conclusion is that co-operative farming ’’ must of

necessity involve multi-purpose co-operation; that the difficulties

referred to by the Royal Commission on Agriculture can be over-
come by a suitable type of co-operative organization adapted to the
requirements of the small and medium farmer

;
and that an essen-

tial feature of this type of organization is the federation of multi-
purpose village societies, organized on the basis of unlimited liabi-
Hiy, into multi-purpose co-operative unions constituted on the basis
of limited liability.

11 There is one matter to which we desire to draw particular
attention. Success in the organization of multi-purpose co-opera-
tive societies will depend largely on local leadership and official

guidance and supervision. For instance, the success of the Panja-
war Co-operative Union has been in large measure due to the fact
that the founder-Rresident and his successors were men of ability
who commanded the confidence of the people and took a keen
interest in all matters concerning the welfare of the cultivator.
Again, experience in the working of the Kodinar Banking Union
has shown how essential it is to employ a well-paid and efficient
manager.^ We are of the opinion that if success is to be achieved
the multi-purpose co-operative union must not _only have a direc-
torate consisting of non-officials who command the confidence of
the people, but must also be provided with an efficient staff. Above
all, the manager must be a person who is familiar with all aspects
of village life and has been trained in the methods of co-operation.
Preferably, he should be an agricultural graduate who ha^ receiv-
ed training in the Co-operative Department In the early stages
progress, particularly in areas where local leaders of high calibre
are not available, will depend largely on the manager’s initiative
and his influence with the people. The post should, iherefore,
c^rry.an adequate salary and possess future prospects. It should
not be impossible for arrangements to be made whereby a successfub
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manager will be eligible foi promotion to posts in the Co-operative

Department. We attach importance to this because it would be
idle to expect managers to continue to work with zeal and enthu-

siasm, if they cannot look forward to promotion as a reward for

efficient service Again, the union would probably not be able,

in the early years of its existence, to meet the cost of a well-paid

manager and we consider that a grant by Government towards
this expenditure would be fully justified.

We also attach importance to constant guidance and supervision

by official agency, that is, by officers of the Co-operative Depart-

ment This does not mean, of course, that the activities of the

union and its primary societies should be subject to strict ofGcial

control. Self-help is the foundation of the co-operative movement
and the directors of the union and members of the primary societies

must recognize that responsibility for the working of the institu-

tions rests primarily upon them. Every society must learn to keep

its own accounts and transact its own business But until the prin-

ciples of co-operation are more fully understood we consider it

essential that official guidance and control should be maintained.

12 Throughout this report we have described the num.erous

directions in which effort is needed in order to improve the economy

of the village and we have laid stress on the role which Govern-

ment must play in bringing about this improvement. We desire

ai this stage, however, to emphasize our conviction that the amount

of improvement which can be effected by direct contact between

an official organization and the individual villager is limited. It

is only when the people themselves are properly organized collec-

tively that they will be in a position to make full use of the advice,

assistance and the facilities which an official agency can place at

their disposal As the Royal Commission on Agriculture observed .*

It is quicker and easier in so many eases to do something for

others than to teach them to do it for themselves, and the narrow

limitations to the former method are apt to be overlooked. A con-

siderable amount of seed can, for instance, be distributed by the

official staff of the Agricultural Department and a million ^nore

acres may be covered with a new type of cotton or wheat; but this

result, although satisfactory in itself, is a comparatively small contri-

bution to the problem of covering every acre m India with good seed

of an improved type Where the problems of half a villages

are in question, it becomes at once evident that no official orgam:^-

tion can possibly hope to reach every individual m these villages To

do this the people must be organized to help themselves and their

local organizations must be grouped into larger
^

maebinerv has been built up to convey to every village whatever the

different expert departments have to send it. It is by sucffi a system

and by such a system alone that the whole groimd can be covered.

Only through the medium of co-operative associations can the teach-

W of tL expert be brought to multitudes who would never be

reached individually . If cultivators of India in the mass

arfo to the use of better seeds, to improved methods

"

iBeport of the Royai Oommission on Agriculture, page 468
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of cultivation, to the better caie of cattle, to the adoption of precau-

tions against animal or plant disease, it must be through the agency

of their own organizations Nothmg else will suffice. With the mass
of the cultivators enlisted in the campaign for their own improvement,
miracles can be achieved . Once local opinion can be moved
m favour of change, more is gained than by the conversion of an
isolated individual A whole village orgamzed to carry out the advice

of the expert is a fertile field for the propagandist, where novelty
has become fashionable, the path of the reformer is made easy What
is needed in India is a new public opinion which will break away
from the old custom and lead people to adopt those measures which
caieful research has proved to be most beneficial

13 We are, therefore, of opinion that the future development

of agriculture in the case of the small and medium farmer depends

in considerable measure on the ability of Government to bring

together cultivators in multi-purpose organizations of the type we
have described in paragraph 8 above, to establish effective contact

between those organizations and the agencies of Government and
to carry through a programme of planned development embracing
all aspects of the economy of the cultivator. This will be a

tiemendous task We recommend that a beginning be made by
cairying out a detailed survey of economic and social conditions

m selected areas in each province, and by preparing on the basis of

such a survey a compi'ehensive plan of the improvements required

to he carried out by the joint efforts of a co-operative farming
organization, such as we have described, and Government agency.

We believe that it is only by concentrating effort in this manner
in selected areas that a clear idea will be obtained of all the

problems tq be solved and decisions reached as to the measnres
to be taken for their solution.

0 —Organization of Large Landhotbers (OcctrpANCV-

Right-holders) and Farm-workers

14, The multi-purpose co-opeiative organizations described in

the preceding section, are suitable for the most numerous class of

cultivators, that is, for those who, whether they are occupancy

right-holders or non-occupany tenants, cultivate their lands wholly

or predominantly with their own labour and that of their families.

This class does not, however, comprise the whole of the rural popu-

lation There are two other important classes, the large land-

holders and the farm-workers Large landholders are

oceupancv ncrht-holders who cultivate their land wholly or pre-

dominantly by hired labourers or crop-sharers or let it out on cash

or fixed produce rents Farm-workers are those who depend for

theii livelihood wholly or mainly on wages in cash or in kind.

15. Large landholders are relativelv few in numbers, but the

importance of ensuring tliat they fulfil their functions adequately

is great, for, as we have pointed out, the amount of land held bv '

them is very considerable This fact is so important that it is

necessary to draw attention to certain figures which illustrate it:

In paragraph 16 of Chapter I of this part of our report, we gavf'

certain figures in regard to holdings in the province of Bombay*
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An analysis of those figures shows that, while the numbei of

holdings with an area of over 25 acres is only about 13 per cent

of the total number of holdings, the land included within these

holdings amounts to 50 per cent of the total area. The position

is s'imilar in the Pimjab In that province, the number of holdings

with an area of more than 25 acres is only 6 per cent of the total

number of holdings but the extent of land covered by them amounts
to as much as 53 per cent of the total area On the basis of the

statistics available it has not been possible to make similar esti-

mates for the other provinces. We have, however, little doubt
that in all the provinces large landholders are responsible for the

i‘.ultivation of a large proportion of the total area of cultivated land.

16. The main problem in the case of the numerous class of

cultivators for which a multi-purpose co-operative organization is

necessary, is the small size of the farm and the consequent lack

of resources. In regard to large landholders, however, the problem

is different. Their holdings are adequate in size. Again, as we
have said, high prices for agricultural produce during the last

three years have enabled many of them to repay their debts; and
if, as we recommend, agricultural prices are maintained at a reason-

able level during the post-war years, it should be possible for them
to maintain a higher standard of cultivation than before the war
It is essential that they should do so and it is from this point

of view that we stress 'the need for agricultural associations

As we have explained in paragraph 45 of Chapter I of this

part of our report, we believe that such associations would perform

a valuable function if they undertake a critical review of the

methods of cultivation practised by their members, and take steps

to encourage the general attainment of the standard of efficiency

reached by the best among them, so that a spirit of healthy com-

petition may be promoted, a sense of pride in making the best use

of the land generated, and the general standard of cultivation

progressively increased We would add that we include in this

conception of a higher standard of efficiency not only the applica-

tion of greater care and attention to cultivation but also the

provision of fuller employment, better wages and better living

conditions for farm-workers It is clear that the acceptance hv

Government of an obligation to maintain agricultural prices at a

reasonable level involves a corresponding obligation on the part of

agricultural employers to improve the standard of life of farm-

workers.

While we conceive the main obiective of agricultural associa-

tions to be an increase in the cultivating efficiency of their members,

they can also perform useful functions lii promoting the interests

of agiicultural industry as a whole. In this connection, we would

Iraw attention to the view expressed by the Central Banking

Enquiry Committee in the following terms*:—
We have referred to the unorganized state

of agricultural finance, production, and marketing We are stronglv

^Eeport of the Central Banking Enquiry Committee, page 228.
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of opinion that the producer should have a fomm m which agri-

cultural opinion on all these matters is focussed and crystallized into

well-thought-out piogrammes for the advancement of the industry

In many countries, for example, Germany, the agriculturists meet
in Chambers of Agriculture for discussion of questions of common
concern We are impressed with the need for the establishment of

such Chambers and the usefulness of their activity We consider
that such Chambers of Agriculture might, with considerable advan-
tage, be established on a provincial and regional basis

We are in sympathy with this recommendation. We believe,

however, that the establishment of Chambers of Agriculture for

the discussion of questions of common concern to agriculturists

will not be practicable, until agricultural associations of the nature

we have described have been formed in smaller areas, and have
proved their worth in improving the standard of cultivating

efficiency of their members.

17. The aim of agricultural development is not merely an

increase in production; it also includes the allotment of a larger

share of such production for the benefit of the weaker members of

society. The economic position of the weakest section of the agri-

cultural community, the agricultural labourers, must also be

improved. To this end we suggest that farm-workers as a class

should be organized. In making this proposal we do not contem-

plate that the only object and result of such associations would be

an increase in agricultural wages and an improvement in the

standard of living of farm-labourers A labourer enjoying a reason-

able wage is likely to be a more efficient worker than one who is

ill-paid, and it may be expected that an improvement in the living

conditions of farm-labourers would be accompanied by an increase

in their general efficiency, and that this, in its turn, would result

in increased production We would also hope that these associa-

tions would be able to effect improvements in habits and social

customs, in fact that they would operate as better living organiza-

tions. In many parts of the country the uplift of the farm-worker

means the uplift of the depressed classes and we may recall the

observation made by the Eoyal Commission on Agriculture

:

We are convinced that the best way to help the depressed

Blasses is to get them to help themselves; to instil in them a desire

for education and for the removal of their disabilities is to win far

more than half the battle of their emancipation

We, therefore, suggest that Provincial Governments ahould

study the methods by which the formation of farm-workers’ asso-

ciations may be promoted and guidance and assistance given to

them so as to ensure their development as agencies, on the one

hand, for the economic and social betterment of their members,

and on the other, as instruments of co-operation in the improve-

ment of agricultural production^

T>.“RxmAn Abhtnirteation and Co-or-dination

18. We have been concerued throughout this report primarilv

with the economic aspects of rural development
;
we have not

attempted to deal with the social and cultural aspects. To some

[824]
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extent emphasis on the economic aspects is inherent in the condi-

tions of life we have described—>first things must come first. The
necessities of life must take precedence over amenities; and among
these necessities food comes first. But economic development on
the one hand and social and cultural development on the other

cannot be separated into vsrater-tight compartments, nor can tfie

provision of social and cultural services be postponed until econo-

mic development is complete; further, progress in the economic
field is conditioned by progress in the social and cultural fields.

Ignorance and ill-health, no less than poverty and economic in-

security, are responsible tor a mental outlook, compounded of

apathy^ lethargy, resignation and lack of ambition, which must
inevitably present obstacles at every stage to any scheme of

planned development. Economic, social and cultural develop-

ment must thus go hand in hand Rural development is not merely

a question of a more efficient utilization of material resources;

it includes the development of the physical, mental and moral

resources of the rural population. We may draw particular

attention to the slow pace at which literacy is advancing. In

spite of the progress made during the last decade, over 85 per cent

of the total population is still illiterate. Again, there are on the

average only two primary schools for every five villages and the

average annual expenditme per head of population on education

amounts to the small sum of about 9 annas

19. In the last two sections we have described the major types

of organization which we consider to be necessary and suitable for

assisting in the solution of the economic and social problems of

three broadly different classes of agricultural society. The funda-

mental feature which we desire to stress in regard to these organi-

zations is that they should be voluntary in character. The scope

of their jurisdiction and authority should be limited to their

members, who should be free to accept the obligations and privi-

leges of membership with reference to their individual needs.

We trust, however, that we have made it clear that it is a neces-

sary condition of proguess that Grovernment should undertake a

large extension of public enterprivse in the economic, social and
cultural spheres directly through their own administrative and
technical organizations. It will also be necessary for Govern-

ments to guide, assist and, to such extent as may be necessary in

the public interest, control the various private organizations.

20. This leads us to the important question whether the ad-

ministrative machinery of the Central and Provincial Governments
is adequate for the tasks awaiting them in the immediate future.

Obviously this question demands the earnest and immediate

attention of all Governments concerned Towards the end of 1944,

the Government of Bengal appointed a Committee, the Bengal
Administration Enquiry Committee, to make recommendations for

the improvement of the administration of that province. The
Committee wae required to assess the work to be done by the

Government of Bengal both now and in the foreseeable future in

order to ensure the eflGlcient Government of the Province of Bengal
on modern and progressive lines, and to report to what extent the
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existing admiiiistrative niaclime is adequate lu striictuie, extent

and quality, and to lecommend methods ot improving li at all

levels to render it adequate for the efficient clischaige of that

work/’ The terms of leterence mentioned in particular the suit-

ability of the present territorial jurisdictions, the utilization of

local self-governing institutions, the employment of technical

personnel and the lecriiitinent lo and conditions ot employment in

the public services We suggest that a similar enquiry in other
provinces is worthy of consideration.

21. We do not propose to examine in detail the numerous
organizational problems involved, but we desire to draw special

attention to two, namely, first, the need for ensuring the highest
degree of c^-ordination of the vaiious administrative agencies
engaged in rural development, and, secondly, the need for the
active association of representatives of the rural population with
rural administration.

22 The principal proposals made by the Bengal Adminis-
tration Enquiry Committee for the purpose of securing co-ordi-

nation of policy and administration in the field of development
are as follows :—

(i) The establishment of a Development Committee of the

Cabmet of which the Chief Minister should be the Chairman and
Mimsters m charge of Development Departments members

(ii) The establishment of a Development Board consisting of

Secretaries to Government in the Development Departments, together

with the Secretary of the Finance Department The functions of

this Board would be, first, to prepare for the consideration of the

Cabmet Development Committee an integrated provincial develop-

ment plan by endorsing, modifying or adjusting the plans of the

different departments, secondly, to transform the functional plans of

each department into a territorial plan for each district and thirdly,

to keep constant watch over the execution of the provincial and
district plans

(ill) The co-ordination of all district development activities

under a single administrative head, the District Officer Under this

proposal, the District Officer would be responsible for ensuring that

the provincial development plan, so far as it applies to his district,

proceeds as a combined operation The officers of the different

Development Departments stationed in the district would be directly

responsible to the District Officer in every respect save that of the

technical aspect of their work

We commend these proposals, with which we are in full

sympathy, for the consideration of Provincial Governments

.

23, We would also draw attention; to one of the suggestions

'v^hich has been made in connexion with the organization of the

Development Board, namely, that a piovincial bureaux of statistics

should be attached to that Board. We have indicated, at several

places in this report, directions in which improvements are called

for in the collection and compilation of statistical information and

in paragraph 11 of Chapter IV of Part I, we drew attention to the

need for^the establishment at provincial headquarters of provincial

bureaux of statistics. It is obvious that the success of all schemes
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of piaEned development must be dependent on the availability of

detailed and accurate information relating to the prevailing

economic and social conditions and changes occuiring therein.

We, therefore, believe that a well oiganized bureau of statistics

attached to a Development Board is an indispensable instrument

of economic and social progress.

24 We now turn to the last and, in oui' opinion, one of the

most important of all organizational problems, namely, the active

association of representatives of the luial population with rural

administration. As long ago as 1909, the floyal Commission on

Decentralization pointed out that. “ The scant success of the

ehorts hitherto made to introduce a system of rural self-government

IS largely due to the fact that we have not built fiom the bottom

The foundation of any edifice which shall associate the people

with administration must be the village in which the people are

known to one another and have interests which conveige on well

recognized objects ’’ The Commission recommended that an

attempt should be made to constitute and develop village fanolia-

yats for the administration of local affairs and visualized the

system as capable of gradual enlargement to ‘'make the village

a starting point of public life.'' Little progress was made during

the next decade. Since then, however, some progiess has been

achieved as a result of legislation passed in the provinces, such

as the Bengal Village Self-Government Act, 1919, the Madras

Village Panchayats Act, 1920 (repealed and supplemented by the

Madras Local Boards Act, 1930), the Bombay Village Panchayats

Act, 1930 (repealed and supplemented by the Act of 1933), the

Central Provinces Village Panchayat Act, 1920, the United Pro-

vinces Village Panchayat Act, 1920, the Bihar and Orissa Village

Administration Act, the Assam Rural Self-Government Act, 192b,

the North-West Frontier Province Village Council Act, 1935,

and the Punjab Village Panchayat Act, 1935. We have not

before us complete figures showing the area and population cover-

ed by village self-governing institutions in all the provinces,

bnt the figures available to us indicate that, with the exception

of Bengal and Madras, there are large areas m which panchayats

have not yet been constituted.

The Bengal Administration Enquiry Committee^ examined the

Working of the panchayats, called Union Boards, in Bengal and

came to the unanimous conclusion that " neither successive

failures nor criticism should be permitted to deflect Government

from its objective, the setting up in the villages of self-governing

bodies. We need not recapitulate the necessity for such bodies,

or the benefits which may derive from them both locally and as

schools for political and administrative training; but we must

stiess the importance of ensuimg that the Union Board is pr<^'

perly and firmly established, for few things will eontiibute more

to ‘ rural reconstruction and development ’ than a well-run public

spirited Union Board.

We are in full agreement with these views. We consider the

establishment of panchayats as indispensable for the development
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or rural areas, and recommend that ProYinciai Grovernments

should make every endeavoui to establish these bodies wherever

they do not now exist and to ensure that they function effectively.

25. In order to improve the administi alive efficiency of Union
Boards, the Bengal Administration Enquiry Committee lecom-

mended that a full-time clerk should be appointed for each Union
Board. The Committee observed

—

Although we are satisfied that a union of ten thousand inhabi-

tants will have no difficulty in producing nine men of the right type,

we agree that honorary workers, most of whom must be busy m the

xnanagement of their private affairs, will need clerical assistance

of a type superior to that which the average Union Board now enjoys.

We, therefore, propose that each Union Board should be provided

with a clerk who will be paid by Government, who will be appomted
and dismissable by the Subdivisional Officer, and who will be a

resident within the Umon This clerk will not be part of any service;

he will not be transferable, he will be a servant of the Union Board,
and he will normally be a member of the majority community
within the Umon We beheve that a full-time, well-paid clerk of

this type will ensure a great improvement m Union Board manage-
ment, and will enable the Boards to discharge their functions with
greater efficiency

With reference to conditions prevailing in the ryotwari areas

it has been suggested that a modification of this proposal would
serve the purpose in view economically and efficiently. In such

areas there is usually a salaried village establishment which in-

cludes a village officer who collects the Government revenue and
IS held accountable for public money in his charge. There is also

an accountant who keeps records and accounts and is in posses-

sion of much valuable information which would be of use to the

panchajfat* It has been suggested that the constitution of the

fanckayats should provide for the appointment of such officers as

ex officio members; that they should be entrusted with the dunes
of treasurer and secretary respectively; and that the remuneration

paid to them by Government might, if necessary, be revised with

reference to the additional duties imposed upon them We have,

however, not had an opportunity to examine this suggestion in

detail. We commend the proposal made in respect of Bengal by
the Bengal Administration Enquiry Committee, as well as the

above suggestion for consideration by Provincial Governments.

The Bengal Committee also came to the conclusion that Uiiion

Boards had hitherto failed to realize the hopes entertained of them
largely because they lacked guidance and supervision, and Mith

a view to remedying this defect recommended an increase in the

number of Circle Officers in the province. We draw attention to

the need for reviewing the arrangements in force in other pro-

vinces in this matter.

26. We consider that panchayats should be encouraged to take

an active part in the framing of schemes of development relating

to" their areas and in the carrying out of such schemes. Indeed,
consider it essential that they should do so, for the successful
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execution of many scJiemes of ruial reconstruction and develop-

ment depends largely on the co-operation of the people; that co-

operation should be sought and obtained through the people’s

local representatives, that is, through the panchayats. To this

end we recommend that in every taluka, tahsil or othei com-
parable territorial unit of administration a Eural Development
Advisory Council should be established. We suggest that this

Council should be composed of first, the 'Presidents of the pan-
chayats of the area, and secondly, the senior officers of the Develop-
ment Departments woiking in the area. Where private organiza-

tions of the type described in the preceding section of this chapter

are functioning eifectively, it will be desirable to provide repre-

sentation for them also on such Advisory Councils. We would
contemplate that schemes of economic and social development
proposed to be undertaken in an area would be placed before the

Council and its advice obtained thereon. Periodical reports

reviewing the progress made m the execution of such schemes,

whether by Government agencies or by the panchayatSj might
also be considered by the Council. Again, meetings of the Coun-
cil would afford opportunities for discussing difficulties encounter-

ed in the execution of development schemes and deciding, in the

light of joint experience, the manner in which they should be

overcome. Finally, the Council meetings would enable officers

of the Development Departments to enlist public support for their

activities and would provide a forum in which the panchayats and
Government officials could discuss local problems As we have

said, we consider it essential that the co-operation and assistance

of the local people should be obtained for schemes of rural re-

construction and development and we believe that Advisory Coun-

cils of the natuie we have proposed, meeting at regular intervals,

would be a valuable method of eliciting that co-operation and

assistance.

SuMAiARY OP Conclusions and Eecommendations

27. The conclusions and recommendations of this chapter

may be summarized as follows:—
Multi-pnrpose co-operation

(i) The future development of agriculture in the case of

small and medium farmers depends in consideiable measure on

the organization of these classes into multi-purpose village co-

operative societies with unlimited liability, and the federation of

such societies into multi-purpose co-operative unions with limited

liability.

(ii) Each multi-purpose co-operative union should have an

efficient manager. This is considered important for progress in

the early stages will depend largely on the manager's initiative

and his influence with the people.

(lii) The manager should, preferably, be an agricultural

graduate trained in the Co-operative Department The post

should carry an adequate salary and incumbents should be eligible

for promotion to posts in the Co-operative Department.
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(iv) A union in the early years ot its existence will probably

not be able to meet the cost of a well-paid managei. A giant by

(ioTernment towards this expenditure is consideied fully 3ustifie(i.

(v) Importance is attached to constant guidance and super-

yision by officers of the Oo-operative Department

(vi) The organization of multi-purpose co-operative societies

and unions on a large scale is a tremendous task It is recom-

mended that a beginning should be made by carrying out a survey

of economic and social conditions in selected aieas in each pro-

vince and by preparing on the basis of such a survey a plan of the

improvements to be carried out by the joint efforts of a multi-

purpose co-operative organization and Government agency.

(vii) Large landholders (occupancy-iight-holders) should be

encouraged to organize themselves into agricultural associations

with the object of inci easing the standard of cultivation of their

members, and promoting the interests of agricultural industry as

a whole.

(viii) Farm workeis should also be encouraged to organize

themselves. A labourer enjoying a reasonable wage is likely to

be a more efficient worker than one who is ill-paid, and it may be
expected that an improvement in the living conditions of farm
laboui’ers would be accompanied by an Increase in their efficiency

and that this, in its turn, would result in increased production.

Rural administration and co-ordination

(ix) The following pioposals for the purpose of securing

co-ordination of policy and administration in the field of develop-

ment are commended for the consideration ol Provincial Govern-
ments :

—
(a) The establishment of a Development Committee of

the Cabinet.

(b) The establishment of a Development Board consisting

of Secretaries to Government in the Development Departments,
together with the Secretary of the Finance Department.

(o) The co-ordination of all district development activities

under a single administrative head, the District Officei

(x) The creation of provincial bureaus of statstics m
recommended,

(xi) The establishment of panchayats is considered indis-

pensable for the development of rural areas, and it is recom-
mended that they be established wherever they do not now exist.

(xii) Ranchayats should be encouxaged to take an active

p^t in the framing of schemes of development relating to their

areas and in carrying out such schemes. To this end, it is re-

commended that there should be established in every taluka or

other comparable unit of administration, a Eural Development
Advisory Council, consisting of the Presidents of the panchayats

the senior officers of the Development Departments working
in the area.
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The need eob a new spibit.

We liave discussed in this report the measures which are

necessary to remove the threat of famine and secure an adequate

diet for the people. The food problem with which we have been
primarily concerned, merges into the broad problems of agricul-

tural and economic development, and these in turn are linked up
with fundamental social questions. In our report we have insist-

ed that India does not lack the mateiial resources necessary for

advancement and prosperity, but these can be developed only by

the efforts of human beings—^by the governments and people of

India—and success depends on the spirit which sustains the

country in the tremendous task with which it is faced. In the

past apathy and defeatism have been ajl too prevalent. Doubts

have been expressed whether the basic economic and social prob-

lems are soluble at all. Poverty and hunger have been too often

accepted as part of the nature of; things and much of the country-

side may almost be described as a rural slum where the hopeless-

ness engendered by slum conditions prevails. Such an attitude

of mind, on the part of either rulers or ruled, is incompatible with

progress. Without vision and faith in the future little can be

achieved.

y. At present all governments are preparing plans of recon-

struction and development in the post-war period. A new spirit

and a new determination are abroad. But it is one thing to draw

up plans, another to carry them out. A great responsibility rests

on governments, administrators and government servants of all

grades, in organizing and stimulating the work of nation

building. The duties of modern governments extend far beyond

the maintenance of law and order; they include within their

compass social and economic development in all its aspects. To

build a new India dynamic rather than static qualities on the part

of administrations are required. Governments permeated by the

ideas expressed in the aphorism^ safety first and “ afrls moi

le deluae are inevitably stagnant and can achieve little or

nothing. There is need, too, for a change of tempo; to use a

familiar phrase, the future pace of progress must be that or the

motor car rather than that of the bullock cart. If administrations

approach their duties in this spirit, we feel that the people as a

whole will respond and co-operate in the work of development.

3. We have emphasized throughout our report the extent of

the effort needed to attain the end in view. The achi^ements of

Russia are often quoted as an example to India. Twenty-hvo

years ago Russia was a backward and illiterate nation; to-day sLe

is among the most powerful and technically efficient nations of

the world. The problems, tradition and philosophy of India

differ in many respects from those of Russia, but her situation is

such that a transformation of equal magnitude to that which has

occurred in Russia is called for. The tradition and philosophy
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oi India are based on tbe freedom of tbe individual and on bis

responsibility to work for tbe common weal. It is our earnest

bope that, m ber future development as an independent nation,

India will find in ber own tradition tbe vision and faitb, which
will enable ber to create a new life for ber people.

J. A. "WooDHEAD {Chairman).

S. V. Eamamtjett

Ma3!TILAL B. IfANAVATI ^

M. A.FZAL Httsain *

W. il. Axkeotd

E. A. GoPALASWAMl,

Secretary.

M. M. JtnfAiD,

/oint-Secretary.

OOONOOE,

Dated the 1st August 1945.
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Science oe Teadition

I accept tlie toliowing conclusion arrived at m the Beportr

At present the most widely consumed cereal, nee, is in short

supply and the production of all protective foods—^pulses, milk,

meat, hsh, fruits and vegetables—^is q.uite insufficient.^^ (Paia-

graph I, Chapter III, Part II*) Tiie deficits are placed at:

cereals 10 per cent, pulses 20 per cent, fats and oils 250 per cent,

fiuits 50 per cent, vegetables 100 per cent, milk 300 per cent,

and fish and eggs 300 per cent.^ There can be no difterence of

opinion that the diet of the greater part of the population is

unbalanced and does not provide in sufficient quantities tbe

nutrients which are necessary for health ’’ {%bid). It is evident

that the production of one kind of food cannot be considered

apart from that of other foods. For example, to increase the

supply of milk, it is necessary to devote more land to fodder

crops and pasture, and this may conflict with projects for the

greater production of cereals and pulses. (Paragraph 10, ihii,)

I am in agreement with the view that
^
‘while we have stressed

the importance of increasing cereal production, it is clear that

this will not improve the diet of the people in respect of quality.”

(Paragraph 9, ihid.) When considering the food supply of a

population deficit in most respects it is necessary that science

should have a greater place in schemes of things than tradition.

Cereals, and in most parts of the country nee, may have been

the basic diet of the people for centuries, but there is no reason

why this tradition should continue at the expense of the health

and efficiency of the population. Science and not tradition should

determine the nutritional requirements of India. I differ from

my colleagues on the emphasis they have laid on cereals—parti-

cularly rice. Other countries have been introducing tubers in

increasing quantities in their daily food. I have suggested a

cropping scheme which would supply increased quantities of

proteins, particularly of animal origin, carbohydrates and fats

from the same area of land, and which may, if followed, contri-

bute materially to meet the existing deficits and pave the way

for better nutrition. The slogan should be :
“ Grow more tubers,

produce more milk.”

Inceeas® in PoPtrEAHoE

2. It is estimated that the present population of India is 400

millions, and that the annual rate of increase is 5 millions, and

is likely^ to continue, perhaps at an accelerated speed. Therefoio.

in about 20 to 25 years the total population of India will exceed

500 millions (Part II, Chapter I—Population.)

iM©m<MrandTmiontHer)evelopment and Animal Husbandry in

India, page 2.
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Decrease in Area sown per capita

3. Dunrig tke tliiity years ending 1941, 7 million acres were

added to tlie area under cultivation, but this extension did iiot

keep pace with increase in population. In 1911 the area sown

per capita in British India was 0 9 acre and by 1941 it had

declined to 0 72 acre, i e., by 20 per cent. Further the decline

has been increasingly rapid, being 0-02 acre per capita between

1911 to 1921, 0-06 acre per capita during the next ten years

ending 1931, and 9*1 acre per capita during the decade ending

1941. (Part II, Chapter I, paragraph 5.)

Deceine in available Food per capita

4. If there has been a decline of 20 per cent in area sown per

capita, then the question arises. Has there been decline in food

available per capita? In paragraph 17 (Part II, Chapter I) the

position is stated thus

—

“ There is, however, no fully satisfactory evidence available

that standards of nutrition have fallen during recent decades.

Increasing under-nutrition would tend to raise the death-rate but

the death-rate has fallen. It may of course be argued that any
effects on the death-rate of increasing under-nutrition have been
offset by public* health measures against epidemics, the develop-

ment of maternity and child welfare services, the improvement
in the treatment of hospital patients, etc. The possibility may
also be mentioned that average height and weight have fallen

as a result of deterioration in diet—i.e., that there has been a

process of physical adaptation to a decreasing per capita food

supply. .Whether there has been deterioration or improvement,
the important fact is that existing standards of nutrition are

thoroughly unsatisfactory. The population is indeed being fed,

but fed at a low level. Under-nutrition and malnutrition are

widespread.^’

5. As the question is of great importance, an attempt may be
made to clarify the position further. The quantity of food

available for consumption in a country depends upon three

factors

—

(i) production within the country,
(ii) decrease through exports, and
(iii) increase through imports.

I shall first deal with exports and imports.

6. The annual average export of grain, pulses and flour for
1908-10 to 1913-14 was 4*4 million tons (pulses constituted 0*2

million tons), the average for 1919-20 to 1923-24 was 2 million
tons, ^ and by 1938-39 the exports had dropped to 0*8 million

^Review of the Trade of India, 1938-B9, page 232, and 1941-42,
page 2^.

—It is.not clear froih the statistics whether the exports include
exports of rice from JBunha. ]l^xparts of wheat were 1*3 xniUmn tons
hefore the last war and of rice 2’4’milhon tons. If exports from Burma
were included, then the quwtity, of foodgrains available now, as com-
"pareu to iihat in 1911, wilFbe less than million tons.'
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tons. 1 Imports during 1909-10 to 1913-14 were 15,000 tons
and liad increased to 1 *9 million tons by 1938-39. Thus before
tbe present war there was available for consumption in tiie

country a quantity of foodgrains approximately 5 *5 million
tons more than that available in 1911. This is approximately
8 per cent of 67 5 million tons, the average annual production
of cereals and pulses in India

7. The next question is that of production in the country.
,We state . . , statistics from various provinces indeed
suggest that average cereal yields have been decreasing/’ (Part
II, Chapter I, paragraph 20.) There is, however, considerable
diiterence of opinion regarding the accuracy of these statistics.

I'or instance, Sir John Russell says: Unless we assume (as

some assert) that the villager has less food than formerly, we can
only suppose that the yields have increased and reports from the
siaff of the Agricultural Departments confirm this view.^

Of the factors of increased crop production the three most
important are extension of cultivation, irrigation and manure.
Since 1911, area under cultivation has increased by 7 million

acres, and area under irrigation has increased by 14 million

acres. (See statement below.) If it be assumed that the irrigated

area gives double the yield of the unirrigated area, then for

purposes of computation every acre under irrigation may be

considered as equivalent to two acres unirrigated. On this

basis (see statement below) increased area under cultivation may
be placed at 21 million acres, and area sown fer capita at 1 *079

acres in 1911 and 0*916 acre in 1941. Accordingly, an increased

production per acre, to the extent of 18 per cent, would be neces-

sary in 1941 to equal the same standard of foodgrain -per capita es

bad existed in 1911.

Area sown per capita British India.

• ^ Area in terms of

1 Average net area sown* 1 unirrlgate^ area.

1
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i crease in yield
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o . maintain 19H
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standard.

fk w s
1911 231‘6 42 166 208 0*90 250 1*079

1921 233*6 46 159 205 0*88 261 1*074 0*6

1931 256*8 49 162 211 0*82 260 1*012 7‘0

1941 295 8 56 159 215 0*72 271 0*916 18*0

Represents average for 5 years with the oensua year as central one (Tart II, Chapter I,

paragraph 5),

t On the assumption that an irrigated area is donhle the pmxrigated area ofthe same size in

terms of yield.

Source : Census Reports, and Agricultural Statistics of India.

^ Memorandum on Foodgrain Shortage in India,*' page 1

®Memorandum on the Development of Agriculture and Animal Hus-
bandry in India by the Imperial Council of Agricultural Research.

*Report on the work of the Imperial Council of Agricultural Research,

1937, page 16.
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The other impoitant factor m increased production is manure.
Farmyard manure, the only manure which ha^ been mainly avail-

able to the cultivator, has been inadequate to maintain soil at a

degree of feitiliiy which will give any increased yield of food-

grains, particularly when cash crops got a good share of this

inadequate supply. The use of improved seed has been too small,

taking cereals as a whole, to produce any appreciable effect. The
conclusion, theiefoie, i^ justifiable that yield per acre of food-

grains has undoubtedly not increased to any appreciable extent

through manuring or use of improved varieties^,

8. Even if reduced exports and increased imports have contri-

buted towards reduction of this deficit by 8 per cent, then, as

compared to 1911, there is at least 10 per cent shortage of food-

grains 'per capzta. The shortage of the body building food, i.e.,

proteins, must have been more than- what is estimated above.

Therefore, there is justification for the view generally held that

food available per capita has declined during recent years.

Evidently, therefore, the process of the human body adjust-

ing itself to decreased food supply, particularly, protein, has been
at work. We have mentioned (Chapter XII, Part III, paragraph

22) that it ha^ been demonstrated repeatedly that the intake of

small quantities of milk, or even skimmed milk, increases the

weight and stature of school children We have also stated that

this food is not available to most children. Consequently decreas-

ed weight and stature are the inevitable result.

Shobtage of Pood fob Man and Cattle

9. The s'hortage of food has affected both man and cattle. Dr.

Burns (Technological Possibilities of Agricultural Development

in India) discusses the condition of cattle in different parts of

India, and Dr Radha Kamal Mukerjee' (Population and Food
Supply, All-India Nutrition Board Pamphlet No. 1) deals with

the human physique Dr. Burns divides India into three regions

and correlates the condition of cattle with rainfall and feed and

fodder ^pply. Dr. Mukerrjee also divides India into three regions

and correlates human physique with intake of food. In general

the cattle condition and human physique run parallel. In the

chart below an attempt has been made to correlate these, (i) In

the zone of 70 inches rainfall cattle food is very deficient, the live

weight of cattle is only 500 lb. and milk production is low. The

1 The Eoyal Commission, on Agriculture came to tlie same conclusion

(page 13 of Eeport of EoyaUCommission)

That production has increased is heyond dispute ; some part of

this increase is due to the enhancement of yield resulting from the
expansion of irrigation, hut a far larger part is due to the spread of

cultivation. O^y a small 'proportion of it can be attributed to the
introdu^ion of hi^er yielding varieties of crops and it is doubtful if

an:f vsbppre^iabfe increase in yield can be attributed to the adoption of

better methods of cultivation or the increased use of manures.’^
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corresponding region for man skows the lowest bodily condition
and intake of calories and the average body weight of human group
is between 100 to 120 lb. (li) In the intermediate region of 30
to 70 inches rainfall, cattle food is deficient, the live weight of

cattle is 600 lb. and milk production per head of human popu-
lation per day is 6 18 oz. In the corresponding region the bodily
condition of man is low, the intake of calories is 2,500 to 3,0UU

and the average body weight of human group is 120 to 150 lb.

(lii) In the region of 30 inches rainfall the cattle food position is

satisfactory, the average live weight of cattle is 700 lb., and milk
production per head of human population is 12*22 oz., and the

average body weight of human group is from 150 to 170 Ib.^ and
intake of calories 3,000 to 3,500. The correlation between cattle

condition and human physique is fairly well established, and a

more detailed study will make it closer. Both in the ca^e of

cattle and man adjustment to deficit diets by decline in size is

evident.

CATTLE. .MAN.

(Dr. Burns ; Teelinologioal Possibilities of

Agricultural Development in India).

(Dr, Radha Kamal Mukerjee:

Population and Food supply).

"Average T Bengal

live wt. j 500 lb. Assam
Madras

" Bengal
Assam
Madras (A)
(Malabar
S. Kanara)

, Bombay (A)
(City

, Suburban
\ N. Kanara
j
Kolaba,

}
Tbana

I^Batnagiri.

Estimated *1

daily re- [ R *• 11 lb. dry Bihar

quireraents
[
0 : 0 5 lb. Orissa

per bead. J
Eastern XJ.P.

J Quantity
available

per head
per day.

1 R : 7*37 lb. dry

rC : 0*14 lb.

J

Milk pro- 1
duction per I

head of hu- r 3*01 oz.

man popula-

1

^tion per day. J

J

Average body
wt. 100-X20 1b.

Calories intake
2000-2500,

fAverage
Western TJ.P.

Uve wt. 600 lb. Bambay

"Bihar
Orissa
U.P.
Bombay (B)

Ahmedabad^
Baroch and
Fanchmahals

J Kaira
Surat)
O.P
Madras
(portion
not molu-
ded in A
^and B)

Estimated
daily re-

quirements
per head.

R; nib. dry O.P.

0:0 75 lb.

Quantity
available

per head
per day. }

R : 9*62 lb. dry

C : 0*19 Ib.

Milk pro-

duction per
head of hu-
man popida-
tjon per day.

ye*i8oz.

f Average body

j wt. 120-160 lb,

7 Calories intake

(2600-3000.

R=sBoughages C=sConcentrates
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CATTLE aiAN.

(Dr Bums : Technological Possibilities of

Agricultural Development in India)

(Dr. Badha Kamal Mukerjee;

Population and Food Supply).

fAver^e 1yoo lb.
live vpt. J

S

0 *

cc

1
e

Punjab
N.W F.P.
Sind
Madras (B)
(Anantapur
Beliary
Cuddapah
Kumool)

Estimated
daily le-

quirements
per head

Quantity

^ available
per head
per day.

Milk pro-
duction
per head of
human po-
pulation
^per day.

1 N.W.F P,
f R : 15 lb. dry
rC : 1-0 lb.

] K: 15*17 lb. dry

f
C. 0*39 lb.

V 12*22 oz.

r Average body

J
wt. 150-170 lb.

^ Calories intake
[3000-3500

Possibilities op Inceeaseb Food Production

10, Tlie proWem is: How- to remedy tte position? WMle
fully accepting tiie possibilities of increased crop prodnctiop.

tbrougli scientific agriculture^ it is necessary tkat a ^ound food

policy should be based on definitely 'attainable possibilities in

relation to the time factor. The materialisation of technological

potentialities ddes not depend so much on scientific discoveries oM

on the extent to, and the speed with^ which such discoveries are

put into action. A series of factors determine the degree to -which

technical progress can be translated into practical results.

Co-ordinated development of land and water resources, supply of

cheap fuel to conserve farmyard manure, availability of cheap

manuies and fertilizers, mechanization of farm operations,

eradication of weeds, control of pests and diseases, extermination

of wild animals, effective anti-malarial measures^ development of

co-operation, stabilization of prices, improvement of the financial

position of the cultivator, consolidation of holdings, changes in

land tenures, marketing facilities, etc., all influence progress

of farming. To ignore the interplay of these numerous factors

will be unrealistic. With food supply of a rapidly increasing

population, starting with a deficit, no risks can be taken, because

complacency bred of over-optimism may lead to serious conse-

quences, A very wide margin of safety is necessary. ^ That such

an attitude i^ not unreasonable may be tested on the touchstone of

the achievements of the GSrow More Food campaign.

Achievements of the Grow More Food Campaign

11. In the Grow More Food campaign (Fart I, Chapter II)

efforts were directed to increase^ . the^ production of foodgrains,

Mainly cereals^ by all possible means—^propaganda, extension .of

C~ Concentrates
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cultivation, double cropping, diversion of land from non-food
crops to cereal crops, increased irrigation, conservation and deve-
lopment of manurial resources, Subsidized manure supplies and
distribution of improved seed, legislation, concessions, compensa-
tions, rewards and financial assistance to tbe cultivator. To
ensure success the Central Government gave to the Provincial and
State Governments for the years 1943-44 and 1944-45, a sum of

Rs. 293-5 lakhs as loans and Rs 269*9 lakhs as grants in aid of

the Grow More Food campaign. It is estimated that the Pro-
vincial and State Governments spent a sum equal to the amount
of the grant from the Central Government, from their own
resources. In addition to the above efforts, the unprecedented high
prices for cereals provided a strong stimulus to the cultivator to

put his best efforts to produce more. The achievement of the

powerful combination of all these forces was

—

The total production of the main cereals, wheat, jowar,

bajra, barley, maize and rice in India, excluding rice in Bengal,

was

—

(In inilliong of tons).^
Average for the

6 years ending
1941-42.

41 0

Average for the
year^ 1942-4^
and 1943-44.

44*0

(Part I, Chapter V, paragraph 3).

Further we state: It may at first sight appear that in view of

the increase in production of 3 million tons, the difference between

the average total production of the years 1942-43 and 1943-44 and
that of the six years ending 1941-42, India does not now require

imports. Closer examination shows, however, that this conclu-

sion is not well-founded.’^ (ibid) Because; Having regard to

the increase in consumption due to the growth of population, the

increase in the per capita consumption of large classes of the

civilian population. . . and the burden of the requirements of

the defence services, we doubt whether there was any substantial

improvement in the overall position during the years 1942-43 and

1943'-44 as compared with previous years. 'We are of opinion

that the present relation of internal supply to requirements is not

such as to warrant the conclusion that imports linnecessary/’

(ibid,, paragraph T.)

12 It must be remembered that side by side with increased

production, food administration in India has developed greatly.

Large proportion of the urban population, and in some areas the

rural population, is rationed. In spite of this, in 1944 imports

of foodgrains, ehiefly wheat^ amounted to over 700,000' ton^ and

the Government of India found it necessary to distribute practi-

cally the whole of this amount to the deficit areas.” (ibid,, para-

graph 8). In view oi these considerations our recommendation is

:

. . that India’s need for angular supply of imported wheat
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to cover tiie current deficit of wlieat under tlie Basic Plan and to

build up a central reserve of 500^,000 tons, should be recognized by
His Majesty’s Government/’ (Paragraph 12.) One may, there-

fore, conclude that India was not self-sufficient in foodgrains
before the war, and although the production has increased and food

resources are being conserved, yet India is still not self-sufficient

in cereals. The achievements of the ‘ Grow More Food ’ campaign
clearly demonstrate that intendty of food production in India has
reached a stage when^ without large-scale extension of cultivation

and irrigation, and increased manure supply, enhanced produc-

tion of food proportionate to demand cannot be made. In the
development of all these resources the time factor is important.

India’s Ill-balanced Diet

13. There is another impoi^tant consideration. Deficient in
the production of total quantity, India suffers to a greater degree

in respect of the quality of diet. The question of dietary stand-

ards has been fully discussed in the Report (Chapter II, Part II,

The Problem of Nutrition) and it is stated (paragraph 1) : A
human being needs not only enough food (calories)

;
he ne^s also,

if his diet is to be adequate for health, enough proteins, vitamins

and mineral elements.” Diets which do not conform with the

principles of satisfactory nutrition lead to impaired physical dev-

elopment, ill-health and untimely death.” (IJnited Nations Con-
ference on Food and Agriculture.) The Nutrition Advisory Com-
mittee have found in surveys of typical urban and rural groups

that the calorie intake of some 30 per cent of families is below
requirements and that even when the diet is quantitatively adequate

it is almost invariably ill-balanced, containing a preponderance of

cereals and insufficient ^ protective ’ foods of higher nutritive

value. Intake of milk, pulses, meat, fish, vegetables and fruit is

generally insufficient ” And they add : In terms of food factors

the most important deficiencies are those of protein of high biolo-

gical value, fat, vitamin A and carotene, vitamins of the B group
and calcium.” [ibid., paragraph 4 )

There is low intake of

vitamin 0 and D The Committee further add : Malnutrition

promotes a state of ill-health and lower physical efficiency short of

actual disease; which are perhaps more important because more-

widespread, than disease itself.” (ibid,, paragraph 5 ) Children

in a poor state of nutrition suffer from impairment ol physical and
mental growth, adults from a low level of general health ft?id

reduced capacity for work. The advice given by this Committee is

:

The positive aspects of the campaign for improved nutrition

must be strongly emphasized. Freedom from disease is one tEng,
abundant healih is another The goal to be aimed at is the

creation of a healthy aod vigorous population ” (ibid ) We have
accepted the position that the improvement of the diet of the
plsople cannot be achieved without a great increase in the produc-

tion^ of ‘ protective * foods and a ^multaneous increase in purchas-
ing power,*^ {ibid.j paragraph 8.)

imij
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All those who have studied this question during recent years
have arrived at similar conclusions. The Royal Commission on
Agriculture referred to Ool. McCay's conclusions “ that with a low
protein consumption, deficient stamina, moral and physical, must
be expected and that the general lack of physique and vigour

in Bengal was most probably due to deficiency of protein in the

diet, whilst the inclusion of wheat in gradually increasing propor-

tions, as one passes north from Bihar and Orissa and the United
Provinces to the Punjab, has led to the marked physical change
in the population. Sir John Russell says about the Indian
diet: The well-balanced diet does not require more but less

cereals than at present, but it includes more of everything else,

especially of vegetables, fruit and milk, and one great need for

the food supply is to increase the production of these three. It is

essential, therefore, to increase the yield of the staple 'crops so

as to liberate land for the cultivation of these supplementary

foods.’ Dr. Wright quotes from the “ Economist ”, dated 26t*h

December 1936 : Clearly the most important task confronting

the social reformer who seeks to make India’s food supply satisfy

decent standards of nutrition is to increase milk production in

India ... A doubling of India’s milk supply will not only

increase the quantity of first-class protein available per head, but

will also increase the element of animal fat in the Indian diet,

which at present is largely supplied by vegetable oil.” India's

ill-balanced diet leading to malnutrition is a more serious national

problem than mere deficiency in quantity of the food available.

A sound food policy must find a solution of both types of deficien-

cies, with proper emphasis on protective ” foods.

Cereal Mentality

14. How will the policy enunciated in Part II, Chapter III,

Food Policy, meet the situation? Cereals are the basic food of^

the people of India and the food situation which has arisen during

thv' war has emphasized their importance.’^ The rice-producing

areas in Bengal, Madras and various other provinces are unfitted

to produce any other cereal besides rice. In general, therefore,

rice-eating provinces must remain rice-eating provinces.” (Para-

grapb 3). Tbe conclusion arrived at, therefore, is: We consider

that self-sufficiency in cereals, at a satisfactory level of intake,

should be one of tbe cardinal aims of food and agricultural policy
”

paragraph 7 )
Tbe specific recommendation consequently

is ” self-sufficiency in cereals ” supported by control of the prioe

of cereals to ensure a reasonable return to the cultivator ” {ihid*.

paragraph 21).

15. Regarding milk which is admitted as the best of all

supplements to cereal diets ”, tbe conclusion arrived at is: Look-

ing at tbe problem realistically, we cannot visualize any immediate

^ Report, Royal Oommission on Agnculture, page 493

^ Report on the work of the Imperial Council of AgrioultuTal Research,

page 21.

[ 341 ]
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possibility of increasing* the production of milk to such an extent

that it can become a regular article of diet consumed in adequate

quantities by the poorer classes in the greater part of India : very

reluctantly we conclude that the ideal set by nutrition experts—
half a pound of milk or moie daily for every child in the country

—

IS not a practicable objective attainable within the next few
decades. (ibid,, paragraph 15 )

With these conclusions I am not in agreement. The point
which I wish to make is: that over emphasis on cereals is mis-
placed, it gives an exaggerated and unnecessary importance to

this source of food, and such a policy will be a serious obstacle in

the path of a satisfactory solution of the food problem of India,
in a manner as will improve health, raise physical efficiency, increase

capacity for work and lead to better mental growth. It is abundant
health, not mere satisfaction of hunger, that should be the aim
of a food policy. India is suffering, and in fact has been suffering
for some -decades, from a very acute famine of protective foods,
which has brought about physical decline and inefficiency, both
in men and cattle, and if not attended to immediately may have
serious consequences in an emergency.

Eegarding the production of protective foods of animal
origin such as milk, the problem is undoubtedly most intricate.

In fact, in the densely populated areas, proper adjustment of food
and fodder balance, on which depends the production of milk, is

most difficult. Under a farm economy dominated by cereal men-
tality, this adjustment becomes impossible. Lamartine Tates and
Warriner criticize the cereal mentality in the following; , . .

Tt can and must be emphasized that grain production by itself will

never give a high money outturn per acre and is, therefore, utterly
iiiiappropriate as a suitable farming for the crowded regions.^' Thev
add: By shifting the emphasis for his production fi’om grain to

livestock products, the peasant sets his feet on the beginning of a
road which can ultimately lead to prosperity in a way that cereals
never can.” i And prosperity means better diet.

A witness, who appeared before the Commission, provided the
following solution of the Indian food problem: “ As a basic
remedy I would suggest compulsory elementary education and
supply of milk. That will encourage to bring more cattle, more
catile^manure, more crops.’' Sir John Bussell recommended a
similar remedy : A wider introduction of fodder crops into Indian
agriculture would probably effect great improvement in yields and
in total output More food for the animals would mean more
manure and enhanced fertility of the soil. This was the prime
factoj in the improvement of British agriculture and the additional
yields of grain more than compensated for the area taken from
grain and.used for this purpose." ^ We have dealt with '' mixed
farming " in Part III, Chapter VII.

.
bamartme Ta-^s and D. Warnner, '‘Food and Farming in Post

* Report <» ihB work of tio imperial OounoU of Agricultural Beseeuroh» page 46.
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Proposals to produce a Balanced Diet

16. A sound maxim for food policy would be : lake tlie foods

wJiicli give a protein ration at minimal cost; make np tlie calories

by tile food wJnck produces calories most cheaply and then add
any cheap food which will make up any vitamin and inorganic

deficit.^' ^ Put slightly differently, the maxim for a national food

policy for India would be: Take the foods which give the

highest protein ration per acre; make up" the calories by Ihe lood
which produces highest calories per acre,' etc.’’ The object

would be to obtain a well balanced diet, containing sufficient

proteins of high biological value, carbohydrates, fats, minerals,

vitamins, etc., from the minimum area per capita. If tubers can
supply larger quantities of carbohydrates per unit area, then it

will be wrong to insist on a ‘ full pound ’ of cereals as the basic

ration. In Chapter IX, Part III, we have dwelt on the hig’h yield

per acre of potatoes, sweet potatoes, tapioca and bananas. We
have also shown that in over-populated countries of Europe tubers

(potatoes) take an equal share with cereals (and in some cases -a

larger share) in the diet of the people. ^ We have shown that in

(Germany the area under potatoes is 25 per cent of that under

cereal grains, in the United Kingdom it is 17 8 and in Prance- 14

per cent. We have shown how tapioca came to the rescue of

Travancore in 1943. One or more of these high yielding crops

can be grown in every densely populated region in India.

17. A tentative scheme for a more rational utilization of land

is given below. The present proportion of various crops is given

in column 1 and proposed proportion in column 2. Area under

tubers has not been shown separately in the first column, uecause

it IS not known and is included under other food crops,” In the

proposed scheme area under cereals has been reduced by 19 per

cent, under tubers increased from an insignificant area to 5 per

cent, under pulses increased by 2
-.5 per cent (20 per cent of the

present area), under oilseeds by 7*2 per cent (i.e., doubled) and

under fodder crops by 4*3 per cent (i.e., doubled).

Percentage acreage of different ciops (British India)

Present pro- Proposed pro- Increase (-f

)

portion of portion of or
' crops. crops. Decrease (—*)

Cewials 64 45 —19

Tubers 6 + 5

Pulses (includmg gram) 11 -h 9*5

Sugarcane . * 15 1*5 -

Other food crops (vegetables

nrnits) 2*9

^Hutchison, and Principles of Dietetics” (1941)

® In the southern states of the United States of America- sweet potato^

tak^e the place of potaj^es.

[§#]
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Present pro-
portion of

crops

Proposed pro-
portion of

coops.

Increase (-f)
or

Decrease {—
i)

Edible oilseeds {oilcake

castoi aad coconut) 72 14*4 -f 7*2

Castor 0 1 01 *-•

Coconut , . . , ,

,

0*3 03
Fodder crops ,

.

43 8*6 + 4*3

Cotton 6-0 6*0

Othei fibres 14 1*4

Miscellaneous crops 1*3 1*3

100 100

ly. In statement A data regarding the existing acreage iiBder

ditterent crops with yield of proteins, carbohydrates, fats and
calories have been given. In statement B the proportion of food
ingredients under the present cropping scheme and the proposed
cropping scheme have been compared, and also the present and
anticipated milk yield and quantities of proteins, carbohydrates,
t’ats available for human consumption per 100 acres. It has been
shown that under the proposed distribution of crops the total avail-

able proteins of vegetable source increase substantially, caibo-

hydrates also increase, and addition to the vegetable oils is very
large. Increase under edible oilseeds by 100 per cent would mean
twice the quantity of oilcake concentrates for cattle. Increase
under fodder crops of 100 per cent would mean double the fodder
supply for cattle. Loss of straw through reduced area under
ceieals is very small as compared to increase under pulses and
fodders. It may be estimated that this extra cattle food would
increase milk production by at least 60 per cent.

Thus, from the present resources of soil, irrigation, snanures,

etc., substantial increase in food supply can be made, by
developing proper cropping schemes and through the introducxion

of crops giving per acre higher yields (see Statement B).

Improved methods of processing should eliminate any difficulties of

storage, transport, perishability, etc. If the need of the j resent

population can be, more or less, met from the present resources,

one can face with confidence the problem of the food supply of

the future population through extension of cultivation, increased
irrigation, increased supply of manure, improved varieties, etc.

It is recognized that the scheme outlined above will not be rigidly

applicable to every part of the country and shall have to be modi-
fied according to soil climatic conditions. For instance, in some
places a much larger area than 6 per cent could be put under
tubers, and in others areas under oilseeds could be greatly in-

creased. Such adjustments are always necessary. Even to-day
it is not every area that grows 6 per cent of cotton, nor is the
intensity of sugarcane crop the same all over India. The existing
cropping scheme has led to the decline of livestock with consequent

in human physique and the proposed crop planning will
lead to the improvement of livestock and finally human physique.

[8^3
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It is tlie best utilization of land resouices from the point of view

of nutrition wbicb will lead to national improvement. Tt may
be necessary to introduce varieties of crops—cereals, tubers, oil

seeds, pulses, fodders, particularly leguminous fodders, whicli will

fit into schemes of crop rotations suitable for various regions

Increased production of fruit can be obtained by better orchard

practices from the existing area, and vegetable supply can be

increased by minor adjustments.

19. in the proposed scheme increased area under pulses and

fodders of the leguminous types, and increased farm-yard manure

will raise soil fertility and crops will yield better lesults than

have been taken in the above estimates. In so far as food 3S

concerned, India is in a state of perpetual emergency and must be

prepared to meet this emergency India cannot continue in the

traditional rut, basing her food economy on cereals. She must

follow a sound food policy. Other countries have shifted over to

tubers. Why not India?

M. Afzal Husain.

[ 846 }
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MINUTE OE DISSENT BY Sir MANILA! B. NANAVATl

I veiy mucii regiet that I have to dihei from my colleagues

regarding their recommendations in respect of the permanently-

settled estate system which has been dealt with in Section E,

Chapter I, Part IV of the report While ohering my own views

on the subject L propose also to deal in this note with some of

the aspects of agrarian reforms which should be considered when
the whole question of land reform is studied by the provinces

in a comprehensive way as recommended in paragraph 3, Chap-
ter I, Part IV of the report. These have been successfully

adopted in other parts of the woilcl and may serve as a guide in

drawing up plans for agiiculturai development in this country.

A.—Peemanekt Settlement

Working of the permanent settlement.—In paragraph 4

the report has recommended that enquiries should he undertaken

in the permanently-settled provinces (other than Bengal) with a

view to finding the defects %n the permanent settlement which
present difficulties in the way of improving agricultural produc-

tion and increasing the standard of life of the cultivators

,

and
with a view to suggesting measures that should be undertaken,

as long as the system continues to exist, to remedy the defects

and remove the difficulties in question. This indicates that the

permanent settlement has been looked at in the report from the

narrow viewpoint of economic usefulness while, as will he

explained subsequently, wider issues such as the moral implica-

tions of the system, its inequitable basis, and the degenerating

influence it exercises on the vast population under it have been
completely ignored. At the same time, I consider such inquiries

quite unnecessary. The majority of the Eloud Commission, after

careful consideration of all relevant factors, have already given

their verdict against the retention of the permanent settlement in

Bengal. A statement of the reasons that led them to this decision

is given in the appendix. The origin of the permanent settle-

ment and the various characteristics for which the system has

fallen into disrepute being the same in every province, the

decision arrived at in respect of Bengal can in no way differ

from that in respect of the rest. For instance, the Commission
found that the permanent settlement has involved the expropria-

tion of the rights of the ryots, has rendered land revemm
inelastic, has resulted in inequalities of assessment, has deprived

the Government of the close contact with an intimate knowledge
of agricultural conditions, has imposed an iron framework which
has had the effect of stiffing the enterprise and initiative of all

classes concerned, has permitted the creation of a number of

parasitic intermediary interests between the zamindar and tlm

actual cultivator, and has led to an immense volume of harassing

and expensive litigation between the landlord and tenants; finally,

they expressed the view that so long as the system remains, it
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would be difficult to evolve any satisfactory arrangemeut for

revising rents all over tbe province on an equitable basis and
for maintaining tke records of rights. These findings of the

Commission aie so clear-cut and definite that they leave no doubt

about their being generally applicable to all permanently-settled

areas. The decision has already been accepted by the Bengal

(iovernment and there is no reason why the other provinces such

aB Bihar, Orissa, the United Provinces and Assam, where the

problem is' piacfcically the same, should not accept this decision

as equally applicable to them.

3. As in Bengal, the Grovernment of Madras appointed a

Committee to reconsider the provisions of the Madras Land
Estates Act. Their report (1938) came to the following important

conclusions :
—

(i) That the zamindars were really rent-collectors and that

the ryots were the real owners of the soil.

(li) That the permanent settlement fixed not only ihe

peshkash which the zamindar was to pay to the Government but

also the rent which the ryot was to pay to the zamindar.

(iii) That in subsequent years the zamindars who were

mere tax-gatherers receiving a remuneration—about one-third

of the tax collected—for this service, converted the land-tax into

rents payable to themselves and enhanced these rents from hme
to time, also levying at the same time several illegal dues and
claiming several rights incidental to the ownership of land.

The Committee's recommendations (though they fell short

of proposing complete abolition of the zamindari system because
they took a narrowly legalistic and conservative view of the

system) are so stringent upon the landlord that had they been

accepted by the Government, the zamindais would have dis-

appeared overnight. Some of the members who wrote dissenting

minutes were in favour of the State purchase of the zamindaris

and the introduction of a new settlement along ryotwari lines.

Any further inquiries are, therefore, superfluous and would
only involve unnecessary waste of time and funds.

4. I am fortified in this view by ihe replies received to our
questionnaire on this point from four provinces out of the five

which have permanently-settled areas to a considerable extent.

The Orissa Government, for instance, observe that the zamin-
dare in general, whether of permanently-settled estates or tem-
porarily-settled estates, not only do not introduce any improve-
ment to get better yield or to protect the lands from floods or

drought but exploit every opportunity for realization of enhanced
rent or other dues from the tenants. No doubt, cultivators will

have a better protection so far as security of their tenancy ana
rent is concerned under the ryotwari system of land tenure which
will in its turn encourage them to improve their holdings and
obtain better yield/' But they doubt whether the abolition of

the system which is the only possible rmnedy '' is a practicable

24A
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proposition—a point which, will be met subsequently. The rele-

vant part of replies from the other three provinces are noted

below :
—

Bihar*—^The view that unless changes are made in the preva-

lent systems of land tenure, it would not be possible to secure any
Significant increase m agricultural production is m accord with tacts

In this Province, most of the estates are permanently settled In

theory, this ought not to stand m the way of improvmg agricultural

pioduction but it does in practice The elements which go to make
for inci eased agricultural production are (1) better seeds, (2) better

rnanuies, (3) better implements, (4) better methods of cultivation,

{^5) adequate irngational facilities, and (6) econonnc or good sized

holdings. The private proprietor (landlord) m most cases cannot

afford to provide the first five and where he has the means, the

incentive is lacking as he stands to gam no direct financial benefit,

and still collects his rent irrespective of whether he provides such

facilities and services or not So far as the State is concerned, sirm^

larly, there is little mducement to spend public money on agtioul-

tural development when the benefit of the improvement goes mto
private hands. . 'Not so m the ryotwari system. There, a failure

of crops consequent on lack of irrigation would directly affect the

revenue as remissions have to be given Similarly, the State has a

direct interest in agricultuial development as such development and
increased pioductivity are reflected in the increased revenue at the

time of revisional settlement. As regards consolidation of holdings,

the existence of subinfeudation and continual partition under the

Estate Partition Act and fragmentation of holdmgs due iu the *

systems of mheritance m force offer real difficulties m effective con-

solidation under the permanent settlement whereas the process will

become less difficult if the State were the only landlord

The other view that no significant improvement in the standard

of life of the cultivating class is possible without a change in the

system of (permanently-settled) land tenure has also much to support

it. . . The Floud Commission has shown that its liquidation can

be effected in an orderly manner, as a business proposition.

Assa^n,—While the ryotwari tenure induces increased produc-

tion, the opposite is the case in zamindari areas. Under tlie

zamindari system there is a general feeling of insecurity and short

of abolishmg this outmoded system no other change will give ihe

full result.

Madras,—(a) The zamindari system is defective in that the

upkeep of irrigation works is beyond the financial power of zainindars

and that if there is any dispute about the repair of an irrigation work

or the amount of rent payable, litigation has to be resorted to . .

The zamindari system, however, appears to have outlived such

advantages as it may have possessed and many zamindars even would

welcome its abolition subject to reasonable compensation for the loss

of their rights. (Board of Eevenue, Madras)

(6) Agitation to repeal the zamindari (or permanent) settle-

ment is developing all over the country. It has been accepted as a

policy by the Government of Bengal, the former GoYemment of

Bihar, etc. The Provincial Legislature, according to the Govem-

tnent of India Act, 1935, is not prohibited from passing a resolution

tn that effect and getting the sanction from Parliament. This is

[
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yound to be done zn almost every Province as there is a growing con-

sensus of opinion in its favour even among the zamindars them-

selves The only serious difference of opinion is on the nature of

compensation to be given to the zamindars for the rights they have

80 long enjoyed and will be asked to surrender If this is done, and

the ryotwari system extends over the entire Province, there is no

doubt that there will be an improvement in irrigation facilities, the

maintenance of record of rights, the establishment of cc -operative

societies and the extension of the activities of the Agricultural Depart-

ment (Director of Agriculture, Madras
)

The replies from the provinces clearly show that permanent
settlement comes in the way of increased agricultural production

since no improvements could be made so long as it continues

The consensus of public opinion which is in favour of the abolition

of the system, thus finds support also from official quarters

Contrary to past experience in the history of Indians agricultural

progress, here is a singular instance of public opinion being far ni

advance of the State’s policy.

5. It appears to me that the permanent settlement is not to

he looked at merely from the viewpoint of its usefulness* of far

greater importance than this is the consideration of equity by

which the merits of the permanent settlement should have T>een

3udged The zamindar is to he done away with not only because

he i^ unwanted but also because he has no right to be there. Had

the Eeport attempted to trace the history of the permanent settle-

ment, it would have thrown a valuable light on the indefensible

foundations on which this system was originally based and^has

thrived during the last hundred years and more, I feel that it is

largely because this important historical fact ha^ been overlooked

that my colleagues have made suggestions for returning the

system, however amended The onlv result of attempting to

mend this system will be to postpone its final abolition and also

postponing agricultural progress in the meanwhile*

6. History of the permanent settlement .—The permanent

settlement was introduced not to advance the interests of the

agriculturists but to facilitate easy and regular collection of

revenue. When the East India Companv took the administra-

tion of the country into their own hands, an effective system of

collecting revenue had to be evolved out of the chaos that had

been left to them by the previous rule. But the entire absence

of maps and reliable records of the areas and rent of individual

holdings, lack of roads and means of communication, and want

of trained staff capable of direct collection made separate vsettle-

ment with each cultivator impossible After a brief experiment

in Bengal at settlement by auction for five vears which proved

unsatisfactory the Companv decided to entnist the collection

to zamindars as it was felt that they would be a more satisfactory

agency for this purpose on account of their hereditary relations

with the cultivator and their strong hold over the peasant classes.

Eurther, to enahle the zamindars to he punctual in payment of

revenue, the Company gave them perpetual rights in the land
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aud fixed tlie revenue for ever, so that the surplus income that

would accrue from increased agricultural output might provide

an incentive to improvement and extension of agriculture As
Sir William Hunter has pointed out (Introduction to Bengal
Records, Volume I, page 15) prior to the introduction of the

permanent settlement in 1793 the collection of the land revenue

led to yearly struggle between the local authorities and the

territorial magnates. . . Before the end of the period (i.e.,

1807) the permanent settlement with all its defects had rendered

the collection of revenue as a matter of routine. The permanent

settlement of 1793 is justly regarded as a revenue measure.”

7. The immediate objective of the permanent settlement, viz.,

regular collection of revenue, having been realised, the system

was gradually extended to parts of other provinces such as the

United Provinces, Bihar and Assam being then parts of the

Bengal Presidency, Orissa and Madras. But in doing so, a nev/

kind of right was superimposed, as in Bengal, over the cultivators

of the time by vesting the revenue collectors for all time to come

with proprietary rights in the land. The mistake, however, was
realised by some before two decades had elapsed after the intro-

duction of the settlement in Bengal and doubts came to be

expressed about the equity of the system. Lord Hastings him-
self was against the introduction of permanent settlement which
entirely ignored the rights of the peasantry. Even the Court of

Directors came to admit in 1819 that consequences the most
injurious to the rights and interests of individuals have arisen

from describing those with whom the permanent settlement was
concluded as the actual proprietors of the land. The mistake
(for such as it is now admitted to have been) and the habit which
has grown out of it, have produced all the evils that might have
been expected to flow from them ” The Famine Commission,

1880, also conceded this principle when they said We can,
however, feel no doubt that in all the provinces of Northern India
and particularly Bengal, it is the duty of the Government to

make the provisions of the law more effectual for the protection
of the cultivators^ rights. This opinion is primarily based on
the historical ground that they have a claim as a matter of

strict justice to be replaced as far as possible in the position they

have gradually lost.” (Report, page 118, paragraph 24.)

Although the intention of the legislation of recent years
further observed the Commission has clearly been to define

and protect the rights of tenants, it is proved bv evidence before

that the effect produced has been very different from the obiect

aimed at., From all quarters it is reported that the relations

between the landlord and the tenants with occupancy rights are
not in a satisfactory state, and are being yearly more and more
hostile; so much so that a landlord will generally refuse any
aid to his occupancy tenants when they are in difficulties, and
will do all he can to ruin them and drive them off the land.
The probable result of such a struggle is in favour of the more
powerful ^»,ombatant. and there is reason to fear that in many
parts of the country occupancy rights have been irretrievably
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impaired, and tke point to wkicli tke efforts of tke Government

s^liould be directed is, tberefore. to remove tbis conflict of

interests.’’ (Report, page 117.)

8. It is obvious from the above, that the permanent settlement

was iniquitous inasmuch as it resulted in gross injustice to

millions of cultivators in these areas who were deprived of their

rights in land. The system was made still more obnoxious by

the zamindar who taxes his ryots for every extravagance or

necessity (Administration Report, 1872). The helplessness

of the Government was long before this time admitted by Lord

Hastings when he observed that the permanent settlement has,

to our painful knowledge, subjected almost the whole of the

lower classes throughout these provinces to the most grievous

oppression, an oppression, too, so guaranteed by our pledge, that

we are unable to relieve the sufferers.” Even the law was

in favour of tolerance of such oppression the policy being to

allow every point about which there could be any doubt . . .

to settle itself in favour of the landholder and against the public,”

so that within half a century, the land system of these pro-

vinces came to have every evil feature of feudalism. In 1883,

the Lieutenant-Governor of Bengal speaking before the Legislative

Council remarked * In that interval of 66 years, that is, between

1793 and 1859, while the proprietary body grew in strength

and prospered in wealth village communities perished, the

pargana rates fbv which the assessment of the resident cultivator’s

rent was limited) disappeared, and almost every vestige of the

constitutional claims of the peasantry . . was lost in

the usurpations and encroachments of the landlords ” (quoted bv

the Hon’ble Sir Azizul Haque in his Man behind the plough ”

page 255).

In fact, the system should have been abolished even at the

beginning of this century when the Government of India dis-

covered that this system of tenure which i{^ not supported by the

experience of any civilized country, ... is not justified by

the single great experiment that has been made in India.” ^

presumably, the difficulty was that having once created the vested

interests, the Government considered it not a wise policy to remove

them.

9. The harm done by the permanent settlement not only

deprived the cultivators of their rights in land. It also led to

the demoralization of the zamindars and misuse of the nghts

which were undeservedly heaped on them. The very' fact that,

during the last five decades, resort to various tenaucy legislations

became necessary as to undo tbe mischief to some extent con-

clusivelv proves that the landlord cottld not be trusted to protect

the interests of his tenants. Despite all these legislations, ihe

conflict continues to this day. As is pointed out hr the Ploud

Commission, “ The complexities of the Bengal Land system have

1 Memorandum on the Land Revenue Policy of the Government of India

a902b nide B-eport of the Bengal Land Revemie Commission, paragraph 83
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led to an immense volume of litigation. Tlie time and attention

of tlie civil courts are largely occupied in suits relating to interests

in land, and tliougli tKe court-fees produce a considerable levenue
to the Government, the costs to the litigants is far m excess of the

levenue and is out of all piopoition to the amounts at state

There is a notable absence in Bengal of that certainty as to the

respective rights and obligations of the paities which a sound and
satisfactory system of land tenuie should provide . In spite

of the prohibition of abwabs and other exactions in addition to rent

'\liich were contained in the permanent settlement regulations and

in tenancy legislation, theie is still evidence of theii continuance

in the reports of settlement operations.^’ (Bengal Land Revenue
Commission Report, page 38, paragraph 85 )

In any discussion on the permanent settlement therefore, to

ignore the historical basis of the system is to overlook the fact that

it was based on the bankruptcy of millions of cultivators who^e

grievances and appeals now lie buried in history,

10. Administratois g^enerally take a short-sighted and indulgent

view of such important issues but the cultivators have long memo-
lies of times they had to go through. So long as any vestige

of old injustice and oppression continues, it would be no easy task

to persuade them to adjust themselves to any new system of zamin-
dari settlement. There is no doubt that the cultivator m the

zamindari areas still carries with him the painful memories o! his

complete subjection to the landlord and the consequent hardships

vhich are referred to at length by the Famine Commission of 1880
in their Report, and have been quoted above The views of this

< lass were very clearly put forward by the Bengal Kisan Sabha in

their memorandum to the Floud Commission, in which ihey said

The permanent settlement has conferred unrestricted right on
the zamindars and this in its turn has rendered this system just a

fabric of monopoly and tyranny under its grinding pressure

Our experience tells us that the permanent settlement provides an
iron framework within which little in the way of practical reform

can be erffiected. A legislative reform may be placed in the Statute

Book, but it can be rendered nugatory by the power that rests vvith

the landholding class If it is intended to tax the landholder, he
can easily pass the burden on to those beneath him One of the

striking facts of the history of land legislation of the last century
is that the good intentions of such Acts as those of 1859 and 1885
have come to naught and the abuses they sought to put down con-

tinued in an aggravated form In the minds of the oppressed culti-

vsEtor it is this system which perpetually strives throue^h its various
agents, the landlord, the monevdendcr and the Police to drive him
off the land Under these conditions, the demand for the abolition

of the permanent settlement is not the result of confused thinking,
hut has arisen out of a deep-rooted understanding of the impossi-
bility of tinkering with the present asyj^em of land tenure.^"

(Report of the Land Revenue Commission. Bensral, 'Volume VI,
pages
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11.

Any attempt at modification of tlie permanent settlemenl

wiiicli does not take into account tlie viewpoint of tlie cultivators

wlio have to bear the burden of its operation is bound to fail in

practice, because the conflict of interests would continue and would

grow even stronger with the organization of the kisans and the

present no rent campaign. There is no hope of ending this ten-

sion so long as we have the permanent settlement under which there

is no direct contact between the cultivator and the Government,

or between the zamindars and the cultivators or again between the

Government and the zamindars except for the limited purpovses

of collecting rent and revenue Dfothing less than i amoving the

sense of injustice and oppression from the minds of the cultivators

and thereby ending this clash of interests^ can ensure a sucessfully

working land tenure system But this cannot be done so long as

the permanent settlement in any modified form continues as these

defects are inherent in the system and would di^^ppear only with it.

The case against the permanent settlement being so well

established, it is undesirable to waste time and funds on further

enquiries into the defects of the system and the difficulties it

])laces in the way of agricultural improvement and welfare The
only hope lies m abolishing the system without further delay.

Administrative and financial imflications of State acquisition

12. The abolition of the permanent settlement having been
considered desirable by the Provincial Governments (vide para-

graph 49, vSection E, Chapter I, Part IV), the administrative and
financial implications of the scheme mav now be dealt with.

According to the Floud Commission, it would take thirty years to

liquidate the estates in Bengal, involving State expenditure to the

tune of Es. 78 crores to Es. 137 crores ^

13. The Eeport pre-supposes that on account of administrative

difficulties, the liquidation of the permanently-settled estate system

and the settlement of the claims of estate owners and their multi-

tudinous fragments would be a long-drawn-out process. It also

pre-supposes that it would be a tremendous task to find the necessary

funds to the extent of Ee, 137 crores in the case of Bengal and that

the whole project, therefore, cannot be carried out within a rela-

tively short time without financial commitments which would seri-

ously restrict the resources of the public for other urgent
schemes of development in the post-war period. These appre-
hensions, if true, should carry some weight but on closer
examination, they do not appear to he warranted so as to rule
on the possibility of liquidating the system in a relatively short
period.

^ While calculating the financial result of the scheme, the Commission
gave three different estimates on the basis of 10, 19 and 15 times the net
profit respectively—the three respective estimates being Rs 77 9 crores
Es 113 58 crores and Es 136 95 crores (paraaraph 128) The Commi^^sion
observed that the rate of compensation which received more siipport than
any other is 10 times net profit (paragraph 101)
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14. As far as administration, is concerned, from tlie way in

which, proceedings are taken district by district, it appears qnite

possible that the whole process of State acquisition would take a

long time. But surely, the period can be shortened by devising a

formula which in geaieial can meet most of the requirements, now

that the preliminary inquiries as to the probable method of evalu-

ating claims have been completed by the Special Officer appointed

by the Bengal Government, It should now be possible to appoint

a Committee of Experts who would draw out a formula of compen-

sation which would be applicable generally to all cases or some

formula to be applied to cases under large categories. As far as

I have understood it, the problem is : how to determine the share

of the zamindar in the profits to be paid to him after deducting

the cost of collection. It may be that eve^_ claim cannot be

decided upon with meticulous care and precision, because estates

vary in size and in the extent of their fragmentation as also in the

quality of their management But a rough and ready formula

should serve the purpose. This is the first step to be decided upon.

The existence of s'hareholders in the estate, finding out these

claimants and determining their individual shares would offer

further difficulties. But they should not be allowed to hold up

the process of determining the claims in general. The burden of

proving the claims, therefore, should be placed on the claimant.

15. Possibly, Government will have to engage special staff to

settle the claims, for which purpose more men will need to be

employed At the same time, Government will have to employ

village staff, train them and put them in charge of the estates as

soon as the claims are determined. The war has shown that for

all grades of employment, by intensive instruction the period of

training can be considerably reduced. The Bengal Administration

Inquiry Oommittee of 1944—45, known as the Bowlalid Committee,

realizing the importance and the urgency of the problem has sug-

gested that a special minister should be appointed to deal with this

subject and probably a special organization will be created and

entrusted with this work (Eeport, paragraph 44). They state the

case as under;—
But there is one thing which we should like to make abundantly

dftsv at the outset, namely, that in our view, the capacity of the

machine which we shall recommend will fail to achieve its maximum
results m the exploitation of land and water resources if the present

outmoded system of land tenure remains. Apart from this conside-

ration, the administration of the districts in Bengal is clogged at

every turn by the present system, and we cannot too strongly .urge

on administrative grounds alone that Government should give the

earliest possible effect to the decision which they have already taken

to adopt the majority recommendations of the Ploud Commission i

This leaves no doubt that the matter will he pursued far more

enerffetically than is done at present. The pace of progress may

he slow in the initial stages, bait once tbe scheme is set into opera-

tion, it will gain momentum and increasingly speed up the process

* Eeport Chapter I, paragraph 16
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tiiereafter. Tlie experience of recent years in administration to

meet tlie tempo of war-time exigencies sliould be an additional

advantage in this connexion. Measures such a^ rationing, the levy

system, etc
,
which would not have been thought of as practicable

in 1941 have been successfully introduced and worked in many
provinces. The energies of the administrative services have

successfully stood the test. There is no doubt that if the problem

of liquidating the system is approached in the right spirit, the

administration will rise to the occasion. Possibly now that the

zamindais are feeling nervous about their own future, they would

be too willing to co-operate if their assistance was sought to

facilitate the whole procedure of liquidation

16. The next problem is that of finding funds As already

pointed out, the Floud Commission while considering the financial

implications of a scheme of State acquisition
^
gave the estimate of

Rs 78 crores as receiving more support than any other, and, at the

same time, gave the maximum estimate of Es. 137 crores as sup-

ported by some It is the latter figure which has been taken by the

report as the real requirement for the Scheme. Whatever may be

the correct estimate, the figure should not stagger any one if it is

realized that this amount is not required in a lump sum all at once

as the expenditure will be spread over a period of 20 to 30 years.

Again, at no one time would the full amount be outstanding If

bonds are issued a certain number would be redeemed every year.

As a parallel cas'e it may be pointed out that though the Madras

Central Land Mortgage Bank has so far issued debentures worth

Es 3 ‘60 crores, the amount oustanding at present is to the extent

of Es. 2- 74 crores There is, however, no necessity for the Govern-

ment to go into the market for borrowing except for securing small

amounts needed to acquire pettv fragmented estates for which it

may be desirable to pay in cash. For the rest of the estates,

the claimants may be paid in bonds—interest and capital to be

guaranteed by Government—^which may be redeemed by annual

payments within a specified period. Issue of bonds for land

improvements is very common in European countries and there is

BO reason why this method of financing agfricultural development

should not be adopted with profit in India. There is no great

risk involved in this method as the bonds are self-liquidating, re-

payments being made, out of the collections made along with the

land revenue. The revenue demand originally fixed at^ the time

of the permanent settlement being pitched too low, the increment

accruing from a revised settlement on the ryotwari basis would be

very considerable.^ If as is expected, the removal of the feudal

interests facilitates speedy working of agrarian reforms and brings

prosperity to the agriculturists, cancellation of bonds would he

made easier to that extent.

^ Of “It fthe permanent settlement) has stereotvned the land reranne

at a ficture*' whick is far keTow tke fair skare wkick tke government onerkt

to receive from tke produce of tke land, and la sukstantiallv less tkan tke

skare taken in tke provinces wkere tke land is less productive tkan it is

in Ben<^al.’’ Report of tke Bengal Land Revenue Commission, paragraph

80 .
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17. But a more practical metLod would be to make payments by

annuities out of tlie additional revenue fiom tbe resources acquired.

This is the easiest and the most economical of the methods that

can be thought of, as the claims vill be paid out of the land

assessment to be collected annually from the tenants. There are

two ways in which the payments can be made. One is that the

estate holder would be paid out of the collections made, if the

collection falls short by any amount^ he would be paid less to that

extent. In this case the Government does not give a guarantee

of payment. The other method is to guarantee the payments of

the annuities irrespective of the nature of collections made. The
former method is not desirable as it would continue the present

slackness in collection of revenue. Every year, owing to the defect

in the existing system, nearlj^ 8 lakhs of rent suits are filed by the

landlords and there are large arrears But if the Government

completely takes over the revenue administration, these defects

would make the collecting agency more alert and efficient.

18. The report Scents danger in the offer of guarantee by the

State for such payments. I believe that the method proposed in

the above is the least onerous of all schemes of payment, if pay-

ment is to be made at all Under this scheme, the Government

collects the revenue and then pays a portion of the collections to

the zamindar towards settlement of his claims In practice, there-

fore, the guarantee may amount to a small sum. Moreover, this

amount would be collected subsequently,

Tbis method of payment was suggested by me in The Indian

Eural Problem ’’ (pages 348-49). It has secured the approval of

the authors of the Plan of Economic Development of India

popularly known as the Bombay Plan (volume II, page 16), drawn

up by bard-headed businessmen who know the financial impli-

cations of the scheme The Madras Government very recently

have accepted this basis of payment by annuities and proposed it

for the liquidation of a temple estate It is to be regretted that

my colleagues, although they have had no opportunity to inves-

tigate the possibilities of these suggestions fear that it mav
not be possible to avoid capital payments in cash or bonds in manv
cases such as small proprietors or creditors and there would in anv

case have to be a guarantee by the State of annuity payments
”

As far as the difficulties of the settling of the claims of small

proprietors and creditors are concerned, these can be met by the

adoption of the proposal made in the report itself yiz
,
compulsory

consolidation of uneconomic estates,” and compulsory amalga-

mations of under-tenures to give effect to the principle of one

estate, one proprietor ” (Paragraphs 60-61.) If it is po5?^ib1e

to reconstitute fragmented interests in land for resettlement

purposes, it is equally possible to do so for the purposes of

receiving payment of annuities As for the other argument, I

do not think that we can conceive of anv scheme which would not

involve some sort of guarantee by Government The States in

Europe have heen resorting to this method of financing agricultural
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development—particulaily since the la^t economic depression—and

there is nothing in their experience to show that such guarantee

IS something wiiich a Grovernment should avoid when necessary in

the larger interests oi the country. Unfortunately the Government

of India have nevei raised funds foi land reforms except for the

extension of irrigation projects.

Possibly the better way for Governments would be to appoint

a special committee composed of men with administrative experience

and business acumen to advise them on the best methods of obtain-

ing the necessary funds and making payments in settlement of the

various claims when the time of the full liquidation arrives.

19. It may be observed here that since the report of the Floud
Commission, the country has undergone almost a revolution in

respect of administrative methods and the technique of finance --

In the near future, trained and disciplined men of all ranks from
the army and civil employment would be available in large num-
beis whose sei vices can be enlisted hy the Government for their

various developmental activities Similarly, in the sphere of

finance, the war has demonstrated that when the paramount neces-

sity of funds IS established, it can be raised to an extent unforeseen
m pre-war years Neither funds nor administrative personnel

need present difficulties or make the abolition of the permanent
settlement a long-drawn-out process if the imperative need of the

reform is once admitted and the Government pursue the matter
with determination and zeal.

Reform of the zanondaii system

20. As said above, the administrative and financial difficulties

pointed out by my colleagues are not insurmountable and the

permanently-settled estate system could be liquidated in a much
shorter period and with easier methods of finance than even antici-

pated by the Floud Commission for Bengal, Under the circum-

stances, if the energies and money proposed to be, devoted to

the removal of the defects were applied to the abolition of the

system, the creation of an efficient administrative machinery under
Government

j
and to the other essential forms of land improvement,

it would pay far higher dividends in the restoration of the happi-

ness of the people concerned. However, I shall now examine the

defects of the system and the measures to be taken for their

removal as envisaged by my colleagues. But before I do so, I

may point out a very significant fact in the discussion of the

subject; nowhere in the report is it stated clearly whether their

suggestions are a sort of an interim measure to be carried out

simultaneously while the liquidation >f the estates proceeds or

whether they should be tried first and, liquidation might be

resorted to only thereafter if they did not succeed. In the absence

of such a clear statememt, it may appear that this is a sugges-

tion to resurrect the whole of the zamindari system as an integral

part of the land admini^ration of the country irrespective of its
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past kistory and present weaknesses. These are important con-

siderations and before the scheme of mending the system is

considered^ the zamindar and the Government and the general
public—particularly the Xisans—would have liked to know from
the Commission their final decision on this point; for, from the

nature of the proposed scheme both the rectification and the

abolition pioceedings cannot w^ork together—particularly as the

former would involve heavy costs and laborious procedures. It is

easier to construct an institution de novo than to prop up an
obsolete and worn out structure which has its foundations in

distrust and disharmony. This is a significant omission and would
demand clarification. Nevertheless, let me examine the scheme
of reforms as propounded in the majority report.

21. In paragraphs 55 to 61 the defects of the existing system

of permanent settlement are examined, which may be summarized
as under:—

(1)

Neglect of irrigation sources is common in all permanently-

settled areas (paragraph 52).

(2) High contractual rents prevail in some estates; their

incidence tends to be high where they are paid in kind (para-

graph 53).

(3) In many estates, ryots owe large arrears of rent to proprie-

tors and there is a considerable amount of litigation (paragraph

55).

(4) There is no contact between the Government and the

people (paragraph 56).

(5) By and large, and subject to notable exceptions, proprie-

tors of estates fail to make adequate contribution to the develop-

ment of the resources of the estates (paragraph 57).

(6) The existence of under-tenure holders in some perma-

nently-settled areas would be inconsistent with any scheme of

reform which is based on the principle of defining the responsi-

bility for proper management of estates and enforcing such res-

ponsibilities on the proprietors concerned (paragraph 60).

(7) The prevalence of an unduly large number of small estates

might add greatly to the diiB&culties of maintaining proper super-

vision and control over the management of the estates as a whole
(paragraph 61).

These were the very defects that were very carefully studied

by the Floud Commission and as a result they came to the

conclusion that the system should be abolished.

22. In order that these objectives may be achieved the Report
recommends the following measures:—

(i) Axranpments should be made which would ensure that
proprietors realize their responsibilities in time and themselves carry
out the necessary irrigation works without default (paragraph 52).
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(iij The law should prescribe a maximum level of rent which

should not be exceeded in any case (paragraph 53)

(ill) Not only should the process of recovery of arrears be

simplified but steps should be taken to secure a generally improved
standard of management of estates (paragraph 54).

(iv) Steps should be taken to ensure that the standard of

management m the estates is improved and that a qualified and
efficient stafi is maintained by the pioprietars so that ]t should be

possible to secure the performance by the proprietors of many func-

tions which are at present performed in ryotwari areas through an
official stafi (paragraph 55).

(v) The general body of proprietors should be brought up to

the standard of the best among them They should be required to

?et apart a portion of their net profits for utilization in a form which
would visibly promote the improvement of agiieultwe and the
standard of life of the cultivating class in their estates (paragraph

57).

(vi) The proprietors should be made to perform functions
which are substantially of the same nature as those performed by the
Eevenue Department of Government in ryotwari areas, and of no
less public importance (paragraph 58).

(vii) To facihtate successful working of these refoims where
sub-infeudation prevails, the most suitable of the following three

measures should be adopted:

—

(a) Portions of estates subject to under-tenures should be
formed mto separate estates.

(b) Fragments of estates should be compulsorily amalga-
mated.

(c) Uneconomic estates ” should be acquired by Govern-
ment, the ideal aimed at being “ one estate, one proprietor
(paragraph 60).

(viii) Where subdivision and fragmentation of estates have
already gone too far, uneconomic estates should be acquired by
Government or compulsorily amalgamated (paragraph 61).

23. The report takes the view that the defects pointed out are

capable of improvement by making the proprietor . . . 'perform

functions whtch are of substantially the same nature as those per-

formed hy the Revenue Department of Government in ryotwari

areas and of no less public importance.^

^

The arguments advanced

in favour of this view are all negative. Thus, there i^ no good

reason why they should not maintain the same accounts and records

as are at present maintained by official agencies in ryotwari areas;

nor is there any good reason why they should not be required to

engage themselves in those aspects of rural development which
are likely to become of increasing importance in the future.’’ It

may be pointed out that the main report has not a single point

to mention in favour of the existing system as a whole except that

there are instances of estates which have set apart in the past

considerable funds for religious charitable purposes and sometimes
for the improvement of education and public health.” The reason

is, except for these few instances, the record of the estates is one
of neglect and mismanagement. Moreover, under the existing
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law, the owners of the estates are reduced to the position of rent-

coilectois, with no rights to share m the mcieased incomes iiom
their estates. They aie not trusted even to recover the arreais oi

rents from then' own tenants ioi which they have to go to Couits.
They maintain inditteient recoids and this is the major cause of

haiassment to the poor tenant and leads him into costly litigation.

To this day, the condition of the cultivators remains largely
unsatistactoiy as they are subject to rackrenting and insecurity
of tenuie As the h’ioud Commission has pointed out '' many of

the records in the zamindais’ office are indifferently maintained
and sometimes fraudulently manipulated, and the peasantry,

90 per cent of whom are illiterates, are at the mercy of the
unscrupulous agents. Indeed it is common knowledge that the
nmhs and other agents of the rent receivers frequently live on a

scale far above that which the salaries they receive from their

employeis would permit ... It is tiue tliat tne successive

provisions of the Tenancy Acts have endowed the ryots with the

practical ownership of tneii land But a laige and increasing

proportion of ike actual cultuatois ha\e uo pan of the elements of

ownership, no piotection against eAcessi\e rents^ and no security

of tenure • . . The truth is that the present ^tuation, while

containing some of the features of both the landlord and the tenant

and the peasant proprietorship systems, possesses most of the dis-

advantages and few of the advantages of either system. Under it

the actual cultivator has too often the worst of both the worlds

(Report ; paragraphs 85—88). This is enough to show that

the extent to which the law can reform the zamindari system

within its existing fiamework is so severel^’^ restricted as to be

valueless in practice.

34. Against this background the new proposals have to be

examined. Under the new dispensation, the estate owner shalJ

have to maintain proper accounts and employ an efficient and trust-

worthy staff on the basis of the Revenue Departments in the ryoi-

wari areas and manage his estate well. Apart from his having tc

bear the whole expenditure of the renovated zamindari he shall

have to set aside a part of his income for the development of the

estate. These suggestions are to be enforced by legislation and

the Government is expected to see that they are properly

implemented and carried out. For undertaking these additional,

functions he is not to get any extra remuneration.

The suggestions made above are of such a far-reaching charac-

ter that they involve the setting up of numerous independent

departments similar to the organizations in the ryotwari areas with-

in the state organization for the administration of land revenue

—

a suggestion which was never contemplated in the 18th century

hy Lord Cornwallis. However, it is necessary that the implica-

tions of the new proposals should he carefully studied with a view

to seeing how far they are capable of being implemented. The first

thing is to know what are the functions of a Revenue department
of Government in ryotwari areas, which are held out as an ideal

for the estates to copy as these have to be of no less public
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importance/’ A great deal ot empliasis lias been laid on tbis

pointy tor iiom 1660 to 104o it lidb alwaye been pointed out tkat

tJaeie is no contact between tiie people and tbe (iovernnient in

jbengai and otkei peiinanentiy settled aieas as in tne ryotwari

tracts. As tkis detect kas to be removed, it is proposed tiiat tke

zamindari must be raised to tke standards ot tiie Kevenue
department.

Let us examine wkat suck a ckange involves; Under tke ryot-

wan system, tke administrative unit is tke district in wkick tke

executive unit is tke Taksil oi Makal. Under eack district tkere

aie 8 to 10 taksils—eack in ckaige oi a Taksildar, Under kim are

Circle Inspectors ior a group oi villages—30 to 40—wkile eack

village kas a Patwmi wko iorms tke smallest but tke most impoi-

tant unit in tke Itevenne Administiation. He maintains elabo-

rate village records and witk tke kelp of tke village keadman
collects tke land revenue directly from landkolders. He is tke

eyes and eais of tke wkole Administiation. He know^ kis people

well and tkeir needs and requirements- Tke Circle Inspector is

an inspecting officer wkose duty is to see tkat tke Revenue Rules

and Regulations are propeily obseived. Tke Taksildar is tke

unit of tke organization in tke collection of revenue. All tke

statistics of tke lahsil are maintained by kim. He is tke ckief

treasury officer for all tke departments working in tke area.

JamabaThdA, papers for land revenue are prepared under kis

supervision and ke sees tkat revenue is punctually collected. He
kas powers to issue waiiants for arrest or distrainir on a report from

tke Fatwarv for arrears of land revenue. All disputes of a revenue

nature are settled by kim. His office is m constant touck witk

tke Settlement departments for tke maintenance of land boundaries-

Durin^ famines or years of scarcity ke kas to prepare preliminary

estimates of crops and tke aiinavari for tke purposes of granting

remission and suspension of land revenue. He is tke man wko

doles out tke takavi grants. Besides doing bis work as a Land

Revenue Officer, ke works as a Bundohasti Magistrate even wkere

tke executive and judicial functions are separated. For tkis pur-

pose, ke usually enjoys tke powers of a second or third-class

Magistrate. He records confessions and attends to Pmckkyas in

deciding cases of serious offences. He kelps tke police in tke dis-

charge of tkeir functions. As a matter of fact nothing^ can happen

within his Jurisdiction without his support, co-operation or sym-

pathy and that also would be the case in a village where the

Fatwan rules. Thus both of them wield great influence over the

people.

26. Under the administrative ^^stem of India, the Depart-

ment of Land Revenue occupies the pivotal position and will con.

tinue to be so for years to come. As the Simon Commission has

pointed out : Even from the purely administrative aspect, it (land

revenue) is of special importance, for the land revenue officer resi-

dent in an area has been for centuries the centre of governmental

authority. The ^ Collector * of land revenue represents Govern-

ment in his district for many purposes. He is the chief magistrate

im}
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ut ike distiict, and maii;y of kis piinoipal ievenue suboidmates
exeicise important magisterial functions. On kiin kas lested the
local responsibility for maintaining law and older, and , . .

ke everywkere continues to be tke ofticer wko co-oidinates tke

activities of tke various governmental agencies in kis aiea. On
him and on kis revenue suboidmates, tke Oovernment still depends
for maintaining contact with, tke whole population in kis aiea and
for information concerning its geneial welfaie. All this is not
an innovation introduced within the period of British rule^ but
tke continuance of a more ancient system which made the othei

functions of Government gather round the collection of revenue.
Thus both the Tahsildar and the fatwari occupy highly responsi-

ble positions in tke administration. Over tke Tahsil Officer are the

Subdivisional Officers and above them is the Collector. The
Collector is the head of the district administration and looks after

the moral and the material welfare of the people apart from his

duties as a Revenue Officer.

During recent years, the importance of revenue officers has
been very much enhanced as a result of the various programmes
for the development of rural areas. For this purpose, Tahsil-

dars are sometimes recruited from agricultural graduates. The
position and status of the fatwari is also being raised. For a long
number of years he was ill-paid and freely allowed to fleece the

people under him During recent years his importance in the

village economy has been recognized. Nowadays he is a better

educated man, receives higher remuneration and is specially

trained for developmental work so that he can be more useful to

the village. In years to come he will be more and more trusted

and availed of for all works of village improvement for which

there is an unlimited scope.

These services are again fairly well paid and provided with
chances of promotion higher up or in other departments. A
capable Tahsildar can, thus, become a Collector, and a 'pat'i^au

a Tahsildar or a Subdivisional Officer. They get decent pensions

They have good leave regulations and in many cases are provided

with comfortable houses. On all occasions involving additional

duties, they get extra allowances and their rights are protected by

elaborate regulations.

26. We shall now consider how far these functions could be

delegated to a private agency. This problem has to be considered

from three distinct points of view, viz.

—

() that of the estate owner;

() that of the Kisan; and lastly

(c) that of the Government.

The estate owner .—The main report does not make it clear

whether the whole machinery of revenue administration of the

type existing in the ryotwari provinces is to be maintained by
the estate owners, and, if so, whether they would be vested with

the usual revenue and judicial powers. For the unity of the
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administrative arganimation, sucii povveis would have uecessaxily

to be given to the landlords il they nave to be htted into and made
a component part ol the provincial administration. The point

here tor consideration, there!ore, is whethei a piivate agency can

be tiusted to undertake the maintenance o! an oiganization oi the

nature described. Four mam objections arise when this (juestion

IS considered:—
(a) The aveiage zamindai is larely a capable inanagei oi

his estate, much less a good administratoi . At least, he has not

the leputation oi being either, i have not with me, at this

moment, the necessaiy statistics to show the extent of the estates

that have gone under the Coui't oi Wards for reasons such as

mismanagement, indebtedness, iiaternal q^uarrels, minority ad-

ministration, etc., but there is reason to believe that their number is

not inconsiderable. In fact the whole system would have succumb-

ed long ago for this very reason if the Government had taken a

strictly legalistic view of the various obligations of the zamindar.

As the Floud Commission pointed out, indeed, it is maintained

by some observers that if the present system remains unaltered,

with a strict observance of the Sale Law and a more sparing resort

to the protection of the Court of Wards, there will be a complete

breakdown of the whole system. ’’ It is inciedible to expect that

the class of such landlords and their staff could be transformed,

with the help of legislation, into administrators functioning as

efficiently as the Revenue Depaitment of the Government^ and

performing many functions which are at present performed in

ryotwari areas by an official staff ’’ (Paragraph 10). Such

efforts will have no basis in reality and are bound to fail.

(6) Secondly, the zamindais as a class are too numerous.

In Bengal there are more than a hundred and fifty thousand estates

—permanently settled, revenue paying, revenue free and tempor.arily

settled. It would be no easy task to rationalize them on the ba^s

of ‘‘ one estate, one proprietor. '' It would be an equally tremen-

dous task for the Government to find someone out of the various

interests who would willingly submit himself to be responsible for

the administration of the estate. Further, subdivision, fragmenta-

tion and partition of estates would create complications to avoid

which it might be necessary to consider the application of the law

of primogeniture and impartibility.

(c) Thirdly, it is highly problematic whether the estate

owner can be trusted to run the revenue administration on a sys-

tematic basis as a unit of an organized institution. He may die

leaving a minor or a widow, brothers may succeed him and the

whole estate may be subjected to endless litigation; the owner

may fall into debts and squander his substance; all sorts of con-

tingencies may occur and disturb the efficiency and break the con-

tinuity of estate management and thus throw the administrative

machinery out of gear.

(d) Fourthly, the question is of funds.
^

At present the

estate owners are unable even to maintain their tanks. The

Ea6&3
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cause IS said to be that either they have no funds or they are un-

willing to spend them Is it possible then that they would be

able to maintain an elaboiate machineiy as pioposed in the main
report and spend enough for its smooth and successful woikingl^

If the scheme is forced on them, would their employees work

efficiently with then loyalties divided between the landlord and

the Government?

These aie very important issues and no Government can

ignore them before entrusting such responsible functions of adminis-

tration to a private agency.

The K%san ,

—
^The scheme may now be considered from the

viewpoint of the lii^ans. Then attitude towaids the zammdais
has been already noted, I have not the least doubt that they would
prefer Government putting up their own agency rather than to

submitting themselves to the administration by people against whom
they had to stiuggle over a century They surely do not want
a perpetuation of the iniquitous feudal system for the abolition of

wffiich the kisan strove hard for more than two hundred years.

The Government.—^Lastly, it may be asked, from the view

point of the State itself: Would Government be justified m hand-

ing ov€fr the revenue administration to a private agency which,

as Lord Curzon pointed out in his Memorandum of Land JJevenue

Administration in India, iias no parallel in the world? The sug

ge^tion made in the main Eeport, if accepted, would make thti

aamindan a still more unique institution in the world The
obj*ective of the scheme is to chaznge over the existing defective

machinery of collection of land revenue to the administration of the

tlevenue Department as in a ryotwari area merely to ensure bettei

estate management But modern ideas of human welfare and the

functions of Government towards their promotion are fast changing.

The old conception of State responsibility, viz., for maintenance of

law and older and the collection of taxes has been long replaced

by a much broader one. The principle of laissez faire is fast reced-

ing in all countries and the Government is stepping into everj* field

of social and economic activities. The rural problems, with
which we are here concerned, are looked upon from a sociological

basis and such social factors as nutrition, health, housing, educa-

tion and leisure are regarded as part and parcel of the socio-

economic responsibility of the modern State. The Hot Springs
Conference has set a new obj'ective of this type for all countries

and India is starting to work in that direction. Under these cir-

cumstances, for any civilized Government to hand over the adminis-
tration of a most important department of State to a private

agency with a very disappointing record behind it as we know
from its history^ is inconceivable The zamindari institution is

too obsolete to fit into any Government organization. Any attempt
to enforce such a measure would not only fail to benefit the people

hut would meet with friction and disharmony at every step and
he a perpetual source of embarrassment to Government.
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27. In conclusion, tte important issues arising out of the dis-

cussions may be summarized as under

—

(1) Is it possible to convert the permanently-settled estates,

within their existing fiamework, into an efficient department of

land revenue as in the ryotwari areas and force them to perform

the same functions by legislation P

(2) Will the estate owner agree to the expenditure to be

incurred for the resettling of the estate on the new basis for which
there will be no return to him whatsoever?

(3) Under modern conditions when the functions of the

State are fast expanding, is it justifiable for it to hand over the

administration of the most pivotal department of the State, viz
,

the Land Eevenue department, with all its ramifications to a

private agency?

(4) Will the new schemes of land reform, rehabilitation and

social reform intended for rural areas be adequately carried out

under the aegis of a private agency?

(5) Will the Kisans for whose benefit apparently this scheme

is adumbrated give their willing co-operation to the zamindars,

bearing in mind the past history of their relations?

(6) Is there any part of the world where such an experi-

ment has been successfully tried?

I have not the least hesitation in saying the questions raised

above can be replied only in the negative. Of course it is always

desirable to get the help of every section of society for the

development of the country but to expect that an institution of

private estate owners can be forced to become an important

department of State is hardly believable. There are various ways

open to the zamindar to offer his services to the State and the

people if he is so inclined. But as far as his transformation into

an efficient and benevolent estate manager is concerned, it has to

be noted that the principle of nohlesse ohlige ’’ must either

work spontaneously or not work at all as it is not capable of legal

enforcement.

B.—^Agrarian reforms.

28. ISFo scheme of agricultural planning for the post-war period

would achieve material results if it overlooks the adverse effects of

a defective land tenure system on the productivity of land. It

is one of the prime requisites of land reform that ihe cultivator

himself should have a holding of a reasonable size which he can

call his own ancl from which he can get at least a certain minimum
standard of living. As far back as 1889, Dr. Voeleker, Consult-

ing Chemist to the Royal Agricultural Society, pointed out in his

report that defective land system is one of the causes of low

productivity of agriculture in India (Report: page 289). He
al^o maintained that ^^’the feeling of possession is one that acts as

a strong incentive to agricultural improvement and it should be

fostered in every way (Ibid page 159). The fact is that the
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basic land system of tbe country, the distribution of ownership

of land, the terms on which it is held and cultivated, and the

relation of the cultivator to the landlord and the Government

—

each of these factors has its effect on the productivity of land.

Failure to recognize this fact has led the mam E^eport to take the

narrow view that a scheme “ designed merely to replace one land

system by another is of less importance than schemes of irriga-

tion or industrial development which . . . are calculated

directly to increase the productive resources of the country/^

There is no justification for such a view which considers land

tenure reform as less important or less effective than direct
’’

land improvement. Agricultural efficiency is determined as much
by the social, economic and legal status of the cultivator as

by technical perfection of implements and soil. The two have
necessarily to go together. The former reforms

”
the culti-

vator himself and gives him the needed incentive; the latter

improves the soil, agricultural technique and farm equipment.
Much of this general bias towards the technological improvement
of agriculture may be attributed to the unforWnate omission of

land tenures from the terms of reference before the Royal Com-
mission on Agriculture. Had that opportunity to go into the

problem been availed of, the serious consequences of this sVvstem

would have become apparent, and that would have helped to

place the whole problem of agricultural development in its proper
perspective.

29. The abolition of the zamindari system, therefore, is advo-

cated not as an end in itself but as an indispensable means to

higher agricultural production and a more equitable distribution

thereof. The acquisition by the State of all proprietary interests

between the ryot and the State is only a beginning in a compre-
hensive plan for agricultural development. As the Government
of Bihar have pointed out in their reply to our questionnaire,

The acquisition should he followed by large scale reorganization

of agriculture including co-operative farming, large scale irrigation

and intensive and widespread application of all well-known methods
of agricultural development, besides providing outlets for surplus

agricultural I'ahour. There should also be extensive education,

health and other facilities and amenities and the huge loss of

wealth and capital caused by epidemic among men and cattle must
be prevented. The increased resources of the State should render
all these possible/^*

80. In view of the increasing pressure of the population on
soil, only such a comprehensive view of land reform can save the
situation.

^

It is not enough to pin our faith merely to large scale
industrialization and a few measures for improving the technical
development of agriculture This’ is an important le^on which
emerges from the economic development of India during the
last 20 years. We have also before us the example of IJ.S.A.
where in spite of vast industrial development, the conditions of a

great part of the agricultural community has become increasingly
precarious. As the Report of the President's Committee on Farm

[ 868 ]
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Tenancy (1937) points out . Foi the past 55 years the entire

period for which we have statistics on land tenure, there has been
a continuous and marked decrease in the proportion of operating
owners and an accompanying increase in the proportion of tenants.

Tenancy has increased from 25 per cent of all farmers in 1880 to

42 per cent in 1935. Because of debt, the actual equity of operat-

ing owners is far less than these figures indicate.’^ The United
States Government therefore felt it necessary to adopt strong

measures to help the various groups which are at a disadvan-
tage in their relationship to the land ’’ (viz., the tenants, crop-
pers, farm-labourers, families on suhmarginal land, families on
holdings of inadequate size, owner families hopelessly in debt,

and farm young people unable to obtain farms) to find their way
up the agricultural ladder and thus to increase the number of

owner operated farms.

31. Similar has been the effort on the part of European coun-

tries whose progress in this direction will be subsequently noted.

The time has come when agricultural experts no more place com-
plete faith in technical improvement of agriculture and discount

the importance of reforming the land system. As Mr
E. H. Tawney observes, ^improvement of agricultural methods

is, no doubt, indispensable; but it is idle to preach that doctrine

to cultivators so impoverished by the exactions of parasitic

interests, that they do not possess the resources needed to apply

it. In the Europe of the nineteenth century, the reconstructions

of the legal fabric of the land system preceded the modernization

both of productive technique and of the business side of farming;

nor in the absence of the first, would the last two have been pos-

sible/^ (Agrarian China, Introduction p, xviii
)

Eecently, in India, the Directors of Agriculture have begun
to realize how land tenures hinder agricultural developments In

paragraph 4 of this note, I have quoted the opinion of the Director

of Agriculture, Madras, advocating the abolition of the zamindari

system. The l^irector of Agriculture, Bombay, who appeared

before us also drew our attention to this and said I think the

greatest handicap to increased food production is not technical but

economical in this Province. There are various economic dis-

abilities under which the cultivator is labouring at present, such

as land tenure, and it is hopeless to expect any very large increase

in his yield. Of course, it applies only to smaller areas, but the

question of agricultural debt is a province-wide problem.^’ He
advocated the same reform before the Policy Committee No. 5 on

Agriculture, and observed that The question of existing land

tenures was very important because these usually went against

the application of technical improvements,”

The former Commissioner of Agriculture, Baroda, now the

Minister-in-charge of development who was also Director of

Agriculture in the United Provinces for nearly three decadevS, ha^^

expressed a similar opinion; referring to the possibilities of

increased agricultural production, he has pointed out the disabili-

ties from which the country was suffering, some of them being of

[sea]
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economic origin and otliers created by custom, tbe continued

influence of old practices, tbe increase of population, defectiYC

tenures and the like The details of these causes, he summarized

asunder:

—

“ (1) The unduly small holding relative to the productivity of

the soil

(2) The fragmentation of holdings

(8) Lack of incentive, the outcome of a defective tenuie or

method of rental payment

(4) Existing indebtedness as reacting on (5).

(5) Lack of working capital

(6) Defective marketing.

(7) Loss of labour time

(8) The ownership of what would be productive land by interior

cultivating castes

(9) Lack of crop control and crop planning

They provide between them a very formidable maos of dis-

abilities which react in many cases very seriously against the possi-

bility of removing technical disabilities and in certain eases must
militate against the possibility of a good deal of w^hat has been dealt

with under Section I In short, unless they can, where and when
they occur, be faced and drastically dealt with there is very little

hope of 75 per cent of the agricultural land in India being caused
to produce much more than it now does In certain tracts

lack of incentive as created by a bad system of tenancy farming, as

unfair rental basis, rapacious landlords who do nothing ^to stimulate
production and other like factors is a striking cause of low production

’

'

32. There is no doubt that such candid criticism of the existing

tenure system by agricultural officers will gather strength as they
go deeper into the study of the causes of failure of agricultural

improvements to yield results expected of them. That the yields

are going down is evident from the following statement of average
yield of crops during the decade 1931-32 to 1940-41 in some of the
provinces :

—
(In lb. per acre.)

. ^
A

^

Anntial Bice. Wheat Sugarcane. (Baw spgar
average of qr gur.)

Bengal. Bihar. C.B. Bombay. Bengal. C.P, Bombay. IJP. Delhi.
198^2 to

. ...

1985-

36

1986-

37 to
896 738 666 42S 624 443 5,906 8,275 1,880

1940-41 m 676 590 394 577 430 5^587 2,789 1,523
Decrease m 62 76 34 47 13 319 536

.
358

It was also noted in onx Eeport on Beiigal that the normal rate of
yield of the Annan, Boro and Ans crops in the province has
gradually declined during the last decade and a half (Appendix II,
page 207).

Another drawbact similar to that of defective tenure (as indi-
cated by the Commissioner ’ of Agriculture. B<*foda, in item 8
abofe) is that as a result of s'ocio-eccmomic changes in this country
during the last hundred and fifty years, the farming community
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to-day is no longer a homogeneous class of people with a definite

standard of efficiency. Available statistics of the present pursuits
of certain ^‘^occupational castes’’ show that 67 per cent of workers
who have given up their traditional non-agricnltnral occupation
have now taken to agriculture and allied pursuits ^ This hetero-

geneous character of the agricultural community is a significant

factor depressing the efficiency of Indian Agriculture

This indicates that the problem of agrarian economy is too

complicated to yield to the only approach however persistent, made
so far^ namely, that of technical development.

33. It IS imperative to note here that while the Departments
of Agriculture in India are piirs^uing a narrow ideal of technical
improvement in agriculture, the Department of Agriculture of the
United States has extended its sphere of activities far and wide so

to cover almost every aspect of rural life On the one hand^ it

administers relief on a nation-wide scale to millions of farm fami-
lies thrown into distress by the economic depression during the
last ^ thirties ’

;
as a result, agricultural labourers, tenants and

share-croppers have been able to secure better contractual terms
with their employers and a considerable number of them have been
helped to feel their way up the agricultural ladder to farm-
ownership. On the other hand, the department has also put into
operation various schemes of a long-range character for the econo-
mic and social progress of the farm population. The determined
and organized effort of the department to bring an all-round
improvement in every stratum of the agricultural society is evi-

dent from the following words of Henry A. Wallace, Secretary of
Agriculture ^

To build an eccnomic democracy that will match our political

democracy our people must have facts. Few agencies have been
as persistent in digging out facts as the Department of Agriculture
Its scientists have a long and honourable record in their never-
ending quest, and they have added much to human knowledge in
the fields that are vital to every one of us.

The investigations of the Department of Agricultuie are not
confined to natural sciences under the necessities of modern life

—

many of them arising out of the revolutionary discoveries of science
—the dBpartment has had to pay more and more attention to
economic and sooial problems as well. It has been building up a
notable body of knowledge in these fields.

In accordance with these ideals, the department has undertaken
measures of a comprehensive type for the reform of tenures and
tenancies, started agricultural banks, taken measures to sustain
prices of agricultural products, and is financing schemes of soil
conserving, electricity to rural areas, land reclamation and utili-
zation schemes besides others of far-roaching character. As impor-
tant as the comprehensive character of the developmental pro-
grammes for agriculture is the method in which it is implemented.

1 Table XI, pp. 414-19. Census of India, 1931, V'oIuth© I, Tart II
3 « The Farmer in a Changing World.” (Year book of Agriculture, U S. A.,

foreword.)

cm]
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Here, the department does not rest content with merely creating

facilities for the uplift of the people, but gets into direct contact

with the needy individual, studies his problems, gives him the

necessary guidance and assistance, and then watches over the

results. There is, thus, a direct and continued contact between

the department and the people it seeks to benefit. At the same
time, it is realized that there can be no one remedy which can be

generally applied to all classes of agriculturists. The conditions

of the labourers, share-croppers, tenants, small holders and the vari-

ous agricultural groups are studied individually—each on its own
—and suitable measures are evolved for each group to tackle its

particular problems ^

34 In fact, the task that lies ahead for India is of far greater

magnitude than that which the United States have set themselves

io solve, as the indigence of the people in this country is more deep-

rooted and widespread. The pressure of the population is increas-

ing so fast that no plan for agricultural development can afford to

ignore it. Moreover, the poverty of the Indian rural people is not

a product of economic forces alone; it is also a result of several

other factors such asf obsolete land systems, unhealthy environment
neglected mental and physical development, conservative caste and
religious beliefs, customs and practices, and a disintegrated rural

society. It is, therefore, necessary that our Departments of Agri-

culture are imbued with a spirit of sear(?hing inquiry into the

various causes of the poverty of the people and take a comprehensive

view of the problem before them. Similarly, instead of having
broad-based measures of general application to all classes of tgri-

culturists. an intensive effort towards bettering their material

condition must be made by studying the requirements of the several

classes and by devising the ways and means of uplifting each of

Ihem.

35. From this it must be evident that resolute action is needed

to reform Indians agrarian economy from every side beginning with

land reform. The objectives of such action are

—

(a) All lands should be owned by Government, i.e.. the

intermediate feudal interests should be removed.

(b) Occupancy rights should be given to cultivators with cer-

tain reservations such as, restrictions as to snbdivision of the plot,

transfer of land, etc.

(c) These holdings should be economic units and should be,

as far as possible, in one block.

^ "In 1934, the IT S. Department of Agiicultiire opened a ruial lehabili-
tation division to assist the destitute farm families and other families
residing in rural areas to become self-supporting and independent ot
emergency relief aid “ By April 30, 1940, some 837,000 families had
received such loans Manv had lifted themselves out of a hopeless situation
to self-respect and honest fivilihood More than 114,000 families had repaid
their loans by that date A survey of 360 thousand borrowers made in
December 1939 showed that they had increased their net worth by 26 per
cent and their net income by 43 per cent since the coming of the farm
administration programme In addition they had increased the amount
of food produced for home consumption from a total value of #64,160,567
to f 89,038,910.^'
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(d) The land should be cultivateH by the man who owns it.

(e) The cultivator should live on the farm or as near to it as

possible.

(/) The land should not be used as security for unproductive

purposes.

(ff) The holdings should be taxed on a graduated scale.

These are general propositions and should be modified to suit

local conditions.

The agrarian reforms in European countries after the Great War
were based on these linesb The methods adopted by them to

achieve the aboveinentioned objectives are

—

(a) Buying up of big estates and setting up of small culti-

vators thereon;

(b) Putting restrictions on the transfer of land;

(o) Imposition of low rental so that landowners who do not
cultivate may have no incentive to hold lands;

(d) Einancial assistance to tenants to buy land;

(e) Creation of non-attachable farm properties;

(/) Prohibition of attachment or subdivision of properties by
the declaration of the owner to the judicial authorities that the said

properties are family properties;

(g) Preventive measures against the division of land on suc-

cession.

36. These reforms have recently been reiterated by the repre-

sentatives of immigrant governments residing in London in 1944
in their “ Report on agrarian problems from the Baltic to the
Aegian.’^ The results of these reforms are summarized by the
International Institute of Agriculture, Rome, in their bulletin on
Land Tenure Systems in Europe ’’ (page 71)

—

The immediate result of the agrarian reform nas been to
transform the traditional agrarian structure of the countries of Cen-
tral and Eastern Europe. The disproportion between large and small
estates has been eliminated, and the present distribution of landed
property difiers in a marked degree from that obtainmg before the
(Great) War. About 20 million hectares have passed from the hands
of landowners into those of small agriculturists

Small rural undertakings now provide work for between twice
and three times as many persons per unit of area as large under-
takings; and their increase in number has thus led to an increase in
the total number of peasants

The formation of a class of peasant proprietors is of fundamental
importance^ in the social and economic organization of these coun-
tries; and it is in this connexion that the profound historical signifi-
cance of the agrarian reforms arises,

’^Land Tenure Systems in Europe League of Nations Document No 2
for the European Conference on Rural Life (1939).

[8781
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37. Measures of tKe above type will have to form a part of a

comprehensive programme for the development of India’s agricul-

ture. Unless the Government energetically pursue such reforms,

the basic problems of our agrarian economy will remain unsolved.

The greatest obstruction to the progress of such measures is the

existence of a variety of vested interests that have cropped up in

our land system. These interests are not confined to the perma-
nently or semi-permanently settled estates which cover about 50 per

cent of the total area but are operating all over the country in

various forms. Instances of these are the Inam ” tenures in

Madras and Bombay and Eevenue-free estates ” in Bengal and
Bihar, and many other tenures of a similar character. These owe
their origin to grants made by former rulers of the country in

recognition of past services or for the upkeep of religious and
charitable services. Apart from the feudal overlordship of the

jzamindar in the permanently and semi-permanently settled areas,

there is, under these, a multi-decked hierarchy of absentee land-

lords thriving on a vast number of share-croppers. Even in the

ryotwan areas, similar interests are presenting themselves in the

form of absentee landloidism—more than 50 per cent of the area

in the Punjab and 30 per cent in Bombay being in the hands of

n on-cultivating owneis, conditions in Sind and Madras are

no better. This evil of absentee ownership is still spreading over
the country. India is pre-eminently a landlords’ paradise—neariv

70 per cent of the cultivated area being under their hold. India’s

agricultural economy has thus come to be characterized by the

existence at one end, of a flourishing class of landlords with no
interest in agricultural development, and, at the other, a vavst

number of indigent people, illiterate, ill-equipped to struggle for

existence, sufiering from mal- and under-nutrition and thus falling

a ready prey to famines and disease af? we recently (1943) saw in

Bengal, Bihar and Orissa and to a less extent in Madras and
Bombay.

38. The fundamental problem of agriculture, therefore, is to

transform this occupation from a mode of living into a business pro-

position for the benefit of the cultivating classes Large-scale
industries would produce wealth but absorb a very small percent-
age of men. The real solution therefore lies in the readjustment
within the agricultural economy itself. All our energies should
be directed to reforms on the lines of these two objectives
This would necessitate a readjustment of land ownership and
reform of land tenure systems so as to facilitate increased agrictil^

tural production and its equitable distribution. The only
alternative to taking such measures is to witness an accentuation
of the various evils in our agrarian economy, such as absentee
landlordism, further subdivision and fragmentation, greater
subinfeudation and an increasing number of uneconomic ”

holders, share-croppers, tenants-at-will and landless labourers.
The policy of uncontrolled and unco-ordinated action must
disappear.

[ 374 ]
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As for the measures to be taken to reform the agrarian economy
the first step is to know the facts showing how that economy is

operating. Unfortunately the most essential statistics and infor-

mation on land, holdings and the improvements of the cultivaiois

are lacking. This defect must be lemoved at the earliest date.

This information, when collected, should be supplemented by
rui’al censuses taken every five years as in the United States o£

America oi ad hoc censuses as on the continent of Euiope. The
second and equally uigent need is foi the Central Grovernment to

establish an efficient oiganization with the best of experts who may
be available, make their own independent studies and help the Pro-

vinces and the States to frame a concerted policy. The Central

Government should provide the necessary funds. The third step is

to adopt rehabilitation measures of the nature adopted in the

U.S.A.j where the cases of groups of men under different categories

such as uneconomic holders, tenanis-ai-will, crop-sharers are care-

fully studied and efforts are made first to resettle them by various

measures and then to apply these in a general way. The lehabili-

tation measures are not confined to land settlements alone but to

eveiy aspect of their life in a co-ordmated form so that the whole
man is dealt with and put on the way to prosperity. In India our

task is very difficult where we have to plan for masses of illiterate

men. Therefore, along with the measures recommended for land

reform, other measures for rehabilitation would also be very
necessary. This alone will give as nothing else would, a real

insight into the problem. While framing policies for this pur-

pose, the approach should be realistic, since it is easier to suggest

remedies than to apply them successfully. In general, unless

such comprehensive measures are taken, there is little hope that

we will have set ouiselves to effectively solve for this country the

most baffling problem of our economy, namely, poverty in the

midst of plenty.

Manilal B. NanaVATI.
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Heasons which led the Bengal Land Bevenue OommissLon to Tecontmeiul
the abolition of the Permanent Settlement

1 Tlie isamindars in Bengal never had an absolute right of piopeifcy m
the soilj nor was it intended to give them such rights by the Permanent
Settlement.

2. The existing system has rendeied land revenue almost entirely
inelastic for about 150 years and the share which the Government ought
to receive from the produce of the land is substantially less than the share
taken m provinces where theie is no Permanent Settlement and wheie
lands aie less productive than it is in Bengal.

3 It has deprived the Government of the benefit of more valuable
Clops and higher prices and of any share in the increase in the value of
land due to increase of population and extension of cultivation or growth
of towns and the development of trade and industries the benefit of which
IS appiopriated by a few. Government also does not get any share in the
pioht from mineral rights and fisheries in certain navigable rivers.

4. It has resulted in inequalities of assessment having no relation to
the productive capacity of land.

5. The system has deprived the Government of the close contact with
and intimate knowledge of rural conditions which the n otwari system
affords.

6. It has imposed an iron trameworK: which has had the effect of
stifling the enterprise and initiative of all classes concerned ” with the
result that the efhcient landlord-tenant system as visualized by Loid
Cornwallis has not been reahzed On the other hand the “ evils of absen-
teeism, and management of estates by unsympathetic agents resulting in
unhappy relation between the landlords and tenants have grown to such
an extent that Government has been compelled to employ for the protection
of the tenants a more stiingent measure of legislation than has been found
necessary in the temporal liy-settled areas.’

^

7. It has permitted the creation of a number of intermediaries between
the zamindar and the actual cultivator none of whom have either the
incentive or the power to provide any effective means for impiovement of
aguculture. The Government also finds little inducement to spend pubhc
money on agricultural development, as the benefit of the improvement goes
into private hands, with the result that improvement of agncultuiai land
is nobody’s concern.

8. The number of rent receiveis is ever on the increase while theie is

a steady reduction in the number of cultivating owners of lands and the
dispossessed cultivators are swelling the number of bargadars or of landless
agricultural labourers.

9. The complexities of the existing system have led to an immense volume
of harassing and expensive litigation between the landlords and tenants
and in the privately-managed estates illegal collections stiU represent an
appieciahle addition to the burdens of the cultivators.

10. In permanently-settled areas it is virtually impossible to secure
remission of rents in areas affected by drought, hood or other natural
calamities.

11. So long as the zamindari system remains, it will be difficult to
evolve any satisfactory arrangement for revising rents all over the Pro-
vince on an equitable basis and for maintaining the records-of-nghts. It
lo also doubtful if under the existing system, the Legislature would ever
agree to provide a reaUy efiicient machinery for realization of rent with
the result that arrear rents would go on accumulating and there wiE be a
complete breakdown before long The stability and security of the land
astern has already been threatened by the development of no-rent mentality
amongst the ryots m certain areas.
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SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS.

[Figures lu brackets refer to pages j

INTRODUCTION Introduc-

The terms ot refeience to the Gomraission are as

follows — I Vil ]

To investigate and repoit to the Cential Grovernment
upon the caused of the food shortage and subseq[iLent epi-

demics in India, and in particular in Bengal, in the year
1943j and to make recommendations as to the prevention of

their recurrence, with special refeience to

—

(a) the possibility of improving the diet of the people
and the quality and yield of food crops, and

(b) the possibility of improving the system of

administration in respect of the supply and distribution of

food, the provision of emergent medical relief and the emer-
gent arrangements for the control of epidemics in famine
conditions in those areas and in those aspects in which the
piesent system may be found to have been unsatisfactory.

The matters referred to the Commision^ in so far as they
specially related to Bengal, have been dealt with in the first

report entitled “ Beport on Bengal ” published in May
1945, That report also dealt with the epidemics position in

India as a whole and certain aspects of the food situation in
India. The present report covers the remaining items of the
term^ of reference and is divided into four parts. The first

part entitled Short-term aspects of the food problem
contains a review of the food shortage in different parts of

India during 1943 and is related to item (6) of the terms of

reference. Item (a), viz., the possibility of improving
the diet of the people and the quality and yield of food

crops is, for practical purposes, co-extensive wi^n the
whole future development of the country, and the remaining
three parts of this report are devoted to thi^ item. The
subject-matter is so wide, that many of the questions to

which a single chapter has been devoted in the report, would
in themselves almost provide scope for the enquiries of a
Commission. It has, therefore, been found necessary as
regards many of the subjects discussed in the report, to

attempt merely to state the problem rather than to solve it,

to suggest general lines of approach and investigation rather
than clear-cut themes for immediate action. The main
endeavour of the Commission has been to survey the problem
as a whole and to define the broad lines of a food policy

designed to prevent any future threat of famine and to

improve the diet of the people.

[8773
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PART I.—SHORT-TERM ASPECTS OF THE
POOD PROBLEM

CHAPTER I.—POOD SHORTAGES IN INDIA IN 1943

This chapter contains a leview of the food situation in

the piovinces and certain states during 194d The principal

cereals, namely, iice^ wheat, millets^, bailey and mame are

consideied. Befoie the war India as a whole was not self-

sufficient in ceieals, a small expoi^table surplus of wheat being

offset by large imports ot iice. Certain provinces, namely,

the Punjab, the Central Piovinces and Berar^ Smd, Ons^a
and Assam are net exporters of cereals in normal times, while

otheis, Bengal, Bihar, the United Provinces, Madras^ Bom-
bay and the JSTorth-West Prontier Province are normally

importers The available statistical information relating to

the ^ze of these surpluses and deficits is set out. In addition

ihe effects of the loss of the imports from Burma and seasonal

conditions on the supply position in 1943 are described.

Pinally the food problems which faced certain provincial

and state administrations in 1943 and the measures taken to

deal with them are explained.

CHAPTER n.—THE GROW MORE POOD CAMPAIGN

In April 1942, the Government of India summoned a

Food Production Conference for the purpose of concerting

measures to increase the production of foodgrains in India.

The measures recommended were, first^ an increase in the

area under food and fodder crops by bringing new land,

including fallow land, under cultivation, double cropping

and the diversion of land from non-food to food crops;

secondly, an increase in the supply of water for irrigation

by the improvement and extension of existing irrigation

canals, the construction of additional wells, etc
;

thirdly,

the extended use of manured and fertilizers; and fourthly,

an inci’ease in the supply of improved seed. The measures

taken by the Central and Provincial Governments under each

of these heads are reviewed. An account is also given of the

effect of conditions created by the war on the supply of

vegetables, cattle and agricultural implements.

A statistical review of the production of cereak and pulses

follows; the acreages and yields during the years 1942-43

and 1943-44 being compared with the averages for two pre-

ceding tiieimial periods.

Attention is drawn to the great need for the improvement

in the supply of supplementary foods. Beyond this no

specific recommendation i^ made as regards the Grow More

Pood campaign except that it should be continued . with

undiminished vigour and without any slackening of effort.

The results achieved by the Grow More Food campaign

during the two years 1942-43 and 1943-44, have not been

spectacular This is not surprising. The area of culturable
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but uncultivated land which can be brought under cultiva-

tion without the application of special, and in the majority

of cases expensive, measures is small. The two main requi-

sites for a large increase in agricultural production are, first,

an improved water-supply and, secondly, an increase in the

supply and use of manures and fertilizers. But schemes for

an increase in the supply of water for irrigation take time to

complete, particularly in conditions arising out of the war.

Again, a large increase in the supply and use of manures and

fertilizers presents many difficulties. The campaign has been

seriously handicapped by the shoit supply of artificial

fertilizers,

The lesson to be drawn from the experience of the Grow Paragraph 18

More Food campaign stands out clearly. It is this. A large
|- 24 ]

increase in agricultural production in India by an extension

of the area of cultivated land and an improvement in the

yield per acre of crops through irrigation and other mea-
sures, will not be achieved without intensive and sustained

effort on the part of both Government and the people.

There is, therefore, need for laying down a clear agricultural

policy and providing administrative machinery for its exe-

cution,

OHAPTEB III.--FOOD ADMINISTRATION IN INDIA Pabt I,

DURING TEE WAR. ChaptebIH.

The foodgrains coming to the market in India consist of [26
-43 ]

the individual small contributions of millions of small cultiva-

tors, and the problems confronting food administrations

in India are, first, the control, directly or indirectly, of the

flow of these innumerable small streams of gram and the

larger streams into which they coalesce, in order to ensure

the provision of supplies for the defence services, the urban
population and those classes in the rural areas which buy
their supplies, in whole or in part, from the market, and Paragraph 1

secondly, the equitable distribution of the available sup-
^ 26 ]

plies among the latter two classes of consumers at or with-

in pre-determined price levels. The procurement machinery

for the maintenance of supplies of foodgrains in the different paragraph 2

provinces does not conform to a uniform pattern. Condi- -

tions vary greatly throughout India and the adoption of a
^ ^

uniform procurement machinery would have been impracti-

cable. The systems of procurepient and distribution in

force in different provinces of India are reviewed and the 3-13^

special problems presented by certain aspects of the prevail-

ing systems discussed. The conclusions reached and recom-

mendations made are as follows:—
The only completely satisfactory system of procure- Paragraph 14

ment and distribution of foodgrains is one in which first,
[ 31 ]

the whole of the surplus of every producer is at the disposal of

Government, and secondly, the entire population is rationed.

Such a system is described as one of full monopoly/^

26
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Paragraph 14

[ 32 ]

ibid,

[ 33 ]

Paragraph 15

[ 33 ]

Paragraphs
16-17

.[34r-36]

ibid*

I 36 ]

Paragraph 18

I 36 ]

^DMAIAPV OP CONCLUSI03SS AND " iihCOMMEKDATXO>i.S

Full monopoly scliemes aie in opeiation in parts of

Madias and some of tke Indian States. The l^vy ” scheme

in operation in parts of the Bombay Presidency is also, for

all practical purposes, a scheme of full monopoly

Schemes of full monopoly are not a practical proposition

in Bengal, Bihar, and the peimanently-setiled areas of

Orissa and Assam In aieas which have an assured surplus,

schemes of full monopoly are not necessary In deficit areas

in which internal distribution piesents, oi in the future may
piesent serious difficulties, the admmistiation should aim
at the introduction of schemes of full monopoly.

In Uiissa and the Cential Piovinces and Beiar, schemes

are in operation which give (iovernment a limited monopoly
of purchase ovei the marketable surplus. In the report on

Bengal it was recommended that the Bengal Government
should study these schemes with a view to their introduc-

tion^ modified if necessary to suit local conditions, as an
experimental measure in a selected district or districts. It

is suggested that the Bihar Government should also study

these schemes with the object of stiengthening their procure-

ment machinery.

Storage is one of the most difficult pioblems with which
food administrations in India aie faced. Even in normal
times a considerable quantity of fo"odgTains was lost thiough
deterioration and the ravages of insects and rodent pests, and
there is little doubt that, at present^ when large quantities

are handled by official agencies largely unfamiliar with the

merchandizing of grain, losses are on a much higher scale.

It IS, therefore, essential that storage conditions should be
improved and made insect and lat-proof It is recommend-
ed that all administrations, which store grain on a consi-

derable scale, should, as far as possible, place their storage

branch in charge of a fully qualified technical officer assisted

by the necessary technicah staft;-'

Adequate storage, is also essential to successful procure-
ment. The Government of India have iecently embarked
upon a scheme for the construction bf storage for 230,000
tons of grain in surplus areas. ' In addition, it is proposed
to provide additional storage for 120,000 tons of imported
gram. It is recommended that the construction of this

additional accommodation, particularly that for 100,000 tons

in the Punjab, should be pushed forward as quickly as
possible.

The poor quality of gram distributed by the different

administrations has often -given rise to justifiable complaints.
Although the position has impxoved, the grain distributed
is still not infrequently of poor quality." The Government
of India have recently set up an Inspection Directorate at

the Centre and Inspection Departments have also been estab-

lished in ^ some provinces. The problem of quality will,
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iiowever, not be completely solved until there is in each pro-

vince^ whether surplus or deficit, a reliable agency compe-
tent to test and inspect all foodgrains brought into Govern-

ment stock.

It IS recommended that rationing should be extended m i^aragraph 1

9

the Punjab to the four towns, with a population of over [ 39 1

100,tX)0, which have not yet been lationed

Attention is drawn to the observations as regards requisi- Paragraph 20

tioning in the Peport on Bengal. It is lecommended that
[ 39 ]

Governments should not hesitate to lequisition fiom the large

producer and the trader if gram is being held back by them
fiom the market in order to laise prices

The general level of prices of foodgrains in India is high

compared with the w’orld level Indian prices must fall

when consumer goods become more plentiful and cheaper

and imports of nee are once again available, but so long as

the supply position of ceieals remains as at present, prices

generally speaking, will have to remain at about their pre-

sent levels. If prices should iall substantially before imports

of rice become available, production may suffer a setback.

The present policy to hold prices at about their present

levels till the supply position is easier is, therefore, the

correct course to follow,

CHAPTER IV.—STATISTICS OP ACREAGE AND YIELD OF
CROPS Chapter IV,

Problems arising out of the production and distribution of

foodgrains during the war, have emphasized the need for ^Q^ragrap l

accurate statistics of acreage and yield of crops; schemes are t 1

now in operation with the object of securing improvement in

these statistics.

' Fdr the determination of the acreage a plot to plot enu- paragraph 8

meration is' preferred to a random sample survey, because '

[ 46 ]

the former can, whereas the latter cannot, give full and

detailed information as regards the areas under different

crops.

' In the “ temporarily-settled provinces ” the acreage Paragraphs

figures are compiled by the subordinate revenue establishment 2 and 8

by a plot to plot enumeration. In these provinces the acreage [44 and 47]

figures are on the whole accurate and it is recommended that

the present system should continue.

In the “ permanently-settled provinces ” acreage figures, paragraph 3

except in regard to jnte in Bengal, are not accurate ; they are
[ 44 ]

not compiled by a plot to plot enumeration but are based

upon reports received from local officers. In the provinces of Pai^I^s

Bengal, Bihar and Orissa, schemes have recently been intro- ~
^

dneed for the determination of acreage by a system of plot i-

Paragraphs
22-24

[39-41]

Pabt I,

26a

1181 ]
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to plot enumeration. In addition, in Bengal a scheme is in

operation for the determination of the acreage under jute, aus

paddy and aman paddy by the random sample survey method

Paragraph 9 It is considered that in the permanently-settled pro-

[ 47 3 Vinces the goal should be the determination of acreage by
the method of plot to plot enumeration. It is pointed out

that in order to ensure the accuracy of the estimates prepared

by this method it is essential that (a) the plot to plot enu-

meration should be carried out by an adequate and efficient

staff of primary enumerators and inspectors maintained on a

permanent basis, and (6) the size of the primary reporting

unit should not be too large.

Paragraph 10 There is room for considerable improvement in the method

[
as" ]

estimating yield per acre.

The random sample method is a scientific method of com-
puting yields and the first matter to be decided is whether the

adoption of this method is a practical proposition and whether

it can fulfil completely administrative requirements. Ean-
dom sample surveys of yield are now being carried out in

Bengal by the Indian Statistical Institute and in other parts

of India by the Imperial CoAicil of Agricultural Eesearcli.

The surveys in Bengal will be continued for a period of three

years. It is suggested that the surveys by the Imperial Coun-
cil of Agricultural Research should be continued for a similar

period. A decision should then he reached in the light of

experience gained as regards first, the technique to he followed

in carrying out the random sample surveys, and secondly, the

extent to which these surveys can he used in determining the

yield per acre in a particular year. Until a decision has been
reached on these points nothing will he gained by examining
other methods of improving the present system.

Paragraph Ij Every Director of Agriculture should be provided with a

[ 48 ] capable Statistical Assistant.

%hid, A qualified statistical officer should be appointed at all

[ 49 ] provincial headquarters to whom should be entrusted the

study of all aspects of economic and social progress in the

province.

Paragraph 12 For statistical purposes edible oil-seeds should be classified

[ 49 ] under the head food crops Separate figures showing the

acreage under potatoes, sweet potatoes and tapioca should be
given in the Agricultural Statistics for India

CHAPTER V.—-THE NEED FOB IMPORTS

[S 1-^58]
* India, before the war, was not self-sufficient in foodgrains.

Paragraph 1 ^ small exportable surplus of wheat being offset by large

[61 3 imports of rice.

Paragraphs
% and 9

[SI and 54]

Although the production of foodgrains has increased con-

sumption has also increased, owing to the growth of popula-

tion, a higher per capvba consumption by the poorer classes of

the population and the requirements of the defence services.

India is still in need of imports.



summary of conclusions ani) recommendations

Imports must consist mainly of wheat because nco is not Paragraphic

available under conditions created by the war. [ 55 ]

The method now followed by the Government of India in

estimating wheat requirements is considered suitable; it [ 56 ]

enables the volume of imports to be regulated in accordance
with changes in the supply position in India.

In agreement with the Foodgrains Policy Committee, it is

considered that a Central reserve of 500,000 tons of food- Paragraphll

grams is essential. In present circumstances, such a reserve [ 56 ]

can only be built up from imports of wheat

CHAPTEE VI —FOOD ADMINISTRATION IN INDIA
DXJEING THE IMMEDIATE POST-WAR PERIOD

The process of lelaxation of existing controls is bound to

present difficult problems which require to be studied in

advance, and preparations for their solution must be made
before they arise.

The return to normal conditions must be a gradual, regu-

lated and co-ordinated process
;
otherwise the chaotic price and

supply conditions which prevailed in many parts of the

country in the summer of 1942 and during the greater part of

1943, may recur.

The permanent objectives of food policy have a bearing on

the problems of the transition period and must be prominently

kept in mind in considering these problems.

The organization of food administration during the tran-

sition period should be designed, not with a view to securing

the most expeditious return to pre-war conditions, but so

that it can evolve into a system of regulation of prices in

normal times.

The transition period may be regarded as commencing with

the arrival of the first shipments of rice from Burma in

appreciable quantities. Its probable duration is unpredict-

able; it may last until 1951-52.

During the first stage of the transition period, it should be

possible to secure the diminution and eventual elimination of

wide price disparities at present existing in different parts of

the country.

If the actual prices which prevailed during the quin-

quennium ending 1938-39 are worked out in each province,

and a price in the neighbourhood of 240 per cent of such

average determined, the result would broadly represent the

target price level to be aimed at at the end of the first stage of

tbo transition period.

(Concurrently with the reduction of prices the more
stringent forms of control should be withdrawn.

The main problems of the second stage of the transition

period would be the co-ordinated removal of cordons around

Pabt I,

Chapter VI.

[59-69]

Paragraph 2

[ 59 ]

Paragraph S

60 ]

Paragraph 5

[ 61 ]

Paragraph 6

[ 61 ]

Paragraph 7

[ 62

Paragraph 8

[ 62 ]

Paragraph 9

[ 63 ]

[ 383 ]
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Paragraph 9

[ 63 ]

Paragraph 10

[ 63 ]

ihtd.

ihxd.

[ 64 ]

Paragraph 1

1

[ 64 ]

ibid

Paragraphs
12 and 13.

[64-66]

Paragraphs
13-15

[66-67]

ihid»

r 67 ]

provinces and states, and tie re-transfer of tie responsi-

bility for distribution of supplies from Govermnent agencies

to tie trade. At tie same time, Governments must be

prepared to re-introduce controls siould this be necessary,

and to ensure tie maintenance of tie price level witiin pre.

determined limits.

Effective methods for preventing tie price level irom

falling below a pie-deteimmed minimum siould be per-

tected at tiis time.

During tiis stage tie price level siould not be allowed

to exceed 240 per cent of the pre-war level, that is, the

average of tie quinquennium ending 1938-39, nor allowed

to fall below 180 per cent of the pre-war level.

The maintenance of the suggested minimum level during

the stage of tie transition period is essential to the orderly

development of the country’s economy.

It IS only by setting before themselves in concrete terms
a definite task to perform during tie transition peiiod, and
actually solving the problems involved as they arise, that

Governments will acquire the basis of practical experience

on which a system of regulation of prices suitable for nor-

mal times can be devised and operated.

A special need for regional co-ordination will arise in

tie circumstances of tie transition period, and the estab-

lishment of Regional Food Councils consisting of repre-

sentatives of tie Governments of Provinces and States in

each region is recommended.

The functions of Regional Food Councils should be to

advise provincial and state administrations on the steps to

be taken by them in order to secure, witiin tie region, tie

co-ordinated removal of cordons, tie maintenance of sup-

plies through inter-Provincial and State trade, the execu-

tion of a common price policy for tie region witiin the
framework of an all-India price policy, and tie fulfilment,

in respect of tie region, of tie All-India Basic Plan.

Tie need also exists for tie establishment of a perma-
nent and recognized machinery for co-ordination of food
administration at tie Centre as well as in the Provinces and
States.

A suitable model for such machinery already exists in

tie All-India Food Conferences, It is suggested that in
tie place of ad hoc conferences summoned at irregular
intervals, a permanent organization siould be established

which may be called the All-India Food Council

Tie All-India Food Council siould be recognized, both
by tie Central Government and tie Governments of Pro-
vinces and States, as tie common organ of co-ordination of
tie activities of these Governments in framing and exe-
cuting a common lood policy for tie country as a whole.

[ 384 ]
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The existing organisation of the Food Department at the Paragraph 16

Centre will have to continue during the immediate post- [ 67 ]

war period and to perform functions of substantially the

same character as at present.

It would be convenient in due course to constitute a %h%d

single department at the Centre which would deal with both

Food and Agriculture and whose functions would be limited

to those two subjects only.

PART ir —POPULATION, NUTRITION AND FOOD POLICY Part ii,

OirlAJPTRR X
CHAPTER I —POPULATION [73-104]

The population of India has increased by about 30 per Paragraphs

cent since 1872 and^ is now in the neighbourhood of 400
millions. The rate of increase has not been as rapid as in [73-75]

certain other countries. There is a general tendency for

the excess of births over deaths to increase and great possi-

bilities exist for further reduction in the death-rate by the

development of public health services

The reported net area under food crops per capita is Paragraphs

about 0 72 acre It appears that during the last 30-40 6 and 6

years the area under cultivation per capita has decreased [77-80]

American experts have calculated that 1*2 acres per capita

are required to produce an emergency restricted diet ’’ in

the United States of America

During the decade 1931 to 1941 the population of large Paragraph 7.

cities increased more rapidly than the population as a [ 81 ]

whole. During the same decade, however, the non-urban
popniation increased from 300 to 339 millions and its per-

centage to the total fell only from 88 '9 to 87*2 Whatever
the Ititure prospects of industrial development, India is at

the present time essentially a country of agriculturists.

Analysis of the various factors concerned with popula- Paragraphs

tiOn growth suggests that, in the absence of major calami-

ties, the population will reach 500 millions in 20 or 25 years’ [62-87]

tiip,e.

The food position in relation to population appears io be Para^aphs

[88-91]

Paragraphs
19-21

[91-94]

in Certain respects less favourable than in 1880. There is,

however, pd fully satisfactory evidence that standards of

nutrition have declined since that date ' India,, in relation

to the existing stage of her industrial and economic develop-

ment, is oyerpopnlated, increasing pressure of population

manifesting itself in various ways. On the other hand, the

advance of science has opened up possibilities of increasing

food production which did not exist sixty years ago.

Whatever success in increasing food production can b"

achieved, ^ultimately a decrease in the rate of population
growth is not only desirable but necessary While an addi-

tion of a further 100 millions to the population within the

[ 385,3
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Paragraph 22

[ 94 ]

Paragraph 23

[ 96 ]

Paragraphs
24-26

[96-99]

Paragraphs
27 and 28

[99-101]

Paragraph 29

[ 101 1

Paragraphs
1 a:^ 20

[73 aii4 ni

next 25 years must be anticipated, the essential point is

whether, when that figure is reached, the whole '' reproduc-

tive situation,’’ including the relation between the birth-

rate and the death-rate, is favourable to continued growth

at an equal or accelerated rate, or whether the population

has reached, or is approaching, a position of stability.

The course of population growth may be influenced by
emigration^ urbanization and family limitation. Emigration

abroad has hitherto had little influence on population in

India It is, however, pointed out that the emigration of

Indians as colonists to sparsely populated regions in the Com-
monwealth and the Empire, would serve the double purpose

of relieving to some extent the pressure of population on
land in India, and of facilitating the development of such

regions.

Experience in other countries indicates that urbaniza-

tion is, for various reasons, associated with the slackening of

population growth, and increasing urbanization in India may
bave a similar effect.

There is evidence that the practice of family limitation

has appeared in this country, but it is as yet confined to the
more prosperous classes. At the present time a deliberate

State policy with the objective of encouraging the practice of

birth control among the mass of the population is impractica-
ble, both because of public opinion on this matter and be-
cause of the low economic condition of the poorer classes and
their lack of education. A fall in the birth-rate will tend
to follow rather than precede economic betterment.

Development of public health services may in the long
run have a tendency to stabilize population. A high birth-

rate accompanied by a high death-rate means waste of
human effort and lives. It is suggested that an assault on
infant mortality would ultimately tend to reduce the birth-
rate. The State can legitimately take steps, through
the medium of health services, which will have the effect

of encouraging family limitation. Knowledge of hirth-
confrol could be imparted through maternity and child
welfare centres, by women doctors, to women whose health
would be endangered by further or excessive child-hearing,
and also to women who seek advice because of a reasonable
desire to space ” their children.

The appomtment of a Registrar-Generall to the Govern-
ment of India and Registrars in the provinces, is recom-
mended. Among their tasks would be the improvement of
the registration of deaths and births, and the collection and
scientific study of demographical data of various kinds.

While the fact that there is a serious population situa-
tion must be recognized, the primary problem is that of
under-development of resources, both agricultural and

[ 386 ]
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industiial TLe belief is expressed that it is possible, by a

variety of means, to produce not only enough, food to meet

the needs of the growing population at subsistence level,

but enough to effect an improvem3nt in the diet of the

people. The magnitude of the task involved and its

imperious necessity, are however strongly emphasized.

CHAPTER II —THE PROBLEM OF NUTRITION Paet II,

Chapter II.

Among the poor sections of the community in India, [105-112]

both urban and rural, there is much under-nutrition as well Paragraph 4

as malnutrition. It has been estimated, by certain autho- [ 106 ]

rities, that 30 per cent of the population in normal times

do not get enough to eat. Further, a large proportion of

the population of India consumes a diet which does not

contain protective foods in sufficient amounts.

Much ill-health, disease and mortality in India, parti- Paragraph 5

cularly among infants, children and women in the child-
[

log ]

bearing period, is due to malnutrition. Diseases caused by

or associated with insufficiency of some food factor or

factors in the diet are of common occurrence. The improve-

ment of nutrition is, therefore, an essential part of the

public health programme in India.

Steps should he taken to collect satisfactory records of I'aragraph 6

standards of nutrition and physical development, with the
[

no ]

object of obtaining a clear picture of their general trend

from decade to decade in the future.

A well balanced and satisfactory diet is beyond the means Paragraph 7

of large sections of the population. The poor man is forced, [ UO ]

in order to satisfy hunger, to depend largely on the cheaper

kinds of food. The lack of purchasing power is thus a most

important, perhaps the most important, cause of mal-

nutrition.

The improvement of the diet of the people cannot be Paragraph 8

achieved without a great increase in the production of [ 112 ]

protective foods and simultaneous increase in purchasing

power.

CHAPTER ni.—FOOD POLICY Part H,
Charter lH

The existing food situation, the existing system of food [113-125]

administration and tlie results of the Grow Jlore ^ood cam-
p ^

paign have been dealt with in Part I of the report, the growth
®

of population and the problem of nutrition have been dis-
^ ^

cussed in CShapters I and II of this part (Part II). The results

of the examination of the present position are Briefly recapitu-

lated as follows ; The diet of the greater part of the population

is unbalanced and does not contain enough protective foods.

Within this majority group there is a considerable section, per-

haps amounting to 30 per cent "of the whole population, which

1:
987 ]
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does not get enongli to eat, i e., is short of both energy-

yielding and protective foods. The poorer classes, both urban

and rural, cannot afford to purchase a balanced diet even

if protective foods were available in sufficient quantities.

There is evidence of increasing pressure of population on

existing land resources in various parts of the country and

population is likely to increase by 100 millions in the next

25 years At present the most widely consumed cereal, rice,

is in short supply and the pioduction of protective foods

—

pulses, meat, fish, fiuits and vegetables—is quite insufficient.

To offset this picture of the present state of affairs there are

abundant opportunities for development in agriculture and
other spheres which the giowth of scientific knowledge
and technologj,^ has opened up. Throughout the report strong

emphasis is laid on these opportunities and it is considered

that the resources of India, both agricultural and industrial,

are, if vigorously developed, such as to remove any future

,
threat of famine and decisively raise standards of living and
nutrition

In this central chapter which is linked with both the

preceding and the following paits of the report, the outlines

of future food policy are discussed

Paragraph 2 State should recognize its ultimate responsibility to
[113-1141 provide enough food for all. This is enunciated as a broad

principle, the implications of which emerge from the report

as a whole. In India the problems of food suppl3^ and nutri-

tion are fundamental and must at all time be one of the

primary concerns of Central, Provincial and State Govern-
ments It IS abundantly clear that a policy of latssez faire in

the matter of food supply and distribution will lead nowhere
and would probably end in catastrophe. All the resources

of Government must be brought to hear in order to achieve
the end in view This principle of State responsibility in

the feeding of the people is m line with Recommendation 3

of the TTnited Nations Conference on Food and Agriculture.

Governments in India have within the last 100 years accept-

ed the duty of preventing widespread death from famine.
But the further obligation of taking every possible step not
only to prevent starvation but improve nutrition and create

a healthy and vigorous population has not yet been fully

recognized and accepted.

U^rragiaphs Cereals are the basic food of the people of India and the

ril^llSl
situation which has arisen during the war has tmpha-

^ ^
sized their importance. It is considered that self-sufficiency

iti cereals, at<>a satisfactory level of intake, should be one
of the cardinal aims of food and agricultural policy. In
putting forth this objective in regard to cereals, it is not
proposed^ however^ that the producer should be compelled
to grow cereals in preference to other food or non-food crops
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except ID an emergency such as that created by the present

Mar It IS not considered necessary or desirable that an

uneconomical diversion of cultivation from non-cereal crops to

cereal crops should be compulsorily effected with the ob 3
ect

of achieving' self-sufficiency in cereals.

If agiiculture is to develop and the agTicnlturist to pros- Paragraph 8

per^ the latter must be assured of a satisfactory price for the
[ ug ]

cereals he produces The State must, therefoie, determine

from time to time the minimum prices of rice and wheat
which are fair to the producer and maximum prices fair to

the consumer, and ensure that prevailing prices fall within

this range Any repetition of the great slump of the thirtievS

would be disastrous to India and will bring progress to a

standstill Strong emphasis is laid on this aspect of food

policy.

An increase m cereal production will not improve the Paragraphs

diet of the people in respect of quality Stress is, thex*efore,

laid on the increased production of supplementary foods
[119-120]

The question of the production of pulses and their supply Paragraph

requires detailed study, and that of increasing yields by
the ‘ introduction of improved varieties, etc

^
demands the f ^

close attention of agricultural research workers and depart-

ments.

Soya-bean is referred to With the growth of industry

in India its cultivation for industrial purposes may be called ^ 1

for Soya-bean is a leguminous crop of value as fodder and
in the rotation of crops and the part it could play for these

purposes in Indian agriculture is worthy of investigation

With regard, however, to its use as a substitute for the

common Indian pulses agreement is expressed with the views

of the -Wntrition Advisory ^ Committee 4hat, the nutritive

value of sova-bean, in comparison with that of other common
Indian pulses, is not such as to justify, from the standpoint

of human nutrition, the immediate encouragement of its

production^ and consumption on a wide scale in India.

“ A large increase in the supply of vegetables and fruits is Paragraph

needed and is considered perfectly feasible. Attention is

drawn to a group of non-cereal foods, potatoes, sweet potatoes, C ^ i J

tapioca and plantains, which have the characteristic of giving

a higher calorie yield per unit area than cereals and pnlses

These foods, however, are deficient in protein and if they

are taken as the main ingredient in the diet protein intake

is seriously reduced The conclusion is that provided sup-

plies of protein from pulses and fish can be simultaneously

increased, an increase in the production of potatoes and sweet

potatoes nnd plantains has much to recommend it from the

standpoint of food and agricultural policy, with particular

reference to economy in the use of land. As regards tapioca,

[ 389 ]
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Paragraph
13

[
122 ]

Paragraph
16

[ 123
]

Paragraph
m

[123-.1243

Paragraph
17

C 124 ]

Paragiaph
18

[ 124 3

tlie position is more doubtful; tbis root wliicb is bigbly

deficient in protein, tends to be eaten as a staple ratber tban

as a supplementary food, replacing rice to an extent whick

is nutritionally undesirable. Tkis question is considered in

more detail in Ckapter IX of Part III*

The intake of fats and oils is at present too low and an
increase of tke order of 200 to 250 per cent kas been recom-

mended on nutritional grounds. It is pointed out tkat

increased production of oilseeds and tkeir pressing in India

will result in a greater supply of oils for kuman consumption,

Tke animal foods, milk, meat, fisk and eggs, are promi-
nent in tke group of protective foods. Every effort must be
made to increase tke supplies of milk products and tkis is

regarded as a most important aspect of food policy. But
looking at tke matter realistically, tkere appears to be no

immediate prospect of tke production of milk being increased

to suck an extent tkat it can be a regular article of diet

consumed in adequate quantities by tke poorer classes in tke

greater pari of India.

Meat cannot be given a prominent place in tke produc-

tion programme. Tke same applies to eggs, an expensive

article of diet beyond tke means of tke poor in most parts

of tke world. Poultry farming, kowever, skould be vigor-

ously developed in tke neigkkourkood of urban centres and
tke production of eggs as a subsidiary village occupation
included in tke programme of rural development. In
Ckapter XI of Part III great emphasis is laid on tke need
for an increase in tke supply of fisk. In many parts of tke
country fisk skould become tke main protective food of

animal origin in tke diet of tke masses.

Tke food production policy wkick is recommended is sum-
med up as follows: Self-sufficiency in cereals as tke basic
food of the country skould be a main objective. To balance
cereals it is essential to increase ike production of pulses,

fisk, vegetable oils, vegetables and fruits. Certain highly
productive foods, notably potatoes, sweet potatoes and plan-
tains, skould be grown in greater quantities to relieve

pressure on land and add to tke total supply of calories. Sup-
plies of milk and eggs should he increased as far as possible.

If these objectives can be achieved, the national diet will! he
a reasonably satisfactory diet, compatible with much higher
levels of health and physical development than those at
present existing, even if milk, eggs and meat enter spar-
ingly into the diet of the bulk of the population in many
parts of the country.

Attention is drawn to the need for safeguarding the
nutrition of vulnerable groups in the population. This ques-
tion is discussed in Chapter XII of Part III.



SUMMARY OR CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Tte discovery of improved farming metkods is of little Paragraph

value unless tke cultivator can make use of tkem. Consider-

able attention, therefore, has been devoted in the latter part [ 125 ]

of the report to the question of land tenure^ co-operation

and agricultural economy generally.

Improvement in diet and a rise in the standard of living

are very nearly equivalent objectives. In order to increase

agricultural production and improve the national diet, [ 125 ]

simultaneous industrial development to augment the total

wealth of the country is essential. The growth of industry
will itself help to solve some of the most thorny problems
of village economy, such as excessive population pressure

on land, rural unemployment, etc.

Paragraph
20

lines of food policy are summarized asThe main
follows ;

—
(i) Government responsibility for increasing

resources and improving the diet of the people.

(ii) Self-sufficiency in cereals.

(ill) Control of the price of cereals to ensure a reason-

able return to the cultivator.

(iv) Increased production of certain protective and
supplementary foods.

(v) The re-organization of agriculture.

(vi) The development of industry.

Paragraph
21

food t 125 3

PART III.- IMPROVEMENT OP POOD PRODUCTION
AND NUTRITION

CHAPTEE I.—lEBIGATION

Part III,

Chapter I

[129-143]

Among the measures which may be adopted for increasing Paragraph l

the area under cultivation and the yield of crops on land
f 129 ]

already under cultivation, the first place must he assigned to

the supply and conservation of water.

The construction by Government of all classes of irrigation Paragraphs

works such as canals, multi-purpose reservoirs, tube wells and

river pumping plant, should be undertaken as rapidly as [129-132]

possible in the post-war period.

In estimating the financial soundness of an irrigation paragraph 6

scheme, account should be taken not only of the revenue
[ 133 j

directly attributable to the work in question, but also of the

additional revenue indirectly accruing to Government, cs a

result of the increase in the wealth of the population. An
irrigation scheme promotes the well-being and the standard

of living of the people and there is, therefore, nothing

intrinsically unsound in general revenues contributing to the

loan charges of well considered schemes.

[ 891 ]
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Paragraphs
10 and 11

[ 135- 137]

Paragiaph
12

f 137 ]

Paragraph
13

[ 139 ]

Paragraph
14

C 140 ]

Part III,

Chapter II.

[144-150]
Paragraph 1

C 144 ]

Paragraph 4

[ 145 ]

Paragraph 5

[ 146 ]

Paragraph 6

. [ 146 ]

Paragraph 7

[ 146 ]

Paragraph 8

[ 147 ]

Paragraph 9

[ 147 ]

Paragraph
10

[147-148]

The state should eucouiage the development of private

wells by the collection of full information as regards sub-soil

water supplies, the appointment of a special stafi charged

with the duty of advising and assisting the villager in the

sinking of wells, the grant of talavi advances and the intro-

duction of more eiB&cient means of lifting water, especially in

tracts with a deep water table.

The construction of private tanks should also be en-

couraged.

The legislative measures passed for the purpose of ensuring

the pioper maintenance of private irrigation works should be

strictly enforced.

The system of afforestation by contour trenching and the

conservation of ram water by contour bunding holds out Ibe

prospect of effecting great improvements in agricultural con-

ditions in large areas in Bombay and other parts of India,

where the rainfall is not only precarious but is liable to be

precipitated in violent storms of short duration. The work
being carried out by the Bombay Government in this regard

is commended to the notice of other Provincial and State

Governments.

CHAPTER n;—MANURE

A great increase in the use of manures and fertilizers is

one of the most urgent requirements of Indian agriculture.

Efforts to find an alternative fuel to cattle dung should be

continued and intensified.

The making of compost from nightsoil and town refuse

should be continued and expanded.

Investigations into the best methods of making compost
from village refuse, cane trash, water hyacinth and other

materials available in the country-side and the conservation

of cattle urine should be continued and intensified.

The question of crushing in India of as large a proportion

as possible of the (!>ilseeds grown in the country should be

investigated.

Further investigations into green manuring are necessary.

The extended use of bonemeal, fish manure and slaughter-

house refuse also needs examination.

An expansion in the use of artificial fertilizers is essential

if the yield o~f crops is to he substantially increased. The use
of these fertilizers is, however, a technical subject on which
much fuller information is required. Further research and
experiment are necessary in order that Agricultural depart-

ments may be in a position to give full advice as regards the
use of these fertilizers.

[M2]



^tJhmARy Oh^ CONCLUSIONS AND NECOMMLNDALIONS

Tke price factoi is a most important element in the use paragiaph
of organic and inoiganic manures. While it is not recommen- 12

ded that the use of manures should he subsidized, it is sugges- [ 149 ]

ted that the State should take other measures with a view to

ensuring that manures are available to the cultivator at as low
a price as possible

CHAPTER HI.—IMPROVED VARIETIES

Although considerable pi ogress has been made in the

evolution of improved strains of crops, work on the breeding
of better varieties must continue with a view to effecting

further improvement in the yield and quality and pioducmg
new resistant types

Part III,

Chapter III

[15D157J

Paragraph 3

[ 152 ]

Most provinces have evolved a suitable system for the Paragraph
periodical renewal of improved seed It is necessaiy, however, 4

that the seed of improved varieties should be within easy [ 153- 154]

reach of the cultivator and it is essential that he should not

have to travel long distances to obtain it The spread of

improved varieties would be greatly assisted by the existence

of a machineiy by which the whole process of production and

distribution, that is, the production of nucleus seed, its multi-

plication under carefully controlled conditions and its final

distribution to the cultivator, became a well legulated pioce-

dure.

New varieties with a wide range of adaptability are, in paragraph 6

the long run, likely to -prove more successful than narrowly
^ j

specialized types

Theie is much confusion legarding dift'erent varieties and ihtd

support is given to the proposal for a system of registration of

nib varieties of -crops, -including fruits and - vegetables.

The introduction of improved varieties must be accoin- paragraph 8

panied by measures directed to improve the fertility of the j-

soil if the best results are to be achieved.

CHAPTER IV.—PROTECTION AGAINST PESTS AND DISEASES JU

If the full benefits of iiiigation, iminuying and improved

varieties are to be assured, effective “action must be taken to Paragraph 2

deal with diseases, pests, vermin and w’'eeds. Crop protec-
[ X59 j

tion IS an impoitant factor in increased production.

The present cost of fungicides^ insecticides, and fumi- Paragraph 6

gants, and appliances for dusting, spraying, and fumigation [ lei
]

is high and beyond the means of most cultivators and fruit

growers. The need for cheap fungicides, etc., and ^ appli-

ances IS great and it is lecommended that the question of

producing cheaper chemicals and appliances be investigated.

The control of pests of the staple crops such as rice, wheat. Paragraph'

jowar, cotton and sugarcane can only be achieved by orga-
[ 16 1 ]

nized effort over wide areas The staff available for ^ch

IMS]



Paragraph 8

E 162 ]

Paragraph 9

[ 162 ]

Paragraph
10

[ 162 ]

Paragraph
11

[162-163]

Paragraph
12

[ 163 3

Paragraph
13

[ 163 3

Paragraph
14

[ 164 ]

Past HI,
Chapter V.
[166-169]

Paragraph 1

[ 166 ]

Paragraphs
2 and 3

CH6-167]

SPMMABY OP CONCliPSIGNS ANB HECOAlMENDATXOKS

control measures is vei'y limited and it is proposed that a

special plant piotection staff should be employed in every

province.

With the incieased use of organic manuies, compost and

green manure, termites may multiply and prove a Venous

menace. It is recommended that the tei mites problem

should receive special attention.

Fumigation of plants ariiving in India from abroad is at

present carried out by the customs authorities. It is recom-

mended that this work should be entiusted to a special

quarantine service consisting of trained personnel.

To ensure quick and simultaneous action against pests

and diseases a certain amount of compulsion is necessary.

It IS recommended that legislation be introduced in all pro-

vinces for the purpose of enforcing the adoption of preven-

tion and control measures.

It is suggested that the biological control of pests is a

matter which requires further inve^igation and support is

given to the proposal for the establishment of a biological

research station.

Attention is drawn to the loss caused through the

deterioration of foodgrains during storage. It is recom-
mended that the investigations now being conducted By
the Storage Directorate of the Food Department of the
Grovernment of India and by the Imperial Council of Agri-
cultural Research should be vigorously developed.

Stress is placed upon the need for the eradication of deep-
rooted weeds such as ’kan$^ hariali^ etc., by means of tractor

ploughing.

Attention is drawn to the harm which is being done to

agriculture by water hyacinth and lantana, and it is sug-
gested that investigations into the eradication of these two
noxious weeds should be continued.

CHAFTBB V.—AGBICtrLTUBAL IMPLEMENTS AND
MECHANIZATION.

There is scope for further improvement in agricultural
implements. It is suggested that progress would be assisted
by first, the issue of an illustrated account of the implements
and farm equipment in use in India, and secondly, the
establishment of a central ^'museum"’ containing a collection
of such implements.

One of the urgent needs of agriculture in India is a re-
duction in the enormous number of bullocks employed in
farming operations. The substitution of bullock by mecha-
aical power appears to offer the greatest possibility of
affecting this reduction.

[ 394 ]
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In addition to being employed for agricnltnral operations Paragraph 4

in the field, bullocks are also used for lifting water from [ 167 ]

wells, grinding corn and crusbing oilseeds and sugarcane
Some progress has been made in the substitution of mecba-
meal for bullock power in the latter operations. It is recom-
mended that all possible measures be taken to encourage the

use of mechanical power, particularly m area^ where cheap

electric power is (or will be) available, for these operations

Several Provincial and State Q-overnments have placed Paragraph 5

orders for tractors for employment in areas infested with [ 168 ]

deep-rooted weeds and for the bieaking up of new land. It

is recommended that these tractors should also be utilized

for conducting thorough and business-like investigations into

the whole question of the substitution of mechanical for

bullock power in farming operations.

Small tractors of low hors'e-power are now available. It tbid,

IS recommended that experiments be carried out with this

type of tractor with a view to evolving a design or designs

suitable to conditions in India generally and in particular to

the different conditions prevailing in different parts of the

country.

CHAPTER VI.—MALARIA AND AGRICULTURE.
jjj^

Malaria is widespread and seriously affects the efficiency

of the rural population; it lowers the capacity for work of paragraph l

hundreds of thousands below that of a healthy individual. [ 170 ]

An agricultural community which is weakened in mind and

body by malaria will never be a prosperous community.

Malaria prevents large areas of fertile land from being Paragraph 2

brought under cultivation. [171]

A great deal of malaria is “man-made,” produced by Paragraph 6

faulty irrigation works, faulty agricultural dramage, railway [ 173 ]

construction, etc. Much “man-made ’ malaria could

prevented by closer co-operation between engineers and

malaria experts.

The Public Health Departments of the provinces and the Paragraph 7

larger states should include a professional malariologist or a [ 173 ]

health officer trained in malaria control, a malaria engineer

or a sanitary engineer with knowledge of anti-malaria "^ork,

an entomologist, a malaria agronomist, and trained held

inspectors and laboratory assistants.

Malaria control in rural areas is not an impossible pro-

position and further research may lead to the
p74& 176]

Lntrol methods cheaper and more effective
_

than any yet

evolved. Malaria control in general is essential to the satis-

factory development of the country’s agricultural resources

There IS little excuse for the usual attitude of defeatism with

regard to the problem. A luost ^7“
urban and rural malaria should be launched after the war.

Paragraphs
9 and 11

[395]
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Pabt III,

Chaptbe VII

[176-193]

Paragraph 2

[177]

Paragraphs
4 and 7

[178 & 179]

Paragraph 5

[
178 ]

Paragraph 6

[179]

Paragraph 9

[
^81 ]

%hid,

[182]

Paragraph
10

[ 182 ]

Paragraph
13

[ iSi]

Paragraph
15

[ 186-186;]

Paragraph
16

[ 186 ]

PaMigraphs
16-19

[187-189]

CHAPTER VII.—-ANIMAL HUSBANDRY

A.—Livestock
<ei>

Impoitaiice is attaclied to ike inaiiiteiiaiice of livestock

statistics and it is leconimenaed that provinces and states

should lecognize their obiigaiion to conduct quinquennial

enumeration on a unifoim basis.

The number of stud and approved bulls is still far below
lequiiements. Increased use siioukl be made of improved
and registered animals bred in the villages in selected breed-

ing tracts The development of artificial insemination may
lesult in a decieuvse in the numbei of bulls lequired.

An enquiry should be undei taken into the best age for

castration of inferior animals and every effort made to

increase the castration of scrub bulls.

An investigation should be made with a view to increas-
ing the milk yields oi buffaloes.

It is essential that the best possible use be made of all

glazing lands. Experiments should be undertaken, as soon
as possible, in re-seeding, rotational grazing and manui’ing
of grass lands.

Minor forests should be developed for the provision of
grazing and fuel.

Green fodder crops are in Serious short supply. Mixed
farming holds out possibilities of increased production of
human food as well as feed and fodder for cattle. The
expeiiments now being conducted into mixed farming should
be continued and extended.

The possibility of using the cow for work on the farm as
well as for milk production is a matter worthy of investiga-
tion.

Eesearch into the prevention and cure of disease should
be expanded. The Veterinary Services in the provinces are
inadequate and should be greatly strengthened.

B.—Milk

T
average daily' fer capita consumption of milt in

India has been variously estimated as 5 -8 to 10 oz. Average
intate is reasonably high in Sind and" the Punjab, but in
most parts of India is less than 4 oz. daily, wbich mhns
that a large section of the population consumes no milk at
ail.

That of the she-buffalo is somewhat higher. The yields of
both can he greatly increased by better feeding andmanagement, aoat's milk amounts at present to only a
small percentage of the total milk supply but there are

Set of'milk.
importance of the goat as a

[ 396 ]
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Less tlian one-tliird of the total milk supply is sold and Paragraph

consumed in the form of fresh liquid milk. The milk-
producer usually prepares ghee from his milk and sells it

^ ^

retaining the buttermilk or lassi for his own use Producers
in the neighbourhood of large urban areas can sell their

milk in the fresh state, which is more profitable than the
sale of ghee.

The urban dairy industry has developed duiing recent Ihia,

decades, but in general, the supply of milk and milk pro- [
loi ]

ducts in towns and cities is insufiS.cient to meet demand, and
standards of purity and cleanliness are low. Much needs to

be done to improve the supply, distribution and quality of

milk in urban centres. A well-organized urban milk
industry will stimulate production in the neighbouihood of

such centres and lead to the introduction of higher-yielding

breeds, and better feeding and management.

To increase milk supply, the essential requirement is Paragraph

more and better food foi milking animals The economics

of milk production m the case of milch animals of different [ 1

species should be investigated. Primary emphasis must be

laid on the need for increasing the production and consump-
tion of milk and milk products in the villages.

CHAPTER VIII.—AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH AND Part III

ORGANIZATION Chapt .-b

YIII
There is urgent need for further research into the [194-198]

numerous problems on the solution of which the prosperity ^

of the Indian farmer largely depends. For example, further ^ ^

research on the basic problems of soil fertility is imperative.

Increasing facilities for research and the multiplication

of research institutes will demand closer co-ordination and

collaboration between research institutes and research

workers.

The capacity for first-class' original research is rare Paragraph 3

and it is always difficult to find good men for senior research [ 1^5 ]

appointments. The development of research, therefore,

should be sure but steady and a certain degree of gradual-

ness in the extension of research institutes is to be advo-

cated.

The training of research workers is important. Facilities ^^aragraph ^

for post-graduate training of a worker before he is appointed [ ]

to an agricultural research institute, are at present inade-

quate. This matter is brought to the attention of the

Imperial Council of Agricultural Eesearch.

Support is given to the recommendation of Sir John

Russell that the Imperial Council of A^icultural Research

should set aside a small fund to assist senior men of approved

merit to go overseas for training in research.

[ 397 ]
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Paragraph 6

[196]

Paragraph 6

[196]

Paragraph 7

[197]

Paragraph 8

[197]

Pabt III

Chapter IX

[ 199-207 ]

Paragraph 1

[199J

Paragraphs
3 and 4

[ 200-202 ]

Paragraph

[ 203 ]

Paragraph 7

[204]

Tile important results of researcli in Indian agriculture

should be compiled and published in a series of critical

monographs.

More woik requires to be done on experimental farms m
the direction of integrating proved results into suitable farm

practices.

A system of ' pilot ’ farms is recommended with the

object of demonstrating the application of the results of

research and improved farming methods to the cultivator.

If agricultural production is to be largely increased, the

administrative and field establishments in the provinces

must be very considerably expanded. Agriculture must be

recognized as one of the most important activities of Gov-
ernment and Agricultural Departments given a high priority

in the allocation of funds.

CHAPTER IX —TUBERS AND OTHER HIGH-YIELBING CROPS

It IS essential to make the most profitable use of laud

resources One method of achieving this is the increased

production of potatoes, sweet potatoes, tapioca, and plan-

tains which give larger returns of food energy or calories per

unit area than cereals.

The potato, as a world source of food energy^ is not far

behind rice and wheat, while the sweet potato is an edible

root of great importance in many of the warmer countries

of the world. The area under potato in India is only about
0*6 million acres, but the areas climatically suitable for its

cultivation are large. The area under sweet potato is not
accurately known but is extensive and has increased consi-

derably during the war.

I The extended cultivation of potatoes and sweet potatoes
as supplementary foods should be one of the objectives of
food policy. The sweet potato is, at present, consumed as
a main article of diet in some areas in certain seasons of
the year. Its use as a major ingredient in the diet as a
substitute for cereals, is inadvisable since it may seriously
reduce protein intake. The aim, therefore, should be to
increase its production simultaneously with that of other
foods richer in protein, such as cereals, pulses, fish, etc.

Tapioca, the area under which has extended very con-
siderably^ during the war in South-west India, has one
serious disadvantage. It is a very poor source of protein.
In normal times, therefore, the extension of tapioca grow-
ing should be encouraged, only if it is possible to ensure
that it does not become the chief ingredient in the diet and
that other foods richer in protein are consumed in sufficient
quantities.

rs98]
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An increase in the production of plantains and bananas. Paragraph 8

tor consumption as a supplementary food, particularly by [ 206 ]

children, should be included among the objectives of tood
policy.

CHAPTER X —VEGETABLES AND FRUITS Paht III,

Vegetables help to balance and diversify monotonous ^
cereal diets and fall Into the category of protective

^

foods. Many of the common Indian varieties of irreen
^

leafy vegetables are escellent sources of pro-vitamin A—a
^

vitaman for which the need is considerable, since ill-health

and diseases associated with pro-vitamin A deficiency are

of frequent occurrence among the poorer classes.

The present intake of vegetables of all kinds by the mass ih%d.

of the population is inadequate and should be greatly

increased.

The cultivation of vegetables in villages, apart from Paragraph

those in the neighbourhood of cities, is very much neg- [ 208 ]

lected. Education and propaganda are required to teach

the villager the value of vegetables as food, and to persuade

him to grow them for his own use. The growing of vegeta-

bles in private gardens and allotments in urban areas

should also be encouraged.

The vegetable farms started by the Provincial Govern- Paragraph \

ments in co-operation with^ the military authorities and by
j;
209 ]

the military authorities themselves have considerably

increased production. It is necessary that this 3iicrease in

production should be maintained after the war.

The increased production of fruit is desirable from the Paragraph 7

point of view of nutrition and a greater consumption on
[ 211 ]

the part of the poorer classes, the great majority of the

population, would improve their present defective diet.

As in the case of vegetables, the growing of fruit in Paragraph 8

villages, generally speaking, is neglected or under-deve-
j;
212 ]

loped. This is a matter which should be taken up by the

agricultural and other departments concerned with rural

development. The more fruit locally grown the better the

diet of the people*

India, with her wide range of climate and soil condi- Xhid,

tions, provides opportunities for the cultivation of nearly

all the temperate, tropical, and sub-tropical fruits.

While good varieties of all types of fruit exist, reliable Faragaph

agencies for their multiplication and distribution have not

been organized. The position in many respects is the same ^ ^

as regards vegetable seeds. It is desirable that the growers

of fruits and vegetables should have a guarantee, that the

young trees and seeds they purchase are of good quality.

[t is suggested that, probably the best solution of this

[ 39»]
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Paragraph
13
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214 ]

Paragraph
14

[
214 ]

Past III,

Chapter XI

[ 217-221 ]

Paragraph 1

[217]

Ibid.

Paragraph 4

[218]

Ibid.

Paragraph 5

[219]

SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

difficult problem would be for Agricultural departments

to use every means in tbeir power to encourage tbe estab-

lishment of '' recognized ’’ nurserymen for the production

of young fruit trees and vegetable seeds.

Paching, transport and marketing are important factors

connected with the development of fruit production. These

matters require immediate attention

Stress is laid on the need for development of fruit pre-

servation in its widest sense.

A comprehensive and authoritative account of the fruits

in India should be compiled and published, with the object

of providing in a handy form information on the different

fruits and the different aspects of the fruit industry.

CHAPTER XI.—FISHERIES

In India, where the per capita intake of meat and milk

IS small, fish has special importance as a supplement to ill-

balanced cereal diets; it must be given a prominent position

in the protective ’’ group.

The present supply of fish is totally inadequate; the

development of fisheries is one of the most promising means
of improving the diet of the people.

Short-term programmes for the development of fisheries

cannot yield results of permanent value unless they are

supplemented by extensive long-term research prograxames.
Basic biological and ecological research is needed so that

resources can be fully estimated, the mosT valuable fishing

grounds discovered and charted and plans for development
based on accurate knowledge of piscine distribution, migra-
tion and life history.

Other kinds of research are also necessary. The whole
problem of suitable fishing craft and tackle requires investi-

gation. Extensive research is needed to improve inland
fisheries. Communications, transport and marketing facili-

ties must be studied and investigations made into the
methods of preserving and processing fish.

The fish liver oil industry, initiated in Madras, should
be placed on a firmer basis.

The Government of India should undertake the responsi-
hiiity of stimulating and co-ordinating the development of
the fishing industry- The Indian Central Fish Committee
and the Central Fishery Research Institute, proposed by
the Fish Sub-Committee of the Policy Committee, ITo 5,
on Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries, can fulffl many
of the same functions in regard to fisheries as the Imperial
Council of Agricultural Research does in the field of agri-
euitaral development.

[ 400 ]
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The fishery departments of provinces and States, where Paragraph 6

such departments exist, have, in a ma3 ority of cases, [ 219 ]

accomplished little because of inadequate staff and resources

and lack of scientific data. If progress is to be made, it

is essential that Provincial Governments should have, not

only a strong directorate including well-trained experts and
the necessary research units, but also an adequate and
efficient subordinate ground staff.

The lack of trained workers of all grades is the most Paragraph 7

serious ''bottleneck’^ to be circumvented. State scholars [219’

should be sent to the Torry Eesearch Station, Aberdeen,

to study the preservation and processing of fish and on their

return employed in the provinces and States. It may
also be necessary to employ a number of experts from

abroad.

There is also a great deal of work which can be done Paragraph 8

immediately to increase the supply of fish. An increased [ 220 ]

supply during the next few years is very desirable, in

view of the present difificult food situation and the scarcity

and high prices of protective foods generally.

CHAPTBB Xn —VARIOUS MEASURES POR IMPROVING Pabt III,
NUTRITION Chapteb

XII
Nutrition research in all its branches should receive [222-245]

ample encouragement and support. ^

Specialised nutrition workers are needed in public Paragraph 3

health departments and to guide the activities of food
[ 223 ]

departments in their nutritional aspects. Close contact

between public health departments and food departments

with regard to nutrition problems is necessary. Arrange-

ments should he made for the education and training of

more specialised nutrition workers for research and practi

cal nutrition work.

There should he a small technical all-India nutrition Paragraph 4

committee to which questions of nutrition policy
^

can be ^ 3

referred. The existing Nutrition Advisory Committee of

the Indian Eesearch Fund Association is suitable in com-

position for this purpose.

Methods of preventing deficiency diseases should he ^

investigated and a vigorous attack on such diseases launched ^ »

by public health authorities Supervision of the diet

of expectant and nursing mothers and infants is an import-

ant public health activity. This can he done through

maternity and child-welfare centres which can supply not

only advice but also dietary supplements, e.g
,
milk and

vitamin preparations, when these are needed. The

improvement of the diet of pre-school children is also of

special importance.
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paragraph 8

[ 228]

Paragraph
9-11

[229-230]

Paragraphs
12-13

[230-232]

Paragraphs
14 and 15

[232-233]

Paragraphs
17-23

[234-237]

Instruction in the subject of nutrition should be part

of tile normal training of professional groups which will be

m a position to educate the public or those engaged in

wort in which knowledge of nutrition is of raiue. These

include administrative officers in general, officers in food

departments, doctors, nurses, school teachers and inspectors

of schools, social and economic workers, workers in agri-

cultural and animal husbandry departments, etc. The
amount and kind of instruction will of course vary in the

different groups. The medical profession is in a particularly

good position to impart knowledge of nutrition to the

public, and medical studies should be oriented so that

greater emphasis is laid on this subject.

The education of the public should be pushed forward

by all available means, though it is useless urging people

to eat what is not available and what they cannot afford.

Visual and verbal propaganda must be reinforced by
practical demonstration. Women are particularly suited

for carrying on educational work in the sphere of nutrition

All children should be taught simple facts about food and
diet, as part of health education.

Cereals form the bulk of Indian diets, and hence the

treatment which they receive before consumption and its

effect on their nutritive value are important questions.

Most wheat is consumed in the form of atia which possesses

most of the nutritive qualities of whole wheat. Barley,

maize and the millets are eaten whole or nearly so*

Highly-milled raw rice lacks certain important vitamins

and its consumption as a staple food, with little else in

the diet, leads to danger of beri-beri. Most rice-eaters in

India consume home-pounded rice, raw or parboiled, or

machine-milled parboiled rice, and rice in this form retains

most of the vitamins of the whole grain. There is a con-

siderable area in north-east Madras where machine-milled
raw rice is the staple food of the population and here beri-

beri is a serious problem.

The present policy of limiting the degree to which rice

is milled is in general justified and should not be abandoned
when the food situation is easier. Attention is drawn to

the very considerable loss of nutrients which occurs when
rice is washed before household use. The method of pre-

paring rice for consumption known as “ conversion should
be given a trial in India.

The development of school-feeding is strongly advocated.
Many children in primary and secondary schools in India
are under and mal-nourished and in consequence cannot do
their school work properly. School feeding on any con-
siderable scale is expensive; its organization is by no means
easy and special staff for the purpose would be needed in
both urban and rural areas. The type of meal provided
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must vary according to season and locality and should be

considered in consultation with nutrition experts. Ideally

the food or meal provided in schools should be such as

to make up for quantitative and qualitative defects in the

home diet, but almost any supplement which supplies

additional calories is of value

Industrial workers must be properly fed if they are Paragraphs

to be healthy and efficient An adequate wage related to
24-28

the cost of food is essential to this end The development ^
2^8-2-t ]

of well-run industrial canteens would benefit both employers

and workers Reference is made to the possibility of

creating Government restaurants which would supply cheap

and well-balanced meals to urban workers of all kinds aud

play a part in the educational campaign for improved diet

A well-developed food industry, concerned with food Paragraphs

processing in general, would provide a steady market for
1-240-941]

various food products, facilitate the storage and distribution ‘•

of perishable foods, enable full advantage to be taken of

seasonal abundance, and help to fill gaps in the supply of

various kinds of foods in areas and seasons in which there is

a shortage. The growth of food industry would have the

general effect of introducing more efficient methods for the

storage, transport and distribution of food The greater

production of shark-liver oil and vitamin A preparations

from such oil is recommended, as also the manufacture of

food yeast and synthetic vitamins. It is, however, point-

ed out that the development of a food industry and produc-

tion of vitamin-rich substances and synthetic vitamins would

leave basic problems of nutrition and food supply unsolved,

and must be regarded as being of somewhat secondary im-

portance in relation to these problems.

The control of the quality of foods in the broadest sense Paragaph

of the term is an essential part of a progressive food policy.
^ ^43 ]

PART IV.—IMPROVEMENT OP AGRICULTURAL
ECONOMY

CHAPTEB I —LAND TENURE PROBLEMS

pabt rv,
Chapxeb I

[ 249-284 ]

A.—^PKEiI.mnTAB.X

In Part III of tMs report tlie possibilities of developing
J

^

agricultural production by the application of scientific know-

ledge and technical resources have been examined. The

mere existence of technical possibilities is not sufficient; they

must be realized Are the producers capable of the effort

which is necessary? Have they the necessary resources?

Are they suitably organized for co-operative effort? In other

words, is agricultural production in the country generally

organized so as to he capable of realising the technical pos-

sibilities of increased production? These questions are exa-

mined in this part of the report.

imi
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Paragraphs Xlie organiisatioii of agncultuial pioductiou depends to a

extent on the rights and obligations ot holders of land,

[
249-250

] prevailmg land sybteins ldie'>e sybienib^ are

examined m the first chapter of this pail, ihe nature of the

material considered by the Commission is described and it is

explained that the views expressed should be tieated as the

tentative results of a preliminary survey. They are intended

only to indicate the scope of some of the problems involved

and the directions in which, it is believed, investigations

should be directed to find appropriate vsolutious The object

is to bring out prominently the existence of certain pioblems,

and to recommend that Provincial Governments concerned

should accept, in principle, the need for undertaking an exa«

mination of tbem. Such an examination should be based on

investigations of local conditions and it is recommended that

they should be undertaken in all provinces on a comprehensive

basis,
^

B.

—

^Land systems
Paragraph 4 Land is held in most parts of India under one or other

C 1 of three systems. These are the permanently settled estate

system, the temporarily settled estate system, and the ryot-

wari system. There are also a number of minor systems in

different parts of the country.

A brief account is given of the salient features of the

[ 251-253 ]

major systems It is pointed out that the problems

requiring investigation may be classified under three heads :
—

(^) Size of holdings^ division and fragmentation —
It is well knovm that a large proportion of land is held in

small holdings There exists a tendency, directly relatable

to the rights of inheritance and the transfer of land which,

through subdivision, cause? a progressive diminution in the

size of holdings and their fragmentation ; the need for legis-

lative and administrative action in relation to this tendency
is a matter for examination This applies to all the different

land systems*

{ii) Occu'pancy^right-.h older and non-occupancy’-tenant,
—^Another class of problems is the tendency for land to be
held by occupancy-right-holders who do not attend to its

efficient cultivation, and who lease such lands to tenants
on terms which inhibit such cultivation. This again, is a
matter for examination in respect of all the different land
systems.

(til) The permanently settled estdte system .
—^There is

a growing body of opinion that, apart from the defects
already referred to, which are common to all the systems,
there are defects peculiar to the permanently settled estate

system which make it desirable that the system should he
abolished and the ryotwari system introduced in its place.

In succeeding sections of this chapter, these three classes
of problems are taken up for separate discussion'
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C —Size of holdings • subdivision 4nd fragmentation

Measures for mcreasing the productivity of the land must Paragraph

be based on full and accurate information as to how land is

held and how it is cultivated. At present, the statistical t

information available about holdings (the land m which
a person has a permanent and heritable right of occupancy)

is generally incomplete and practically no information is

available about farms ” (the land actually cultivated by
one person).

It is recommended that the existing system of records Paragraph

and returns should be reviewed and revised in such a manner
as would enable the publication of a statistical abstract by ^ ^

every province giving particulars, such as the numbers,
extent, etc., in respect of different classes of holdings and
farms.

Under all the land systems in the country small holdings Paragraphs

are the rule and medium and large holdings are relatively

few in number; the number of small holdings is increasing. [253-258]

The immediate cause of the progressive diminution in the

size of holdings is subdivision.

Apart from measures designed to bring more land under Paragraphs

cultivation and to increase industrial employment, no prac-

tical suggestion has been put forward for the prevention of

subdivision without interfering with the laws of inheritance

A change in the laws of inheritance is not recommended
One member (Sri Manilal ISTanavati), however, takes the view

that such a change is necessary, and that if public opinion

cannot be reconciled to it, the right of partition should be

limited by prescribing the minimum size of a holding. The
other members are not in favour of the latter proposal.

The manner in which subdivision is effected leads to a Paragraphs

progressive increase in the fragmentation of holdings The
remedy for the evil of fragmentation is the consolidation of

holdings on the lines undertaken with success in the Punjab

and the Central Provinces. It is recommended that consoli-

dation should be actively undertaken in other provinces.

23-25

[261-262]

The areas in each province where fragmentation is a Paragraph

serious problem should be located by a special enquiry, and

taken up first for consolidation operations. In order to facili- ^ ^

tate such operations, stamp duties and registration charges

should he remitted and fees for encunfhranee certificates

waived.

Some limitation on the existing rights of unrestricted Paragraph

transfer is necessary and desirable in order to prevent increase

in fragmentation. The possibility of introducing a system of ^ ^

pre-emption which would secure this result is suggested for

consideration hy the Provincial Governments.

[406]
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Paragraph
29

[265 ]

Paragraph
40

[271]

ib'id

Paragraph
44

[ 272 ]

Paragraph
45

[273 ]

Paragraphs
41-43

[271-272]

Paragraph
50

1276 ]

[276]

p. The occupancy-right-holder and the non-ocoupancy

tenant

The terms on which land is let by occnpancy-right-holdars

to non-occupancy tenants aie material factors in deteimining

the efficiency of agricultural production.

It is desirable, in principle, that the teinis of tenancy

should be such that either the occupancy-right-holder pro-

vides the facilities necessary for efficient cultivation
^
or the

non-occupancy tenant holds on conditions as to duration of

tenancy and rent which provide adequate incentive for effici-

ent cultivation.

Whether or not the tenancy conditions actually prevailing

in any tract are a handicap to an increase in agricultural pro-

duction should be carefully investigated. Such investigation

is recommended.

The formulation of suitable remedial measures will de-

pend on the results of investigation. The possibility of

improving tenancy conditions through the spread of co-

operation among farmers and the development of the principle

of collective bargaining supplemented by arbitration, deserves

to be examined.

It should be recognized that occupancy-right-holders,

particularly large landholders, have a duty to manage their

lands to the best advantage and improve their productivity.

The organization of large landholders in agricultural associ-

ations with the aim, among others, of improving' the standard

of cultivation is desirable. The methods by which the for-

mation of such associations might be promoted and their

activities stimulated and assisted by local officials, should be
studied.

One member (Sir Manilal Nanavati) considers that the
crop-sharing system should be abolished by legislation; that
the State should undertake the acquisition of land from large
landholders for re-sale on reasonable terms to landless culti-

vators and small holders; or, in the alternative, that tenancy
legislation should be undertaken with a view to jSxing cash
rents for lands held on the crop-sharing system and conferring
occupancy rights on the tenants. The Commission do not
agree with these proposals, for reasons explained in the
report.

‘ E.

—

^The permanently settled estate system

The programme of rural economic development which hat
to be undertaken in the immediate post-war period will en-
counter special difficulties in those areas where the perma-
nently settled estate system prevails,

A comprehensive enquiry into the permanently settled
estate system has been carried out in Bengal. It is necessary
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tliat enquiries sltould be undertaken in those provisions (other

than Bengal) where the system prevails, and such enquiries

should be directed to the following points:—
(a) What are the specific defects of the permanently

settled estate system as actually functioning in the province,

as distinguished from those defects which are common to all

the land systems in the country
;
and to what extent do they

present difficulties in the way of improving agricultural pro-

duction and increasing the standaid of life of the cultivating

classes?

{h) What measures should be undertaken, as long as

the system continues
^
in order to remedy the defects and re-

move the difficulties in*que^tion?

(c) What are the financial and administrative impli-

cations of the acquisition by Government of interests inter-

mediate between the ryot and the Government and the intro-

duction of a ryotwari system?

On the basis of the results of such enquiries, a definite

policy should be formulated in relation to the future of the

sy^em. The further conclusions which follow are put for-

ward as tentative results of a preliminary study of the sub-

ject, to be taken into consideration when the enquiries recom-

mended are made.

Having regard to its financial and administrative impli-

cations, it appears unlikely that the replacement of the pei-

manently settled estate system by the ryotwari system will

be carried out within a relatively short period. There is,

therefore, need for ensuring that the system functions

properly as long as it continues.

The more important features of a policy of reform are

discussed. Such a policy cannot be implemented and the

defects of the system cannot be removed unless Government
assumes powers of supervision and control over the manage-
ment of estates. The assumption of such powers is justified

in the public interest. If a policy of reform of the perma-

nently settled estate system is undertaken, it would require

the enactment of legislation conferring power on Govern-

ment to prescribe the standard of management which pro-

prietors of estates should be required to maintain^ and em-

powering administrative authorities to exercise such func-

tions as may be necessary to secure it The law would have

to provide sanctions against non-fulfilment of obligations

thus laid on proprietors. The standard of management re*

ferred to should include in particular, first, an adequate

system of records and accounts and the emplojrment of per-

sonnel qualified to maintain them; secondly, the adequate

maintenance of irrigation sources; thirdly, the localization

of cases where the existing rent exceeds a preserihed legal

Paragraph

[ 276 ]

Paragraph
51

[ 277]

Paragraphs
68-59

[ 281-282 ]

[407]
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maximum aud tlie rediictiou of rents m such cases; and,

fourthly, the annual allocation of fundb (the amount of

which would be fixed with lefeienee to the resources of the

estate) to he utilized for specific pm poses (laid down by law)

in furtheiance of rural development.

Paragraphs A policy of reform is likely to meet with special difficul-

ties in areas wheie sub-mfeudation prevails. In such cases,

[ 282-283 ]
suitable methods would have to be devised for giving effect

to the principle of '' one estate, one proprietor 'h

Where the subdivision and fragmentation of estates have

already gone far, uneconomic estates would present a

problem which may have to be solved by either acquisition

or compulsory amalgamation.

One member (Sir Manilal Nanavati) is not in agreement
with these views, and, in a dissenting minute, recommends
the early abolition of the permanently settled estate system.

Fabt IV, CHAPTER 11 —OTHER RURAL ECONOMIC PROBLEMS
Chapter II.

[ 285-313] A.

—

AGPIOULTUItAn PRICES

Paragraph 1

[286 ]

Paragraph 2

[ 286 ]

Paragraph 4

[ 288]

Paraprapb 5

[ 288 ]

Paragraph 6

[ 289 ]

Paragraph 7

1289 3

Paragraph 8

[290]

The maintenance of agricultural prices at a reasonable

level IS a factor of fundamental importance in agricultural

economy.

The United iSations Conference on Food and Agriculture

accepted the principle involved in the above proposition and
made a recommendation on the action required on an inter-

national plane, for giving effect to it.

A scheme for the regulation of agricultural prices must
be based on a full examination of all aspects of the complex
problem. A sub-committee of the Policy Committee on

Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries, is, at present, engaged
on such an examination. Attention is, therefore, directed

in this section to the lessons to be drawn from measures

taken duiing the war to control the food situation in India.

The first point stressed is the importance of the prices of

food crops, as compared with other agricultural prices, in

the economy of the country.

The second point emphasized is the importance of the

prices of wheat and rice as compared with the prices of other

cereals and non-cereal food crops.

The hard core of the problem of stabilization of agricul-

tural prices is, therefore, the stabilization of rice and wheat
prices. It is accordingly recommended that a policy of sta-

bilization of the prices of wheat and rice should be adopted

irrespective of any action in respect of other commodities

Importance is attached to the recommendations made in

Chapter VI of Part I in regard to the fixation of maximum
and minimum prices during the transition period after the
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war and the measures to be taken for keeping prices within

those limits. During this period the essential requisites for

price control, viz., control of imports, the existence of buffer

stocks and an organization for making purchases and sales in

the market, would all be in existence.

It IS considered that experience gained during the tran- Paragraph 8

sition period will provide data for determining the uppei [ 290j

and lower limits within which prices should be maintained
in subsequent years, and will indicate the measures to be

taken for maintaining prices within those limits.

One member (Sir Manilal Nanavati) considers that the Paragraphic

full benefit of price stabilization cannot be realized unless [ 290 ]

it IS accompanied by measures of land reform. The other

members take the view that the issues relating to stabiliza-

tion of prices should be decided independently of the reform

of the land system.

B,—Eueal chedit

We consider it necessary that moneylenders should Paragraph 17

be licensed, (6) that the reciprocal obligations of the lender [ 297 ]

and the borrower should be regulated by law in such matters

as the interest chargeable for different types of transactions,

the maintenance of proper accounts, the periodical settle-

ment of accounts, etc., and (c) that adequate machinery
should be established for administering the licensing system

and reviewing the effect of regulation, with a view to conti-

nuous improvement of rural credit facilities

In order to secure the foregoing, we recommend the

adoption of legislation, on the lines in force in the Punjab,

by all provinces which have not already undertaken such

legislation.

Efforts to link moneylenders and indigenous bankers Paragraph 18

with the banking structure of the country have made little C 297 ]

progress. The possibilities of removing the difficulties

hitherto encountered should be further explored by the

Keserve Bank in consultation with Provincial Governments.

As a result of high prices of agricultural produce, there Paragraphs

has been a substantial reduction in agricultural indebted- 22-23.

ness. This appears to be particularly true of cultivators

with large holdings and a considerable proportion of those

possessing medium holdings. It appears probable, how-

ever, that the indebtedness of small holders may not have

been reduced substantially in many parts of the country.

It is no longer necessary, nor in the public interest, that

the expedient of the compulsory scaling down of debts

should be repeated. The lesson to be drawn from debt

relief legislation undertaken in the past decade is that the

conditions which made it inevitable, should not be ])er-

miifed to arise again, that is, a stable price level for

agricultural produce should be ensured.

Paragraph
25 b)-

[301]

[409]
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Paragraph
25 (ii)

[301]

Paragraph
25 (ill).

[301]

ibid

Paragraphs
27-30

[ 302-304 ]

Paragraph 31

[ 304]

Paragraph 33

[305 ]

Paragraph 34

[ 305 ]

[300]

Land mortgage banks skonld be developed in all pro-

vinces witb the object of providing long-term credit, not

only for the redemption of old debts, but also for land im-

provement and the introduction of better methods of

cultivation.

The savings campaign undertaken during the war should

be continued and intensified during the immediate post-war

period.

Educative propaganda should be undertaken, and where
necessary and feasible legislation also, in order to check

social customs which compel individuals to incur expendi-

ture beyond their means.

C.—Eural employment

Perhaps the most important of all rural economic fro-

blems is under-employment. Its solution is to he found
in a combination of the following measures: (a) intensive

farming, (b) cottage industry, (c) agro-industry, (d) village

public works, (e) internal migration and (f) large-scale

industry.

Intensive farming involves the adoption of various

measures for increasing yields such as irrigation, manur-
ing, the use of improved seed, etc. It also includes the

practice of mixed farming.

The most important cottage industry is handloom
weaving Efforts made to extend and improve this industry

have been attended with some success
;

they should be
continued and extended. There is scope for the develop-

ment of many other cottage industries; the efforts so far

made have not, however, produced any striking results.

The organization of co-operative societies for the develop-

ment of cottage industries presents more di£S.culty in the case

of agriculturists than of artisans. It appears probable that

subsidiary employment for agriculturists can be organized
co-operatively only if such organization is regarded as a sub-

sidiary function of multi-purpose co-operative societies the

mam function of which would be to assist the cultivator in

the production and marketing of agricultural produce.
Until such multi-purpose societies are formed it is suggested
that every endeavour should be made to utilize the services

of those local dealers who are willing to co-operate with Gov-
ernment in the development of cottage industries.

Attention is drawn to the success achieved in some areas

by rural reconstruction centres developed by missionary
organizations and^ such bodies as the AU-India Village
Industries Association. The question of how such centres can
most efficiently contribute to rural development needs more
careful attention,and study than it has yet received.
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By ' agro-mdustry ’ is meant tlie type of industrial Paragraphs

undertaking, not cottage industry, wIlicK is specially suitable
^6-39.

for development in rural areas. Emphasis is laid on the [307-309]

benefits which would accrue from the establishment in such
areas of factories for the processing of farm products and
working in association with large holders of land and co-

operative societies representative of small holders. Attention

IS drawn to the success achieved m this direction on a large

estate in the Bombay Presidency.

Village works of improvement can also make a contri- Paragraphs

bution to the relief of under-employment by providing work
in the season when agricultural operations are not in progress.

[309-310]

The conditions necessaiy for the successful organization of

village public works are first, the establishment of a fancha-
yat for each village or group of villages with powers to raise

money by taxation
;
secondly, a system of grants-in-aid from

public revenues towaids the cost of village improvements;
and thirdly, the execution of such improvements by the

panchayats subject to supervision by Government, District

Board or Local Board officials.

Attention is drawn to the problems involved in internal

migration from over-populated to under-populated rural

areas. During the post-war period considerable areas of

new land will be brought under cultivation by the efforts of

the State and it is suggested that Governments should direct

their attention to preparing schemes for the colonization of

these areas. Provinces and states in which there are areas

suitable for colonization, should be ready to accept immi-
grants from the densely populated parts of the country.

The pressure of population on land cannot be relieved

entirely by intensive farming, cottage industry, agro-

industry, village public works, and internal migration. The ^

view is expressed that unless the numbers employed in

industry are increased very considerably, efforts to raise the

standard of living of the great mass of the population will

labour under a severe handicap and may prove fruitless.

Special attention is drawn to the development of hydro-

electric power as an important factor in industrial develop-

ment,

CHAPTER in.—RURAL DEVELOPMENT ORGANIZATIONS pA»r XV,
CHATOinlll,

MuLTI-PUEPOSE CO-OPERATION [3X4-330]

The future development of agriculture in the case of J*aragraphlO

small and medium farmers depends in considerable measure C 320 ]

on the organization of these classes into multi-purpose vil-

lage co-operative societies with unlimited liability, and the

federation of such societies into multi-purpose co-operative

unions with limited liability.

Paragraph
43

[311]

S8

[411]
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Paragraph
11

. [320 ]

tbtd.

ibid,

[321]

ibid.

Paragraph
13

[ 322]

Paragraphs
15 and 16

[322-324]

Paragraph
17

^

[ 324 ]

Paragraph
22

\ 326 3

Eacli multi-purpose co-operative umou should have au

efficieut manager. This is considered impoitant for, progress

in the early stages will depend largely on the manager’s

initiative and his influence with the people.

The manager should, preferably, be an agricultural gra-

duate trained in the Co-operative Department. The post

should carry an adequate salaiy and incumbents should be

eligible for promotion to posts in the Go-opeiative Depart-

ment.

A union in the early years of its existence will probably

not be able to meet the cost of a well-paid manager. A grant

by Government towards this expenditure is considered lully

justified.

Importance is attached to constant guidance and super-

vision by officers of the Co-operative Department.

The organization of multi-purpose co-operative societies

and unions on a large scale is a tremendous task. It is recom-

mended that a beginning should be made by carrying out a

survey of economic and social conditions in selected areas in

each province, and by preparing on the basis of such a survey

a plan of the improvements to be carried out by the joint

efforts of a multi-purpose co-operative organization and
Government agency.

Oegaotzation of i^rge landholders and farh-woekees

Large landholders (occupancy right-holders) should be
encouraged to organize themselves into agricultural associa-

tions with the object of increasing the standard of cultiva-

tion of their members, and promoting the interests of agri-

cultural industry as a whole.

Earm workers should also be encouraged to organize
themselves. A labourer enjoying a reasonable wage is likely

to^be a more efficient worker than one who is ill-paid, and it

may be expected that an improvement in the living- condi-
tions of farm labourers would be accompanied by an increase
in their efficiency^ and that this, in its turn, would result in
increased production.

S'

Rural Admixisteation and >Co-oedinAtion

The^ following proposals for the purpose of securing co-
ordination of policy and administration in the field of deve-
lopment are commended for the consideration of Provincial
Governments :

—

(<2) The establishment of a Development Committee of
the Cabinet.

(5) The establishment of a Development Board con-
sisting of Secretaries to Government ' in the Development
Departments, together with the Secretary of the Pinance
Department.
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summary op conclusions and recommendations

(c) The co-ordination of all district development acti-

vities under a single administrative liead, tlie District Officer.

Tlie creation of provincial bureaux of statistics is reconi- Paragraph

mended. 23

[326 ]

Tbe establishment of panchayats is considered indispens- Paragraph

able for tbe development of rural areas, and it is recom-
mended that they be established wherever they do not now i 327 ]

exist.

PancTiayats should be encouraged to take an active part

in the framing of schemes of development relating to their

areas and in cairymg out such schemes To this end, it is

recommended that therS should be established in every

taluka or other comparable unit of administration a Rural
Development Advisory Council, consisting of the Presidents

of the pancitayats and the senior officers of the Development
Departments working in the area.

CONCLUSION

The report concludes with an emphasis on the need for a [331]

new spirit on the part of the Governments and the people of

India. The hope is expressed that, in her future develop-

ment as an independent nation, India will find in her own
tradition the vision and faith which will enable her to create

a new life for her people.

Paragraphs
25-26.

[328-329]
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APPENDICES

These contain abstracts of material considered by the Commission on
the following subjects;—

I.—^Population.

II.—^Land tenure problems.

III.—Bural credit and indebtedness.

IV.—^Agricultural prices and wages,

V.—^Rural industries and employment.

VI.—^Rural development organizations.

The questionnaire framed and issued by the Commission is also included
for general information.





QUESTIONNAIRE

1.

—FOOD POSITION IN PROVINCES AND THE CROW MORE
FOOD CAMPAIGN IN THE PRESENT AND THE

IMMEDIATE FUTURE

Section I Geneeal Food Position of the Province

1 (i) Is the Province normally self-sufficient, surplus or deficit in
respect of the piincipal foodgrainsP The Commission would he glad to
have statistical information as regards production and consumption require*
ments over a reasonably long period as well as the view of the Provincial
Government as to the errors to which the figures are sub

3ect and the infer-
ences to be drawn as to the real position

(ii) The changes fh the normal position during each of the last two
years, the seasonal and other factors affecting such changes

(ill) Imports into and export out of the Province The normal sources
of imports and destination of exports and the changes, if any, during the
last two years

2. Trices and price control .
—^Figures showing in some detail the nor-

mal pre-war level of prices in the Province and course of prices during the
last two years The factois which affected these movements A review
of the measures taken for control of price movements, the difficulties

encountered and the results The Commission would desire to have the
views of the Provincial Government on the present position and imme-
diate future prospects as regards the price level and the effectiveness of

measures of control.

3. Piocurementy movement and distribution—^A review of the measures
undertaken and the organization employed in regai d to procurement,
movement and distribution of foodgrains in the Province together with
figures showing the results achieved m the form of quantities procured
from surplus areas month by month and distributed month by month to
deficit districts in the Province, to rationed towns, to priority consuineis,

and also for export, if any, out of the Province The Commission would
like to have, in particular, the appreciation of the Provincial Government
as to the extent to which such measures have been found effective as regards

the following matters*—
(i) Control of speculative buying;

(ii) Elimination of competitive buying,

(ill) Control of movement and transport,

(iv) Prevention of hoarding by traders or householders,

(v) Inducing or compelling the cultivator to sell his surplus

The Commission would be glad to have detailed information in regard

to special schemes of procurement, if any, such as a graded levy of food-

grains from producers, with controlled distribution to non-produdeTs', and
an appreciation of the success which has attended these schemes

4 Foodgrains Control Order .—The Commission would be glad to have

information as regards the measures taken to enforce the provisions of the

Foodgrains Control Order, including details of the staff employed and an
appreciation of the success which has been obtained in the enforcement

of that order

5. Bationing in urban areas.—(i) A description of the scheme or

schemes now in operation together with an account of any changes which

experience has shown to be desirable

<ii) The cities and towns which are now rationed and those which

it is proposed to ration in the future

6. Agricultural statistics—The Commission would be glad to have
information as regards the methods by which agricultural statistics are at

present compiled, the nature of the errors to which they^ are sub 3ect

and any measures which it is proposed to take with a view to their

improvement.
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QUESTIONNAIRE

Section II —The Gkow Moeb Foob Campaign

1. Please describe in general terms tlie methods adopted in further-

ance of Grow More Food Campaign in jmur ProTince

2. Estimate their success Is it possible to state the increase ot pro-

duction during the current and the last year attributable to

Grow More Food Campaign?

3. Has any progiess been made in the drawing up of a food pi educ-

tion plan for the future^ If so, please give details of the plan*

li AgitcuUural implements —Aie there difficulties regarding mainten-

ance and renewal of agricultural implements'^ If so, describe them and
estimate their seriousness. State your minimum requirements^ of non
and steel tor the Province and describe how the estimate is arrived at.

III, Cattle ,
—^Is there a shoitage of milch cattle and of cattle for agri-

cultural operations? Is the shortage increasing or^ decreasing ? Estimate
its seriousness and describe steps taken to improve the position

IV. Manures—
1. What steps have been taken to increase the use of oil cake as a

manure for foodcrops? What success has been achieved, what
difficulties have been experienced?

2. Does green manuring increase the yield of major foodcrop? If

so, of what crops?

3. What was the quantity of green manure seeds distributed during
the last two years and what is the programme for the next three
years?

4. Have any steps been taken to utili23e town refuse, mghtsoii, vege-
table waste material, etc

,
for purposes of manure? If so, what

are the targets for the next three years?

5. Is any bonemeal produced in the Province and if so, in what quan-
tities? What steps have been taken to utilize this manure for
intensifying food production^

6. Is ammonium sulphate valuable as a manure on any of the major
foodcrops? To what extent would this manure be used annually?
At what price would it he remunerative to the grower to apply
this manure to paddy?

7. Estimate your minimum requirements, if any, of fertilizers required
from outside the Province, and 'describe how the estimate is
arrived at.

V. Improved seeds—
1 ITOat are the major foodgram crops, both khaiif and rabi, and

what was the acreage under each in 1943?

2. What is the total quantity of seed required for each such crop?
3. Has the department produced improved strains of seed for all or

any such crop?

4. What arrangements have been made for the production of improved
seed?

6, What quantities of these^ improved seeds are proposed tO' be dis-
tributed to growers during each of the next three years and what
area under each crop will they cover?

6 How long will it take to cover the entire area under any crop
with improved seeds?

7.

8 .

9.

Would it be possible to cover at least one-third of the area under^h crop with improved seeds by the end of the next year?What organization would be required for this purpose?
Is aere any system of registered seed growers in the Province P
If so, what premium p paid to them for multiplying the seedand what arrangements exist for ensuring the pnn-^ of seedmultiplied by these growers?

oi seen

Province andwhat IS their total capacity? How many will be needed to supply

Srtootoopsf of the area under
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questionnaihe

10. What incentive, if any, is necessary to induce the cultivators to

take to improved seeds ^

11 What arrangements are in force or are proposed to be taken for a
periodical renewal of improved seed?

VI. Imgation—

1.

WTiat is the acreage normally under irrigation

—

(a) from Government sources,

(b) from private sources.

2 Have any new irrigation works been constructed or improvements
to existing works cairied out during 1942-43 and since If so,

what IS the estimated additional acreage brought under irrigation ?

3. Has any programme of execution of such works for the future
been drawn up? If so, what is the additional acreage likely

to be brought under irrigation during the next three years?

4 Have the possibilities of encouraging ryots to undertake minor
works, such as, surface percolation wells, tube wells, small tanks,

etc., been explored? If so, with what results?

VII. Extension of cultivation—
1. What is the extent of culturable but uncultivated land

—

() in the Province,

() in each district?

2. Has any use been made of the powers vested in the Provincial

Government to bring uncultivated land into cultivation?

3. If the answer is in the negative, is it proposed to utilize these

powers for the purpose mentioned in 2?

4. Are there any statistics available which would enable the depart-

ment to indicate where such lands are?

6.

What are the difiBiculties in bringing such lands into cultivation

and how is it proposed to get over these difficulties?

6. What IS the area of such land which has been brought into culti-

vation during the last crop year and what steps have been

taken to ensure that lands newly cultivated continue to remain
under cultivation ?

7. Has any monetary incentive been offered or recommended for

bringing such lands into cultivation? How far has it been taken
advantage of by the cultivator?

8. What is the extent of old fallows and what are the difficulties in

bringing these old fallows into cultivation?

Vni. Double cropping--'

1. Is double cropping practised in the Province and if so, to what
extent?

2. Can double cropping be extended and if so, in what parts, for

which crops and to what extent?

3. Has any effort been made to do this and if so, with what results?

4. What special facilities are required for further extension of double

cropping? WiU such facilities be readily available?

IX. Non-food crops—
1. What are the principal non-food crops (linseed, jute, cotton, etc.),

and what is the total acreage under each?

2. Can land now placed under these crops be switched over to food-

grain crops, if necessary by using rule 80-B of the Defence of

India Rules?

X. Intensive crops—
(a) Foto^oes—

(1) What is the acreage under potatoes and to what extent can
this acreage he increased?

(2) What are the difficulties in expanding the area under
potatoes?



QUESTIONNAIRE

(h) Vegetables—
Have any steps been taken to increase the cnltiration of vegetables
for tbe cml population? If soj witb wbat results^

(c) Is sweet potato a suitable crop as supplementary food^ Does it

grow well in the Province What is the yield

(d) Is there any other crop that may be encouraged as a food crop®

XI Organization—
1 What was the field staff of the Department of Agriculture up till

the year 19^?
2 Has it been expanded since and if so, what is its present strength?

3 Is the expanded staff sufficient to undertake the “ Grow More
Pood Campaign ® If not, what more staff' is required and how
IS it proposed to secure this staff quickly in order to carry out
any food production plan^^

4 Have any steps been taken to intensify the training of subordinate
staff, such as agricultural overseers or assistants and kamdars or
maistns at the Provincial Agricultural CoUege or Government
experimental farms If so, how many such men will be ready
for work at the end of the next twelve months?

11—LONG-TERM POLICY

Section I.

—

^Fadsone ani> Food Shortage

1. Give brief accounts of the famines, if any, which have occurred in
your Province during the forty years ending 1941-42.

2. Furnish the following particulars separately for the twenty-year
period ending 1921-22 and the twenty-year period ending 1941-42.

() Areas affected by famine and the population of such areas (accord-
ing to 1941 census).

() Total number of persons relieved during all the famines.
(c) Total cost of famine relief operations.

Compare and comment on the differences between the two periods in
respect of the above particulars.

3 Specify the areas which continue to be liable to famine periodically
and tho population of such areas (according to 1941 census)

4. Having regard to local conditions in these areas, do vou consider
It possible (by development of irrigation, development of industries or
other measures) to eradicate famine from these areas? If so describe
such measures and estimate approximately their probable cost.

5. Apart from the areas referred to in question 3, are there other
areas where failure of crops occurs periodically as a result of drought or
floods, etc., causing distress not amounting to famine If so, specif such
areas, together with their population (according to 1941 census)

the relief measures, and preventive measures,*’ if any,
usually ^opted by Government in these areas? Have they proved ade-
quate? Can you suggest any other measures which you consider desirableana practicable ?

7. (i) It is generaUy beljeTed that erea ia aorinal times a section
of the populaii(m_is too poor to secare a safeeiency of foodgrains and ia
therefore anderfed_ at least daring certain parts of the year Is this
trae of year provincef If so, can yoa make a roagh estimate of thenambers involved ^d the average period in a normal year danna whichthey are underfed?

(ii) A well-balanced diet shoald contain, in addition to CGrenU snffi.
as, palses, milk, vegetables, etc/ Howto IS the diet of the popatoion adeqaate in this respect? wiat propor-

-tion consume only an id-balanced diet, which may or may not containenoagh cereal grams to satis^ qaantilative needs. What dl ym^ provide a more vLied Ld
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8 It has been suggested that the principle undei lying famine relief

should be extended and that Government should undertake even in normal
times the obligation to provide food or purchasing power to all persons
who are unable to secure food and who, if able-bodied, are willing to
work Do you agree with this view? If so, can you outline a scheme of
organization of such relief, describing in particular the types oF work
which may be presciibed, and the agency by which relief may be adminis-
tered efficiently and economically? Can you roughly estimate the piobable
average net cost per head per day of such relief?

9 (i) What are the industries subsidiary to agriculture in your pro-
vince? Describe tbe efforts made by Government or other agencies to
develop such industries during the 20 years ending 1941-42 Assess the
results of such efforts from the point of view of provision of supplemen-
tal income to small cultivators and i eduction of the numbers referred to m
7 above What would you recommend as the most promising measures
from this point of view?

(ii) Are the means of transport by

—

(a) rail,

(d) road,

(c) inland waterways,
adequate to the needs of the agricultural population?

Section II —Food Pboditction

10 Furnish the following figures, namely —
(i) the average area cultivated,

(ii) the average area under all foodgrains, and

(ni) the average area of culturable waste; during each of the two
following periods, namely —

(a) the quinquennium ending 1921-22, and

(b) the quinquennium ending 1941-42.

Compare the figures relating to the two periods and comment on the
differences between them

11 To what extent, if any, has cultivation encroached on lands
required for pasture and fuel? Describe generally the possibilities of

further extension of cultivation in youi province after making due provi-

sion for pasture and fuel requirements and land required for other
essential common purposes of villagers Discuss in particular the possibi-

lities of land reclamation including the reclamation of land (state the
area) which has gone out of cultivation owing to salinity or water-logging
consequent on irrigation. Can you make an approximate estimate of the
increased extent under cultivation and increased yield of foodcrops which
may be thus secured? Can you estimate roughly the probable average
capital cost per acre of land reclamation in your province?

12. Furnish the following figures relating to irrigation sources belong-
ing to or maintained by Government:—

(i) Average area under irrigation from such sources during the quin-
quennium ending 1921-22.

(ii) Total amount of expenditure incurred during the period of 20
years ending 1937-38 on

—

(a) the construction of new irrigation works and improvement to
old works,

(b) maintenance of old and new works,

(iii) average area under irrigation from such sources during the
quinquennium ending 1941-42.

Describe briefly the nature of the new works and improvements referred

to above.

13 (i) Describe the possibilities of further increasing irrigation in your
province as the result of new works and improvements which cani be
carried out by Government

(ii) Can you estimate approximately the probable average capital cost
per acre of new irrigation m your province?



QUESTIONNAIRE

(ill) Can you estimate aiiproximately tlie iiici eased yield of food-

crops which can he thus secured

14. (i) Furnish the following figures relating to sources of irngatioii

belonging to and maintained by zammdars and other landholders, ryots,

etc. .

—

(a) average aiea under iirigaticn during the quinquennium end-

ing 1921-22, and

(b) average area undei irrigation duiing the quinquennium ending

1941-42.

(n) Comment on the above figures and describe the possibilities of

increase of irrigation, undei such sources and in particular small private

tanks, ordinary wells, tubewells, etc. State and discuss the measures

necessary to secure such increase.

(ill) Can you estimate approximately the increased yield of food-

crops which can be thus secured^

15. The technological possibilities of increasing tihe yield of foodcrops

through the improvement of agricultural methods have been estimated as a

result of expert investigation {mde Appendix)*—
(i) Comment on these estimates^ of possible increases of outturn in

relation to conditions in your province.

(ii) Enumerate the adverse factors which, in your opinion, prevent
the cultivators of youi province from realizing these possibilities and
describe the measures which, in your opinion, are practicable and likely to

lemove the adverse factors or substantially diminish their ill effects.

(ill) What, in your opinion, is the increase of yield of foodcrops
likely to be secured m your province by improvement of agricultural

methods ?

16 (i) What is the total increase of yield of foodcrops likely to he
secured in your province as the result of extension of cultivation,^ increase

of irrigation and adoption of improved agricultural methods {vide ques-

tions 11, 13, 14 and 15)*

(ii) What is the amount of cereals necessary for the province each
year on the basis of an adequate ration and making provision tor the

growing population?

(lii) On the basis of such increased production and consumption
would your province be self-sufficient in food or a net importer (if so, to

what extent) or a net exporter (if so, to what extent) ^

17. What IS the present position as regards milk supplies^ What steps

are being taken to improve and increase milk supply by (a) improvement
in breed, (b) increase in fodder supply and (c) marketing developments?

18 What IS the position of the fishing industry, sea,^ river and other
inland sources of supply p What steps have been taken to develop the
industry during the last 10 years What plans, if any, are being laid for
future development

Section III

—

^AGBiounTimAL Economy
19 During the economic depression of the early thirties, the agricul-

tural classes were hard hit as a result of an undulv low level of prices of
foodgrains. On the other hand, it has been found necessary, during recent
years, to^ adopt various measures for preventing prices of foodgrains
from raising too high and thereby causing serious^ hardship to the con-
sumers. In view of this experience do you consider that Government
should, in the future accept responsibility for maintaining, even in normal
times a system of regulated prices for foodgrains? If so, discuss to what
extent the various control measures at present in force and the system
of supply and distribution developed recently, would have to be retained
even^ in normal tim^ Outline a scheme of measures which, in your
opinion, would constitute a workable system of regulated prices and
ensure a fair minimum price for the agriculturist and fair maximum for
tlm consumer and prevent undue fluctuations

20. How kave agricultural wages risen in comparison with the prices
of foodgrains during the war?^ Do you expect wages would adjust them-

to a system of regulated prices in normal times or do you consider
special measure would be necessary to secure such adjustment?
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21 Describe the more impoitant agencies which at present finance agri-

cultural operations Comment on their usefulness.

22 Has an estimate been made of the agricultural indebtedness in your
piovince before the wai ? Can you assess to what extent, if any, this

has been reduced as a lesult of rise in prices of agricultural products
during recent years? Have saving habits been developed^

23 Aie there any restrictions placed in your province on the opera-

tion of the money-lender in older to protect the interests ot the cultivating

classes? Describe the nature of such restrictions and assess then results.

24. Describe, the vaiious systems of land tenure prevalent in your
lirovince. State the extent of land held under each of these systems

25 The view has been expressed that unless changes are made in the

prevalent systems of land tenure, it would not be possible to secure any
significant increase in Slgncultural production or significant improvement
of the standard of life of the cultivating classes. Do you agree with this

view? If so, discuss in relation to each system of land tenure prevalent

in your province, those aspects which, in youi opinion, are objectionable

as tending (a) to prevent extension or cultivation or irrigation or (6) to

prevent the adoption of improved methods of agricultuie or (c) to prevent

the cultivator from securing a fair return for his labour and enterprise

Outline the changes which you consider necessary and the measures by

which such changes can be brought about.

26. To what extent was there a tendency for ownership of land to

pass out of the hands of cultivating classes to non-cultivating classes? Has
this tendency been arrested or reversed to any significant extent?

27. Is absentee ownership of land increasing? If so, do you consider

it to be a factor restricting the growth of agricultuial production? Have
any remedies been tried and with what results? Can you suggest any

remedies?

28. Are the cultivating classes rackrented m any areas of your pro-

vince? Have any remedies been tried? If so, with what results? Can
you suggest any remedies?

29. (i) Is there a tendency to progressive reduction in the average size

of holdings and/or their fragmentation?

(ii) Have any measures been adopted to restuct subdivision of hold-

ings, if so, with what results?

(lii) Have any measures been adopted to promote consolidation of

holdings, if so, with what results?

(iv) What measures would you recommend for securing improvement

in these respects?

30 The view has been often expressed that individual holders of land

cannot achieve any material increase in production or improvement of their

standard of life unless they are organized for the purpose, e.g., on some

kind of collective basis. Do you agree with this view? Describe the

extent to which co-operative societies, panchayats, or other organizations

are at present functioning, in rural areas of your province. Assess their

adequacy or usetulness for the purpose stated above. If you consider them

inadequate or ine:Kcient, can you outline practical methods of constituting

some form of village orgaaizatioa wHch would efficiently secure tlie pur-

pose in view?

31. Specify tlie areas, if any, in your province, which are at present

under-populated P > Are they suitable for settlement by immigrantSi from

over-populated areas? Discuss the possibilities of such settlement, the

difficulties involved and the measures necessary for overcoming them.

32 Having regard to the present size of the population of your pro-

vince and its potential growth and having regard also to the present and

notential resources of your province, are you convinced that measures

should he now undertaken for securing a limitation of the rate of increase

of the population? If so, state and discuss the measures you would

recommend for the purpose
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Appendix to the Questionn^ikb (Vide question 15)

Bice —The average outturn of paddy per acie during the last five years

was 1 109 lb or 738 lb iice Dr Bums consideis that^ at a conservative

estimate, these yields can be increased by 30 per cent, viz , 5 per cent b\

using improved varieties, 20 per cent by increasing manuie, 5 per cent by

protection from pests and diseases Tlieie should even be no difficulty in

increasing the present average outturn by 50 per cent, viz , 10 per cent by

variety and 40 per cent by manuring

Thirty iier cent of 738 lb would mean an aveiage outturn of 959 lb

per acre for all-India He concludes by saying that India should aim at

an average of 1,000 lb of nee per acre

Wheat —For the last 30 years, the average outturn of vheat in India

IS calculated to be 707 lb per acre and, during the last 10 years 640 Ib

per acre Dr Burns considers that, if only improved varieties aie sown,

manures applied in the light of results obtained and diseases controlled, it

should he possible to aim at an average jield o| 1,200 lb per acie for

irrigated wheat and 600 lb for barani The standard yields in the Punjab
are 967 lb for irrigated wheat and 572 lb for unirrigated with an all-over

yield of 738 lb whereas, in the United Provinces, they are 1 200, 800 and
786 lb., respectively,

Jowar ,—Average yields at present obtained are irrigated 1,200 to

1,500 lb per acre, barani 100 to 700 lb per acre Dr. Burns considei’s that

an improvement of 20 per cent is possible

The all-India average for the last 26 years is 484 lb per acre

Bajra.—Dr. Burns places the average all-India yield at about 320 lb.

per acre He considers it possible by adopting dry tanning methods, to
increase the yield by 25 pei cent, i e., to 400 lb per acre.

(The average shown in the graphs for the last 12 years is li67 Ib por
acre

)

Maize ,
—^Dr Burns thinks that the present average yield of 800 lb. per

acre can be increased by 25 per cent to 1,000 lb. per acre.

By adopting the method of ** Hybrid Vigour ”, an increased yield of
35 per cent has been obtained in commercial productions xn the” United
States of America.
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POPULATION

(iuesiion

Having regard to the present size of the population of your province
and its potential growth and having regard also to the present and potential

resources of your province, are you convinced that measures should be now
undertaken tor securing a limitation of the rate ot increase ot the popula-

tion P If so, state and discuss the measures you would recommend for the

purpose.

Beplies

1 The Government of Assam—The question ot the limitation of the

rate ot increase of the population is not so pressing now.

2. A Deputy Gommissionei in Assam,—It is obvious that correct birth-

control should be taught and appliances made cheaply available. The only

saving factor at present is the inetfcciency ot public health measures,

especially with legaid to malaiia and smallpox. But public health measures

may be expected to iinpiove greatly and the need for birth-control will

then become even more pressing.

3 A Subdivisional Officer in Assam,—^Vieasures for restriction t»f the

rate of increase of population are necessary but I see little hope of success

in our present state of education.

4 A Sub-Deputy Collector m Assam.—^Limitation ot our birth-rate is

not at all necessary under present conditions, and with our available

resources, it we are only allowed to use them.

5. The Government of Bengal.—The present increase in population seems

to be quite normal. Some percentage ot this increase is due to the inhux

of labour from other provinces due to military activities and other ofhces

being shifted to Bengal. The permissible increase cannot be worked out

unless the potential resources and capacity of the country are measured.

Control of birth at this stage, however, does not seem to be imperative.

The following two steps seem to be the only ways by which a healthy

nation can be built up.

(1) Spacing of births, nnd

(2 Eestriction of marriageable age to a minimum of 21 years for the

boy and 16 years for the girl.

It is considered necessary that a good deal of propaganda and education

in health, sex and hygiene will have to precede any of these two steps.

6. The Government of Bihar,— statement is attached^ which shows

district by district the density of the population per square mile of total

area and cultivable area in 1931 census and 1941 census. Between 1921

and 1941, the population of Bihar increased from ^
during the same period the total cultivated a-rea fell from 26 to 2o miuion

acres. Thus the same or slightly diminished area of land has to sup^rt

a very much higher population with no striking advance m the methods

employed for agricultural production The total average area under food-

crops in the quinquenninm ending 1941-42 was about 19i million acres

(including about 4 million acres sown more than once), i.e ,
abont i an acre

per head of population The experience of European countries and of

Japan is, that not more than 300 per square mile of land (640 acres) can

be supported if the population is to maintain a reasonable standard of

comfort, i.e., roughly about two acres per head. In Bihar even if all the

cultivable waste (6J million acres) is brought under cultivation, there

will be little less than an acre per head of population Bihar must make
very striking improvements in agriculture and go in for extensive indus-

trialization if she is to improve the standard of living of the people anpre-

ciahly. It will take a long time for her to approach the standards of

1 ifofc included here.
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living of even the coinpai ativel^ pooler European countue^, bhe

has already fai outstiipped them in the deiibity oi her population and is

further increasing at the late of 10 pei cent every decade.

Theiefoie riie question seems to admit of no other ansvvei than to

emphasize the urgency of adopting measures to restrict the rate of inciease

or the population

It IS however one thing to be inteliectually convinced of the need of

biith-control, its realization is quite a diffeient mattei The subject is

highly controveisiai It is doubtful whether the population of India, at any

rate the classes in w'hich birth-control would be desiiable, will adopt it in

any measuiabie time, Theie are immense piejudices, mariiage and other

personal laws to be overcome before birth-control becomes an accepted

fact in Bihar or India. It is therefoie necessary to organize iiublic opinion
on the matter, because obviously theie aie no knowm methods of compelling

birth-control. It will have to be persuasive and voluntary. On the othei

hand we cannot also overlook the immense volume of literature and organized
opinion in western countries against biiiih-control, t>ven when economists and
social reformers there are intellectually convinced of the need for the same.
The Church has always looked askance at it, psychologists aie divided in

their opinion regaiding the desirability of using such methods, and moralists

see m birth-control a potential danger to the stability of marriage and
social institutions It is also the experience of Euiopean countries that

generally speaking it is the upper classes who practise birth-control and
xnese are precisely the classes w^hich in the inteiests of society should not do
so. It IS feared by many that unless the upper classes relax birth-control
and go in for larger families, the composition of the population at no
distant time will largely consist of those, who in the interests of society

are the least fitted to perpetuate it,

JMevertheiess and despite its dangers, psychological, social, moral and
otherwise, it seems impossible for Bihar to escape adopting measuies of

birth-control if her population is to attain and maintain a decent standard
or living, though this is a matter which should he treated on an all-India,

and perhaps in due course, as an international problem. There is need
and scope tor intense piopaganda on the subject for educating public
opinion Public men and leaders of influence and peisonaiity should take
the lead m the matter. It is useful to form societies entirely non-olficial

for propagating the idea of birth-control on the lines of the NeoMalthusian
League in Madras and educating the people to the need for the same and
the dangers of letting the present increase to continue. Should public
opinion demand it, and it is desirable in this matter for the initiative to
come from the public, the State should be prepared in course of time to
dpen birth-contioi clinics at suitable places in all districts and Government
hosiiitais and dispensaries Other measures which may be adopted depend-
ing on the growth of public opinion are compulsory sterilization of the un-
fit, raising the age of marriage, education of women with a view to secure
their economic independence and abolition of polygamy. The giowth of a
sense of social obloquy attaching to the leaiing of large families and
propaganda directed to this end may well prove a potent influence to
achieve the objective

^ 7, A public man in Bihar —The growth of population rapidly is a very
serious problem . . . Migration to the Ghota Nagpur plateau may
for some time solve the problem but not for all time. There are only two
ways of meeting it: either by encouraging migration to some other pro-
vince or countries, or propaganda for birth-control. The country is not
prepared for the second Every Hindu and Moslem must marry and once
fie marries the control of population is impossible. I do not think any
country will welcome emigrants from India* These are, however, higher
problems of general planning in the countiy

8 A Gomrnmcnt official in Bihar.— do not think that limitation in the
rate of incresMse of population of Bihar is necessary at all at lie present
stage.

Another (Government official in Bihar— am convinced that a limita-
Uojx of the rate of growth of population in this province would be highly
beneficial for the economfc uplift of the masses Though the scientific dis-
cpveries and inventions of the last two centuries have been utilized in the
m<|ustrW field by the establishment of a number of industries on up-to-date
imesj yet the v^t field of agriculture in this province remains almost -un-

improvement in the quality of seed used.
On the other hand, the growth of population shows no signs of abatement.
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jjiom being an expoiter of foodgiains she is tending to become an iin*

poitei in spite oi the tact that Bihar stands fiist among the provinces of

India in the numbei of emigrants she sends out to other provinces There
are vast possibilities of industrial development in this province, parti-

cularly in the Chota Nagpur area, and whatever may be the cause ot her
inuustiial potentialities lemainmg undeveloped, insufficiency ot labour is

not one ot them A restriction of population giowth will relieve the
pressuie on the soil and it will not niiidei the growth of industries

Beihaps the most elective method of lesiiaining the gro-wth of popula-
tion would be the opening of birth-control clinics at every district board
hospital and dispensary m older to impart instruction in easy, sate and
cneap methods ot birth-contioi Othei methods like legislation tor raising
the age of maiiiage tsueh as the Saida Act), education of giils, throwing
open moie avenues ot employment tor women to enable them to attain
economic independence, compulsory sterilization of the unfit, abolition of

polygamy, restraining aged widoweis from marrying virgin girls, the
growth OI social obloquy attaching to the rearing of very large families,
etc

,
are difficult ot appltcation and ot voiy slow growth,

10 The Government of Bombay —The population of the Province has
increased trom 17,992,053 m 1931 to 20,819,840 in 1941 and is likely to
increase still tuither Limitation of population is necessary but the usual
birth-control measures cannot be popular amongst the poorer classes, partly
due to Ignorance and partly due to want ot necessary funds to pin chase
tne equipment JLiimitation ot population can best be achieved by spread
of literacy and increase in the standard of life and ail measures designed
to make every citizen moie alive to his duties and responsibilities.

11 The Government of the Central Provinces and Berar—There are
about 173 people per square mile in this province. The land if properly
developed can serve this population. Birth-control measures as known at

present are beyond the means of the poor villager, in any case, they can be
advocated only on medical grounds, i.e , for parents in medical need of

It.

The limitation oi the late oi increase is better attained by raising the
standard of living of the people.

12

Ttie Government of Madras —In a separate minute on this question

a member ot the Board of Eevenue has suggested that a. check on the
growth ot population is so essential that, despite political and other diffi-

culties, emigration on a large scale should be encouraged after the war,

for example, from parts of India to Burma, Malaya, Ceylon, Africa,

Australia, etc The Government do not consider that a check on the
population is feasible or necessary and are of the view that with economic
development of this Province it will be possible to feed all its population.

13. A Member of the Board of Bevenue^ Madras ,
—

^In my view the mam
cause tor the distressingly low standard of living in South India is over-

population. Many endeavours have been made, during the past hundred
yeais, to raise the standard of living in the Province, but little has been
achieved and the mam cause has been the rapid increase in population
For example, the development ot irrigation has been great; much, though
not enough, has been done to develop impioved agricultural methods;
the co-operative movement has been spread throughout the Province;

great attention has been paid to the uphft of the Scheduled castes

and yet we find that Dr Aykroyd has estimated that there is at all

times serious under-nourisliment of about one-third of the population The
maan reason is that improvement resulting m increased productivity of the
soil or inci eased industrial output, aie accompanied by a corresponding
increase in the size of the population, aided of course by improvements in
the health and medical services. The most fertile districts are also the
most thickly populated Smiling Malabar and rich Taniore contain, among
their dense populations, some of the pooiest people in the world. I do not
consider that any effective solution for the problem of the submerged third
(not tenth) in South India will Be found, unless some method is adopted
oi checking the rapid growth in population. The other methods proposed—
increasing irrigation facilities, improving agricultural methods, industriali-
zation and the like, if pursued with great vigour and prodigal expenditure
Will reduce to some extent, the percentage ot those living below the sub-
sistence level, but will not, I fear, do much moie. I apprehend that, as

29a
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iiappeii6d iu tiie pdst, tii© population will lucica'sc bo lapidl^ foiiowiug an

increase in productivity and indu&tiial oiitputj that tiie general standard

may tali back again to, oi almost to, the old level.

It IS tiue that in highly industiiaiized countiies there is a tendency foi

the birth-rate to decrease, but 1 do not considei it teasibie to conveit India

into a Highly industrialized countiy Even it, by large-scale development

of industiy, the peicentage of those employed in industiy was doubled,

India would still be predominantly agiicultuiad. My ansi^er to the first

part of the question is Yes if a substantial and permanent rise in the

standaid of living is to be seemed

As to the second half of the question only one method of i educing

population lb discussed, that is, emigiation This is considered impractica-

ble, at least on any large scale A check on the growth of the population

IS, however, so esseiitiad foi raising the standard of living that, despite

political and other dilhculties, emigiation, on a large scale, should, 1 consi-

der, be encouraged after the war If freedom ^-froin want to which the

Allies are pledged is to be achieved, then arrangements must be made, on
a global scale, tor emigiation, from over-populated to under-populated

areas, or areas wheie labour is required, e g., from parts of India to Burma,
Malaya, Ceylon, Africa, Australia, etc. The only really elective method,

however, of preventing the growth of population short of war, pestilence

and famine, is birth-control Presumably this has not been mentioned m
the answer given above ^ because it is not considered to be practical politics.

I feel, however, that the pievention of the piesent xapid rate of increase

in population is so essential to the welfare of South India, that an attempt
should be made even at the cost of wounding religious feehngs, to popularise
birth-control. At least the case for limiting families could be explained to

the public, and facilities afforded when the war is over, if possible earlier,

for the purchase by the public of contraceptives at a nominal price. It is

interesting to note that the Women's Sub-Committee to the Post-War
Reconstruction General Committee has stressed the need for hirth-control
clinics to teach mothers about the spacing of children.

14. A non^ojficial social worker^ Madras ,—Comparative study of hgures
of the population of the Province may lead one to the conclusion that
unless natural causes operate to deciease the population, it may be difficult

tor production to keep pace with increase in population and, therefore,

it would be desirable to secure limitation of the rate of increase of the
population by othei means The demand for opening avenues tor emigra-
tion also lends weight to this view But things are not so bad as they
appear from a cursory view The piesent and potential resources of the
provinces have not been utilized to the fullest extent both in agriculture
and industry. While there are areas whei© over-population, in tact ever-
increasing population is the rule, theie are other aieas which remain
undeveloped and which if exploited can absorb all the excess population
It is lack of planning that is mostly responsible for the existence of
undeveloped areas If Eegional Development Boards are constituted, they
are sure to help in minimising such differences by giving unremitting
attention to their legions If all the irrigation schemes under contempla-
tion, including what is Isnown as the Pofavaram scheme, are executed, if

the mineral resources of the province are exploited, if the possibilities of
industrial development are explored and industries to utilize all the availa-
ble raw materials aie promoted even avoiding State assistance whenever
necessary, if the colonization of and settlement in tracts which do not now
possess atti actions aie encouraged by making it worth while for people to
migrate, if all factors which render agriculture a deficit economy are
removed, if the cultivator is assured of the enjoyment of the increased
benefits derived fiom land on account of his labour and enterprise without
being forced to share them with the intermediaries or those who contribute
nothing for such increased benefits, be it a landlord or the State, these and
other m^sures are sure to improve the productivity of the Province and
ensure absorption of its growing population without further impairing the
standard of living.

^ ^

means of limiting population are already known to the educated
classes and they are being practised. But no method has yet proved

birth-^ntrol appliances is not so simple and
easily adoptable by ignorant or half-educated persons. Moreover, certain

^ Ifbt quoted here.
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religious objections are urged aigainst the use of artificial methods Edu-
cation alone will produce the necessary change Quacks should not be
permitted either to do propaganda or offer advice Propaganda and
clinics should be controlled or guided by the State Entry of quacks into
this field should not be allowed, for, any wrong advice or wrong prescrip-
tion will do incalculable harm affecting the health of future generations

While measures suggested above may be usefully employed, it cannot
be denied that the rise in the mariiageable age of boys and giils, a
retoim which has slowly and silently spiead even m villages, has proved
a natural check on the growth of population If monogamy is also recog-
nized as a lule of life, this too wiJl prove a natural check There is no
denying the tact that in communities where polygamy is tolerated and
even practised without incurring the displeasure of the community, the
growth of population is rapid.

^15. The Government 04 the North-West Frontier Province -—This ques-
tion begs the answer to an important ethical and socialogical problem.
This Government presumes that in peace time the Russian proverb “ The
world IS not tied up in a corner ’’ applies This Government draws
attention to the fact that the object of the Hot Spiings and other similar
and subsequent conferences has been to ensure sufficient for all classes
of persons throughout the world, and that it is not intended to allow
pre-war economical exigencies of reducing production to maintain prices,
and

^
destruction of essential commodities for the same purpose to

continue. Provided the world is regarded as a unit and not as distinct
parts, it is clear that there is moie than sufficient for the existing population
and for an increasing population Speedy means of transport are available
and will become increasingly so. Hence the problem of distribution is not
insoluble. This Government feels that these probably self-evident facts
should be stressed because outside the opinion of a few of the reformed
Christian •hurches, the idea of birth-control is repugnant to all other
religions, and would be considered by them as method of enforcing the Nazi
ideas ana ideals of a “ Herrenvolk All religions of India accept Genesis
28 in its literal sense as a binding commandment and would resent any
action, particularly of non-Indian origin, whereby restriction of birth was
to be secured, or enforced whilst sufficient for their livelihood is available

in the world. This does not necessarily mean provision on the spot of defi-

ciencies, but could apply to large areas of the world, which at present are
under-populated This Government, therefore, feels that the Famine
Inquiry Commission would be well advised not to proceed with the exam-
ination of this question further since it must raise issues outside the
immediate problem under consideration.

It would be folly to demand ai decrease in birth-rate on the grounds
of scarcity in face of Judge Marvin Jones* (the United States Director of

War Food Administration) very recent ;ijronouncement that an early end
of the European war would find the United States in possession of large

stocks of food and measures should be taken to dispose of them in all parts

of the world by every available means. Mr, Pear^n, President of the Food
and Agriculture Organization (an International body on which India* is

represents deriving from the Hot Springs Conference) does not appear

to he apprehensive of future food supplies.

16 The Government of Orissa—The increase m population of this

Province during the first 40 years of the present century is the lowest of

all the provinces of India The proportion of increase during the decade

immediately preceding the last census of 1941 is similairly also the lowest

of all the Indian provinces. The present late of increase is about 90,000

per year. The growth of population has not, therefore, till now been

a cause of anxiety or alarm With the improvement in the standard of

living expected in the coming post-war periods the birth-rate mavy, no

doubt go down hut on the other hand the death-rate will also he reduced

with the expansTou of public health' services and better control of epi-

demics and the net result may he a more rapid increase of population

than was ivkir registered at the last census Since there are possibilities

of extension of cultivation and increasing the yield of food crops by
improved agricultural methods, it does not seem at present necessary to

adopt measures for securing a limitation of the rate of increase of the

population in this Province.
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17 The Goveuxment of the I'uniah—This is a liusution on wliicli opinion

IS sharply divided. On one side is the modem educated young economist

while on the other side is the old type Punjabi, religious and sentimental

with taith in his Oieatoi and the Government So tar the idea ot birth-

control finds favour amongst that class which compaiatively speaking has

a much better standard of lining than a person of average means in the

province. It is doubtful if the educated person supports birth-control

from a puiely economic point of view In any case the number of such

people IS insignihcaiit Both from the point of view of religion * iid of

the defence ot the country it would seem rather too eatly to advocate

birth-control on a mass scale in this province We aie not a deficit pro-

vince in the matter of foodgiams and even if the population increases

at its present rate our surplus will carry us through another 20 3 ears

or so, but this Government has got huge schemes of irrigation under its

consideration If and when these schemes are completed ample electric

power should become available for industiialization and also for the
extension ot cultivation It may be hoped, therefore that pan passu with
the increase in population there will be an increase in the means of pro-

duction and in employment and there should be no danger of starvation
or even under-feeding On the other hand, if Government took up the
advocacy of birth-control it will have to be responsible not only for setting
up an agency tor propaganda but employ a huge staff of men and women
to run birth-control clinics and spend an appreciable sum on research
Even when this is done it is doubtful if the people with their deep-seated
prejudices wiU take it kindly

18 The Go'oernment of Sind —It will be clear from the answers
to other questions that there is at present no danger of over-population
in Smd

19. The Government of the United Frovinces —^There is no doubt that
the increase in population has overrun the food production in the pro-
vince According to Professo'^ Padha Kamal Mukerjee ^ the recent increase
in the food production has been mainly at the expense of pasture knds
with the result that there has been scarcity of fodder for cattle This
increased production cannot, therefore, be relied upon for the solution
of the population problem. The rate of increase of population is tending
to show a downward trend

^
Even so, the problem does not admit of any

complacency and needs active consideration. Mattel s cannot be left to

Nature^ ruthless method of establishing an equilibrium by bringing in

pestilence famine and war. The theory that planned parenthood is what;
is actually required will be widely accepted, but the methods to be employed
to attain it admit of no easy solution Some measures are suggested
below :

—
(1) There should be a Provincial Standing Committee for family

planning to help the Director of Public Health in all schemes to that end

(2) Education for planning parenthood is most necessary It should
be emphasized thaf this does not necessarily mean family limitation for
fewer children It will mean spacing of births and limitation of family
size according to the economic status and the standard of health of the
tamiiy Parenthood must reinain voluntary and planned Parents should
have the most modern and scientific knowledge of contraception

(3) Free birth-control clinics through Public Health and Maternity
Services, and cheap or even free supplies of contraceptives should be
provided.

(4) The cults of ‘Hotal abstinence”, "intercourse only for begetting
children ” are not likely to be adopted Nor will the Irish method of
postponing marriages or for fewer marriages find favour in our province,
although during the last 20 years there has been a general raising of age at
marriage particularly in educated families

Taxation of large families as a measure to limit the rate of growth
of population has cert^n definite and serious drawbacks which make its
adoption undesirable They are as follows.

—

V I
already made poor by increase of children should not

turgier taxed, since children themselves are a heavy tax on the familyand act as a check on further reproductive activity
^

“ The Food Supply {1942), Oxford Uxdvetsity Press.
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(ii) Usually tlie poorer families lieget more cliildren and taxation in

tins direction will further deteriorate their nutrition and general standard

of living

(ill) Taxation will not produce the desired result with the masses

who are uneducated

(iv) Taxation will inteifere with the liberty of the individual in
the exercise of one of the piimary instincts.

(v) The tax will lead to increase in crimes like criminal abortion
and infanticide

(vi) There will also be many difficulties in assessing the size of the
family and realizing taxes from remote villages, and will require a com-
plicated administrative machinery. Thus the law will defeat its own end

20 An authority on population, author of one of the standard uoilcs

on population in India —This Province (Bihar) is, as a whole, over-popu-
lated and introduction of contraceptives and instruction in their use as
a part of health service organization will have to be provided for in any
scheme of all round agricultural improvement The aim should be to
stop further growth of population in the Province, as in the country as
a whole, and the mtioduction of measures foi improvement in the quahtv
of the existing population in a. manner as to make then future utterly
unlike the present
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APPENDIX n
LAND TENURE PROBLEMS

A —^Peevailing Systems of Land Tended

Question

Describe tbe various systems of land tenure prevalent in your province.

State tbe extent of land held under each of these systems.

Abstract of replies

1 Bengal,—The principal system of land tenure is the Permanent
Settlement created by Regulation I of 1793. The revenue was hxed in
perpetuity and all^ zammdars were placed in the same category While
some farmers obtained some proprietary rights which they had never
possessed, the independent chiefs and the old landholding families were
confirmed m the position they had occupied for centuries. In certain cases,
revenue-free grants made by former rulers which were subsequently recog-
nized and confirmed, are held as revenue-free estates Later when the
policy underlying the permanent settlement was abandoned, new estates
were created with either Government or private persons as proprietors, and
they are liable to periodical revision of land revenue The relative import-
ance of these four different types of tenures may be seen from the table
below :

—

Category.

Number
held

(in 1,000).

Area in
millions of

acres.

I* Permanently-settled estates (revenue-paying) 94 37 37

n. Revenue free estates 61 1-97

[m. Temporarily-settled estates 4 3*34

42*68

IV. Estates held direct by Government 4 3 65

46-33

These figures represent gross area of estates, and not merely of lands occupied by ryots
n the estates Further information furnished below is based mainly on the Report of the Land

] evenue Commission, Bengal.

The Estates held direct by Government ” are the same as what are

known as ryotwan tracts elsewhere. Most of the lands in the zamindari
estates are held by ryots whose rights in the land and obligations to the

zamindar have been regnlated by a long series of tenancy laws, the net
effect of which is that the ryot possesses substantially the same rights in

his holding as ryots holding land^ direct from^ Government in Government
estates in Bengal, and these again are practically identical with those of

ryots holding direct from^ Government under the ryotwari settlement in

other provinces. The incidence of the rent payable by the ryot to the
zamindar in Bengal compares, in general, favourably with the incidence of

land revenue payable to Government by ryots in ryotwari areas. The land
held by a ryot may be cultivated either by himself or by crop-sharing tenant,

or by under-ryots Under-ryots fall into three classes, of which the first

possesses practically aU the rights of ryots except transferability; the second
and the third differ from the first mainly as regards liability to ejectment
in certain circumstances. The tenant who is not an under-ryot is usually

a crop-sharer (called a bargadar) and his relations with the ryot are purely
contractual.

The following table shows the area of lands held by ryots and under-
ryots:

—

Area in

Class of ryots and under-ryots millions of
acres*

Land held rent'&ee or on fixed rent .* .. •• 3*73

Land heldby ryots •• •• ••
,

27'97

Land held by under-ryots . . - - * . • * . * 3*09

Total 34*79
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Theie is a limited extent of land in the cultivating possession of pro-

prietors of estates and persons holding as undei-tenuie holdeis The
exact area is not known, but from certain estimates of these assets made
by the Land Eevenue Commission, it may be inferred that this is probably
of thei order of six hundred thousand acres or less than two per cent of

the total area held by ryots and under-ryots.

The characteristic feature of the present condition of proprietary rights

in estates is the prevalence of subdivision and sub-infeudation to a large
extent The zammdars are free to transfer their rights to whomsoever
they might think pioper by sale, gift, or otherwise Where transfers of

the nature of a perpetual lease subiect to a rent reserved, are effected, a
permanent under-tenure is created, which in its turn may be likewise
subdivided and sub-infeudated. The development of sub-infeudation has
led to a revenue system of immense complexity, particularly in districts

like Bakarganj, where as many as 15 or 20 grades of tenure holders
are not uncommonly found/^

2 Bihar—The systems of land tenure prevalent in Bihar are sub-
stantially the same as in Bengal, the system of permanently-settled estates
being the predominant form to an even larger extent. Particulars regard-
ing the gross area under estates are not available. The following table
shows the acreage of land held by proprietors, under-tenure holders and
different classes of cultivating holders of land.

—

fArea'in
millions of

acres.

C 1. Held by proprietors (including Zirat and Bahasht), 2*12

A -{2. Held by tenure nolders m cultivatmg pos-

L session . . . . • » • . . . . . 1*34

3*46

1. Occupancy-raiyats other than those paying

j
produce-rents . . • . . • . • • 16*58

B -{ 2, Occupanoy-raiyats paymg produce-rents] .. 2*33

I
3. Rent-free holders . . . . . . . . . 0*96

(^4. Raiyats holding at fixed rents or rates . ,, 0*49

20*36

p, /I. Non-occupancy raiyats .. •« .. 0*33

\ 2. XJnder-raiyats . . . . . . . . . 0*33

0 66

Total (A, Band C) .. 24*48

tJnoccupied . , 4*25

Grand total . . 28*73

Note —The foregoing figures are based on figures collecfced from survey and settlement reports
which are liable to be out of date The figures, therefore, are useful merely for fumtshfug an idea
ofthe different types ofholdings and their relative importance

The small class of rfaiyats holding at fixed rents or rates (B-4) are a
privileged minority whose status compares favourably with the holders of

land under Government in ryotwari areas in that the rents payable by
them are fixed in perpetuity. The largest group, namely, the oecupancy-
raiyats (B-1 and B-2), possess substantially the same rights in land as
the raiyats in Bengal and the holders of land under Government m ryot-
wari areas. The bulk of them (B-1) pay a cash rent, which is revisahle.
There is, however, a section of occupancy-raiyats (B-2) who are liable to
pay a produce-rent.

The produce-rent is sometimes fixed as a share of the produce, some-
times at a fixed quantity per unit of land in the holding, and sometimes
as a quantity fixed on the holding. In some cases, the landlord’s share is

paid aocording to appraisement and sometimes by actual division. IHiere

1 Report of the Laud Revenue Commission, Bengal
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are also cases where the cultimting holder is liable to pay a cash rent on
fields which ordinarily pay produce-rent when ceitain crops, particularly
sugarcane, are grown on them. The pioportion of the produce payable as
rent by the cultivating holder varies (presumably with the type of land
as well as with the nature of the tenure—occupancy-raiyat, non-occupancy
raiyat, or under-raiyat as the case may be), and appeals to range between
one-third and two-thirds As a result of recent legislation, there is now
a statutory maximum to the produce payable by an occupancy-raiyat, and
this is 9/20ths of the produce The incidence of rent in such cases must
be many times heavier than cash rents in estates and land revenue payable
by ryots in ryotwari areas

3 Onssa .
—^Tenures prevailing in this Province aie substantially similai

to those in Bengal, the area of permanently-settled estates being relatively
smaller than in Bengal Relevant figures aie given below —

Area in

milhons of
acres

o

Permanently-settled estates . . . . 9 13
Revenue-free estates . . . . 0 32
Temporarily-settled estates . .. .. .. . 5*18

U-63
Raiyatwari and Khas Mahal (corresponding to Government

estates in Bengal) . .... , 6 98

20*61

There are some distinctive features not present in Bengal which are

described below.

—

(i) Revenue-free estates in the northern districts of the province aie

of the S’ame type as in Bengal; that is, a bifurcation of proprietary rights

and occupancy rights exists, and cultivators acquire occupancy rights as in

zamindans. In the districts transferred to the province from Madras,
this is not invariably the case. Cultivators holding under the revenue-free

proprietors may acquire occupancy rights in some estates but not in

others

(ii) In the district of Sambalpur, the Gauntiai tenure prevails—a form

of tenure intermediate between the zamindari and the ryotwan The
Gauntia is an agent for the collection of revenue due to Government from

settled lands. He is the holder of some lands given to him in lieu of

remuneration He has also the right to lease out the waste lands and
appropriate to himself the rent on such lands up to the next settlement.

The Gauntia’s rights are heritable and transferable Tenants in such

villages acquire occupancy rights.

(iii) Though cash rent is the common feature in the province, a con-

sideraHe area is held on produce-rent which is generally of two kmds.

The commonest form is known as the dhuli-lhag, meaning an equal division

of the gram and the by-products The second form is that known as the

San/ja (i.e., contract), undei which a fixed quantity of the produce is

payable,

4. Assam —The major portion of two districts in this piovince (vSylhet

and Goalpara) is settled under the zamindari system as in Bengal The

rest of the province is settled under the raiyatwari system. The actual

cultivator may be a ryot holding under the Government or a ryot holding

under a zamindar. He may also be a tenant holding under a ryot and
nffymg a share of the produce called the (xdhi’-hJidQi.
^ ^ Area in

millions of
acres. ^

Raiyatwari . - ^ •

Zamindari permanently settled

Zamindari temporarily settled

29-87

3-92

V70

35*49

1 llie tores have been taken The Indian Problem” Sir Manila! Nanavati and
jr. «r. Anjaxia.
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5. The United Provinces —The system of permanently-settled estates

pievails in the Benares Division, parts of Azamgarh district, and m parts

of the districts of Gonda and Bahraich The rest of the province is tempo-
ral ily settled The ryotwari system does not prevail in the province.

The unit for purposes of settlement is the mahai, which may be either

a single zammdaii in which a niahal is held by one person, or a joint

zamindan in which a mahai may be held by more than one person. The
Taiukdais of Oudh have the privilege of engaging with the Government for

the revenue of a whole taluka instead of for one mahai They also hold
the right to create a sub-pioprietary right in favour of another person in

the taluka The lights of Talukdais are transferable and heritable by a
single heir.

The following table shows the areas of lands held by proprietors in
cultivating possession C Sir * or * Khudkasht ^ and those held by various
classes ot tenants .

—
r

A. * Sir * and * Khudkasht ’
. * .

.

Area in

millions of
acres.

6 96

B. (1) Hereditary tenants

(2) Occupancy tenants

(3) Ex-propiietary tenants and holders of special

tenures in Oudh

(4) Pixed-rate tenants and permanent tenure holders

14-99

10*41

0-81

0-71

26*92

C. Non-occupancy tenants 0-19

Total . 33*07

The tenants of category B, class (4), are those holding lands under
proprietors in the tracts under permanent-settlement made under Begu-
lation I of 1793 They possess rights in land of substantially the same
character as the raiyats m Bengal as well as raiyats holding land under
Government in the raiyatwari areas The other tenants of category B
differ from them in this important respect—^that they have not got transfer-
able rights All tenants of category B have got hereditary rights Non-
occupancy tenants (category C) are a small class of tenants who do not
possess hereditaiy rights.

6 The Central Provinces and Berar ,—^In this province there are no
permanently-settled estates The principal system in the Central Provinces
IS that of the temporarily-settled estates similar to the United Provinces
The proprietors are known as malguzars There is a small class of plot
proprietors who are separately assessed to land revenue on lands situated
in mahals These are known as mahk-makhuzas. The whole of Berar and
some villages in the Central Provinces proper are settled on the raiyatwari
system. The following table gives the holding of land by proprietors as
TveU as different classes of tenants;—

Area in

millions of
acres.

A. Held by malguzars {* Sir * and* Khudkasht*) . . 3*87
B. Held by mahk-makbuzas . . . . . , 0*8d
C Held by absolute occupancy tenants . . .

D. Held rent-free subject to rendering village services . . 0‘18

^ 7-00

E Held by raiyats m raiyatwari villages

—

In the Central Provinces . . . . . , , j 28
In Berar , . . . . . , , , ^ g 30

16 *68
,
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7 Madias —Tlie raiyabvvaii sebfclonienb, under whicli lands aie Leld

direct from Goyernment by ryots, is tbe piincipal foim of tenure in tins

piovmce. The permanently settled zamindan tenure also prevails to a

iaige extent The areas are given below —

Millions of

acres.

Raiyatvan area . .. .. .. .. 27*65

Zamindan area . . . . . . . 12 84

A special toini of tenure known as the mam also prevails and is to be

found both in raiyatwari and zamindan tracts of the province Inam
villages or lands may be held either revenue-free or at a reduced assessment

called a quit-rent. The mams are of many kinds and result from grants

made by tormei Governments for religion, chanty, public service, military

and other rewards, an<^ so forth, and there are minor mams scattered

throughout the villages which aie enjoyed by village artisans, etc
,
as part

ox their emoluments and by various other persons or institutions Whether
or not the tenure of the holder of main is similar to that of proprietors of

permanently-settled estates in so far as the rights of cultivators holding

under him are concerned, depends on the nature of the grant and the

effect of recent legislation

Other forms of tenure presenting special features are the following.

—

(i) In Malabar, three distinct interests in land known as the Janam,

Kanam, and Verumpattam, are recognized, and their rights are to some

extent regulated by law

(li) Instances of temporarily-eettled estates of the Central Provinces

type are to be found m parts of the East Godavari district

(ill) In South Kanara, a system of permanent under-tenures has

developed within the raiyatwan system, as the result of perpetual leases

at a fixed lent, granted by persons holding lands under Government,

Sub-infeudation of piopiietary rights in zamindaris has been held in

check in this province, since early in this century, as a lesult of legislation.

Many of the larger estates are inalienable and impaitible and succession

is regulated by the rule of pnmogenituie

In general, the relations between tenants and holdeis of land are

governed by contract, whether the holders of land are raiyats holding under

Government under the raiyatwan system, or raiyats holding under proprie-

tors under the zamindan system Broadly, tenancies are either on a

crop-shaimg basis or on the basis of fixed or standing rent in cash or

produce Under each of these, there are some variations m accordance

with the nature of the land, irrigation facilities, and contribution of

seed, manure and plough-team by the landlord and the tenant, respectively

and*the kind of crop raised.

8. Bomlav.—The predominant form of tenure m this Province is the

lyotwaii system. Out of 32 29 million acres ot occupied assessed land,

24 44 million acies are held on this tenure A small proportion of this area,

1 22 million acres, is held on what is called the restricted ryotwari tenure

under which the holder is subject to the condition that the land cannot be

transferred except with the permission of the Collector This restricted

tenure is generally mad© applicable only to backward classes of cultivators.

While the zamindari system as such either m its permanently-settled or

temporarily-settled form does not prevail, the inam tenine is common as

in Madras. There are also the following special forms of land tenure.—

(i) TahiMari ferwre—This is found within the Ahmedabad district.

Talukdars are absolute proprietors of their respective estates, suhjert to the

payment of Government demand which may be either fixed or hable to

periodical revision. The more important of these (states observe the rule

of primogeniture, but in the case of the sm^ef ones the number of

co-sharers increased from generation to generation. The talukdar cannot

encumber his estate beyond his own lifetime mthout the permmion ot

the pfalukdaxi Settlement OfScer, or alienate it permanently without a

Government sanction.
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(li) Other forms of tenure are the Bhagdart tenure in parts of Elairaj

Narvadari tenuie in Broach, the Khoti fenure in^ parts Jhe Bombay
suburban, Colaba, and Ratnagin districts, Mehimsi fenme, Uahad Jama-

handJii tenure^ Maleht tenure, and the Saralcatt tenure In general these

special featuies paitake of the characteristics of temporarily-settled estates

The total area under inam, talukdari, and other forms of alienated

tenures is 7 85 million acres

9 Bun:}ab ,—The cultivated area of the province (31 17 million acres) is

held by owneie and tenants as shown below —
MilHons of

acres.

(>) Tenants-at-wili . • • • 16-26

(«) Owners 9*40

(hi) Government tenants . 3*23

(iv) Tenants with rights of occupancy .. 2*54

(V) Government lessees .. 0*65

31*17

Though the term ‘ zamindar ' is generally used to describe a landholder

in this province, the tenure system is essentially ryotwan, that is to say,

the person who holds land direct under Government is also the person who
has the permanent and heritable right to cultivate the land.^ This is not,

howevei, the case m respect of lands held by tenants with rights of

occupancy who hold 2 54 million acres These tenants hold undei
^
other

owners who hold under Government The nature of their right in the
lands they hold is, howevei, substantially the same as those of ryots holding
land under Government m ryotwari areas; or under proprietors in

permanently-settled areas They have to pay the owner a small sum in

addition to the land revenue demand of the Government, for which
theoretically, the owner is held responsible. The class described as Govern-
ment tenants holding 3 33 million acres was^ created by the Colony Act
of 1910 which gives them certain rights of alienation and succession. The
rights and obligations of this class of tenants are governed by a statement
of conditions issued by the Government which usually provide for the
acquisition, first, of occupancy and, ultimately, of proprietary rights (This
class is, therefore, analogous to the ryots holding land in Bombay on the
‘ restricted ’ ryotwari tenure

) ^
The Government lessees are tenants holding

for a term according to their leases. The tenant-at-will holds generally
under ‘ owners '

,
and has no security of tenure beyond his claim to

harvest the crops he has sown, though in practice satisfactory tenants are
hard to replace and are not ejected The prevalence of large holdings is a
notable feature of this province. It has been estimated that 2 4 per cent
of the owners hold 38 per cent of the land, and their holdings are 50 acres
or more in extent.

10. Bind.—^Here also the ryotwari system prevails Roughly four-fifths
of the cultivated land is held by persons who, as in the Punjab, are
described as zamindars Their lands are cultivated by tenants (known
as harts) on the ‘ batai ’ or crop-sharing system. The cultivator provides
his own labour and that of his bullocks in return for a half-share of the
crops which he harvests. All Government dues on the land are paid by the
owner. Landowners who are unable to manage their own lands on this
system customarily grant leases for a period of five years and the lessee,
in his turn, gets tlm land cultivated on the crop-sharing system by haris.

Ih I^OTth-West Frontier Frovtnce --The principal form of land tenure
ifi tMs province is called Bhaichara, under which the whole **

village
brotherhood undertake a measure of responsibitiiy for land revenue due
fmn individual holders to Government. In practice, however the restmn-

for payment of defaulters' revenue is not enforced. Other forms of
are desenbed as Zammdari and Patidari, Partimiars of area are

unavanible.
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B.

—

Size of Holdings; Subdivision and B'eagmentation

Question

(i) Is tlieie a tendency to progressive reduction in the average size
of holdings and/or their fragmentation

(ii) Have any measuies been adopted to restrict subdivision of holdings,
ti so, with what results ^

(ill) Have any measures been adopted to promote consolidation ot
holdings, it so, with what lesults?

(iv) What mjeasures would you lecommend tor securing improvement m
these respects?

Abstract of replies

^Part (i) of the question

1 (u) “ Is there a tendency to pxogresswe reduction in the average
size of holdings^^^—^Assam, Bihar, Bengal, Bombay, the Central Provinces
and Berar, Madras, Orissa, and the Punjab Governments agree that the
tendency exists and is well marked In the case of the United Provinces,
available information is inconclusive, and it seems probable that there
has not been much subdivision of holdings but a decrease in the size ot
plots within holdings Joint holdings continue to be a common feature.
In Sind it IS stated that there is no pioblem since the gieat bulk of the
cultivated land is composed of fairly large estates. The Provincial Gov-
ernment add that the tendency to fragmentation ^ in small peasant holdings
has been checked by imposing conditions of impartibility on peasant
grants In the North-West Frontier Province, it has been stated that
theie IS no tendency to progressive reduction in the size of holdings or
their fragmentation^* The fragmentation of holdings is the inevitable
result of partition proceedings and inheritance under customary law or
the Sliariat following death.

(6) Is there a tendency to progressive fragmentation of holdings ?^’

—

It is agreed by all provinces that there is such a tendency. Except in
Sind and the North-West Frontier Province, it is also agreed that this

IS a problem requiring remedy.

Part (li) of the question

2. Have any measures been adopted to restrict subdivision of hold*

ings, if 50, mth what results —^No remedies have been tried in any
province. The following may be regarded as exceptions to this statement,

(a.) In the Central Pi evinces, revenue officers are forbidden to partition

a holding if it involves the formation of a holding with an area of less

than 10 acres. This is ^ enforced by a rule under the Central Provinces

Tenancy Act. This is not effective as the parties can privately parti-

tion the same holding to any extent they desire. In Berar, there is a

similar minimum limit for subdivision which is, however, only one-fourth

of an acre. It is possible that there are in other piovinces also some

limits to officially recognized subdivisions, but, as in the Central Pro-

vinces, they must be ineffective tor preventing private partition. (5) In
Sind, it is reported that conditions of impartibility are imposed on

grants referred to already.

Part (ill) of the question

S. Earn any measures been adopted to promote comoUdation of

holdings, if so, with what results measures have been tried in

Assam, Bihar, Bengal, Bombay and Orissa, No measures have been tried

in Sind except the imposition of conditions of impartibility on peasant

grants referred to already.

In Madras, an attempt was made in 1936 to secure consolidation of

holdings and 26 co-operative societies were organized. Only 1,699 acres

were consolidated, and the Government abandoned the experiment and

concluded that, so long as subdivision has to go on, any attempt at

^ The of subdividon and not of fiagmeatatitm is piobabiy referredto here,

[44|]
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consolidation of holdings was bound to fail'’ Ihe expeninent was tued

m the alienee ot special legislation and tins is said to be one ot the

causes of tailuie Othei difheulties ax’e stated as toliows

(a) The geneiai coiiseivatisni oi rjots.

(h) Difficulties in title, especially \^heie minois were imoived

(c) Encumbi ances on fiaginents which could not be cleaied

(d) Expendituie on encuno^bi auce ceitificates and legistiatiou tees

(e) Inability to pi event consolidated hoiduigs iiom being iiagmented

again oi from being encumbered

In the No^th-West Fioiitier Ftovuice, the leveiiue ofhceis are I’equned

to make endeavours to aiiaiige paititions so as to secuie consolidated

holdings, but the expeiience is that this is not always possible.

The piovmces in which action has been taken with some success ait.

the Pmjab, the Central Frovinces and the United Frovineea, Initially,

consolidation was effected in the Punkah on an# entirely \oluntary basis

thiough Consolidation of Holdings Societies, which numbeied l,b07 on
31st July 1943 The total aiea consolidated by them was 1 45 miiiioii

acres. Certain measures of compulsion have been piovided by che Con-
solidation of Holdings Act undei which work has been earned out in 376
villages and 0 31 million acies have been consolidated The woik is in

pi ogress m 86 moie villages The mam difhcuitj' is that it takes a long

time to secuie the consent ot two-thiids ot the landholdeis which is the
pre-requisite toi comijuisoi^ consolidation inadequacy ot tiained staff

was another difeculty, which it is hoped will diminish after the war.

In the Central Provinces, fragmentation is being remedied by consoh-
dation operations which have been in progress since 1926 They have
been successfully coroipieted in 2,476 villages in three districts ot Chhattis*
garh division under the Cential Piovmces Consolidation of Holdings Act
ot 1928

In the United Provinces, consolidation of holdings is being encouraged
thiough the co-opexative movement since 1924 The lesuits weie small,
appioximately 42,000 acies being consolidated. Similar work was also

undei taken m some Oouit ot Waids Estates The United Frovinces Con-
solidation ot Holdings Act was passed m 1939 and came into toice in
Januaiy 1940 Woik was undeitaken in six distiicts, but there has been
difficulty owing to dearth ot tiamed ofhceis and staff The Co-operative
Depaitment also continues its ivoik on a voluntaiy basis. Further, the
United Piovmces Tenancy Act of 1939 contains provisions for helping
the tenants to consolidate their holdings bv exchange oi acquisition.

Pait (iv) of the question

4. What measaies would yon recommend for hetwnng imptovement
in these respects —(a) Pemedy for fragmentation ,—It is recognized gene-
lally that theie is no final lemedy toi ti agmentatxon as long as the
piocess ot subdivision continues unchecked But this does not necessarily
mean that anti-tragiuentation is without value even if subdivision is

not checked. Operations similar to those undertaken by the Punqab, the
Central Provimces, and the United Provinces Governments under special
laws piovidmg for consolidation ot holdings are favoured by other pro-
vinces generally, except in Madras where the attempt to deal with trag-
mentaUon has been given up and the view has been expressed that the
best method of combating fiagmentation would seem to be the encourage-
ment ot co-opeiative farming.’^

In Bihar the question is under consideration by the Post-war Agri-
cultural Reconstruction Committee, though it is felt that there are
formidable difficulties in the way of consolidation which are presented by
the multiplicity of tenure-holders between the ryot and the Oovernment
in that province which has. been accentuated by the formation of new
patios under the Estates Partition Acts. Other difficulties are the in-
debtedness of the ryot and encumbrances of the nature of usufructuary
mortgages. Compulsion is not favouied at any rate in the initial stages,

it might wen cause hardship to the poorer cultivator and miight create
confusion and unsettiement in the rural credit structure

- BiH IS being prepared to provide for the consolidation
of holdings^ and is supported by pubhc opinion.

[4M]
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In Bengal^ the Land Revenue Commission which considered the
subject agreed that consolidation was desirable but saw great diihcuitv
in cairying it out in Bengal

(b) jRemedy for subdivision—The gist of opinion expiessed by Pro-
vinces IS given below —

(i) Ass<mi, The operation of the laws of inheritance will have to
be checked borne sort of a light of pre-emption will help No effort
in tms line by legislation will be successful unless simultaneously industries
aie developed to absorb the extra man-power from the land.

(ii) Bihar—The obvious lemedy is to change the law of inheritance
and to intioduce the law of pi imogeniture Such legislation is bound to
be unpopular, will not help existing small holdings, and may be inexpedi-
ent until productive alternative occupations are available for the junior
members of the family.

(ill) Bengal —The* piobiem reffects the ever-mcreasing pressure of
population on land which is 'at the root of all the economic difficulties of
the pioviiice The laws of inheritance coupled with the free nght of
transfer have led to a systematic inciease in the subdivision of holdings
The Land Revenue Commission considered the possibility of modifying the
laws of inheritance or introducing a system of prefeued heirs, and held
that this was impracticable.

(iv) Bombay,—Public opinion is unlikely to support measures to
check subdivision in\ohing mteiference with the laws of inheritance

(v) Central Frovinces and Beiar —Consolidation has reduced fiag-
mentation to the minimum but cannot stop the process of lefiagmenta-
tion as long as the present laws of inheritance continue.

(vi) Madias—The best method would seem to be the encourage-
ment of co-opeiative farming

(vii) Onssa.—The problem is due mainly to the giowth of popula-
tion and the increasing trend towards the bieak-up of the joint family
system. The laws of succession and also the free transferability of land
are other causes. Suggested remedies aie some form of pie-emption and
collective or co-operative farming,

(viii) Punjab,—^It is not possible to restrict subdivision of holdings
without changing the law of succession Public opinion is strongly

opposed to depriving the owner’s sons of their shaie until some equivalent

means of income aie ensured tor them

(ix) United Provinces
,
Sind, and North-West Fronhei Province,--^

These Governments have expressed no opinion on this^ point.

C.—Lanulobd and Tenant

Questions

(i) To what extent was there a tendency for ownership of land to pass

out of the hands of cultivating classes to non-cultivating classes? Has
this tendency been arrested or reversed to any significant extent?

(ii) Is absentee ownership of land increasing? If so, do you consider

it to be a factor restricting the growth of agucultural production? Have

any remedies been tried and with what results? Can you suggest any

remedies?

(lii) Are the cultivating classes rack-rented in any areas of your

province? Have any remedies been tried? If so, with what results?

Can you suggest any remedies ^

Abstract of replies

L Bengal,—(i) There ivS no doubt that there is an increasing tendency

for ownership of land to pass out of the hands of the cultivating classes

The transfeiees may be either non-agriculturists or agiicultunsts who

have already got more land than they could cultivate
.

is no reason to suppose that the tendency has been arrested

and it wy be presumed to have been rendered worse by the Bengal

TenaBey^S>d4nt) Act of 1938 by remoTing reborn on

ri^ts of 'taransfer, has greatly facilitated the passing of lands owt of the

hands of hoTUi fids cultivators.
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(ii) Absentee o'ivnei&hip has been incieasing and is an e\ii because
it has resulted m cultivation being done by indifferent agueuituiists oi
lach-rented hargadars or under-tenants No leinedial m^easuies have been
tried. Possible remedies aie stated fco be (a) the piovision ot each agii-
cultural family with an economic holding tiom which it can earn its

livelihood, and (b) the interdiction of all kinds of transfei of agiicuitmai
lands to non-agiicuiturists.

(ill) Bengal Government have not commented on the lack-i eating
question so far as it relates to tenants at will The vievs oi the Laud
Revenue Commission on the harga system weie as follows The system
has many advantages. When a shaie of the ciop is paid, ffuctuations in
the cash value of the produce have no application and whether theie is a
good or bad crop the amount paid vanes with the outturn The system
is of great assistance to widows, minors, and other people who are tempo-
rarily mcapacitated from agiiculture Such people would be gieat loseis
if their only way of getting their lands cultivated without losing foi
ever the right to return to it was the employment of laboui hned by the
day or the month. The disadvantages are as fojiows. The baiga system
overrides the principle that the tiller of the soil should have secuiity
and protection from rack-renting. No one denies that half the produce
IS an excessive lent Further, the balance of opinion m ail count! les is
that this system of cultivation is not economic and, theiefore, not in
the interests of the community as a whole. The cultivator only gets the
benefit of half the value of any increase m yield, which is the rewaid ot
his own labour or entei prise. If the crop is even a partial faiiuie, he
does not earn the cost of cultivation.” The Commission, therefore, recom-
mended that hargadars who supply the plough-cattle, and agricultural
implements should be treated as tenants and piotected as undei-iyots aie
protected—without necessaiily all the rights of occupancy. The Commis-
sion further recommended that the shaie of the crop, legally recoveiable
should be reduced to one-third instead of half, although it was lecogruzed
that there would be practical difficulties in enforcing the hmitation

2. Bihar,—(i) There has been a tendency for ownership to pass out of
the hands ot petty cultivators to bigger cultivators and others who employ
hired labour. This has been checked to some extent as a result of the
recent rise in prices but might increase again after the war when prices
will fail, unless the puces ot agricultural products were stabilized at an
economic level and subsidiary occupations are provided for small holders.

(li) Absentee ownership of land is rather increasing but it has not
restricted agricultural production except m so far as it has resulted in
neglect of sources of irrigation. The problem has no-t yet assumed such
proportions as to call for special remedies.

(iii) There is practically no rack-ienting in the piovince Tenants
who hold BahasM lands or are under-ryots of big cultivatois aie the only
class who can be said to be rack-rented This has been controlled by
tenancy legislation and no remedies seem to be called foi at piesent

8. Orissa—(i) There are reasons to beheve that the light of fiee
transferability of land has prejudicially affected the small cultivators At
present there is no noticeable tendency for ownership of land to pass out
of the hands of the cultivating classes to non-cultivating classes, but
there is a tendency for land to pass from small cultivators to big culti-
^tors or to persons who^ are men of professions as well as cultivators
Remedies suggested are (c&) cheap ciedit and supplemental employment to
small cultivators, and (5) restrictions on rights of transfei including
prohibition of transfer by small holders

(ii) There is a growing tendency for occupancy lyots and other
tenant getting income fiom their land without cultivating it Sub-lettmg
to undei-ryots by persons living far away from the village m which their
lands are situated is on the increase. Such absenteeism is a factor restrict-
ing the gro^h of agricultural production because the under-tenant does
not take sufficient interest in the land. No remedies have been tried.
Possible remedies suggested are (a) legislation providing light of occu-
pancy to under-tenant in respect of lands under his cultivation for a num-

ejectment of owner from lands which remain fallow
Without sufficient reasons for a number of years consecutively.

(iii) A considerable area is held on produce-rent, of which the
^mmonest- form is the equal division of gram as well as by-products.
There m a ie^ common foira under which a fixed quantity of the producem Ainaer. both the systems tenants are rack-rented as they are
made to pay rent generally at half the gioss-produceji which in money

im}
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represents moie than three times the average cash rent in normal times
and about eight times at the present prices of paddy No remedies have
been tried Possible remedy suggested is amendment of tenancy laws
prescribing a maximum of one-third of the gross-pioduce as the legally

recoverable rent. The Government of Orissa have also stated “ No step

has been taken to check absentee landlordism nor is it very necessary to

do so What is required is to place some statutory obligations on the

proprietors to eflrect improvements in agriculture and not to depend on the

possibility of development which landlords, induced or compelled to live

on their estates, might voluntarily make.’^ ^

4. Assam —Transfer of land to non-cultivatmg classes is not appie-

ciable There is no substantial absenteeism, but there is rack-renting m
the jaamindaii areas, for which the abolition of the zammdari system is

the only remedy.

5. Madras —(i) An investigation of transfers during the period 1931

to 1934 showed that about 20 per cent of all the areas tiansferred went

to non-agriculturists, whsle a very large proportion went to big absentee

landholders, particularly agricultural money-lenders This was the result

of foreclosure on debts A definite reply cannot be given as to whether

the tendency has been curbed or not in recent years The indications are

that the tendency has decreased.

(ii) There is definite indication that absentee ownership of land wa?

on the increase. It is no doubt an important factor tending to restrict

production since neither the absentee landloid nor his short-term tenant

is interested in investing capital on the improvement of the land or the

adoption of intensive methods of cultivation. No remedies have been tried.

The only remedy seems to lie in the formation of co-operative farming

societies.

(ill) It cannot be said whether the cultivating classes are rackrrented

generally in any area in the province, as sufficient information is not

available There is nothing in the law to pi ©vent .the tenant of the ^ot-

wan ryot or of an occupancy ryot or of an inamdar possessing both

warams in the land, being rack-rented. More research into tenancy condi-

tions is necessary

6.

Bombay —(i) One of the results of agricultural indebtedness is the

transfer of land from the cultivating classes to the non-cultiyating classes

The process is, bowevei
,
slow and is checked by the Dekknan Agricul-

turists’ Relief Act, the Agricultural Debtors’ Relief Act, and by the intro-

duction of the restricted tenure.

(ii) Absenteeism is a factor restricting production because tbe

absentee landlord cares only for bis annual rent and takes no int^est in

the improvement of his lands or the introduction of improved methods oi

cultivation The tenant who cultivates lands on lease, which is gene-

rally annual, is not sure how long the lands would remain in his possession.

If he sows improved seed or puts in good manure or extra labour to

improve tbe land, half of the increased produce so obtained at his wst goes

to the landlord and thus the tenant does not get a proper return for

hia labour and enterprise The Tenancy Act was passed in 1941 in ordei

to aive stability to the existing tenants and encouragement to take interest

in th7lan<S leased to them Under this Act the landlord cannot rOT
lands from the existing tenant for a period of ten years and cannot mcrease

his rent except for impiovements earned out at his expense The Act

his been applied to selected areas to begin with, and it is proposed to

extend it to other areas

(iii> While rack-renting is not the geneial rule, it is true ™
many areas the landlord receives more than the reasonable rent

Tenancy Act provides an opportunity to the tenant to have a reasonable

rent determined by a revenue ofScer and the levy of an illegal revenue

or forced labour or services is prohibited

7 aeniml Provinces and Berevr—b) There was an increasing tendency
7. ^ ^ T Qf the han^ of cultivating classes,

W fhirhS^been checked by tie Debt Conciliation Act, the Money-lenders’

Act ihl EelSf of Act, etc .There is now a tendency for

w Sa to

to Awsm
also*
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(ii) Absenteeism is not on tlie increase, and the x^roblem is not parti-

cularly conspicuous at the present moment, though it is true that lands

held by absentee owners are not so well cultivated and sometimes remain
uncultivated for want of propel management

(iii) Rack-renting is not a substantial menace The tenancy laws

provide safeguards against it

8 The United Fiovinces—(i) Where transfers of cultivating tenuies

take place, the tiansferee usually belongs to the cultivating class, because

unless he suWets the land, he himself cultivates it The United Piovinces

Tenancy Act provides for restrictions on suh-letting and for ejectment as a

penalty for suh-letting in contravention of the Act. The recent working
of the Tenancy Act shows that ejectments of tenants giving sub-leases m
contravention of the Act have been rather large The Act provides an
effective check against the transfer of cultivatory right to non-cultivating

classes.

(ii) The United Provinces Tenancy Act providers for a tenant’s hold-

ing being treated as abandoned in certain circumstances This, together

with the restriction on sub-lettmg, provides sufficient safeguaid against
absentee tenants leaving their holdings so uncared for that agricultural

production might suffer. No further remedies are required.

(ill) Apart from stray holdings here and there, it is doubtful whether
there is any area in the province in which it can be said that the cultivat-

ing classes are rack-rented The provisions of the United Provinces Land
Revenue Act and the United Provinces Tenancy Act provide a fairly

effective control against rack-renting in general.

9. Punjal —(i) In the last quarter of the last century, there was an
increasing tendency for the ownership of land to pass out of the hands
of the cultivating classes to non-cultivating classes It was checked by
the Punjab Alienation of Land Act, X901, which restricted the rights of

transfer from the agriculturist to the non-agricultu^'ist ryots Further
restrictions have been placed by an amendment of the Act in 1938

(ii) Without making special enquiries, it is not possible to say for
certain whether absentee ownership is increasing There is no doubt
that absentee ownership has an adverse effect on land improvement and
agricultural production No remedies have been tued

^
Possible remedies

cannot be suggested because it is a very controversial question which
requires careful consideration.

(iii) Undoubtedly the cultivating classes are sometimes rack-rented
No enquiry has ever been held to determine the extent of this rack-renting,
and it is, therefore, not possible to say how prevalent this evil is nor
whether any special remedies are requiied The whole question of tenants’

rights and treatment of tenants is a very controversial one on which no
opinion can be expressed without fuller consideration.

10 Sind—(i) The position about transfer of land to non-cultivating
classes was never particularly serious; it seems to have disappeared at
present because of the greater holding power of the owners, and m order
to check whatever tendency there may be in future, a Land Alienation
Bill is at present being conducted to its final stage in the legislature.

(li) Absenteeism is recently on the increase on account of the Hur
troubles, and only the complete eradication of the Hur terror can he
expected to remedy this Before these troubles, absenteeism was decreas'
ing, and owners were taking more active interest in the development of
their estates.

(iii) Rack-renting is not a possibility under the Sind Crop-sharing
System owing to the shortage of agricultural labour.

11, NoHh-Weei Frontier Province,—(i) Since the introduction of the
Land Alienation Act to all districts of the Province, there hns been no
tendency ,for agricultural lands to pass to non-agriculturists.

"(ii) Aijsenteeism is not increasing and is insignificant Where owners
are ab^t, they are in every case represented by a close relation who
alrteges for the proper cultivation of the land

\ Back-renting is an unknown feature in this Province because the
a share of the crop varying from one-third to two^thirds

produce ac<^rding to local conditions.
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D.—^Reform of Land Tendbe

Question

The view has been exi^ressed that unless changes aie made in the
prevalent systems of land tenure, 3,t would not be possible to secure any
significant increase in agiicultural production or significant improvement
of the standard of life of the cultivating classes. Do you agree with this
view^ If so, discuss in relation to each system of land tenure prevalent
in your Province, those aspects which, in your opinion, are objectionable
as tending (a) to prevent extension of cultivation or irrigation or (5) to
prevent the adoption of improved methods of agiicultuie or (c) to prevent
the cultivator fiom securing a fair return for his labour and enterprise
Outline the changes which you consider necessary and the measures by
which such changes can be brought about

Abstract of replies

1 Assam.—Parts of 4>be Province (e g ,
the Assam Valley) are under

tempoiary settlement. The Government are of the view that “ while the
ryotwari tenure induces increased production, the opposite is the case in
zamindari areas ’’ In view of a general feeling of insecuiity ” under the
zamindari system, its total abolition is advocated

2. Bengal —The Government of Bengal have replied as follows

The Land Revenue Commission m their report, which was submitted in
1940, has examined the existing land system of Bengal in its various
aspects with special reference to the permanent settlement and its effects

on the economic and social structure as well as its influence on the revenues
and administrative machinery of the Province of Bengal In the opinion
of the majority of the Commission the disadvantages of the existing system
are as follows*—

(1) The existing system has rendered land revenue almost entirely

inelastic for about 150 years and the share which the Government ought to

receive from the produce of the land is substantially less than the share
taken in Provinces where there is no permanent settlement and where lands
are less productive than it is in Bengal

(2) It has deprived the Government of the benefit of more valuable

crops and higher prices and of any share in the increase in the value of

land due to increase of population and extension of cultivation or growth
of towns and the development of trade and industries the benefit of which
is appropriated by a few. Government also does not get any share in the

profit from mineral rights and fisheries in certain navigable rivers

(3) It has resulted in inequalities of assessment having no relation to

the productive capacity of land.

(4) The system has deprived the Government of the close contact with

and intimate knowledge of rural conditions which the ryotwari system

affords

(5) It has imposed an “ iron framework which has had the effect of

stifling the enterprise and initiative of all classes concerned ** with the

result that the efficient landlord-tenant system as visualized by Lord Corn-

wallis has not been realized On the other hand, the evils of absenteeism,

and management of estates by unsympathetic agents resulting in unhappy
relation between the landlords and tenants have grown to such an extent

that Government has been compelled to employ for the protection of the

tenants a more stringent measure of legislation than has been found

necessary in. temporarily-settled areas ”

(6) It has permitted the creation of a number of intermediaries

betw4n the zamindar and the actual cultivator none of whom have either

the incentive or the power to provide any effective means for improvement

of agriculture The Government also finds little inducement to spend

public money on agricultural development, as the benefit of the improve-

ment goes into private hands, with the result that improvement of agri-

cultural land is nobody’s concern

(7) The number of rent receivers is ever on the increase while there

is a steady reduction in the number of cultivating owners of lands and the

dispossessed cultivators are swelling the number of bargadar^^ or of landless

agricultural labourers.
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(8) The complexities of the existing system have led to an immense
volume of harassing and expensive litigation between the landlords and
tenants and m the privately-managed estates, illegal collections still repre-
sent an appreciable addition to the burdens of the cultivators.

(9) In permanently-settled areas it is virtually impossible to secure
remission of rents in areas affected by drought, flood or other natural
calamities.

(10)

So long as the zamindari system remains, it will be difficult to
evolve any satisfactory arrangement for revising rents all over the Province
on an equitable basis and for maintaining the records-of-nghts It is also
doubtful if under the existing system, the legislatuie would ever agree to
provide a really efficient machinery for realization of rent with the result
that arrear rents would go on accumulating and there will be a complete
breakdown before long The stability and security of the land system
has already been threatened by the development of no-rent mentality
amongst the ryots in certain areas.

For the reasons summarized above the majority of members of the
Commission are definitely of opinion that whatever may have been the
justification for the permanent settlement m 1793, it is no longer suited
to the conditions of the present time and that no other solution than
State acquisition of the interests of all classes of rent-receivers on reason-
able terms will be adequate to remedy the defects of the existing system
They are convinced that in order to improve the economic condition of the
cultivators, the permanent settlement and zamindari system should be
replaced by a ryotwari system In that case Government as a sole landlord

^ much stronger position to initiate schemes for (1) consolidation
of holdings, (2) restoration of economic holdings, (3) piovision of grazing
lands, and (4) prevention of transfer of land to non-agriculturists. Govern-
ment^ management, although it might not be universally popular, will
certainly be more efficient and more in the interest of the agricultural
population than zamindari management

The Provincial Government add- '‘The minonty view on the other
hand is that socially, economically and financially, State acquisition would
he a hazardous experiment and that no such scheme can be supported
unless it can be clearly demonstrated that the cultivator will benefit
by it. They hold that the present economic difficulties of the cultivators
in Bengal are unconnected with the land revenue system They are
mainly due to (p increasing pressure of population, (2) the Hindu and
Muslim laws of inheritance,^ and (3) under-employment of the cultivators
These are the problems which would have to be faced whatever he the
nature of the land revenue system of the country. On the other hand
under the existing system the occupancy ryots in Bengal pay lower
rate of rent bat enfoy greater privileges and protection than the tenants
in otticr Provinces. Aa regards sub-infendation, it is contended that it
has led to a wide distribution of agricultural income and has given an
interest in land to many of the middle classes. By State purchase they
will be cut off from aH oonuections with the land This would inevitably
lead to a social uplieaval The number of big landlords is very small
by far tbe largest majority own small estates and tenures and the com-
pensation that they wiU receive will he insufficient to induce them to
invest their money in industrial concerns They will either squander themon^ or re-invest it in land by purchasing occupancy holdings and the
result would he that a form of landlordism would again develop on alower scale Another grave danger of State landlordism is that the
level of rent may become the subiect of electioneering campaign as the
teuauts’ votes now control the legislature/'

^ ^ m

As regards |he economic condition of the cultivators, the Government
he pointed out. however, that as far as the different

classes of estates in Bengal are concerned, there is no snbstantial difference
in economic condition of the cultivators The principal impediments
to extension of cultivation and adoption of improved methods of agri-
cuIuUTjb arO"—
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(2) evei -increasing pressure ot popiilaxion on agiicultural land

whicli has created an agricultural population—the majority of whom
possess small-sized uneconomic holdings as there is not enough land to

go round

,

(3) excessive fragmentation and subdivision of holdings caused by

the operation of the Hindu and Muslim laws of inheritance
,
and

(4) unrestricted right to transfer or sub-let

These drawbacks aie common to the three systems of land tenure prevalent
in this Province (viz

,
the peimanently-settled estate system, the tempo-

rarily-settled estate system, and estates held diiect by Government) In
Government-managed estates, although some extension of cultivation has
been brought about by the system of colonization, it has not been possible

to undertake any large-scale scheme foi improvement of agriculture
There is nothing, however, to prevent a cultivatoi from securing a fair

return for his labour and enterprise although for reasons stated above
the average cultivator has not much scope for enterprise ”

Concluding, the Provincial Government state that they have already
considered the principal recommendations of the (Land Revenue) Commis-
sion legarding State purchase of zamindaris and have accepted the
principle of bringing the actual cultivators into direct relation with
Government by acquiring the interests of all classes of i ent-receivers on
reasonable teims Necessary action to implement the decision is proposed
to be taken as soon as normal conditions have returned in the country.’^

A piofessor of economics agrees ^Hhat no significant increase in crop
production in Bengal will be possible without a thorough overhaul of the
present system of land tenure ” According to him, the present system
should be abolished by buying off all the intermediate interests on the
lines recommended by the Ploud Commission and direct relationship
should be established between the State and the cultivator The land
tenure system should be as follows (1) The cultivator should have
heritable and transferable right in the land, subject to good cultivation,
sale or transfer to non-cultivators beins prohibited (2) Good cultivation,
among other things, will consist of collective farming according to the
directions given by the State from time to time (3) The minimum
size of a collective farm should be 1,0CX) bighas (4) The net income
of the collective farm should be subject to an income-tax, in lieu of land
revenue, the total assessment being divided pro rata among the members
of the collective faim (5) All collective farms should be knit into an
ascending senes of multi-purpose co-opeiative fedeiations through the
union, the thana, the district and the Province.’’

Another non-oifictal tnew is as follows: we assume the State
acquiies all the rights in land, it follows future land tenancy should be
looked upon as a form of trusteeship and the trustees permitted to remain
in office only so long as they earned out faithfully the terms of the trust
deed (their lease) . wSupposing we take an imaginary area of
1,000 acres available for handing over to trustees to work in the interest
of the community as a whole There is no special virtue in 1,000 acres,

the area might be smaller or larger, though if it were much smaller it

is doubtful whether a correct balance could be maintained. All the
people in the area should be offered an opportunity to combine in the
benefits to be derived from the trusteeship, in some form of co-operative
society They would not all be required to work on the land, some would
be blacksmiths, others teachers, others technicians, artisans, doctoi^. in
fact, everybody necessary for the life of an organized community willing
to contribute his or her talents for the common good in exchange for
a guaranteed share of the benefits to be derived from trusteeship of the
l,cBo acres. Would not the agriculturist Jump at the chance,—^the

teacher, the doctor, the blacksmith? Next it would be necessary to dele-

gate power from the trustees to a small selected body of their number,
a panchayat This panchayat would be required to chalk out a programme
whereby the balance between wood land, arable land, pasture land, water-
supply, fallow land, animal could be restored to the area as quickly as
possible. Fields would be enclosed, ^ in many oases by quick-growing
hedges, cows tethered and fed by cut grass grown specially for fodder,
the best plants selected to provide seed, cattle bred only from the best
bulls; in fact, the panchayat would set in motion a programme for
improvement such as set out in Brayne’s ** Better Tillages.’^ Every area
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of 1,000 acres has the men capable of putting in motion such a progi amine—
it only needs our leaders to have the vision and the courage to give

them a chance If a start is made with leguminous crops there need be
no fear of the land failing to do its part No attempt will be made heie
to set out desirable ciop-robations as they must depend on local condi-

tions to a considerable extent There is no doubt the wise men m the
villages know the coirect rotation—in another generation or so the

knowledge will be lost unless theie is a radical change in land tenure
system With it will go our civilization

A Divisional Commissioner tn Bengal takes the view that “ changes in

the land tenure will not effect any great improvement in agricultural

produce, because the chief obstacle is the poveity of the bulk of the
cultivators It is the pressuie of population on the land, the small-
ness of the holdings which prevents the agriculturist getting what appears
to be a fair return Big faims could be run profitably On the other
hand, the agricultural economy of Bengal is primarily not based on
cash values . and it is only when the outtujn and costs are put on
a cash basis that the return does not seem to be adequate In othei
words, only when standards not consonant with the agricultural economy
of the Province are applied, does the return seem unfair But it may be
admitted that much of the agriculture is economically unsound foi

reasons already mentioned

3 Bihar —The Government’s reply is as follows The view that
unless changes are made in the prevalent systems of land tenure, it

would not be possible to secure any significant increase in agricultural

production, is in accord with facts. In this Province, most of the estates

are permanently settled. In theory, this ought not to stand in the way
of improving agricultural production, but it does in practice . . ,

The other view that no significant improvement in the standard of life

of the cultivating classes is possible without a change in the system of

land tenure has also much to support it It is not so much for

its inherent defects as on larger grounds of public interest ably summa-
rized by the Floud Commission that its abolition should be seriously

considered by the State The Floud Commission has shown that its

liquidation can be effected in an orderly mannei as a business propo-
sition The Provincial Government go on to state* ** On the
other hand, it should not be understood that the meie acquisition by
the State of all intermediate proprietary interests between the ryot and
the State will by itself lead to either increased agriculural production
or improve the standard of life of the cultivator

^
The Government khas-

mahals are not conspicuously superior to many private estates, noi is the
standard of life of a ryot in ryotwari Provinces much superior to that
of a ryot in permanently-settled areas The acquisition should he followed
by large-scale reorganization of agriculture including co-operative farm-
ing, large-scale irrigation and intensive and widespread application of

all the well-known methods of agricultural development, besides providing
outlets for surplus agricultural labour There should also he extensive
education, health and other facilities and amenities and the huge loss

of wealth or capital caused by epidemics among men and cattle must he
prevented- The increased resources of State should render all these
possible.”

An officer of the Government of Bihar takes the view that mere
changes in the system of land tenure will not bring about a significant
increase in the productivity of the soil or the standard of living of the
cultivator. Though tenants-at-will hold land on most insecure terms
and have to pay the highest rent per higha, yet his yield per bigha is

not much less than that of the occupancy tenant Again, the yield from
mokarari land (where the amount of rent is fixed) is not much less than
that of occupancy land which is suhiect to enhancement of rent The
impediments to improvement of cultivation are conditioned not so much
hv the system of land tenure followed, as by the smallness and frag-
mentation of holdings, want of capital and want of knowledge of better
methods of cultivation.”

A non-official from Bihar is of the following opinion * “ Generalization
will be misleading The present land tenure system, in some cases, is

useful, in others harmless, but in some cases positively injurious. Since
the permanent settlement, the laws of inheritance have resulted in
considerable division of property, and petty landlords scattered over a
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large aiea have sprung up The petty landlord is too pooi to introduce

improved methods of cultivation In the case of big landlords whose

proprietary inteiest extends o\er a considerable area, lack of improve-

ment IS due to utter neglect or disiegard The sub-infeudation of the

proprietary interest, by itself, does not impaii cultivation But here

again it is a question of diversion and subdivision which hampeis any
co-ordinated effoit I do not think the land tenure system prevents the

cultivator from seeming a fair leturn foi his labour and enteipiise

except in those areas where the produce rent is still in force, but here

again the system is not an unmixed evil Abolition of all the

interests between the cultivator and the Government and consolidation

of holdings or the intioductioii of 3omt fanning are the methods which
had been suggested for bringing about improvements Each has its

advantages and disadvantages Wholesale acquisition of the zamindan
in Bihar is, in my opinion, neither very practicable nor will it be

wise I am, however, of the opinion that the days of the zamindan
system are numbered and sooner or later it will end I would, therefore,

suggest a cautious and* gradual acquisition of the zamindan rights A
beginning may be made by acquiring lands of petty landlords m villages

where there are a laige number of co-sharers The land in direct cultiva-

tion by the landlords may be left to them after fixing a reasonable rent

For this purpose, regions may be selected and operations started Aftei

some time, the policy may be extended fmther so that the change may be
gradual and without disturbing the prevailing social structure ”

4 Bomhav —The Government have replied as follows The view is

generally correct with regard to all tenures where lands are leased to

tenants for cultivation on payment of annual rent The tenant who
cultivates lands on lease, which is generally annual, is not suie how long

the lands would remain in his possession as the landlord has powei to

resume the lands at the end of the year after giving three months’
notice to the tenant The tenant has thus no permanent interest in

the lands In many eases lands are leased on the crop-shaie rent and
if the tenant sows improved seed or puts in good manure or extra labour

to improve the land, half of the increased produce so obtained at his

cost goes to the landlord and thus the tenant does not get a proper
return for his labour and enterprise The absentee landlord cares only

for his annual rent and takes no interest in the improvement of his

lands or introduction of improved methods of cultivation With a view
to give some stability to the existing tenants and to encourage them
to take inteiest in the lands leased to them, the Tenancy Act was passed

in 1941 Under this Act the landlord cannot resume lands from the
existing tenant at least for a period of ten years and cannot increase

his rent, except for improvements earned out at the landlord’s expense
The Act has been applied to selected areas to begin with and it is

proposed to extend it to the other areas in conise of time Under the

Act the position of the tenant is secure and he is encouraged to put in

extra labour and cost for the improvement of the lands leased to him
with o, view to get a better leturn for himself The question of applying

the Tenancy Act to the predominantly khoti areas of Ttatnagiri and
Colaba and of amending the Khoti Act to give the tenants moie security

and make them independent of the Khoti is under consideration ”

5 Central Provinces and Berar—Government agree that changes in

the prevalent system of land tenure might well secure an increase in

agricultural production but the effect on individual standards of life is

diMcult to prophesy The system of land tenure in the province offers

security to the cultivators, and whilst interference with it might stimu-

late agricultural production, the effect on the structure of rural society,

and the relationship between capital and labour, might not be altogether

benefietaL It must be remembered that this is a backward province

where the ignorant would be easily exploited without the protection which
the Band Bevenue and Tenancy Acts afford.

6 Madras^^The Board of Bevenue. Madras^ have stated as follows

The ryotwari system does not need changing. Its defects are attri-

butable to the systems of law existing in the province which encourage

the excessive partition of land and to the fact that it gives no security

of tenure to the actual cultivator unless he is the registered holder These
defects could, however, be cured by appropriate legislation with no
disturbance to the system.
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The zamindaii system is defective in that the upkeep of irrigation

works IS often beyond the financial powei of zamindars and that if there
IS any dispute about the lepair of an iirigation work oi the amount of

lent payable, litigation has to be resulted to Cultivating tenants under
occupancy ryots suffer from the same disadvantage of insecure tenure as
cultivators under lyots In summarizing the results of the lesurvey of
selected villages conducted under the direction of the Depaitment
of Economics of the University of Madras, Messrs. Thomas and Rama-
krishnan observe as follows .

‘ It is ivorthwhile stressing the recent
tendency in almost all the villages for owneis bo cultivate less and less

either with their own hands oi with the help of paid faim-servants and
for more lands to be let on lease ’ Many resident ryots too are less

inclined to cultivate their holdings either by themselves or with paid
farm-servants ’ In the absence of much fullei information than we have
at present regarding the economics of farming and the relations between
actual cultivators and owners it is difficult to suggest any changes

The zamindari system, however, appears to have outlived such useful-
ness as it may once have possessed and many zamindars even would
welcome its abolition subject to reasonable compensation for the loss

of their rights.

The relations between the landholder and the tenant in the Malabar
district are now governed by the Malabar Compensation for Tenants^
Improvement Act, 1899, and the Malabar Tenancy Act, 1929. In July
1939, the Government appointed a committee to study the nature and
effects of the land tenures pievailing in the Malabar district and in
adjacent areas and to suggest foi the consideration of the Government
such legislative measures as it might consider necessaiy for the regula-
tion of tenancy and similar relations m these areas The Committee
submitted its report in 1940 . The Committee recommended that
there should be a fixity of tenure for all classes of lands subject to
certain exceptions, that the grounds of eviction of tenants should be
restricted, that no- tenant should be compelled to pay more than a fair
rent, that the fair rent should be determined on the basis suggested
in their report, that the practice of having lenewal deeds executed
every 12 years should be abolished altogether, that the renewal fee should
be reduced and divided into 12 equal instalments and added on to the
rent and made recoverable as rent, that tenants should be entitled to
claim the value of any improvements effected after the passing of the
intended tenancy legislation, and that some general control should be
exercised to prevent denudation of private forests The consideration
of the Committee’s report has been deferred for the duration of the
war ”

The Director of Agriculture, Madras, has expressed his views as
follows * The system of land tenure is no doubt a great factor in
explaining the prosperity or the adversity of the cultivator. But it is
possible to exaggerate its influence In the United States, it has been
found after an elaborate enquirv that ‘ efficiency is less a matter of the
class of tenure than it is of the personal qualities of the farmer, the
character of land, the adequacy of farm equipment and operating
capital.’ Of course, in the United States, land is not such a scarce
factor as in India Hence the competition for land by too many culti-
vators in this country does lead^ to graver evils, than in the United
States But it is good not to ignore the other factors quoted above
making for efficiency

.
Agitation to repeal the zamindari (or permanent) settlement is develop-

ing ^1 over the coiintry. It has been accepted as a policy by the Goyern-
ment of Bengal, the former Government of Bihar, etc. The Provincial
Legislature, according to the Government of India Act, 1935, is not prohibited^om passing a resolution to that effect and getting the sanction from
Jrarilament.

This is bound to be done in almost every province as there is a growing
consensus of omnion in its favour even among the zamindars them-

tS i
serious difference of opinion is on the nature of com-

^ he given to the zamindars for the rights they have long
surrender. If i*is is done, and ryotwamsystem extends over the entire province, there is no doubt that there
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Will be an improvement in iriigation facilities, the maintenance of the

lecord ot rights, the establishment ot co-operative societies and the

extension of the activities ot the Agiicuituial Department

This does not mean that Lhere is no problem of tenure in ryotwaii

aieas As stated already, there are a glowing numbei of tenants who
take land on lease, and aie liable to be evicted at the end of a ciop

seaeon or two The Damocles sword is always hanging on them Some
soit ot secuiity must be given to them against evictions after a short

period Fan lents must be hxed according to the natuie ot the land,

Clop, etc
,

which would not only enable the cultivatoi to subsist but

leave a maigin which in course of time woula enable him to purchase
land and rise in the agricultural ladder

This IS not quite a chimera even in India Tenants who take on
lease land for intensive cultivation of crops, like sugarcane, plantains,

tobacco, Cambodia cotton, turmeric, etc
,

invest a lot of capital and are
quite enterprising and making decent profits. They would not indeed
care to remain on the'* same land as tenants for a long period They
move from one land to another and try different pieces These are,

however, exceptional and aie few in number That is why they are not
among the exploited.^'

A 'iwn-official from Madias has stated as follows “ Landholders
governed by the Madras Estates Land Act have not shown sufficient enter-
prise to bring more land under cultivation Mor have they tried to
improve the watei resources and other facilities. Even nnder the ^ Grow
More Food ^ campaign, some zammdars were reluctant to permit culti-

vators from using cultivable waste . and the Government of

Madras enacted the Madras Estates Land Temporal y Amendment) Act,
1944. . In fact, the zamindari system has become an anachronism.
The Madras Estates Land Act needs complete levision, it not, complete
erasure from the Statute Book

Under the ryotwari system there is security of tenure and the share
of the State for the pioduce is fixed . . At present theie is no distinc-
tion in legard to land revenue assessment between the small holder and
the large landholder This is a direction m which a refoim of the land
revenue system may be thought of . Cultivating ownership should
be confeired on ail ryotwari tenants especially where the landlord is an
absentee landlord, and restiictions regarding increase ot rent, etc ,

should
by law be imposed . .

7. l^orih-West Frontier Province —The Provincial Government is

of opinion that the principal cause ot agricultural backwardness is unpro-
fitable debt and the lack of capital—rather than the system of land
tenure, . . The unit of agriculture is the viUage estate, in the
midst of which is situated the village abadi. The village comprises a
complete agricultural brotherhood with an elaborate customaiy law of
its own. There is »an increasing tendency for the partition of village
holdings amongst the proprietary body, which leads often to the frag-
mentation of the estate In most cases, the proprietors are themselves
aware of the harm of this fragmentation, and whenever they can over-
come their disputes and prejudices seek consolidation Except for frag-
mentation of holdings consequent on partition »and inheritance, the
Provincial Government does not consider the existing forms of tenure
objectionable and in any case can perceive of no way of substituting any
other form of tenure.

8, Orissa —The Provincial Government has expressed its views as
follows “ While it is not necessary to bring about any radical change
in the prevalent system of land tenure, it must he admitted that the
zammdars in general, whether of permanently-settled estates or tempo-
rarily-settled estates, not only do not introduce any improvement to get
better yield or to protect the lands from floods or drought but exploit
every opportunity for realization of enhanced rent or other dues from
the tenants. No doubt, cultivators will have a better protection, so far
as security of their tenancy and rent is concerned, under the ryotwari
system of land tenure which will in its turn encourage them to improve
their holdings and obtain better yields but the only possible remedy is

to abolish the zamindari system altogether which, however, does not
seem to be a practical proposition at least for many years to come,
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in\olviiig a& it does extinction of ancient and vested lights. A bettei

couise \ilncii may be adopted at piesent is to compel tlie zammdais,
specially oi big estates, by legislation to set apart a certain amount every
yeai toi providing irrigation facilities and protective works

Partition of 27ammdaiis into very small portions tends to increase
Iragmentatioii of the holding It also tends to impoverish the zainin-
dars some of whom become pioprietois of so small parcels of lands and
have to collect rent of such small amounts that the ownership of the
piopeity ceases to be economic. Such zamindais can do nothing tor
improvement of cultivation in their estates it may, therefore, be laid
down that no esuate having a land revenue below Es. 500 should be
admitted to paitition ”

9.

Fan'jab .—The Government have leplied as follows. “ The view cannot
be accepted in its entiiety The law ot inheritance, the annual growth in
population and lack of iaige scale industry in the Province have giadually
led to fragmentation of holdings and increasing pressure on the land. The
social customs and prejudices and deep-seated conservatism of the average
cultivator are a great hindrance m the way of increased agricultural
production or an increase in his purchasing power The landlord has
not taken to mechanical farming and still looks to Government for a lead
His net profits from cultivation through tenants are comparatively higher
and therefore he tends to feel satisfied and to show insufibcient interest
in extension of cultivation or in improvement of land or its method of
farming The peasant propiietor wastes much of his laboui by cultivating
scatteied fields and can efiect no extension in cultivation as he cannot
provide irrigation for each of his fields The tenants are sometimes rack-
lented, poor and insecure and consequently have neither the means nor
the necessary incentive to efiect improvements ”

10.

Sind —Government does not entiiely agree with the view quoted
in this question with reference to conditions m Sind, the most striking
of which from the present point of view is the low population figuie. It
admits that the tendency towards absenteeism (such as it is), the five-year
lease system, and the tendency of the moie substantial zamindais to get
hold of more land than they can pioperly exploit aie drawbacks, though
they do not at present operate veiy seriously on Smd^s general economy,
but until the pressure of population begins to make itself felt in Smd the
system gets as much out of the land as the quantity and quality of the
labour available permit, and shields the cultivating classes from many
evils.

11.

United Provinces .—The Government’s views aie as follows “ The
theoretical view expressed m the opening sentence of this question curiously
finds support from both extreme schools of thought whether pro-iandioid
or pro-tenant. The former take the view that if all the tenants’ rights
are wiped out and the landlords are allowed to deal with cultivation as
capitalized farmers, much more agiicuitural production and also improve-
ment in the standard of life will be possible. On the other hand, the tenant
school would argue that, if the whole class of existing propiietors is
eliminated, the standard of life of the cultivating classes would auto-
maticaiiy go up and the incentive which the acquisition of a higher status
of peasant proprietors would provide to the cultivating classes themselves
would bring about an immense improvement in agricultural production.
A third school of thought holds that if complete ownership of land by the
State and collective farming are established, it would bring about a very
great increase in agricultural production and improvement in the standard
of life of the cultivating classes.

All the three views are purely theoretical, and there has not been
a sufficiently thorough study of the whole problem to justify the claims
of any of the three schools of thought.^ In any case, the complete fulfil-
ment of the ideals of any of the three views is impossible without a revolu-
tion in the sense of social values On the whole, Government’s policy, as
indicated by_ the tenancy legislation in the Province, seems to have been
to provide stability of tenure and protection from rack-renting to the
cultivator as far as possible. As a result both of this legislation as well
as of the working of economic factors, the cultivated area m the Province
has incream from about 29 400 million acres in 1880-Bl to 34 400 million
acres m 1901-02 and to 36 '400 million acres in 1942-43.”
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Questions

(1) Desciibe the more impoitant agencies which at pie&ent finance

agricultuial opeiations Comment on then usefulness

(2) Are theio any restrictions placed in your province on the opeiation

of the money-lender in ordei to protect the interests of the cultivating

classes? Describe the natuie of such restiictions and assess then lesults

Abstract of replies

A.—Rural credit afforded by Governments
n

(i) Assam
j
Punjab, and Sind —The Governments of these piovmces have

made no comments

(ii) Bihar.—The pait played by the Government is confined to the

grant of loans under the Land Impiovement Loans Act, the Agriculturists

Loans Act and also to paying contiibution to a numbei oi grain golas who
advance seed loans to the aboiiginals in Chota Nagpur and the Santal

Parganas and in parts of the districts of Monghyi and Bhagalpur. The
amount advanced each yeai is small and, however useful on account of the

low rates of interest, plays an insignificant part in supplying rural ciedit

The proceduie for these loans is also unpopular on account of the formali-

ties that have to be undergone before the loans are seemed and on
account of the rather rigid enfoi cement of collections

(ill) Bengal.—In areas wheie distress occurs oi is apprehended, loans

under the Agriculturists Loans Act, 1884, are liberally distributed for

purchase of seed, cattle, agiicultuial implements, etc
,
and foi the main-

tenance of the agriculturists duiing the interval between the sowing time
and the harvest Loans under the Land Impiovement Loans Act, 1883,

are also given to landholders for excavation of old tanks and lepair of

irrigation bunds.

(iv) Bombay —Government advances loans toi curient agiicultuial pur-

poses under the Agncultuiists Loans Act foi relieving distress, for

purchase of seed, fodder, cattle and other purposes connected with agri-

culture and not specified in the Land Improvement Loans Act

(v) Central Provinces and Berar—Apart from the usual type of takavi
advances made in the pre-war times, special types of loans offered as a
pait of the Grow More Food ’’ drive have attracted wide attention. A
laige number of cuitivatois may possibly avail themselves of these facilities

if a quicker method of providing these loans could be devised—though not

at the cost of a sound system of financing.

(vi) Madras.—Government help the farmer with loans under the Land
Improvements Loans Act, 1883, and the Agriculturists Loans Act, 1884.

Loans under the former are advanced for peiiods up to 30 years while loans

under the latter have generally a shorter peiiod A number of concessions

and facilities have been offered under the Grow More Food campaign
Some of the loans given for purchase of manuie and seed aie free of

interest. Government loans are useful for financing emergency measures,

and for restarting agriculture after a natural calamity such as flood or

famine. Recovery of such loans is, however, difficult and in many cases

the loans have to be written off and become grants in aid.”
^
In normal

times they have a limited usefulness in financing the construction of wells

and other permanent impiovements.

(vii) 'North-West Proniier Province,—Government loans (takavi) are

given under the Agricultural Improvements Loans Act, 1883, and the

Agricultural Loans Act, 1884. Takavi seldom produces the results for

which it IS given and is seldom recoverable without coercion, and often in

spite of coercion, is inecoverable. Government is constrained periodically

to strike off large sums of takavi as irrecoverable. It is also difficult to

ensure that takavi is applied to the purposes for which it is granted, and
more often than not it is misapplied. The only satisfactory way of

ensuring that takavi is made correct use of would be for works of improve^

ment iS be undei taken by Government or supervised by Government
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agency, and plough cattle supphed direct to those requiring them This,

however, is impossible undei existing aiiangements and with the staff at

present available.

(viii) Orissa —Grovernment use to finance agncultui al operations by
v*istnbution of takavi loans under the Agricultural Loans Act and the
Land Improvement Act at the time of flood, di ought, oi other natuial
calamities Since the inauguration of the Glow More Food campaign,
loans for agricultural operations have also been given to a very considerable

extent.

(ix) United Provinces —In respect of tahavi^ while it played a great
part in the past in providing lelief to distressed cultivators, and will

continue to do so in the futuie, it appeals desiiable that monetaiy tians-

actions of a business nature should be handled by special credit institutions

like co-operative banks and agencies of this desciiption

B—^Buial Cl edit afforded by co-operative societies

(i) Assam *—No comments have been m^ade by Go^vernment One Deputj
Commissioner says the few co-opeiative societies are not functioning well

and that the establishment of agiicultnial banks is a necessity

(ii) Bihar —The co-operative societies in this province have for several

years till recently remained moribund but even at the best of times they
touch little more than the fringe of the population, less than 3 pei cent

(ill) Bengal—There are altogether 36,000 rural credit societies with
a total membership of 8 68 lakhs as on 30th June 1943 The societies

advance short-term loans to meet the seasonal needs of agncultui ists

These loans are limited to Bs 25 only. A laige section of the membeis
of the old societies who have defaulted on the loans previously taken by
them, are not allowed these loans On the aveiage of five years ending
1942-43, the amount of shoit-teimi loan issued each ^eai was Bs 38 lakhs
It is estimated that the annual requirement of the agriculturist families

m Bengal in the form of shoit-term loan and inteimediate term loans
repayable within five years is about Bs 16 cioies The internal condition
of the Co-operative Buial Ciedit movement is not at the moment flouiish-

ingj and capital will have to be largely found by Government till such time
as the movement is reorganized and placed on a sound footing and public
confidence is restored.

(iv) Bombay —The part played by the co-operative societies in financing
of agriculture is considerably smaller than that of the sowcai or the quasi-
sowcary such as the landlord and the wealthy agncultui ist They have
not been very successful m encouraging thrift and in most cases the
co-operative society is regarded as an additional sowcai as theie is no
liniitation on the member^s right to borrow from othei sources

(v) Central Provinces and BeiaV'—Co-operative ciedit societies continue
their task of providing loans at reasonable rates of mteiest and loan
money to individuals who are members, with due attention to their
repaying capacity. A number of societies which suffered heavily during
depression years owing to deficits and poor repayments have revived,

(vi) Madras*—Co-opeiative societies lend money for meeting cultivation
expenses, payment of Government or zamin hist, etc. Such loans are
repayable from the next harvest or within one year from the date of the
loan. They lend also for periods up to thiee years for discharge of petty
debts, purchase of country carts, implements, cattle, etc. Some societies
advance loans under a scheme of controlled credit by which a member is

enabled to get his loans in time for agricultural needs and apply them, to
the land and also enabled to repay the loans by selling his produce to his
best advantage. The controlled credit scheme was in operation in 18 dis-

tricts in the province during 1942-43 Four hundred and twenty-one
societies issued cultivation loans to the extent of 6 27 lakhs and the area
covered was 35,334 acres. Some of the co-operative societies worked also
cotton and paddy multiplication schemes and supplied improved seeds to
their members Co-operative land mortgage banks provide finance tor
redemption of mortgages on and improvements of agricultural lands and
for discharge of other prior debts The maximum amount of loan which
any individual member of a land mortgage bank can get is generally
limited to Bs 15,000 and the period of repayment to 20 years Co-operative
-societies took part in the Grow More Food d’^ive As- a result of their
efforts and the financial assistance provided by them, 8,534 acres of land
Were brought under foodgrain cultivation and - 1,777 acies under vegetable
cuitivatrion- during the- year 1942-43 In that year, the total amount
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advanced by all societies was about 126 lakhs for cultivation expenses,
24 lakhs for purchase of cattle, about 10 lakhs foi land impiovement and
nearly one lakh for pui chase of countiy carts. An impoitant service
rendered by the co-operative credit organisations to rural finance generally
is the reduction of the rates of interest charged to agriculturists and
keeping them at a fair level.

(vii) Nortli^West Frontier Frovince —The Co-operative Department m
this province is still very much m its infancy and has so far failed to
secure populaiity The capital of the societies is subsciibed by the
zamindars who are the very persons in need of capital Loans can never
exceed Us 100 and these are recoverable after default with compound
interest. They are not sufficient to make any improvements worth while
and the money is more often than not misapplied. There has been and is
insufficient supervision of co-operative societies and minor officials have
often adopted questionable methods in seeming members, the principal of
which IS to obtain members by offering them immediate loans These
loans and the inteiest due on them in many cases have to be lecoveied
by coercion The result iias been that co-opeiative societies flourish for a
short time in various villages and then die an unnatural death The best
method to make the co-operative movement successful would be to adopt
methods sinnlar to those amongst farmers in England and the Biitish
Dominions Groups of farmers club together to subsciibe the necessary
capital to purchase agricultural implements, which are lent out to the
subscribing farmeis on payment of an agreed sum per day This money
is used for maintenance of agricultural implements purchased and for
further purchases and replacements This is the only satisfactory method
of conducting co-operative societies

(viii) O'! ism—Co-operative banks play an important part in the agri-
cultural economy of the province They have been financing agiicultural
operations from time to time by means of loans in cash or in the shape of

seeds, manuie and implements Although such credit has not always been
utilized foi productive pui poses, due to the unscrupulousness of the indivi-
dual cultivators, the fact remains that such institutions have been at times
extremely useful to the agiicultunsts. The low rates of inteiest and the
semi-official supervision over the utilization of loans are two of the
admu'able features of this institution Its usefulness as an agency for
rural finance has decreased very considerably, as Government are now
directly advancing money on very favouiable teims in furtherance of the
food production drive.

(ix) The Funmh —On the 31st July 1943, the number of co-operative
credit societies stood at 17,238 with a membership of 5 40 lakhs and a
working capital of about 5 51 crores. Owned funds of these societies

consisting of shares, reserve fund, etc., were about 2 80 crores Deposits
of members were about 42 lakhs and non-members about 30 lakhs. During
the year 1942-43, these societies lent about 1 04 crores to their members,
at rates which varied from 9| per cent to 12^ per cent per annum. These
loans were mainly given for the purchase of seed and fodder, agricultural

implements and machinery, and bullocks, payment of land levenue, repay-

ment of old debts, household and ceremonial expenses There is great

scope for expansion, as not more than half the villages have yet been
touched by co-operative credit societies.

(x) 8%nd —The co-operative movement in Sind is still in its childhood

and has suffered from ineffective control over credits affoided to the

members. The multi-purpose co-operative societies in the province are in

the experimental stage

(xi) United Provinces.—No comment on the working of the co-operative

societies has been made Land mortgage banks have not been adequate

The Provincial Government have decided to set up a Provincial Co-opera-

tive Bank which, it is hoped, will give new energy to the co-operative

credit system

C.—The Village Money-lender

(i) A^sewn-.—The village money-lender is usually a Marwari combining
money-lending with trade He fills up a blank in the rural economic system
and cannot be easily replaced. He poses as a friend in need to the culti-

vators and cannot be challenged. But he has too much of a say as to what
crop the cultivator is to grow As he is the channel for marketing, he can
retard or accelerate the flow to suit his benefit rather than that of the

cultivators. The Assam Money-lenders Act, 1934, and the Debt Conciliation

Act, 1936, have placed restrictions on the operations of moneydenders.
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The Money-lenders Act, 1943, m^amly Inmts the lates of interest The
Government have not commented on the effects of this Act Some Deputy
Commissioners say that lestrictive legislation has scaled away the inoney-

Jenders.

(ii) Bihar—The village money-lender is the most impoitant agency of

rural jGbaance and cannot be easily replaced Despite his tendency to abuse
his position and have recourse to mal-practices, he fulfils on the whole
a veiy useful lole in village economy The State should only seek to

Control his activities with a view to eliminate or check mal-practices

—

not to eliminate him, till banking facilities become available in ruial aieas

The Bihar Money-lenders Act, 1938, and the Bihar Money-lendeis (Regu-
lation of Transactions) Act, 1939, have placed lestiictions on the operations

of money-lenders, the most iraportant of which i elate to registiation of

money-lenders, maintenance of propei accounts by them and lestiiction

of rate of interest No suits foi recovery of loans by a money-lender are

maintainable unless he is legistered Ceitain provisions of the Chota
Nagpur Tenancy Act and the Bihar Tenancy Act place lestiictions on
transfer of tiieir lights by ceitain tenants aiiQ. thus place lestrictions

indirectly on the operation of money-lendeis The two Acts on money-
lending have worked generally satisfactorily. They have in the mam
been successful in checking rates of interest, though evasion (in the shape
of showing a higher amount as principal than what is actually advanced
to compensate for the lowei rate of interest) is, by no means uncommon.
It IS doubtful whether they have m fact acted as a biake on the culti-

vators’ habit to borrow In the long run, the oneiation of the Act, dis-

couraging advances for unpzoductive purposes, is expected to act as a

damper on incniring what is now legarded as obligatoiy social expendituie
and develop the social conscience It one cannot boirow, one cannot spend.

But there will be no maiked impiovement without education and -without

such economAO improvement in the cultivatoi’s condition as will remove
all need to borrow Other results of the Acts aie that tiansfeis of land
tend to take place on moie unfavourable terms than befoie, there has been
reduction m the unsecuied debts, and smaller money-lendeis have been
s(][ueezed out of business which tends to go to the bigger and leaiiy

professional men.

(in) Bengal—The village money-lendeis had been the most outstanding
agency till a few years ago They aie now cautious in advancing loans

and have restricted their activities owing to the intioduction of the Bengal
Agricultural Debtors Act, 1935, and the Money-lenders Act, 1940 The
Debt Settlement Boards established under the former Act have drastic

powers to scale down the debts of an agriculturist strictly to his paying
capacity. The main lestnctions imposed by the Bengal Money-lenders
Act are

:

(a) Every money-lender must take out a licence authorizing him to
carry on money-lending business;

(b) No moiiey-lendei m,ay chaige interest at rates higher than 10 per
cent simple, on an unsecured loan or 8 per cent simple on a secured loan;

(c) A loan IS deemed to have been dischaiged by payment of double
the principal,

(d) Provision for payment of amounts due on decrees passed by
courts m easy instalments,

(e) Prohibition of molestation

More than 5,000 hcences have been issued to money-lenders who have
to keep regular account books These restrictions have given a temporary
shock to the village money-lenders who are therefore, generally shy at the
moment In some parts of the Province borrowers have to resort to out-
and-out sale deeds for obtaining credit This, the Bengal Government say,
may be said to be the negative aspect of the Act. They are of the opinion
that when all money-lenders are licensed and made to comply with the
provisions of the Act, usury will be a thing of the past ”

(iv) Bombay .—^The mam source of ciedit for the cultivator is the
mwcar. He is concerned merely with the safety of his investment and
substantial returns on them, but has no direct interest in the welfare of
the borrower. The purpose for which the loan is taken is of no importance
to bam so long as the party to whom the loan is advanced is solvent and is

in, a “position to repay. The rate of interest charged k generally high and
a person gets mto debt it is extremely difiScult for him to get out of

it; Borne well-to-do agriculturists also lend money but their terms are not
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in anyway more favourable than those of the sowcar and they have always

an eye on the debtor’s lands. The Dekkhan Agriculturists’ Relief Act
attempts to safeguard the position of the agricultuiist against frauds hy
money-lenders. There is divergence of views with regard to the puipose
served by the Act It is alleged that the credit of the agricultuiist has

diminished and the Act has made both the creditoi and the debtor dishonest
and engendered distrust on both sides On the other hand, it has helped
the agriculturist in getting relief from his unsciupulous sowca{r The
Usurious Loans Act provides foi the couit to reopen an old transaction
when it finds that the transaction is substantially unfair and to set aside

any agreement made in respect of any loan either wholly or in part The
Act applies to both agriculturists and non-agriculturists, but the foimei

generally take advantage of the Act which provides better relief The
Agricultural Debtors Relief Act was passed m 1939 in order to i educe the

aggregate indebtedness of genuine agriculturists so as to bring it reason-

ably within the compass of their capacity to repay Compulsory scaling

down of the debts through the specially constituted Debt Adjustment
Boards and the subsequent arrangement for the repayment of the adjusted

amount in manageable instalments constitute the essence of the whole

scheme. The Dekkhan Agriculturists’ Relief Act does not apply to areas

where the Agricultural Debtors Relief Act is in operation.

The promulgation of a Money-lenders Act has been considered on
several occasions in the past, but the mattei has not been proceeded with

for a number of reasons It has been more lecently impressed on Govern-

ment by the Provincial Rural Development Board that it is necessary to

have an Act of this nature both to ensure better adnnnistration of the

Agricultural Debtors Relief Act and as a post-war measure The question

has been postponed during the war owing to the unavailability of the

considerable staff which would be necessary and as considerable attention

on the part of the District Officers would also be required In the opinion

of Government, the primary needs are* (i) to licence money-lenders and
limit their rates of interest and stop usurious piactices; (ii) to curtail

the cultivator’s liberty to borrow and allow loans fiom licensed money-
lenders mostly for productive purposes, a small margin being allowed for

unproductive purposes; and (in) by a system of control of crops and com-
pulsory marketing through societies, to recover the loans promptly and
save the cultivator from his own improvidence

(v) Central Provinces and Berar —The village money-lender provides

the bulk of agricultural finance needed by the cultivatois The malguzar
and big cultivators provide loans in cash and kind The cultivator prefers

to take the loan in kind and to return the seed on the sawai (one and a

quarter) system. A beneficent malguzar is a source of strength to his

tenants and small cultivators

The Acts which place restrictions on the operation of the money-
lenders are the Usurious Loans Act, 1918, the Central Provinces and Berar
Debt Conciliation Act, 1933, the Central Provinces and Berar Money-
lenders Act, 1934, the Central Provmces and Berar Protection of Debtors

Act, 1937, and the Central Provinces and Berar Relief of Indebtedness

Act, 1939 Every person carrying on or intending to carry on the business

of money-lending is required to get himself legistered and obtain a regis-

tration certificate, maintain an account for each debtor separately for all

transactions in respect of any loan advanced to the debtor and is also

required to furnish such account to the debtor annually. No court is

allowed to decree on account of arrears of interest a sum greater than the

principal of the loan. Provision is made for the amount of the decree to

be paid in suitable number of instalments Judicial administration reports

on the working of the Money-lenders Act, 1934, show that the Act is

working satisfactorily, although courts have come across cases of unlicensed

money-lending and cases where accounts were not kept and supplied as

required by the Act.

(vi) Madras,—It is estimated that out of the total amount advanced as

loans to agriculturists, Government loans accounted for only one per cent,

loans given by co-operative societies for 6 per cent, and others for 93 per

cent. Agriculturist money-lenders were the biggest money-lenders,

foEowed by professional and trader money-lenders The village money-

lender IS generally easily accessible to the farmer. He mostly does not

o-et written agreements for the small amounts lent from time to time

but relies on the honesty and word of the farmer and gets his loans repaid

in kind as soon as the harvest is over. The village money-lender is most

useful of all the credit agencies, in financing the major part of rural
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credit He is more popular with the borroweis because he is moie accom-
modating in demands for repayment than either the co-operative societies

or the G-overnmentj but at the same time his teims are moie disadvan-

tageous to the borrower His terms aie tending to become less exacting

consequent on the several contiol measuies which have been taken and
also because of the competition of the other two agencies On the other

hand, his loan opeiations give him a very tight control ovex the economic
life of the village as he natuially expects his debtors to niaiket then
produce through him.

Legislative restrictions on the operations of money-lenders aie

contained in the following enactments —
(a) The Agency Tracts Interest and Land Tmnsfer Act, 1917 —This

Act applies to tribal areas of two districts m the province It provides

limitation of rates of interest and requires the assent of the local officer

of the Government for the transfer of immovable propeities between any
member of a hill-tribe and persons who are not mem,beis of a hili-tnbe.

(5) The Madras Debtors Protection Act, 19§5, was intended for the
protection of small debtors who have borrowed loans below Rs 500 through-
out the province It pi escribes maximum rates of interest for secured
and unsecured debts and requires creditors to maintain proper accounts
and to give receipts to debtors for payments. This was found inadequate
as it was not devised specially for the solution of the problem of agricul-

turists’ debts

(c) The Agriculturists Loans {Amendment) Act, 1935, provides for

the distribution of State loans to agriculturists for the redemption of pnor
debts through a special staff appointed for the purpose The relief afforded
under the Act was infinitesimal The scheme has therefoie been suspended
for the duration of the war.

(d) The Madras Debt Conciliation Act, 1936, was the result of the
agrarian crisis following the economic depression and provided for volun-
tary and amicable settlement of debts by bringing together agriculturist
debtors and their creditors through the medium of Debt Conciliation
Boards The Boards failed to achieve anything substantial by way of
affording relief to the indebted ryots, and were abolished in 1942

(e) The Madras Agriculturists^ Belief Act, 1938 —With the passing of
this Act, compulsory scaling down of debts in accordance with the provi-
sions of the Act was undertaken. In the course of six years from 1938 to
19414 a sum of 9 17 crores involved in applications made under the Act was
scaled down to 4 36 crores This excludes the reduction of debt secured
by voluntary settlement of the parties without going to the court. The
proposal to amend the Act has been deferred for tne duration of the war.

Recently the Madras Pawru-Brohers Act has been passed requiring
pawn-brokers to take out licences, restricting the rates of interest for
loans and providing safeguards against fraudulent transactions

(vii) Bqrth-West Frontier Province .—^The money-lender in most cases
is the bania. He is the most important and frequent source of financing
agriculture The normal sjstem is that the hama advances the money
required by the agriculturist to purchase those necessities of life not
derived directly from agriculture, such as cloth, sugar, condiments, tea,
cooking and other utensils, etc In addition, the hama finds the money
required for such occasions as marriages, births, deaths, etc In payment
of debt and interest the hama takes the crop from the threshing fioor when
prices are lowest. He sells later in the year when prices appreciate. In
consequence the debt of the village tenant and small lanMord is ever
increasing. Due to the ability of the hama to hold on to stocks until prices
rise he is in fact always the gainer. The result is that few agriculturists
are free of large sums of unprofitable debt and are never sufficiently debt
free to be able to embark on improvements to their lands. These remarks
apply particularly to Kohat, Bannu and Dera Ismail Rhan districts.

The principal restriction on the operations of money-lenders in this
province is the Punjab Land Alienation Act. The Act has been eliective
in Peshawar, Mardan and Ha2iara districts. In Kohat, Bannu and Dera
Ismail Khan districts, this has not proved effective. It is evaded by what
are known as henami transactions, i e., the debt is secured in the name of
an agriculturist who is under agreement with the hamia to ensure that the
money he lends is secured.

1

-
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(viii) Orissa ,—The most impoitant financing agency is the village

mahajan who gives loans not only in cash but also in kind Although the

inteiesb charged by these mahajans is very high, yet they play a very
useful part in the rural economy of the province Not only can the poor
agriculturist get loan fiom the mahajan at the right time and in adequate
quantity, the iattei is sometimes consideied by the poor villageis to be a

real prop in times of difficulty But for usury, there is much to compaend
in this institution

The Orissa Money-lenders Act, 1939, places lestnctions on the operation
of money-lenders to protect the interests of all classes of borroweis The
Act has very serious drawbacks and has not, therefore, given the expected
degree of protection because the onus to prove that the creditor carries

on the business of money-lending and that the loan was advanced in the
course of that business is on the debtor, who is often unable to discharge
the onus. Supply of goods on hhata account, or on credit, is not treated

as a loan for the purpose of the Act The creditor often keeps back out
of the loan an amount sufficient to cover the difference between the legally

recoverable rate of interest and the usurious rate which he wants to charge
Alternatively, the amount noted in the bond, or piomissory note, is higher

than the amount actually advanced.

(ix) Fun'ia'b —The oldest and most important agency for financing agri-

cultural operations has been the village money-lender until recently He
provided finance on a fairly large scale and through him the agriculturist

generally marketed his produce His terms for providing these facilities

were exhorbitant and were open to much abuse and consequently res^ilted

m heavy rural indebtedness In view of recent legislation it can be said

that the village money-lender is no longer as important as he used to be

15 years ago, but he is still an important agency for financing agricultural

operations. The present village money-lender is not necessarily the same
person belonging to the non-cultivating class as he used to be some 40 years

ago. Prom the advent of canals, service under Government, labour and

trade in foreign countries and practice of thrift, there has emerged a new
type of village money-lender who belongs to the cultivating class and has

more hunger for land than the old type of money-lender who generally

accepted mortgage or sale of land when he despaired of payment of interest

as well as principal

The Punjab Alienation of Land Act, 1901. provided for the restiiction

of the transfer of land from the agriculturist to the non-agriculturist tubes

except with the sanction of the Deputy Commissioner. The Act was

effective in preventing the sale of land by the agriculturist to the non-

agriculturist tribe as such In actual opeiation, however, the money-

lender, not willing to lose his hold on the cultivator resorted to benami

transactions To put a stop to this practice, the Fun'jab Alienation of

Land (Seeond Amendment) Act was passed m 1938 whereby the alienor was

to become entitled to the possession of the land, even if he himself was a

party to evade the provisions of the Punjab Alienation of Land Act The

Act was declared ultra vires both by the High Court and the Federal

Court. The Punjab Alienation of Land Act, 1901, has helped the growth

of the agriculturist money-lender who is probably a greater menace to

the peasant proprietor than the non-agriculturist money-lender. Hence,

the Punjab Alienation of Land (Third Amendment) Act, 1938, was passed

which included the agricultunst money-lender to a certain extent in the

same category as the non-agriculturist money-lender.

Other enactments which refer to money-lending are as follows ,—TTie

Usurious Loans Act, 1918, gave powers to the courts to regulate the rate

of interest but it practically remained a dead letter. The Punjab Begu-

lation of Accounts Act, 1930, seeks to regulate the money-lender’s business.

It provides for using regular account books and maintenance of separate

accounts of money-lending business and shop-keeping business. These pro-

visions were mostly ignored and evaded until the enactment of the Money-

lenders Begistration Act, 1938, which provides severe penalties for their

non-observance. The Punjab Belief of Indebtedness Act was passed in

1934 in order to limit the rates of interest and provide for establishment

of Debt Conciliation Boards. The Act also incorporates the principle of

damdumt. Courts cannot grant a decree for a larpr sum than twice the

amount taken as principal By the end of 1943 claims aiwunting to

3-61 crores were scaled down to 138 crores by agreement The Punmb
Debtors Protection Act of 1936 aims at the more effective protection of the

debtor It exempts from attachment for sale, standing trees and standing
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crops other than cotton and sugarcane It also exempts ancestral pio-

perty from liability except in case the debt has been incurred against

mortgage of such property. It reduces the period of the execution of a

decree from 12 to 6 years The Punjab Registration of Money-lenders Act
of 1938 aims at regulating the business of the money-lender on the lines

of the British Money-lenders Act, 1937 Money-lenders aie requiied to

register themselves at the office of the Collector of the district, and take
out a licence which is lenewable periodically Licences are liable to be

cancelled if the licensee is found guilty of dishonesty and fraudulent

practice in his business, or is found by a court to have charged highei

rates of interest than those prescribed under the Relief of Indebtedness

Act, in more than one suit, or has been held by a couit to have contra-

vened the provisions of section 3 of the Punjab Regulation of Accounts Act,

in more than two suits If a money-lender is not registered and does

not hold a valid licence, any suit instituted by him for the recovery of a
loan or the execution of a decree relating to a loan shall be dismissed

The Provincial Government has been given power to exempt any person
or class of persons from the operation of the Act Jhis Act does not affect

the loans granted by a landlord to his tenant for the purposes of husbandry
and also those granted by Banks, Co-operative Credit Societies or the
Cential and Provincial Governments The Punjab Besiitution of Mort-
gaged Lands Acf, 1938, applies to any subsisting mortgages of land which
were effected prior to Sth June 1901.

Concluding, the Provincial Government state* The geneial tendency
of recent legislation relating to indebtedness has been^ to strike at the
facilities to borrow and it is believed that eo-upled with the conditions
arising out of the war this legislation has gone a long way in relieving

the distress of the debtors The peace-time problem to undeimine the root
cause of indebtedness—^the necessity to borrow—still remains unsolved.”
The hope has been expressed that “ post-war planning will give a death
blow to the root cause of indebtedness ”

(x) Sind—The village bama rivals the zamindar as the predominating
agency for financing agricultural operations Linked with the bama is the
ginning factory owner wherever cotton is grown A bama customarily
owns a supply store-shop in the village, and his functions are mainly to
meet the requirements of the villageis for consumer goods which is often
done on ciedit and to advance money at the commencement of the season
to the cultivators (crop-sharers) on behalf of the landowner; the amount
advanced together with high rate of interest is recovered from the culti-

vator’s 60 per cent share of the crops he harvests More progressive
zamindars make advances direct to the cultivators and charge a reasonable
rate of interest. The village bama serves a useful purpose, but he must
be considered to be nothing more than a necessary evil until he can be
supplanted by a more efficacious system of financing agriculturists.

Restrictions have been placed on the operation of the money-lender by
tihe Deccan Agriculturists’ Relief Act and the Sind Agriculturists’ Relief
Act. 1940, which have now been reinforced by the Money-lenders Act of
1944. The first two Acts have on the whole produced good results, but it is

too early to assess the working of the third. Tlie main provisions of the
Money-lenders Act require money-lenders to take out licences and maintain
regular accounts and also provide for the limitation of the rate of interest*

(xi) United Provinces —By far the most important agency in the
matter of supply of rural credit is the village mahajan A new type ot
rural credit supplier has emerged as a consequence of the Land Alienation
Act and other restrictions have been placed upon the village mahajan by
recent credit control legislation This new type consists in the zammdar
or in the cultivator class of credit supplier. Linked with them is the
chain of various grades of

^
middlemen

—

beopans or arhatias^ who give
ready cash either for standing crops or crops otherwise contracted for.
The worst feature of indigenous money-lending is the exorbitant rate of
interest which ranges from 26 per cent to 100 per cent From an analysis
of their circumstances, it is clear that the village money-lenders are an
indispensable element in the financial system of the country; though their
resources are limited and methods antiquated. The true remedy, there-
fore, is not to end but to mend them No statistical data are available
regarding their business. The need for such data is urgent, particularly
with a view to determine the direction in which their business should be
improved It is, therefore, considered that it would be use:^l to proceed
with the implementation of the United Provinces Money-lenders Bill, 1939.

im
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It IS high time that the Reserve Bank of India, through its Agri-
cultural Credit Department, became linked with the indigenous banking
system of the province It does not seem desirable that the bank should
insist on differentiation of the banking transactions of these village

sahukars from their tiading transactions It will not be possible to

introduce this bifurcation among ruial credit suppliers

D —The Trend of Ageictjlttoal Indebtedness and Savings

Question

(i) Has an estimate been made of the agricultuial indebtedness in

your province before the war?

(ii) Can you assess to what extent,^ if any, this has been reduced as a
result of rise m prices of agricultural ’products during recent years ^

(iii) Have saving habits been developed?

^ Abstract of leplies^*

1. Assam,— (i) Roughly 22 crores.

(ii) Reduced roughly by one half Some estimate that it has been
liquidated altogether

(ill) Saving habits have not developed appreciably There is a good
case for continuing the small savings scheme in normal times

One ofBcer says that inflation has rather developed the spending habit
and not the saving habit Another thinks there is a certain amount of

saving mainly of a hole-in-the-ground type He bases his opinion on the

continual disappearance” of small com A non-ojfficial gentleman thinks

that saving habits have been developed to a certain extent

2. Bihar—(i) Roughly 148 crores

(ii) No data are available It is generally believed that indebtedness

has been reduced to some extent Two officers as well as a non-official

gfentleman believe that a large part of the debt has been wiped out by
the rise in prices of agncultuial products

(ill) There has been no noticeable development of the saving habit

The Government view is that there is little to save and invest after meeting

the increased cost of cultivation and cost of living and paying debts

B Bengal —(i) Roughly 97 crores

(ii) Substantial reduction has been possible because a large number
of cultivators are now in a better position than before to repay their

debts in cash and to secure thereby larger reductions of their debts from

the creditors. It is difficult to say to what extent the small cultivators

who form the majority of the agricultural debtors, have reacted to the

rise in prices, since the crop they get from their lands is not always sufficient

for the upkeep of their famihes and they have to purchase cloth, salt,

kerosene, medicine, etc
,
which are selling at abnormal prices

(iii) It IS difficult to say if the agriculturists are saving anything

beyond what is necessary to repay debts

4. Bombay,—(i) Roughly 58 crores.

(ii) Agriculturists are able to pay part of their debts and the out-

standings and overdues of co-operative societies are also going down.

While it is true that agricultural wages and prices of consumer goods

have increased and the prices of foodgrains have been controlled, there is

decided improvement in the condition of the agricultural classes.

(iii) Well-to-do agriculturists are, to some extent, taking advantage

of the facilities for encouraging the savings habit afforded by the Post

Office Savings Bank, Cash Certificates, National Savings Certificates and

Co-operative Societies. Others have practically nothing to lay by.

6. The Central Frovimes and Bemr,—(i) Roughly 86 crores.

(ii) High prices have resulted in regular payments of instalments of

sc^ed-down debts and in making many debt-free or in redeeming their

lands which were mortgaged.

1 The reDhes to the first part of the Question are generaHy based on estimates made about

ten years ago, and should not he regarded as accurate even at that tune. They serve merely to

give a rough idea of the order of magnitud.e of the debt.
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(ill) Tlie luial population knows no othei method ot saving than the
purchase of land, cattle, or gold and silver Ail these being high priced,
a leaning has been shown to purchase land wherever possible

6 Madras —(i) Roughly 200 crores

(ii) An enquiry by a competent economist is proposed to be under-
taken as regards the present position of indebtedness Theie is a pro-
nounced tall in the business ot the land mortgage banks Outstanding
loans ai-e decreasing and oveidues aie reduced There is a progressive
increase in the collections, and advance collections have also been inci eas-
ing year by year It is possible, from these indications, to conclude that
ryots have taken advantage of the present level of prices to discharge as
much of their prioi debt as possible with the increased incomes or by
disposing of a portion of their holdings, which have iisen in value, or by
both.

(ill) A savings diive which was launched in June 1943 resulted in
the subsciiption of 22 crores by the end of March 1944 The drive is

being continued, and during the fiist five months- of 1944-45 yielded 6*40
crores. Various measures are being taken to encourage the saving habit
and to secure investment in land improvements

A non-offieial view is as follows It is safe to assume that there
has been a reduction in indebtedness At least saving to clear their dues
instead of frittering away their resources seems to exist, thereby dis-
proving that the agricultui ist is improvident The saving habit should
be encouraged by diverting the funds for investment in productive enter-
prises ”

7 Norih-West Frontier Province —(i) No estimate has been made
(ii) The village proprietary body has been able during the present

period of high prices to become debt-free. The debt of the tenant class
in Kohat, Bannu and Debra Ismail Khan distiicts seems to be little
affected This class is unlikely ever to free itself from debt due to the
terms and conditions of the original debt mcuned.

(ill) There has been no indication of any development of saving habits
or thrift during the war On the contrary, the tendency has been to
spend freely, and mostly not on agricultural objects.

8. Onssa—(i) No reliable estimate has been made
(ii) Substantial cultivators have been able to effect small savings,

out of which they paid something to liquidate their own debts without
incurring new ones The smaller agriculturists owning land o^y to the
extent of 6 acies have not much benefited by high prices, as they have
hardly any surplus produce to repay the old loans and the high prices ot
consumer goods have imposed an additional strain on this class The
indebtedness of members of co-operative societies in the province has
dropped from, about 52 lakhs to 42 lakhs, although the total number of
members has increased by about 20 per cent.

(iii) The well-to-do classes are investing their savings in the pur-
chase of lands and Defence Savings Certificates and other war bonds.
There has been a noticeable demand for land among agriculturists in the
rural areas.

9. Pmjab —(i) About 140 crores (200 crores have been sometimes men-
tioned),

(ip There is no doubt that agricultural indebtedness has been greatly
redue^ during recent years. The amounts claimed before Debt Conciiia-
tion Bo^ds have been steadily decreasing since 1941, which means that
either the amount of debt has decreased or that the debtors and creditors
nave settled their debts without the help of these Bo-ards, or both. In
several districts the work of these Boards has decreased so much that it
is no longer necessary to keep them in being. Where holdings are large
and facilities for irrigation sufiScient, great benefit has been derived from
the rise in prices. In other areas the saleable surplus has been largely
consumed by tbe rise in prices of other consumable goods required by
Cultivators Crown lands worth 16 crores have been sold during the six
pars commencing from 1939-40, and during this period 26 07 crores have
been mvest^ in Defence Bonds, Defence Savings Certificates, Defence Sav-
ing Bank Deposits, Defence Savings Provident Fund, etc. About a erore
of rupees every month is hemg received by way of family allotments of
soldiers and, notwithstanding the increase in the cost of living as well as
the cost of production which must have to some extent neutralized the

[
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rise m prices of agricultural produce, it can be safely assumed that a
substantial portion of this amount must have been used in the settlement
of debts. This inference is supported by the figures relating to lecoveries
and outstanding debts of co-opeiative credit societies in the province.

(ill) There is no doubt much avoidable spending, but the application
of controls, non-availability of consumei goods, and lack of means ot
transport have acted as a brake, and the memory of the fall in prices
m 1930 and following years has also discouraged spendthrift tendencies
Much of the surplus cash derived from the sale of agricultural products
has been and is being used for purchase of more Government land or is

being put into defence and small saving bonds

10. 8%nd,—(i) No estimate has been made.

(ii) There is no doubt that private debts have been largely repaid,
and very large an ears of taccavi and land revenue which were long out-
standing have been collected. No precise estimate can be made of the
extent to which indebtedness has been cleared

(lii) It is very dbubtful whether any saving habits have been deve-
loped The Hindus of the province, taking them by and large, are careful
with money, but the Muslim agricultural population is not They are
prone to fritter their spare money away on social functions and wasteful
amusements. The shortage of consumei goods has handicapped them in
doing this but they seem able to get rid of their money in one way or
another without much difficulty.

11 United Provinces,—(i) Roughly 124 crores

(ii) No definite information is available, but the increased pros-
perity of the agriculturist classes must have tended to reduce their annual
borrowings and also perhaps the total volume of the debt.

(iii) No precise information is available to establish that saving
habits have been developed It is possible to say that agriculturists have
been able to save more than previously. The Defence Savings drive resulted

in collections amounting to nearly 12 croies between May 1943 and March
1944. A fairly large proportion of this amount represents investments
by the rural public in Post Office Savings Bank accounts and in collective

subscriptions.
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APPENDIX IV

AGRICULTUEAL PRICES AND WAGES
A.—^Review op prices op rice and wheat

1 Object of note —The object of this note is to review the course of the
prices of rice and wheat in different provinces of Biitish India befoie and
during the present war, and to determine the bioad relation between the
puces prevailing in India during the year 1944 and pie-war puces as well
as pie-depression prices For the purposes of this note, it is assumed in
relation to any particular price categoiy, thau the average during the
quinquennium ending 1938-39 represents the pie-war pi ice, and that the
average during the quinquennium ending 1928-29 represents the pre-
depression price.

2 Statistics reviewed—The Season and Crop Reports prepared annually
by Provincial Governments include figures showing tor each distiict the
average prices during the harvest period for the piiucipal foodgiains of
the province The median average of the district figures thus piepared is

ascertained and included in a statement of harvest prices published in the
Agricultural Statistics of India The harvest puces so recorded have
been extracted in Statements I and II annexed They cover the period
1913-14 to 1942-43 and furnish rice prices for nine piovmces, paddy juices
for two provinces and wheat prices for eight provinces.* The aveiages of
the figuies for the quinquennia ending 1928-29 and 1938-39 have been
calculated and are exhibited in. Statements III and IV, together with
index numbers based on pre-depiession and pre-war prices

3 Pre-war prices in the principal producing provinces —Bengal and
Madras are the two most impoitant rice-producing provinces, the Punjab
and the United Provinces, the two most important wheat producing pro-
vinces The following table shows the average harvest prices per maund
of rice and wheat during five quinquennial peiiods before the present war
as well as the highest and the lowest prices duiing the 25-year peiiod —

Rice Wheat
1
— ^

Bengal Madras.

i

Punjab

1

United
Provinces.

RS. A. BS. A. BS. A. RS A.
1914-16 to 1918-19 . 4 13 5 9 3 15 4 8
1919-20 to 1923-24 6 1 7 7 4 14 5 5
1924-26 to 1928-29 6 15 7 4 4 9 6 6
1929-30 to 1933-34 3 13 4 7 2 5 2 14
1934-35 to 1938-39 3 6 3 13 2 5 3 0

—
Highest price in 25 years . 7 8 8 14 6 11 6 6
Lowest price of 25 years .

.

2 10 3 2 1 9 2 6

4. Movement of rice prices measured by the pre-depression price

standard —^Assuming the average price of the five-year period ending 1928-
29 IS represented by 100, prices during othei quinquennia can be expressed
as percentages of the pre-depression prices. The table below furnishes the
index numbers thus obtained for rice in Bengal and Madras and also

exhibits the position m seven other provinces taken together.

—

Indeoi numbers of rice prices

Seven
Bengal. Madras. other

provinces.

1914-15 to 1918-19 .... 69 77 77

1919-20 to 1923-24 . . . . 87 103 100
1924-25 to 1928-29 . . . . 100 100 100

1929-30 to 1933-34 .... 55 62 60

1934-35 to 1938-39 .... 49 52 53

Bdghest price in 25 years . . 108 122 121

I^owest price in 26 years . . 38 43 45

There are a few oraiseions in the Statements. It is ascertainable from the published material

that the pnc^ represent the average retail prices during the harvest penod in the case of certain

orcrvinces Whether this has been uniform m the case of all provinces has not been venfied It

may be assumed that toe figures have been compiled on a uniform basis throughout the penod in

eaSh province and are reliable for the purpose ofindicating the long-term trend
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The figures m tins table bring out the fact that tliioughout India prices

during the decade following the end of the last wai, wcie higher than
during that wai In the case of Bengal the rise ot puces immediately
after the war was less maiked but gatheied momentum during the quin
quennium pieceding the depiession This was also the case in Assam and
Bihar. In Madras the peak was leached in 1919-20 and a diop oecuired

in the following year. The furthei course of prices was relatively steady.

This was roughly also the case in othei provinces

When the depression occuired, the fall of prices was moie pronounced
in Bengal than elsewhere and lecovery was also slowei The average
figures for the quinquennium ending 1933-34 do not adequately leflect the
magnitude of the depiession because they include the puces of 1929-30,
when prices had begun to fall but not steeply. The “ lowest price ”

figures indicate more clearly the magnitude of the price fall It will be
noticed that the pre-war price, i e ,

the avei age of the quinquennium
ending 1938-39, is smaller than the aveiage of the preceding quinquennium,
still smaller than during the last war, and generally of the order of one-
half of the pre-depression price level This indicates cleaily the extreme
slowness of the rate of recovery and that when wai broke out in 1939, the
greater part of the recovery from the depression was still to come

5. Movement of wheat prices measured by the pi e~depression standard —

-

The following table shows in respect of wheat, hguies corresponding to
those given above for rice.

—

Index numbers of wheat pt'ices^

Punjab.
Umted

Provinces.
Six other
provinces*

1914-15 to 1918-19 . . 87 84 83

1919-20 to 1923-24 . . 108 99 104

1924-26 to 1928-29 » • 100 100 100

1929-30 to 1933-34 . . 50 53 68

1934-35 to 1938-39 •• 60 55 54

Highest price in 26 years 147 119 139

Lowest price in 25 years . 34 43 46

These figures reflect the same tendencies as in the case of rice. It will

be noted, however, that the rise in price between the last world war and
the decade following it, was proportionately less in the case of wheat than
in the case of rice.

6 Movement of prices during the war before the fall of Burma .—^For
the purposes of measuring the price changes in recent years it is convenient
to use the pre-war price, i.e , the average price during the five years
ending 1938-39, as the standard This average is accordingly assumed to
be 100 and the following table exhibits for rice and wheat the index
numbers for the years 1939-40, 1940^1 and 1941-42. For purposes of
comparison the pre-depiession level and the lowest price level have also
been represented by index numibers:

—

Pre-depression level .

.

m
Lowest price level 78

Pre-war period 100

1939-40 131

mo-41 ** 152

1941-42 .* 159

Bice. Wheat.^ ....

s . 6 o
,

tSS
6 8 & &

i
tj II

ja
<3

‘S’ la
S m
M §
^.g

0m 94 SQ

190 192 197 179 186

82 86 68 77
'

85

100 100 100 100 100
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It IS deal that duiing the first year of the war, rice and wheat prices
were still a long way behind pre-depiession levels During 1940-41 a
steady rise in prices was maintained But it is noticeable that rice prices
in Bengal and wheat prices in the Punjab were rising more rapidly than
elsewheie The former leflected in the mam the efiect of an extra-
oidinaiiiy poor ciop The fuither advance which took place in 1941-42
bi ought iFheat prices in the Punjab definitely above the pre-depiession
level, m the United Provinces practically to that level, and elsewhere not
far behind Bice prices weie still roughly 50 points below the pre-
depiession level in Bengal and Madras, but in the other provinces they
had risen to 22 points below that level

7 Bice pnces ui decent yeais —Infoimation about the provincial
haivest prices is incomplete foi the year 1943 and not yet available for
1944 It iSj theiefore, necessaiy to piece togethei infoimation obtained
from Piovincial Governments in reply; to enquiries on this point, in order
to obtain some idea of the relation between the price level, (a) in different
provinces and (h) in each piovince as compared with pre-war prices.

(i) Madras —Index^ numbers showing the presidency average of the
retail prices of lice (second sort), based on 1913-14 as 100, are maintained
by the Provincial Government By converting the indices toi the five

years ending 1938-39 to 100, it is possible to establish the relationship
between the recent price level in Madras and pre-war prices The relevant
figures are shown below:—

Year. Index based on 1913-14.
Index as converted to
quinquennium endmg

1934-35 71*30 ‘I

1938-39 as base.

1936-36 73*92

1936-37 71*11 > 100
1937-38 73 36 1

1938-39 73*73 J
1939-40 79*55 109
1940-41 90 62 125
1941-42 103*94 143
1942-43 154 41 212
1943-44 184*24 263

It may be assumed from the above figures that the level reached
1943-44 was roughly 250 per cent of the pre-war price

in

So much about retail prices A statement furnished by the Madras
Government shows the monthly average wholesale prices expressed m
index numbers, based on the prices which prevailed in August 1939 as

100. These numbers, averaged for the whole year, are shown below.

—

Years. Average monthly indices.

1940-

41 120

1941-

42 139

1942-

43 .. .... 192

1943-

44 246

1944-

45 (5 months only) . . 240

In view of the fact that the monthly average wholesale price for August
1939 is given as Bs. 3-11-0 per maund, while the pre-war average retail

price was Bs. 3-13^ per maund, it may be taken that in respect of whole-

sale prices, the index numbers furnished above express fairly closely the
relation between prices in these years and pre-war prices

During the first eight months of 1944 the average monthly wholesale

price of rice (second sort) in the province as a whole was Bs 8-14-0 per

mauud. This, it may he inferred, represents something between 240 and
250 per cent of the corresponding pre-war price

(ii) Prices rose enormously in 1943. They came down, how-
ever, in 1944 and the provincial average price of coarse rice during the

first 10 months of 1944 was Bs, 14-5-0 per maund as compared to the
pre-war average of Bs. 3-6-0 per maund But it was a period of steadily

descending prices and ‘in October 1944 the average price was Bs. 11-13-0

per maund representing about 350 per cent of the pre-war figure There
is no information about subsequent months; hut in view of the crop being
slightly below normal and some information about prices in the firsi;

week of April 1945, it seems unlikely that the average has fallen further^
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It may, therefore, be concluded that theie is at present a considerable

disparity m prices between the two big piodiicing provinces While the

latest prices in Madras are somewhat below 250 per cent of the pre-war

price, Bengal prices are in the neighbouihood of 350 per cent of the pre-

war figure.

(ill) Sind —The pre-war puce was As 8 per maund above Madras

The wholesale puce in the piodiicmg areas in this piovmce is being

kept, m terms of a Direction issued by tbe Goveinnient of India,

in the neighbourhood of Rs 9-4-0 pei maund Sind rice prices may,

therefore, he regaided as being neaiiy in paiity with Madias and not

more than 250 per cent of pre-war prices.

(iv) The Central Provinces —The pie-war price was As 9 per

maund below Madras The average wholesale piice per maund duimg
the first nine months of 1944 was Rs 8-13-2 at Raipur, Rs 9-2-8 at

Gondia, Rs 9-15-8 at Nagpur, and fls. 11-1-9 at Jubbulpore. From this

it may he inferred that the minimum price in the Central Provinces

roughly corresponds to the average price in Madias and that the average

price in the Central Provinces is intermediate between Bengal and Madras
and IS piobably of the order of 300 per cent of pfe-war

(v) Orissa —The pie-war price in this piovmce was As 15 per

maund below Bengal and Re 1-6-0 per maund below Madras Under the

system of monopoly procurement in force in the piovmce, there is a fixed

wholesale price of Rs 9 per maund for coarse rice It is only a little

higher than the average wholesale price in Madras. Thus the pro-

portionate increase as compared with the pre-war price is roughly of the
same order as that of Bengal, though the actual price level is lower than m
Bengal and approximates to that in Madras

(vi) Bihar .—The pre-wai average puces m Bihar and Bengal were
about equal. Early in 1944, prices in Bihar were lowei than m Bengal,
but towards the end of the year they tended to equality

(vii) Assam —The available figures (which aie incomplete) indicate

that during 1944 prices in Assam were loughly in paiity with Bengal
prices.

(vin) Bombay —^A marked feature of the price situation in this pro-
vince is the wide variation of district prices. In September 1944 prices
varied from Rs 11-10-8 in the principal nce-producing districts of Thana
and Colaba, ter Rs. 15-13-4 in Surat, and Rs. 17-8-0 m Ahmedabad.
The pre-war price for the province as a whole was 13 annas per maund
above Madras; but under present control conditions, an average price has
no meaning for the province. The position broadly appeals to be that
prices m the producing areas are probably at a level intermediate between
Madras and Bengal, while the prices in consuming areas are probably
higher than even the piesent Bengal level.

(ix) The United Provinces .—The pie-war price was As, 5 per
maund above Madras, and As. 12 above Bengal. The average price
during the first nine months of 1944 was Rs. 14-11-0 per maund. Taking
the pre-war parity into account, prices may be regarded as being roughly
of the same order as m Bengal.

(x) P'UTi/ab.—Figures furnished by the Provincial Government indi-^^
cate that the average wholesale price of rice at Amritsar was Bs, 3-11-3
per maund during the quinquennium ending 1939, rose to Rs. 15-7-8 per
maund during 1943 and fell during the first nine months of 1944 to
Bs. 13-3-0 per maund. There was a big drop m price from Bs. 13-8-0
in August to Bs. 10-8-0 in September, i e., fiom a level exceeding 350
per cent to below 300 per cent of the pre-war level. The subsequent
course of prices is not known but may he assumed to be well above the
Madras and Sind parity, though not quite so high as in Bengal.

To swn up, the position broadly appears to be that in relation to
pre-war prices, prices of rice in Madras are the lowest in India and those
in Sind are very nearly as low The level may be taken to be not' lessman 240 per cent and not more than 250 per cent of the pre-war price.
The prevailing in Bengal are definitely high and are in the
n^gimomhood of 350 per cent of the pre-war price. The prices in Assam,
Biii^ and to United Provinces are approximately at the same level as
in Bengal. The prices m the Central Provinces are intermediate between
Bengal Madras prices and roughly about 300 per cent of the pre-war
level. Prices in to Punjab aie intermediate between those in to Central
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Provinces and Bengal Oiissa prices are not muck kigker than Madras,
though in view of the leiatively low level of prices before the war, the
proportionate inciease has been higher

8. Wheat prices iii recent yeais—(i) The Punkah —The following table
shows the aveiage wholesale puces for wheat at Lyalipur and the index
niimbeis based on the qiiinqueiinium ending 1938-39 —

BS. A p.

Qumquenmum ending

—

1938-39 . 2 8 9 100
1940 3 0 8 119
1941 3 10 11 145
1942 4 11 9 186
1943 10 > 9 399

First nine months of—
»

1944 9 1 9 357

The Government of India have fixed the statutory^ maximum price foi
wheat at Ps 9-8-0 pei maund and prices are kept below the statutory
maximum through control measuies In Septembei 1944, the ijnce was
as low as Ps 7-14-0 per maund Reports relating to the first week of
April 1945, however, indicate a return to prices near the statutory
maximum There is thus a tendency to marked fluctuation Judging
from the figures for the most important centres, the level maintained
in the province generally during the first nine months of 1944 was
I>robabiy in the neighbourhood of 350 per cent of the pre-war price

(ii) The United Piovinces —The pre-wai average price was Pe. 0-11-0
above th^e Punjab level, and the statutory maximum provides for a price
differential of Pe 0-12-0 per maund above that in the Punjab The
maintenance of the statutory maximum has piesented difficulties in the
United Provinces. The average puce duiing April to September 1944 was
Ps. 10-0-8 per maund Thus the price in the United Provinces may be
regarded as tending to be lelatively as high as in the Punjab, if not
higher

(lii) Sind ,—The pie-war aveiage price was about As 12 per maund
above the Punjab level The Government of Sind succeeded in
keeping prices steady between the beginning of 1943 and April 1944 In
view of the very large dispaiity between the puces pievailing in the
Punjab and Sind, wheat puces were permitted to use in Smd and the
same statutory maximum puces were fixed tor both provinces Prices
then fluctuated, and the average figure tor 1944 is not available The
figures available for the first week of April 1945 indicate a level about
As 12 per maund below the Punjab level. While the position is somewhat
unsettled, it is clear that prices in Sind are definitely lower than in
the Punjab and may be regarded as between 250 and 300 per cent of the
pre-war prices.

\w) The Central Provinces .—The pre-war price was the same as in
Sind The average wholesale price for the first nine months of 1944, as
compared with the 1938 average (which is very near the pre-war average),
was 350 per cent in Seqni where the percentage rise was the lowest The
average prices were higher elsewhere ranging from Ps. 10-14-3 at Seoni
and Ps 10^12-5 at Khurai, to Ps 13-6-0 at Saugar, Rs 13-6-8 at Nag-
pur and Ps. 13-9-0 at Jubbuipore Prices at these* latter centres,
however, dropped during September 1944 and this brought the prices
roughly into parity with those at other centres Broadly, therefore,
wheat prices iu the Central Provinces may be regarded as tending to be
as high as in the Punjab and the United Provinces, i e., at or above
350 per cent of the pre-war level.

(v) Bombay Prices ruled high in early 1944, and varied widely
from’ -district to district. They came down later, and a statement fur-
nished by the Bombay Government indicates that in September 1944 a level
was reached which was generally comparable with that in the Central
Provinces.

To smt up, wheat prices have been generally unsettled and have tended
to be about 350 per cent of the pre-war prices or higher; an exception
is Sind, wheie prices tended to range from 250 per cent to 300 per cent
of the pre-war figures.
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Statement III —Hari'eat p-rice^

Base prices (per standard maund)—Average five years ending 1928-29.

Rice Wheat

ES A ES A

Bengal 6 15 Punjab 4 9

Madras 7 4 U.F. 5 6

Bihar 6 3 C P and Berar 3 5

U.P 7 5 Bihar 6 3

Assam .. 6 6 Smd 6 8

C P and Berar .. 6 2 Bombay 7 8

Orissa 4 7 N.W F P. 4 12

Bombay 8 2 <r Bengal . 6 1

Sind 9 12

Punjab 3 10*

N.W F.P. 3 5*

* Relates to paddy.

Trend of prices (base—average 1924—25 to 1928-29=100).

Rice.

Quinquennium ending
Province r- —

'—
1918-19 1923-24 1928-29. 1933-34. 1938-39.

Bengal 69 87 100 55 49
Madras .

.

77 103 100 62 52
Bihar 74 93 100 62 55
U.P. .

.

76 112 100 66 57
Assam 77 82 100 53 47
C P. and Berar 75 105 100 59 53
Orissa . 85 100 100 50 55
Bombay 78 103 100 66 57
Sind 75 107 100 65 45
Punjab 82 112 100 57 52
N.W F.P 86 141 100 77 57

Wheat.

Quinquennium ending

1918-19 1923-24 1928-29 1933-84 1938-39,

Punjab 87 108 100 50 50
tr.p. 84 99 100 63 55
0 P. and Berar 79 110 100 55 57
Bihar . 83 102 100 60 59
Sind 87 102 100 51 48
Bombay 86 106 100 62 56
N.W FJ>. 84 104 100 57 52
Bengal 80 100 100 64 53

Statement IV—Base prices

Average of harvest prices durmg the quinquennium ending 1938-39.

Rice. Wheat,

Province. Price per Price Per
standard maund Province. standard maund
(82-2 lb.). (82-2/7 ib ).

S A. ES. A,

Bengal .

.

3 6 Punjab 2 5
Madras 3 13 TX.P . 3 0
Bihar ,

.

3 6 O.P. and Berar 3 1
U.P 4 2 Bihar .

,

3 11
Assam . . *

«

3 0 Sind • 3 1
C.P, and Berar , 3 4 Bombay • • 4 3
Orissa . 2 7 N.W.F.P. ,

,

2- 7
Bombay 4 10 Bengal ,

,

3 4
Sind .

.

.. 4 5
Punjab 1 u* _

N.WJPJ?. 1 14*

Relates to paddy.
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Trend of prices (base—average for fche quinquennium ending 1938-39=100.)

Rice.

Minimum during depression
period.

ProviBce. 1939-40 1940-41 1941-42 1942-43 Year to
which the

Price Index. price
relates.

rs. A

Bengal 131 152 159 NA. 2 10 78 1932-33
Madras 113 125 141 220 3 2 82 1933-34
Bihar 119 U1 161 237 3 1 91 1933-34
U.P 108 129 162 242 3 11 89 1933-34
Assam 133 150 158 295 2 6 79 1932-33
C.P. and Berar. 113 148 196 NA. 2 13 87 1933-34
Orissa 126 149 172 264 1 11 69 1933-34
Bombay 112 123 173 276 4 4 92 1934r-35
Sind .

,

100 116 N A NA 4*0 93 1936-37
Punjab 123 133 190 317 1 10 87

1930-

31

1931-

32
and

1933-34
NW.F.P. .. 107 123 160

Wheat

357 1 12 93 1938-39

Minimum durmg depression
period.

Province. 1939-40 1940-41, 1941-42 1942-43
*

Year to
which the

Price. Index. price
relates

BS. A.

Punjab 113 132 216 432 1 9 68 1930-31
U.P, .

.

127 117 177 356 2 5 77 1930-31
C P. and Berar. 120 124 194 NA. 2 4 73 1930-31
Bihar 115 120 156 270 3 3 86 1933-34
Sind 88 149 N A. N.A. 2 8 82 1933-34
Bombay 119 118 160 391 3 9 85 1935-36
3sr.w F.P 126 138 205 315 2 3 90 1931-32
Bengal 121 129 154 NA 3 0 92 1933-34

N A =Not available

B —^REGTJIiATION oe Foodgbaiks PBICES

Question

(i) During tbe economic depression of the early thirties, the agricul-

tural classes were hard hit as a result of an unduly low level of prices ot

foodgrains On the other hand, it has been found necessary, during
recent years, to adopt various measures for preventing prices of food-

grams from rising too high and thereby causing serious hardship to the
consumers. In view of this experience, do you consider that Government
should, in the future, accept responsibility for maintadning even in normal
times a system of regulated prices for foodgrains?

(ii) If so, discuss to what extent the various control measures at

present in force and the system of supply and distribution developed
recently would have to be retained even in normal times Gotime a

scheme of measures which in your opinion, would constitute a workable

system of regulated prices and ensure a fair minimum price for the

agriculturist and a fair maximum for the consumer and prevent undue
fluctuations.

Alstmct of replies to part (i) of t%& question

I firansition period before “ normal times —^It is emphasized in

almost all the replies received from Provincial Governments that normal
times ’’ should not be deemed to begin immediately after the cessation of

hostilities; there will he a period following the end of the war during

which the present systems of control should continue, with modiftcations

in some respects but without material relaxation. The probable duration

of this period of transition from war to peace has been described as

several years ” by one Government, a decade ” by another, ** some
years by a third, and “ two to three years ” by a fourth.

2. The Governments of Madras, Bombay, Opssa, Assam, Sind and the

^^ortTirWest Frontier Frovince support the view that the responsibility
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for maintaining even in normal times a sj^stein ot regulated puces should

be accepted by Government This is legaided as necessary m order,

broadly, to secure the following purposes —
(i) pievention of extreme fluctuations such as those vhich occur

during an economic depiession, and during a war the serious economic

and social consequences of which aie well known, and

(ii) assuring the agricultuial producer

—

(a) the maintenance of a higher standaid of living than before the

war . and
(h) the incentive for impioved pioduction.

The latter of these two purposes has been emphasized generally

3. (i) The United Piovinces Gov^^rmient takes the view that mainten-
ance of regulated prices foi foodgrains even during normal times would
be difficult to cany thiough successfully unless Government xook over

the contiol of the economy of the country as a whole The trend of the
reply is to suggest t^at the latter, though diflicuit and expensive, would
be practicable

{li) The Bengal Government has pointed out that ‘‘ it India, like

other countries, decides to adopt a plan ot long-term development and
employs an up-to-date technique of internal full employment, the stabili-

zation of prices would be a necessary concomitant On the other hand,
if the decision is to work within the existing economic structure, any
attempt at price control will raise issues beyond the competence ot the
provmee^s financial resources ” The tiend of the reply is to suggest that
a system of regulated prices would be so di&cult and expensive as to be
impracticable

(ill) 'The Bihar Government is doubtful about its ability to ensure a
minimum price for the agriculturists as a permanent measure in normal
times. It IS in favour of the Central Government fixing prices, controll-

ing movements, and supporting the fixed prices by buying operations
** in an abnormal wave of depression when prices ot foodgrains tall too
low . and agrarian distress or dangeious reduction in area under
foodgrains is apprehended ” In other woids, Bihar favouis tree trade
in normal times, limited by occasional intervention by Government
(principally the Central Government) for «5ecurmg the first of the two
purposes set out in paragiaph 2 above—but not the second

(iv) The Punjab Government says In noimal times Governmeitt
should not interfere in the fixation of prices, but when conditioiis are
abnormal and prices fall or rise violently, Government should inteivene
and regulate prices so as to secure a fair minimum price for the producer
and a fair maximum for the consumer ” The Piovmcial Government
suggests that the means of carrying this out should be studied by an
organization set up by the Central Government.

(v) The Central Poovinees and Berar Government has expressed the
view that, when normal times return, “ it would be desirable to allow
a more free scope for the operation of the laws of demand and supply,
but the price level would have to be constantly watched so that Govern-
ment may intervene, if necessary, m the interests of the producer and the
consumer.’’ This Government also holds that if the food production
drive is to he really effective, minimum price for the agriculturist would
have to be guaranteed ”

(vi) The Government of Bind is in general agreement with the
following views of Mr. Eoger Thomas (Adviser on Agriculture to the
Government of Sind):

” I am strongly of the opinion that not only should Government
shoulder the responsibility for fixing statutory maximum and mimmum
prices for all major foodgrains grown in the country, but that the pro-
jected plane for raising the levels of nutrition and the standards of living
and the general welfare of the rural population have little chance of
succeeding unless the Government does accept this responsibility and
implements it. In general, the farmer’s greatest dread the world over is
that the rains may be unfavourable for the growth or the harvest of his
cropSj, and second only to that dread is his anxiety that the prices he
will receive for hrs surplus produce will be below cost of production. The
weather cannot he controlled but prices can Having regard to the high
place he takes in world economy, the famer is justified in demanding
&om those in power that everything possible should be done to stabilize
the prices of primary agricultural products at fair remunerative levels

mi
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to tlie producer Tins is fundamental to all plans for post-war recon-

struction, world rehabilitation, and aroidance of future woild wais In

India, which is almost self-supporting in the mattei ol toodgiains, the
problein does not present as great difficulties as it does in countnes wdiich

hare to depend in laige part on import of foodgrains ”

Abstract of replies to part (a) of the quesHon

1. Among the provinces which have advocated a system of regulated
pnces, Madras is now engaged in the study of a compi ehensive scheme
The Board of Revenue, Madras, has expressed the opinion that the
ideal sohition for the problem would be to foim pioducers* co-operative
societies for each drstiict for dealing in the produce of agiicultunsts and
to exclude all other except the societies from trading in those products ”

This has not been endorsed by the Madras Government specifically

Bombay believes that the present system of controls will have to continue
substantially as it stands The North-West Frontiei Province has no
scheme and suggests study of schemes in force in England and New
Zealand.

The Government of Sind endorses a scheme outlined by Mr Roger
Thomas as follows —

(1) Fixation of prices — The appioach to the pioblem of fixing fair

prices should be, not what the consumer can afford to pay but what is

a fair remunerative price to the grower Having determined the lair

maximum prices, which shall be fixed and statutory for any region over
a period which may be one year or more, then fix a minimum as a curb
on inflation . . Maximum and minimum prices would have to be
co-ordinated on an All-India basis and they would vary as between
regions

(ii The method of making the prices effective — Trading would be
permissible only within the range of the maximum and minimum prices,

and it should be made penal to trade outside these prices Leave the
trade to normal channels but with Government leservmg the right to buy
at any time at the maximum under compulsory acquisition if need be
At the same time. Government should be prepared to buy and to take
the prompt delivery of any grains offered at floor prices If the grains
acquired by Government at floor prices are not in immediate demand in

other parts of the province or in other regions in India, then they should
be considered as buffer stocks to meet the demand in years of scarcity

, . . The Government buffer stocks, unless they are required to meet
the demand from deficit areas, would be sold each year and replaced by
an equal quantity of fresh stocks ’’

The Orissa Government has outlined a scheme of control on the following

lines as the minimum that would ensure the regulation of prices with
the desired object in view”.

—

“ (1) Only persons who are licensed can deal in foodgrains The
licensed dealers’ stock will be open to inspection and their purchases, etc

,

will be subject to control by the provincial authorities, in other words,

the Foodgrains Control Order will be substantially continued

(2) The Provincial Government will notify under the law minimum
and maximum prices each year payable to producers This will permit
some small market fluctuations so as to allow the powerful forces of supply

and demand to operate within a limited zone. Maximum and minimum
prices may also he fixed for wholesale dealers. It may not be necessary

to fix retail prices, but such prices may also be fixed if it is found
necessary.

(8) It is assumed that some years after the war, conditions will have
been established for a parity of prices between one province and another
Indeed, this condition is essential if State interference is to he reduced
to the minimum The prices in each province will be in parity with prices

in other provinces and will be determined after mutual consultation. The
Ty>ff;TriTTniTn and minimum prices will be fixed for the whole crop year. The
diflterence between the maximum and minimum should not exceed one or

two rupees in the maund, depending on the basic pnces

(4) If the price of a foodgram tends to fall below the level of the
minimum price, then the following measures may be taken by Government
to restore the pnee to the minimum*
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(a) espoixs from a surplus piovince should be stimulated, and

(5) Government should make purchases at the minimum price

thereby raising the prevailing market price to the minimum piic^

If the price ot a foodgram tends to rise above the maximunij then

the Government will

—

(a) ban exports for the time being, and
(h) release then own stocks into the maiket at lower than the

maximum prices

(5) Provincial Government will maintain a suitable and adequate

reserve of foodgrams to be used as a stabilizing factoi as regards prices

and for the purpose of alleviating distress or shortage should this occur

in any area within its territory For this limited purpose the Provincial

Government may also set up a ma(^ineiy for distribution. Beyond this,

however, the Provincial Government will not undertake procurement or

distribution which will he left to normal trade channels subject, of course,

to the control of Government under the Foodgrams Control Order.

(6) There will bemo mter-provincial ban on e:^ort except when prices

rise above the maximum price of a foodgrain as explained in (4) above.

0.—^A.GBIOXJL'ETJBAL wages

How have agricultural wages risen in comparison with the prices of

tooclgrams during the war? Do >ou expect wages would adjust themselves
to a system ot regulated prices in normal times or do you consider special
measures would be necessary to secure such adjustments^

Abstract of replies

1 Provincial Governments generally agiee that wages will adjust them-
selves to a system of regulated prices in noimal times It is also emphasized
in most of the replies (a) that the use in agncultuial wages has been
due not on^ to the rise in foodgrams prices but also to the rise m prices
of other 'essential commodities and to large demands for labour m war
industries and detence works; (b) that there will be a time-lag before
wages completely adjust themselves to regulated puces; (c) that, m any
case, wages will remain at a much higher level than before the war, owing
to increased demand for labour from industries The Punjab Government,
on the other hand, is apprehensive of agnculturail wages falling too
low m the wake of demobilization, and considers legislative action to be
necessary for enforcing minimum wages The Orissa Government also holds
that it IS likeJy that for some time after the war is over, the supply of
labour will be greater than the demand, with the result that the wages
may not keep pace with the regulated prices It is, therefore, considered
desirable by that Government to correlate agricultural wages to regulated
prices in normal times The unorganized state of agricultural labour as
a factor m neutralizing legislative action for enforcing minimum wages
is generally recognized.

2. Assam —It is stated that prices of foodgrains rose proportionately
much above wages of agricultural labour up to 1943 Since then, the
prices of foodgrains have been reduced gradually to levels on a par with
wages of agricultural labour and in some areas even lower. It is believed
that in normal times wages would ad’jiust themselves to a system of regu-
lated prices

^
The rise in wages is attributed by certain officials net only

the rise in the price of
^
foodgrains but to the large demand for un-

skilled labour in urgent military works Special measures to regulate
wages now and after the war according to circumstances are also consi-
dered necessary by certain other officials.

average 1939-40 wages for the province as a whole

followed the rise in foodgrains

Wages.

prices.

Base 1939-40 100
1940-41 110
1941-42 116

1942-

43

1943-

44—
• 126

First half 130
Second half

1944-46— '

•* 200 to 300

TixBthalf .

.

400 to 600

Price of foodgrains (average ofcereals
and pxdses).

Base 1939
1940
1941
1942
1943

1944 (first seven months)

93
100
109
160
386

280
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The above statement represents the increases in Tvages in the province

generally In certain areas, however, where military or civil detence
works were m progress or where there has been a serious depletion ot

agricultural labour owing to famine and epidemics, the increase m wages
during the years 1942 to 1944 has actually been phenomenal. Though
the price of rice fell towards the end ot 1943, wages continued to rise

possibly due to a steady rise in the prices of other essential commodities

On the question whether the wages will adjust themselves to a system

ot legulated prices tn normal times^ the^ Government ot Bengal anticipates

that this adjustment will be at a relatively higher level than in pie-war

years. The factors governing wages are stated to be (a) the numbei
eventually available foi agricultural pursuits, X^) depletion of agricultural

labour resulting from the famine of J943 and the epidemics that followed,

(c) migration from distressed areas to other provinces, (d) impetus given

to agricultural iabouiers by the Grow More Food campaign

The difficulty in linking wages to cash standaads for purposes of tegu-

lation of wages as these are mostly paid in kind,* is refeired to by an

officer ot the Bengal Government.

4. Bthar—The Bihar Government has no accurate data regarding the

rise in agricultural wages, but a considerable incieaee in wages parti-

cularly in areas where there has been military activity has been noticed.

In many parts of the province, agricultural wages aie paid in kind The
Government is of the opinion that ar^y special measures to secure adiust-

ment between agricultural wages and regulated prices should he pieeeded
by an exhaustive enquiry.

An oificer of the Bthar Government takes the view that wages will tike

a considerable time to adjust themselves to regulated prices in iiormal

times, for, the rural wage earner, though always living on the brink of

starvation, is very weak in bargaining power and would perhaps involve

himself more heavily in debt to the Mahajan

A non-official view from Bihar is as follows Wages like prices have

got a tendency to rising abruptly ^nd falling very slowly
^

. Though
1 believe that on the fall of prices the wages will fall, it will take a long

time for it to adjust . . . But if demand for labour increased, fall in

wages would be difficult

6. Bombay —Agricultural wages have risen to a greater extent com-

pared to prices of ioodgraiSs This is due to the competing demand for

labour from war industries and defence works and to the rise in prices

of other consumer goods While wages will adjust themselves to the fall

in prices, it is considered unlikely that there will be any appreciable fall

in agricultural wages owing to the possibility of some agricultural labour

being absorbed m the post-war industrial enterprises

6 Central Provinces and Berar ,—Government considers that agnciil-

tural wages and foodgrains prices have been rising side by side It is,

however, expected that wages would, to some extent, adjust themselves to

a system of regulated prices in normal times, though there would be

fluctuations in the rates according to supply and demand varying from

season to season An organization for registering and pooling agncultural

labour and arranging for their movement to areas of short supply may help

to stabilize wages.

7 Madras —The Board of Bevenue, Madras, has given the following

figures based on the wage census held in 1936 and 1941 :
*

Presidency average for rural labourers.

Artisans. Field labourers

Cash. Gram. ^ ^ 1 t

Cash. Grain.Cash. Grain.

ES A. F. ES. A F. ES. A. F. ES. A. F* ES. A. F. ES. A. F.

Pre-war year
^ 1936 \ 0 11 0 0 7 3 0 4 3 0 3 6 0 2 10 0 2 9

War year 1941 .

.

0 11 0 0 6 4 0 4 6 0 3 11 0 3 2 0 3 3

imj
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Information obtained tiom Distiict Officeis in 1943 does not indicate any

ciianae in the previous method of payment of wages ages m cash

have risen by 100 per cent ovei the pie-war lates. Even the maximum
increase of 100 per cent is much less than the peicentage inciease in prices

of foodgrains, the index nunibeis foi which at the end of 1J43 (with luU

in August 1939) were

—

Rice (II sort) .. . 247 37 Cumbu

Cholam . • . • • * 254 93 Ragi • • •

321 65

Wages, therefore, did not adjust themselves completely to increased prices

at the end of 1943 Fiom past expeiience, howevei, the Boaid of Revenue

expects that vages would rise in keeping with prices though tardily, and

that wages will adjust themselves to a system of regulated prices, there

will always be a time-lag depending upon demand And supply, union

among labourers, etc.

The Ihreotor of Agnculture, Madias^ estimates the increase in wages
at 200 per cent in mpst districts In his opinion^p ‘‘ wages seldom adjust

themselves automatically to changes m prices Theie is always an annoy-
ing fcime-lag. It is diffi-cult to fix and enfoice payment of minimum wages
in particular fields, a'i thi^ might lead to the installation where possible

of labour-saving machinery. Agiicultural labourers are far too scattered
and Ignorant and unorganized for the State to help them by enforcing
payment of minimum wages Subsidy or some other form of help may
be given by way of cheapening of "foodstuffs and clothing, providing
houses, water-supply, medical relief, etc ’’

A non-official fiom Madras is also of the view that ** it can be cate-

gorically stated that the wages will never adjust themselves to a system
of regulated prices It has not happened so even in abnormal times
such as those through which the country is passing now Much less will

that happen m normal times . I do not see why minimum wages
should not be fixed.

8 North-‘Wesl Frontier Froimce —The noimal method of paving the
farm labourer is by giving him a share of the crop on the threshing floor

Wages in cash are uncommon in the province A system of regulated
prices would, in the opinion of the Government, j^rotect the actual labourer
from exploitation and secure for him a fair price for his share of the
crop

9 Orissa —Wages paid in cash have not iisen in the same proportion
as tn© price of staple toodgrains Th© average wages of an unskilled male
labourer during 1941, 1942 and 1943 were 4 annas, As. 4-3, and As 5-3,
respectively. With the rise of foodgrains prices, wages hawe increased in
urban areas since the latter half of 1943, but wages of landless labourers
in rural areas remained much the same It is likely that for some time
alter the war is over, the supply of labour will be greater than the demand
with the result that the wages may not keep pace with the regulated
pfices and it is, therefore, desirable to fix agricultural wages both of cash
and kind statutorily in such a manner as to secure an adj'ustment to the
system of regulated prices of staple foodgrains in normal times It is,
however, realized that fixation of agricultural wages by statute may be
difficult to enforce unless the agricultural economy is reorganized on a
co-operative basis. The Orissa Government also points out that, as a result
of the rise of foodgrains prices, the difficulties of agricultural labourers
have increased owing to the unwillingness of the landholders to pay them
in kind in the areas where such payments were usual.

10. Punkah ,—Generally speaking, the wages of agricultural labour ijave
risen practically to the same level as the prices of foodgrains, as will be
seen from the following figures:—

1938-^39

194S-44

Average Average wages.
price of 0
food- TTnaMlIed Skified
grains. labourer. labourer.

ns. A. p. RS. A. P. BS. A. P.

2 5 9 1937 .. 0 6 0 0 14 0
7 9 2 1943 .. 0 15 0 2 2 0

The above figures indicate an increase of about two to three times the
pre-war level of wages. The Provincial Government believes that ordi-
narily wages should readjust themselves to regulated prices of foodgrains
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in normal times, but that in the event ot unregulated demobiliaation

—

(about 2 million people trom tbe Punjab aie seivmg in tlie Defence Forces
and in the Wai and Supply Depaitment contiacts)—theie is a dangei ol

a disproportionate fall in wages In that case, it may be desirable to

adjust wages by legislative action

11. Sind ,—^Most farming in Sind is done on the “ batai ” or crop-
snaiing system Geneialiy wages aie paid m kind In the case oi iood-
grains the percentage of ciop which the harvester demands has not changed
during the war, and he thus gets tho benoht ot tht* higher price of hib shaie
of produce Wheie wages are paid in cash, e g ,

in the picking of cotton,

they have risen to about two and half times the pie-war lates The
Provincial Government expects that wages will adjust themselves to a
system of regulated puces, though theie will inevitably be a time-iag
before the adjustment is complete

12 The United Fiomnces —Past expciience has shown that wages
always move in sympathy wnth the general trend ot prices Kuial wages
tend to go ahead of the prices and while coming down move more siowdy
than the puces With an inci eased demand foi skilled labour, wages of
unskilled labour may, however, go down eventually If regulated prices
actually rule in the niaiket, the movement of wages should of couise be
governed by them But factors such a^the growth of industries checking
the tall in wages and the increase in population bunging down the level
of wages have to be reckoned with
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IIUIIAL INBUSTEIES AND EMPLOYMENT

Questions

(1) Wliat aie the industries subsidiaiy to agiiculture in yoiii piovxiice'^

Desv^iibe tHe elturts made by Uo\eriiUieiit or otner agencies to develoi) such
indusiiies duiing the twenty years ending 1941-42 Assess the results ot

such ehoits tiom the point ol view oi piovision oi supplemental income to

small cuitivatois and reduction ot the numbers of those people too i»oor to

secure a suihciency ot toodgiams and theretoie unclerted at least duiing
certain paits of the year. What would you lecomniend as the most promis-

ing measures from this* point of view?

(2) It has been suggested that the principle underlying famine relief

should be extended and that Government should undeitake even in normal
times the obligation to provide food or purchasing power to ail persons

who are unable to secuie food and who, if able-bodied, •are billing to work.

Do you agiee with this view? If so, can you outline a scheme of organi-

zation of such relief, describing in particular the types of work which may
be prescribed, and the agency by whom relief may be administered effi-

ciently and economically? Can you roughly estimate the probable average
net cost per day of such relief?

A.—Beplies to question (1)

1 Assam —The following are the principal industries subsidiary to

agriculture in Assam Hanciloom weaving, sericulture, bell-metal and

brass works, iron work, manufacture of washing soaps, manufacture of

steel trunks, carpentiy, smithy, gold and silvei woik, cane and bamboo
work, potteiy, manufactuxe of lubber stamps and hosiery

Hand-loom weaving and sericulture, which are the most important

cottage industries of the province, have developed considerably during the

last twenty years This development is paiticulaily due to the grant oi

subsidies by the Government of India since 1935-36 During this period

the number of fiy-shuttie looms introduced by the depaitment thiougn

demonstration staff has more than doubled, the production of handloom

fabrics has largely increased and the weavers have been enabled to earn

iargei incomes

As regards sericulture, the piopaganda and the demonstration stall

maintained by the department has made great contiibutions to tne

expansion of the industry and in the increase of silk production. As a-

lesult of the large demand for cane and bamboo baskets and mats tor

th© defence services, the cane and bamboo industries have undeigcme

great development duiing the last four years and have given considerable

sujQpIementary income to the agriculturists

The other cottage industries mentioned above have not, however, made
much progress during the period Due to the scarcity of raw material^

the belhmetal br,ass and iron industries have m fact definitely deteriorated

during the last three or four years.

As the harvest raised by small cultivators—whose number wHl he

between 30 per cent to 40 per cent of the population—does not yield a

sufficient income to meet their expenses m connexion with the payment

of land revenue, marriages and other ceremonies, the education of their

children, construction of houses, etc
,
they must be provided with tsci*

iities for earning a subsidiary income and this can best be done by means

of a network of well-organized cottage and small-scale industries spread

aii over Ihe province and receiving active assistance and guidance fr<'m

Government particularly as regards (i) the provision of raw materials at

cheap rates and in regular and sufficient quantities, (li) facilities for

marketing the products at profitable rates^ (iii) acquisition of skill Oi a

sufficiently high order and (iv) processing ot raw materials or finished

goods, wherever necessary.
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2. JB&TiQCil —(1) ilaiid-loom wesL^ing in nil itb bi audios, \iz
,

cotton,

siik and jnte, is the most important cottage inclustiy of the province

subsidiaiy to agiicnltiue in which a ^eiy laige numbei of people aie

engaged As any inipiovement in the economic well being ot this \ei>

large section ot the iiual population is bound to lehect its wholesonK;

effects on the rural well-being as a whole, the Provincial Department of

Industiies since its cieation in 1920 have been diiecting its attention to

this end and can now claim to have set up a net woik ot oiganization ail

ovei the piovmce. Besides tivo hist-giade veaving institutions, the

depaitment maintains nine Distiict ^\eavlng Schools, 29 Peiipatetic

Weaving Schools, and 16 Weaving Denionsti ation Parties vith the object

ot giving the ,agricnltuii&ts and othei rural population piactical tiaiiiing

in the mdiisti^ so as to enable them to take it up as a whole-time oi pait-

time occupation with a view to augment their income derived mainl>
trom agiiculture In addition to the above the depaitment also makes
grants-in-aid to 47 non-Doveinment Weaving Institutions mainly engaged
in popularizing and developing the handloom industry. As in legard to

cotton weaving so also in respect of silk-weaiving, efforts have been made
to impioi/e the industi;^ in all its distinct bat inter-reiated stages
embracing cultivation ot mulbeiry, leaiing ot cocoons, leeling, spinning,
weaving and maiketing ot finished pioducts As a result of the&e caloit-

neaily 17,000 students have been tiamed duimg the last twenty yeais
ending 1941’~42 ot whom about 13,000 have adopted weaving as a piotession
part time or whole time. The total numbei of looms introduced during
this period is approximately 10,000 Besides the weaving industiy, coii

spinning and w^eaving has also received due attention ot the department
and tor this purpose tour Demonsti ation Paities have been in opez ation

tor a pietty long time. The con industy has evidently piovided the

agriculturists with a subsidiary occupation in suiiplementing their incomes

(2) In addition to the above the depaitment since 1932 has been
maintaining 26 Peiipatetic Demonstration Parties toi giving ocuiai

demonstration ot and practical training in improved methods ot (1) metal
casting and polishing, (2) cutleiy, (3) pottery

; (4) umbielia making,

(5) soap making, (6) boot and shoe making and (7) tanning As all these

mdustzies requue technical training and skill and can obviously be taken
up only as a whole-time occupation pioviding livelihood to ceitaiii sec-

tions of the rmal people excelling in those arts, these can haidly be
consideied as providing subsidiaiy occupation to agncultuie though they
may be considered to play an important part in training about the
economic well being of the ruiai population

(3) Although it IS difficult to assess with any degree of accurac:y the
results of the above efforts fiom the point of view, intei aha, of supple-
mental income to cultivatois, it can safely be stated that they have given
a deiinito impetus to adoption of these industiies as an occupation bv the
rural people particularly the agriculturists in supplementing then income
to some extent.

(4)

As regaids measures that may be lecommended to achieve the
objective in view, it may be stated at the outset that the i eoi ganization
of the handloom industry envisaging inter alia the supply of yam, etc ,

to cottage workers and finally the marketing ot their finished piodmAs
appears to be the most promising ot all measuies that needs implemen-
tation immediately With this end in view, a comprehensive scheme is
now under caretul considei ation ot Government. The scheme has already
been considered by the Council of Ministers and is now being-scrutinized in
the light ot the directions given by them Next to handloom weaving, the
salt and the hand-made pajier industiies appear to have great piomise of
success m this province Apart from their geneial usefulness even in
noriuai times, the present abnormal situation presents an unioue onpor-
tumty tor developing these industries and these have already been taken

by the department. In regaid to salt, 11 warehouses are already in
existence in the three coastal districts of 24 Parganas, Midnapore and
Chittagong wheie cottage woikers are pezmiB^d to dispose of their non-
duty-paid salt at reasonable puces leaving a margin of profit to them It
IS in cont^piation to^ extend the waiehousing scheme to the remaining
coastal districts of this province in the very near future. As regards
hand-made paper thiee Demonstration Parties have been set up to
demonstrate the methods of hand-made paper manufacture to the cottage
work^s A. proposal for the establishment of additional 27 such Demon-
stration Parties is also now under consideration.
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3 Bihar,—(i) The following aie the nidn&tues (cottage) subsidiary to
agriculture in Bihar —
Textile Industries—

(1) Cotton weaving,
(2) Cotton spinning,

(3) Sericulture

(i) Mulberry
(ii) En rearing and spinning.
(in) Taaar rearing and reeling
(iv) Silk and Tasar -weaving

(4) Wool shearing, spinning and
weaving.

(5) Carpet and durne weaving
(6) Rope making
(7) Mat weaving
(8) Dyeing and printing.

(9) Tailoring, embroidery and nee-
dle work

Wood working Industries—
(1) Sawmg
(2) Furniture making or carpentry
(3) Bamboo work and basketry
(4) Paper making.

Chemical Industries—
(1) Manufacture of lac and lac

bangles

( 2) Extraction and refining of salt

petre and Khan
(3) Washmg soap making
(4) Manufacture of catechu (Kath)

Metal Industries —
(

1 ) Village smithy
(2) Cutlery on small scale

Pottery—
(1) Village pottery.

(2) Brick and tile manufacture.

Leather Industries—
(1) Tannir^
(2) Manufacture of foot wear and

leather goods

Miscellaneous—
(1) Oil pressing

(2) Butter and ghee making.

(3) Poultry farmmg (on small

(2) Government assistance —(a) Of the various mdustiies mentioned
above, hand weaving is the most important and therefore it leceived the
greatest attention of Government When the Department of Industiies
was started in 1920, there were in Bihar only two Cottage Weaving
Demonstration parties (excluding two such paities foi Oiissa) and a
weaving school at Biharsharif with the object of training handloom
weavers During the period fiom 1920 to 1942 much impiovem-ent was
made in the various industiies mentioned above with the result that at
the beginning of 1942 theie were undei the Depaitinent of Industries the
following organizations working for the benefit mostly of the luial jpopulation.

(i) Seven itinerant cotton w^eavicg demonstiation paities each
consisting of one weaving supervisor and seven weaving mistrtes for
demonstration and introducing labour-saving hand appliances and pio-
cesses of manutacfuie among the handloom weavers

^
(ii) One itinerant dyeing demonstration party consisting of a

supervisor and seven mistries for display and introduction of improved
methods of dyeing and the use of modem dyes

(lii One itinerant wool weaving demonstration party •consisting
of a supervisor and four mistiies for display and introduction of improved
appliances and processes in the manufacture of woollen goods

(111) One itinerant wool weaving demonstration party consisting
five eri-iearmg Inspectois for training the prospective agriculturists in
the rearing of eri-silk worms, distribution of disease fiee eri-seed eggs
and introduction of improved charJchas and takhes for spinning en-cocoons
into yarn

(v) One itinerant demonstration paity for teaching the “ cha-
mars in the improved method of tanning on cottage lines

« t.*
Itinerant demonstration party for teaching the

mochis ' m the improved processes of maniifactuie of footwear and
other leather goods

Ihese demonstration parties move in the interior, mix with therural population and train them in learning the various cottage indus-tries according to their taste Of late not only the professional classes

Wlowin. handicraft in^tu%nsho'mp^ training 'in’^Twiwa^handih'a^to young men of the poor, middle and professional classes The ednoationa)
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standaid toi tiainmg in {hese institutions lias been kept low, viz
, up to

upper and middle standard so as to suit the pooi agriculturists and
aifjsans who cannot aiioid to iiai-e Iiighei geiieiai education

—

Name of Institutions Courses taught.

(1)

Cottage Industries Institute,

Gulzarbagh (Patna)

(2) Government Silk Institute, Bha-
galpur.

(3) Government School of Handi-
crafts, Pusa.

(4) Wool Weaving Institute, Gaya.

(5) Half-time Weaving School, Bihar-
sharif.

(6) Printing and Book Binding
classes, Gulzarbagh.

(7) Women’s Industnal School, Jharia
and iCustore (dosed m December
1942).

(8) Two itinerant Industrial Schools
ior women and girls

Cotton weaving, dyeing and calico

printing, tailoring, glazed earthenware
and pottery manu&cture, cane furni-

ture and basket manufacture, knitting,

Carpet weaving, durrid weaving, newar
and tape weaving, lacquered toy mak-
ing, wooden toy making, card-board
toy makmg, hand-made paper making.

^lik worm rearing, spinning, weaving
and dyeing

Weaving, tailoring, carpentry, bell

metal, basketry, rope makmg, eri

rearing.

Manufacture of woollen goods

Weaving, general education up to

middle standard.

Composing, printing and book binding.

Cotton weaving and Cane basketry.

Hand spinnmg, needle work, embroi-

dery, basket making, and cutting and
tailormg.

(c) In addition, the Industrial Diploma classes of the Bihar Oollege

of Engineering, Patna, the Dehri Workshop Technical School, Dehii, the

Tirhut Technical Institute, Muzaffarpur, and the Ranchi Technical School

at Ranchi impart training in wool, metal and engineering trades including

electric engineering—^the lattei two institutions impart training in leather

work also. The Jndustiiai Chemistry section attached to the Science

College at Patna tram some young men in soap-making, etc ,
and has also

taken up demonstration in the improved method of hath manufacture.
Various handicrafts are also taught to the convicts at the Reformatory
School at Hazaribagh

{d) Some district boaids and piivate parties are also maintaining
a number of handicraft institutes which receive grant-m-aid fiom the
Department ot Industries

(e) The department also maintains two Seed Supply and Research
Stations, 1 e , one for eri at Ranchi and the other for tasar at Chaibassa
with three tasar sub-stations at Amarapara (Santal Parganas), Hura (Man-
bhum) and Giridih (Hazaribagh) These Seed Supply and Research Sta-
tions distribute disease fiee seed eggs to the prospective erj and tasar
silk trom rearers.

(/) As already mentioned above, of the various cottage industries
handloom weaving is the most important. According to the census of 3921,
there were 94,984 primitive handlooms and 391 flyshuttle looms working
in Bihar in that year. The Department of Industries has been trying to
replace the primitive handlooms with unproved fiyshuttle ones which is

estimated to increase the production capacity of the weavers by 50 to iOO
per cent. Much success was achieved in this direction In a handloom
census conducted by the Depaitment of Industries m 1942 it was found
that there were as manv as 38,915 improved flvshuttle looms (-34.359
working and 4,556 idle) besides 64,147 primitive looms (49,195 working
and 14,952 idle) in Bihar in the year 1942 The handloom weaveis using
flvshuttle looms earn increased wages on account of their higher orodnc-
tion capacity than the weavers using primitive handlooms

(Q) With a view to help the handloom weavers in marketing their
products, two hpdloom marketing organizations are being maintained,

(i) the Bihar Cottage Industries at Gulzarbagh, Patna, for the
marketing of cotton textiles, (iD the Government Wool Emporium, Gaya,mr -Je marketina: of the woollen goods These 'marketing organizations
purchase raw materials in bulk, supply the same to the handloom weavers
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working for them for weaving them into cloths a^^ainst ^t
for ^ale

terns and designs, and purchase their woven goods at fixed prices

through Central Warehouses at Gulzarbagh and Gaya and a ^ abioad
ot sales agents appointed in difieient paits of India and a ^ ® „

ThuSj these marketing oiganizations provide steady work and

large number ot weavers—pi otessional and non-protessional,
^

from the agiicultiirists classes Undei the scheme for the

marketing organization at Gulzaibagh, Patna, the Co-opeiative
^

P

ment has also organized and is running 9 Weaveis Co-opeiative J
with 219 weaver workers (m 1942) These Weavers Co-opeiative

are also getting steady voik fiom the Bihai Cottage Industries for tlieir

weaver members

(3) in addition to what has been done bj Government, the All-lndia

Spinners’ Association (Bihar Branch) has been assisting the ancient naucl-

spinning industiy and manutactuie ol: khaddar cloth This gives subsi-

diary work to a large number of khadi weavers and pooi women-iolk who
spend their leisure time in hand-spinning and theieby augment their

income to some extent

(4) It is difhcult to assess the result-^ of the efforts described above

from the point of view of supplemental income to cultivators or i eduction

of the number of those who are undeifed But there can be no doubt
that those who have availed of the opportunities offered by the depart-

ment have made a substantial addition to their ordinary income fiom
agriculture

It must be noted, how^ever, that the eftoits of the department have
touched only a small percentage of the population

(5)

The number of underfed small agi iculturists "will be reduced if

their earning capacity is increased The following measuies may be
considered among others*—

nj Extensive industrialization offering new scope of employment
and reducing the pressure on land

(2) Increasing the yield from land by impioved methods of agri-
culture, use ot better seeds, manures, extension of iriigation facilities

consolidation of holdings wheie possible, etc

(3) State providing fuither opportiiiiitles on the lines mentimed
above to cultivators to take up to subsidiary cottage industiies to be pro-
vided bj’ them, assistance and facilities for learning the technique, intro-
ducing improved appliances and processes and standaidization of the
products to make them marketable, and co-operative purchase of raw
materials and sale of finished products

An officer of the Government of Bihai has expressed the following
opinion “ Almost every occupation in the ruial economy of this province
IS combined with cultivation Thus a bania, carpenter, blacksmith, oil-
man, washeiman potter, cobbler, etc

,
all have some lands to cultivate

Daily farming, poultry-keeping, goat reaiing, soap-makmg, basket-
weaving, spinning and weaving aie some of the subsidiary industries
followed. The nature of the subsidiary mdustiy varies from locality to
locality Thus in ]\ranbhiim and Ranchi districts growing of seed lac is
followed by many cultivators, as i earing of cocoons is done to some extent
m the district of Santal Paiganas Unfortunately, however, many of these
industries are still followed on a caste basis, and many have scruples against
taking up any and eveiy trade Fruit growing and orchard keeping are
followed to some extent, but their possibilities are limited bv the ill-deve-
loped transport facilities Government have done little to develop subsi-
diary industries except spinning and weaving, which have also received
some

^

stimulus from the Indian National Congress Manufacture of
utensils (of iron, brass and hell-metal) and glass bangles and pisciculture
are some of the subsidiary industries that can be suggested l^ovision
of cheap electricity and easier and quicker transport may do something
to encourage small industries m the villages, hut the competition from
large-scale organized industries is always a factor to be reckoned with
The subsidiary industries must be such as will not require much skill and
capital and will find their market mainly in the village itself, if not
consumed by the workers themselves I am, however, not very hopeful
about subsidiary inaustries being able to do much either in the wav of
increasing the standard of life of the cultivator to any appreciable
extent or enabling him to lean on it when his crops fail
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4 Bombay —The most inipoitant industries subsidiaiy to agiicultiirt
are spinning, weaving, cattle-bieediiig, poiiltiy-farming and dairying
The cottage industries are livool spinning and ^veaving, knitting, calico
printing and dyeing, lope-making, carpentry, wood-tin ning, blacksmithy,
pottery, soap-making, cane vork, basket-making, papei -making, gold and
Sliver thread manufacture, brass and copper vessel manufacture, oil

industiy, tanning, sboe-making, lacquer woik, coir manufacture, bangle-
making, silk-voim real mg, bee-keeping, fiuit-canning, sandalwood and
ivory caiving, goldsmithv, snutf and h'ldi making and giir making

The Department of Industries vas leoiganized m 1928 and since then
its activities have generally expanded The department cariies out
surveys of diheient industries with a view to their development and
meeting the difhculties expeiienced by them It also carried out lesearch
both in respect of improvement of technique and utilization of raw mate-
rials Piopaganda and education** are necessary foi the adoption of
impioved methods and appliances and these are earned out with the help
ot demonstrations, exhibitions, weaving and other schools, institutes and
classes conducted by the depaitment and peripatetic demonstration parties
K list of demonstration parties sanctioned in recent vears will be found
at the end of the replv Stipends and scholarships are also provided for
industrial and technical education It is also essential to help the cottage
worker in disposing of his output and for this purpose departmental sales
depots have been established at Bombay, Surat, Nasik and Belgaum

Commercial and industiial intelligence is supplied to the producers
and they are kept in touch with the constant changes in demand They
aie also helped in obtaining transport facilities for their produce With
regard to the handloom industry, which is the most important industry
in this Province, Industrial Co-operative Associations have been established
with the following obiects —

(a) Supplying to weaveis improved appliances on the hire-purchase
system

;

(b) supplying them with law mateiials at cheap rates,

(c) advising the weavers with legard to production of improved and
ea-silv marketable designs and patterns;

{d) undertaking iireparatory and finishing processes of dyeing and
printing works in connexion with the handloom industry, and

(e) accepting on consignment account, against partial payment, of
handloom products from weavers and also purchasing pure hand-
loom products and selling the same

Orders have also been issued to Government departments to purchase
products of cottage industries as far as possible

In the field of finance, subsidies and loans are given to tiained artisans
and educated unemployed to start new industries Loans are also given
to small industries for purchase of machinery, raw materials, etc A copy
of orders regarding the loan and subsidy scheme is^ appended Grants are
given to the All-India Village Industries Association for schemes of cot-

tage industries and to the Sisal Fibre Institute, Ahmednagar, for training
students in the manufacture of articles from sisal and aloe fibre

The war has given impetus to manv existing and new industries The
department obtains orders from the Supply Department and gets them
executed through the small-scale industries

It is not possible to state, without elaborate enquiries, the result
obtained by the help and advice given by the Department of Industries,
but the rural artisans have benefited from the advice

A list of demonstration parties sanctioned in recent years:—
(1) Demonstration party for the development of cane and bamboo work

(3) Peripatetic demonstration party for imparting training in methods
of extracting fibre from hard and soft hemp and the manufacture of
articles like thread, twine, etc

(S) Dyeing demonstration party

(4) Peripatetic demonstration party for imparting training in coir
brush-making and rope-making
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(5) Peripatetic school toi iiaining in the maixutactuie of boot-laces,

strings, bandings, mwais, etc

(6) Peiipatetic deinonsti ation paity toi tiaining village lohais and

siitais ill turning out better class ai tides

(7) Lemonsti ation paity foi development of lacquei woik industiy

(8) Additional demonstration parties foi tiaining in

—

(i) cotton -weaving,

(ii) wool weaving,

(ill) tanning,

(iv) cane and bamboo woik,

(v) caipenti\ and wood tuimng,

(vi) leathei -working,

(vii) smithy, and

(viii) hbie manutaqifcuie.

5 Central Provinces and Berai —(1) The following may be consideied

as industries subsidiaiy to agiiculture in this Piovince —
(1) Paddy husking, (2) BTour-grindmg, (3) (xur making, (4) Bee-

keeping and honey pioduction, (5) Cotton ginning, caiding, spinning and
weaving, (6) Sheep-bi ceding, (7) Seiiculture, (8) Mat weaving, (9) Tlope-

makmg, (10) Dairy farming, (11) Pouitiy realmg, (12) Lac industiy, (13)

Bidi making, (14) Basket making, (15) Dal milling, (16) Wood cutting and
charcoal burning

Actually very little has been done in the past to develop such indiis-

tiies eithei oihcial or non-ofcciai agencies Ot the industiies iiienlioned

above, hand-spinning has received the greatest attention in the piovince
both from Government and other agencies, because for various leasons this

industry is an ideal part-time cottage industry foi the agiicuiturist. Fiom
1938 to 1942 Government gave a grant-m-aid to the All-India Spinners’
Association foi woiking a scheme for the development of this industry
The Association has been doing research m the methods of spinning with
a view to adding to the efficiency of the spinners It is claimed that on
the latest model of Charkha evolved by the Association an individual
woiker can earn about Be 0-8-0 a day A scheme for the development
of the sericulture industry (mulberry silk) financed equally by the Central
and Piovincial Governments is also being worked in the province since
1938 Among the non-official agencies working toi the development of

these industries, the most active is the Ail-India Village Industries
Association which is running a school at Wardha for training men in
village industries like oil-pressing, making of hand-made paper, bee-keeping,
paddy husking and fiour-grinding The Provincial Government has been
giving a giant-in-aid of Rs 1,800 pei year to this Association.

(2) It has, however, not been possible so far to assess the lesults of
these efforts in providing a supplementary income to small cultivators or
ill reducing the number of underfed villageis It is suggested that a
suitable measure to achieve these objects would be the creation in the
Department of Industries of a cottage industries section under an officei

of the rank of Deputy Director whose function it will he to explore the
possibilities of finding part-time cottage industries suitable for both men
tand women in rural aiea. Another suggestion is the establishment of a
District Industrial Association and a Cottage Industries Emporium in
each district of the province for supplying ra-w materials to cot-fcage workers
and disposing of their finished products, together with a Central Cottage
Industries Institute at Nagpur in charge of an engineer The Provincial
<3bvernment has not yet planned a definite line of action in this matter
The lines on which these industries can best he encouraged in the province
are being examined by a recently constituted Provincial Industries Com-
mittee.

6 Madias,—The industries subsidiaiy or supplementary to agriculture
in the province are hand spinning, hand weaving, carpet and cumbly
weaving, hand-made paper, oil pressing, soap manufacture, sheep breeding,
poultry farming, bee-keeping, coir and rope-making, mat and basket
weaving, cutlery, cattle breeding and dairying, liand-pounding of rice, slate
manufacture, malt-making, glass bangle industry, cotton pressing and
groxmdnut decorticating, and ericulture, etc.
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The iinpoitance ot industiies vthich aie suitable as subsidiaiy occupa-
tions tor tiie agrioultmists who aie compeiied to be out ot employment im
some montlis ot the ;>eai was emphasized, by the Tioyal Commission on
Agiicultuie and the Central Banking Enquiiy Committee ihe aiadum
Government was one ot the eailiest or Eiovinciai Groveinments to devote
attention to the development ot iiiiai mdustiies They oidered an eiabo-
late survey ot the cottage industiies in the province a bpecial Deputy
Collectoi ivas axipomted to conduct the suivey and his leport w^as published
m 1929 Since then, eftoits have been made to develop the cottage
industiies in the light ot the suggestions made in the lepoit. The State
Aid to Industries Act (1923) was amended in 1936, hbeiaiising its provi-
sions so as to lendei jfinanciai assistance to cottage industries also. In
the same year, Government also set up District Economic Councils, one
ot their tunetions being the exaininatiion ot the question ot suitable cottage
industiies that should be introduced as subsidiary to agriculture. These
Councils weie, houevei, dissolved in 1937, as they nad no statutoiy sanction
behind them Since then, the Collectors ot districts have been empowered
to call peiiodicai coiBeiences ot Distiict Officeis e*nd members ot the Pio-
vincxal Legislacuie from the district Collectoi s have been lequested by
Government to conduct suiveys ot impoitant cottage industries in the
distiicts and submit pioposais foi developing the industiies after placing
them beioie conteiences. All Collectors have submitted lepoits
to Government and in many cases they have suggested the organization
ot co-operative societies to revive the industries, it has been lecognized
that a promising line of developing cottage industries is through co-
opeiative societies The Madras Committee on Co-opeiation (1939-40)
which examined the question was also of the same opinion and has obsei\eci

as follows. “We aie satisfied, theietoie, that cottage industiies have a
future and that the co-operative piinciple has a laige part to play in their
development.”

Ihe question of organizing cottage industiies co-opeiative societies in
the province is receiving the serious attention of the ilegistrai of Co-
operative Societies, Madias Theie is a well-developed co-operative
organization tor the handloom industry, but though this is of considerable
size it coveis the activities of only a small piopoition of ):he large number
of handloom weavers m the piovince A few societies have been organized
for the promotion ot some ot the other cottage industiies On 30th June
1944, there were 141 cottage industries co-operafcive societies exclusive of

weavers’ societies, milk-supply and ghee production societies. The Madras
Provincial Co-operative Bank has voted a sum of Bs. 6,000 in 1943-44 and
another sum of Bs 6,000 in 1944-45, for the development of cottage
industiies. Out of this sum, instructors have been appointed for hand-
made paper, for coir, for leather goods, for pottery, and societies for these
industries are being built up. Out of the same grant, lady instructors

for embroidery and tailoring have been appointed Six cottage industries

societies for women have been oiganized and they aie being built up The
Government have sanctioned the apiimntmeiit ot a woman special officer

for the organization ot and development of women’s cottage industries

co-operative societies.

The progress achieved in other diiections has not been on a par with
even the limited progress made in the handloom weaving industry. The
Madras Committee on Co-operation (1939-40) has recommended the estab-

lishment of a separate Provincial Industrial Co-operative Society similar

in constitution and functions to the Madras Handloom Weavers’ Provincial
Co-operative Society and this institution should organize and administer
primary production societies to be established for cottage industries. The
gi’eatest need for the development of cottage^ industries is trained instruc-

tors who wiU sit with the workers and train them A central institute

of cottage industries where cottage industries will be taught on business

lines with a system of apprentices who may become workmen in the insti-

tute itself IS necessary. The services of these men will be available to

the co-operative institutions which can pick and choose
,
out of them for

their own improvement Co-operative societies for cottage industries

require very frequent inspection and guidance hy co-operative ofilcers.

They cannot aftord this as their hands are too full with various activities

resulting from the conditions created by the war and with statutory duties

which have increased in recent years There are considerable possibilities

for the development of cottage industries on co-operative basis, if more
Special Deputy Begistrars are appointed solely for the purpose.
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An exhaustive note on the ‘^Economic le&ources and cottage industries
ot the Ceded Distiicts and their possibilities of development ” was prepared
for the Famine Code Revision Committee (1938) by the then Director ot
Industries and Commerce, Madras

The Ceded Districts Economic Development Boaid has been giving
special attention to the development of cottage industries in these districts
and the progress is as stated below —

*

(a) Handspmmng —Though handspinnmg might appear to be a
promising subsidiary occupation foi the agriculturists^ especially in the
Ceded Districts, where cotton is one of the two mam commercial crops
and covers a very large aiea, its development is beset with difficulties (At
piesent it does not exist in Bellary and Anantapur and even in the other
two districts it is lestricted ) The njain difficulties which stand in the
way of its development are said to be (i) it does not appear to be an
economic pioposition and consequently people do not take to it readily;
(ii) handspun cloth has only a restricted market

Two schemes which were drawn by the All-India ^Spinners’ Association
for the Adoni and Kurnool taluks were sanctioned some years ago Govern-
ment have recently sanctioned a grant of Rs 4,626 and a loan of Rs 4,000
lecoverable at the end of three years to the Rayalaseema Moola Khadi
Prathisthapanam, Tadpatri, for the development of the handspmning
industry m Yemmiganur and Gudur of Bellary and Xtirnool districts,

respectively, by training 200 spinners at the two centres

(b) JSandloom weaving —Handloom weaving is of considerable
importance in all the districts and is generally followed as a wholetime
occupation by a particular class of people The Co-operative department
IS encouraging its development by forming co-operative societies for the
weaveis wherever conditions are favourable There are 26 weavers^ co-

operative societies in these four districts at present

(c) Cnmhly industry—The tending of sheep and the weaving of

tumblies form the main occupation of the Kurubas m the districts of
Bellary, Anantapur and Kurnool who also engage in agricultural pursuits
in the agricultural seasons In this case also, attempts are being made
to develop the industry by the formation of co-operative societies and
there are at present four such co-operative societies in three districts

Experiments are in progress for improving the breed of the sheep by
introducing Bikaner rams and by evolving a cross-breed by crossing the
Bellary ewes with Bikaner rams The possibilities of starting a sheep-

breeding society in a suitable place and of a sheep-breeding station in the
Bellary district are being examined For introducing improved methods
of weaving, etc

,
a weaving demonstration centre is being started in Bellary

district to train the Ktirubas in weaving on fiv-shiittle looms

(d) Ericulture —This is not done at present in these districts But
considering that more than half the total acreage under castor in the whole
province is accounted for hy these districts there seems to be some scope

for the development of the industry as^ a subsidiary occupation for the
agriculturists The conditions in these districts are also said to he favour-

able for the propagation of eri worms However the spinning of eri silk

is a slow and tedious process needing patience and as the handspun silk

yarn is irregular, the demand for it is very restricted The only alter-

native is therefore to find a ready and remunerative market for the cocoons

themselves The possibility or eri silk being used by the waste silk spinning

plants is being examined.

(e) ISandmade paper manufacture .—^Large quantities of raw materials

such as botha grass, “Jammu grass, aloe fibre, marul fibre and paddy straw

which are found to he suitable for the manufacture of paper, are available

in parts of these districts Handmade paper is even now being made in

a few places in Anantapur district The further development of the

industry may provide part-time occupation for the agriculturists,
^
Hand-

made pvaper may not be able to compete, in peace time, with mill-made

paper either in quality or in price, but ordinary paper as^ also wrapper

paper, can be made for local consumption A demonstration party has

been working for the last two years in the Cuddapah and Anantapur

districts A demonstration handmade paper factory has also been organized

in Kurnool district, whilst the organization of another such factory in

Cuddapah is in progress.
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(/) Malt-mahing

.

—Experiments conducted by the Agricultural depart-

ment revealed that good malt could be made from cholam on an industrial

scale As theie is a iaige acreage undei cholam in the Ceded aistiicts,

the industry seems to be a promising subsidiary occupation for the agn-
culturisie It was proposed to encourage its development by means of

demonsti ating to the ryots the method of prepaiation of malt, but these

demonsti ations could not now be arranged as there was no surplus cholam
in these districts The question will be taken up as soon as the conditions
improve in these districts

General —^It would be unwise, however, to restrict the scope of the
term industries subsidiary to agiiculture ” to .cottage industries or to

vhose industries which give subsidiaiy employment to the agriculturist

It is considered that it is desirable to divide the province into economic
units ”, the smallest of which might be in type squares with sides 15 miles
long and to plan the agncological and industrial development of each
unit.

In a unit where 'the agriculture was mainly groundnut and cotton, the
industries for development would be oilseed crushing, cotton ginning, hand-
loom or power spinning and weaving

In a unit which had special possibilities for dairying, a central dairy
with a co-operative milk society should be established.

Foi a number of oilseed units, a vegetable ghee hydrogenation plant
might be established and for a number of dairying units a dried milk
factory. It is desirable that there should be balance of agriculture and
industry not only for the country as a whole but for each area in it

7, North-West Frontier Province —The Government have stated as

follows Small study so far has been undertaken of village industries

in this province and accurate and exact information is not available. The
ordinary village industries subsidiary to agriculture are the following*—

Weaving, making ropes and mats from mazn (dwarf palm),^ \arious

kinds of basket-making from palm leaves, manufacture of saaji (soda)

from the khar shrub (haloxylon recurvum) in the southern districts, the

making of painted ornamental boxes, etc
,
from tamarik wood in various

parts of I> I. Khan district, vegetable oil industry, construction of wells,

making and repairing of agricultural implements
^
by village blacksmiths

(lohars), manufacture of wool blankets and cloth in the Kangra Valley,

Hazara district, and Swat State, and on a small scale sericulture and bee-

keeping in Hazara district The local Government has already taken
steps to investigate the possibilities of a starch industry using potatoes

and wheat as a base, a paper industry from tap and kahi and other grasses,

a lac industry based on ber trees in Peshawar and Hazara districts, making
of bone-meal and lime-blood manures and button making from bones.

The principal industry, however, which has come into being during
the war is the dehydration of fruit This industry is centered in Peshawar
district, where most of the dehydrating factories are situated. There are

at present ^ dehydrating centres in Peshawar district, 6 in Mardan, 5 in

Hazara, 1 in Bannu and 1 at Miranshah in the North Waziristan agency
The. last two factories are probably to be discontinued, as the fruit is us^
for the canning factory near Tarnab in Peshawar Tahsil, the construction
of which was completed in September 1944, The development of the dry
fruit and fruit-canning industries m this province is prohablv the most
promising measure for providing a supplementary income and a livelihood

for those employed in agriculture. Many thousands of persons are already
directly or indirectly engaged in these two industries and much of this

labour is at present drawn from tribal territory and outside the province
After the war, this outside labour should be- replaceable from •vitbiii the
settled districts of 'the province. The development of the sugar industry
also by the construction of other sugar factories similar to that at Takht-
bhai should go a long way towards enriching the agriculturists of the
northern districts of the province.”

8. The development of small-scale industries in the rural areas,
subsidiary to agriculture, has not proceeded nn organized lines However,
vuth the natural resources and the traditional skill which the Oiiyas have
imbibed from ancient times, small-scale industries hke handttoom weaving,
pottery, basket-making from cane and bamboos, rope-making, matmaking,
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!>alt manufacture and bell-metal iiidustiies bave been su&tained and

developed in different centres of the province partly thiough the efforts of

the Piovincial Government and partly through piivate enterprise.

Industries directly connected with agriculture such as smithy, carpentry,

processing of agricultuial products such as dehusking of paddy, crushing

of oilseeds, etc
,
and cattle breeding and dairying have also been pursued

more or less in the villages as supplementary vocations to agriculture

In the districts oi Ganjam and 8anibalpui, the handloom ludustiv is

fairly well established specially among cultivators of the Scheduled Clashes

Poultry keeping is similarly popular among these people Dehusking of

paddy specially by the women-folk of the pooiei agi iciilturist families

provides a very good supplement to the income fiom the land In Balasoie
district, bell-metal manufacture, sto’neware manufacture and basket-making
industries are noteworthy In the Banki area of the Cuttack district,

manufacture of solid and refined gur by the cultivators themselves has
been very popular d^^ring the last five years. Cattle breeding and goat
and sheep rearing is commonly practised by the agriculturists in every
part of the province not only to meet their own requirements but also

for sale in the market Ericulture has not developed to any appreciable

extent Manufacture of salt in the coastal aieas of Pun and Balasore
districts IS a. spare-time occupation (it geneially extends from January
to May) providing a good income to the agriculturists

The Industries department of Government have a well-organized textile

section which not only carries on demonstration and propaganda in

improved methods of weaving, dyeing and designing but also supplies yarn
to the weavers in the rural areas and undertakes the sale of the finished

products through the Textile Marketing Organization Under the State-
Aid to Industries Act, the Government give financial giants to some insti-

tutions which undertake the training of candidates in small industries,

The All-India Village Industries Institute and the All-India Spinners^
Association have also done a good deal to popularise handspinmng and
weaving in the rural areas These measures have, however, touched only
the fringe of the problem Although in many parts of the province these
industries provide some supplemental income to small cultivators, there
still remains much to be done A planned industrial development scheme
covering the whole field can only he drawn up after a thorough survey of
the existing industries is made Although such a scheme would involve
large scale expenditure, anv money expended will be amply repaid Provi-
sion of cheap power will help immensely in developing these small industries
which the cultivators can take up during their spare time

Since most of these industries are in existence only on a small scale,
they are not calculated to reduce the number of underfed persons appreci-
ably but wide scale development of these industries on organized lines
would help to reduce the number to some extent.

9. Fwnjah —The industries subsidiary to agriculture in this province
are as follows —(1) Dairy farming (2) Cattle and sheep-breeding. (3)
Poultry farming (4) Fruit and vegetable preservation. (5) Bee-keeping
(6) Wool spinning (7) Lac culture (8) Sericulture.

(1) Dairy farming is the common subsidiary industry which is followed
by almost every farmer. Some farmers may keep only one or two animals
to meet their domestic needs of milk and its products, and for sale of
ghee, while in the cattle-bieeding tracts the number of milch animals may
go up to a dozen or more Unfortunately there are far too many inferior
animals and milk yields are low Finding that no special attention was
paid or no special effort was being made by the farmers to evolve and
preserve good breeds of milch animals, Government made a grant -of a
little over 3,000 acres for buffalo breeding and 2 grants of 4 226 and 3,800
acres for Sahiwal breed of cows. In addition to the above, small grants
of about 50 acres each have been made to peasant cultivators for main-
taining and breeding Sahiwal cows. Another grant of nearly 485 acres
was made by Government for a dairy farm

A small dairy herd is maintained at the Lyallpur Agricultural College
for purposes of teaching and research. It was started in 1914 with cows
purchased from the villages and the average over-all yield of milk was
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then 5 6 pounds By s\stematic teeding and breeding the a^elage o\ei-

all yield is now between 17 and 18 pounds and at one time it reached 19

pounds A few buffaloes weie also added in this held some years later

and heie too, theie has been an ineiease in the yield of milk

A course of one yeai’s training is held every yeai at the Lyallpur

College for people who want to study daiiying. A two months’ training

IS being given to the men sent by the Army in batches

(2) Cattle breeding —Barani ^ ai eas in the north and south-east

Punjab and a small portion in the south-west aie eminently suited for the

breeding of draught cattle on, more or less, an economic basis, as large

areas are available for grazing, and rearing of cattle is not costly For
the improvement of draught cattle there is a big cattle bleeding farm
comprising an area of about 65 square *miles at Hissar Due to systematic

continuous work, cattle breeding has achieved remarkable results.
^
Every

yeai a large number of bulk is issued at concession rates which in fact

is about 25 per cent of the cost of rearing a bull Besides this, Govern-
ment has granted a total area of 1,011 acres for the maintenance of a

herd of 3 Hi-s.ir bulls and 125 Hissar cows for the purposes of breeding

the well-known Hiesar breed of draught bulls Numerous other small

measures such as giant of stipends, prizes at shows and fairs, registration

of cows, purchase of young stock from the zamindars for rearing at the

Government farms, castration of sci'ub bulls, etc , have been taken by
Government for encouraging the breed of good type of draught bulls.

Sheep’^hreeding —One hundred and fifty sheep breeding units, each

consisting of 50 ewes and one ram of the improved types, have been distri-

buted to bona fide breedeis of the Province on a system by which a piopoi-

tion of the young becomes the property of the breeders A flock of improved
variety of sheep is also being maintained at the Government Oattle Farm,
Hissar, for purposes of breeding and research work Improved types of

ewes and rams are issued from this flock to bona fide breedeis at concession

rates.

(3) Fotdtry-^farming —Ponltry-farming has not so far been taken up
by the people on a commercial scale In the south-east as well as in the

Kangra- and Hoshiarpui districts, there is a leligious prejudice against

poultry keeping and elsewhere also it is apt to be left to menials and small

tenants who keep fowls in a haphazard manner and pay little or no
attention to feeding and protecting them Bound about the towns, specially

near the cantonment areas, a good number of the rural people supplement
their income by keeping fowls and the practice is slowly spieading The
war has stimulated trade in the sale of eggs and fowls Government has

established six experimental farms at Guidaspui, Julhmdur, L>uPpnr,
Montgomery, Multan and Rawalpindi

^
Quite recently, a big poultry scheme

in conjunction with the Arniv authorities has been started at Gurdaspur
where an electiically worked incubator with two brooders has been put up
since 26th Octohei 1914. On the teimination of the war, the plant will

be taken over by the Funjab Government on agreed terms

^(4) Woohspinning .—^TMs is practised by the womenfolk of several
districts in the Province, but in the Kangra and Simla districts and in
the Thai it is practised by men also Biiring this war, the demand for
Army blankets has been enormous and several factories for making blankets
have come to be established at Amritsar Panipat, Tarn Taran, Khemkaran,
Jhang and Dera Baba Nanak where spinning of wool was generally done
by the womenfolk and weaving was done in the factories/ It remains to be
seen whether the practice can survive the war

(5) Fruit and vegetable preservation—With a view to encourage fruit
industry in the Province a Fruit Section wae established at Lyallpur in
1925 which is responsible for education, research, demonstration and propa-
ganda, A good deal of research work in fruit culture is in progress not
only at Lyallpur hut also in other places such as Attari in the Amritsar
district and Palampur in the Kangra district Nurseries at different centres
scattered all over the Province have been started for improved varieties of
different fruit plants which do well on the Punjab soils A progeny garden
of 25 acres has been started near Lyallpur mainly for the supply of hudwood
from fruit trees of outstanding merit Fruit Growers’ Associations have

^ Unimgated.
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been in existence since 1935. Increased watei-supplies liom the canals

have been pei nutted toi truit gaidens These and several other steps

have lesiuted in a laige inciease in tne area under garuens.

The Agiicultuial Depaitment has installed at Lj^allpuz cquipnient to

enable it to pieserve truit on a semi-comnieicial basis with the object ot

ascei taming the economics ot fiuit presei vation, as well as ol testing the
local market toi pioducts locally prepared Seveiai gaiden owners have
put up tneir own plants tor pieparation ot juices, squashes, jams, etc This

industry is promising and has already received a hllip during the war.

(6) Sencultm

e

,—Befoie 1939“40 silk seed used to be imported from
France and Italy tor distiibution amongst the reaieis The pioduction ot

disease-free seed on scientific lines was undertaken at Palampur towards
the close ol the year 1939-40. A beginning was made with 17 ounces of

silk worm eggs of thirteen different laces which were reared at Sujanpur
and Madhopur partly by the department and partly by the selected reaiers

who were supplied rearing appliances and silk seed free of cost The
experiments gave satiSfactoiy results and the pioduction of seed at the

Palampur grainage and rearing by private and departmental rearers has

continued on »a larger scale every year to meet the increasing demand
Silk rearing which used to be confined to a few hTindred reaiers in the four

districts ot Gurdaspur Hoshiarpui, Kangra and Rawalpindi has now
become popular in 16 districts of the Province To meet the growing
demand for silk seed, a second grainage was established at Dalhousie in

1942-43 The sub-joined table shows the quantity of seed produced, number
of rearers and the number of villages where i earing has been carried on
during the last three years —

Quantity of seed Number of Number of
Year. produced rearers Till ges

1941-42 1,564 ounces. 1,042 365

1942-43 . 1,959 „ 1,297 354

1943-44 .

.

2,313 „ 1,941 469

Proposals to open a third grainage in the Province are under the

consideration of Government at the moment

Iteeling ,—^The Government Demonstration Filature and Silk Thrown
mg Factory, Amritsar, was set up in 1938-39 with a view to intioduce up-

to-date methods of reeling, twisting and rmrping of silk Besides

arranging demonstrations in these processes the factory works as a com-
mercial undertaking A number ol persons have been trained in the ait

of reeling. The factory has shown very good commercial results during
the last three years as is boine out by the following figuies —

Year

1941-

42

1942-

43

1943-

44

Quantity of silk

produced by the
factory.

Md Sr Ch.

12 29 5

14 23 10

12 5 10

Ket profit

ES. A. P,

9,682 14 6

16,550 2 3

25,032 2 8

The Government Reeling Party has been giving demonstrations in the

villages of the Province as a result of which 150 domestic reeling plants

have been fitted up m rural areas, and a large number of rearers who
previously used to sell their crop of cocoons, now reel it themselves and
find it remunerative.

Mulberry plauiations ,
—^Mulberry is the backbone of sericulture and

Government has made special efforts to set up nurseries tor providing

mulberry plants to cultivators in sxlk-rearmg areas
^

Arrangements aie

also made for the supply of leaves to silk rearers from the mulberry trees

growing on the roadsides under the charge of Public Works Department
and local bodies A model farm covering an area of 9 acres has been
acquired at Amritsar from the lri*igation Department where 60,000

cuttings of suitable varieties have been planted It is expected that

nearly 100,000 plants will be ready for transplantation from the nurseries

of the department during the next reaimg season. This industry has a

great future and the cultivators stand to gam by taking to it.
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(7) Lac culture —1,3.0 cultuie has not made aii^ appieciable progiess

in tins povince on account ot tlie piex)aiatioii ol synthetic lac in foieigu

countries and also on account oi the xiuect oneni^ that destiojs the iac

insect Some leseaicli iioik is being done to contiol this insect and if

successful, cultiiatois may be able to take to iac cultiue again

Besides the above subsidiai^ industiies, basket-making, lope making,

mat-making aie other cottage industiies nhich help to supplement the

income of the agiicultiual iabouiei oidinaiily dependent on agiicuituie

10 Sind —The uidnstues stiictlv siibsidiaiv to agiiciilturc m this

Province aie cotton-ginning, nce-husking, wheat-milling, cotton seed oil

esti action, gur-makmg, ghee-making, agiicuituiai implement making, etc

Such industries have been left generally to themselves and the only

eiicoui agement has been the ordinary demand for their products, (jrovoin-

ment has done nothing worth drawing attention to, by way of example,
m the way of developing these industries, or cottage industries less duectiy
subsidiary to agiicuituie in the 20 years piior to 1941-42

ft »

In the cultivated aieas of Smd no one at piesent need be out ot a
job as agiicuituie itseit in most a.ea^ cieafcejs a laigei acmand than the

supply can satisfy For the desert aieas and one-crop areas the best

outlet for spaie eneigj" would appear to be agricultural implement making,
ghee-heat] ng, wool production and poultry

As fai as these matteis can be toi warded by the Agi icultural Bepait-
ment there is hoioe ot some success but Government could mention, in

case the point m of general application, that the lack of an Industiies
Department of adequate calibie is a heavy handicap

11. United Fovinces —The following aie the industries siibsidiai\ to

agncultuie in the United Piovinces They aie teimed as cottage
industries

:

(i) Textiles —(a) Weaving of

cotton, silk and woollen tabiics,

(6) Duries weaving, (c) Caipet
weaving, {d) Hosiery, (e) Dyemg
and printing.

(ii) Leather, including flaying
and curing ot hides

(ill) Oil pressing.
(iv) (^hee making
(v) Glass

(vi) Basket making
(vii) Hand made paper.
(viii) Gur industry
(ix) Poultiy and eggs
(x) Bee-keeping
(xi) Horticulture
(xii) Fruit preservation and

canning.
(xiii) Rope and ban making

Full industiial surveys of the industiies m the Provinces took place in

1922-24.

It was observed that the cottage industiies were rapidly declining
Fftorts w^ere made to impiove the technique of the aitisans by providing
them with permanent schools which aimed at training cottage woikers
m improved methods and helping them in the improvement ot their
technique, demonstration parties were sent out to explain to artisans at
their homes, new devices and methods of using improved appliances.
jJ^o fee was charged OQ-operative experiments^fox whelping cottage workers
wre made* The societies were foiried to“ arrange for the supply ot raw
maienals'^'to members on ciedit or cash payments, and tor selling the
manufactured goods eithei on commission or after purchasing these f’om
the members. The position was revived later on and it was felt that the
attempts made so far had not been sufficient to achieve the desired objects
and that the cottage

^
workers stood in need of help and guidance as

regards both production and marketing Subsequently schemes tor
development of certain industries, viz

,
wool, handloom, leather, raw hides,

gur and several industries concerning the rural areas were launched.
These schemes were designed to assist the workeis from the beginning to
the finish The department secured raw material The manufacture was
carried on under its supervision The finished goods were also marketed
by the department The workers were subsidized The progress of some
of these schemes letarded recently duiing the war Steps have been taken
and proposals are afoot to expand and concentrate their working Exact
figures to assess the results of such efforts from the point of view of
proyision of supplemental income to small cultivators and reduction

£
number of sections of the population too poor to secure sufficiency

of xoodgrains, are not available The tact, however, remains that most of
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the labour fiom the agiicultuiist class have ^ot employment m connexion

With the war suppi:> schemes At pieseiit about 20,000 woikeis aie engaged

Oil lock and blanket supplies ior var puiposes In connexion with the

wool scheme opeiatmg in the hills, d,000 workeis are engaged The lecom-

mendations m the case aie that the scheme ioi de\elopment of industiies

des gned to assist the woikers be expanded in such a way as to enable

each woikei to deuve beneht tiom them Pioposals on these lines aio

being made in connexion vith the Post-war Heconstruction Scheme Pio-

posafe for the expansion of Rural Industries Scheme are already under

consideiation ot crov eminent ana embiace coiiceiiti ated woik in l2 aistiicts

in 1945-46 on these lines

Bi—Abstnict of leylies to Question (2)

1 Assam —The Piovincial Government have stated as follows The
pel sons noimall^ unable to secuie work in ASisam have been so small that

the quetstion (of the extension oi the pimciple undei lying tamine leiiei

measures even in noiinal ^imes) has not been considei ed, by this Government
Kven the temporary measuies necessary bo meet famine in other provinces

have not been lequiied in Assam In the absence of expeiience of working
the tamine system and as they have insufficient time to considei the

practical aspects of the question, tins Government would piopose not to

express a definite opinion ”

A Deputy Commissioiiei says “ This involves very wide iinnciples

of social secuiity Opinion is generally unanimous that theie should be

pensions for the aged and foi ciippleb But it is not considered that

rural conditions are ripe for employment insurance for agricultural

woikers, especially as the problem is iior so miicii one oi uneinpio’^ ment
as partial employment At sowing and harvest seasons there is work for

all willing to do it and it is tne lemainder ot the yeai when many willing

to w’oik nave to sit idle

A subdivisional officer says “It is desiiable that Government should
undertake even in normal times the obligation to piovide food or purchas-
ing power to all persons who aie unable to secuie food and who it, able-

bodied, are willing to woik Buch scheme ot relief may be organized

through various depaitments of the Goveiiiment ’’

Another ofhcer does not “ agree that the principle undei lying famine
relief should be extended to normal times It should he the obligation of

Government to piovide work tor the people to earn at least a rupee per
day/^

Yet another Deputy Commissioner is of the opinion that “ the right

to live and w^ork is an elemental y right of the citizen in a civilized State
which should be lecognized by Government and measuies taken Public
works like road making, irrigation projects, reclamation ot maishes and
jungles, dealing of tanks and waterways, and organized cottage industiies

under Government contiol are a tew suitable types ot wmiks A separate

agency should be set up like the Civil Pioneers or ‘ Labour Front ^ minus
tne uniform, parades, and mihiarism, wdiich will organize and supply
to Public Works Department and othei departments The piobabie cost

should not exceed eight annas per head with a normal price level ’’

A Sub-Deputy Collector holds that “ there should be a separate depart-
ment for enforcing a Famine Insuiance Scheme Every year, some works
should he found, say, from Public Utility works like new roads and canals

and repaiiing them, or even levelling, for avoiding uneven distribution

of ram water in agricultural lands* The average cost of such relief will

be As. 8 per head per day/’

2. Bihar —The views of the Provincial Government are as follows

:

“ The suggestion that even in normal times Government should under-
take the obligation to piovide food or purchasing power to all persons
who are unable to secure food and who, ^f able-bodied, are willing to
workj is one to which no exception can or oughn to be taken, except on
the score of finance and the danger of producing a class that will do the
minimum of work and demand the maximum ot wages or food But the
State cannot fulfil the obligation unless there is a constantly-expanding
scheme of public works or it has complete control of production and
distribution
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Another iion-official is of the opinion that it is not a question of
leliei but of increasing the economic etnciency and income ot the people.
The State under the existing system and its present lesoiirces cannot
nndeitake to pi ovide food oi pin chasing powei to ail peisons who are
unable to secure food and who, if able-bodied, are willing to w^oik The
State has to provide full empio:anent and unemployment msuiance and
also insuianc© against othei risks like sickness, invalidity and death But
this cannot be done if the task is conceived as a question of relief The
undertaking of these obligations would involve thorough economic recon-
struction.’^

3 Bengal —The Government’,:, views aie as follows. “It is recognized
that Government’s obligation relates to Lhe saving of life by giving such
relief in times of scarcitv and disxicss lo tho^c people who are incapable
of piociuing then livelihood on f'ccopnt of physical mfiiinitics or uttei
helplessness and also to provide iroik in the shape of Test Relief Woiks
for able-bodied peisons who niej not get employment elsewhere. It is

most undesiiablo, howevei, that oidman measmes of iamnie lehel should
be a permanent Teatuie any admiinstiation and that Government should
undertake even in normal Ixines xlie obligation to piovide food or purchas-
ing powei to all persons ulio arc unable to seemo woik and who, if able-
bodied, are able to woik The Government ol Bengal hare alieady
initiated thioagli the subsidized enforcement of the Bengal Rural and
TJnemployod Relief Act (1D391 policy oi sosleimg the gicwxh ot a
regional sense of lespopsibihlv u-ulcr whn’'' flic village sell-govei iiing
bodies would, wuth some initial aul fiom uie State, look after their own
poor and unemployed. Government would thus encourage the village
self-governing bodies to giadually establish poor houses and work-houses
in their respective areas on the lines of such institutions in the advanced
countries of Europe.

** The existence of undei -feeding and uiieinplovmeni even in normal
times is only a symptom indicating that tlieie is something definitely wrong
with the geneial econoinv of the pioviu'^e and that while recognizing the
necesBiiv for lenderiug prompt and adequate assistance to those who fall
by the wayside, tho Goveinment of Bengal piopose to devote their energies
to making and implementing eiloctive plans duected towards removing
the root causes^ of these svmplon.s increasing the pioductmty of the
land and utilizing the man-powei and houis noiv wasted during certain
parts of the jeai by piomoting cottage nidustnes and finding profitable
subsidiary occupation for the agncuKitrisl population.”

A Divisional Commissionei of B&iigol is of the opinion that “ no
Government could stand the strain of this and it would be impossible to
meet the demands in a few vears, as the birth rate wmiild make such a
collosal increase. Generally tho'^e people who live on the margin can get
some local chanty or some odd jobs m noimal times that can enable
them to carry on It is possible that the exnsrience of the famine has
had the efi’ect of drying up the traditional chanty ot the people : but this
should not be anticipated ”

A non-official view is as follows* 1 do not agree that Government
should uiidertajse to provide food or the pm chasing power to anyone in
normal times. But I do feel that it is essentmrthat there should be
balanced economic development of Industry, Commerce, and Asriculture
to provide opportunities for creative work,' to earn more money to pur-
chase the food, and backed by education for better use of bhe food
purchased or in other words training them in scientific living. If more
amenities for productive work could be provided, better ideas of 'scientific
living faught by demonstration and propaganda, a definite improvement
is possible ”

4 Bomhav ,—The Provincial Government’s \news are ** Government
cannot^ undertake to provide work for ail in normal times. GeneraBy
there is no dearth of manual work for those who want to take it up
People are however not ’’eadilv willing to leave their villages and go out
on work elsewhere unle*?^ forced to do hv nrcuni'^ta^ices and it is impossib'^e
to provide work for them in every village. Nothing short of a plan
similar ^to the Soviet plan, giving Government powei not only to plan
production but to enforce it bv control over land laboui and capital, 'can
achieve the desired results This would mean Government control over
all factors of production and loss of individual liberty, but Government
cannot undertake to feed the population unless it has powers to compel
people to work and produce the food required according to the plan,”
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5 Central Pi ounces and Berai —The Government have leplied that

''there is no justification at piesent foi eKtending the principle under-

lying famine lelief, in the manner suggested, it is not necessary lor

Government to intervene unless scarcity conditions appear and distress

IS fairly acute At present theie is work foi all who are willing to woik ”

6. Madras —The Boaid of Revenue, Madras, after refei ring to the

liberalization of the principles underlying famine relief, which took place

as a result of the recommendations of the Madras Famine Code Revision
Committee of 1938, state as follows As a statement of general

prmciiile, the suggestion cannot be accepted having regard to the condi-

tions of the piovince which is piedominantly agricultural, and industri-

alized only in a very small nieasuie ’’ The Board go on to say that
" unemployment of whatever section of society is a complex evil arising

from many causes That the State should undertake to piovide
food or employment for all peisons in normal times may be justifiable on
humanitaiian but not on practical giounds such an obligation could be
enforced only in a stiictly legimented country under a totalitarian regime
In a demociatic cou^ntiv, where individual mitmtive is interfered with
as little as possible, it would be impos^sible for Government to undertake
to provide food and employment foi all the needy and unemployed.”
Apart fiom tlie fact that the piovince has few souices oi revenue left

7intapped in order to meet the collossal expenditiiie involved in the sugges-
tion, the Board take the view that “ the solution for unemployment is

not to organize State relief and thus peipetuate conditions which give
rise to unemployment and incidentally demoralize the receiver of tne
State aid On the other hand, it is necessary to go to the root
of the problem and provide the necessary facilities for able-bodied men
to secure employment . . To sum up, it would not be desirable to
extend vState relief to persons out of employment and willing to woik
and Goveinment can only undertake the duty of creating such avenues
of employment as are possible by industrialization, improvement of agii-
culture, etc Tn fact, this question . . should be dealt with on an
All-India basis as part of tne plans foi post-war reconstruction.”

A non-official social worker from ^Madras, refeiriiig to the change
effected hy the Madras Famine Code Revision Committee (1938), says
The revised draft extends the scope of intervention not only to protect

those affected from starvation but also to protect them against physical
deterioration and dispiritedness which, in the words of the Government
Order * is intended to reileet more recent ideas of the obligations of the
State towards its citizens * So the objectives of famine relief are now
sufficiently tnde and a permanent organization similar to that set up in
Great Britain to meet unemployment may be considered. ” In famine
relief organization, generally road works are preferred owing to various
advantages especially in regard to administration. The Famine Code
does not rule out undertaking works of public utility Even starting
of large-scale industries to provide employment for the unemployed in
agriculture may be thought of. However, it is desirable and necessary
that a special expert committee mav go into details of forms of relief
applying the principles of famine relief for application even in ordinary
times. As already stated, knowledge of intimate working of unemployment
schemes in Great Britain (an industrial country) and agricultural countries
like Australia and New jSealand will be helpful in framing a scheme for
India.”

7, NoTfh-West Frontier Province.—^The Government have replied as
follows » "It is presumed that the principle enunciated is an extension
of the out of work rehef svstem adopted in England with the further
axiom that out of work relief would only be provided to those who are
prenared to do whatever work Government provides for them. This
would seem to be a revolutionary (or possibly evolutionary) innovation,
which in Russia and Geimany was imposed by Government forcibly.
Similar measures were adopted m New Zealand from 1927 onwards and
met with some measure of success . . The Provincial Government feel
that the proposed measures would be so much in advance of anything
so far proposed for the betterment of this province that their early intro-
duction could not be adjusted to the social structure of the province.
There are of cou''se plenty of works m the nature of constructing bunds,
reservoirs, water-channels, drams, maintenance of roads, etc., on which

,tinslia|led labour can at any moment be employed—if there are funds
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8 Orissa —The views of the Piovincial Government are With
society and the system ot public administration as at piesent organized,
it ivS both undesirable and impracticable for the State to iindeitake a
scheme of univeisal social insuiance invoiviiin: an undei taking on the
part of the Government to provide subsistence at all times to all persons
who are unable to eain their livelihood m the couise of the normal econo-
mic activities of the society. Such an undertaking by the State might
lead to indolence and demoralisation of the population and discourage the
spiiit of flee enterprise, thrift, self-help and the spiiit of competition
among the people Theie ma;>, howevei, be occasions w-hen the State
may be compelled to nndeitake such responsibility wholly or paitially
in circumstances arising fiom vaiious causes, eg, iiatuial calamities and
serious economic distinction caused by uplieavals ”

9 Pun-jah —The Government’s reply is as follows This suggestion
presupposes thafc the Piovmcial Government possesses or coiitiols all the
means of production and tiansport or that it commands an unlimited
finance which is not at all the case The sonices of provincial leveiiues
are ciicumscribed and the income is mainly drawn from the rural popula-
tion. In a famine-stricken area, suspensions and i emissions of land
revenue have to be made on a very large scale and consequently, there
is a decrease in the revenues of the Province On the othei hand, lehef
measures mean additional expenditure with the re'iult that unbearable
strain is thrown on the finances of the province and beneficent and deve-
lopmental activities of the Government have to be i educed Theie being
not much demand for industiial labour, the vvoikless and foodless cultiva-
tors become surplus on the land and fiuther depiess the wage late oi

agricultural labour with the inevitable result that the purchasing power
18 further reduced.

** Apart from finance, the country is not yet ready for any general
system of relief in noimal times which might reduce the incentive to
work There are already far too many professional beggais ”

10. Stnd .
—“ Goyeinment is of the view that the tune is not iipe to

assume responsibility for individual distribution of the necessities of
life in normal times though as an eventual ami there is no objection to
the principle. What seems important to Government is to recognise a
famine when it is developing and to take measures in time Government
has little faith in doles or in putting men fed on a ^ rehef ’ diet to woik.
on famine projects which require physical fitness It is believed that
the on^y real remedy lies in improving agricultural production and science
in such a way as to make it vield at least a bare living even in the worst
season, and much of the Smd Government’s agiicultuial jilanning is

directed to this end For example, for the Thai desert wheie the oidina^y
pis-aller^ the emergency building of small reseivoirs to piovide woib
more than insuiance, has not been adequate, dry-farming is being deve-
loped, the growth of fodder-producing trees and grasses is being examined
and the conservation of rainfall is being studied ”

11 The United Provinces ,
—“ The United Provinces Goveinment do

not agree with this view (underlying the question) since they consider it

will l6ad topauperization** ***
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Question

(i) The view has been often expiessed that indnidual holders of land
cannot achieve any mateiiai inciease m iiroduction or iinjiioieinent of

their standaid of life unless tliej^ aie oigamzed for the pin pose, eg., on
some kind of collective basis Do you agiee uith tins view^

(n) Desciibe the extent to vliich co-opeiative societies, panchayats, oi
othei oigamzatioiis ate at piesent* fimctiouing m luial aieas of yoni
province Assess then adequacy or useiulness toi the pin pose stated
above.

(ill) If you considgi them inadequate oi inefficient, can you outline
practical methods of constituting soinie foini ol viHagf^ organization which
would efficiently secure the purpose in view?

Ahstiaci of lephrs

Pait (i) of the qucrition

1. Assam—Collectivization will ceitainly nicrease piodnrtiou As long
as rights of pioperty m land remain as they are, any such scheme can
only be on a co-operative basis

2 Bihar ,—The view put foiward m the hist pait of the question has
much to support. In fact, areas wheie subdivision and/oi fiagmontatioii
of holdings has gone veiy lai, collective or co-opeiative faiming oifeis the
only hope of adopting improved methods of cultivation Joint oigamzation
will facilitate iiiti eduction of power farmmg and lelease sin plus iaboui
from the fields to find lucrative employment elsewhere Collective pur-
chase of seeds, manures and implements, and collective sales of the
produce should, by the elimination of the middlemen’s profits, also contri-
bute to an increase in the ryot’s share of the income Habits engendered
by oigamzed or collective action in the village should p'ove huntful in

other directions in securing education, health, saiiitai;^ and other services
and amenities in the village.

3. Bengal ,— We agree with the view set out in this question. It is

only an increase in the income of the individual holder of land that can
bring about an improvement in the standard of life This increase
can be effected by increased production and by giving hiin the maximum
possible financial returns fo’ his produce and also by piovidmg him with
some subsidiary occupation during the off season Inciease in production
can be achieved by (i) the use of improved seeds, (li) the use of scientific

manures and fertilizers, (hi) the use of improved agricultural implements,
(iv) providing irrigation or drainage facilities wlieie necessary, (v) pro-

viding embanmnents for protection of lands where necessary, (vi) consolida-

tion of the existing small and scattered holdings, (iv) and (v) are almost
always possible through joint efforts. (vi) would invariably call for

combined efforts (i), (li) and (in) can be made available at a rea'=«onabie

cost only by joint purchase An ordinary holder of land does not get

an adequate return for his produce. He is often compelled to dispose

of his crop immediately after harvest at a low price to meet his immediate
pressing needs. He has no holding capacity and commands oriy the

harvest price. This drawback can be removed and a better price can

be ensured to him by a marketing organization th’-ough which he can sell

and market his produce and which will make an advance to him against

the crop delivered to help him in meeting his present requirements. Some
sort of cottage industry may be introduced in the family of an agriculturist

to keep the adults engaged during the off season and also afford a share

to the womenfolk to contribute to the joint income. The raw materials

can he provided at an advantageons price through collective purchase.

Similarly, the finished products can be sold at an advantageous price m
a suitable market through joint sale

”

4. Bomhai/.—Government agrees with the view expressed in the ques-

tion.
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5. (Jentral Pi ovine es and Beiai —The potentiality ol an organization
of cultivators for incj easing the pioductivitv oi thou lands is admitted
Collective fainung enables a ciiltivutoi to liave lands, imploinents and
other agricultural lequisires to the extent to which they are itqiiiied toi

cultivation purposes and aftoids an oppoitninty to utilize them iully
This secures a number of economies vhich aie denied to individnai
cultivators

6 Madras —“It has been mentioned in leply to the eailiei questions
that holdings are probably becoming smallei, that the number ol people
owning uneconomic holdings is probably increasing that iiagmentation is
on the inciease and measuies lor consolidation had borne no fruitful
results, that lands tended to pass to non-cultivatmg classes during the
slump period which tendenev is believed to hawe been arrested at present
owing to high prices, and that the lancMoss proletariat is probably inci easing
111 numbers leading to competition foi ionancy Tho rj*i'ein of leasing
in force does not induce either the rvnor oi ibo cu'^Livating tenant co
invest money to iniprovo the land or even on the mucli needed opeiatioa
of manuring, and they seem to be content with Shaiung pi^t vdiat the
laud yields from an indifferenL cultivation Theie is an incieesmg tendency
to disintegration eveiyuliere The village as a compact and <i.elucontained
economic unit has ceased to be Tho ]omt family system lias almost
collapsed leading to increase in fragmontabion, subdivision, and abcoatec
landlordism.

^
Tliougli previous trials and opinions of those who have

studied the question are not favourable, the only remedy seems to lie in
the formation of co-operative farnimg socioties ixi villages for the purpose
oi bringing the benefits of large scale cultivation to the innumerable small
holdings.^'

7. ’Nofth’-West Frontier Province ,—The villages in this piovince aie
organized in village communities forming a compete brotherhood in them-
selves. Each village renresents a collective farm. The Provincial Govern-
ment do not consider that any improvement would be secured at present
by attempting to supei -impose on the existing village communities a foim
of constitution or organization proposed in the question.

8 Omsa.—While theie appears no justification to subscube to the
view that individual holders of land cannot aclueve an^ m,ateiial increase
in production, there is no doubt that co-operative efiorts help in securing
improvement in the economic and ag'ucultnral life of the cultivating
classes. Co-operative marketing, collective cultivation, consolidation

^
oi:

holdings and several other measures calculated to improve the cuHivating
and living conditions 6f the people cannot be undertaken exOept thiough
co-operative efforts.

9 Punkah ,
—“ The Punjab cultivator is individualistic Ilhteracv,

ignorance and conservatism prevail. Whatever education has been made
available to him so far has not tended to foster the co-operative spi^'it

or joint-stock business spirit in him. In the rain-fed areas, the presence
of moisture in the soil at the sowing tune is an impoitant factor in cultiva-
tion The holding being small, bullock-power xs the cheapest means ot
production available In such circumstances, it is not possible to subscribe
to the view that collective farming will result in any material increase
in production O'*' improvement in the standard of living of the cultivator,
as the people who have to work, it are not prepared, mentally and educa-
tionally, for it, Innumerable instances of breaking of heads can be cited
where a well was jointly owned by two or more laiid-owneis for purposes
of irrigation.*^

10. Sind ,
—^Government is prepared to subscribe in theory to the view

expressed, certainly with reference to India m general, and even in a
certain measure with reference to Sind. However, the background in
Sind, without which no picture of this subject can be lealistic, is such
that there is not much scope for a really widesp'-ead co-operative move-
ment because the land tenure system is such that there is vast scope for
the improvement of agricultural conditions without the aid of co-operation.

11. United Provinces —^There can be no doubt that individual holders
of land cannot achieve any material increase m production or improvement
of their ^standard ^of life unless they a-^e organized on some kind of collec-
tive basis, especigdly when fragmentation of holdings is so common in this
country.
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Pai t (ii) or tiuestion

1 Absam —Co-opeiative teocretros lunctxOiuiig now are maiiilj credit

socxetioa ana iiave not proven Uie huecebb expetieU oi bnem ineie a^e
no oiliei Village oigaiiizauoiib lOi tne puipu5,e

J xSiiia'i — xiie co~upeiati'e bociecieD in tne province liace bO iai inainiy
concerned tlieinbeivos vitli c.eaib acoivicies ono; ana tire rnu'v^inent tolnlle^

longnry o per cent oi tne xjoijuuiuon

0 JbHiiQai —ilieie are oo,iod ruiai cicoit bocietieb vvitlr a total niemoer-
siiip ot o bo iaiOib ioi irnancrng agricultural opeiation* in aadiuon,
tneie are i,uio iiirgcaion bocie treb, o einuannnieiit bucietiOb^ and iuy luaiti-

puipoae ana saie bocieaes lire Uoteiiuaeut are nut aeniui-eiy avsa.e ii

pancna^aib or otnex Oigannsataonb «.ie ianci.ioning m luiai area,:, Ine
object ut tne inuiLi-piupO'.e bocietres i^tlieie are 4± bucn bOcietieb witii a

coLdi inenibeibni.p oi 4n,uuuj ib barn* to be to pioviae racinueb loi becter

tanning, better bUbiuebs, ana better rrtnig Ine bocret> ib to game itb

nieinbe-b rn are curiivauon ot various rood ana mone^ crops, to piouae
lacnmes loi iirrgation ana rniprovenient oi lariub by cunbonaaLion or

noramgb, to selr ana atispobe or tne agiicuituiai ai^a Otnei pxuua*^e oi tiie

members in tne mobt pi on table manner, to buiipiy lo tire niernbeib

necesbaiies oi rue, ana also raw mater rais necebsaiy tor inaubcnai bubsi-

Jia^y occupation ine in uiti-pur pose bociety ib an exlu.t to cater to tire

various neeas and lequii emends or tne agiiculfcuribtb tniougn a bingm
agency, ejvceptrng cicurt wnicn is to be aibpenbea by me co-opeiatrve
creait bocittj> iiut tnib cieait is aibo to be nnivea witn tne muiti-purpobe
society in tnat tne loan aavancea to tne ineinbeib by tne meait society

lb to be collected in kma tniougli it besides its mameting tneii saleable

suiiiius inis linkiing or creair with tlie niaia-pu.pose soernty has been
ehected at Gosaba in tiie ciistiict ot 2i-i^aigunas ana at Paibatipui in the
district ot Dmajpui ihe system is being giahuaily extenaea to otner
areas also.

4, Bombay —Co-opsiative societies and pancliayats aie tunctioning in

many villages but tney aie not able to do much in this direction Co-
operative societies cannot undertake uhe woik ot codecuvized tanning,
unless they are matenaiiy helped, hnaiiciaily and otherwise, in carrying
out the work They would also lequiie expert assistance in running
such societies.

5. Oenhal Fiovinccs and Betar —Tire Goveinment have made no com-
ments

6 Madias —There are co-operative organizations in the province
catering to the needs of many sections ot the population and toi many
purposes Though all these societies aie iisciul withm then own spheres
and in their own way, they have not been iiow^ertul enough to eradicate
the existing detects which are responsible tor the low agricuituial pi oduc-
tion. In particular, co-opeiation has yet to make its maik in the supply
of agiicultural i equirements, increase ot pi odaction, procuring and
maiketmg agricultural produce, oi in other spheies of activity m which
iaimers are interested Co-opei ation, however, either voluntary or com*
jmlsory, seems the method which holds the greatest promise.

7 North-West Frontier Froviiice ,—Panchayats have been instituted

in some villages, but so far as agiiculture is concerned, they are of no
value. No other organizations ot the kind mentioned exist

8 Onssa .—Under the local self-Goveinment laws at iiresent operating
in different paits of the province, nifiiioi local bodies are constituted m
different areas such as union committees, union boards, panchayats, sani-

tation committees, and so on These institutions only deal with ceitain

aspects of village life, namely, educaxion, sanitation, etc The working
of these local bodies has not been vei^ encoiu aging Little can be expected
from them in stimulating the weltaie of the cultivating classes, even it

those rural bodies are revived and muitiphed in numbers The co-operative
societies, on the other hand, serve only a fraction ot the rural population
These societies have so far concentiated their activities on providing
cheap credit to the cultivators.

9 Fumab —No co-operative society or panchayat or any other organiza-
tion functioning in rural areas has made any attempt in the direction of

collective farming

10 S%nd —In spite of the prevalence of large estates to which co-operative
methods would be hard to apply, there are enough villages in Sind con-
sisting mainly of small holders to make it^ worth while pushing the move-
ment furthei than has so far been attempted. The emphasis m Sind is
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unfoituiititely almost eiitiiely on Tihe ciedit side of tlie movement and the

lesuits do not justiiy the neglect of moie piogiessive aspects such as co-

operative joint laiming and co-opeiati\e maiketiiig Iheie are about
lji40 agiicultiual cieuit sociecies with a woikmg capital of Us 70 b9 lakhs.,

and the amount outstanding on doth June against inenibeis was
Us 37 26 lakhs One of the chiet explanations oi the disappointing state

of even this aspect ot co-opei atioii in Sind is the fact that compact village

sites do not exist in any numbei. Societies aie staited in small hamlets
and aie apt to become a benevolent fund toi the benefit of the headman
and hi.s lelations Beriami loans aie a common feature, and the demociatic
spirit which 1* the essence oi co-opeiation is almost totally absent Some
effort IS now being made to amalgamate these small societies and to
centialize them

11 United Piovvnces —Various co-o^eiative societies are functioning m
the lural aieas ot the pi'ovince There are 70 Central Co-opeiative Banks
and Unions which finance the village primal les There aie about 8,000
luial credit societies which include 3.500 co-operative society village banks
or multi-puipose societies The working capital of the primaries is about
Us 3 cioies and then meinbeiship eight lakhs The \iiiage banks aie based
on limited liability, and tiiey undeitake such activities as better living,
better faiming and better business including co-operative pin chase ot
domestic and agiiculturai lequirements as well as providing rural credit
Societies specially tor marketing consist of 727 ghee societies, 175 market-
ing unions foi the marketing ot ceieals, 90 cane-marketing societies, and
there are also other societies toi the maiketmg ot special products. There
are 267 societies for consolidation ot holdings There aie 3,000 bettei living
societies in the rural develoiiment villages and they have very vaiied
activities to improve the standard of living of the villages. There aie
15 cattle-breeding societies, 12 seed stores, and 160 irrigation societies The
number of villages is so laige compared to the number of co-operative
societies that the latter have covered only a limited field so far and touched
only a few of the pioblems confronting the cultivators These societies

have not been able to improve production or the standard of living to an
appreciable extent on account of the various social, economic and religious

disabilities But the usefulness and efficacy of co-operative methods m
dealing with rural problems is beyond question

Fart (ill) of question

1. Assam —^The drive for the extension of the co-operative system com-
bined with amendment of the law conferring rights over land will secure
the purpose in view to some extent

Conditions for the success of such development indicated m a reply
received from one of the officers of the Assam Go%erTiment are as below —

Reorganization of the societies, close official supervision, employment
of a trained and efficient Government officer in the executive bodies of a
group of societies in each Thana at the initial stage to guide, direct,

regulate, and educate the societies.’^

Another officer (who says he spends much of his time in realizing the
assets of liquidated societies) recommends the abolition of such societies and
local boards and the appointment of Rural Uplift Officers selected without
regard to communal or other irrelevant factors, and well paid so as to
obviate corruption

A third officer considers that well-organized societies working in
conjiinetion with lagncultural banks are iikfiy to be of help.

A non-official view is as follows. “ Some sort of rural societies or
bodies may be organized for this end in view, but they must be under
strict State supervision and control. Multiplication of our present self
governing bodies will do more harm than good

2 Bihar—^It is not easy to suggest a village organization for collective
action. The task should be attempted seriously in one or more typical
villages where conditions are considered more favourable and experience
gained therein may suggest the exact form of organization likely to prove
suitable. One suggestion made by the Registrar of Co-operative Societies
IS the formation of multi-purpose co-operative societies in the village,
which will look to aU sides of the cultivators* activities and requirements
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A rLon-o£6cial view is as follows. “ A scheme for combimug the preserva-

tion of individual propeity rights of the cultivator with co-opeiative fainiing

should be devised and put into opeiation. Such a scheme can, 1 believe, be

introduced by a system of lating of the intrinsic qualities of the soil and
distributing the yield of the land partly on the basis of this scale of

valuation . . . Ihe other factor which will determine this distribution

Will be the quality and quantity of iaboui put in by the members ci the

co-operative union for the cultivation of the land This organization will

have to be suiiplemented by a State organization for the supply of model

r

mstiuments of production and technical skill and guidance.”

An official view fi'om this province is as follows Co-operative and
combined organized efforts may perhaps do a little in improving the culti-

vation and raising the income of cuitivatois, s}>ecially in the spheie of the

marketing of the pioduce Purchase of manuies and seeds, con-

struction of irrigation facilities, consolidation of holdings, co-operative

dairying are among some of the other spheres in which combined action by
the villagers may prove useful But 1 am not inclined to be optimistic

of their success in the ^aste-ridden, distrustful, illiterate atmosphere of

the village

S Bengal —What is now needed is organization of a network of multi-

purpose societies throughout the province An attempt is being made in

this direction in tJtie opinion of the Government, co-opeiative societies

are the most suitable organizations for achieving matenal increase in

pi od action and unpiovement of the standaid of living of the agiicultunsts.

4 Bombay —A suggestion has been made to Government that an experi-

ment in collectivized agriculture on the lines of the liiissian piactice

should be undertaken in a group of 15 to 30 villages with an aiea of about
30,000 acies But public opinion is not ready tor so revolutionaiy a

change in agricultural economy and preteis that expeiiments may be
tried in co-operative farming with a view to eliminate the middlemen,
market the produce on a co-opeiative basis, cultivate ciops accoiding
to a pre-arranged plan and secure finance at cheap rates through co-

operative agencies Government is consideiing to wffiat extent the sugges-
tion can be implemented and has found a place foi it in us post-v/ar plan.

5 Central Provinces and Berar —The small landowmers are the ones
who may be expected to benefit greatly by collective farming as theieby
they will be able to apply greater resouices to their lands If these
holders could be given preferably continuous pieces of land and provided
with all the help needed for cultivation, a trial may be made of the piac-
ticahihty of collective farming. Careful cost accounting of these and
simultaneously of individual farming may be made and cost of produc-
tion compared. If tins brings out great benefit for smaller cultivators,
propaganda for organization may be made

6 Madras ,—The opinion of Messrs Thomas and Kamakrishnan of the
(Jniversity of Madras, who undertook a survey of selected villages, has
been quoted by the Government ot Madras Nor is consolidation likely
to be of much avail when the size of most of the holdings is far too small.
A more rational though difficult line of experiment would be to organize
co-operative or joint farming on a scale which would permit the use of
improved implements and methods. The existing holders of fragments
should be induced to meige their plots in the enterprises tentatively and,
if success is assured, permanently in reDuin for proportionate shares in
the enterprise They can work on the co-operative farm as wage-earners. '

The investigators have referred to an experiment in co-operative farming
said to have been made in Nadia district in Bengal.^ The Madras Gov-
ernment have suggested that an experiment should be made on these
lines by acquiring a few villages and organizing the expropriated owners
of each village into a society to cultivate the village. If this experiment
is successful, it would give the data for a scheme of compulsory co-operatioii.

The Director of Agriculture, Madras, points out that societies for
joint farming, that is, whose members carry on cultivation, pooling their
lands for the purpose, have not been much of a success even in countries
where co-operation has succeeded most m organizing supply, sale, etc

,

^ This has not, however, been mentioned by the Government of Bengal
in their reply.
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and adds that joint fanning nia^, however, be tiled by tenants taking
up land of any big temple or institution He leieis to the village paiicna-
yats seveial of which did quite satistactoiy vvoik in the ’twenties and
weie Willing to impose on themselves cextain levies to be ^^pent locally and
succeeded in getting local labour in lieu of money payment toi accom-
piishmg certain w^oiks. Much of this enthusiasm died awav duung the
aepiession He suggests that peihaps it can be levnved attei the vvai,
if they aie assured ot a laiger poition ot the ces^ collected in the vdi^ge
There ought to be no confusion oi ovei lapping of the functions of pancria-
jats and co-opeiativm societies. The latter should be voluntary oiganiza-
tions tor peiioiining essentially economic functions of membeis, namely,
getting Cl edit, supplying agncultuial and domestic lequuements, selling
pioduce The jiaiichayats should have povveis of coeicion, leaving no
option to any lesident in the locality to join oi not to join, to pay a tax
01 not to pay The sei vices they i«nder aie of great benefit to the com-
munity as a whole lathei than for individuals, and it is difiiciiit to allocate
the benefits to each lesideut Co-opeiative societies cannot, and should
not, be expected to assume such powers or fuifii their functions as pan-
chayats This is distinction which is not afways kept in mind Dy
reformers.

A non-otficiai view from Madras endoises this essential distinction
between the functions ^of co-opeiative societies and panchayats, the foiuier
catering to the economic needs of the ryots and the latter to the otnor
needs of the rural areas w^hich, directly or indirectly, affect the standard
of living '' The panchayats and the co-opeiative societies would be
compleinentaiy to each othei and will togethei assist m the lehabilitation
of the riual area In the opinion of this non-ofhcial gentleman, the btate
farms and collective taims of the Russian type' aie neitliei possible nor
desirable in India. “ There is no need to levolutionize the agiicultura!
economy of the countiy, if, with the adoption of such methods as are
practicable, results can be achieved with equal, if not better, success,
preserving for the peasant, scope tor the exeicise of his individual initia-
tive.^^

7 North-Western Frontiei Ftomnee —The village at piesent repicsents
collective farms, and the Piovincial Gov^ei ament consider that what is
leqmied is appropnate oigainzation ot the Agiicultuie and Vetennary
Oepaitments of Governmonb, so that they foim a living and real pait of
village agriculture.

8. OHssa ,—^A network "of -co-operative societies shouki be established in
the countiy side These societies shauld deal with not only the provision of
cheap Cl edit but also othei aspects of pioduction and sale of agacultuial
produce on a co-opeiative basis, marketing ot agiicuHural pioduce^ help-
ing the cultivators m secuiing bettei bleeding ot cattle, iinprov’'ed seeds,
manure, agiicultuial impiovements, and ro piomote consolidation of hold-
ings and collective cultivation In oidei that they may be successful, they
must be undertaken under the close supei vision and guidance of Govern-
ment officers for some yeais to come, otbemise, considering the present
working of these societies in most of the areas, there is very littfe chance
of their attaining the object intended

9. Fun'}ah —This Government have interpreted the question as directed
exclusively to the possibilities of collective farming, and being opposed
to collective farming as impracticable, have made no suggestions

^
10 Svnd The elementary lines of dev eiopment the Government has inmmd are the amalgamation of small credit societies, establishment of

societies or non-ofhcial agencies foi the distribution ot seed and agnciil-
tural implements. It the rcquiicd spint can be hrmly implanted by these
first lessons, the rest will follow more easily.

11 Umted Provmces ^A large scale expansion ot co-operativ^’e agricul-
ture and marketing forms part of the post-war reconstruction schemes
of Government. Certain difficulties and drawbacks in the way of the
societies, the removal of which will go a long way towards their betterment
are stated to be (i) the rates of interest charged by the societies from the
borrower average 12 per cent, the rate should be reduced, and cheapereto should be ^de available to primary societies; (ii) the prevention of

subdivision of holdings is necessary; the question raisesproblem ^ law md is under examination of the AgidcultoalCommitt^ of the Post-war Reconstruction Board,
^


